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Notes.—References to Minutes are shown thus—1 ( 1 ) . 
References to Memoranda are shown thus—C. 1 . 
References in italics are to Memoranda not discussed by the Cabinet. 



(C.C. (61) 1st-75th Meetings) 

A 
ADEN 

Constitutional development. C. 68, 70, 29 (8). 

AFRICA 
See— 

SOUTH AFRICA. 

SOUTH WEST AFRICA. 


AGRICULTURAL P O L I C Y 
Financing of a new Meat Research Centre. C. 198, 67 (8). 

Agricultural support policy. C. 211, 71 (6). 

Meat Research Centre. C. 220. 

AID T O C O U N T R I E S OVERSEAS 
Establishment of a new Department of Technical Co-operation, proposals approved. C. 11, 

5(2) . 

AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY 
The future of the aircraft industry. C. 150, 159, 57 (2). . 

ALGERIA 
Generals seize power. 23 (1). 

Collapse of revolt. 24 (2). 


ANGOLA 
Situation. 23 (1). 
Anglo-Portuguese joint military exercises. 30 (8), 31 (4). 
Debate in Security Council, instructions to United Kingdom representative. 30 (1). 
United Kingdom policy to be explained to Commonweal th Governments. 30 (1). 

B 

BATTLE O F BRITAIN 
Erection of permanent memorials. C. 51, 23 (6). 

BRITISH SUGAR C O R P O R A T I O N 
Reconstruction proposals. C. 61, 27 (10), 30 (4). 
Reorganisation deferred. C. 105, 41 (7). 

BRITISH T R A N S P O R T C O M M I S S I O N (B.T.C.) 
Reorganisation. 12 (5). 
Weekly hours of railwaymen, reduction to 42 hours approved. C. 52, 20 (6). 
British Road Services (Parcels) Ltd. (Carter Paterson) not to be sold to Mr. Clore. 41 (8). 
B.T.C. Hotels to be run by a Company owned and controlled by the British Railways Board. 

C. 139, 55 (6). -

BROADCASTING D E V E L O P M E N T 
Experiment in subscription television, proposals to be further considered, C. (60) 191, C. 18, 

3 (6), 9 (5). 

B U D G E T 
Proposals. Details not recorded. 21 (1). 



CABINET SECRETARIAT 
Appreciation of Mr. Bishop's services. 66 (2). 

C A M E R O O N S 
Future of the British Cameroons . Reduction of our military and financial commitments. C. 36, 

15 (5). 
United Kingdom battalion to be withdrawn from Southern Cameroons. Support to be limited to 

financial assistance. C. 79, 31 (7). 
United Kingdom trusteeship, extension not to be encouraged. Withdrawal of British Battalion. 

Action against terrorist camp. C. 86, 36 (6). 
Southern Cameroons. C. 192. 

CAPITAL P U N I S H M E N T 
Existing law not to be changed. C. 20, 6 (3). 
Criminal Justice Bill, amendments to raise minimum age for death penalty to be resisted. C. 20, 

6 (3) . 
Timothy John Evans case, no fresh enquiry to be held. C. 20, 6 (3). 
Exercise of prerogative of mercy in capital cases, discussion to be resisted. C. 20, 6 (3). 

C E N T R A L TREATY ORGANISATION 
Turkish representatives express apprehension about future of Iran. 27 (4). 

C H U R C H I L L , SIR W I N S T O N 
Message of congratulation on 87th birthday. . 66 (1). 

CIVIL AVIATION 
See also AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY. 

Government policy on civil airports, approved. 31 (11). 

Draft White Paper on Civil Aerodromes and Air Navigational Service, approved. C. 113, 44 (4). 

Disposal of B.O.A.C. interest in Middle East Airlines ( M E . A . ) and Middle East Aircraft Servicing 


Company (M.A.S.C.O.), independent enquiry to be arranged. C. .120, 45 (5). 

CIVIL SERVICE 
Reckoning for pension of unestablished service. C. 73, 30 (5). 

C O A L 
Imports from the United States, application by the Steel Company of Waies. C. 60, 62, 27 (9), 

35 (3). 
Committee of Ministers to be appointed to consider the future of the coal industry and the problem 

of coal imports. 27 (9). 
Price policy. C. 166, 186, 58 (5), 64 (1). 
Coal Industry Bill, tactics for handling debate. 65 (1). 

C O M M E R C I A L P O L I C Y 
Covcnt Garden Market Bill. 39 (7). 
Imports of bacon from Poland. Sale of British capital goods, proposal not to be pursued. 

C. 122, 181, 182, 214, 46 (7), 62 (5), 74 (5). 

Commercial relations with Japan. C. 127, 173, 47 (3), 59 (5). 

Trade with Roumania , meat imports. C. 214, 74 (5). 


C O M M I T T E E S 
Sunday observance in England and Wales. Departmental Committee to review prospects of 

amending the law, to be appointed. C. 23, 9 (7). 
Diplomatic immunities and privileges for Commonweal th Organisations in the United Kingdom, 

Committee of officials to be appointed. C. 27, 11 (8). 
Security in the public service, Admiral ty Underwater Weapons Establishment, Commit tee of 

enquiry appointed. 19 (2), 27 (1). 
Committee of Ministers to be appointed to consider the future of the coal industry and the problem 

of coal imports. 27 (9). 
Committee of Ministers to be appointed to consider arguments for and against importa t ion of 

liquid methane gas. 54 (2). 

C O M M O N W E A L T H 
Nomenclature . Use of designation " United Kingdom ". C. 46, 19 (6). 
Emigration policy— 

Renewal of the Commonweal th and Empire Settlement Acts, 1922-57, legislation to be 
introduced. C. 201 ,67 (6). 

Assisted Passage Scheme to Australia, no increase in contribution. 67 (6). 
The Commonwealth. C. 40. 

The Commonwealth and Europe. C. 87. 




COf^gPDNYVEA LTI1 I MM! GRANTS 
Control of immigration from Ihc Commonweal th , legislation to be considered. C. 67, 69, 7 (2), 

29 (7). 
Draft Bill. Commonweal th Governments to be informed of possibility of controls. C. 153, 

55 (3). 
Application of Commonwealth Immigrants Bill to the Irish Republic. C. 180, 61 (5), 63 (2), 

67(5) . 

COMMONWEALTH ORGANISATIONS 
Diplomatic immunities and privileges for Commonweal th Organisations in the United Kingdom, 

Commit tee of officials to be appointed. C. 27, 11 (8). 
Report by Committee of officials. C. 215, 216, 75 (7). 

COMMONWEALTH PRIME MINISTERS' MEETING 
Withdrawal of South Africa from the Commonweal th . 13 (1). 

COMMONWEALTH YOUTH TRUST 
Government^ decision to be announced, no reference to Report of the Templer Committee. 

C. 3 , 7 ( 7 ) . 

CONGO REPUBLIC 
Reports on situation and general statements. 1 (3), 3 (3), 5 (1), 7 (8), 9 (1), 12 (1), 15 (2), 26 (5), 

2 7 ( 7 ) , 6 6 ( 4 ) . ; 

President Kasavubu to summon a constitutional conference. 1 (3), 5 (1). 

Protection of British lives in Stanleyville. 3 (3). 

Death of Mr. Lumumba. 7 (8), 63 (3). 

Possibility of Soviet air lift, into Stanleyville. 7 (8).-

Detention of Mr . Tshombe for refusal to co-operate in constitutional Conference. 26 (5), 27 (7). 

Mr. Tshombe to be encouraged to co-operate with new Central Government . 49 (1), 52 (2), 


55 (1), 58 (1). 
Military action by United Nations forces against Katanga. 50 (1), 51 (1). 
Death of Mr . Hammarskjold. 50 (1). 
Enquiry into accident causing death of Mr . Hammarskjold. 51 (1). 
Restatement of United Kingdom policy towards the Congo to be prepared. 51 (1). 
Negotiations between Mr. Tshombe and Mr. Adoula. Appoin tment of a conciliator. Safety of 

Mr . Tshombe. 62 (2), 63 (3), 66 (4), 69 (1), 75 (2). 
Bombs for Canberra aircraft in use by United Nations forces. 62(2) , 67(1), 69 (1), 70 (1), 71 (4). 
Discussions in Security Council of United Nat ions . 64 (2), 66 (4). 
Resignation of Dr. 0 'Br ien. 67(1) . 

-	 Conduct of United Nations operations, debate in House of Commons . 71 (4), 74 (2). 

Proposal for cease-fire in Katanga. 74 (2). 


COVENT GARDEN MARKET 
See COMMERCIAL POLICY. 

CUBA 
Attempt to overthrow the Castro regime. 22 (1 ) . 

D E C I M A L C O I N A G E 
Adoption not to be accepted at this stage. C. 189, 66 (6). 
Decimalisation. C. 204. 

D E F E N C E 
Exchange of information on aircraft movements between Spain and Gibral tar . C. 17, 7 (5). 
Army manpower. Creation of a voluntary reserve. C. 160, 56 (4), 58 (3). 
Defence White Paper, 1961. C. 13, 16. 

D I S A R M A M E N T 
See also NUCLEAR TESTS. 

Nuclear disarmament— 


Demonstrat ions in Trafalgar Square . C. 125, 46 (2), 50 (8), 

Demonstrat ions at airfields. 68 (2). 

Nuclear Disarmament. Refusal to pay tax. C. 9. 

D R I N K A N D DRIVING 
See R O A D SAFETY. 



E 
E C O N O M I C S I T U A T I O N / S U R V E Y 

See also— 
GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE. 


PUBLIC EXPENDITURE. 


Economic Survey for 1961. C. 37, 42, 15 (6). 

Future trends in Government expenditure in relation to national resources. C. 43, 19 (4). 

Control of Government expenditure, report by the Plowden Committee. C. 44, 19 (4). 

Development of the public sector and its expenditure over the next four years. C. 88, 89, 106, 


107, 123, 19 (4), 37 (1), 41 (4). 
Balance of Payments position, deterioration over past two years. 32 (2). 
Second economic regulator. C. 112, 43 (1), 45 (2), 49 (6). 
Economic planning, National Economic Development Council, proposed letter to both sides of 

industry. C. 136, 138, 50(6) , 51 (4), 65 (2). 
Balance of Payments Statistics. C. 48. 

Economic Growth and National Efficiency. C. 94. 

Balance of Payments Trends. C. 110. 

The Economic Situation. C. 134. 


E D U C A T I O N 
Teachers 1 Salaries— 

Teachers ' salaries in England and Wales, negotiations for a new settlement. C. 7, 63, 2 (5), 
28 (3), 29 (4). 

Scottish teachers' pay claim. C. 53, 19 (7), 20 (5), 27 (2), 31 (9). 
Possibility of re-organisation of negotiating machinery. C. 78, 28 (3), 29 (4), 31 (9). 
Amount and timing of increase for teachers in England and Wales and in Scotland. 30 (3), 

31 (9). 
Nat ional Union of Teachers (N.U.T.) recommend rejection of Burnham Committee agreement 

for increase of 16£ per cent. 30(3) . 
Teachers ' salaries in England and Wales, increase to be contained within a total of £42 million. 

44(3) , 49(7) , 56(6) , 57 (1). 
Differentials for graduate teachers. 49 (7). 

Level of Expenditure in the period up to 1965-66. C. 210, 212, 73 (1). 
Public Schools, broader based entry, Private M e m b e r s motion to be resisted. 31 (3). 
Colleges of Advanced Technology, transfer to direct grant status. C. 191, 67 (7), 73 (2). 

E G Y P T 
Diplomatic relations with the United Arab Republic. 1 (1). 
Nubian Monuments , appeal by U N E S C O for funds to save monuments in Nubia . C. 177, 61 (4). 

E U R O P E 
See also— 

EUROPEAN FREE TRADE ASSOCIATION. 

FRANCE. 


Western European Union, statement to Council of Ministers. 10 (3). 
European Economic Community (E.E.C.). Wider political and economic association with 

Europe— 
Discussions between officials of United Kingdom and French Governments . 26 (4). 
United Kingdom Ministers to visit Commonweal th countries for discussion. 29 (5), 31 (12). 
Directive to Ministers visiting Commonwealth countries. C. 84, 35 (4). 
Consultation with Commonweal th Governments, reports. C. 96, 103, 104, 108, 111, 42(1) . 
United Kingdom to enter into negotiations with E.E.C. 42 (1). 
Formal application to join the Treaty of Rome, agreed. 42 (1), 44 (1). 
Lord Privy Seal's opening statement to E.E.C. on 10th October. C. 162, 53^(9), 56 (2). 
Meetings with representatives of E.E.C., statements. 65 (5), 71 (3). 

Council of Europe—European Social Charter to be signed. C. 156, 55 (7). 
Western European Union. C. 29. 

The Commonwealth and Europe. C. 87. 

Relations with European Economic Community. C. 124. 


E U R O P E A N F R E E T R A D E A S S O C I A T I O N (EFTA) 
See also EUROPE. 
Meeting of Ministers— 


Tariff reductions. Form of association to be offered to Finland. 

United Kingdom discussions with E.E.C. welcomed. 9 (3). 


Finland, draft agreement of association to be signed on 27th March . C. 41 , 17 (2). 

Austria, Sweden and Switzerland to apply for association with E.E.C. 65 (5). 


E U S T O N S T A T I O N R E C O N S T R U C T I O N 
Demolition of the Doric Arch. 56 (7), 58 (9). 



O	 F 

F A R M VRICE R K V I F A V 
Progress of annual review of farm prices. C. 33, 6 (4), 11 (3). 

Increase of ^d. a gallon on price of milk offered to farmers representatives. 1 I (3). 


Farm Price Review. C. 35. 

F O R E I G N A F F A I R S 

See-
CONGO REPUBLIC. -

GERMANY. 

IRAN. 

KOREA. 

LAOS. 

SOVIET U N I O N . 


SYRIA. 

UNITED NATIONS. 


Assistance to the Netherlands Government in the event of an Indonesian attack on West New Guinea. 
C. 222. 

F R A N C E 

Prime Ministers visit to Rambouil let . 3 (1). 

G 
GAMBIA 

Future consti tutional arrangements . C. 5, 2 (6). 

G E R M A N Y 
Training and storage facilities in the United Kingdom. C. (60) 178, C. 1 2 / 34, 76, 5 (5), 7 (6) 

12 (6), 31 (6), 36 (8). 
Disposal of German assets in the United Kingdom. C. 92, 40 (5). 
Political situation in Federal Germany following elections. 50 (3). 
Berlin-^ 

The Berlin problem. 27 (5). 
Discussions between President Kennedy and Mr. Khruschev in Vienna. 30 (7), 39 (4). 
Possible measures to increase the state of military preparedness for an emergency over Berlin. 

C. 115, 116, I I S , 45 (4). 
Economic embargo against Soviet bloc, disadvantages. Economic counter-measures against 

East Germany, advantages of application. C. 132, 175, 183, 196, 49 (3), 59 (2), 
66 (5). 

Procedure for negotiations on Berlin question, suggestion by German Ambassador in Moscow. 
62(1) . 

Meeting of Western Foreign Ministers in Washington. C. 149, 50 (3), 52 (3), 53 (4), 55 (1). 
Meeting of senior officials of the four Western Governments . 56 (1). 
Allied access to Berlin. 'C . 175, 58 (1), 59 (2). 
Prospects	 of, negotiations on Berlin with Soviet Un ion— 

Paper by the Ambassadorial Group . C. 184, 65 (3). 
Meeting between Prime Minister and General de Gaulle. C. 194, 66 (5). 

tvlilitary planning for contingencies in Berlin. ; , 66 (5). 
Negotiations with Soviet Government , French reluctance. 75 (4). 
Anglo-German talks, 23rd March, 1961. C. 5S. 

Political situation after the West German Elections. C. 154. 


' Berlin Economic Counter-measures. C. 206. 


GHANA 
United Kingdom relations with Ghana Government , Commonwea l th Secretary to visit. C. 157, 

52 (6), 55 (4). 
T h e Queen's visit to Ghana . 55 (4), 59 (4), 60 (1). 

G O A 

Armed attack by India. 71 (1), 74 (3), 75 (1). 

United Nat ions Security Council, mot ion carried. 75 (1). 


G O V E R N M E N T E X P E N D I T U R E 
See	 also ECONOMIC SITUATION/SURVEY. 

Expenditure overseas, directive by the Prime Minister. 46 (5). 

Savings by administrative action and minor policy changes. C. 174, 61 (2). 

Nutr i t ional Services, savings. C. 209, 213, 72(1) . 


White Paper on Government Expenditure below the line. C. 45. 



S E C R E T 


II 

H O U S I N G 

Housing needs of Birmingham and other congested towns in the West Midlands. C. 121. 46 (6). 

I N D U S T R Y 

See IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY. 

I N D U S T R I A L D I S P U T E S 

See also INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS. 

London docks— 
Tally clerks strike. Government to support Nat ional Dock Labour Board in implementing 

the recommendations of committee of enquiry. C. 10, 3 (7). 
Organisation of tally clerks in the London docks, scheme for allocating to particular sectors. 

C. 19, 6 (1) . 
Unofficial strike arising from use of listed labour, emergency action if strike continues. 

25 (2). 
End of unofficial strike, no concessions. 26 (6). 


Trawler strike at Hull and Grimsby. C. 50, 20 (7). 

Merseyside, official dispute, no progress towards settlement. 26 (6). 

British Overseas Airways Corporat ion, airport strike. 63 (7). 

Maintenance of Essential Services. C. 164. 

I N D U S T R I A L R E L A T I O N S 

See also INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES. 

Current problems of industrial relations. C. 64, 25 (2), 28 (4). 

Electrical Trade Union, law suit. 28 (4). 

Management study. Restrictive practices in the labour field. C. 64, 75, 28 (4), 32 (I) . 

Conduct of trade union elections, no reference to be made in the Qucen's speech. C. 146, 54 (3). 


I N T E R N A T I O N A L M O N E T A R Y F U N D 

Borrowing Scheme. 74 (4). 
Annual meetings of the International Monetary Fund in 1961. C. 147. 

I N T E R N A T I O N A L O R G A N I S A T I O N S 

International Labour Organisations. C. 21. 

International Labour Conventions and Recommendations. C. 217. 


I N V E S T M E N T P R O G R A M M E 

Civil public investment in 1962-63, draft White Paper approved. C. 151, 54 (1). 

I R O N A N D S T E E L I N D U S T R Y 

Disposal of Government^ holdings of prior charges in the steel industry. 7 (3). 

J O R D A N 

Engagement of King of Jordan. 25 (3). 

K 

KENYA 
Proposed treatment of Jomo Kenyatta. 9 (6). 
Release of Jomo Kenyatta. C. 114, 44 (5). 
Jomo Kenyatta, removal of disqualification. 61 (5), 63 (5). 
Kenya constitution conference to be held early in 1962. 63 (5). 
Proposals for constitution. 75 (6). 

K O R E A 
Possibility of South Korea adopting aggressive policy towards Nor th Korea. 29 (2). 



KUWAIT 
Exclusive agreement of 1899 to be replaced, two alternatives offered. C. 49, 77, 20 (4), 31 (5). 
General Qassim's claim to Kuwait. Possibility of military attack. Plans for providing military 

support to Kuwait . 36 (3), 37 (2), 38 (1). 

Situation in Kuwait, military and political. C. 133, 140, 145, 39 (2), 49 (5), 53 (5). 

British Forces to be reduced. 40 (2), 50 (4). 

Stockpile of British equipment to be established. C. 133, 49 (5). 


Syria and Kuwait. C. 152. 

L 
L A O S 

See SOUTH-EAST ASIA TREATY ORGANISATION. 

L A W O F T H E S E A 

See TERRITORIAL WATERS. 

L E G I S L A T I V E P R O G R A M M E 1 9 6 1 - 6 2 

Reduction of legislative programme for session 1961-62 to be considered. C. 65, 72, 29 (6). 

L O C A L G O V E R N M E N T I N G R E A T E R L O N D O N 

Royal Commission report. C. 85, 90, 39 (6). 

Reorganisation of Local Government in Greater London. C. 100, 41 (5). 

Government proposals, draft White Paper. C. 185, 188, 65 (6). 


M 
MALAYA 

Creation of a Greater Malaysia. Prime Minister of Malaya to visit London for discussions. 
55 (5), 63 (6). 

Public statement on outcome of discussions. C. 190, 65 (4). 

M A L T A 
Constitutional changes in Malta. C. 24, 26, 30, 31, 10 (5), 11 (4). 

M E T H A N E GAS 
Importat ion of liquefied methane gas— 

Proposal by Gas Council. C. 144, 165, 53 (6), 54 (2), 58 (4). 
Ministerial Committee to be appointed to consider arguments for and against importat ion of 

liquefied methane gas. C. 144, 54 (2). 

M I D D L E EAST 
See— 

KUWAIT. 

UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC. 


M I L K P O W D E R 
Dumping of Milk Powder. C. 208. 

M I N I S T E R I A L D U T I E S 
Duties of the Chief Secretary, Treasury. C. 171. 

N 
N A T I O N A L H E A L T H S E R V I C E 

Cost of the Health Service— 
Increase in Health Service contributions. 4 (1). 
Increase in charges for prescriptions, dental and optical appliances and hospi ta l amenity 

beds. C. 1, 6, 8, 1 (4), 3 (8). 
Welfare milk subsidy, present level to be maintained. C. 1, 6, 8, 1 (4), 2 (4). 

National Health Service: The Drug Bill. C. 155. 

N A T I O N A L I N S U R A N C E 
Family allowances for apprentices. Earnings limit of 40s. C. 167, 170, 58 (6). 

N A T I O N A L T H E A T R E 
Government assistance. C. 25, 10 (6), 11 (5). 
London County Council (L.C.C.) proposals . 34 (1). 



N A T I O N A L I S E D I N D U S T R I E S 

Financial and Economic obligations of the nationalised industries. White Paper. C. 38, 47, 15 (4) 
19 (5). 

N E W S P A P E R M E R G E R S 

See PRESS. 

N O R T H A T L A N T I C C O U N C I L 

Ministerial meeting in Paris. 75 (5). 

N O R T H E R N I R E L A N D 

Unemployment in Northern Ireland. C. 28, 11 (6). 

N U C L E A R D I S A R M A M E N T 

See DISARMAMENT. 

N U C L E A R T E S T S 

Geneva Conference, no progress. .20(3) . 

Resumption of nuclear tests by Soviet Union. 49 (2). 

Attitude of United Kingdom towards resumption of nuclear tests. 58 (2). 

Hazards to health, official statement. 59 (3). 

Nuclear test programme 1962. 59 (3). 

Request for facilities on Christmas Island for United States tests. C. 179, 62 (3), 63 (4). 


o 
O R G A N I S A T I O N F O R E C O N O M I C C O - O P E R A T I O N A N D D E V E L O P M E N T ( O . E . C . D . ) 

Proposal by United States Government for economic growth in member countries of 50 per cent, 
during 1962-70. 61 (3), 64 (3). 

F 
P A R L I A M E N T 

See also— 
SUCCESSION TO PEERAGES. 


TELEVISION. 


Expenses of Members, proposed scheme for repayment of road travel expenses. C. 15, 5 (7). 
Allocation of time order relating to National Health S ervice Bill and National Health Service 

Contributions Bill. 10 (4). 

Obstruction of Government business by the opposition. 10 (4), 12 (4), 23 (4). 

Easter recess, 30th March to 11th April. 15 (3). 

Whitsun recess, 19th to 30th May. 27 (3). 

Summer recess, 3rd August to 23rd October. 44 (2). 

Prorogue 26th October, new session 31st October. 44 (2). 

Request for recall of Parliament. 50(7) . 

Recall of Parliament. 51(3) . 

Christmas recess, 21st December to 23rd January. 68 (1). 


P O S T O F F I C E 

Tariffs— 
Proposals for increases. C. 93, 40 (3). 
Increases approved. New connection charge for rural telephones to be considered. Increased 

charges to be announced on 24th July. C. 93, 98, 101, 41 (3). 
Practicability of a Giro System in the United Kingdom. C. 176, 62 (4). 

P R E S S 

Newspaper m e r g e r s -
Amalgamation of Odhams with the Thompson or Daily Mirror group, no action to be taken 

by the Government. 3 (5), 5 (4). 
Royal Commission to be appointed to examine the economic aspects of newspaper and 

magazine publishing. 5 (4). 

P R I M E M I N I S T E R 

Visit to Rambouillet. 3 (1). 

Washington talks. C. 54, 55, 20 (8), 22 (4), 24 (3). 

Discussions with President Kennedy in London. 30 (6). 


P U B L I C E X P E N D I T U R E 

See also ECONOMIC SITUATION/SURVEY. 

General control of public expenditure. C. 123, 199, 46 (5), 71 (5). 



Q U £ K N ' S S P E E C H , O P E N I N G O F P A R L 1 A M E N T 
Preliminary draft. 52 (8). 
Draft . C. 158, 56 (3). 
The Queen's Speech on the Opening of Parliament. C. 168. 

Q U E E N ' S S P E E C H ON T H E P R O R O G A T I O N OK P A R L I A M E N T 
Preliminary draft. 52 (8). 
Draft. C. 148, 54 (4). 
The Queerfs Speecli on the Prorogation of Parliament. C. 163. 

R 
R H O D E S I A A N D NYASALAND 

Southern Rhodesia— 
Consti tutional Conference in Salisbury. 5 (3). 
Agreement reached on final, form of consti tutional change. 30 (2). 
Referendum on proposals for constitutional change. 45 (3). 

Nor the rn Rhodesia— 
Constitutional Conference in London , statements. 3 (4), 5 (3), 7 (4). 
Proposals for constitutional advance. 6 (2), 7 (4). 
Proceedings of Consti tutional Conference presented to Parl iament. 8 (1). 
Announcement of G o v e r n m e n t s plan for constitutional development. 8 (1). 
Colonial Sccretary's statement to be published as a Whi te Paper. 8 (1). 
Proposals for constitutional change (Cmnd. 1295)— 

Discussions with Sir Roy Wclensky. 14 (1), 33 (I) , 34 (2). 
Discussions between the Governor and main political parties. 28 (2), 30 (2). 
Modification to White Paper (Cmnd. 1295), message to Sir Roy Wclensky. 34 (2), 35 (2). 

R O A D SAFETY 
Penalties for motoring offences. C. 2, 4 (2). 
Dr ink and driving, proposals for legislation approved. C. 2, 4 (2 ) . 

R O Y A L VISITS 
The Queen's tour of India, Pakistan, Nepal and Iran. 11 (1). 
The Queen's visit to Ghana . 60 (1). 

s 
S E C U R I T Y 

Security in the public service. Admiral ty Underwater Weapons Establishment. Commit tee of 
Enquiry to be appointed. 19 (2), 27 (1). 

Conviction of George Blake. 26 (2). 
Memoirs: Disclosure of Official Information. C. 172. 

S H I P P I N G 
Marine nuclear propuls ion— 

Construct ion of nuclear merchant ship not to be authorised. C. 91 , 39 (5). 
Initial p rogramme of £3 million for research. C. 169, 58 (7). 

Replacement of the " Queen Mary " postponed. C. 161, 56 (5). 

S O U T H EAST ASIA TREATY O R G A N I S A T I O N (SEATO) 
Laos— 

Military situation, statements. 1 (2), 3 (2), 15 (1), 16 (1), 20 (2), 23 (2). 
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Egypt 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C.(60)61st 
Conclusions, 
Minute 2) 

South-East 
Asia Treaty 
Organisation 
Laos 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (60) 65th 
Conclusions. 
Minute 2) 

Congo 
Republic 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (60) 65th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 1) 

1. The Foreign Secretary said that he hoped that he would soon' 
be able to announce the resumption of full diplomatic relations with 
the United Arab Repub l i c . A. satisfactory agreement had been 
reached on the establishment of consulates, as a result of which no 
Egyptian consuls would be appointed, at any rate for some time, in 
any of our dependent territories in East Africa. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note with approval of this statement by the Foreign 
Secretary. 

2. The Foreign Secretary said that the Communist forces in 
Laos, with the assistance of weapons and supplies dropped by Soviet 
aircraft, had secured military successes against the forces of the present 
Government of Laos. The Chiefs of Staff had always taken the view 
that military intervention in Laos by the South-East Asia Treaty 
Organisation countries would be unlikely to result in a satisfactory 
solution; the most we could attain by such means would be a 
stalemate, and there would be every likelihood of defeat unless we 
were to use nuclear tactical weapons. We had therefore sought a 
political solution by working for the revival of the International 
Commission, but this aim was not fully supported by the United 
States and the Laotian Governments. 

We were at present discussing with the United States and 
Canadian Governments what preparatory steps might best lead to a 
return of the International Commission. In view of the military 
successes of the Communist forces in Laos, the Soviet Government 
were unlikely to agree to the return of the Commission. They would 
probably insist that the Geneva Conference should be reconvened, 
perhaps in the enlarged form now proposed by Prince Sihanouk. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Foreign Secretary. 

3. The Foreign Secretary said that Congolese forces supporting 
Mr. Lumumba, with financial and other help from Egyptian troops 
provided for the United Nations, had advanced into the Katanga 
Province. They had so far been prevented from moving further 
against the supporters of Mr. Tshombe by the interposition of a 
United Nations contingent of Nigerian troops. The United Nations 
Secretary-General had accepted our suggestion that he should instruct 
the Egyptian contingent to be removed to some other part of the 
Congo, and he had agreed that, if they were to refuse, he would order 
them to leave the country on the ground that they were not 
co-operating with the United Nations authorities. 

President Kasavubu had now agreed to summon a constitutional 
conference, and to appoint a government which would include 
supporters of Mr. Lumumba and would administer the country on 
a provisional basis until a definitive constitution had been agreed at 
the conference. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Foreign Secretary. 



National 
Health 
Service 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (60) 65th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 4) 

4. The Cabinet had before them memoranda by the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer, the Secretary of State for Scotland, the Minister 
of Agriculture and the Minister of Health (C. (61) 1) and. by the 
Minister of Pensions and National Insurance (C. (61) 6) about the 
level of subsidy on welfare milk. .' - . ' .  ! 

The Minister of'Health' recalled that he and. the Secretary^pf-
State for Scotland had earlier proposed^ as one of a number of 
methods of meeting the increasing cost of the Health Service, that 
the subsidy on welfare milk should be reduced by ;2d. a pint. In the 
course of the Cabinet's earlier discussion, it had been suggested that 
some concession should be made to safeguard the nutritional 
standards of families containing four, or more children. Accordingly 
it was now proposed that for such families (and for families with three 
children where the mother was pregnant) the subsidy should remain 
at its present level. This concession would reduce the direct saving 
to the Exchequer by some £2^ millions in a full year. Consideration 
had been given to various alternative concessions, but it had been 
felt that these could not be adopted because they would be likely to 
lead to a large reduction in consumption and, in consequence, would 
have a serious effect on the milk industry. It was proposed that the 
various measures relating to the cost of the Health Service and the 
Governments intention to increase the weekly contribution by 
Is. should be announced together on 1st February, shortly before 
publication of the Civil Vote on Account. 

The Minister of Pensions suggested that on nutritional and other 
grounds there was a good case for extending the concession now 
proposed to families with three children and those of widowed 
mothers. 

In discussion it was pointed out that it was estimated that there 
would be an increase of some £380 millions in total Government 
expenditure in 1961-62 as compared with the corresponding figure
for the current year. Account had already been taken, in arriving at 
this estimated increase, of the £120 millions increase in contributions 
under the new insurance scheme. But, as an offset, the increase in 
the health contribution would yield £48 millions in a full year; and 
the proposals relating to the cost of the Health Service other than 
those on welfare milk and welfare foods would yield in a full year 
nearly £15 millions (£12-2 millions from an increase in the 
prescription charge to 2s. per item and £2-6 millions from increases 
in other charges). There was thus in prospect a total saving to the 
Exchequer of £63 millions in a full year. 

The proposed increase in the prescription charge would be 
politically unwelcome and could be regarded as a genuine economy 
only to the extent that it would serve as a deterrent to unnecessary 
resort to doctors and might help to emphasise the very high cost of 
drugs to the Exchequer. Nevertheless, it was the general view of the 
Cabinet that this increase should be approved. It would, however, 
be desirable to give further consideration to the date on which the 
increase in the prescription charge should take effect. 

The Home Secretary said that, while it ought to be possible to 
reduce Exchequer expenditure in other fields as well as in the Health 
Service, he no longer wished, in view of the need to contain the cost 
of that Service, to maintain his opposition to legislation to increase 
the charges for dental and optical appliances. It was helpful 
that this legislation would provide that these charges, like other 
charges in the Service, should in future be determined by statutory 
instrument. 

There was general agreement that the Government should 
proceed with this legislation, accompanied by the concessions 
proposed by the Health Ministers in respect of appliances for children 
and expectant and nursing mothers, and with the proposed increase 
in the charges for amenity beds in hospitals. 



As regards the proposed reduction in the welfare milk subsidy, 
the balance of opinion in the Cabinet was that, if any reduction were 
approved, the concession in favour of families with four or more 
children should be extended to those with three children and those 
of widowed mothers: On that basis, however, the proposal would 
have the effect of reducing the consumption of milk by some 
20 million gallons a year and would reduce the earnings of producers 
by about £1% millions. It was therefore certain to provoke strong 
opposition from the Milk Marketing Board and the National 
Farmers Unions, who were already critical of the Governmenfs 
policies. It would hardly be possible to avoid compensating the milk 
industry for this loss in the Annual Price Review and it would in that 
case be necessary to set off some £1£ millions against the saving to 
the Exchequer of £7 millions from reduction of the subsidy. 

It was suggested that to differentiate between families was, 
perhaps, less easy to defend than to abolish the welfare milk subsidy 
altogether. There might be a case for a comprehensive review of all 
the special services provided for children—in particular, the family 
allowances, school meals and school milk, as well as welfare milk 
and foods. 

In further discussion it was agreed that the subsidy on welfare 
foods other than milk should be abolished. 

Summing up, The Prime Minister said that it was the general 
view of the Cabinet that approval should now be given to all the 
proposals before them for reducing the cost of the Health Service 
except that relating to welfare milk; and that the agreed proposals, 
together with the Governmenfs intention to increase the Health 
Service contribution, should be announced on 1st February. Further 
consideration should, however, be given to the dates on which the 
various proposals should take effect and the Cabinet should resume 
their discussion of the welfare milk subsidy at a further meeting before 
1st February. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Reaffirmed their decision that the prescription charge should 

be increased to 2s. per item, that legislation should be 
introduced to increase the charges for dental and optical 
appliances, and that the charges for amenity beds should 
be increased. 

(2) Invited the Secretary of State for Scotland	 and the Minister 
of Health, in consultation with the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, to give further consideration to the dates on 
which these increases should take effect. 

(3) Authorised	 the Minister of Health to announce on 
1st February the increases referred to in Conclusion (1) 
above and the Government^ intention to increase the 
Health Service contribution. 

(4) Agreed to resume at an early meeting their discussion of the 
proposals in C. (61) 1 and 6 on the reduction of the welfare 
milk subsidy. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.1, 
17th January, 1961. 
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Sonth-East 
Asia Treaty 
Organisation 
Laos 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 1st 
Conclusions, 
Minute 2) 

Law of 
the Sea 
Icelandic 
Fisheries 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (60) 62nd 
Conclusions, 
Minute 3) 

1. The Foreign Secretary said that he had sent a message to 
the Soviet Foreign Minister to ask him to accept the Indian 
Governments proposal that, as a means of exploring the possibility 
of reviving the International Commission, the King of Laos should 
first be approached. It was likely that the Soviet Government would 
make difficulties about this on the ground that the King was not ,an 
independent agent and would have to act in accordance with the 
views of Prince Boun Oum's Government. In a recent message to 
the Prime Minister Mr. Khrushchev had maintained that the right
course was to reconvene the Geneva Conference. The deterioration 
of the military position in Laos might eventually compel us to accept 
this proposal. 

Meanwhile the Government of Laos had requested the South-
East Asia Treaty Organisation to send a preparatory commission 
to visit Laos and to ascertain the facts as regards Communist 
intervention. This might be followed by a request for direct military 
intervention by the Organisation. It remained our view that military 
intervention would be unwise, and we should therefore continue to 
seek a political solution, in consultation with the United States and 
other Governments. 

The C a b i n e t -
Took note of this statement by the Foreign Secretary. 

2. The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries said that the 
Government of Iceland were putting forward their preoccupation 
with wage negotiations in their fishing industry as an excuse for 
avoiding the conclusion of a settlement of the fisheries dispute with 
the United Kingdom. Agreement had virtually been reached on 
terms which the Cabinet had been prepared to accept at their previous 
discussion. In the interests of achieving a settlement, British fishermen 
had abstained from fishing in the disputed waters for the last ten 
months. With the approach of the spring fishing season it was likely 
that some of them would not be prepared to abstain any longer, arid 
there would be a risk of incidents. It was therefore desirable that a 
last effort should be made to reach an early conclusion of the 
negotiations, and this might best be secured if the Prime Minister 
were to send a personal message to the Prime Minister of Iceland. 

In discussion it was pointed out that, in the debate on the White 
Fish and Herring Industries Bill in the following week, it should be 
made clear that the fishing industry would insist on a satisfactory 
settlement of the dispute with Iceland. Although the Bill had been 
revised with this point in mind; it might otherwise appear that the 
fishing industry were certain to receive compensation, whatever the 
terms of a settlement with Iceland. 

The Foreign Secretary said that the best course would be for 
him to send a personal message to the Icelandic Foreign Minister, 
in which he would explain the need for the negotiations to be 
concluded without delay by registering the terms of the agreement 
with the United Nations. If this approach were not successful, it 
would then be possible for the Prime Minister to send a personal 
message to the Prime Minister of Iceland. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Foreign Secretary to send a personal message 
to the Icelandic Foreign Minister, urging the early settlement 
of the fisheries dispute. 



Sooth-East 
Asia Treaty 
Organisation 
Laos 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 1st 
Conclusions, 
Minute 2) 

Law of 
the Sea 
Icelandic 
Fisheries 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (60) 62nd 
Conclusions, 
Minute 3) 

1. The Foreign Secretary said that he had sent a message to 
the Soviet Foreign Minister to ask him to accept the Indian 
Governments proposal that, as a means of exploring the possibility 
of reviving the International Commission, the King of Laos should 
first be approached. It was likely that the Soviet Government would 
make difficulties about this on the ground that the King was not ^an 
independent agent and would have to act in accordance with the 
views of Prince Boun Oum's Government. In a recent message to 
the Prime Minister Mr. Khrushchev had maintained that the right 
course was to reconvene the Geneva Conference. The deterioration 
of the military position in Laos might eventually compel us to accept 
this proposal. 

Meanwhile the Government of Laos had requested the South-
East Asia Treaty Organisation to send a preparatory commission 
to visit Laos and to ascertain the facts as regards Communist 
intervention. This might be followed by a request for direct military 
intervention by the Organisation. It remained our view that military 
intervention would be unwise, and we should therefore continue to 
seek a political solution, in consultation with the United States and 
other Governments. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Foreign Secretary. 

2. The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries said that the 
Government of Iceland were putting forward their preoccupation 
with wage negotiations in their fishing industry as an excuse for 
avoiding the conclusion of a settlement of the fisheries dispute with 
the United Kingdom. Agreement had virtually been reached on 
terms which the Cabinet had been prepared to accept at their previous 
discussion. In the interests of achieving a settlement, British fishermen 
had abstained from fishing in the disputed waters for the last ten 
months. With the approach of the spring fishing season it was likely 
that some of them would not be prepared to abstain any longer, arid 
there would be a risk of incidents. It was therefore desirable that a 
last effort should be made to reach an early conclusion of the 
negotiations, and this might best be secured if the Prime Minister 
were to send a personal message to the Prime Minister of Iceland. 

In discussion it was pointed out that, in the debate on the White 
Fish and Herring Industries Bill in the following week, it should be 
made clear that the fishing industry would insist on a satisfactory 
settlement of the dispute with Iceland. Although the Bill had been 
revised with this point in mind; it might otherwise appear that the 
fishing industry were certain to receive compensation, whatever the 
terms of a settlement with Iceland. 

The Foreign Secretary said that the best course would be for 
him to send a personal message to the Icelandic Foreign Minister, 
in which he would explain the need for the negotiations to be 
concluded without delay by registering the terms of the agreement 
with the United Nations. If this approach were not successful, it 
would then be possible for the Prime Minister to send a personal 
message to the Prime Minister of Iceland. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Foreign Secretary to send a personal message 
to the Icelandic Foreign Minister, urging the early settlement 
of the fisheries dispute. 



Parliament 3. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the following week. 

National 
Health 
Service 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C.(61) 1st 
Conclusions, 
Minute 4) 

4. The Cabinet resumed their discussion of memoranda by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Secretary of State for Scotland, 
the Minister of Agriculture and the Minister of Health (C. (61) 1) and 
by the Minister of Pensions and National Insurance (C. (61) 6) about 
the level of subsidy on welfare milk; and had before them also an 
additional memorandum on the subject by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer (C. (61) 8). 

The Prime Minister recalled that, at their previous meeting, the 
Cabinet had agreed that increases should be made in the prescription 
charge and in certain other charges in the National Health Service, 
which would benefit the Exchequer by some £15 millions in a full year. 
The increase in the Health Service contribution to be introduced later 
in the year would secure £48 millions, and a net increase of £120 
millions would be derived from increased contributions under the 
hew scheme of retirement pensions. There remained for decision the 
question whether approval should be given to the proposal to reduce 
the subsidy on welfare milk by 2d. a pint and, if so, the extent of any 
concessions which should be made in favour of larger families. The 
proposal would bring a gross saving to the Exchequer of £9 millions 
or £7 millions a year, according to the extent of the concessions. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that it was difficult to 
estimate the reduction in the consumption of liquid milk which would 
result from the proposal, especially as it would in part depend on 
what concessions were allowed. The reduction was, however, likely 
to result in a loss to milk producers of the order of £1 million a year. 
But, since the standard quantity on which the guarantees to the 
industry were based had already been fixed, any loss in 1961-62 
would be borne, not by the farmers, but either by the Exchequer or 
(through an increase in ordinary retail prices) by the consumer. There 
would be no objection to giving an assurance to the milk industry 
that if the cut in the subsidy led to a demonstrable fall in consumption, 
this fact would be taken into account in the 1962 Price Review. On 
balance, he was in favour of the proposed reduction in the subsidy, 
and would prefer that this reduction should extend to families with 
three children. If this course were adopted, it might be possible to 
avoid a further increase in Health Service charges or contributions 
for the remainder of the present Parliament. 

In discussion it was suggested that a reduction in the welfare 
milk subsidy in the case of all families who were clearly no longer in 
need of it would enable the Government to show that they were 
acting on the principle of concentrating Exchequer assistance where 
it was most needed. In recent years there had been a marked 
improvement in the financial position of nearly all families and a 
consequent change in the attitude of the public to the need for the 
various forms of welfare subsidies. It would be unrealistic to ignore 
these facts when considering how to meet the strain of steadily 
increasing Government expenditure. 

On the other hand, the new retirement pension scheme, the 
increase in the Health Service contribution and the increased charges 
already agreed would involve a significant increase in the burden 
on individuals and families, and would bear especially heavily on 
those in the lower income groups. These changes and the proposed 
cut in the welfare milk subsidy were analogous to taxation and were 
not true economies in expenditure. Moreover a reduction in the 
welfare milk subsidy was different in kind from the other measures 
in that it was unrelated to any corresponding benefits by way of 
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increased retirement pension or improved health services. Politically, 
therefore, it might be advisable not to reduce the welfare milk 
subsidy, which could easily be represented by the Governments 
opponents as a direct blow to children and their health. 

The proposal would, moreover, be unpopular with the milk 
producers (even though it had no actual effect on their income) since 
they would regard it as inconsistent with the encouragement given 
by the Government to their campaign to increase the consumption 
of liquid milk. Since no practicable agricultural policy could avoid 
the production of more milk than was required for. consumption in 
liquid form, it would not be easy to justify any action which would 
result in reducing that consumption. While it might be easier to 
present the proposed reduction in the context of introducing a charge 
for school milk or an increase in the charge for school meals, there 
were serious nutritional and other objections to either of these 
courses. 

Summing up the discussion the Prime Minister said that, from 
the point of view of the broad political impact of what was proposed, 
the balance of opinion in the Cabinet appeared to be in favour of 
retaining the welfare milk subsidy at its present level. This would 
not, however, preclude the Health Ministers from putting forward 
their proposal for further consideration if, later on, circumstances 
made that seem desirable. 

The Cabinet— 
Decided that the present level of welfare milk subsidy 
should, for the time being, be maintained. 

5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Paymaster-General (C. (61)7) about teachers' salaries. 

The Paymaster-General said that the present salary scales for 
teachers had taken effect on 1st October, 1959. The report of the 
Burnham Committee on which the scales were based had contemplated 
that the settlement should remain in force at least until 31st March, 
1962, and it had been made clear that it was on this basis that the 
Government had given their approval to the settlement. The teachers 
had recently given notice to terminate this agreement and had asked 
that negotiations should at once be opened for new scales to operate 
as early as possible in 1961. The teachers' claim was for a salary 
increase of about 30 per cent., the annual cost of which would be 
£89 millions. 

To resist this claim and to refuse to allow any increase until the 
present agreement expired would be politically difficult, and open to 
criticism in view of the increases recently agreed for the police, the 
Civil Service and others. An interim increase would set an unfortunate 
precedent, and could not be justified on cost-of-living grounds. It 
might in the end prove more expensive than to negotiate a settlement 
from a date rather earlier than the end of the current agreement. 
The Wages Committee had therefore concurred in the proposal of 
the Minister of Education that negotiations should begin for a new 
settlement, but that it should be made clear at the outset that this 
would not operate before 1st January, 1962. 

The Minister of Education said that he recognised the 
disadvantages of condoning a breach of a Burnham agreement by 
the teachers. It was, however, clear that, while they might not be 
unanimous, the majority of the local authority representatives on 
the Burnham Committee favoured some advance in the date from 
which a new settlement should operate, and there would be great 
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difficulty in restraining them from agreeing to this. There was also 
the.point that, 'unless some.concession..were made to the teachers, 

-	 it would be impossible to secure their agreement,to a settlement 
embodying differential increases in favour of the more senior 
appointments. These were-most desirable from the ; point of view 
of the quality of the service. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he accepted the 
recommendation of the Wages Committee, "although if large salary 
increases were finally agreed it might be necessary to insist on some 
compensating economies in the education service, either by slowing 
up the expansion programme or by some other method. 

In discussion it was agreed that, although the teachers' claim 
was a bad example of comparability in wages, the balance of 
advantage lay with adopting the course proposed. Had it not been 
for the attitude of the local education authorities, it might have been 
preferable to open negotiations for a settlement without prior 
discussion of the date of its operation. It was imperative that the 
Government should not concede—and should secure that the local 
authorities did not concede—an earlier date of operation than 
1st January, 1962. 

It would in consequence probably be necessary to reopen 
discussions on the amount of the general grant for 1961-62 as well 
as for 1962-63. 

The Cabinet— 
Endorsed the conclusion of the Wages Committee on the 
action the Government should take on the claim for an 
increase in teachers' salaries, as set out in C. (61) 7. 

The Gambia 6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Colonial Secretary (C. (61) 5) about the future of the Gambia. 

The Colonial Secretary said that, when Sierra Leone attained 
independence in April, the Gambia would (apart from Portuguese 
and Spanish possessions) be the only remaining Colonial territory in 
West Africa. The Gambia was too small and too poor to become 
fully independent alone, and Sierra Leone, the nearest British territory, 
was too far away and not sufficiently strong economically to accept 
the liability of a federation between the two countries. There were 
strong geographical and ethnic reasons for the Gambia becoming 
part of Senegal, and this might provide substantial economic benefits 
to both countries. The Chiefs of Staff considered that there were no 
strategic reasons for obstructing an association between the Gambia 
and Senegal, though they emphasised the need to prevent the 
development of Communist influence there. The Senegalese 
authorities would welcome closer association with the Gambia, and 
the people of the Gambia, despite their attachment to the British 
connexion, increasingly took the view that their future must lie in 
some form of association between the two countries. 

Constitutional discussions would be held with Gambian Ministers 
during the summer, and it was possible that some progress towards 
full internal self-government, perhaps by the appointment of a Chief 
Minister, might be made early in 1962. Gambian Ministers, of various 
parties, themselves thought that any process of association with 
Senegal should be gradual. But this process might well end in 
complete integration with Senegal and separation from the 
Commonwealth. It would be desirable at some stage, perhaps in the 
course of the constitutional discussions, to let the people of the 
Gambia know that the United Kingdom Government would not rule 



out the possibility of their seeking an association with Senegal. This 
was in accordance with the views of the Governor of the Gambia, who 
would consult further about the timing and nature of any public 
statement to this effect. 

Discussion showed that it was the general view of the Cabinet 
that, while separation from the Commonwealth would be a matter 
of great regret, the best prospect for the future of the people of the 
Gambia inevitably lay in some form of association with Senegal. I l 
would be desirable so far as possible to maintain some degree of 
separate identity for the Gambia. It was suggested that it might be 
possible to evolve a special status for Bathurst, which might become 
a free city serving the interests of both countries. Moreover it would 
be unwise for the United Kingdom Government to appear in any way 
to seek to hasten this development. The people of the Gambia were 
well disposed towards the United Kingdom, and any impression that 
we wished to sever our link with them must be avoided. 

The Minister of Defence said that it was highly desirable that 
we should not prejudice our staging rights in Bathurst. It was 
therefore desirable to try to provide for a continuation of these rights 
by means of a defence agreement which would be part of an eventual 
constitutional settlement. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed	 that the United Kingdom Government should not 

obstruct the gradual development of some association 
between the Gambia and Senegal if, after constitutional 
advances had been made in the Gambia, that appeared to 
be the wish of the Gambian people. 

(2) Invited the Colonial Secretary to consider further	 the timing 
and nature of any public statement about the future of 
the Gambia. 

(3) Invited	 the Colonial Secretary, in considering future 
constitutional arrangements for the Gambia, to consult 
the Minister of Defence about provisions for the 
continuation of staging rights in Bathurst. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.1, 
24th January, 1961. 
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France 1. The Prime Minister said that the discussions he had held with 
(Previous President de Gaulle at Rambouillet on 28th and 29th January gave 
Reference: some grounds for thinking that it might now be possible to make some 
C.C. (58) 87th further progress towards a settlement of our economic and political 
Conclusions, relations with Europe. President de Gaulle was content with the result 
Mmute i) f the recent referendum on Algeria, and his general attitude was more 0 

Prime Ministers relaxed and confident. With the successful establishment of the 
R 1 S l t b 0 'ii European Economic Community French industrial interests might be 

am oui e  j g i  y opposed to some wider European trading arrangements. e g s s t r o n  

There were powerful influences in favour of the development of a close 
political federation in Europe, which would be unwelcome to us; and, 
as President de Gaulle was himself opposed to such a development, it 
might be to our advantage to reach a settlement in Europe while he was 
still in power in France. It would therefore be advisable for the 
Cabinet to give further consideration at an early date to the problems 
of the United Kingdom's relations with Europe. 

As regards military matters, President de Gaulle was resolved to 
establish France as a nuclear Power. He continued to be critical of 
the North Atlantic Alliance in its present form. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Prime Minister. 

South-East 2. The Lord Privy Seal said that there was a lull in military 
Asia Treaty operations in Laos. The Soviet Government had not yet replied to 
Organisation our request for their help in reviving the International Commission. 
Laos So far, we had succeeded in resisting the suggestion of the Government 
(Previous of Laos that the South-East Asia Treaty Organisation should send a 
Reference: fact-finding commission to Laos, but we might eventually have to agree 
C.C. (61) 2nd that the Ambassadors in Laos of the member countries of the 
Conclusions. Organisation should prepare an agreed report on the situation. 
Minute 1) Unfortunately, there seemed little chance at present that the 

Government of Laos could be broadened so as to include Prince 
Souvanna Phouma, as a means of establishing a genuinely neutral 
administration. 

Congo 3. The Lord Privy Seal said that arrangements had now been 
Republic completed for the withdrawal of the contingents which the United 
(Previous Arab Republic and Guinea had provided for the United Nations forces 
Reference: in the Congo. The Government of Yugoslavia had indicated their 
C.C. (61) 1st intention to withdraw their contingent also. These developments 
Conclusions. would not give rise to any great difficulty; but if the large Moroccan 
Minute 3) contingent and the Indonesian contingent were also withdrawn, the 

Secretary-General would be faced with a difficult problem in finding 
replacements. The Government of Ghana had not so far announced 
that they would withdraw their troops. 

The United Nations authorities had intimated that they could not 
guarantee the evacuation of Europeans from Stanleyville if 
developments made this desirable. Although it did not at present seem 
likely that the situation in Stanleyville would deteriorate to an extent 
which would make this necessary, the United Kingdom Government 
must consider how best to protect British lives if an emergency were 
to arise. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Lord Privy Seal to arrange for consideration to be 
given to the best means of protecting British lives in 
Stanleyville in the event of an emergency. 
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4. The Colonial Secretary recalled that the Monckton Corn
mission had recommended that there should be an African majority in 
the Legislative Council of Northern Rhodesia. A compromise 
suggested by the Prime Minister in a personal message to the Prime 
Minister of the Federation, to the effect that the Africans should be 
offered either parity among the elected members in the Legislative 
Council or only a token majority, had provoked strong reactions. The 
United Federal Party in Northern Rhodesia, together with the 
Dominion Party, had so far refused to participate in the "Northern 
Rhodesia Constitutional Conference which had resumed its 
proceedings in London on the previous day. 

In these circumstances it might well be preferable for the United 
Kingdom Government to impose a settlement rather than to accept one 
that had been agreed with the remaining groups at the Conference. 
While there would be advantage in prolonging the discussions as long 
as possible in order to avoid prejudicing the Constitutional Conference 
which was being held concurrently in Southern Rhodesia, a decision 
could not be too long delayed for fear of a deterioration in the security 
situation in Northern Rhodesia. It would probably be necessary to 
decide at short notice early in the following week what settlement 
should be made. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Colonial Secretary. 

 5. The Home Secretary said that, in consequence of the proposed 
 amalgamation of Odhams Press with either the Thomson group 

of newspapers or the Daily Mirror group, there was considerable 
pressure for the Government to institute some form of enquiry. There 
were serious objections to a general enquiry into the Press. Before the 
Government committed themselves to any course of action it would be 
desirable to await developments both in the political field and in the 
negotiations between the various interests concerned in the current 
deal. In any statement to be made in Parliament there might be some 
advantage in undertaking to consult the Opposition. 

In discussion doubts were expressed whether any form of enquiry 
would serve a practical purpose. The facts about the current 
negotiations were already known, and the Government had no effective 
power to intervene to prevent those negotiations from being brought 
to a conclusion. A general enquiry into the problem of preventing 
undue concentration of ownership of newspapers could have 
embarrassing consequences. And if the case for such an enquiry were 
conceded it would not be easy to resist the extension of such an 
enquiry so as to include the whole question of the increasing 
concentration of financial control in the capitalist system. 

On the other hand, there was ground for concern about the 
present economics of newspaper publishing—in particular, the 
arrangements for the supply of newsprint and its cost, the restrictive 
practices of the trade unions and the level of advertising rates. Indeed 
it was arguable that these factors were largely responsible for the 
current and prospective mergers, whose possible effect on the freedom 
of the Press was causing increasing apprehension. While these were 
primarily matters for the newspaper proprietors themselves, a limited 
enquiry related strictly to the economics of newspaper publishing 
might be of value and should not be wholly ruled out. 

In view of the large number and variety of national and provincial 
daily newspapers, it was out of the question to regard any amalgama
tions in prospect as creating a monopoly referable to the Monopolies 
Commission. The position was different in the case of periodicals: the 
amalgamation of Odhams Press with the Daily Mirror group would 
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transfer into single ownership over 90 per cent, of the periodicals 
published in this country and, although the public interest would 
hardly suffer if there were some reduction in their number, the 
concentration of control could be open to political objection. 
Reference to the Monopolies Commission of this aspect of the 
proposed amalgamation would be legally possible and, while there was 
considerable doubt whether it would produce any useful result, this 
course should be further considered in the light of developments. 

In further discussion the following points were also made: 
(a) The effect of newspaper mergers on contracts under the 

Television Act was within the terms of reference of the Committee on 
Broadcasting, which might be asked to give early attention to it. 

(b) The technique, as distinct from the underlying principles, of 
mergers and take-over bids generally was within the scope of the 
Committee on Company Law under the chairmanship of Lord Jenkins. 

The Prime Minister said that he would make it clear, in the 
statement he proposed to make in Parliament that day, that the 
Government were not in a position to take any action on the current 
negotiations concerning the future of Odhams Press. He would 
mention the possibility that, if a very large proportion of magazines 
and periodicals came under single ownership, circumstances might 
arise in which it would become expedient to refer this aspect of the 
problem to the Monopolies Commission. He would also refer to the 
fact that some other aspects of the problem were within the terms of 
reference of the Broadcasting Committee and of the Committee on 
Company Law. He would not at this stage indicate any support for 
the suggestion of a more general enquiry; but, if this suggestion were 
strongly pressed, he might offer to consult the Opposition before 
reaching a final decision. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note that in replying to Parliamentary Questions in the 
House of Commons that afternoon the Prime Minister would 
make a statement on newspaper mergers on the lines which 
he had indicated at the end of their discussion. 

6. The Cabinet resumed their discussion of the memorandum 
by the President of the Board of Trade and the Postmaster-General 
(C. (60) 191) about a proposed experiment in subscription television. 

The President of the Board of Trade said that it would be difficult 
to defend prohibiting an experiment which would be carried out by its 
promoters with their own equipment and at their own expense and 
might be expected in due course to lead to the development of a 
valuable export market for the equipment required for subscription 
television. 

The Postmaster-General said that the report of the Committee on 
Broadcasting under the Chairmanship of Sir Harry Pilkington was 
expected in about 12 months' lime and before the proposed experiment 
could show conclusive results. Nevertheless, if the experiment were 
successful, the Government could hardly hope to be able to resist 
pressure for the introduction of a general service of subscription 
television, even if the Pilkington Committee had recommended 
against it. To that extent the Committee, who felt very strongly on 
the subject, were right in their view that their work would be 
prejudiced by a decision to allow the experiment to go forward at the 
present stage. 
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Discussion showed that there was a division of opinion in the 
Cabinet on the question whether this experiment should be allowed. 
To refuse might be held to be incompatible with the Governments aim 
to develop all possible export markets. On the other hand, the whole 
complex of problems presented by the future of broadcasting had 
been referred to a Committee specially appointed to advise on them; 
and it was difficult to contest the Committee^ view that a decision to 
allow what would be, in effect, the first step towards the introduction 
of a particular form of third television service (which was no doubt the 
real aim of the promoters of the experiment) would prejudice their 
work and would be inconsistent with the purpose for which they had 
been appointed. 

Summing up the discussion the Prime Minister said that the 
Cabinet would need to give further consideration to this question at 
a later date. There would be obvious difficulty in authorising the 
proposed experiment in the face of determined opposition from the 
Pilkington Committee. It would therefore be helpful if at some stage, 
the Home Secretary were to discuss the matter further with Sir Harry 
Pilkington. 

The Cabinet— 
Agreed to resume at a later meeting their discussion of the 
proposal in C. (60) 191 for an experiment in subscription 
television. 

7. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Minister of Labour (C. (61) 10) about the position of the tally clerks in 
the London docks. 

The Minister of Labour said that the report made on 
25th November by the committee which he had appointed during the 
course of the unofficial strike of tally clerks in the London docks had 
strongly criticised the strikers and had made a number of recommenda
tions directed towards increasing efficiency in the docks. The London 
Dock Labour Board, consisting of representatives of employers and 
unions, had considered the report and had now informed the National 
Dock Labour Board that (apart from one matter which was not in 
question) they accepted the committee's recommendations. They had 
expressed the view that the implementation of some of the 
recommendations, particularly the proposal to allocate tally clerks to 
specified sectors of the docks, might cause renewed industrial unrest. 
The National Dock Labour Board were prepared to implement the 
recommendations provided they were assured that, if industrial trouble 
were to occur, the Government would not force them to retreat from 
their proposals. It was likely that the Transport and General Workers 
Union would support the National Board, but the Stevedores Union 
might well resist the reforms. 

It was difficult to assess the chances of industrial unrest if 
the recommendations were implemented. But it was of great 
importance to reduce the stranglehold which the tally clerks had over 
the docks, and it seemed better to accept the risk of trouble now when 
public opinion would fully support the action proposed by the 
National Board. The Economic Policy Committee had accordingly 
agreed that the National Board should be assured of the Governments 
support. 

The Cabinet were in general agreement with the course proposed 
by the Minister of Labour. 
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The Minister of Transport said that, as public opinion was actively 
interested in this matter, he would, take an early opportunity to 
announce his intention to establish an enquiry into the efficiency of 
ports in the United Kingdom. 

The C a b i n e t -
Agreed that the Minister of Labour should inform the 
National Dock Labour Board that the Government would 
support them in implementing the recommendations of the 
committee which had reported on the tally clerks strike. 

8. The Minister of Health recalled that, at their meeting on 
17th January, the Cabinet had approved proposals that the charges for 
spectacle lenses should be increased to 12s. per lens (and 18s. for 
bifocal lenses) and that the maximum charge for amenity beds in 
hospitals should be increased from 4 gns. to 1\ gns. a week. 

Further examination of the costs showed that it would be 
defensible to increase the charges for lenses to 12s. 6d. and 20s. and 
he sought the agreement of the Cabinet to the adoption of these higher 
figures. 

As regards the charges for amenity beds in hospitals, patients were 
required under the existing regulations to pay half the actual cost of 
the service provided or 4 gns. a week, whichever was the less. In 
proposing to the Cabinet that the maximum charge should be raised 
from 4 gns. to 1\ gns. He had had it in mind also to increase 
the proportion of the cost which the patient might be required to pay 
as an alternative to the maximum. On further consideration, however, 
he had decided that this would hardly be practicable and he now 
proposed, therefore, that the charge recoverable should be half the 
cost, as at present, or 8 gns. (instead of 1\ gns.) whichever was the less. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that, while the second of 
the Minister^ revised proposals would bring in rather less revenue than 
the proposal originally approved by the Cabinet, the first would yield 
some l \ million a year more than the original proposal. He was 
content to accept both the revised proposals. 

The	 Cabinet— 
Agreed— 

(i) that the charges	 for spectacle lenses should be increased to 
12s. 6d. per lens (20s. for bifocal lenses); 

(ii) that	 the maximum charge for amenity beds in hospitals 
' should be increased to 8 gns. a week. 

 Office, S.W. 1, 
31st January, 1961. 
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C . C . 4 ( 6 1 ) 

Parliament	 1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the following week. 

Road Safety 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (54) 17th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 3) 

2. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Home 
Secretary (C. (61) 2) on penalties for motoring offences and on the 
question of drink and driving. 

The Home Secretary said that a Committee of Ministers under 
the chairmanship of the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster had 
devised a new penal system for dealing with motoring offences, which 
had been approved by the Home Affairs Committee. Under this 
system, conviction of any of the most serious offences (listed in 
category A in the Annex to C. (61)2) would, with one exception, 
involve automatic disqualification from driving for not less than 
twelve months. For other dangerous offences (category B), 
disqualification would be at the discretion of the courts. Furthermore, 
any driver convicted of any offence in either category three times 
within three years would, on the third conviction, be automatically 
disqualified for six months. This would be additional to any 
disqualification imposed by the courts for any of the actual offences 
committed. The penalties for individual offences had been 
rationalised by abolishing, in all appropriate cases, the differentiation 
between the penalties on first and on subsequent convictions of the 
same offence; by raising the level of fines to take account of the 
changed value of money; and by abolishing imprisonment where it 
seemed no longer applicable. 

Discussion showed that there was general agreement with 
the principle of the system of " cumulat ive" disqualification. 
Considerable misgivings were, however, expressed about the 
acceptability of the proposal to Parliament and the motoring public 
if the range of offences counting towards " cumulative" 
disqualification were as wide as was proposed. In an extreme case 
a motorist could be deprived of his livelihood by being disqualified 
for three comparatively venial offences which were frequently 
committed by many motorists. The Government must avoid the 
appearance of wishing to victimise motorists and it would therefore 
be preferable to limit the offences in category B to those involving 
bad or incompetent driving. 

On the other hand, there was no question that there were 
offences not involving bad driving which were, nevertheless, a source 
of serious danger on the roads. To be allowed to use a motor vehicle 
was not a universal right but a privilege granted to those who showed 
themselves able to do so without endangering others. For those who 
did not, disqualification was a measure of prevention and the criterion 
for including an offence in the proposed new system of " cumulative " 
disqualifications should be, not that it involved bad driving, but that 
it was a form of dangerous behaviour on the roads. 

Summing up this part of the discussion The Prime Minister said 
that there was clear agreement in the Cabinet that the system of 
" cumulative " disqualification should be adopted. Whatever form 
the Bill took on introduction, the list of offences covered by the new 
system would be the subject of much criticism and adjustment in 
Parliament. The question was, therefore, whether the central principle 
could best be preserved by putting forward a wide range of offences 
and accepting some reduction of the list during the passage of the 
Bill, or by proposing initially a more limited range and leaving it to 
Parliament to add other offences to the list. The balance of opinion 
in the Cabinet appeared to be that the initial list should not be 
entirely restricted to offences of bad driving, but that at the same 
time there should be some reduction in the list proposed by the 
Home Affairs Committee so that it only included offences which 



clearly involved dangerous behaviour. The content of category B 
should therefore be further considered before the draft Bill was 
submitted to the Legislation Committee. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Approved in principle the system for dealing with motoring 

offences proposed in paragraph 3 of C. (61) 2. 
(2) Agreed	 that the offences counting towards "cumula t ive" 

disqualification should be restricted to those clearly 
involving dangerous behaviour. 

(3) Invited	 the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, in 
consultation with the Minister of Transport and the 
Attorney-General, to give further consideration in the 
light of Conclusion (2) to the desirability of deleting some 
of the offences in category B in the Annex to C. (61) 2. 

(4) Approved the revision of the penalties for individual offences, 
on the lines proposed in paragraph 7 of C. (61) 2. 

The Attorney-General pointed out that, under the scheme as 
put before the Cabinet, a driver would be automatically disqualified on 
conviction of the first offence of causing death by dangerous driving, 
while for the first offence of dangerous driving without causing death 
disqualification would be at the discretion of the courts (the only 
exception to the principle of automatic disqualification for an offence 
in category A). From the point of view of the driver's culpability, 
there was no logical distinction between the two offences. Since the 
degree of culpability might in either case vary widely, and especially 
since both offences could only be tried by the High Court, 
disqualification should in both be left to the discretion of the court. 

Discussion showed it to be the general view of the Cabinet that 
conviction on the charge of taking life by the criminal act of driving 
dangerously should entail automatic disqualification. Public opinion 
would demand some vindictive element in the treatment accorded to 
the offender in these cases, and there were analogous offences in which 
the offender was more severely punished if he happened to cause 
death than if he did not. Nor was it easy to justify automatic 
disqualification for some of the other offences in category A if it 
were not imposed also for causing death by dangerous driving. 

The Cabinet— 
(5) Agreed	 that on conviction of causing death by dangerous 

driving disqualification should be automatic in every 
case, but that for dangerous driving without causing 
death there should be automatic disqualification only on 
a second or subsequent conviction. 

On the power of the Courts to remit disqualification The Minister 
of Transport said that under the present law remission might be 
granted after six months or, where the period of disqualification was 
for more than a year, after half the period or three years, whichever 
was the less. Where the original period was a year or less, the Courts 
in practice granted remission for six months in as many as half the 
cases. He would therefore have preferred tiiat the power to remit 
should be abolished altogether or, failing that, that the present 
minimum of six months within which remission might not be granted 
should be increased to twelve months. 

In discussion it was pointed out that there were overriding 
objections to abolishing the power of remission and that the second 
alternative suggested by the Minister of Transport would in practice 
favour	 the most serious offenders. The general view of the Cabinet 
was therefore in favour of the proposal put forward by the Home 
Affairs	 Committee, that the power to remit should be limited to the 
High Court and, where a legally qualified Chairman was presiding, 
to Quarter Sessions. In Scotland, however, there would be no 
objection to leaving the power in the hands of the Sheriff Courts. 



The Cabinet— 
(6) Agreed that	 the power to remit disqualification should be 

limited in England and Wales to the High Court and, 
where a legally qualified Chairman was presiding, to 
Quarter Sessions. 

The Cabinet next considered the question of drink and driving. 
The proposal favoured by the majority of the Home Affairs 
Committee was that the existing offence of driving under the influence 
of drink should be re-defined in terms of " impaired ability to drive 
proper ly" ; that the present practice of the police in administering 
voluntary tests of the alcohol content of a suspected driver's blood 
should be maintained; but that, in order to make it easier for the 
prosecution to secure convictions in appropriate cases, the courts 
should be expressly directed to have regard to evidence of the result 
of such tests and, where the accused motorist had refused to undergo 
a test without any reasonable explanation, to treat his refusal as 
supporting any evidence given on behalf of the prosecution, or as 
rebutting any evidence given on behalf of the defence, with respect 
to his condition at the time. 

The Attorney-General said that, in his view and that of the other 
Law Officers, there was no need for any change in the law on this 
subject. Moreover, the proposal relating to evidence of refusal of 
a test would undermine two principles of English law—that every 
person was assumed to be innocent until he was proved to be guilty, 
and that no one was required to provide evidence against himself. 
The accused would be obliged to go into the witness box to explain 
why he had refused a test and would then be subject to comprehensive 
cross-examination on all the circumstances of the case. If, however, 
the Bill was to deal at all with evidence of refusal of a test, there was 
probably no workable alternative to what had been proposed. 

In discussion some doubt was expressed about the wisdom of 
legislation which placed so much emphasis on evidence of tests 
(especially since tests as normally administered could not always 
provide scientifically reliable results) and seemed unduly to weight 
the scales in favour of the prosecution. On the other hand, the 
prosecution would not in practice rely solely on the evidence of a 
test or refusal to submit to a test. The blood test was reliable, and 
the urine test gave at least a reasonable indication of the alcohol 
content of the driver's blood. There was reason to hope that, before 
long, equipment would be developed which would enable the alcohol 
content to be established with complete accuracy by a test of the 
driver's breath. It was important that this factor should come to be 
recognised by the courts and the public as an important one in 
dealing with the offence of driving under the influence of drink. Short 
of compulsory testing, which would not yet be politically acceptable 
in this country, legisation on the lines proposed was  f he only way of 
making progress in this matter. 

Summing up. The Prime Minister said that the balance of opinion 
in the Cabinet was that, in view of the public concern at the number 
of accidents caused by drinking, the Bill must deal with the problem 
and that the most satisfactory method of doing so was that proposed 
by the Home Affairs Committee. 

The Cabinet— 
(7) Approved the proposals	 for legislation on drink and driving 

in paragraphs 10 and 11 of C. (61) 2. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. I, 
2nd February, 1961. 
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Congo 
Republic 
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1. The Foreign Secretary said that the United Arab Republic 
and Guinea had now withdrawn their contingents from the United 
Nations forces in the Congo. The control which Mr. Gizenga, who 
supported the claims of Mr. Lumumba, exercised over the area 
surrounding Stanleyville was now somewhat weaker, since he was 
running short of money and of petrol. President Kasavubu was at 
last making some progress towards establishing a constitutional 
conference—but it would not be easy to secure the co-operation of 
Mr. Tshombe, to whose administration in the Katanga the Belgian 
authorities were now apparently providing direct assistance, including 
arms. 

The Secretary-General of the United Nations was seeking some 
means of neutralising the armed forces of the various administrations 
in the Congo. The United States authorities had been considering 
proposals to this end. They now recognised that it would be 
necessary to secure the co-operation of President Kasavubu and 
Mr. Tshombe, and that this would be a matter of great difficulty. 

The Cabinet— 

Took note of this statement by the Foreign Secretary. 

2. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Prime 
Minister (C. (61) 11) proposing the establishment of a new Department 
of Technical Co-operation to take over the existing functions of the 
Foreign Office, Commonwealth Relations Office and Colonial Office 
relating to the provision of technical assistance to countries overseas. 

In discussion there was general support for the proposal to 
establish a new Department for this purpose. Many existing 
agencies, both official and unofficial, were concerned with recruiting 
people for service overseas. The new Department would not take 
over the work of all those agencies. In particular, the Education 
Departments would retain their present functions in respect of the 
supply of teachers for oversea countries; and the functions of the 
British Council would remain undisturbed. The new Department 
would however concert the activities of these agencies and would 
provide a central focus and impetus for their work. 

One of their objectives, in establishing this new Department, was 
to ensure that the advisory services which had been built up under 
the Colonial Office would continue to be available to the independent 
countries of the Commonwealth. There was, however, a danger that, 
in some Commonwealth countries which had recently attained 
independence, the new Department might be represented as a device 
for continuing " Colonial " rule. Emergent countries, in the early 
stages of tbeir independence, were apt to be specially sensitive on this 
point. With a view to reducing this risk two suggestions were put 
forward: 

(a) The forthcoming Meeting of Commonwealth Prime Ministers 
would provide an opportunity to explain the need for the new 
Department and to avert unnecessary suspicions of its purpose. 
While it would be wrong to appear to be consulting other 
Commonwealth Governments about a change in the domestic 
machinery of government in this country, it would be expedient to 
take this opportunity of explaining the change to Commonwealth 
Prime Ministers before any public announcement was made. The 
Governments of the older Commonwealth countries were likely to 
support the project—the Canadian Government had already made 
a similar change in their domestic arrangements. The Asiatic 
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members of the Commonwealth were unlikely to raise objection to 
it. It should be possible to allay any anxieties which might initially 
be felt by the African members. 

(b) It would be easier to present this plan to the newest members 
of the Commonwealth, and in particular to Nigeria, if the new 
Department were not to assume from the outset any administrative 
responsibility for the Overseas Civil Service. This aspect of the plan 
would be specially open to misrepresentation. While it was desirable 
that this function should eventually be transferred, the new 
Department was more likely to be acceptable to the other independent 
members of the Commonwealth if it were not burdened initially with 
this responsibility. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Approved in principle the proposals, outlined in C. (61) 11, 

-	 for the establishment of a new Department of Technical 
Co-operation. 

(2) Agreed that	 no public announcement of this project should 
be made until after the forthcoming Meeting of 
Commonwealth Prime Ministers. 

(3) Took note that the Prime Minister would arrange for	 further 
consideration to be given to the possibility of postponing 
for the time being the assumption by this new Department 
of responsibility for the administration of the Overseas 
Civil Service. 

3. The Cabinet were informed that it was likely that some 
agreement of principle would shortly be reached at the Southern 
Rhodesian Constitutional Conference which was being held in 
Salisbury. The Commonwealth Secretary had also made some 
progress in his discussions with the Prime Minister of the Federation 
on the reasons why the United Kingdom Government thought it 
necessary to propose, in the Northern Rhodesian Conference in 
London, that the Africans should be offered parity among the elected 
members in the Legislative Council. 

The Colonial Secretary said that the continued absence from that 
Conference of representatives of the United Federal Party and the 
Dominion Party could not fail to prejudice the hope of maintaining 
a multi-racial federation in central Africa. He had succeeded in 
keeping the Conference in being, but it would probably be necessary 
to decide within two days on what terms to bring it to a conclusion. 
The Cabinet would need to consider the situation on 10th February. 

The Cabinet— 
A g r ^ d to consider at a meeting on 10th February the 
situation reached in the Conference u i i the constitution of 
Northern Rhodesia. 

4. The Prime Minister said that he had made it clear in recent 
statements in Parliament that the Government had no intention of 
taking any action on the current negotiations for the merger of 
Odhams Press with either the Thomson group of newspapers or the 
Daily Mirror. The question that remained was whether there should 
be a more general enquiry into the economics of the newspaper 
industry. In favour of this it could be argued that there was real 
public anxiety about the present state of the industry and about the 
difficulty of financing even important national daily newspapers with 
large circulations. The problem was likely to recur in the near future 
and an enquiry into the economics of the industry might be of 
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assistance to the industry itself. On the other hand, if the 
Government were to institute an enquiry at the present stage, they 
might appear to be giving way to pressure and they would run the 
risk that the enquiry would extend embarrassingly into the whole 
working of the capitalist system. 

A tribunal of enquiry would not be appropriate. A departmental 
committee would have no power to send for papers and summon 
witnesses. The best form of enquiry might therefore be a small 
Royal Commission with limited terms of reference. 

Discussion-showed that it was the general view of the Cabinet 
that, although the political pressure was already diminishing, there 
was a case on merits for an enquiry into the economics of the 
newspaper industry and, more particularly, into the restrictive 
practices of the trade unions concerned. It would, however, be 
preferable that the terms of reference should not make any explicit 
mention of the relationship between management and labour, and it 
would be necessary to ensure that the enquiry did not overlap the 
work of the Committee on Broadcasting under the chairmanship of 
Sir Harry Pilkington, which had already been invited to submit an 
interim report on certain aspects of the relations between the Press 
and the television programme companies. The effect of appointing 
a Royal Commission might be to accelerate, to the detriment of the 
public interest, certain further mergers or take-over bids which were 
in prospect and it was for consideration whether, after the enquiry 
had been set on foot, the Government should not make an unofficial 
request to the interests concerned to defer action until it had been 
completed. 

Summing up the discussion The Prime Minister said that it 
appeared to be the general view of the Cabinet that there would be 
advantage in appointing a small Royal Commission to examine and 
make recommendations on the economic aspects of newspaper and 
magazine publishing. The terms of reference might be— 

" To examine the economic and financial factors affecting the 
production and sale of newspapers, magazines and other periodicals 
in the United Kingdom, including (a) manufacturing, printing, 
distribution and other costs; (b) efficiency of production; and 
(c) advertising and other revenue, including any revenue derived from 
I.T.V. Programme Companies—to consider whether these factors 
tend to diminish diversity of ownership and control or the number 
or variety of such publications, having regard to the importance, in 
the public interest, of the accurate presentation of news and the free 
expression of opinion; and to report." 

The C a b i n e t -
Took note that the Prime Minister would recommend 
the Queen to appoint a Royal Commission to examine the 
economic and financial factors affecting the production and 
sale of newspapers, magazines and other periodicals in the 
United Kingdom. 

5. The Minister of Defence recalled that he had circulated a 
memorandum (C. (60) 178) to the Cabinet on 29th November, I960, 
about the possible requirements of the Federal German Government 
for training and other facilities outside Germany for their military 
forces. The German Government had now submitted a detailed 
request for facilities in the United Kingdom for the storage of 
ammunition, oil and general supplies for their army and navy; for 
maintenance facilities for naval aircraft and vessels of British origin: 
for training facilities for up to ten armoured regiments annually; and 
for facilities for shore target firing, amphibious training and exercises 
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with naval aircraft. Discussions were due to begin on 22nd February 
between British and German officials under the auspices of the 
military authorities of the North Atlantic Alliance. 

The Minister suggested that we should, in principlet be ready 
to meet these requirements, so far as they were reasonable, in the 
interests of the interdependence of the members of the North Atlantic 
Alliance. But some of the requirements might seem excessive to 
certain sections of public opinion in this country, and it would be 
necessary to examine carefully what they would entail. 

It was the general view of the Cabinet that no difficulty would 
arise over the grant of storage facilities or maintenance facilities for 
aircraft and vessels of British origin. Nor need objection be raised 
to facilities for shore target firing, amphibious training and exercises 
with naval aircraft, so long as these were not unduly obtrusive. 
Training facilities for armoured regiments were, however, a different 
matter. If these entailed tank manoeuvres over wide areas of the 
country, people might reasonably ask why these should not take 
place in Germany, and it would not be easy to explain why this 
would be impracticable. If the facilities were for range firing by 
tanks, this would be open to less objection: but it was hard to 
understand why it was necessary for the German forces to seek 
facilities in the United Kingdom for this limited purpose. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the Minister of Defence	 to ascertain what would be 

entailed in granting the military facilities requested by the 
German Government, particularly the training facilities 
for armoured regiments. 

(2) Invited the Foreign	 Secretary to obtain a report, on French 
reactions to the training of German military units in 
France. 

(3) Agreed	 to resume their discussion, at a meeting in the 
following week, in the light of the information to be 
obtained under Conclusions (1) and (2) above. 

6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Home 
Secretary (C. (61) 14) proposing an enquiry into the law relating to 
Sunday observance. 

 The Home Secretary recalled that on 21st July, 1960. the Cabinet 
 had approved in principle his proposal for the appointment of a Joint 

 Select Committee on the law of Sunday observance in England and 
Wales, but had suggested that before any announcement was made 
the opinion of Government supporters should be sounded. Soundings 
had now been taken and, while opinion was divided on the expediency 
of undertaking such an enquiry, there was general agreement that it 
would be undesirable to introduce legislation, or even to set an 
enquiry on foot, after the end of the current Session. 

The Home Secretary said that, as the Government had already 
undertaken the reform of the law on betting and gaming and on 
licensing, there was much to be said for turning their attention next 
to Sunday observance. He now proposed that, instead of appointing 
a Joint Select Committee, the Government should appoint a 
departmental committee, which might be expected to spend 18 to 24 
months on their enquiry. This would still leave time for legislation 
before the end of the present Parliament, though this would not 
necessarily be the result of the enquiry. 

The Secretary of State for Scotland said that the law on Sunday 
observance in Scotland was materially different from that in England 
and Wales and he would therefore wish that Scotland should be 
excluded from the scope of any enquiry on the subject. 
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Discussion showed that there was some support in the Cabinet 
for the view that the law on Sunday observance, some of which no 
longer reflected contemporary public opinion, should be brought up 
to date. On the other hand, it was argued that this was a matter on 
which there were irreconcilable differences of opinion, and that there 
was little evidence of any strong or widespread demand for reform. 
Any initiative by the Government would stimulate active opposition 
and it would be unfortunate if a report recommending relaxation of 
the present restrictions were received shortly before the end of the 
present Parliament. 

Summing up, The Prime Minister said that it would help the 
Cabinet to reach a decision if they could have before them a summary 
of the existing law relating to Sunday observance, and an indication 
of the areas in which some change was urgently required. 

The C a b i n e t 
(1) Invited the Home Secretary to circulate a memorandum	 on 

the effect of the existing law relating to Sunday observance 
in England and Wales. 

(2) Agreed to resume their	 discussion of (C. (61) 14) at a later 
meeting. 

7. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (61) 15) about a proposed scheme 
for the repayment of the road travel expenses of Peers and Members 
of Parliament. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer recalled that, at the request 
of the Opposition, a scheme had been prepared under which Peers 
and Members of Parliament could claim their expenses in travelling 
by car between home, constituency and the House, up to the cost 
of first-class railway travel. The Opposition had at that stage 
indicated that they no longer felt able to support the proposal, but 
they had now come forward in favour of a scheme on the lines 
proposed. He therefore suggested, in agreement with the Home 
Secretary, that the Chief Whip might be authorised to discuss it with 
the Opposition with a view to its introduction at the beginning of 
the next financial year. It was known that the House authorities 
considered that the scheme could be operated satisfactorily. It 
would apply only to cars owned by Peers or Members or their wives. 

The Cabinet— 
Approved the proposal in C. (61) 15. 

Office, S.W.1, 
7th February, 1961. 
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 1. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Minister 
 of Labour (C. (61) 19) about the organisation of the tally clerks in 

 the London docks. 

 The Minister of Labour said that, when the London Dock Labour 
 Board informed union officials of their intention to allocate tally 
 clerks and docker-checkers to particular sectors of the London docks, 

 there was much more resistance to this proposal than had been 
expected. The Stevedores Union had said that they would instruct 
their members to refuse allocation, and this might well cause a strike 
throughout the London docks. Despite the assurances previously 
received from the leaders of the Transport and General Workers 
Union, the regional officials of the union had informed the London 
Board that in the event of a further strike they would support the 
tally clerks. The Government had no power to direct the National 
Dock Labour Board to bring this scheme into operation and in view 
of the unions' attitude it was unlikely that the National Board would 
urge the London Board to do so. It might therefore be preferable 
to rely on the alternative course of increasing the number of tally 
clerks in order to break the strength of their monopoly. It might be 
possible to pursue this alternative without the risk of a widespread 
strike in the London docks. 

The Minister of Labour said that he was meeting Mr. Cousins 
later in the day to discuss the attitude of the Transport and General 
Workers Union to this problem, but he had no reason to suppose 
that he would be able to recommend any different course to the 
Cabinet as a result of that conversation. 

The Cabinet-

Agreed that, in the absence of official support from the 
Unions concerned, the Government could not press for the 
introduction of the scheme for allocating tally clerks to 
particular sectors of the London docks. 

2. The Prime Minister said that the Cabinet were greatly 
indebted to the Commonwealth Secretary and the Colonial Secretary 
for their patience and perseverance in working out proposals which 
could be put to the Northern Rhodesian Constitutional Conference. 
The Colonial Secretary was expected to table the Governments 
plans at the Conference on the following day: further delay in doing 
so would increase the risk of disorder in the territory. It would 
not be possible to satisfy either the claim of the African representatives 
for a clear African majority in the Legislative Council or the desire 
of the Europeans that effective control of the Government of the 
territory should remain in the hands of locally-elected Europeans. 
In seeking a middle course between these points of view regard must 
be paid to the danger of prejudicing the constitutional settlement 
for Southern Rhodesia which had still to be approved by a referendum. 

In all these circumstances the Ministers concerned had agreed 
to support a plan under which the Legislative Council of Northern 
Rhodesia would include 45 elected members, of whom 15 would 
be constituency members elected by upper roll voters, 15 would be 
constituency members elected by lower roll voters, and 15 would be 
national members elected by voters of both rolls combined. The 
election of the national members would be determined by averaging 
the percentages of votes secured on each of the two rolls, subject to 
the proviso that each candidate would have to obtain a minimum 
percentage of the votes cast on each roll. This scheme would not 
explicitly provide either parity or a majority for either race: on the 
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contrary it would make it necessary for the political parties to seek 
support from both races; it would encourage a non-racial political 
system, in accordance with the concept of a multi-racial society, and 
would discourage extremism by any party. The Prime Minister of 
the Federation, Sir Roy Welensky, had been brought to see the merits 
of this proposal. He was now trying to persuade the Prime Minister 
of Southern Rhodesia, Sir Edgar Whitehead, to accept the scheme. 
It was likely that the results of their private discussions would be 
known later in the day. 

The Colonial Secretary said that the present proposals or some 
similar variation of parity between Europeans and Africans were 
distinctly preferable to a scheme which embodied the racial concept 
by giving a majority, or token majority, to either race. He had always 
believed that Sir Roy Welensky would not persist in his opposition 
to a scheme that gave parity of treatment to both races. Indeed, the 
present proposals were a challenge to the United Federal Party, which 
purported to be a moderate multi-racial party. Apart from the 
composition of the Legislative Council a number of difficult questions 
would still have to be settled, including the extent of the franchise 
for the lower roll, which it was thought might be increased to about 
70,000, and the composition of the Executive Council. 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that Sir Edgar Whitehead 
was understandably concerned lest the proposed constitutional 
settlement for Southern Rhodesia should be rejected in the 
referendum, which had to be held on the basis of the existing 
electorate. This settlement included safeguards against racial 
discrimination in the form of a bill of rights and a constitutional 
council which could delay discriminatory legislation. If the settlement 
were rejected in the referendum Sir Edgar Whitehead's Government 
would be replaced by the Dominion Party, who were pledged to 
secession from the Federation. 

Discussion showed that the Cabinet were in general agreement 
with the proposals outlined for the composition of the Legislative 
Council in Northern Rhodesia. The electoral arrangements were 
admittedly somewhat complex, and it would be important to ensure 
that the advantages of the scheme were properly presented. It was 
in accordance with the concept of a multi-racial partnership in Central 
Africa for which the Government were pledged to work. Nevertheless 
it was recognised that African reactions to the proposals might be 
hostile. Every effort would be made to get them to examine the 
proposals with moderation, but there was bound to be some risk of 
an emergency developing in Northern Rhodesia. There was also 
a danger that Sir Edgar Whitehead might feel that, if he were to 
acquiesce in these proposals, he would lose his referendum; and he 
might decide to anticipate this situation by forcing the immediate 
secession of Southern Rhodesia. If, on the other hand, he decided to 
await the referendum, the Dominion Party might be brought to 
power; and again secession was likely to result. There was also the 
danger that, if a Southern Rhodesian Government decided to secede, 
they might attempt to seize control of the copper belt in Northern 
Rhodesia. 

The Prime Minister said that, despite the serious dangers that 
the situation held, it was the view of the Cabinet that, subject to further 
information about the views of Sir Roy Welensky and Sir Edgar 
Whitehead, the Colonial Secretary should put forward proposals on 
the lines indicated at the plenary session of the Conference on Northern 
Rhodesia on the following day. The proposals would not at this 
stage be presented as an imposed solution, and they would not be 
made p u b l i c Jt would however be advisable to be ready to present 
the advantages of the scheme, as the best compromise that could be 
worked out in the interests of moderation and the concept of a 
multi-racial partnership. In the light of any further messages from 
Sir Roy Welensky and Sir Edgar Whitehead, it might be necessary for 
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the Cabinet to consider the proposals again at a meeting on the 
following day before they were tabled at the Conference. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Took	 note that the Prime Minister would consider, in the 

light of further information on the likely reactions in the 
Federation, whether the Cabinet should give further 
consideration, at a meeting on the following day, to the 
latest proposals for constitutional development in Northern 
Rhodesia. 

(2) Subject to Conclusion (1) above, agreed that those proposals 
afforded a reasonable basis for constitutional advance in 
Northern Rhodesia. 

3. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Home 
Secretary (C. (61) 20) on capital punishment. 

The Home Secretary said that he was subject to continuing 
pressure on this subject—both on the general question of amending 
the law and on individual capital cases. 

The Cabinet first considered the general question. On this there 
were conflicting pressures—from people who urged that the death 
penalty should be available for a wider range of murders, and from 
others who believed that capital punishment should be abolished 
altogether—and the feelings on either side were strongly held. In 
the present Parliament there would be no clear majority for either 
course. In these circumstances the Government had no alternative 
but to leave the existing law unchanged for the time being. 

It had been contemplated that the position would be reviewed 
after an experimental period of five years from the passing of the 
Homicide Act, 1957. The Government should not however become 
committed to holding a fresh enquiry in 1962. Nothing further should 
be said to encourage the assumption that a further review would 
be undertaken as soon as this five-year period had ended. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Endorsed	 the Home Secretary's view that the existing law 

relating to capital punishment must be left unchanged 
for the time being; and agreed that nothing should be 
said to encourage the assumption that a further review 
would be undertaken in 1962. 

The Cabinet next considered the Opposition amendment to the 
Criminal Justice Bill, which would have the effect of raising the 
minimum age for the death penalty from 18 to 21. They agreed that, 
in view of the prevalence of crimes of violence by young people, this 
amendment should be resisted. They were informed that the 
amendment might be carried against Government advice on the 
Committee Stage of the Bill. In that event the Cabinet should consider 
whether this proposal should be contested further on the Report Stage. 

The Cabinet— 
(2) Agreed	 that during the Committee Stage of the Criminal 

Justice Bill the Government spokesman should resist 
amendments designed to raise the minimum age for the 
death penalty from 18 to 21 years. 

The Cabinet then discussed the demand for a fresh enquiry into 
the case of Timothy John Evans. The Colonial Secretary said that 
it was arguable that Evans would not have been convicted of the 
murder of his child if the court had had before them evidence now 
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available which suggested that his wife had been murdered by Christie. 
More generally, it seemed possible that Evans would not have been 
convicted if the court had been aware of the other murders committed 
by Christie at 10, Rillington Place. The Home Secretary said that, 
even if this were so, there could be no possibility at this date of 
establishing that Evans was innocent of the murder of the child. 
There could therefore be no question of giving him a Free Pardon, 
and there seemed to be no point in holding a fresh enquiry. 

Discussion showed that there was general support in the Cabinet 
for the view put forward by the Home Secretary. It was however 
suggested that, in any public statement, it would be inexpedient to 
refer to a need to establish Evans' innocence. It would be preferable 
to refer to the representations on his behalf as directed to proving 
that he had been wrongfully convicted. 

The Cabinet— 

(3) Agreed that no fresh enquiry should be held into the case of 
Timothy John Evans. 

Finally, the Cabinet took note of the growing tendency in the 
House of Commons to seek opportunities to debate the exercise of the 
prerogative of mercy in particular capital cases. On this they 
endorsed the view expressed in paragraph 7 of C. (61) 20. 

The Cabinet— 

(4) Agreed that every effort should be made to avoid discussions 
in Parliament on the exercise of the prerogative of mercy 
in capital cases. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he had agreed with 
the Minister of Agriculture that the representatives of the agriculture 
industry should be offered an increase of £3 millions in the total level 
of the price guarantees for the coming financial year. This 
represented an estimated increase of £10 millions in support costs for 
the coming year over the estimated out-turn for the current year. 
This offer seemed necessary in order to prevent a breakdown of 
negotiations at the outset of the review. 

The President of the Board of Trade said that this offer would 
be regarded by other countries as additional protection for our 
agriculture and would be harmful to our commercial relations and 
our export prospects. 

The Minister of Agriculture said that the farmers' representatives 
were likely to claim full recoupment of the increase of £19 millions 
which was expected in their costs. It was unlikely that an agreed 
settlement could be reached on the basis of the offer which it was 
now proposed to make and he would probably need to seek authority 
to increase it at a later stage in the discussions. It was not likely 
that a settlement on this basis would prejudice negotiations with other 
countries, since it was intended to reduce the guaranteed prices of 
many commodities and to concentrate the increase in subsidy on 
beef production. 

The C a b i n e t -
Invited the Minister of Agriculture to report in due course 
on the progress of the annual review of farm prices. 

Office, S.W.1,Cabinet
13th February, 1961. 
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Parliament	 1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the following week. 

Commonwealth 
Immigrants 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (60) 59th 
Conclusions. 
Minute 8) 

2. The Lord Chancellor said that, while in 1958 and 1959 the 
flow of coloured immigrants into this country had slackened, the 
numbers had risen in 1960 to nearly 60,000. There were now some 
300,000 coloured British subjects living in this country and it was 
estimated that in twenty years the total might rise to X% millions. 
The Commonwealth Migrants' Committee had, earlier that day, 
considered the effect of this large increase and, in particular, what 
course the Government should follow in the debate which was to 
take place in the House of Commons on the following day on a 
Motion calling for legislation, which was sponsored by a Government 
supporter. The Committee had concluded that the extent of coloured 
immigration gave no cause for serious disquiet at present, in relation 
to employment or the preservation of law and order. But, in the areas 
where the majority of the immigrants tended to congregate, housing 
problems were becoming increasingly acute and there was also cause 
for some anxiety on grounds of public health. The Committee 
recognised that, apart from the objections of principle to legislation 
which would limit the traditional right of British subjects to admission 
to the United Kingdom and would be seen to have the purpose of 
discriminating against coloured persons, there would be special 
difficulty in introducing such legislation at the present time, when the 
Government were striving, in the constitutional discussions with 
Southern Rhodesia, to secure safeguards against racial discrimination 
and when, in the West Indies, progress was being made towards the 
holding of a constitutional conference leading towards the 
independence of the Federation. They had therefore agreed with the 
Home Secretary's proposal that the Government spokesman in the 
debate should say that they were watching the position with great 
care; that they would welcome a full expression of Parliamentary 
opinion; but that they would not reach any final decision until they 
had taken account of it. 

In discussion it was pointed out that the Motion on the Order 
Paper was neither acceptable in its present form nor easy to defeat. 
There should, however, be no undue difficulty in arranging for it to 
be talked out. 

The Prime Minister said that it appeared to be the general view 
of the Cabinet that there was no need to decide at once whether 
legislation should be introduced to control immigration from other 
Commonwealth countries and that in any event an early indication 
of the Governments intention to do so would be inopportune. The 
content and form of such legislation should, however, be considered, 
in order that the Government might be in a position to reach a 
decision and, if necessary, to take action early in the following Session. 

The C a b i n e t 
(1) Endorsed	 the conclusion of the Commonwealth Migrants' 

Committee that the Government spokesman should 
temporise in the debate on this subject on a Private 
Member's Motion on the following day. 

(2) Invited the	 Lord Chancellor to arrange for the Committee 
to consider the form which legislation to control 
immigration from other Commonwealth countries might 
take, and to bring the matter again before the Cabinet in 
due course. 
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Exchange of 
Information 
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Movements 

3. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that an announcement 
would be made on 20th February that the Iron and Steel Holding 
and Realisation Agency would on 27th February formally advertise 
the terms on which they were offering to sell the major part of the 
Governments holdings of prior charges in the steel industry. The 
proposed terms would enable it to be said that the sale would not 
result in a loss to the Government on the book value of these assets. 
Nevertheless, there would be criticism from the Opposition on the 
ground that nationalised assets were being realised for' the benefit of 
private investors to the detriment of the Exchequer. 

4. The Colonial Secretary said that the proposals which he had 
now tabled at the Northern Rhodesian Constitutional Conference 
had met with considerable criticism, not only from the African 
representatives at the Conference, but also from the United Federal 
Party in Northern Rhodesia and the Federation. Each group 
suspected that the purpose of the plan was to enable control to be 
given to the other side. The African representatives, with some 
justification, resented the fact that consultations were in progress 
with the United Federal Party representatives who had absented 
themselves from the Conference. 

The Conference would that afternoon insist on discussing the 
franchise for the upper roll, about which, in accordance with the plan, 
it was not proposed to reveal any details. The remaining sessions of 
the Conference would no doubt be very difficult, and it would be 
desirable to conclude proceedings by the week-end. This would 
enable a statement to be made to Parliament on 20th February, and 
it was proposed to present at the same time a White Paper giving an 
account of the Conference and of the Governments proposals. It 
was likely that this would be followed by some disorders in Northern 
Rhodesia; but, since the dissatisfaction of the Africans would be 
tempered by the knowledge that the European element were no less 
critical of the Governments proposals, there was some hope that a 
serious emergency would be avoided. 

The Prime Minister said that to prolong the Conference beyond 
the week-end would only increase the risk of disturbances. The 
proposals which the Government had tabled did not constitute a 
final decision but would be open to further consideration. It was 
therefore right that they should remain in general terms. In particular, 
discussion about the details of the franchise for the upper roll should 
be resisted, since it was our intention that the qualifications for that 
roll should remain very much as at present, and the Prime Minister 
of the Federation had been so informed. 

The Cabinet— 
Agreed that the Colonial Secretary should conduct the 
concluding stages of the Northern Rhodesian Constitutional 
Conference on the lines agreed in their discussion. 

5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Foreign 
Secretary (C. (61) 17) about the exchange of information on aircraft 
movements between Gibraltar and Spain. 

The Foreign Secretary said that a scheme had been worked out 
by the Royal Air Force authorities in Gibraltar and the United States 
Air Force authorities in Spain, under which information on hostile 
air activity would be passed from the Spanish Air Defence 
Organisation to Gibraltar and information on friendly aircraft using 
or overflying Gibraltar would be passed by the Royal Air Force to 
the Spanish and United States Air Defence Organisations, which were 
about to be integrated. From the political point of view it would 
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be preferable not to approach the Spanish authorities on the scheme; 
but it might have certain practical advantages and the risk of 
embarrassment might be reduced if the arrangements were made at 
a technical rather than a political level. 

In discussion it was pointed out that the proposed arrangements 
would only be of significant practical value in the event or threat of 
global war. There was always some risk that an approach to the 
Spanish authorities would become public. It would be particularly 
embarrassing if a suggestion were to meet with a rebuff. Since any 
approach towards the establishment of closer relations with the 
Spanish Government was likely to have disproportionate political 
effects in this country and the arrangements contemplated could in 
any event be made very quickly in any period of tension preceding 
global war, it would be preferable that the proposal should not be 
adopted unless and until the threat of war became more imminent. 

The C a b i n e t -
Agreed that for the time being no action should be taken to 
give effect to the proposals in C. (61) 17. 

6. The Cabinet had before them memoranda by the Home 
Secretary and the Minister of Defence (C. (61) 12 and 22) about the 
provision of defence facilities in the United Kingdom for forces of 
the Federal German Government. 

The Minister of Defence recalled that on 7th February the 
Cabinet had invited him to ascertain what would be entailed in 
granting certain military facilities in the United Kingdom which had 
been asked for by the Federal German Government. Requests had 
been submitted for the following facilities: 

(a) storage of ammunition, petrol, oil and lubricants, and general 
supplies for both the army and navy; 

(b) maintenance facilities for naval aircraft and vessels of British 
origin; 

(c) facilities for shore target firing from naval vessels and facilities 
for amphibious training and exercises with naval aircraft; 

(d) range facilities for one armoured regiment at a. time, covering 
a period of about 30 weeks in the year. 

The Cabinet had already agreed that no objection need be raised 
to the first three of these requests. The request for facilities for tank 
training presented some political difficulties. On the one hand it 
was important that we should accord to Germany the treatment due 
to a member of the North Atlantic Alliance: on the other hand, 
acceptance of their request would be unwelcome to certain sections 
of public opinion in this country and might involve the Government 
in political difficulty at home. There was, however, no question of 
manoeuvres over wide areas, but only of making available to the 
Germans part of the capacity of an existing training area for simple 
tactical exercises and for the firing of guns. The facilities at the 
range in Germany (which belonged to the North Atlantic Alliance) 
were fully occupied by our own and other forces of the Alliance and 
the alternative of transferring our own tank regiments for training 
in this country would be technically less satisfactory and considerably 
more expensive. Discussions with the Germans were due to take 
place in the following week under the auspices of the North Atlantic 
Alliance; and the Minister considered that, on balance, the best 
course was to instruct our representatives to offer the facilities we 
could spare under the first three headings and to explore with the 
Germans the practical possibilities of providing them with facilities 
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for tank training. We could not offer as much as they had asked and, 
when they realised this and the other drawbacks inherent in their 
proposal, they might prefer to withdraw it and to arrange for 
additional tank training in France (where, the Cabinet were informed, 
there had been no adverse public reaction to the arrangements already 
in operation). 

The Home Secretary said that the political difficulty of granting 
the German Government^ request would be accentuated if it were 
necessary to extend to their forces in this country some of the powers, 
privileges and exemptions afforded by the Visiting Forces Act, 1952. 
This would require an Order in Council which was subject to 
affirmative resolutions of both Houses of Parliament, and opposition 
might well be voiced in either House—especially as the German 
Government had not ratified the North Atlantic Treaty Status of 
Forces Agreement. 

In discussion there was general agreement that we should avoid 
action which would prejudice the full integration of Federal Germany 
into the North Atlantic Alliance and that public opinion in this 
country must be brought to accept that fact. On the other hand, 
we must be in a position to make a convincing case for whatever 
facilities were to be extended to the Germans. The request should 
be presented as originating with the Alliance itself, in discharge of 
its responsibility for the distribution of training throughout its area. 
The proposal might, indeed, be more acceptable if it were possible 
to broaden it so as to include also forces other than those of Western 
Germany. 

In further discussion it was agreed that it would be preferable 
not to offer the German forces the benefits of the Visiting Forces 
Act unless we were under some definite obligation to do so. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Approved	 the proposals in C. (61) 22 on the provision of 


defence facilities in the United Kingdom for the Federal 

German forces. 


(2) Invited the Home Secretary, in consultation with the Minister 

of Defence, to consider further whether it would be 

necessary in this connexion to extend to German units 

coming to this country for tank training the privileges of 

the Visiting Forces Act, 1952. 


7. The Cabinet had before them a note by the Secretary of the 
Cabinet (C. (61) 3) covering a revised draft of a Government statement 
arising from the recommendations made in the Templer Report for 
the establishment of a Commonwealth Youth Trust. This revised 
draft had been prepared in pursuance of the Cabinefs decision of 
15th December, 1960, and in the light of their discussion at that 
meeting. The Cabinet had then contemplated that it might become 
necessary to publish a summary of the recommendations of the 
Templer Committee, and a draft of such a summary was also annexed. 

The Prime Minister said that every effort should be made to avoid 
publishing even a summary of these recommendations. The Templer 
Committee had been asked to submit a report for the confidential 
information of the Government; and it was important, as a matter 
of principle, that the Government should hold themselves free to 
withhold publication of the reports of such enquiries. 

The Commonwealth Secretary supported this view. Indeed, for 
his part, he would prefer that the statement should deal only with the 
steps which the Government were themselves proposing to take, 
especially in relation to the provision of hostel accommodation, and 
should not refer to recommendations in the Report which the 
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Government were not proposing to accept. The statement would 
then become an announcement of Government policy, without specific 
reference to the Templer Report. 

In discussion the point was made that it was known that a 
Committee had been appointed to consider this problem and that 
there was some public interest in its outcome. The Commonwealth 
Secretary said that, even so, he believed that he could deal with this 
matter in Parliament without disclosing the substance of the 
Conimittee's recommendations. 

The Cabinet— 
Authorised the Commonwealth Secretary to announce in 
Parliament, without reference to the Report of the Templer 
Committee, rhe Governments decision incorporated in the 
draft statement annexed to C. (61) 3. 

8. The Foreign Secretary reported the latest developments in 
the Congo. The Soviet Government had reacted very strongly to the 
news of Mr. Lumumba's death, and they must now be expected to 
do their utmost to strengthen the position of Mr. Gizenga. They 
might try to persuade some of the countries which had military forces 
in the Congo to put them at Mr. Gizenga's disposal, but in this they 
were not likely to be successful. Alternatively they might themselves 
try to provide him with arms and supplies by means of an air-lift to 
Stanleyville. The United States Government had asked us to consider 
what could be done to forestall such a manoeuvre. Meanwhile the 
Soviet Government were intensifying their efforts to undermine the 
position of the Secretary-General of the United Nations. Their 
communications to the organisation were now being sent, not to the 
Secretary-General, but to a Russian member of the secretariat. 

In the Cabinets discussion special emphasis was laid on the 
importance of preventing the establishment of a Soviet air-lift into 
Stanleyville. It was suggested that the Chiefs of Staff might be asked 
to prepare a technical appreciation of the difficulties which the 
Russians would encounter in organising such an air-lift. The Foreign 
Secretary should also consider whether it would be practicable for 
United Nations forces in the neighbourhood to create such 
obstructions as would deny the use of the airfield to the Russians. 
The Secretary-General of the United Nations would presumably be 
justified in instructing United Nations forces to take passive steps to 
prevent unilateral intervention in the Congo by any foreign Power. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note that the Foreign Secretary would consider, in 
consultation with the Minister of Defence, what steps it 
would be practicable to take to prevent the organisation of 
a Soviet air-lift into Stanleyville; and that, in the light of 
this, he would consider whether the Secretary-General of 
the United Nations could properly be pressed to instruct 
United Nations forces in the area to take action to this end. 

Office, S.W.1, 
February, 1961. 
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Government were not proposing to accept. The statement would 
then become an announcement of Government policy, without specific 
reference to the Templer Report. 

In discussion the point was made that it was known that a 
Committee had been appointed to consider this problem and that 
there was some public interest in its outcome. The Commonwealth 
Secretary said that, even so, he believed that he could deal with this 
matter in Parliament without disclosing the substance of the 
Committee's recommendations. 

The Cabinet— 
Authorised the Commonwealth Secretary to announce in 
Parliament, without reference to the Report of the Templer 
Committee, the Governmenfs decision incorporated in the 
draft statement annexed to C. (61) 3. 

8. The Foreign Secretary reported the latest developments in 
the Congo. The Soviet Government had reacted very strongly to the 
news of Mr. Lumumba's death, and they must now be expected to 
do their utmost to strengthen the position of Mr, Gizenga. They 
might try to persuade some of the countries which had military forces 
in the Congo to put them at Mr. Gizenga's disposal, but in this they 
were not likely to be successful. Alternatively they might themselves 
try to provide him with arms and supplies by means of an air-lift to 
Stanleyville. The United States Government had asked us to consider 
what could be done to forestall such a manoeuvre. Meanwhile the 
Soviet Government were intensifying their efforts to undermine the 
position of the Secretary-General of the United Nations. Their 
communications to the organisation were now being sent, not to the 
Secretary-General, but to a Russian member of the secretariat. 

In the Cabinefs discussion special emphasis was laid on the 
importance of preventing the establishment of a Soviet air-lift into 
Stanleyville. It was suggested that the Chiefs of Staff might be asked 
to prepare a technical appreciation of the difficulties which the 
Russians would encounter in organising such an air-lift. The Foreign 
Secretary should also consider whether it would be practicable for 
United Nations forces in the neighbourhood to create such 
obstructions as would deny the use of the airfield to the Russians. 
The Secretary-General of the United Nations would presumably be 
justified in instructing United Nations forces to take passive steps to 
prevent unilateral intervention in the Congo by any foreign Power. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note that the Foreign Secretary would consider, in 
consultation with the Minister of Defence, what steps it 
would be practicable to take to prevent the organisation of 
a Soviet air-lift into Stanleyville; and that, in the light of 
this, he would consider whether the Secretary-General of 
the United Nations could properly be pressed to instruct 
United Nations forces in the area to take action to this end. 

Office, S.W.1, 
February, 1961. 
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Government were not proposing to accept. The statement would 
then become an announcement of Government policy, without specific. 

;reference to the Templer Report. '  .. ' 
In discussion the point was made that it was known that a 

Committee had been appointed to consider this problem and that 
there was some public interest in its outcome. The Commonwealth 
Secretary said that, even so, he believed that he could deal with this 
matter in Parliament without disclosing the substance of the 
Committee's recommendations. 

The Cabinet— 
Authorised the Commonwealth Secretary to announce in 
Parliament, without reference to the Report of the Templer 
Committee, the Governments decision incorporated in the 
draft statement annexed to C. (61) 3. 

8. The Foreign Secretary reported the latest developments in 
the Congo. The Soviet Government had reacted very strongly to the 
news of Mr. Lumumba's death, and they must now be expected to 
do their utmost to strengthen the position of Mr. Gizenga. They 
might try to persuade some of the countries which had military forces 
in the Congo to put them at Mr. Gizenga's disposal, but in this they 
were not likely to be successful. Alternatively they might themselves 
try to provide him with arms and supplies by means of an air-lift to 
Stanleyville. The United States Government had asked us to consider 
what could be done to forestall such a manoeuvre. Meanwhile the 
Soviet Government were intensifying their efforts to undermine the 
position of the Secretary-General of the United Nations. Their 
communications to the organisation were now being sent, not to the 
Secretary-General, but to a Russian member of the secretariat. 

In the Cabinefs discussion special emphasis was laid on the 
importance of preventing the establishment of a Soviet air-lift into 
Stanleyville. It was suggested that the Chiefs of Staff might be asked 
to prepare a technical appreciation of the difficulties which the 
Russians would encounter in organising such an air-lift. The Foreign 
Secretary should also consider whether it would be practicable for 
United Nations forces in the neighbourhood to create such 
obstructions as would deny the use of the airfield to the Russians. 
The Secretary-General of the United Nations would presumably be 
justified in instructing United Nations forces to take passive steps to 
prevent unilateral intervention in the Congo by any foreign Power. 

The C a b i n e t -
Took note that the Foreign Secretary would consider, in 
consultation with the Minister of Defence, what steps it 
would be practicable to take to prevent the organisation of 
a Soviet air-lift into Stanleyville; and that, in the light of 
this, he would consider whether the Secretary-General of 
the United Nations could properly be pressed to instruct 
United Nations forces in the area to take action to this end. 

Office, S.W.1, 
February, 1961. 
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The Prime Minister said that the African representatives at the 
Northern Rhodesian Constitutional Conference had been unwilling 
to accept the constitutional plan which, in accordance with the 
Cabinets earlier decision, the Colonial Secretary had put before the 
Conference on 14th February. They believed that the United 
Kingdom Government had adopted this plan under pressure from 
Salisbury; and the Press and public opinion in this country were under 
the same impression. In fact, however, the Prime Minister of the 
Federation, Sir Roy Welensky, and the Prime Minister of Southern 
Rhodesia, Sir Edgar Whitehead, and their associates were strongly 
critical of many aspects of the plan. The truth was that both the 
African Parties and the United Federal Party were suspicious of any. 
constitutional change which did not offer them a sure prospect of 
majority control in the government of the territory. 

The Cabinet had now to decide whether to publish the plan and 
defend it on its merits, or to defer announcing any constitutional 
proposals in the hope that the representatives of the Africans and of 
the Europeans could be brought more nearly to agreement in further 
discussion and negotiation. There were great risks in either course. 
If the Government declared their intention to go forward with this 
plan, it was possible that Sir Edgar Whitehead might feel that the 
prospects of carrying his referendum were so far prejudiced that it 
would be safer for him to take Southern Rhodesia out of the 
Federation. It was even possible that, in an attempt to avert this, 
Sir Roy Welensky might declare the Federation to be independent of 
the United Kingdom. The consequences in either event would be 
grave, and it would not be possible for the United Kingdom 
Government to restore the situation by military means. On the other 
hand, if no statement of Government policy were made at this time, 
there was serious risk that the feelings of the Africans would be 
exacerbated and that rerious disorder would break out in Northern 
Rhodesia and perhaps in other parts of the Federation. The 
Governments task in controlling the political difficulties of such a 
situation would be greatly increased by the fact that they had not 
made any announcement of their policy. In these circumstances it 
seemed preferable for the Government to announce their plan and to 
defend it as fulfilling the concept of a multi-racial partnership in 
Central Africa to which they were pledged, unless this entailed an 
overwhelming risk to the future of the Federation. 

The Colonial Secretary said that it had always been recognised 
that we could not put forward constitutional proposals for Northern 
Rhodesia which would meet in full the wishes of both the Africans 
and the Europeans. The present plan would not be accepted by 
either side. But there was some ground for hoping that, although it 
would evoke strong criticism, it would not provoke violence from 
either side. The plan, in so far as it embodied the multi-racial concept, 
was preferable to the type of settlement envisaged by the Monckton 
Commission. It would still leave some room for manoeuvre, and the 
decisions on many points of detail were left open for discussion. 
Postponement of any announcement of the Governments proposals 
would be regarded by the Africans as a betrayal of their interests, 
would not give any great satisfaction to the Europeans, and would 
greatly increase the Governments political difficulties at home. He 
hoped that the Cabinet would authorise him to make an early 
statement in Parliament in the terms of the draft which had been 
circulated to the Cabinet (telegram 327 of 18th February to Salisbury) 
and to publish the proceedings of the Conference in a White Paper, 
the draft of which had also been made available to the Cabinet. 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that, if the concept of a 
multi-racial partnership in central Africa were to have any chance of 
success, the transition in the constituent territories from 



Europearrcontrol to constitutional arrangements in which African 
representatives played a dominant part would have to proceed at a 
reasonable pace. Opportunity had to be provided for the development 
of co-operation between African and European representatives, and 
this was a feature of the present plan. Criticism of it from both sides 
was only to be expected. It had to be accepted that the proposals 
would in practice leave a considerable degree of uncertainty and were 
unlikely to produce a strong government. But at this stage of the 
transition this was inevitable—and probably right. In the light of the 
latest reactions from the United Federal Party representatives and the 
attitude of the African representatives, there was good hope that 
publication of the Governments plan would not provoke the 
Europeans to think in terms of secession or give rise to widespread 
disorder by the Africans. 

The Foreign Secretary said that the danger of a violent reaction 
from the United Federal Party representatives should not be under
estimated. They might well believe that the plan would lead to the 
premature transfer of power to irresponsible African representatives. 
Nevertheless, on balance it seemed preferable to publish the plan. It 
was, however, most important that the proposals should be announced 
in such a way as to leave a considerable field for adjustment, so as to 
allow the moderate European representatives sufficient time during 
the next few years in v/hich to secure the co-operation of moderate 
Africans. 

A full discussion followed in which all members of the Cabinet 
expressed their view. From this it emerged that the Cabinet were in 
agreement that the Governments plan should be made public without 
delay. It offered the best hope of future constitutional progress in 
Northern Rhodesia, and gave the Government a strong position in the 
political controversy which had already begun. It was agreed that an 
early announcement should be made in Parliament, on the lines of the 
draft which had been circulated, and that a White Paper should be 
presented at the same time describing the proceedings of the 
Conference. 

In further discussion the following points were made—
(a) It was suggested that the plan might be too complicated to 

work in practice. It was pointed out that complex franchises were 
appropriate to the circumstances of territories emerging towards 
independence and were in fact common in Africa. It would, however, 
be necessary to ensure that the complications of the plan did not 
obscure the multi-racial concept on which it was essentially based. 
Nor should such details be left open for discussion as would cast doubt 
on its multi-racial character. 

(b) It was generally agreed that there would b e advantage in 
announcing the plan to Parliament, and publishing the White 
Paper, on the following day. The absence of any statement of the 
Governments policy h a d already caused some confusion, a n d it was 
desirable t h a t it should be made known a t once t.^at the Cabinet h a d 
approved the p l a n and the genera! lines of the statement which would 
be made on t h e following d a y . when the tex t of t h e White Paper would 
also b e available. 

ic) Despite the fact that the African representatives had 
repudiated the statement of policy which had been agreed at the recent 
Southern Rhodesian Constitutional Conference, Sir Edgar Whitehead 
had indicated his intention to adhere to the constitutional settlement 
proposed for Southern Rhodesia. It was agreed that the United 
Kingdom Government should support him in this course. It offered 
some hope that, despite his electoral difficulties, he would not make the 
Governments plan for Northern Rhodesia a cause for advocating 
secession. 

The Cabinet then considered the terms of the announcement 
which the Colonial Secretary proposed to make to Parliament. They 



were informed that Sir Roy Welensky had asked that this should omit 
any definition of the way in which the national members were to be 
elected, that qualifications of literacy in English and a minimum age 
of thirty should be retained in the lower roll, that the qualifications 
for the upper roll should not be reduced, and that specific reference 
should be made to the establishment of a Constitutional Council. 

The Colonial Secretary said that it would be possible to meet the 
last two of these points, and also to explain that a literacy requirement, 
in the sense that voters would have to complete an application form 
in English without assistance, was included over the major part of the 
lower roll. It v/ould not however be possible to omit the proposal 
that the election of national members would be determined by 
averaging the percentage votes cast on each of the upper and lower 
rolls: the most that could be conceded here was some change of 
wording, e.g., that this was the method which was contemplated. 
Sir Roy Welensky had also asked that it should be made clear that the 
announcement of the plan did not represent the United Kingdom 
Governmenfs full thinking at this stage. The statement would make 
it clear that many matters still remained to be settled, for example the 
delimitation of constituencies, the way in which national members 
were to be returned and matters relating to the franchise, and that the 
Governor of Northern Rhodesia would now be asked to consult the 
political groups in that territory about the proposals. 

The Cabinet agreed that the statement should be modified and 
explained to Sir Roy Welensky on the lines indicated by the Colonial 
Secretary. The Prime Minister undertook to send a message to that 
effect, and to inform Sir Roy Welensky that the statement of the 
Governments policy would be made to Parliament on the following 
day. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Authorised the Colonial Secretary to	 present to Parliament 

on the following day a White Paper describing the 
proceedings of the Northern Rhodesian Constitutional 
Conference. 

(2) Authorised the Colonial Secretary to make an announcement 
of the Government^ plan for constitutional development 
in Northern Rhodesia in the terms of the draft embodied 
in Telegram No. 327 of 18th February, subject to the 
minor adjustments suggested in the Cabinefs discussion. 

(3) Agreed that	 the text of the Colonial Secretary's statement 
should also be published in the form of a White Paper as 
a statement of the Governmenfs policy on this question. 

inet Office, S.W. 1, 
20th February, 1961. 
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1. The Foreign Secretary said that, in face of the news of further 
political executions in the Congo, the Security Council had carried 
a resolution which condemned these practices, called on the Congolese 
authorities to put an end to them, authorised the United Nations 
forces on the spot to take all possible measures to prevent them, 
including the use of force in the last resort, and demanded an impartial 
investigation to identify those responsible and to secure their 
punishment. The United Kingdom representatives on the Security 
Council had voted in favour of this resolution but, under instructions, 
had made it plain that the United Nations authorities in the Congo 
would not thereby be authorised to use force in furtherance of any 
political settlement. The resolution would leave a difficult discretion 
to the United Nations commander, and might open the way to 
pressures for the use of force in support of particular political factions. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Foreign Secretary. 

2. The Foreign Secretary said that he had now received the 
views of the Soviet Government on the proposal that the International 
Control Commission should return to Laos. They were not opposed 
to this, but considered that some international conference should first 
be held and that it should be recognised that the only legitimate 
authority in Laos was the Government of Prince Souvanna Phouma. 
Meanwhile, the King of Laos had proposed a different form of 
commission consisting of representatives of Cambodia, Burma and 
Malaya. He therefore proposed to seek the views of the Soviet 
Government on this alternative proposal. There seemed to be a 
growing recognition that a settlement in Laos must be sought by 
political means. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Foreign Secretary. 

3. The Lord Privy Sea! said that the recent meeting of Ministers 
of the European Free Trade Association had reached agreement on a 
number of points. It had been decided that the next stage in tariff 
reductions should be brought forward by six months to 1st July, 1961, 
and that the possibility of accelerating subsequent reductions should 
be studied. Satisfactory procedures had been settled for the 
examination of arrangements for trade in fish and for the review of 
arrangements for agricultural products. The meeting had also agreed 
on the form of association to be offered to Finland, including both 
the commercial and the institutional arrangements. The Consultative 
Committee of the Association, which was to include representatives 
of industrialists and trades unions, was to meet in May. 

In addition, the meeting had shown that the other member 
countries of the Association welcomed the discussions which the 
United Kingdom Government were having with certain member 
Governments of the European Economic Community and recognised 
that in these discussions the United Kingdom representatives would 
have full regard to the interests of their partners. The exploratory 
talks which we had recently held with the German authorities about 
the possibility of a settlement of the economic and political divisions 
in Europe had been entirely without commitment. These contacts 
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had been followed by discussions between German and French 
officials. It had now been arranged that a meeting between United 
Kingdom and French officials would be held in London in the 
following week. Thereafter it would be convenient if the Cabinet 
could review the whole question of our relations with Europe. 

The C a b i n e t -
Took note of this statement by the Lord Privy Seal. 

 4 . The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the following week. 

5. The Cabinet resumed their discussion of the memorandum 
by the President of the Board of Trade and the Postmaster-General 
(C. (60) 191) about a proposed experiment in subscription television, 
in the light of a memorandum by the Home Secretary (C. (61) 18) 
reporting a conversation he had held on the subject with Sir Harry 
Pilkington, the Chairman of the Committee on Broadcasting. 

The Home Secretary said that Sir Harry Pilkington had made it 
clear that he and his Committee remained strongly of the opinion that 
the proposed experiment would prejudge issues of major importance 
on which his Committee had been asked to report. The experiment 
would introduce into television a third method of finance, and this 
was a matter on which the Pilkington Committee wished—and, in 
their view, ought to be allowed—to make recommendations. If these 
issues were prejudged, before the Committee had been able to 
consider them, the members of the Committee were likely to ask to 
be relieved of their task. The Home Secretary said that there was 
much force in these arguments and he suggested that the Government 
ought not to allow the proposed experiment until they had received 
the Committee's report. 

Discussion showed that there was strong support in the Cabinet 
for this view. If the experiment were successful, its promoters would 
have achieved a major advantage in the competition for any future 
third television service, which was no doubt the real aim underlying 
their proposal. The equipment they had developed could be tested 
by laboratory methods, by using any of the existing programmes in 
this country, or in a field trial in some other country in which they 
had interests. If, however, a field trial of subscription television by 
wire were allowed in this country, probable developments in North 
America would make it very difficult to resist extension of the 
experiment to a similar service by radio. In any event, if they 
allowed the experiment to proceed in the face of determined 
opposition from the Pilkington Committee the Government might 
find themselves in a position of great political embarrassment. 

On the other hand, it was argued that the experiment would be 
on a relatively small scale: it would be limited to 3,000 households in 
a single area already provided with sound radio by rediffusion and it 
could be limited in time to, say, two years. The equipment developed 
by the promoters was cheaper, and was believed to be more efficient, 
than that of their American competitors and, if proved in a field trial, 
could lead to the exploitation of a valuable export market. The 
experiment would be carried out with equipment belonging to its 
promoters and at their own expense. 

Summing up the Prime Minister said that, whatever might be the 
strength of the case for allowing the experiment, the Government 



could not, politically, risk an open breach with the Pilkington 
Committee over it. It might be worth while for the Minister of 
Aviation, in view of his responsibility for the electronics industry, to 
discuss the matter with the Chairman; but, even if he and his 
Committee were persuaded to change their attitude, it would still be 
necessary for the Cabinet to reach a decision as between the opposing 
views expressed in their discussions. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited	 the Minister of Aviation, in consultation with the 

President of the Board of Trade, to put to the Chairman 
of the Committee on Broadcasting the commercial 
advantages of allowing the experiment in subscription 
television described in C. (60) 191. 

(2) Agreed	 to resume their discussion of C. (60) 191 at a later 
meeting. 

Kenya 6. The Colonial Secretary said that pressure for the release of 
jomo Jomo Kenyatta was increasing, both in Kenya—among Europeans 
Kenyaita as well as Africans—and in the United Nations. The Governor of 
(Previous Kenya was satisfied that, although Kenyatta had completed his 
Reference: sentence of detention, he could not yet be released from restrictions 
C.C. (60) 64th without prejudicing political development and possibly security. He 
Conclusions, would reject any attempt by African political leaders to make their 
Minute9) acceptance of Ministerial office conditional upon Kenyatta's release; 

but he did not think that Kenyatta need be kept under restrictions 
indefinitely and he would be ready to consider his release when a new 
Government was firmly established. Meanwhile, he proposed to 
transfer him to a healthier and less remote locality and, as a means 
of eroding the exaggerated public conception of his significance, to 
allow him more frequent visitors, including representatives of the new 
Council of Ministers, ministers of religion and the Press. He 
proposed to make a broadcast statement of his intentions in regard to 
Kenyatta, on the lines of the draft circulated with A.F. (M) (61) 4. 
This statement was to be made on 27th February, after the completion 
of polling in the current elections but before the results were 
announced. 

Discussion showed that there was general agreement in the 
Cabinet with the Governors proposed treatment of Kenyatta, 
although it might be sharply criticised in the United Nations and 
elsewhere. It was arguable that it might tend to increase Kenyatta's 
influence, rather than diminish it, but the Governors judgment on 
this point was based on extensive local knowledge and experience 
and should be accepted. 

The general lines of the proposed statement by the Governor 
were also approved. The drafting should, however, be further 
considered with a view to avoiding phrases which could be misleading 
if quoted out of their context. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Approved the proposal of the Governor of Kenya to continue 

to restrict the liberty of Jomo Kenyatta on the terms 
indicated by the Colonial Secretary. 

(2) Invited	 the Colonial Secretary, in consultation with the 
Governor, to give further consideration to the terms of 
the proposed statement on Kenyatta's future. 

(3) Took	 note that the Colonial Secretary would refer to the 
Cabinet again before agreeing to Kenyatta's release at 
any future date. 
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Cabinet
21st

7. The Cabinet had before them a further memorandum by the 
Home Secretary (C. (61) 23) on the effect of the existing law relating 
to Sunday observance in England and Wales. 

In discussion it was suggested that, while the law on this subject 
was antiquated and confused, there was little evidence of any urgent 
need or any widespread demand for its reform. Nor was there any 
assurance of majority support for any particular change. On the 
other hand it was argued that it was in general desirable that social 
laws should be kept up to date, so as to reflect current trends of 
public opinion. The point was also made that an extension of the 
facilities for entertainment and shopping on Sundays would be of 
some advantage to the tourist trade. 

The conclusion which emerged from the Cabinet's discussion was 
that there would be no objection to the holding of an enquiry with a 
view to ascertaining whether there was any practicable basis for 
legislation to amend the existing law on this subject. 

The Cabinet— 
Authorised the Home Secretary to appoint a departmental 
committee to review the prospects of amending the law 
relating to Sunday observance in England and Wales. 

Office, S.W. 1, 
February, 1961. 
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I. The Lord Privy Seal said that the proposal made by the 
King of Laos, with the approval of the United States Government, 
for a commission of neutral countries had failed, since Cambodia 
and Burma were unwilling to participate. Although the Soviet 
Government might be prepared for the International Control 
Commission to reassemble in Delhi for some preliminary procedural 
discussions, they would not allow the Commission to begin work in 
Laos unless some international conference had first been convened. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Foreign Secretary. 

2. The Lord Privy Seal said that, on the previous day, the 
 Icelandic Government had submitted for the approval of their 

 Parliament the proposed fisheries agreement under which the United 
 Kingdom would no longer object to a 12-mile exclusive fishing zone 
 round Iceland and, during a transitional period of three years, 
 Iceland would not object to fishing by British vessels in certain parts 

 of the 6-12-mile zone at certain times of the year. The baselines 
 from which these limits were to be measured had been re-drawn in 

 Iceland's favour and the Icelandic Government had undertaken to 
give six months' notice before claiming any extension of exclusive 
fishing rights beyond 12 miles and to accept the jurisdiction of the 
International Court of Justice in any dispute about any such claim 
in the future. Immediately after the announcement by the Icelandic 
Government the above information had been released to the Press 
in this country. Parliament were, however, expecting a statement on 
the subject and the Lord Privy Seal proposed to say, that day, that 
agreement had been reached with Iceland on the proposals already 
announced. As soon as these had been approved by the Icelandic 
Parliament there would be an exchange of notes between the two 
Governments, which would bring the agreement into operation. 

In discussion it was agreed that nothing must be done which, 
after the long and difficult negotiations with the Icelandic 
Government, could in any way prejudice the conclusion of an effective 
agreement. Any statement in the United Kingdom Parliament 
should, therefore, be strictly confined at the present stage to what 
had already been announced to the Press and even this should be 
subject to confirmation that the Icelandic Government would see 
no objection. If, in the light of what they had put before their own 
Parliament, they saw any difficulty in a limited statement to the United 
Kingdom Parliament, this should be deferred. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited	 t h e Lord Privy Sea! to ascertain that the Icelandic 

Government would see no objection to a n immediate 
s t a t e m e n t in t h e U n i t e d Kingdom Parliament on the 
proposed fisheries agreement, on the lines of the statement 
a l r e a d y i s sued to the P re s s . 

(2)	 S u b j e c t to Conclusion (1) above, authorised the Lord Privy 
Seal to make such a statement that day. 

3. The Cabinet were informed that misleading accounts had 
appeared in the Press of the statement which the Lord Privy Seal had 
made on the previous day to the Council of Ministers of the Western 
European Union about economic relations with the European 
Economic Community. The impression had been given that the 
United Kingdom Government were now prepared to make new 
concessions, and that in particular it would be open to other 



Parliament

Malta
(Previous
Reference:
C.C. (58) 84th
^ o n c l u s i ,  o n s  '
Minute 7) 

Commonwealth countries to discuss with the members of the 
Community possible reductions in tariff preferences which the United 
Kingdom at present enjoyed in those countries. 

The Lord Privy Seal said that the explanation of the Governments 
policy which he had given to the Council did not represent any change 
from the position which had been taken in the recent discussions with 
the German, Italian and French Governments. Certain Common
wealth Governments in any case had room to negotiate tariff 
reductions with other countries which left the agreed preference in 
favour of the United Kingdom intact; it had not been suggested that 
any reductions which went beyond this would be acceptable to the 
United Kingdom except in principle as part of a comprehensive 
settlement with the Community which we would regard as satisfactory. 
He would arrange for guidance to remove any misapprehension to be 
given to the Press, and he would circulate the text of his speech to the 
Council of the Western European Union to the Cabinet for their 
information. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Lord Privy Seal. 

 4 . The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in the 
House of Commons in the following week. 

The Home Secretary said that the obstructive tactics of the 
Opposition on the National Health Service Bill made it necessary to 
obtain an allocation of time order (the " guillotine "). Without this 
it was unlikely that an effective agreement could be obtained from the 
Opposition to complete the Bill in that time. The " guillotine " would 
probably be required also for both the Housing Bill and the National 
Health Service Contributions Bill and, when the time came, a single 
" guillotine " motion might be introduced to cover these together. 

In discussion it was agreed that the application of the 
" guillotine " to the National Health Service Bill was necessary and 
would be generally welcomed. The balance of opinion was, however, 
that it would be preferable to apply the " guillotine " jointly to that 
Bill and the National Health Service Contributions Bill and to 
consider whether it should be applied separately to the Housing Bill 
immediately after the Easter recess. 

The Cabinet— 
Agreed that a motion for an allocation of time order, 
relating to both the National Health Service Bill and the 
National Health Service Contributions Bill, should be 
introduced in the following week. 

 5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Colonial 
 Secretary about constitutional changes in Malta following the report 
 of the Commission under the chairmanship of Sir Hilary Blood 

 (C. (61) 26) together with a comparison of the Singapore Constitution 
a n d t h e Commission^ proposals (C. (61) 24). 

The Colonial Secretary said that doubts had been expressed in 
the discussions in the Colonial Policy Committee and the Defence 
Committee about certain features of the proposals, namely the Maltese 
Governmenfs concurrent powers in defence and external affairs, the 
delegation of authority to conclude certain international agreements, 
and the division of responsibilities and functions between the Governor 



(or Head of State) and the United Kingdom Commissioner. It had 
also been suggested that the proposals, and the terms in which it was 
proposed to announce them, would encourage the pressure for 
subsequent constitutional advance which would be premature having 
regard to our defence interests. 

It was unlikely that there would be much scope for legislation 
by a Maltese Government on external matters other than the local 
implementation of international agreements, for which the Maltese 
had authority under their previous constitution; the power of a 
Maltese Government to legislate on other external affairs would be 
subject to the over-riding authority of the United Kingdom 
Government. The principle of delegation was in no sense a new 
concept in Colonial government, and it would be for the United 
Kingdom Government to define and control the extent of it. In 
view of the fact that it had now been agreed that the Governor 
should remain a non-Maltese at least as long as we considered it 
necessary, and that he should retain in his hands the ultimate control 
of the police, the proposals provided full safeguards for our defence 
interests. It was beyond question that the constitution proposed for 
Malta would be safer in these respects than the arrangements 
obtaining in Singapore, where the security risk was greater. 

As regards subsequent constitutional development, the Blood 
Commission, who were precluded from making recommendations 
except for the first stage, nevertheless thought that some indication 
about the Governments long-term intentions would greatly improve 
the chances of success of the new constitution. Although the 
Governor of Malta would prefer that nothing should be said in this 
respect, on balance it was very desirable, in the interests of rallying 
moderate Maltese opinion, to make it clear that it was not the 
Governments intention to deny to Malta, at the appropriate time, the 
right of self-determination. Such a statement would be consistent 
with the description which had been given to the United Nations of 
our policy for the advancement of dependent territories. 

In discussion the following points were made— 
(a) It was suggested that, although it would be both difficult and 

expensive, it might be possible for us to relinquish Malta and yet 
fulfil our defence responsibilities in the Mediterranean. But it would 
still be necessary to deny the facilities of Malta to the Soviet bloc 
and for this purpose our continued presence in the island seemed 
essential. 

(b) It was likely, though by no means certain, that Mr. Mintoff 
would achieve office under the proposed constitution. Our defence 
facilities were so closely connected with the ordinary life of the island 
that there would be innumerable opportunities for him to be 
obstructive, if he so wished. It had to be accepted that, in these 
circumstances, the proposed constitution might have *o be suspended 
and direct rule by the Governor reimposed. 

(c) The Secretary of State for Air said that the introduction of a 
United Kingdom Commissioner, separate from the Governor, might 
give rise to great difficulty. It would be for the Commissioner to 
over-rule the Maltese Government, although he himself would have 
no power to enforce his ordinances. At the same time, the 
establishment of a Commissioner would be bound to weaken to some 
extent the authority of the Governor, who would then be less able to 
rely on the loyalty of the police and civil service. 

It was suggested that, from this point of view, it might be 
preferable to reduce the Commissioner^ responsibilities by reserving 
the power to over-rule the Maltese Government directly to the United 
Kingdom Government, acting through the Governor, and not to their 
local representative. 
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It was pointed out, on the other hand, that the introduction of a 
Commissioner would help to insulate the Governor from political 
conflict. This, indeed, had been one of the main objects of the Blood 
Commission and the principle might even be carried further by 
entrusting control of the police and the responsibility for internal 
security to the Commissioner rather than to the Governor. The 
present Governor was, however, satisfied that the proposed division 
of functions between the Governor and the Commissioner would not 
give rise to serious difficulty. 

(fiO It seemed reasonably certain that, since the United Kingdom 
Government were to retain the power to over-rule the Maltese 
Government, the grant of concurrent powers in defence and external 
affairs and-of delegated authority to conclude certain international 
agreements would not give Malta an " independent" status in 
international law. The opinion of the Law Officers should, however, 
be sought on this point. 

(e) It was suggested that the introduction of a United Kingdom 
Commissioner tended to prejudge the question of subsequent 
constitutional development. Unless, moreover, it was seriously 
contemplated that Malta might at some time be given the right of 
self-determination, it might be unwise to indicate the possibility of 
this in any public statement. For these reasons, it might be preferable 
to substitute for the last three sentences of the draft reference which 
the Colonial Secretary proposed to make to the future status of Malta 
(in Annex C of C. (61) 26) a less specific reference to the future. This 
alternative would be more acceptable to the Governor. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited	 the Attorney-General to consider whether the 

proposals in C. (61) 26 would give Malta " independent" 
status for the purposes of international law. 

(2) Invited the Colonial Secretary to give further	 consideration, 
in the light of their discussion, to the proposed references 
to the future status of Malta in the draft statement in 
Annex C of C. (61) 26; and to circulate a revised draft. 

(3) Agreed	 to resume their discussion of C. (61)26 at a later 
meeting. 

6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (61)25) about a National Theatre. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer recalled that, at their meeting 
on 17th November, 1960, the Cabinet had invited him to consider 
methods of Government assistance to the theatre which might be 
adopted as alternatives to the project embodied in the National 
Theatre Act, 1949. He had since met representatives of the Joint 
Council for the National Theatre, who had put before him an 
ambitious plan for the building of a new theatre on the South Bank 
and the integration of the Old Vic and Shakespeare Memorial Theatre 
companies into one which would play in the new theatre at 
Stratford-on-Avon and on tour. This plan would cost £2-3 millions 
for the new building and £470,000 by way of annual subsidy. It was 
generally endorsed by the Arts Council, who considered, however, 
that the annual subsidy might be substantially reduced. 

The Government would in any case by obliged to agree to new 
expenditure of some £150.000 a year on contributions through the 
Arts Council to the building of new theatres and the renovation of 
existing theatres in the provinces. As regards additional expenditure, 
there were three courses open to the Government. First, to decline to 
finance the Joint Councils plans for a National Theatre and to confine 
any additional support to provincial theatres. Secondly, to accept the 
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Joint Councils proposals in principle subject to further detailed 
scrutiny and to scaling down of the estimates of cost. This was 
superficially attractive but the cost would be high and the Exchequer 
might well become involved in an open commitment to meet any 
deficits with which the National Theatre was faced. The third course 
would be to increase the present subventions to the Old Vic and the 
Shakespeare Memorial Theatre and to work towards the formation 
of a National Theatre Company, which should be developed before 
any decision was taken to build a new theatre. Meanwhile the site 
reserved for the theatre on the South Bank should, if possible, be kept 
available for the purpose. He was inclined to favour this course, 
although it would be necessary to devise some strict form of control 
over the financial relations between the Government, the two theatres 
and the Arts Council. 

In a preliminary discussion it was suggested that there was much 
to be said for concentrating whatever resources were available on the 
provinces in preference to London, and that the first course put 
forward by the Chancellor of the Exchequer was therefore the best 
line of approach. 

The Cabinet— 
Agreed to resume their discussion of C. (61)25 at a later 
meeting. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. 1, 
28th February, 1961. 
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ThsQueeiPs 1. The Foreign Secretary said that the Queen's tour of India, 
Visit to India, Pakistan, Nepal and Iran had been a triumphant success. 
Pakistan, Nepal 
and Iran In the course of accompanying the Queen on part of her journey, 

he had formed the impression that the prospects for maintaining the 
present regime in Nepal were somewhat uncertain. In Iran, however, 
the Shah was determined to maintain control and follow a policy of 
co-operation with the West. It would be in our interests to give the 
Shah our full support, and the Foreign Secretary proposed to consider 
what additional steps might be taken for this purpose. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note, with approval, of this statement by the Foreign 
Secretary. 

Parliament 2. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the following week. 

Farm Price 3. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Minister 
Review f Agriculture (C. (61) 33) about the position reached in the current 0 

(Previous farm price review. 
Reference : 
C.C. (61) 6th The Minister of Agriculture said that the farmers' representatives 
Conclusions. had countered the offer of an increase of £3 millions in the total level 
Minute 4j f the price guarantees for the coming financial year with a claim for 0 

an increase of £23 millions. The Ministerial Committee on the Farm 
Price Review had authorised him to increase the offer to £6^ millions, 
and the representatives of the farmers had reduced their claim to 
£10 millions. There would thus be a good chance of an agreed 
settlement, apart from the fact that the amounts proposed by both 
sides did not deal with milk, except in so far as it was commonly 
agreed that, under the established formula, the price would be raised 
by Id. a gallon for the next year. The farmers' representatives had, 
in addition, demanded an increase of £d. a gallon in the guaranteed 
price. 

The Ministerial Committee had considered the problem of milk 
production and the unsatisfactory nature of the present pool price 
arrangements of the milk marketing boards. This system encouraged 
increased milk production, which in turn further depressed the pool 
price. It was highly desirable for the milk marketing boards to 
introduce a different system under which each farmer would be paid 
the full guaranteed price for a specified share of the milk market 
and only the manufacturing price for any extra production. In order 
to secure this change, the Committee had authorised him to offer the 
additional £d. a gallon on milk if the farmers' representatives would 
first accept a new quota scheme. They realised that a quota scheme 
was the only solution to the milk problem, but an agreed settlement 
could not be achieved if the additional offer of Jd. a gallon for milk 
were made conditional on their prior acceptance of the new scheme. 
They pointed out that a resolution advocating such a scheme had 
recently been defeated by the industry. They were, however, prepared 
to agree that, if the increase in the price of milk were awarded, it 
would be entirely reasonable for the guaranteed price to be reduced 
next year if the industry had in the meantime failed to implement a 
new scheme. 

The Ministerial Committee had now agreed, subject to the 
Cabinets approval, that the additional increase of Jd. a gallon should 
be offered on the understanding that the farmers' representatives, with 
the milk marketing boards, would examine means of devising a new 



Malta 
(Previous 
Reference : 
C C . (61) 10th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 5) 

scheme to meet the Government^ objective, under which it v/ould be 
clear to individual producers that output beyond a certain level would 
not be in their interest unless it could be produced profitably at the 
manufacturing value. The representatives would also have to accept 
that, if such a scheme were not implemented, they could not claim 
that it was unreasonable if the guaranteed price for milk were to be 
reduced in the following year to offset the increase which was now 
to be granted. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he would have 
preferred that the additional increase in the price of milk had been 
contingent on the prior acceptance by the industry of a new quota 
scheme. Nevertheless, since such a scheme would be of ultimate 
benefit to the Exchequer and since it might be of help in our 
commercial relations with Commonwealth and European agricultural 
interests, he would agree that the offer should be made on the 
understanding described by the Minister of Agriculture. 

In discussion it was pointed out that there was likely to be 
considerable opposition to the introduction of a quota system for milk 
production. It would protect the small and relatively inefficient 
producers, and would not encourage the more efficient farmers to 
increase their production. It would also make it more difficult for 
new farmers to take up milk production. On the other hand, the only 
alternative solution to the problem of excessive milk production 
would be to depress prices, which would at first and for a considerable 
time encourage even higher output, and would encounter bitter 
opposition from the industry. On balance, it would be best to accept 
the disadvantages of the new scheme, and the addition to the cost 
of living which the proposed increase in the price of milk would entail. 

The Cabinet— 
Authorised the Minister of Agriculture to offer the 
representatives of the farmers an additional increase of £d. 
a gallon in the price for milk, on the understanding that they 
would work for a new quota system for milk production. 

4. The Cabinet had before them memoranda by the Colonial 
Secretary (C. (61) 30) and the Attorney-General (C. (61) 31) on 
constitutional changes in Malta. 

The Colonial Secretary said that the doubts that had previously 
been expressed about the effect in international law of granting to 
the Maltese Government concurrent legislative powers and delegated 
authority to conclude certain international agreements had been 
examined by the Attorney-General, who was satisfied that the 
implementation of these proposals would not confer on Malta the 
status of an independent sovereign State. The revised terms of the 
statement in which it was proposed to announce the Governments 
acceptance of the constitutional recommendations of the Blood 
Commission were set out in the Annex to C. (61) 30. This statement 
did not now contain any reference to subsequent constitutional 
developments, but he would undoubtedly be pressed for some 
indication of the Governments attitude on this point. He would 
first reply: " As I said when the Blood Commission was appointed, 
we are now concerned with the immediate future. I did not then 
and do not now suggest that the constitution I have just announced 
will be the final stage in MaltaS constitutional development." If it 
proved necessary to give some further indication about the ultimate 
future of Malta, he would then say: " It is of course no part of Her 
MajestyS Governments policy to deny to the Maltese people the 
right to determine for themselves, at the appropriate time, their own 
destiny in association, we hope, with the United Kingdom and the 
Commonwealth family." 



In discussion the following points were made: 
(a) Although it seemed clear that the implementation of the 

Blood Commission^ recommendations would not entitle other 
countries to regard Malta as an independent sovereign State, it could 
be argued that there would be difficulty in withdrawing responsible 
government once it had been granted. There seemed, however, no 
legal foundation for this view, and in the past it had proved possible 
to withdraw representative government when it had been necessary 
to resume direct rule by the Governor, without challenge. 

(b) There was general agreement that, on balance, it would be 
preferable to restrict the grant to the Maltese Government of 
concurrent powers to defence, and to provide powers in the field of 
external affairs only by specific delegation. The draft announcement 
of the proposals had been revised on this basis, but the position would 
be made quite clear if the relevant sentence were on the following 
lines: " The Maltese Government will be given concurrent powers in 
the field of foreign affairs, by specific delegation, and in that of 
defence." 

(c\ The proposed introduction of a United Kingdom 
Commissioner, who would be able to overrule the Maltese 
Government, although the power to enforce his ordinances would be 
reserved to the Governor who would retain control of the police, 
might be a dangerous innovation. On the other hand, this 
arrangement might well work satisfactorily unless the Maltese 
Government were deliberately obstructive, in which case it would 
almost certainly be necessary for the Governor to resume direct rule. 

(d) In view of the strategic importance of the island, it was not 
likely that Malta could be given the right of self-determination in the 
foreseeable future. It was therefore desirable that any further 
indication which might have to be given about the future should 
not refer to the right of the Maltese people to determine for themselves 
their own destiny. On the other hand, it would be valuable to hold 
out the prospect of some continuing association with the United 
Kingdom and the Commonwealth. The reply which the Colonial 
Secretary might make, if pressed to say something in addition to his 
first response about the future, should be on the following lines: 
" I hope that Malta's future will always lie with the United Kingdom 
and the Commonwealth." 

The Cabinet approved a number of drafting amendments to the 
statement and supplementary reply which the Colonial Secretary 
proposed to make to Parliament. 

The Cabinet— 

Authorised the Colonial Secretary to announce proposals for 
constitutional changes in Malta, as proposed in C. (61) 30, 
subject to the amendments agreed in their discussion. 

5. The Cabinet resumed their discussion of a memorandum 
by the Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (61) 25) about a National 
Theatre. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer recalled that, at their meeting 
on 28th February, he had put before the Cabinet three alternative 
methods by which the Government might fulfil the pledge given at 
the time of the last General Election that they would " do more to 
support the living theatre ". The first was to decline to finance the 
plans recently put before him by the Joint Council for the National 
Theatre, which broadly represented the original concept embodied in 
the National Theatre Act, 1949, and to concentrate whatever 
additional resources could be made available on assistance to the 



provincial theatres. Alternatively, the Government might accept the 
Joint Councils plans in principle but subject to further detailed 
scrutiny and to scaling down of the estimates of cost. There would 
be considerable pressure in favour of these plans but there was reason 
to think that the facade of agreement presented by the various interests 
on the Joint Council was illusory, and that their proposal for forming a 
company by integrating the Old Vic and Shakespeare Memorial 
Theatre companies might involve the Exchequer in heavy and 
continuing deficits. The third course, which he would favour, was 
to increase the present subventions to the Old Vic and the Shakespeare 
Memorial Theatre to levels which would enable the Old Vic in 
particular to attract leading actors and actresses and to send companies 
of the highest quality on tour in the provinces. 

Discussion showed it to be the general opinion of the Cabinet 
that the emphasis should be on assisting the drama in the provinces 
in preference to proceeding with the project of a new national theatre 
in London. Most benefit would be derived from enabling the Old Vic 
and the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre, which could themselves be 
regarded as national institutions, to improve the quality of their 
companies and to undertake provincial tours. The question whether 
the two companies should ultimately be integrated, which would in 
turn lead to renewed demands for the building of a national theatre, 
could await decision in the light of developments. Provided that as 
much direct assistance as possible were given to theatres in the 
provinces and that the subventions to the Old Vic and the Shakespeare 
Memorial Theatre were increased to levels perhaps rather higher than 
those contemplated in C. (61) 25, the policy could be presented as the 
most realistic way of meeting the contemporary needs of the drama. 

The Cabinet— 

(1)	 Approved in principle the third method of Exchequer 
assistance to the theatre put forward in C. (61) 25. 

(2)	 Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer to give further 
consideration, in the light of their discussion, to the 
amount of the various items of Exchequer expenditure 
contemplated in C. (61) 25 

Northern 6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Home 
Ireland Secretary (C. (61) 28) on unemployment in Northern Ireland. 
Unemployment 
(Previous The Home Secretary said that the Northern Ireland Government 

w e r eReference:  perturbed and disheartened by the problem of unemployment, 
C.C. (60) 64th which was now over 8 per cent, and would probably before long be 
Conclusions. aggravated by a reduction of some thousands in the labour force of 
Minute 7) Messrs. Harlarid and Wolff. They had asked the United Kingdom 

Government to agree that the problem was a joint responsibility of 
the two Governments, and they had put forward a large number of 
detailed proposals, nearly all of which had been found on examination 
by the Departments concerned to be either impracticable or 
unacceptable. The Home Secretary proposed to explain this to the 
Northern Ireland Prime Minister, and to emphasise that the problem 
was primarily one for the Northern Ireland Government themselves. 
He hoped, however, that it might be possible to give them some 
relatively small help, by an increase in Government orders from 
Messrs. Harland and Wolff and Messrs. Short Bros, and Harland, 
by agreeing that Northern Ireland should renew their powers to assist 
new industry, the cost falling ultimately to the United Kingdom 
Exchequer; by considering the possibility of subsidising the cross-
Channel sea transport services, which were the subject of a current 
enquiry by the Minister of Transport; and by increasing the subsidy 
on industrial coal from the present level of million to £1 million or 
perhaps £ U millions a year. 



Tanganyika 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C C . (59) 60th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 8) 

CC. 11 (61) 

In discussion it was suggested that, with the relatively high cost 
of raw materials and transport consequent on its geographical position, 
Northern Ireland could not hope to make its economy competitive so 
long as wages were maintained at the same levels as in the rest of the 
United Kingdom. Differential wage rates had been introduced as a 
means of attracting industry to Scotland and Wales and this offered 
the best hope of progress for Northern Ireland. Other possibilities 
were to develop an indigenous source of power by building a nuclear 
power station in Northern Ireland, and to attract there industries 
which had a high labour content but a relatively low demand for raw 
materials and transport. 

In further discussion the following points were made: 
(a) Messrs. Harland and Wolff were in no worse a position than 

other shipbuilding firms in the United Kingdom. The contract for 
the new Cunard liner must be awarded to the firm submitting the 
most satisfactory tender. 

(b) The construction of unessential aircraft was an expensive 
method of relieving unemployment. It was unlikely that further 
substantial orders could be given to Messrs. Short Bros, and Harland, 
but this would be further considered. 

(c) It was doubtful whether a case could be made for subsidising 
the cross-Channel services to Northern Ireland. 

The Cabinet— 

Invited the Home Secretary— 
(i) to consult the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the other 

Ministers concerned on the four proposals he had 
put forward for helping to relieve unemployment in 
Northern Ireland; 

(ii) to take account of the points made in their discussion 
in his meeting with the Northern Ireland Prime 

- - Minister. 

7. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Colonial 
Secretary (C. (61) 32) about the independence of Tanganyika. 

The Colonial Secretary said that it had hitherto been the aim of 
our policy to establish an East African Federation, which might 
precede the achievement of independence by the individual constituent 
territories. Mr. Nyerere, the Chief Minister of Tanganyika, had now, 
however, proposed that Tanganyika should go forward separately to 
independence and that, until such time as federation could be achieved, 
Tanganyika's links with the East Africa High Commission should 
be preserved. Unless we were able to proceed in full agreement with 
Mr. Nyerere it would be difficult to deter the United Nations from 
prematurely terminating the Trusteeship Agreement; and it would 
therefore be necessary to accept a date for Tanganyika's independence 
not later than March 1962, and possibly as early as December 1961. 
Meanwhile, he was considering whether it would be practicable to 
establish, in place of the East Africa High Commission, a new joint 
organisation by agreement between Kenya and Uganda (acting with 
the authority of the United Kingdom Government) and an independent 
Tanganyika. This would be preferable to keeping the High 
Commission in being for Kenya and Uganda alone, with Tanganyika 
using its services on an agency basis 

The Cabinet— 


Approved the proposals in C. (61) 32. 




Commonwealth 
Organisations 
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Cabinet
7th

8. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Commonwealth Secretary (C. (61) 27) on the grant of diplomatic 
immunities and privileges to Commonwealth organisations 
establishing in the United Kingdom. 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that the members and officials 
of international organisations established in this country were, under 
the International Organisations (Immunities and Privileges) Act, 1950, 
entitled to certain immunities and privileges subject to two conditions 
—that the organisation must contain at least one foreign country, 
and that the immunities and privileges must be derived from a formal 
international agreement. Purely Commonwealth organisations, such 
as the Commonwealth Economic Committee and the Commonwealth 
Education Liaison Unit, were ruled out by both these conditions. 
There was some pressure for granting exemption from United 
Kingdom income tax to the Chairman and Director respectively of 
these two organisations, and the Commonwealth Secretary proposed 
that the Government should introduce legislation to extend to these 
and similar organisations the immunities and privileges provided by 
the Act of 1950. 

In discussion of this proposal considerable misgivings were 
expressed. In the first place, the bodies to which the Act of 1950 
applied were organisations of which foreign Governments were 
themselves members and which had juristic personalities of their 
own. The Commonwealth organisations to which it was now 
proposed to extend the advantages provided by the Act appeared to 
be much less formally constituted, and this new departure would have 
implications which must be carefully considered. Moreover, the 
principle on which diplomatic immunities and privileges had hitherto 
been conferred was that, without them, the persons concerned would 
be inhibited in the full performance of their functions. In the case 
of the members and officers of the organisations now proposed to be 
included, there seemed no question of any such inhibition and the 
proposals were aimed primarily at giving them enhanced status and 
financial benefit at the expense of the Exchequer. 

The Prime Minister said that the implications of the 
Commonwealth Secretary's proposal required further examination, 
which should be undertaken initially by officials of the Departments 
concerned. 

The Cabinet-

Took note that the Prime Minister would arrange for a 
committee of officials to examine further, in the light of their 
discussion, the proposals in C. (61) 27 for legislation to confer 
diplomatic immunities and privileges on Commonwealth 
organisations in the United Kingdom. 

Office, S.W. I, 
March, 1961. 
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Congo 
Republic 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 9th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 1) 

1. The Foreign Secretary said that the Congolese provincial 
leaders, with the exception of Mr. Gizenga, had agreed at the meeting 
in Madagascar on a confederal form of constitution for the Congo 
Republic. It also seemed that, with the departure of Mr. Dayal, the 
Congolese military authorities might now be prepared to co-operate 
with the United Nations representatives and forces in the Congo. 
There was therefore some reason to hope that the situation might 
improve. 

South-Easi 
Asia Treaty 
Organisation 
Laos 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 10th 
Conclusions. 
Minute 1) 

Law of 
the Sea 
Icelandic 
Fisheries 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 10th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 2) 

Parliament

2. The Foreign Secretary said that the United States Ambassa
dor in the Soviet Union had urged upon Mr. Khrushchev the merits of 
establishing a commission of neutral countries as a means to ensure 
the genuine neutrality of Laos. Mr. Khrushchev had agreed with the 
objective of a neutral Laos but had not committed himself as to the 
means of attaining this. 

There was now some indication that it might in time be possible 
to secure the participation of Prince Souvanna Phouma, who had 
recently met General Phoumi, in a broadened Government. There 
would be an opportunity for further discussion of this problem with 
the United States Secretary of State at the forthcoming meeting of the 
South-East Asia Treaty Organisation. 

3. The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries said that the 
fisheries agreement with Iceland, having been passed by the Icelandic 
Parliament, had now been signed and had been accepted by the leaders 
of the different sections of the United Kingdom industry. The Grimsby 
trawler skippers were, however, threatening to refuse to take their 
vessels to sea if landings of Icelandic fish were renewed. Although the 
agreement was now binding on the Icelandic Government as on 
ourselves, a reimposition of the ban on the catches of their ships would 
have an unfortunate effect on our relations with them and every effort 
would be made to persuade the British skippers to accept counsels of 
moderation. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Minister of Agriculture 
and Fisheries. 

 4 . The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in the 
House of Commons in the following week. 

The Home Secretary said that, if the Opposition continued to 
obstruct virtually all Government business, it would be impossible to 
complete the programme of legislation designed for the current 
session, even if the Whitsun recess were shortened and if Parliament 
were to sit until 3rd August and resume the session in the second half 
of October. It might therefore be necessary to defer until the 
following session the Bills relating to Road Traffic, Depositors, 



Q O 

British 
Transport 
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(Previous 
References: 
C C . (60) 63rd 
Conclusions an' 
C C . (60) 61st 
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Minute 3) 

Criminal Justice (Scotland) and Oversea Resources Development. It 
might even be necessary, in addition, to give up the attempt to secure 
the passage of the Bills which had already been introduced on Weights 
and Measures, Suicide and the Crown Estate, despite the fact that 
substantial progress had already been made with the first two of these. 

In discussion it was recognised that, while some reduction in the 
programme could hardly be avoided, deferment of all the Bills referred 
to by the Home Secretary would be acutely embarrassing to the 
Government. It might therefore be worth while to try to secure the 
Opposition^ agreement to facilitating at least such of them as had 
wide popular appeal; if agreement could not be obtained, it might then 
be possible to show that the Government could not be held to blame 
for deferring this legislation. It was agreed, however, that no more 
legislation should be introduced until possible tactics and the 
implications of deferment had been further considered by the 
Ministers concerned. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note that the Home Secretary would give further 
consideration, in consultation with the Ministers concerned, 
to the possibility of deferring the introduction of the Road 
Traffic, Depositors, Criminal Justice (Scotland) and Oversea 
Resources Development Bills, and of suspending progress on 
the Weights and Measures, Suicide and Crown Estate Bills. 

5. The Minister of Transport said that he wished to make 
a statement on 16th March about the initial steps he proposed to take 
to implement the reorganisation of the British Transport Commission. 
The present Chairman of the Commission, Sir Brian Robertson, was 
to retire as from 1st June and was to receive, as compensation for the 
loss of 2\ years' expectation of office, the sum of £12,500 (part of which 
would be subject to tax) in addition to his normal superannuation 
award. The Minister had decided to appoint as Chairman-Designate 
of the new Railways Board Dr. Richard Beeching, a Director of 
Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd., who had agreed to release him for 
five years. Dr. Beeching's salary was to be the equivalent of his present 
remuneration, namely £24,000. 

In discussion it was agreed that, while the salary which it was 
proposed to pay Dr. Beeching was likely not only to attract comment 
but to have some effect on future levels of remuneration in the 
nationalised industries generally, it was necessary that these industries 
should be enabled to attract men of the right calibre by offering 
competitive salaries. It was, indeed, only by doing so that they could 
hope to put their economy on a sound footing. 

In further discussion various drafting amendments to the 
statement proposed by the Minister of Transport were approved. It 
was also agreed that it would be preferable that the statement should 
be deferred until the following week, if the necessary meeting of the 
Transport Commission could be adjusted accordingly. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Authorised the Minister of Transport to make a statement on 

the reorganisation of the British Transport Commission on 
the lines he proposed, subject to the amendments agreed 
in their discussion. 

(2) Invited the Minister of Transport to defer the statement until 
the following week if the necessary arrangements could be 
made with the British Transport Commission. 
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6. The cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Home 
Secretary (C. (61) 34) about defence facilities in the United Kingdom 
for the Federal German forces. 

The Home Secretary recalled that, at their meeting on 
16th February, the Cabinet had approved the provision of certain 
defence facilities in this country for the Federal German armed forces, 
including facilities for tank range training for one armoured regiment 
at a time. They had felt, however, that it would be preferablenot to 
offer the German forces the benefits of the Visiting Forces Act, 1952, 
unless we were under some definite obligation to do so. He was now 
satisfied, in agreement with the Minister of Defence and the Foreign 
Secretary, that it would be necessary to extend to the German forces 
the provisions of the Visiting Forces Act and the Application of Law 
Order madejinder it. It was impracticable for an armed force of one 
country to function satisfactorily in another country unless these 
facilities were conferred; and as soon as the Federal Republic ratified 
the Status of Forces Agreement reached by the North Atlantic 
Alliance (which was expected in the following year) we should be 
under a definite treaty obligation to extend the Act to them. 

Discussion showed that the Cabinet were in general agreement 
with the Home Secretary's proposal. The extension of the Visiting 
Forces Act would, however, require affirmative resolutions of both 
Houses of Parliament and, from the Parliamentary point of view, the 
balance of advantage probably lay in deferring the debates for as long 
as possible. The extension should, however, be effected before the 
beginning of the following session and it should be explained 
meanwhile to the German Government that they could not be given 
any of the facilities they sought until that had been done. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note that the Home Secretary, in consultation with the 
Minister of Defence and the Foreign Secretary, would 
prepare the necessary orders for extending to the Federal 
German forces the Visiting Forces Act, 1952. and the 
Application of Law Order; would in due course submit the 
orders to the Legislation Committee; and would give further 
consideration to the timing of their introduction. 

 Office, S.W. 1, 
March, 1961. 
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C.C. 13 (61) 

Meeting of The Prime Minister said that the Meeting of Commonwealth 
Commonwealth Prime Ministers had taken a course which had made it impossible 
Prime Ministers, f o  i t the Cabinet before the Prime Minister of South r h i m  t o c o n s u  
1 9 6 1 Africa, Dr. Verwoerd, had reached his decision on the previous day 
Union of to withdraw the application which he had earlier made that South 
South Africa Africa should continue to be a member of the Commonwealth after 

becoming a republic on 31st May. He had hoped to secure the 
agreement of the representatives of the other Commonwealth 
countries that this constitutional change in South Africa should not 
be a bar to her continued membership if at the same time it could 
be made plain that they had had a full opportunity to express their 
opposition to the racial policy of the Union Government. It might, 
indeed, have been possible to persuade the other members to accept 
a settlement of the immediate issue on this basis, since there was a 
general reluctance to take advantage of the constitutional change as 
an opportunity to expel South Africa from the Commonwealth. It 
had, however, become clear in the course of the discussions that, even 
if the immediate issue could have been resolved in this way, some of 
the other members—especially Ghana, Nigeria and perhaps India— 
would have continued to conduct a sustained public campaign against 
the racial policy of the Union Government, in which they would have 
represented it as incompatible with Commonwealth membership. 
Some of them might even have considered the possibility of leaving 
the Commonwealth themselves if South Africa remained within it. 
There was a real risk that continued controversy on this issue might 
have led to the disintegration of the whole association in its present 
form. Although the discussions had been dignified and courteous, 
Dr. Verwoerd had made no concession whatever to the susceptibilities 
of the other members: he had not even been willing to consider the 
acceptance of diplomatic representatives from other Commonwealth 
countries in Africa. 

The severance of the Commonwealth link with South Africa was 
a matter of deep regret. The difficult problems with which we were 
faced in other parts of Africa, especially the Federation of Rhodesia 
and Nyasaland, would be further complicated by this. It was 
gratifying that Dr. Verwoerd had expressed his intention to co-operate 
in all possible ways with the United Kingdom and with other members 
of the Commonwealth who remained on friendly terms. The effect 
on United Kingdom interests in South Africa would need urgent 
study. 

The Home Secretary expressed the Cabinefs full understanding 
of the difficult situation with which the Prime Minister had had to 
deal in the Meeting of Commonwealth Prime Ministers. The 
outcome could not have been avoided. He knew that this was also 
the view of the Prime Minister of Australia, who had however 
expressed apprehensions about the implications for the future. There 
was no doubt that the future of the Commonwealth association would 
have been endangered if the South African application had not been 
withdrawn. It would be highly undesirable if certain other 
Commonwealth countries sought to transform the Commonwealth 
in such a way as to make it similar in character to the United Nations. 

The Cabinet expressed their general concurrence with the course 
which had been followed, and their deep regret at the severance of 
the Commonwealth link with South Africa. It was agreed that we 
should seek to maintain friendly relations on a bilateral basis with 
South Africa, and that this should be made clear in the statement 
which the Prime Minister would be making in Parliament later in 
the day and in the debate which was likely to be held in the House of 
Commons in the following week. It was particularly important that 
South Africa should remain in the sterling area, and it would help 
in this connexion if the existing preferential trade arrangements, 



which on balance favoured South Africa, could be maintained. In 
working out the details of our future relations with an independent 
and republican South Africa, it would be necessary to keep in mind 
the desirability of readmitting South Africa to the Commonwealth 
if circumstances made this possible. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Took	 note of the Prime Minister^ statement about the 

withdrawal of South Africa from the Commonwealth. 
(2) Took note that the Prime Minister would arrange for	 urgent 

study to be given to the legislative, administrative and 
other arrangements which would need to be made when 
South Africa ceased to be a member of the 
Commonwealth. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.1, 
16th March, 1961. 
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The Prime Minister said that in the last few days a number of 
difficult discussions had been held with Sir Roy Welensky, the Prime 
Minister of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, about the 
proposals set out in the White Paper on Proposals for Constitutional 
Change in Northern Rhodesia (Cmnd. 1295). Sir Roy Welensky had 
put forward several different proposals for the election of the . 
Legislative Council—all based on the principle that political control 
in Northern Rhodesia should remain in " responsible hands ". He 
had maintained that the major influence in the election as a whole 
must remain with the upper roll electorate; that there should be no 
downward adjustment in the income or educational qualifications for 
the upper roll; and that the principle of cross-voting should be 
introduced in order to give voters on both rolls an influence in the 
election in each constituency. He was opposed to the concept of a 
group of unreserved " national " seats for which candidates would be 
elected by equalising the votes cast by the voters on each of the upper 
and lower rolls. 

It might be possible within the framework of the White Paper 
to meet Sir Roy Welensky's views on the number of members to be 
elected by the upper and lower rolls, and to include some measure 
of cross-voting which would give both rolls an influence on each of 
the seats to be contested. Furthermore, the adjustment of the upper 
roll qualifications might not be an insuperable problem since Sir Roy 
Welensky was willing to consider the addition of certain categories, 
such as graduates, to the roll. But it would not be possible to accept 
the principle that the electors on the upper roll should have a 
dominant influence in the election as a whole. 

It had been made clear to Sir Roy Welensky that it would not 
be proper for the United Kingdom Government at this stage to 
negotiate a settlement with the Federal Government, and he had been 
advised to arrange for the United Federal Party to put forward 
alternative proposals for consideration in the course of the discussions 
which the Governor of Northern Rhodesia would be holding in 
Lusaka with the main political groups in the territory. The United 
Kingdom Government would, in accordance with the undertaking 
they had given, consult with the Federal Government before final 
decisions were reached on the recommendations made by the 
Governor in the light of those discussions. In view of the forthcoming 
referendum on constitutional changes in Southern Rhodesia it was 
important that Sir Roy Welensky should accept this procedure, and 
should also avoid making any public statement which might cause 
embarrassment to the Prime Minister of Southern Rhodesia in regard 
to the referendum. 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that in further discussion that, 
day he had again made it plain that the United Kingdom Government 
could not enter into negotiations with the Federal Government on 
the constitutional changes to be made in Northern Rhodesia, and he 
had given no assurances that the points raised by Sir Roy Welensky 
would be met. He had advised Sir Roy Welensky to arrange for all 
his proposals to be put before the Governor by the local United 
Federal Party representatives in Lusaka, and had stated that at those 
discussions the Governor would be prepared to consider any other 
possible constitutional arrangements which fell within the framework 
of the proposals put forward in the White Paper. He had assured 
him that we should be ready to consider any alternative proposals 
which would produce the same result. Sir Roy Welensky appeared 
to be conscious of the serious situation which could arise if public 
statements were made which induced the Prime Minister of Southern 
Rhodesia to propose secession from the Federation or influenced the 
Southern Rhodesia electorate against the constitutional changes 
which had recently been agreed in Salisbury and were to be the 



subject of the referendum. He had suggested that a joint 
communique should be issued on that day to the effect that the United 
Kingdom Ministers and. the Federal.Prime. Minister had taken the 
opportunity of the. Meeting of. Commonwealth Prime Ministers to 
hold, further consultations about constitutional changes in Northern 
Rhodesia, that there had been a valuable exchange of views, that the 
United Kingdom Government had confirmed that they would be 
willing to consider any proposals which might be put forward by the 
political groups in Northern Rhodesia within the framework and 
general spirit of the White Paper, and that due regard would be paid 
to the considerations which the Federal Government had brought to 
the attention of the United Kingdom Government. 

The Cabinet were in general agreement with the course which 
had been proposed to Sir Roy Welensky. In discussion it was 
pointed out that if he were to agree to this course there should be 
little difficulty in prolonging negotiations until the Southern 
Rhodesian referendum had taken place. If, on the other hand, 
Sir Roy Welensky declined to accept this course and issued a 
statement likely to prejudice the result of the referendum it would 
be necessary to consider urgently what statement should be made 
by the United Kingdom Government in reply. 

It was suggested that on detailed examination the scheme for 
the composition of the Legislative Council set out in the White Paper 
might not achieve the objective of providing a majority of members 
of moderate views if the addition of a number of Asians and Africans 
to the upper roll had the result that candidates of extremist views 
were successful in many of the seats. It would therefore be expedient 
that the Governor should examine Sir Roy Welensky's latest 
proposals in Lusaka, together with any other proposals put forward, 
with the object of formulating a scheme which would provide a 
genuinely multi-racial solution. 

The Cabinet— 
Endorsed the course of action put forward by the Prime 
Minister and the Commonwealth Secretary in their 
discussions with Sir Roy Welensky. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. 1, 
21st March, 1961. 
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Congo
Republic
(Previous
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Parliament

Nationalised 
Industries 
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References: 
C.C. (60) 61st 
Conclusions. 
Minute 3. and 
C.C.(60)16th 
Conclusions. 
Minute 3) 

1. The Foreign Secretary said that the situation in Laos seemed 
to be worsening. The conversations between General Phoumi and 
Prince Souvanna Phouma had been broken off, and the latter had left 
the country. Militarily, the forces of Pathet Lao were gaining ground; 
and deliveries of Russian arms seem to be increasing. 

The Soviet Government still favoured a conference. Therefore, 
in the hope of finding a basis for agreement, he had suggested to the 
United States Government that a four-pronged proposal might now 
be put forward—namely, that the International Control Commission 
should reassemble in Delhi; that he and the Soviet Foreign Minister, 
as co-Chairmen, should appeal for a cease-fire; that the Commission 
should be asked to report when the cease-fire had become effective; 
and that an international conference should then be convened. He 
would have an opportunity of discussing this proposal with the 
United States Secretary of State at the forthcoming meeting of the 
South-East Asia Treaty Organisation. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement. 

 2. The Foreign Secretary said that, in the absence of Mr. Dayal, 
 there had been some improvement in the relations between the United 
 Nations forces and the Congolese. The British officer commanding 

 the Ghanaian armed forces, who had recently visited the Congo, 
 considered that it would be possible to neutralise the Congolese troops, 

 on the basis of entrusting them with a function within the United 
 Nations forces; and he believed that the military commanders on the 

spot would be able to bring this about if they were authorised to do 
so. It would, admittedly, be more difficult to deal with the troops in 
Katanga; but, if the others were first integrated into the United 
Nations forces, Mr. Tshombe might be more co-operative. 

The Foreign Secretary added that the discussions at the Meeting 
of Commonwealth Prime Ministers had disclosed a marked 
divergence of view between the Commonwealth Prime Ministers most 
directly interested in the problem of the Congo. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement. 

 3. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the following week. 

Parliament would be adjourned for the E?.ster recess from 
30th March to 11th April. 

4. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Home 
Secretary (C. (61) 38) covering a draft White Paper on the nationalised 
industries. 

The Home Secretary said that following discussions with 
representatives of the Boards of the nationalised industries on the basis 
of the aide-memoire approved by the Cabinet on 10th March, 1960, a 
statement had been drawn up in the form of a draft White 
Paper which interpreted more precisely the existing financial and 
economic obligations of the nationalised industries. The Boards in 



general acknowledged the need for this since their statutory 
obligations were at present in undesirably vague terms—especially that 
which prescribed that their revenues should, on an average of good 
and bad years, be not less than sufficient to meet all items properly 
chargeable to revenue. But they were naturally concerned with the 
way in which this new definition of their obligations would be applied 
in practice to their industries. The Boards of the nationalised fuel 
and power industries would in fact have preferred that this 
restatement of their financial objectives should not be made public. 
Nevertheless, the Committee on Nationalised Industries considered 
that there would on balance be advantage in proceeding with the 
publication of the White Paper, though it had been suggested that the 
reference to an approximate return of 8 per cent, on the capital 
employed should be omitted. If it were agreed that the White Paper 
should be published, it would be appropriate for it to appear at the 
end of the first week in April, in advance of the White Paper which 
had been promised on borrowing by the nationalised industries in the 
coming year. 

The Minister of Power said that the Electricity Council regarded 
the figure of 8 per cent, (paragraph 23 of the draft White Paper) 
as unrealistic, and they considered that the proposed definition of 
obligations demanded a considerably higher rate of self-financing by 
the electricity industry than had ever previously been suggested. They 
also took the view that to express a financial target in terms of the 
rate of return on net assets was inappropriate for the electricity 
industry with its high capital requirements. The National Coal 
Board had also pointed out that the arrangements proposed in 
paragraph 32, under which a Board might require a written statement, 
which they could publish, of the views expressed by the Government 
if these had induced a Board to modify their proposals for price 
changes, would damage the existing relations between the Government 
and the nationalised Boards. Despite these objections, he agreed on 
balance that, if Parliament and public opinion were to be persuaded 
to adopt a more realistic attitude towards the problems of the 
nationalised industries, the White Paper should be published, though 
it would be preferable to omit references to the figure of 8 per cent. 

In discussion it was suggested that there were strong arguments 
against publication. It was unlikely that the financial and economic 
principles proposed in the White Paper would in practice be applied 
to the nationalised industries, whose circumstances differed so greatly, 
in a way which would have much effect on their efficiency and financial 
soundness. At the same time it would have the disadvantage of 
concentrating public attention on the extent and manner of the 
Governments interference with the industries' freedom to adjust 
prices. If it was intended to give the nationalised industries 
substantial commercial freedom, the Government would have to 
accept a corresponding diminution in their ability, not only to control 
prices, but to influence the commercial policies of the Boards. For 
instance, the air corporations would insist or purchasing the most 
economic aircraft and would be unwilling to continue uneconomic 
services or to accept higher airfield charges. In this connexion it was 
pointed out that the right which the Boards would have, under 
paragraph 33 of the draft White Paper, to ask for commercially 
unprofitable activities to be taken into account in fixing their financial 
targets, might enable them to avoid complying with strict financial 
disciplines. 

On the other hand it was argued that it was of great economic 
importance to establish a sounder financial policy for the nationalised 
industries, and that the publication of a White Paper would greatly 
help towards public acceptance of stricter financial disciplines in this 
sector of the economy. In view of the objections of the electricity 
industry, the last two sentences of paragraph 23 might be omitted, and 
the last sentence of paragraph 24 might be amended to read: " For 
others, the objective may be in terms of a specified rate of return on 
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capital employed, depending on the particular circumstances of each 
industry ". 

As regards the arrangements relating to the Governmenfs interest 
in the price policies of the nationalised industries, it was suggested that 
the last two sentences of paragraph 32 might be omitted; this would 
help to preserve the existing relationship between the Government 
and the Boards. On the other hand it was argued that the Boards 
might be unwilling to accept the financial disciplines proposed in the 
draft White Paper if at the same time the Government retained their 
present authority to interfere with their commercial freedom without 
disclosing that they had done so. 

The Prime Minister said that the Cabinet would need to give 
further consideration at an early meeting to the question of publishing 
a White Paper in the terms of this draft subject to the amendments 
that had been suggested to paragraphs 23 and 24, and to paragraph 32. 

The Cabinet— 
Agreed to resume their discussion of C (61) 38 at an early 
meeting. 

Camcroons 5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Colonial Secretary (C. (61) 36) about the future of the British 
Cameroons. 

The Colonial Secretary said that, in the recent plebiscite on the 
future of the British Cameroons after the ending of our present 
trusteeship under the United Nations, the Northern Cameroons had 
voted for joining Nigeria and the Southern Cameroons for joining the 
Cameroun Republic. 

The Cameroun Republic was disappointed at the result of the 
plebiscite in the Northern Cameroons and intended to challenge its 
validity at the United Nations. It should be possible to rebut any 
allegations against the propriety of the voting, but the Republic 
would almost certainly be able to rally the support, not only of the 
other French Community States, but also of France herself. 

Administratively, there would be little difficulty in transferring 
the Northern Cameroons to Nigeria and it was in our political and 
financial interest to complete the transfer as soon as the agreement 
of the United Nations could be obtained. The transfer of the 
Southern Cameroons to the Republic would give rise to more 
difficulty. While the Republic at present appeared willing to 
co-operate in the transfer, difficult problems would arise over the 
constitutional, financial and defence arrangements and the future 
staffing of the public services and the police. All these questions 
would need to be discussed with France, Nigeria and the Republic. 
While it was in our interest that the transfer should be completed with 
as little delay as possible, great care would be needed if we were to 
avoid a breakdown in administration which could lead to a situation 
comparable to that in the Congo. The Colonial Secretary said that 
he proposed to consider with the Foreign Secretary how further 
discussions with the other Governments concerned could best be 
pursued. 

Discussion showed that there was general agreement in the 
Cabinet with the course proposed by the Colonial Secretary. Further 
consideration should, however, be given as a matter of urgency to the 
best and quickest methods of reducing our military and financial 
commitments in the Southern Cameroons. 



Economic
Survey,
1 9 6 1

South 
Africa 

(Previous 
References:
C.C.(61)13th 
Conclusions and
C.C. (60) 34th
Conclusions,
Minute 3)

The Cabinet— 
(1) Approved the proposals in C. (61) 36. 
(2) Invited	 the Colonial Secretary, in consultation with the 

Secretary of State for War, to bring before an early 
meeting of the Defence Committee detailed proposals for 
reducing our military commitments in the Cameroons. 

 6. The Cabinet had before them two memoranda by the 
 Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (61) 37 and 42) to which were annexed 

 drafts of Part I of the Economic Survey, 1961, and of certain 
additional paragraphs. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer proposed that the Economic 
Survey for 1961 should be published as a White Paper on 5th April. 
No question arose about Part II (a factual account of developments in 
1960) and Part I (an assessment of the economic situation at the 
beginning of 1961 and of the factors likely to affect developments in 
the remainder of the year) had been approved by the Economic Policy 
Committee. The Committee had been inclined to the view that a bare 
statement (at the end of paragraph 23 of the draft) that excess demand 
damaged the internal value of money and the balance of payments 
was a sufficient answer to the criticism that the action taken by the 
Government to check excessive demand was itself the cause of 
stagnating production. On reflection, however, his opinion was that 
this gave less than adequate weight to the Governments view that the 
measures they had taken to influence the level of demand had made 
conditions more, rather than less, stable than they would otherwise 
have been, and that this view should be elaborated on the lines of the 
additional paragraphs he had put before the Cabinet. 

Discussion showed that there was general agreement in the 
Cabinet with the proposed lines of the Economic Survey for .1961, and 
that the balance of opinion was in favour of including an additional 
passage as proposed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. This 
should, however, be amended so as to avoid suggesting that action to 
restrain demand was a necessary and permanent part of the 
Governments policy and that to allow increased pressure of demand 
would not stimulate increased production in the short run. 

In further discussion the Cabinet approved a number of minor 
and drafting amendments in the draft White Paper. 

The Cabinet— 
Approved, subject to the addition of the paragraphs annexed 
to C. (61) 42, and subject to the amendments agreed in their 
discussion, the draft of Part I of the Economic Survey, 1961, 
annexed to C. (61) 37; and authorised the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer to arrange for publication of the Economic 
Survey early in the following month. 

7. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Commonwealth Secretary (C. (61) 39), to which was annexed a draft 
Bill providing temporarily for the consequences of South Africa's 

 withdrawal from the Commonwealth. 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that detailed negotiations 
 with the South African Government would be needed before all the 

 problems connected with our future association with South Africa as 
t y outside the Commonwealth could be determined. These a c o u n 	  r  



included such major questions as citizenship, preferences and other 
economic matters, defence arrangements and the future of the High 
Commission territories. There was no possibility that the discussions 
could be completed and the necessary permanent legislation passed 
before South Africa became a republic on 31st May. He therefore 
proposed immediate legislation to provide that for an interim period, 
say until 31st March, 1962, the existing law of the United Kingdom 
should continue to operate in relation to South Africa as if she had not 
become a republic and had continued to be a member of the 
Commonwealth. 

Discussion showed that there was general agreement in principle 
with the Commonwealth Secretary's proposal. It would be important 
to avoid giving the impression that after her withdrawal South Africa 
was to remain a member of the Commonwealth in all but name. At 
the same time the present law would have to continue for a sufficiently 
long time to allow all these problems to be fully considered and for 
the enactment of the necessary permanent legislation, which might 
prove to be complicated. The proposed Bill should therefore be 
amended so as to provide for the interim period to run to 31st May, 
1962. 

The Cabinet— 
Approved the draft Republic of South Africa (Consequential 
Provision) Bill, attached to C. (61) 39, subject to an 
amendment extending its duration to 31st May, 1962. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.1, 
21st March, 1961. 
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 *The Cabinet were informed of the latest military developments 
j  Laos. The Pathet Lao offensive, consisting of five or six battalions n

 supported by artillery and backed by large reserves, with the aid of 
 Soviet arms and equipment and stiffened by technicians from Nor th 

 Vietnam, was forcing the Laotian Government troops to retire. The 
 morale and leadership of the Government troops was poor and it 

 was likely that the Pathet Lao forces would capture Luang Prabang. 
 If no special steps were taken the military situation would be bound 

 to deteriorate still further. 

The Foreign Secretary said that, faced with this prospect, the 
United States Government had now agreed that a further effort 
should be made to secure a political settlement with the object of 
establishing a genuinely neutral Laos. Accordingly, with the United 
States agreement, he had on the previous day proposed to the Soviet 
Foreign Minister that, as co-chairmen of the Geneva Conference, 
they should call for a cease-fire in Laos ; that the International 
Commission should then proceed to Laos to verify that a cease-fire 
had become effective; and that when the Commission had reported 
that a cease-fire had been achieved, an international conference of 
the sort proposed by Prince Sihanouk should be convened to work 
out a settlement which would provide for the neutrality of Laos. 

 The initial Soviet reaction to this proposal had been reasonably 
favourable, but a formal reply had not yet been received. It was 
likely, that the President of the United States would announce, at a 
Press conference that evening, his desire for a political settlement on 
these lines and would express his hope that the Soviet Government 
would agree; but he would probably make it clear that, failing 

 agreement, the United States Government would take such measures 
as were necessary to prevent Laos from falling completely under 
Communist influence. The United States Government were in fact 
considering a number of alternative plans to meet the situation which 
would arise if the Soviet Government would not co-operate in seeking 
a political settlement. They hoped that some limited area in Laos 
could be. retained under the control of the Laotian Government if 

But, if this were 
not sufficient, they would be ready to intervene overtly and they had 
made operational plans to do so. The United States Government 
hoped that any such overt intervention would be taken as a result 
of a decision to that effect by the South-East Asia Treaty 
Organisation, but if necessary they would be prepared to intervene 
on their own account. In any event they would hope for, and indeed 
expect, the material and moral backing of the United Kingdom 

 Government, though they would not need our direct military support. 
Their operational plans did not involve the use of nuclear weapons. 

 The objective of military intervention by the United States would be 
limited to securing a perimeter of about 50 miles around Vientiane, 
so as to enable the King and Government of Laos to remain on 
Laotian soil, and to encourage the neighbouring countries to stand 

 against Communist infiltration. 
We had already explained fully to the United States authorities 

the disadvantages and risks which limited intervention would entail, 
from both the military and the international point of view. But it 
seemed clear that the United States Government, while recognising 
the force of these considerations, were resolved if necessary to use 
force to hold part of Laos for the Laotian Government. It was 
therefore necessary to consider whether we should seek further to 
discourage this intervention, and whether we should if the need arose 

 support it. 
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* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex. 
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The Minister of Defence said that his conversations with the 
United States Secretary for Defense confirmed this analysis of the 
situation. The United States military authorities believed that their 
plan could be implemented with conventional weapons. We could 
not claim, from the technical point of view, that the limited military 
objective of the United States plan was not feasible. We could, of 
course, continue to point out the grave international repercussions 
of United States intervention. But if we failed to support the United 
States Government, once they had finally decided upon intervention, 
our chances of future co-operation with the new Administration 
would be prejudiced. 

In discussion, doubts were expressed about the extent to which 
the United States authorities had considered the developments which 
might follow, on their intervention. It was by no means unlikely 
that the Soviet Union would respond with massive support through 
North Vietnam, and the military situation inside a perimeter around 
Vientiane might become extremely difficult. Thailand would 
undoubtedly be involved, especially if bombers were used by both 
sides, and the area of conflict might be greatly extended. If hostilities 
continued, it was most unlikely that the Soviet Union would 
participate in a conference and there could be no hope of a political 
settlement. Meanwhile, there would be strong international criticism 
of the United States, especially in the United Nations. Certain 
Commonwealth countries, especially Malaya and India, were likely 
to be critical of the United States action. In this connexion, there 
would be great advantage if any intervention could take place on the 
initiative of the United States alone, rather than as the result of a 
decision by the South-East Asia Treaty Organisation. 

The Cabinet agreed, on the other hand, that the consequences 
of abandoning Laos to Communist influence might be disastrous. It 
would then become much more difficult to preserve the integrity of 
the neighbouring States, including Thailand. Moreover, the United 
States Government, if they felt unable to count on any support from 
their allies,' might decide to relinquish their interests in defending the 
whole area. In this connexion it had to be remembered that it 
might soon be necessary to secure the support of the United States 
in resisting aggression against Western New Guinea. In view of our 
close relations with Australia and New Zealand it was not open to 
us to abandon all interest in South-East Asia. 

It was pointed out that recent developments showed a 
considerable hardening in the Soviet Union's policy towards the 
West. In these circumstances it was desirable that the new United 
States Administration should : show firmness and determination. 
Although our direct military assistance was not needed, our moral 
support, especially in explaining the position to Commonwealth 
countries, could be of value to the United States, and it was 
unthinkable that, in the last resort, it should be withheld. While 
the disadvantages and dangers of intervention were great, the 
consequences of yielding to Soviet pressure were likely to be even 
worse. 

The Prime Minister said that it was the general view of the 
Cabinet that we should continue to point out to the United States 
Government the disadvantages and risks of overt intervention in 
Laos, but that we should make it clear that if the present proposals 
for a political settlement were rejected by the Soviet Union we would 
be prepared in the last resort to support the action which the United 
States Government might feel obliged to take. It would be preferable 
for any such action to be taken on the initiative of the United States 
and not as a result of a decision by the South-East Asia Treaty 
Organisation. In this connexion, it would be helpful if the 
Commonwealth Secretary were to warn the Prime Minister of 
Malaya, who was in London, of the deteriorating situation in Laos, 
and to seek to ascertain what his attitude would be if intervention 
became necessary. 
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Although our views had not formally been sought, there were 
strong arguments for making our position clear to the United States 
Government without delay. For this purpose he would arrange for 
a draft message which he might send to the President of the United 
States to be prepared for consideration by the Cabinet at a meeting 
later that night, when the terms of the Presidents announcement of 
his policy would be known. 

The Cabinet— 
Agreed to resume their discussion of this question later that 
night. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.1, 
24th March, 1961. 
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* 1 . The Foreign Secretary said that the President of the 
United States had now announced that his Government strongly 
and unreservedly supported the goal of an independent and neutral 
Laos. He had said that if there was to be a peaceful solution the 
present armed attack by externally supported Communists must 
cease, and that if this did not happen those who supported a neutral 
Laos would have to consider their responsibilities. He had endorsed 
the proposals for a political settlement which the United Kingdom 
Government had made to the Soviet Union, and he had pointed out 
that no time-limit had been set for a reply. He had specifically 
referred to the obligations of the United States Government under 
the South-East Asia Treaty Organisation pact, and had clearly 
indicated, that, if United States intervention became necessary, it 
would be likely to be as a result of an appeal from that Organisation. 
The announcement, as a whole, had been firm but unprovocative, 
and we could certainly support the views which the President had 
expressed. 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that since the Cabinets 
discussion earlier in the day he had seen the Prime Minister of 
Malaya. He had told him of the deterioration in the situation in 
Laos and had asked what his attitude would be if the question arose 
of intervention, either by the South-East Asia Treaty Organisation 
countries or by the United States. The Prime Minister of Malaya 
had replied that a Communist conquest of Laos must be prevented 
and that, although there was a serious danger that hostilities might 
spread through South-East Asia, military intervention might be 
necessary. In that event, he undertook to make a public statement 
giving full moral support. He had also given an assurance that he 
would make no objection to the despatch of British or 
Commonwealth troops from Malaya, provided that his country and 
in particular its airfields were not used as a base for active military 
operations. He expressed the hope that any such action would be 
properly presented in the United Nations. 

The Prime Minister then informed the Cabinet of the terms of a 
message which he proposed to send to the President of the United 
States. This emphasised the need to avoid, as far as possible, the 
disadvantages of overt intervention, if that course became necessary, 
and it pointed out that we had to take into account the likely 
reactions of our Commonwealth partners, particularly India and 
Malaya, as well as the general opinion of the neutral countries, 
especially as it would be expressed in the United Nations. The 
proposed message suggested that the disadvantages of intervention 
would be less if it were undertaken by the United States, with the 
goodwill and support of individual members of the South-East Asia 
Treaty Organisation, than if it were an operation undertaken by that 
Organisation as such. It also suggested that it might be desirable, 
once it became clear that military intervention was necessary, for 
the United States Government to report the situa^on to the United 
Nations and to say that, as the Soviet Union had failed to respond 
to the United Kingdom proposals for a political settlement, it had 
become necessary to take unilateral action to hold the situation. 
The message repeated the warning that military intervention might 
prevent negotiations and result in a stalemate. Finally it made it 
clear that if in the last resort the United States Government decided 
to take military action, they could count on the support of the United 
Kingdom Government, though it would be necessary to agree what 
form our support should take bearing in mind the importance of the 
attitude of other Commonwealth countries. 

In discussion it was generally agreed that, if intervention were 
undertaken by the South-East Asia Treaty Organisation, the risks 

* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex. 
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of a major extension of hostilities would be greater. It was, however, 
pointed out that almost all the member countries would be willing 
for the Organisation formally to intervene, and that it might be 
difficult for the Foreign Secretary at the meeting in Bangkok to 
persuade them to the contrary. It was also suggested that, if it 
became necessary for the United Kingdom to give direct and overt 
support to an intervention by the United States, there would be 
great advantage in securing the participation of some Asian countries 
in this operation. 

Further discussion showed that there was general agreement in 
the Cabinet that, if the United States Government were to decide in 
the last resort on overt intervention in Laos, we should give support 
for their action in whatever form might be agreed to be appropriate 
at the time. The Cabinet also agreed that, on balance, there would 
be advantage if the Prime Minister sent a message to the President of 
the United States forthwith on the lines he had proposed. 

The Cabinet— 
Agreed to support military intervention in Laos, if in the 
last resort this were decided upon by the United States 
Government; and took note that the Prime Minister would 
forthwith send a message to this effect to the President of 
the United States. 

2. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
President of the Board of Trade (C. (61) 41) about the association 
of Finland with the European Free Trade Association (E.F.T.A.). 

The President of the Board of Trade said that further 
consideration had now been given to the difficulties which would 
arise from Finland's agreement with the Soviet Union, under which 
she would have to extend to the Soviet Union any tariff reductions 
which she made in favour of the E.F.T.A. countries, if she became 
associated with E.F.T.A. It had now been established that the 
member countries of E.F.T.A. would all continue to withstand Soviet 
pressures for the extension of E.F.T.A. tariff treatment to their 
imports from the Soviet Union. It had also been ascertained that 
the United States, Germany, France, and the principal Common
wealth countries concerned in the GATT would not press their 
objections to the breach of her obligations which the association of 
Finland with E.F.T.A. would entail. These countries had in general 
signified their understanding of the political importance of an 
association between E.F.T.A. and Finland. 

It was therefore recommended that Her Majesty's Ambassador 
at Helsinki should be authorised to sign the draft agreement of 
association with Finland on 27th March. 

There was general agreement with this recommendation. 

The Cabinet— 
Approved the recommendation in C. (61) 41. 
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*The Cabinet were informed of the circumstances which had led 
to the meeting between the Prime Minister and the President of the 
United States at Key West, Florida, on the previous day. In the 
light of the Cabinet's discussions on 23rd March the Prime Minister 
had sent a personal message to the President about the situation in 
Laos (Foreign Office telegram No. 1715 of 24th March to 
Washington); the President had felt that this message revealed certain 
differences of view between the Governments of the United States 
and of the United Kingdom; and he had suggested that the Prime 
Minister should meet him urgently in Florida in order to resolve 
these differences before the opening of the meeting of the South-East 
Asia Treaty Organisation (SEATO) at Bangkok on 27th March. 

At this meeting it had been made clear that the United States 
Government would prefer that, if it became necessary to intervene 
in Laos, this should be done under the auspices of SEATO and with 
real participation from the Organisation. The Prime Minister had 
accepted this view, but had made it clear that he could not commit 
the United Kingdom Government to provide assistance, other than 
moral and diplomatic support, except with the specific approval of 
the Cabinet. He had also made it plain that the United Kingdom 
Government would be reluctant to give approval for an unlimited 
military commitment. President Kennedy had agreed that any 
intervention should be of a limited character and had proposed that 
a plan on the lines of SEATO Plan 5/61 should be studied urgently 
by the United Kingdom and United States military authorities in 
Bangkok. The Prime Minister had agreed to this, subject to the 
approval of the Cabinet and on the understanding that no plan would 
be put into operation without a specific political decision by the 
Governments concerned. 

The Prime Minister had informed the Foreign Secretary in 
Bangkok of these developments. He had suggested that the Foreign 
Secretary's immediate purpose should be to maintain morale at the 
SEATO meeting and to create a sense of unity and determination 
which would help to induce the Soviet Government to adopt a 
constructive attitude towards the proposals which the United 
Kingdom had made for a political settlement. The Prime Minister 
sought the Cabinefs endorsement of his agreement that intervention, 
if this became necessary, should be under the auspices of SEATO and 
of the proposal that joint planning between the United Kingdom and 
United States military authorities in Bangkok should now take place. 

The Minister of Defence said that the purpose of Plan 5/61 was 
to introduce a SEATO force, including the Commonwealth brigade, 
into Laos in a counter-insurgency role. The force would secure some 
of the main centres of communication and would thus free the 
Laotian army to fight the insurgents. It now seemed, however, that 
the United States authorities were thinking in terms of holding a 
number of bridgeheads, including Vientiane, on the Laotian side of 
the frontier with Thailand, and it seemed clear that the United States 
would have to provide the major military contribution. 

In discussion there was general recognition that, in view of the 
attitude of the United States Government and of the views which 
were likely to be expressed on behalf of other Governments at the 
SEATO meeting, any overt intervention in Laos would have to be 
under the auspices of SEATO. Unilateral intervention by the United 
States Government might have entailed less danger of an extension 
of the conflict. But, if we were to be asked to participate in any 
intervention, it would be easier to justify this to public and 
Parliamentary opinion in this country and also in the United Nations, 
if the action were taken in pursuance of our treaty obligations. 

* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex. 
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The Cabinet expressed anxiety about the consequences of 
military intervention. If we were expected to participate in this, 
we should know what plans the United States authorities had in 
mind in the event of any extension or prolongation of the conflict. 

There seemed to be some doubt whether the Laotian Government 
would be prepared to request intervention by SEATO. In the 
absence of such a request it would be difficult to justify intervention. 
The Council of SEATO should avoid expressing any intention to 
intervene in Laos before an appeal for help had been received. If 
the military, situation deteriorated, the need for intervention might 
arise before the Soviet Union had replied to the latest proposals for 
a political settlement. It would be more difficult to justify 
intervention if these proposals had not previously been rejected 
by the Soviet Union. Many of these difficulties would be 
reduced if substantial SEATO forces, perhaps including the 
Commonwealth brigade, could be invited into Thailand forthwith. 
Such reinforcements would give valuable support to the morale of 
the Laotian Government and would demonstrate the resolve of 
SEATO to contain the extension of Communist influence. Since it 
was out of the question to give political approval in advance for 
military intervention, the most acceptable conclusion of the present 
SEATO meeting might be a decision to reinforce Thailand. 

In further discussion the following points were made : 
(a) The Commonwealth Secretary said that the reference to his 

conversation with Mr. Krishna Menon which had been included in 
paragraph 1 (ii) of Foreign Office telegram No. 75 to Trinidad was 
somewhat misleading. Mr. Menon's attitude towards military 
intervention had not in fact been helpful, and this should be made 
clear to the Prime Minister. On the other hand, the Prime Minister 
of India had expressed to Mr. Khrushchev his strong support for the 
United Kingdom proposals for a political settlement. 

(b) The Prime Minister of Australia had expressed the view that, 
if intervention became necessary, there would be advantage if this 
took place under the auspices of SEATO. There was no reason to 
doubt that Australia and New Zealand would honour their treaty 
obligations to the Organisation. 

(c) The Lord Privy Seal said that urgent study was being given 
to the handling of this question in the United Nations. The 
circumstances were likely to be such that intervention could be 
justified under the terms of the Charter, and in that event the best 
course would be to inform the Security Council of any action taken. 
It would be expedient to avoid any course in the United Nations 
which would lead to debate in the General Assembly. 

The Home Secretary, summing up the discussion, said that it was 
clear that the Cabinet agreed that our first objective was to secure 
the acceptance by the Soviet Union of our proposals for a political 
settlement; 

planning should now take place urgently between 
the United Kingdom and United States military authorities in 
Bangkok for intervention on a limited basis, on the understanding 
that no operations would take place without specific political approval 
by the Governments concerned. The policy approved by the Cabinet 
was based on our treaty obligations and assumed that a request for 
assistance would have been made by the Laotian Government. The 
Foreign Secretary should also consider whether, as a first step, the 
Government of Thailand might invite SEATO to send in troops to 
safeguard the integrity of their country. Messages in this sense 
should be sent to the Prime Minister and the Foreign Secretary. 



Meanwhile, the Minister of Defence should instruct United 
Kingdom military representatives in Bangkok to take part in joint 
planning urgently with the United States representatives there, and 
he would have authority to take such measures as were necessary to 
bring the Commonwealth brigade to a state of greater readiness. 

The Government would be pressed to undertake not to commit 
United Kingdom forces to military operations in Laos without prior 
debate in Parliament. It would be sufficient for the present to say 
that the Government hoped for a favourable response to their 
proposals from the Soviet Government, but that they must be 
prepared to honour their obligations to SEATO. 

The C a b i n e t 
(1) Agreed that,	 if intervention in Laos became necessary, this 

should take place under the auspices of SEATO. 
(2) Agreed	 that joint planning for limited military intervention 

in Laos should now take place urgently between the 
United Kingdom and United States military authorities in 
Bangkok. 

(3) Took note that the Home Secretary, in consultation with the 
Lord Privy Seal, would arrange for the Cabinefs views 
and decisions to be conveyed to the Prime Minister and 
to the Foreign Secretary. 

(4) Invited	 the Minister of Defence to send appropriate 
instructions to the United Kingdom military authorities 
in Bangkok, and to take such measures as were necessary 
to bring the Commonwealth brigade to a state of greater 
readiness. 

binet Office, S.W.1, 
27th March, 1961. 
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1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the first week after the Easter recess. 

The Home Secretary said that there would be an early debate 
on the report of the Committee of Privileges on the petition 
concerning Mr. Anthony Wedgwood Benn. The Committee had 
concluded that Mr. Wedgwood Benn was disqualified from 
membership of the House of Commons by succession to the 
Viscounty of Stansgate and that the instrument in which he had 
purported to,,renounce his Peerage had no legal effect. They had 
recommended against the introduction of a retrospective Bill to 
enable Mr. Wedgwood Benn to remain a Member of the House of 
Commons but had refrained from expressing any view on the 
desirability of general legislation to enable those who succeeded to 
Peerages to remain Members of, and to be eligible for election to, 
the House of Commons. The simplest course would be for the 
Government to put down a Motion taking note of Mr. Wedgwood 
Benn's disqualification and approving the Committees report. There 
was, however, a substantial body of opinion, not only in the 
Opposition but among Government supporters, in favour of referring 
the whole question to a joint committee of both Houses. 

Discussion showed that there was some support in the Cabinet 
for the appointment of a joint committee, although the Government 
would retain greater freedom of manoeuvre if the proposal were put 
forward in the form of an amendment moved by one of their 
supporters rather than by the Government themselves. The joint 
committee's terms of reference should be restricted to the future, so 
as to preclude their recommending legislation which would affect 
Mr. Wedgwood Benn, but should be wide enough to allow all the 
implications of a change to be considered. 

On the other hand, it was at least possible that those who 
favoured a change in the present law would be in a majority on any 
joint committee. The Government would therefore be unwise to 
agree to the appointment of a committee unless they were themselves 
willing to accept some change. Before deciding this question the 
Cabinet would need to give further consideration to the arguments 
on either side and to the balance of advantage, especially in relation 
to the influence which any change in the law might be expected to 
have on the vitality and effectiveness with which the House of Lords 
would be able in the future to discharge its functions. 

Summing up the discussion the Home Secretary said that the 
general view of the Cabinet appeared to be in favour of a Government 
motion noting the disqualification of Mr. Wedgwood Benn and 
approving the report of the Committee of Privileges. He would, 
however, take an early opportunity to ascertain the strength of feeling 
among Government supporters in favour of appointing a joint 
committee to consider the desirability of changing the law for the 
future. There would be time before the debate for the Cabinet to 
give further consideration to this question, in the light of whatever 
information he was able to put before them. 

The Cabinet— 

(1) Took note that the Home Secretary would ascertain the views 
of Government supporters on the proposal to appoint a 
joint committee of both Houses to consider possible 
changes in the law of succession to Peerages. 

(2) Agreed	 to resume at a later meeting their discussion of the 
report of the Committee of Privileges on the petition 
concerning Mr. Anthony Wedgwood Benn. 
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2. The Home Secretary said that he intended to announce on 
the following day that Lord Justice Romer had agreed to preside 
over the enquiry into security which it had been decided to appoint! 
following the recent case of espionage at the Admiralty Underwater 
Weapons Establishment, Portland. The proposed terms of reference 
of the enquiry were: 

"To examine the circumstances relating to the breach of 
security which formed the subject of charges of espionage 
recently tried at the Central Criminal Court; to consider whether 
those circumstances indicate negligence on the part of any 
individual; and to draw attention to any deficiencies in security 
arrangements which may be revealed by this case ". 

In discussion it was agreed that there was no reason why the 
Committee of Enquiry should not begin their work at once, although 
it would not be possible to make any public reference to their findings 
until the appeals lodged by those convicted at the trial had been 
determined. Nor should the Committee's report be published at 
any time. 

In further discussion it was suggested that, although the proposed 
terms of reference gave effect to the intention announced by the 
Prime Minister on 23rd March and had been agreed with the 
Chairman of the Committee of Enquiry, it might be desirable to make 
certain amendments to them, in order to ensure that all the relevant 
circumstances could be examined. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Took	 note that the Home Secretary, in consultation with 

the Attorney-General and the Civil Lord of the Admiralty, 
would give further consideration to the terms of reference 
of the Committee of Enquiry into security which was to 
be appointed as a result of the espionage case at the 
Admiralty Underwater Weapons Establishment, Portland. 

(2) Took	 note that the Home Secretary would announce the 
appointment of the Committee of Enquiry on the 
following day. 

 * 3 . The Lord Privy Seal said that the interview which the 
 Soviet Foreign Minister had had on the previous day with the 
 President of the United States had given little indication of the Soviet 

 Governments attitude to the United Kingdom's proposals for a 
 political settlement in Laos. It was, however, expected that the 
 Soviet Governmenfs reply would be received within a few days. 

 President de Gaulle had meanwhile informed President Kennedy that 
h  supported the United Kingdom's proposals, but was strongly e

opposed to intervention by the South-East Asia Treatv Organisation 
(SEATO) in Laos. 

The Foreign Secretary had reported that the United States 
Secretary of State thought that the other SEATO countries should 
be involved in military planning and that this should not take place 
on a bilateral basis between the United Kingdom and United States 
military representatives, as had been envisaged by the Prime Minister 
and President Kennedy. It would, in any case, be desirable for the 
Australian and New Zealand authorities to be made aware in general 
of any military planning between the United Kingdom and United 
States military authorities. If the other members of SEATO were 
involved, they would be likely to criticise the limited nature of the 
military plans which we had in mind. Meanwhile, President 
Kennedy had suggested that bilateral military planning might more 
appropriately be conducted in Washington. 

* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex 
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The Minister of Defence said that, even if the SEATO countries 
were involved in military planning, bilateral consultation between the 
United Kingdom and United States military authorities could no 
doubt be preserved. He agreed that it would in any case be necessary 
to keep the Australian and New Zealand Governments closely 
informed since their concurrence would be essential if the 
Commonwealth brigade were to be used. 

The Commonwealth Secretary agreed with these views, and 
pointed out that it would also be desirable to make the Pakistan 
Government aware, in general terms, of the fact that there was joint 
military consultation between the United Kingdom and the United 
States authorities. He had now received a message from the Prime 
Minister of India, which expressed some concern at the possibility 
that, unless the United Kingdom's proposals for a political settlement 
were accepted by the Soviet Government, it would be necessary for 
SEATO to intervene in Laos. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed that planning for limited military intervention in Laos 

should include consultation with the Australian and New 
Zealand authorities, and that the existence of such 
planning should be made known to the Pakistan 
Government. 

(2) Invited	 the Lord Privy Seal, in consultation with the 
Commonwealth Secretary and the Minister of Defence, 
to inform the Prime Minister, the Foreign Secretary and 
Her Majesty's Ambassador in Washington of Conclusion 
(1) above. 

(3) Invited the Minister of Defence to arrange for joint planning 
for limited military intervention in Laos to be conducted 
in Washington. 

4. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (61) 43) about future trends in 
Government expenditure in relation to national resources, together 
with a note by the Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (61) 44) covering 
a report by the committee under the chairmanship of Lord Plowden 
about the control of Government expenditure. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer explained that in pursuance 
of the principles suggested by the Plowden committee for ensuring 
greater collective responsibility of Ministers for public expenditure 
and for appraising public expenditure as a whole over a number of 
years ahead, he had, with the help of the Colonial Secretary, the 
Minister of Housing and the Minister of Labour, made a preliminary 
study of the growth of expenditure in relation to the development of 
the economy and the implications for taxation and the internal and 
external financial position. 

The Treasury's survey showed that public expenditure, taken 
as a whole, would amount to £10.450 millions for 1961-62, of which 
about two-thirds would be met from the Exchequer. Assuming a 
rate of growth of about 2-9 per cent, per year in the gross national 
product and a rate of increase in salaries and wages of about 5 per 
cent, per year, which implied a continuation of an increase of about 
2-7 per cent, per year in prices, public expenditure was likely to 
reach about £13.000 millions in 1965-66, an annual increase of over 
5i per cent. The increase in the ratio of public expenditure to the 
gross national product from 42-5 per cent, at present to 44 per cent, 
in 1965 would, on previous experience, lead to an increase in the 
weight of taxation, calling for the raising by taxation of an additional 
£450 millions more tharTthe present weight of taxation would yield. 
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The pattern of economic trends on which this growth in public 
expenditure could most realistically be based called for an increase 
in the volume of exports to 5 - 4 per cent, per annum, which was about 
double the rate of increase over the last few years. I t was difficult 
to believe that this substantial improvement in exports could be 
achieved, but without it we could not sustain an adequate growth in 
the gross national product and should probably be forced to restrict 
economic growth in order to protect our external financial position. 
It therefore followed that, on present trends and policies in wages, 
consumption and public expenditure, there did not seem a sound basis 
for the economy in the coming years. 

The Chancellor said that he was not concerned at present to 
formulate policies to deal with this situation. But it was clear that 
the future size and shape of public expenditure would be of critical 
importance. It was particularly important to make the nationalised 
industries pay their way, since this could result in an enormous saving 
to the Exchequer and a direct help to the growth of the economy. 
It would also be necessary to review the direction of public 
expenditure in private industry and agriculture, and to examine 
whether our scientific and technological resources were deployed in 
the manner best calculated to improve our competitive power and 
export prospects. He suggested that, in the light of this preliminary 
study, the next step should be to instruct officials to build up a plan 
for the development of the public sector and its expenditure over the 
next four years, and to examine the best methods for financing it. 
This plan should initially be based on maintaining the present ratio 
of public expenditure to the gross national product of 42-5 per cent., 
and should show what the implications would be for taxation and 
for the balance of payments. 

Discussion showed that the Cabinet welcomed the study which 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer had made, in accordance with the 
recommendations of the Plowden committee, of the future trend of 
public expenditure. In further discussion the following points were 
made: 

(a) The estimate of future expenditure assumed, no doubt 
rightly, a high rate of increase in earnings. One of the most 
important problems was how to explain to industry that there must 
be a reasonable limit to the rate of increase in earnings if inflation 
were to be avoided and a satisfactory rate of economic growth 
maintained. It was intended that the Economic Policy Committee 
should resume their discussion of wages policy at an early date. 

(b) The Minister of Education said that there was a widely felt 
need for a general financial and economic strategy for the nation. 
It was necessary to adopt a positive and constructive attitude to 
public expenditure in order to ensure that it made the best 
contribution to the growth of the national product and the 
strengthening of the balance of payments. Instead of seeking to 
balance a number of conflicting priorities, it would be advisable in 
present circumstances to concentrate on the overriding need to 
encourage exports. T o give clear priority t o the encouragement of 
exports would have direct implications on the form of taxation, cn 
wages policy, and on expenditure on research and development. 

(c) It was generally recognised that the imposition of effective 
financial disciplines on the nationalised industries would afford 
significant relief to the Exchequer. 

(d) The Minister for Science said that it would be a 
misconception to apply the criterion of commercial value in seeking 
to redeploy expenditure on scientific and technological research. He 
would give his views on this aspect of the study to the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer. 

(e) It was pointed out that the most alarming feature of the study 
was that the balance of payments prospects made it extremely 
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doubtful whether a satisfactory rate of economic growth could be 
sustained. It seemed essential to obtain some greater freedom of 
manoeuvre in our external financial position. This might possibly 
be achieved"by a reform of the existing system of international 
payments and the expansion of the world credit base by some means 
which would materially improve our export prospects. The 
Chancellor of the Exchequer said that consideration was at 
present being given to the problems of international liquidity and 
imbalance, and to the possibility of remedial action such as the greater 
use of the resources of the International Monetary Fund. 

The Cabinet- 
(1) Took note of C. (61) 43 and 44. 
(2) Invited	 the Chancellor of the Exchequer to arrange for 

officials to work out a plan for the development of the 
public sector and its expenditure over the next four years, 
on the assumption that the ratio of public expenditure 
to the gross national product should remain at 42-5 per 
cent.; to examine methods of financing such expenditure; 
and to report on the implications for economic growth, 
taxation and the balance of payments. 

5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (61) 47) covering a revised draft 
White Paper on the nationalised industries. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that, as he had suggested 
in the Cabinefs discussion of the previous item, the definition of 
effective financial objectives for the nationalised industries would 
provide a significant relief to the Exchequer and enable the 
nationalised industries to make a better contribution to the growth 
of the national economy. This aim would be best promoted by 
a White Paper, publication of which was desirable also on 
Parliamentary grounds and from the point of view of public relations. 
On reflection, he accepted the view that a specific reference to a 
standard of 8 per cent, return on capital employed might provoke 
public argument with some of the Boards and thereby prejudice the 
effectiveness of the White Paper. This reference had accordingly 
been omitted from the revised draft, and the figure of 8 per cent, was 
now mentioned only as a factual example of the return which certain 
of the nationalised undertakings had been able to earn. As regards 
the Governmenfs power to influence price policies, it was thought 
likely that some at any rate of the Boards would object to more 
precise and public financial obligations being placed upon them 
unless they had an assurance that, when the Government felt obliged 
to prevent them from making price increases and thereby had a 
significant effect on the Board's finances, this intei vention should be 
publicly acknowledged, if the Boards so wished. It should be 
understood that publicity for any such intervention would only be 
necessary when it was made significantly harder for the Boards to 
achieve their targets, and such action would not necessarily be 
unpopular. The draft White Paper had been further revised to 
minimise any risk that the right which the Boards would have to ask 
for commercially unprofitable activities to be taken into account 
might enable them to avoid complying with their financial obligations. 

In discussion it was argued that the implementation of the policy 
proposed in the White Paper would undoubtedly entail higher prices 
for the products and services of the nationalised industries, and that 
these increases might have to be accepted at inconvenient times. It 
was pointed out, on the other hand, that Government intervention 
to avoid significant price increases or to direct the Beards to continue 
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uneconomic services for social reasons would not necessarily be 
unpopular and could be openly acknowledged. In any case, it was 
an essential corollary of the policies in the White Paper that the 
Government should announce their belief that the nationalised 
industries should be free to determine their own price policies. It 
should be generally understood that t except in the case of a true 
monopoly such as the London Passenger Transport Board, there 
would as a general rule be no interference with the freedom of the 
nationalised industries in this respect. If, as an exception, 
Government intervention became necessary, this should be capable 
of reasonable explanation. In this connexion it was agreed that the 
Minister concerned, as well as a Board, should have the right to 
publish the Governmenfs views where these had induced a Board 
to modify their proposals for price changes. 

It was pointed out that the adoption of the policies of the White 
Paper might lead some of the Boards to press for the removal of other 
restraints on their commercial freedom. The air corporations, for 
example, might decline to operate uneconomic aircraft, and the 
British Overseas Airways Corporation might seek a capital 
reconstruction. Nevertheless, it was the general view of the Cabinet 
that the new, financial policies proposed for the nationalised industries 
should be published in the form of a White Paper, and that it should 
be made clear that the Government proposed in general to give the 
Boards freedom to determine prices. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Approved the White Paper attached to C. (61) 47, subject to 

the amendment agreed in their discussion, for publication. 
(2) Invited the Chancellor	 of the Exchequer, at an appropriate 

time, to announce the Governmenfs intention to give the 
nationalised industries freedom to determine prices. 

6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Commonwealth Secretary (C. (61) 46) about the use of the designation 
" United Kingdom ". 

The Commonwealth Secretary suggested that in our relations 
with Commonwealth countries we should cease to refer to the 
" United Kingdom "—a designation which he regarded as lacking in 
popular appeal—and use instead the terms " Britain " and " British ". 
The proposed change was supported by the High Commissioners in 
Commonwealth countries and had been agreed by the Home 
Secretary (in relation to Northern Ireland), the Foreign Secretary 
and the President of the Board of Trade. 

Discussion showed that, although the change might be less than 
wholly welcome to the members both of the " old " and of the " new " 
Commonwealth and although it would be preferable to make no 
formal announcement, this proposal was generally acceptable to the 
Cabinet. For the purposes, however, of treaties and other legal 
documents, for the definition of citizenship and in our relations with 
countries outside the Commonwealth, in particular for the purposes 
of international organisations and conferences, the term " United 
Kingdom " should be retained. 

The Home Secretary said that this question was likely to be of 
interest to the Prime Minister. No final decision should therefore be 
taken until his views were known. 

The Cabinet-
Took note that the Home Secretary would inform the 
Prime Minister that they were generally in favour of the 
proposal put forward in C. (61) 46. 
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Education 7 . The Secretary of State for Scotland said that a large body 
(Previous of teachers in Scotland were threatening to withdraw their services 
Reference: for a week in the early part of May. The purpose of the threat, 
C C  . (61) 2nd which was not supported by the organisations officially representing 
Conclusions. the teachers, was to put pressure on him both to accelerate the current 
Minute 5) negotiations on the Scottish teachers' pay claim and to undertake 
Scottish to give no further consideration to the introduction of non-graduate 
Teachers men teachers in Scottish schools. There was, however, no room for 

concession on either point. The negotiations on the pay claim were 
proceeding normally and to attempt to accelerate them would 
embarrass both the parallel negotiations in England and Wales and 
the Government^ general economic policy. The possibility of 
introducing non-graduate men teachers had already been put forward 
publicly by the Government as one of several proposals for discussion 
in a review of the whole field of teacher training in Scotland. He 
had undertaken, when the current round of consultations was 
completed, to put recommendations before all the interests concerned 
for further discussion before taking any action. The matter was to 
be the subject of debate in the House of Commons, and he proposed 
that, even at the risk of precipitating a teachers' strike, he should 
make neither of the concessions which had been demanded. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note with approval of this statement by the Secretary 
of State for Scotland. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. 1, 

28th March, 1961. 
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1. The Home Secretary said that the House of Commons was to 
debate, later in the day, the position of Mr. Anthony Wedgwood Benn. 
After consultation with Government supporters in the House of 
Commons, he proposed to resist a motion that Mr. Wedgwood Benn 
be heard at the Bar of the House. It was clear that he was in fact a 
Peer, though not perhaps a Peer of Parliament, and there was no 
adequate precedent for a Peer's being heard at the Bar of his 
own volition, as distinct from being invited to give evidence. The 
Home Secretary would thereafter move that the House took note of the 
fact that Mr. Wedgwood Benn, on succession to the Viscountcy 
of Stansgate, had ceased to be a Member and agreed with the report 
of the Committee of Privileges, which had reached that conclusion 
and had recommended against the introduction of a retrospective Bill 
to enable him to remain a Member of the House of Commons. 

Discussion showed that there was general agreement in the 
Cabinet with these proposals. It was also agreed that the Government 
should resist amendments advocating legislation to permit the 
renunciation of Peerages and to enable those who had renounced them 
to be Members of the House of Commons. If there was a case for 
amending the constitution of the House of Lords and the law of 
succession to Peerages, it should be examined as a whole, with all its 
implications, and not in the context of one particular instance. 

The Cabinet were also informed of the business to be taken in the 
House of Commons in the following week. 

2. The Prime Minister said that the United States Administra
tion were now in full agreement with our view that the wiser course 
would be to seek a political settlement in Laos and to be content with 
a neutral regime which would be a buffer between Vietnam and 
Thailand. They might however face a difficult political dilemma. For, 
if they sought a political settlement and Laos in the end went over to 
the Communist side, their Republican opponents would be quick to 
accuse them of appeasement. Equally, if they were obliged to 
authorise military intervention, they would be criticised on the basis 
that, as in Korea, a Democrat Government had embarked on 
war. This difficulty could however be averted, for the time being at 
any rate, if the Soviet Government accepted our latest proposals for 
a cease-fire and a conference. 

The Foreign Secretary said that the United States Government 
were now pressing the Soviet Government to expedite their reply. 
Their delay might be due to the fact that they were having difficulty 
with the Chinese. It was hoped, however, that a reply might be 
received by the end of the present week. In that event it might be 
possible for the conference to meet on 2nd May. 

Meanwhile there had been some improvement in the military 
situation in Laos. The morale of the Royal Laotian troops had been 
stiffened, and they had made some limited advances. 

Prince Souvanna Phouma had also been persuaded to visit 
Washington. It would be valuable if the authorities there could 
satisfy themselves, by conversations with him, that he was not in 
sympathy with the Communists. 

The C a b i n e t -
Took note of these statements. 
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3. The Foreign Secretary said that no progress was now being 
made in the negotiations at Geneva on the cessation of nuclear 
weapons tests. The attitude of the Russians had hardened, and the 
prospects of securing a settlement seemed to be deteriorating. In 
particular, the Russians had made a new proposal that the single 
neutral Administrator of the International Control Organisation, 
which they had previously accepted, should be replaced by a tripartite 
administrative council with a representative from the Western side, the 
Communist side and the neutral bloc. This proposal was based on 
the argument that no single person could be objective as between 
Communist and non-Communist interests, and it followed the line 
which the Russians were taking in respect of the structure of the United 
Nations. This was a principle which neither we nor the United States 
could accept. It had therefore been agreed, with the United States 
Government, that we should now table our Treaty proposals in full so 
as to make it plain to world opinion how much had been agreed and 
how little remained outstanding. If the negotiations then broke down, 
this would help to make it plain that the responsibility for the break
down lay with the Soviet Government. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Foreign Secretary. 

4. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Lord 
Privy Seal (C. (61) 49) on future relations with Kuwait. 

The Lord Privy Seal said that the Ruler of Kuwait had asked that 
the Exclusive Agreement of 1899, under which the United Kingdom 
Government assumed responsibility for the external affairs of Kuwait, 
should be replaced by an instrument reaffirming our friendship and 
support. There would be no change in our military or financial 
arrangements. Any new agreement of this kind should be made in a 
form which would not provoke the opposition of other Arab States. 
There were three alternative possibilities. The first would be an 
exchange of notes abrogating the 1899 Agreement, accompanied by an 
oral and unpublished assurance (which might be recorded in an aide
memoire) that the United Kingdom Government recognised their 
continuing obligation to assist in maintaining Kuwaifs independence. 
The second would be an exchange of notes both abrogating the 1899 
Agreement and stating that its abrogation did not affect our obligation 
to maintain the independence of Kuwait. The third would be a formal 
treaty, recording the same obligations, which would be subject to 
ratification. Whichever method were adopted, it would be desirable 
that the Ruler should also be offered a Treaty of Friendship and 
Commerce which would give additional emphasis to the full 
independence of Kuwait; but this would take some time to complete 
and the Ruler was anxious to replace the 1899 Agreement before the 
present Political Resident left the Gulf early in May. 

The Lord Privy Seal said that it was not certain what the Ruler 
had in mind; he himself favoured the first alternative of a simple 
abrogation of the 1899 Agreement accompanied by an unpublished 
assurance of continued support for the independence of Kuwait. The 
Political Resident in the Persian Gulf had suggested that he should 
present to the Ruler the first and the second alternatives together, since 
to present the first alone might create the impression that we were 
seeking to reduce the extent of our support. The Lord Privy Seal 
recommended that this suggestion should be approved. 

In discussion the following points were made: 
(a) There was general agreement that the 1899 Agreement should 

be abrogated while the present Ruler's position remained strong. 
(/;) A formal treaty would serve the interests neither of Kuwait 

nor of Her Majesty's Government. Experience in Jordan and Iraq 
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indicated that the existence of such a treaty could be a standing 
temptation to its abrogation. It would be possible to express the 
change in relationship by combining abrogation of the 1899 Agreement 
with the reaffirmation of the assurances given in 1914, which included 
recognition that the Sheikhdom of Kuwait was an independent 
Government under British protection; but explicit reliance on a 
50-year old formula might invite charges of imperialism. 

(c) We should in any case retain our military obligation to go to 
the aid of Kuwait if she were threatened by Iraq. For this we relied 
on our military facilities in Aden and on our ability to provide 
reinforcements from Kenya. Our policy in Aden would continue to 
be directed towards retaining our facilities there, and certain 
constitutional changes would be sought before the Legislative Council 
reached the end of its term in 1963. Our military position in Kenya 
was somewhat less secure. 

Summing up, the Prime Minister said that the Ruler wanted a new 
agreement, but other Arab States might affect to be offended by the 
conclusion of a formal treaty. Any new agreement must recognise our 
right to intervene if Kuwait's independence were threatened and this 
would, it seemed, equally involve recognising our obligation to do so. 
The first two courses described by the Lord Privy Seal would each 
have the same effect, but by adopting the first we could avoid publicly 
declaring, or registering with the United Nations, the protection which 
we would continue to extend to Kuwait. It would be possible, if 
questions were raised in the House of Commons or elsewhere, to point 
out that the 1914 Agreement remained valid. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Lord Privy Seal to instruct the Political Resident 
in the Persian Gulf to inform the Ruler of Kuwait that Her 
Majesty's Government accepted his wish to replace the 
Exclusive Agreement of 1899 by a new agreement, to offer 
him a choice of the two courses approved in discussion and 
to seek his agreement to the first of those courses. 

Education 5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Scottish Secretary of State for Scotland (C. (61) 53) about the pay claim 
Teachers of teachers in Scotland. 
(Previous jj1e Secretary oi State for Scotland said that the National Joint 
C C (£rf Council for Teachers' Salaries in Scotland (N.J.C.) had submitted to 

n m  a n  a S r e eConclusions ' d recommendation for a general increase of 12^ per cent. 
o n c u r r e n tMinute 7-  salaries of all grades of teachers, coupled with a 
reduction of all scales to 12 or 10 years. The total cost of the 
recommendations would be about t'6j millions representing an 
increase of 18 per cent, on the present cost of teachers' salaries 
in Scotland. The recommendation was unacceptable, not only 
because of the amount and cost of the proposed increase and its 
damaging impact on the parallel negotiations in the Burnham 
Committee on the salaries of teachers in England and Wales, but also 
because it failed to provide differentia! increases in favour of those 
sections of the profession in which it was necessary to stimulate 
recruitment. The Secretary of State therefore proposed that the local 
authority representatives on the Burnham Committee should be 
informed in confidence that they must not assume that the N.J.C.'s 
recommendations would be accepted; and that he should inform the 
N.J.C. that he could not accept their recommendations and would 
himself put alternative proposals before them. 

In discussion there was general agreement that the recommenda
tions of the N.J.C should be rejected in terms which left the way open 



to further negotiations. The Council might therefore be informed that 
the Secretary of State agreed that some increase in teachers' pay was 
justified (although the current rates had been in operation for no more 
than 15 months) and would put alternative proposals before them 
providing for differential increases designed to improve the quality of 
the education service. This decision might be announced in reply to 
a Parliamentary Question on 18th April. It was for consideration 
whether the Secretary of State should at the same time give some 
indication of the aggregate increase he would be prepared to entertain. 
This would put the Government in a stronger position in relation to 
the threatenend strike of teachers in Scotland, due to begin on 8th May. 
But, if the figure were higher than the 10 or 11 per cent, which the 
English local authorities were at present intending to offer, the 
negotiations in the Burnham Committee would be prejudiced. 
Meanwhile the English local authority representatives, who were to 
meet on the following day, should at once be informed in confidence 
that the Government would not be willing to approve an aggregate 
increase of as much as 18 per cent. 

In further discussion the following points were made: 
(a) The N.J.C. had not recommended any date of operation for 

the proposed pay increases. The Cabinet had agreed at their meeting 
on 24th January that this should be not earlier than 1st January, 1962, 
but the Council would certainly press for a date in the near future. 

(b) The Cabinefs decision would precipitate the threatened strike 
of teachers in.Glasgow, which was now likely to be supported by the 
leaders of the teaching profession in Scotland and might be expected 
to spread to other parts of the country. It was, however, important 
that the Government should not make concessions under threat of 
strike action. 

(c) The suggestion that non-graduate men teachers should be 
introduced in Scotland, which had been put forward for discussion 
among the interests concerned, was now likely to have to be deferred 
because of the opposing views which had been expressed. Since one 
of the objects of the threatened strike was to protest against this 
suggestion, it might be preferable to announce its deferment before the 
strike took place. 

id) The recurring embarrassments caused by the interaction of 
English and Scottish negotiations on teachers' pay made it desirable 
that, if the two negotiating bodies could not be integrated, the timing 
of the settlements reached in the two countries should in future be 
synchronised. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the Minister of Education to inform the local arthority 

representatives on the Burnham Committee, in confidence, 
that the Government would not be willing to approve 
aggregate pay increases for teachers of as much as 18 per 
cent. 

(2) Invited	 the Secretary of State for Scotland, after further 
consultation with the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the 
Minister of Education, to reject the recommendation of the 
National Joint Council for Teachers' Salaries in Scotland 
on the lines agreed in their discussion. 

(3) Invited the Secretary of State for Scotland	 and the Minister 
of Education to put before the Wages Committee proposals 
for differential increases in the pay of teachers. 

(4) Invited the Secretary of State for Scotland and the Minister of 
Education to give further consideration to the possibility 
of closer co-ordination between the bodies responsible for 
negotiating teachers' pay in the two countries. 
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6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Paymaster General (C. (61) 52) about the weekly hours of work 
of railwaymen. 

The Paymaster General said that the railways were now almost 
the only major industry with a 44-hour week and the railway unions 
had submitted a claim for a reduction of four hours in the standard 
week, without loss of pay. The British Transport Commission 
proposed to offer a reduction of two hours: they considered that this 
concession would be fair in comparison with other industries, would 
secure the goodwill of the unions and would, in any event, be awarded 
if the claim went to arbitration. 

The Wages Committee were of the opinion that a negotiated 
settlement would be preferable to arbitration and recommended that 
the Transport Commission should be authorised to offer a reduction of 
not more than two hours, on condition that the effective date should 
be 1st January, 1962, if possible and in any case not earlier than the 
introduction of the next winter's schedules, and that satisfactory new 
rosters were introduced. 

In discussion it was generally agreed that, while the Government 
should try to avoid giving the impression that they accepted the 
principle of comparability irrespective of its financial consequences, 
and although there was no hope that the proposed concession could 
avert the wage claim which was shortly expected, the balance of 
advantage lay on the side of accepting the Transport Commission^ 
proposal. Satisfactory new rosters could not, however, be devised 
without the use of work studies—which, indeed, offered the only hope 
of achieving significant economies in the operation of the railways. For 
this reason it would be useful if the Commission would agree that 
Dr. Beeching, the Chairman-Designate, should be associated with the 
negotiations. The introduction of work studies would be strongly 
resisted by the railway unions and the Government would be well 
advised to make in advance their preparations against the industrial 
action which must ultimately be expected. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Approved the proposals	 in C. (61) 52 for a reduction in the 

weekly hours of work of railwaymen. 
(2) Invited the Minister of Transport to convey this decision to the 

British Transport Commission. 

7. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Minister 
of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (C. (61) 50) on the trawler strike at 
Hull and Grimsby. 

The Minister of Fisheries said that the strike had been started by 
the Grimsby Trawler Officers Guild. It had spread to Hull, but was 
now confined to Grimsby. It was directed primarily against the 
landing of Icelandic fish, but the strikers had also raised points relating 
to their wages and conditions of service. The trawler-owners were 
determined not to seek any alteration in the Paris Agreement of 1956, 
in accordance with which Icelandic fish was landed in this country; 
they realised that the maintenance of that Agreement was an essential 
part of the recent settlement resumed with the Icelandic Government 
on fishing limits. They were willing to discuss the other points at 
issue if the strikers returned to work. The stoppage at Grimsby was 
noi complete; a few ships had sailed in spite of the strike, and the 
hundred or so ships on the fishing grounds would complete their trips 
before they were asked to join the strike. Landings at Hull were 
mainly of coarse fish and at Grimsby of better quality fish. There 
might be some reduction in supplies of coarse fish for a few days as a 



result of the Hull strike, but in general there should be no shortage 
over the next two or three weeks; thereafter there might be some 
scarcity of better quality fish, ,No usefuTpurpose would be served by 
Government intervention at this stage, but he would keep his colleagues 
in touch with the developments. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Minister of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food. 

Washington 8. The Prime Minister made a preliminary report to the Cabinet 
Talks  o  the discussions which he had held during his recent visit to n

Washington and the impressions he had formed of President Kennedy 
and the members of his Administration. 

The Prime Minister said that he would arrange for the records of 
his formal meetings with President Kennedy to be circulated to all 
members of the Cabinet. He proposed that the main issues arising 
from those meetings should be considered at a special meeting of the 
Cabinet in the following week. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.1, 

13th April, 1961. 
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Budget The Chancellor of the Exchequer communicated to the Cabinet 
particulars of the proposals in the forthcoming Budget. 

In accordance with precedent details are not recorded in the 
Cabinet Conclusions. 

Cabinet Office, S. W. I, 
15th April, 1961. 
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1. The Cabinet were informed that, according to the latest 
information from Washington, the attempt to overthrow the Castro 
regime in Cuba had failed. The situation in Cuba was to be discussed 
that day in the Political Committee of the United Nations General 
Assembly, where four resolutions had been tabled. We had agreed 
with the United States Government to vote in favour of a resolution 
put forward by a group of Latin American countries recommending 
that the whole matter be referred to the Organisation of American 
States. In the House of Commons that afternoon the Opposition 
were likely to try to adjourn the House for discussion of the Cuban 
situation; but the current proceedings in the United Nations should 
afford sufficient ground for resisting such a motion. 

2. The Cabinet were informed that the Soviet Government had 
now given specific assurances, acceptable both to ourselves and to 
the United States, on the timing of our proposals for an immediate 
cessation of the fighting in Laos which, after verification by the 
International Control Commission, would be followed by a 
conference early in May. It ought therefore to be possible to issue 
the request for a cease-fire later that day. 

3 . The Home Secretary said that Mr. Anthony Wedgwood 
Benn had now been adopted as the Labour candidate in the 
by-election at Bristol, South-East. The returning officer had no 
power to reject his nomination. Mr. Wedgwood Benn was likely to 
secure a majority of the votes, but it could be assumed that the 
Election Court would thereafter hold his election to be invalid and 
that the Conservative Party candidate would then assume the seat. 
The Speaker would prevent any attempt by Mr. Wedgwood Benn to 
enter the House of Commons, but it was for consideration whether 
the Government might not strengthen their position by taking the 
initiative in the appointment of some form of enquiry into the issues 
raised by the present case. 

Discussion showed that there was general agreement in the 
Cabinet that this course should be followed. Parliament, and in 
particular the House of Lords, would be unlikely to welcome any 
form of independent enquiry and the most satisfactory course would 
be to move for the appointment of a Joint Select Committee of both 
Houses. The terms of reference should not be limited to the question 
whether and on what conditions hereditary Peerages might be 
renounced but should be wide enough to include other questions 
relating to the membership of the House of Lords. They should not, 
however, extend to the powers and functions of the House of Lords. 
Tactical advantage could be gained if the Government motion 
proposing the appointment of a Joint Select Committee were put 
down at an early date. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Home Secretary, in consultation with the Lord 
Chancellor and the Attorney-General, to bring before them 
draft terms of reference for a Joint Select Committee on 
questions relating to membership of the House of Lords. 

B 2 
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*4. The Cabinet had before them notes by the Secretary of the 
Cabinet (C. (61) 54 and 55) covering the records of the Prime 
Minister^ meetings with President Kennedy in Washington and with 
Canadian Ministers in Ottawa during his recent visit to North 
America. 

The Prime Minister said that these discussions had strengthened 
his view that far-reaching decisions would have to be taken soon 
about the United Kingdoms relations with Europe. In recent years 
the Communist bloc had been gaining ground at the expense of the 
West and, if this was to be checked, the leading countries of the 
Western world would need to draw more closely together. There 
was, however, a risk that current developments in Europe would 
tend in the opposite direction; for, if the countries of the Common 
Market formed a close political association under French leadership, 
this would create a further political division in Europe and would 
also have a disruptive influence within the Atlantic Community. 
This might be averted if the United Kingdom, together with some of 
the Seven, could join the political association of the Six and help to 
build in Europe a stable political structure which would prevent 
France now, and Germany later, from attaining too dominant a 
position. Difficult economic adjustments would be involved, both 
for the United Kingdom and for other Commonwealth countries; 
but it was arguable that both we and the other Commonwealth 
countries would in the long run gain greater economic advantage from 
access to a wider market in Europe. The Cabinet must now weigh 
all the relevant considerations and determine its future course. If 
they decided that it was right, on balance, to draw closer to Europe, 
they would have to consider what economic price might have to be 
paid and what were the tactics by which this objective could be 
attained. Nothing would now be gained by delaying a decision. 
And, if the decision went in favour of closer union with Europe, the 
practical steps to that end would have to be taken before the end of 
the present Parliament. 

The Prime Minister invited his colleagues to express their 
general views on this issue. 

The President of the Board of Trade said that in 1954 we had 
under-estimated the strength of the forces working for unity between 
the countries of the Six. The Common Market was now firmly
established and, as it developed, our economic interests would be 
gravely prejudiced if we remained outside it. We should be 
excluded from one of the largest and most dynamic markets in the 
world; and, as time went on, the trade and investment of the United 
States would be drawn increasingly towards Europe. It was therefore 
in the economic interest of the United Kingdom to be associated with 
the Six. Our attempt to form a European Free Trade Area had 
failed largely because the French opposed it. The French would 
also be reluctant to accept our participation in the Six—partly, no 
doubt, because they wished to retain its political leadership. We 
should have therefore to fashion a line of approach which the French 
would find it difficult to resist. For us the main difficulty in joining 
the Six would be, not the common tariff, but the concept of a single 
commercial policy. From this we should need to obtain some 
derogation, if our special relations with other Commonwealth 
countries were to be preserved. As regards foodstuffs, the main 
burden was more likely to fall on consumers, than on farmers, in this 
country—though British horticulture was bound to suffer. It should 
however be remembered that the agricultural policy of the Six had 
not yet been finally determined; and, if we joined, we should be able 
to influence its formulation. British industry was increasingly aware 
of the advantages which it would gain from our association with the 
Six. The other members of the Seven were more apprehensive about 

* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex. 
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the future. Economic association with the Six would present them 
with no great difficulties, but for some of them political association 
would be impossible. A system might perhaps be devised which 
involved equal economic obligations but differing political obligations. 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that, if the United Kingdom 
joined the Six, awkward adjustments would have to be made in our 
economic relations with other Commonwealth countries. Canada, as 
an exporter of manufactured goods, would be seriously affected, and 
there would be special difficulties for New Zealand. On the other 
hand, it should be possible to devise arrangements for tropical 
foodstuffs which would safeguard Commonwealth interests. 
Moreover, to the extent that our economy was strengthened by our 
participation in the Six, this would serve the long-term interests of 
other Commonwealth countries. He himself believed that, if we 
stood aloof from the Common Market, we should get the worst of 
both worlds; and that the right course on balance was to go fully 
into partnership with the Six. If we could take this decision in 
principle, we should be better able to discover by negotiation how far 
our difficulties could be mitigated and what price we should need to 
pay. We ought then to be able to persuade the other Commonwealth 
countries to acquiesce in that course; but it would be a mistake to 
get into further consultation with them before a decision of principle 
had been taken. 

The Minister of Agriculture said that, in measuring the effects 
on British agriculture, it was right to consider, not merely the 
short-term disadvantages of joining the Common Market, but also 
the long-term results of standing apart from it. In the countries of 
the Western world surpluses of agricultural production were 
increasing, and all our traditional suppliers were expanding their 
production. The countries of the Six were now net importers of 
agricultural products. It was true that they were not planning to 
produce surpluses: they were planning merely to be self-sufficient. 
But there was no doubt that improvements in the structure and 
efficiency of their agriculture would lead inevitably to increased 
production, and they would ultimately be able to supply all their 
needs and possibly to produce a surplus. Then, with our open 
market, we should be exposed to the surplus production of many 
countries in the Western world. Meanwhile, the production of 
British agriculture would expand; and, as world prices of foodstuffs 
fell with the greater quantities available, the Exchequer cost of 
maintaining the existing system of support for agriculture in this 
country might in a decade rise to something like double its present 
figure. All this suggested that we should be thinking in terms of 
moving over to the continental system of supporting agriculture. If 
this were the right policy for us, it would make it easier for us to 
join the Six. But, if we were to do so, we should move in good time, 
before the agricultural policy of the Six had been finally settled, so 
that we could play our full part in influencing it in directions 
convenient to ourselves. He had arranged for a study to be made 
of the effect which the adoption of the continental system of 
agricultural support would have on food prices in this country and 
on the balance of payments. The effect of such a move on opinion 
in farming circles should not be under-estimated. At the time of 
the last General Election, the Government had undertaken that the 
present system of support for agriculture would not be changed in this 
Parliament. The immediate effects of such a change would also be 
serious—especially in relation to pigs, eggs and horticultural products; 
Moreover, most farmers were content with the present system and 
would be apprehensive of change. They would have to be convinced 
—and this would not be easy—that they would suffer even more 
serious damage in the long run if we stood aside from the Six. Even 
so it must be recognised that, if we joined the Six, the net income of 



British agriculture would be lower than at present and our trade with 
other Commonwealth countries would also be reduced. For the 
countries of the Six would certainly insist that there should be some 
increase in our imports of foodstuffs from Europe. Our task would 
be to ensure that the policies adopted by the Common Market were 
so designed as to do more economic damage to third countries than 
to British agriculture and Commonwealth trade. The French and 
other members of the Six realised that we should have to safeguard 
some of our Commonwealth interests. They would expect us to 
insist on special arrangements in respect of butter from New Zealand 
and wheat from Canada and Australia; and 4 if they wanted us to join 
them, there should be no difficulty in working out satisfactory 
arrangements for temperate foodstuffs for the next seven years or so. 

In further discussion the following points were made : 
(a) Political association with the Six might ultimately involve a 

significant surrender of national sovereignty. Adherence to the 
Treaty of Rome would limit the supremacy of Parliament, which 
would be required to accept decisions taken by the Council of the 
Community. It would restrict the right of the Executive to make 
treaties. It would also involve a final right of appeal from our courts 
to the Supreme Court of the Community. A major effort of 
presentation would be needed to persuade the British public to accept 
these encroachments on national sovereignty. 

(b) The immediate effects on our relations with other parts of 
the Commonwealth would be serious. Apart from the reactions in 
other Commonwealth countries whose economic interests would be 
damaged, public sentiment about the Commonwealth in this country 
must also be considered. There was at present a growing recognition 
of the part which the Commonwealth could play, as a multi-racial 
association, in the world of to-day. Opposition to this European 
venture would develop if it were thought that it would undermine 
the cohesion of the Commonwealth and impair its value as a factor 
for preserving world peace. 

(c) It would not be easy to secure adequate safeguards for 
Commonwealth production of tropical foodstuffs. On this particular 
point we could not look for assistance from the United States 
Administration, who were interested to safeguard the position of our 
competitors in Latin America. 

(d) Canada would suffer special economic damage if we joined 
the Six. There might be advantage in repeating our earlier offer to 
negotiate a Free Trade Area with Canada at once. 

(e) The disadvantages from the point of view of the 
Commonwealth might be mitigated if our joining the Six could be 
presented as a necessary measure to draw the countries of the Western 
world more closely together in order that they might be better able 
to compete with the rate of economic growth in the Sino-Soviet bloc. 
From this point of view it would be valuable if' our association with 
the Six could be presented as a first step towards a wider assimilation 
of trading areas on both sides of the Atlantic. 

(/) Need it necessarily be assumed that, if we joined the Common 
Market, the trade in foodstuffs between the United Kingdom and the 
countries of the Six would result in a net increase of imports into 
this country? British agriculture was, on the whole, more efficient 
than that of the Common Market countries, and we ought to be able 
to export foodstuffs into those countries. 

ig) Even so, the political difficulties of justifying this policy in 
agricultural constituencies would be very great. F rom that point of. 
view its presentation would need careful consideration. 

(h) The special difficulties in respect of agriculture should not be 
allowed to obscure the undoubted advantages which British industry' 
would derive from the wider market opened to it by our association;; 
with the Six. Modern industry needed to operate in a large economic; 
unit. This was strikingly illustrated by the output per worker in the 
United States and the Soviet Union, which was far greater than that, 



in the United Kingdom. British industry could not afford to miss 
this opportunity of access to the wider market of the Six. If we 
stood aside from this we should fall behind industrially: the Common 
Market and the United States would forge ahead and we should be 
increasingly excluded from our markets overseas. From this point 
of view it was gratifying that the new Administration in the United 
States were in favour of our joining the Six. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed to resume their discussion of this problem at a 

meeting in the following week. 

Germany In further discussion attention was drawn to the proposal, put 
forward by Mr. Dean Acheson during the Prime Minister^ meetings 
in Washington, that if the Western position in Berlin were threatened, 
a force of two divisions should be sent forward from Western 
Germany. A military movement in this strength would surely involve 
a serious risk of precipitating a major war in Europe. Were the 
United States Administration prepared to accept such a risk? 

The Prime Minister said that this proposal was linked with 
a change in the American attitude towards the problem of Berlin. 
The previous Administration had been unwilling to contemplate that 
the passage of Western convoys into Berlin should be controlled by 
officials of the East German Government. They had therefore 
favoured a plan by which, if the traffic control were transferred to 
officials of the East German Government, an attempt would be made 
to dispense with that control by passing a convoy through to West 
Berlin with a small military escort. The new Administration disliked 
this plan for two reasons. First, they thought it inexpedient to raise 
a major issue over the technicalities of the traffic control, i.e., by which 
officials the documents were stamped. Secondly, if it became 
necessary to have recourse to force, they thought it unwise to do so 
on a token scale. They were therefore disposed to the view that the 
Western Allies should not react, by any forceful means, to any 
technical change in the system of traffic control. They took the 
view that, so long as supplies continued to flow into West Berlin, 
it was not a matter of any great moment whether the traffic was 
controlled by Russians or by East Germans. They considered that 
the Western Allies need not react unless the flow of supplies, whether 
military or civil, was interrupted. But they took the view that, once 
it became clear that the Russians were cutting off supplies from West 
Berlin, the Western Allies must show at once that this was an issue 
of vital importance to them. They must therefore react by measures 
which would immediately engage the responsibilities of Governments 
on both sides, in order to show the Soviet Government that the 
maintenance of the Western position in Berlin was of vital importance 
to the Western Allies. They did not favour an attempt to supply 
Berlin by air. They proposed that, if supplies to Berlin were seriously 
interrupted, a land force should be sent forward which would be 
sufficiently strong to be able to make its way at any rate to the Elbe. 
This proposal, which had yet to be discussed with the other Allied 
Governments, had the advantage that, if there was to be a 
confrontation over Berlin, it would be based on realities rather than 
technicalities. F r o m that point of view it was a notable advance on 
the position taken up by the previous Administration. It also carried 
the implication that the new Administration would be prepared to 
accept de facto the existence of an East German Government. 

The C a b i n e t 
(2) Took note of this statement by the Prime Minister. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.1, 

20th April, 1961. 
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Angola

 1. The Foreign Secretary said that a junta of dissident French 
Generals, headed by General Challe, had seized power in Algiers on 
22nd April with the declared object of opposing General de GauhVs 
policy of granting autonomy to Algeria. It seemed that General 
Challe now controlled all Algeria, although there were reports that 
some of the -military units there had not joined the rebellion. 
The French Government were in a position of some difficulty 
since neither the Police nor the Army in France were fully 
reliable: on the other hand, it appeared that the Navy and 
Air Force remained unaffected, as well as the Army in 
Germany, on whose defection it was possible that the rebels had 
counted. General de Gaulle, who had assumed emergency 
powers, had not the means to restore the situation in Algeria by force: 
he was therefore relying on denying supplies of money and material 
from France. It was probable that General Challe had no intention 
of invading France, but was seeking rather to undermine public 
confidence in General de Gaulle's administration by the threat of 
invasion. His next step might be an intensive campaign against the 
Front de Liberation Nationale (F.L.N.) which could lead to an attack 
on their base in Tunisia; he might consider that, if the French Army 
became actively engaged in hostilities against Tunisia, General de 
Gaulle would find it impossible to continue to withhold supplies from 
them. 

2. The Foreign Secretary said that the Soviet Government had 
accepted our requirement that a cease-fire should precede the 
international conference planned to begin at Geneva on 12th May. It 
was encouraging also that Souvanna Phouma had said that he 
expected the cease-fire to coincide with his arrival in Laos on 
26th April. Despite some American suspicions of the good faith of 
the Communist bloc, there were reasonable prospects of reaching a 
permanent settlement if the Conference proved able to set up 
machinery for the international control of the supply of military and 
economic aid to Laos, and if the United States Government could be 
brought to acquiesce in the establishment of a broadly based Laotian 
Government. The Pathet Lao troops had recently gained some 
ground, but there had been no decisive change in the military position. 

 3 . The Cabinet discussed the situation in Angola. The African 
movement against the Portuguese had developed more quickly than 
had been expected, possibly as a result of the activities of an agency 
established by certain African States in Leopoldville. Even if the 
Portuguese Government were willing to abandon their colonial policy 
of assimilation, they would need many years, and considerable 
economic assistance, before they could effect constitutional changes 
in their African territories. It was not likely that they would 
themselves abdicate responsibility as the Belgians had done in the 
Congo; the loss of their Colonies might result in the collapse of the 
Salazar regime and its replacement by a Government of the extreme 
Left. In that event Spain might be similarly affected. On the other 
hand the Portuguese might be tempted to respond to tentative South 
African suggestions for establishing an area of white domination in 
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South Africa, Angola, Mozambique and the Rhodesias. It would be 
in our interest to encourage them as far as possible to adopt more 
liberal policies directed to the eventual grant of autonomy to their 
overseas territories. 

 4 . The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the following week. 

In discussion it was suggested that, unless an early date could 
be arranged for the Second Reading of the Weights and Measures Bill, 
there would be great difficulty in completing all its stages before the 
end of the Session. It would be unfortunate if the Bill were lost, 
especially after the work already done on it in the House of Lords. 
The obstructive tactics of the Opposition had, however, had the result 
that the Government would be unable to complete all the legislation 
they had planned for the Session. Various expedients were being 
considered—shortening the Whitsun recess, resuming the Session for a 
relatively long period after the summer recess and even deferring the 
opening of the new Session until towards the end of the year. In the 
end, however, the Government were likely to find it impossible to 
secure the passage even of all the Bills they had already introduced. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Home Secretary to give further consideration to 
the prospects of the Governments legislative programme for 
the present Session, and to bring the matter again before 
them in due course. 

5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Lord 
Chancellor (C. (61) 57) about the appointment of a Joint Select 
Committee on the membership of the House of Lords. 

The Lord Chancellor recalled that, in connexion with the case of 
Mr. Anthony Wedgwood Benn, the Cabinet had agreed at their 
meeting on 20th April that the Government should move for the 
appointment of a Joint Select Committee of both Houses of Parliament 
to consider questions relating to the membership of the House of 
Lords. After consultation with those of his colleagues most 
immediately concerned, he sought the approval of the Cabinet to the 
draft statement annexed to his memorandum, which incorporated the 
following proposed terms of reference for the Joint Select Committee: 

" To consider, having regard among other things to the need 
to maintain an efficient Second Chamber— 

(a) the composition of the House of Lords; 
(b)	 whether any, and if so what, changes should be made in 

the rights of Peers and Peeresses in their own right in 
regard to eligibility to sit in either House of 
Parliament and to vote at Parliamentary elections; 

(c)	 whether any, and if so what, changes should be made in 
the law regarding the surrender of Peerages; 

(d)	 whether the number of Peers and Peeresses entitled to sit 
and vote in the House of Lords should be limited, and 
if so to what extent and in what manner; 

(e)	 whether it would be desirable to introduce the principle 
of remuneration for members of the House of Lords 
and, if so, subject to what conditions; 

and to make recommendations." 
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In discussion it was suggested that to include in the terms of 
reference the composition of the House of Lords and, in particular, the 
possibility of limiting the number of Peers and Peeresses entitled to 
sit and vote in it (paragraphs id) and id)) was almost certain to result 
in acute controversy, attacks on the principle of hereditary succession 
to the House of Lords and political embarrassment for the 
Government. To move for an enquiry on so wide a basis might, 
moreover, be regarded as showing too marked a lack of sympathy with 
Mr. Wedgwood Benn, who would derive no retrospective advantage 
from any change in the law which might emerge from it. 

On the other hand, the Government could hope to derive 
immediate political advantage from taking the initiative in a proposal 
which could open the way to reform on a front rather wider than the 
issues raised by the case of Mr. Wedgwood Benn and would, in any 
event, find it difficult otherwise to deal with an Opposition proposal 
for an enquiry into these narrower issues alone. Indeed, in order 
to avoid giving more prominence than was necessary to the position of 
Mr. Wedgwood Benn, there would be some advantage in 
amalgamating the second and third paragraphs of the proposed terms 
of reference. Moreover, reference to the composition of the House 
of Lords would help to emphasise that its powers would not be within 
the scope of the enquiry and an express reference to the possibility 
of limiting hereditary membership might forestall criticism of the 
fact that the majority of members of the House of Lords seldom or 
never attended its sittings. 

In further discussion of the draft statement the following main 
points were made: 

(a) It might be preferable to announce the proposed terms of 
reference of the Joint. Select Committee at the beginning rather than 
at the end of the statement. 

ib) The statement might include a reference to the invitation to 
discuss the composition of the House of Lords which had been rejected 
by the Opposition in 1953. 

(c) The preparation by officials of material for the Joint Select 
Committee should be mentioned as a form of assistance rather than 
as a part of the enquiry itself. 

id) The statement should, if possible, be made on the following 
day and the Opposition Parties should be informed jn advance of the 
Governmenfs intention. 

Summing up the discussion the Prime Minister said that the 
Cabinet recognised the political dangers of making the terms of 
reference of the Joint Select Committee wider than the immediate 
situation demanded. The balance of feeling appeared, for this reason, 
to be in favour of omitting any express reference to the possibility of 
limiting hereditary succession to the House of Lords, though making 
the terms of reference wide enough to cover its composition. The 
draft statement might be further considered to take account of this 
view and of the additional points made in the Cabinefs discussion. 

The C a b i n e t 
(1) Approved,	 subject to the amalgamation of paragraphs (b)

and (c) and the omission of paragraph id), the terms of 
reference proposed in C. (61) 57 for a Joint Select 
Committee on the composition and membership of the 
House of Lords. 

(2) Invited the Home Secretary to make an early statement,	 on 
the lines agreed in their discussion, on the Governmenfs 
intention to move for the appointment of the Committee 
referred to in Conclusion (1). 
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6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Minister 
of Defence (C. (61) 51) about the desirability of providing memorials 
to victories in the second world war. 

The Minister of Defence said that he had found no evidence that 
there was any general demand for such memorials, but the Battle of 
Britain was in many ways a special case, and a memorial to it might 
well attract public support. If it were approved, the memorial should 
be dedicated to all those who had helped to make victory possible, 
including, as well as the Royal Air Force, civil defence services, 
aircraft workers and the civilian population at large. He suggested 
that the Secretary of State for Air might be invited to test public 
opinion on the project by consultations and perhaps by initiating a 
correspondence in The Times. If the response were generally 
favourable a small committee might be appointed to decide on the 
form the memorial might take. He had not in mind the traditional 
statue, nor the naming of a street; he was greatly attracted by a 
suggestion for an additional hall of residence at a new university if, as 
seemed likely, there was to be a new University of Kent, that would 
be a specially appropriate site. 

Discussion showed that the Cabinet were doubtful whether there 
was any appreciable demand for a Battle of Britain memorial and 
whether it would be fitting to select that particular victory as the one 
most appropriate for commemoration by a national memorial. It 
would be undesirable to commit public funds to the project, nor 
would it be appropriate for the Government to take the initiative in 
appealing for subscriptions. If, however, it were decided to establish 
a University of Kent, further consideration might be given to the 
possibility of providing within it some suitable commemoration of the 
Battle of Britain. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed that it was undesirable in general to provide national 

memorials to victories in the second world war. 
(2) Invited the	 Minister of Defence, if the University of Kent 

were established, to consider whether the opportunity 
might be taken to arrange for some suitable commemora
tion of the Battle of Britain within it. 

Office, S.W.1, 
April, 1961. 
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 1. The Home Secretary said that, in accordance with the 
 Cabinef s decision on the previous day, he had informed the Leader 
 of the Opposition of the Governmenfs intention to move for the 

 appointment of a Joint Select Committee on the composition and 
 membership of the House of Lords. The Leader of the Opposition 

 had maintained that, had they known of the Governmenfs intention, 
 they would not have moved for the issue of a writ for the by-election 

 Bristol, South-East; he had questioned the good faith of the 
Governments decision; and he had suggested that the Opposition 
might be unwilling to co-operate in the appointment or work of the 
Joint Select Committee. The Home Secretary was, however, in a 
position to say that he had made it clear some days before the motion 
for the writ that, if there were to be any enquiry into the membership 
of the House of Lords, it must, in the Governmenfs view, be on a 
much broader basis than the immediate issues raised by the case of 
Lord Stansgate (Mr. Anthony Wedgwood Benn). 

a t

The Leader of the Opposition was now proposing that, if Lord 
Stansgate secured the majority of the votes in the by-election, a 
petition should not be presented against the validity of his election 
and his position should remain undetermined at least until after the 
Joint Select Committee had reported. The presentation of a petition 
was not, however, a matter for the Government: it could be presented 
by the Conservative Party candidate at the election or by any of the 
electors. Moreover, it was likely to be at least a year before the 
Joint Select Committee had completed its work and any consequent 
legislation had been passed and, since it would be indefensible to 
leave the constituency unrepresented for so long a time, the 
Government should give no encouragement to this proposal. 

In the circumstances the Home Secretary proposed to make a 
statement and move for the appointment of a Joint Select Committee 
on the lines already agreed by the Cabinet. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note with approval of this statement by the Home 
Secretary. 

2. The Cabinet were informed of a rumour that, following 
the collapse of the revolt in Algeria, some or all of the dissident 
French generals were on the way to Gibraltar. This was inherently 
improbable but, if they did land at Gibraltar, arrangements had been 
made for the Governor to prevent their departure until he received 
further instructions. Meanwhile, the legal possibility of extraditing 
the French generals from Gibraltar was being urgently considered. 

* 3 . The Cabinet had before them the records (C. (61) 54 and 55) 
of the Prime Ministers meetings with President Kennedy in 
Washington and with Canadian Ministers in Ottawa during his recent 
visit to North America. They resumed their discussion of the political 
and economic relations between the United Kingdom and Europe. 

The Prime Minister said that the time had not yet come to take 
a final decision.on the question whether the United Kingdom should 
accede to the Treaty of Rome. Many important aspects of this 
problem would have to be further considered in detail, and full 
consultations would have to be held with our partners in the 
Commonwealth and in the European Free Trade Association 

Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex. 
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(E.F.T.A.). The question to which the Cabinet should address 
themselves at this stage was whether it was to our advantage to work 
towards a solution by which the United Kingdom (preferably with 
some of her partners in E.F.T.A.) would join with the countries of 
the Common Market in forming a wider political and economic 
association in Europe, The question for discussion now was whether, 
on a balance of advantage, it was in our interests to try to bring 
this about. 

The following is a summary of the main points made in the 
Cabinet's discussion: 

(a) The countries of the Common Market, if left to develop 
alone under French leadership, would grow into a separate political 
force in Europe. Initially this would tend to have a disruptive effect 
within the Western Alliance. Eventually it might mean that the Six 
would come to exercise greater influence than the United Kingdom, 
both with the United States and possibly with some of the independent 
countries of the Commonwealth. This development was therefore 
a threat to the political position of the United Kingdom as a world 
Power. It would be consistent with our traditional policy to seek to 
prevent the concentration of undue strength in a single political unit 
on the continent of Europe. Politically, our interests would be better 
served by working for a wider European association in which we could 
play a prominent part. 

(b) The Common Market also represented a serious economic 
threat to the United Kingdom. The countries of the Six, with a 
population of 160 millions, would together constitute a market 
comparable in size to the United States; and, under modern conditions 
of industrial production, this must lead to a great increase in the 
efficiency and productivity of industries within the area. The larger 
industrial units which were already being formed in the countries of 
the Six would be in a stronger position—by reason, not only of their 
size, but of the degree of standardisation which could be developed 
within the area—to compete successfully with British industry in the 
export markets of the world; and this would be even more damaging 
to our interests than our exclusion from the European market itself. 
Moreover, as the economic strength of the Common Market grew, 
other European countries would be attracted to it and, against its 
attractions, we should find it difficult to hold E.F.T.A. together. 
If, therefore, we stood aloof from the Six, we should find ourselves 
in a position of growing economic weakness. 

(c) Hitherto we had been thinking in terms of an economic 
settlement between the Six and the Seven. It was now apparent that 
this alone would be neither practicable nor sufficient. A solution was 
needed which would prevent political, as well as economic, division 
in Europe. Moreover, the United States Government would not lend 
their support to a purely economic settlement: their main concern 
was to prevent the Six from developing as a separate political force 
in Europe. In these circumstances a political initiative was required. 
Our economic objectives could not be attained unless we could find 
a means by which we, together with some cf our E.F.T.A. partners, 
could join the- political institutions of the Treaty of Rome. 

(d) Public opinion in this country had in the past been 
preoccupied with the difficulties and dangers of a closer association 
with Europe. Recently its advantages had been more clearly seen. 
Manv of the leaders of British industry were in favour of our joining 
the Six: indeed, there was now some risk that the difficulties would 
be under-estimated. In political circles also informed opinion was 
moving in the same direction. On the other hand it must be 
remembered that a great weight of sentiment could easily be aroused 
against any policy which could be represented as a threat to the 
Commonwealth and to British agriculture. In the Conservative 
Party, in particular, this could evoke strong emotional reactions 
comparable to those which had recently arisen over Colonial policy. 
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(e) In respect of our relations with other Commonwealth 
countries a number of difficult questions would need to be considered. 
Thus, if we acceded to the Treaty of Rome, could we secure acceptable 
derogations in respect of Commonwealth preference and free entry? 
Would it be possible to assess, before entering into detailed 
negotiations, the nature of the derogations which we were likely to 
secure on these and other matters? Should we have to forgo our 
right to make trade agreements with other Commonwealth countries? 
Would they have to forgo their right of free access to the London 
money market? If we joined the Six, would European interests 
come eventually to weigh more with us than Commonwealth interests 
in formulating our general political and economic policies? Finally, 
we were under obligation to consult fully with other Commonwealth 
Governments on this question, and the timing and the method of 
such consultation would need careful thought. 

(/) The Home Secretary recalled that, at their meeting on 
13th July, 1960, the Cabinet had agreed that there were insuperable 
difficulties in the way of our accepting membership of the Six under 
the existing provisions of the Treaty of Rome. The Cabinet had 
then particularly in mind the difficulties in respect of the 
Commonwealth. But there were other difficulties too. In the 
Cabinefs last discussion on 20th April reference had been made to 
the surrender of national sovereignty which would be involved; and 
this point would certainly require careful thought in the light of 
reports by officials which were coming forward for consideration by 
Ministers. The Cabinet must also weigh the likely reactions of 
British farmers. The National Farmers ' Unions had now published 
a pamphlet which came out strongly against association with the Six; 
and the Government had themselves undertaken that they would not 
alter the existing system of" support for agriculture during the present 
Parliament. In the discussion on 20th April the Minister of 
Agriculture had indicated the general lines on which the existing 
system might be adapted: and it was possible that a new policy on 
those lines might, at the cost of some increase in the cost of living, 
protect the interest of arable farmers. So far, however, nothing had 
been suggested which would provide similar safeguards for 
horticulture or for the producers of pigs or eggs. Much further 
thought would need to be given to the agricultural aspects of this 
problem. The Government would be in very grave political difficulties 
if they could be represented as having broken their pledges to the 
farmers. 

ig) The Minister of Agriculture said that the pamphlet published 
by the National Farmers' Unions was concerned with the results 
which would follow if the United Kingdom joined the Six without 
any derogations in respect of agriculture. The Government were 
not contemplating such a course; and he fully agreed that they must 
avoid putting forward any new policy proposals whiv.h would expose 
them to the charge of having broken their pledges to the farmers. 
In general, the alternative policy which he had outlined would have 
the effect of transferring from the Exchequer to the consumer some 
of the financial burden of supporting British agriculture. This would 
not in itself be a betrayal of the farmers. It was true, however, that 
difficult problems would arise on particular commodities and these 
were now under examination. A wider common market in Europe 
must inevitably mean some changes in the pattern of agriculture, both 
here and in other countries; but it need not necessarily mean any 
reduction in the net income of British farmers. 

(h) The Minister of Education asked whether the countries of 
the Six would be content with changes in our agricultural policy which, 
while varying the pattern of our production, left the net income of 
British farmers unchanged. Would they not expect that, in return for 



taking more manufactured goods from the United Kin they 
would have opportunities for increased exports of foodstuffs to this 
country? 

The Minister of Agriculture said that our existing system of 
agricultural support, because it reduced the price of food to the 
consumer, resulted in a lower level of wages. It was primarily for 
that reason that the countries of the Six would expect us to adopt 
a different system. It did not follow, however, that the net income 
of British farmers need be substantially reduced. 

(i) The Minister of Labour said that he agreed with the view, 
expressed by the Minister of Agriculture in the discussion on 
20th April, that in the long run British agriculture was likely to suffer 
more severely if we stood outside the Common Market than if we 
joined it. He also agreed that the balance of logical argument lay on 
the side of joining the Six, with suitable safeguards for agriculture. 
But the political difficulties of this course should not be under
estimated. British farmers were content with the present system of 
support, which insulated them from the effect of world prices; and 
they would be reluctant to consider an alternative system which lacked 
that obvious attraction. Moreover, though it should be possible to 
devise safeguards for most commodities, there would be some for 
which it would not be possible to provide protection. Horticulture, 
in particular, was bound to suffer serious damage. The political 
pressures from areas specialising in these commodities would be very 
severe. 

(/) The Lord Privy Seal said that the French Government had 
indicated that they were willing to discuss with us how we could 
join the Common market, or enter into a special association with it, 
so long as we were ready to make some concessions on Commonwealth 
trade and on British agriculture. They had made it plain that, while 
it was open to us to consider either course, they would greatly prefer 
membership to association. Hitherto, we had not been able to tell 
the French how far we were prepared to go, either on Commonwealth 
trade or on agriculture. If we could disclose to the French the sort 
of conditions which the Cabinet were now considering it was possible 
that further progress could be made in negotiation. Even so, it was 
doubtful whether it would be expedient for us to declare at the outset 
that we were prepared to accede to the Treaty of Rome before we 
had negotiated the necessary derogations. Such a declaration would 
involve us in political difficulties in this country: it would also leave 
us less room for manoeuvre in negotiation. It would be preferable 
to make further progress with the detailed negotiation of the necessary 
derogations before taking any final decision. The obligations which 
we had undertaken to consult with our partners in the Commonwealth 
and in E.F.T.A. were a further reason for preferring that course. 
It was evident that we could not accede to the Treaty of Rome without 
some economic damage, at least in the short term both to this country 
and to other countries of the Commonwealth; and, before a final 
decision was taken, the Cabinet should have before them a statement 
showing the balance of advantage and disadvantage in the course 
ultimately proposed. 

The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that this 
question must be viewed in the wider context of the East-West 
struggle. In this the Communist bloc were gaining ground and the 
Western countries were in some disarray. It was an article of 
Communist faith that capitalism would in the end destroy itself; 
and, given competing currencies and conflicting trade interests, there 
was a real risk of a growing economic weakness in the Western world 
unless its countries could find means of drawing more closely together. 
For some time after the war, in her years of political and economic 
weakness, Europe had been dependent on American aid and content 
to accept Anglo-Saxon leadership. Europe had now regained her 



strength, and a new situation had arisen. Different means must now 
be found for binding Europe within the wider Atlantic Community. 
The United Kingdom, as the bridge between Europe and North 
America, had the opportunity to take an initiative in this. We could 
of course decline that responsibility. It would be easy for us to put 
forward, as excuses, the need for preserving our special relations with 
other Commonwealth countries and protecting the interests of British 
agriculture. But, if we decided to stand aloof from inner Europe at 
this time, might we not find that the eventual damage to our interests 
would be even greater in terms of the secular struggle between East 
and West? We should not forget that in this struggle half of our 
Commonwealth partners and half of our partners in E.F.T.A. were 
neutral. Moreover, as the economic strength of the Six increased, 
other members of E.F.T.A. would certainly be under strong temptation 
to join it; and, to the extent that this happened, the economic position 
of the United Kingdom would be progressively undermined. The 
older members of the Commonwealth, though they would stand with 
us now, might then be obliged to turn increasingly towards the United 
States; and new world groupings would arise, as a result of which 
the United Kingdom would lose much of her influence in world affairs. 
These considerations suggested that, on a balance of advantage, it 
was in our interest to join the political and economic association of 
the Six if we could gain admission on terms which would be tolerable 
to us. A political initiative would be necessary, and France was 
certainly the key to the situation. Hitherto, General de Gaulle had 
not wished us to join the Six—presumably because he wanted France 
to retain the leadership of inner Europe. But his attitude might be 
changed if he could be brought to see that the West as a whole could 
not prevail against the Communists unless its leading countries worked 
together towards a wider unity in the free world as a whole. 

The Prime Minister said that at the present time France was, 
in more respects than one, a main obstacle in the way of creating a 
closer unity in the West. This had been a main theme in his recent 
discussions in Washington. He believed that he had persuaded 
President Kennedy that, if the free world was to present a united 
front to the Communists, General de Gaulle must be brought to see 
that France must co-operate more fully and effectively with her 
Western partners. First, she must take her full share of responsibility 
within the North Atlantic Alliance and accept its principle of 
interdependence. Secondly, if she was determined to continue with 
her nuclear programme, she must aim, not so much to create an 
independent national force, as to make a contribution to the strength 
of the Western deterrent as a whole, which should increasingly be 
regarded as held in trust on behalf of the free world as a whole. 
Thirdly, she must make it possible for the United Kingdom and some 
of the other members of E.F.T.A. to join with the Six in creating a 
wider political and economic association in Europe, if, in all these 
matters, she were willing to work for Western unity, she could take 
her rightful place with the United States and the United Kingdom as 
one of the pillars of the Western Alliance and thus earn the right 
to participate in the system of tripartite consultation which General 
de Gaulle demanded. 

The Prime Minister said that he hoped that President Kennedy 
would speak to General de Gaulle along these general lines in the 
course of his forthcoming visit to Paris. If so, we should be able to 
judge, in the light of the GeneraPs response, whether there was a 
basis for seeking wider political and economic association in Europe. 
If General de Gaulle was willing to consider this problem in the 
wider framework of the world situation, it should be possible to 
find a solution of the special economic difficulties which the United 
Kingdom Government would find in acceding to the Treaty of Rome 
as -it now stood. 



The conclusion reached by the Cabinet, in the light of this 
discussion and the earlier discussion on 20th April, was that the right
policy for the Government to follow at this stage was to work for a 
solution by which the United Kingdom (preferably with some of her 
partners in E.F.T.A.) would join with the countries of the Six in 
forming a wider political and economic association in Europe. It 
would be necessary, in negotiations with those countries, to secure 
special arrangements to preserve the main trading interests of the 
Commonwealth; a satisfactory relation with other members of 
E .F .TA. ; and special provisions for British agriculture to enable it 
to be brought into harmony with the general agricultural policy of 
the Six on a basis adequate to support the interests dependent on it. 
If, however, these points could be covered satisfactorily, either in a 
protocol to the Treaty or otherwise, there seemed to be no reason of 
principle why the United Kingdom should not accede to the Treaty 
of Rome, including its political institutions. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Took note that, in the course of his visit to Paris, President 

Kennedy might be able to ascertain whether the French 
Government were willing to co-operate more fully with 
their Western Allies on the general lines indicated by the 
Prime Minister in summing up the Cabinefs discussion. 

(2) Agreed	 that, if President Kennedy's approach elicited a 
favourable response from General de Gaulle, the United 
Kingdom should be ready to enter into further negotiations 
with a view to finding means by which the United 
Kingdom, together with some of her partners in E.F.T.A., 
could join with the countries of the Common Market in 
forming a wider political and economic association in 
Europe. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. 1, 
26th April, 1961. 
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* 1 . The Prime Minister said that, in the light of the military 
situation in Laos, there was increasing pressure from some members 
of the South-East Asia Treaty Organisation (SEATO) for preliminary 
military dispositions to be made with a view to implementing plans 
to intervene in Laos if a cease-fire could not be achieved in the very 
near future. He had been informed by the Prime Minister of New 
Zealand that his Government would be prepared to support such 
action. He had also received a similar message from the Prime 
Minister of Australia, stressing the danger to the Alliance if SEATO 
were shown to be ineffective and the difficulties which would arise 
if the United Kingdom Government were unable to participate in any 
intervention considered by SEATO to be necessary. 

The Prime Minister said that, while it could be argued that 
preparatory military action by SEATO might make the Pathet Lao 
more willing to agree to a cease-fire, it might well have the opposite 
effect. Moreover, the Soviet Government might cease to use their 
influence to bring about a cease-fire and to restrain the Communist 
Chinese Government. He had therefore sent a message on the 
previous evening to the President of the United States (Foreign 
Office telegram to Washington No. 3005) urging that further time 
should be allowed for the cease-fire to become effective and that 
the meeting of the SEATO Council which had been arranged for 
2nd May should be postponed until 3rd May. He had also asked 
whether the United States Government still considered that the plan 
for military intervention should be limited, as had been agreed in 
his meeting with President Kennedy at Key West, to the securing 
of certain bridgeheads on the Mekong River, including Vientiane. 
After this message had gone, news had been received in Washington 
that representatives of the two factions in Laos had met and were to 
meet again that day in order to arrange a cease-fire, and the United 
States Secretary of State had accordingly agreed that the meeting 
of the SEATO Council should be postponed until the following 
day. 

The Lord Privy Seal said that no confirmation had yet been 
received in London that a meeting to arrange a cease-fire had taken 
place in Laos. But, on balance, it would be preferable for the time 
being to avoid prejudicing the chance of a cease-fire by making 
any military movements. Our reluctance to authorise military 
preparations would no doubt be embarrassing in SEATO, but it 
would provide an opportunity for the military planning to be 
elucidated. Meanwhile, it had been suggested to the Prime Minister 
of India that he should use his influence to secure the agreement 
of the Soviet Foreign Minister that the members of the International 
Control Commission, who had formulated their report in Delhi, 
should go to Laos at once, without waiting for a cease-fire to become 
effective. For the time being it would be premature to bring the 
situation in Laos before the United Nations, since that could only 
lead to an acrimonious debate with the possibility of a resolution 
which would make intervention by SEATO, if that became 
necessary, even more difficult. 

Discussion showed that the Cabinet were in agreement that the 
efforts to secure a cease-fire in Laos should be continued and that 
it would be premature for the members of SEATO to make military 
dispositions in preparation for intervention at this stage. 
Nevertheless, if it became clear that the Communist forces were 
obstructing a cease-fire, it would be necessary for us to play our full 
part in whatever action SEATO might agree to take. In view of 
the morale of the Laotian Government troops, the prospects for 

* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex. 
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Minute 1) 
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Dock Strike 

successful military action in Laos were not good, and it would be 
desirable to limit intervention to the plan to secure certain 
bridgeheads across the Mekong River, which had been agreed 
between the Prime Minister and President Kennedy at Key West. 
There was some hope that, with the arrival of General Lemnitzer 
in Bangkok and Mr. Harriman in Laos, the United States authorities 
on the spot would take a more realistic view of the political and 
military difficulties in the way of intervention. 

While it would be difficult for the United States Government, 
after the failure of their policy in Cuba, to accept a further reverse, 
they might nevertheless decide that there were overriding political 
and military objections to intervention in Laos. In that event, it 
might be desirable to work for a resolution in the United Nations 
calling for a cessation of hostilities. In any case it might be necessary 
for the other members of SEATO to give substantial additional 
military and other assistance to Thailand, in order to prevent an 
extension of Communist infiltration. Military action to support 
Thailand would not be open to the political and practical difficulties 
which attached to intervention in Laos. 

The Prime Minister said that the Cabinet would need to give 
further consideration to the question of military action by SEATO 
in the light of any reply which he might receive from President 
Kennedy and of the outcome of the negotiations for a cease-fire. 
Meanwhile the United Kingdom military authorities in Bangkok 
should be informed of the views which he had conveyed to President 
Kennedy about military planning and preparations. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited	 the Minister of Defence to inform the United 

Kingdom military authorities in Bangkok of the views 
which the Prime Minister had conveyed to President 
Kennedy about military planning and preparations. 

(2) Agreed to resume their discussion at their next meeting. 

2. The Minister of Labour said that there was so far no 
improvement in the situation in the London docks, where an 
unofficial strike, arising out of the use of listed labour, with the 
approval of the London Dock Labour Board, by an employer at 
Lower 01iver's Wharf, had led to a stoppage of work affecting half 
the port. If the strike continued it might be necessary to take 
emergency action, including the use of troops; but for the time being, 
in the hope of avoiding a severe economic dislocation, it was 
preferable to continue to seek a settlement by negotiation. 

The Cabinet were in general agreement that it would be 
preferable to avoid taking special measures, such as the use of troops, 
at present, since this would almost certainly lead to a complete 
stoppage in the London docks, and probably at other ports also. 
Nevertheless this dispute, following other unofficial strikes in the 
London docks, would have a deplorable effect on our economy and 
exports. The Government would be likely to receive a wide measure 
of public support if it became necessary to take firm action. 

It was not clear how far this and similar strikes were being 
fomented by Communist agents. The result of the current legal 
action against officials of the Electrical Trades Union might provide 
a good opportunity for exposing Communist influences in the trades 
union movement, and the possibility of bringing criminal proceedings 
in this connection should not be overlooked. 

It was suggested that the Government should consider whether 
any steps should be taken, such as the preparation of legislation, 
which would enable them at the appropriate time to take advantage 



of public support for any suitable measures to deal with the 
deterioration in industrial relations. This was a question which 
had been considered on a number of occasions in the past. It had 
been found that there were serious objections to imposing a legal 
requirement for a secret ballot before strike action, and any attempt 
to make unofficial strikes illegal raised difficult questions of penalties 
and enforcement. The real problem at present was how to restore 
the authority of the trades unions. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Minister of Labour to circulate a memorandum 
on current industrial relations problems, with particular 
reference to unofficial strikes. 

3. The Lord Privy Seal said that the announcement of the 
engagement of the King of Jordan to the daughter, who had become 
a Moslem, of one of the members of the British Military Mission 
in Jordan might have grave consequences for the regime. It had not 
been possible to dissuade the King from taking this step, and he 
was confident that he could deal with any unrest which it might 
occasion. Plans were in existence, in the event of serious disturbances 
developing, for the evacuation of British residents from Jordan. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.I, 
2nd May, 1961. 
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George Blake 


CC. 26 (61) 

 1. The Cabinet were informed that it was probable that Lord 
 Stansgate, if he secured a majority of the votes in the by-election at 
 Bristol, would attempt to take his place in the House of Commons on 

 8th May. It was the intention of the Speaker to prevent this, on the 
 ground that he was a Peer, and it was proposed that the Government 

 should move a resolution in support of the Speakers ruling. The 
 Opposition were likely to move that Lord Stansgate be heard at the 

g f  t  House. It would be necessary to resist this; for, a r  0 n e

while Parliamentary time might be saved if Lord Stansgate were 
allowed to make a statement, this would be both contrary to the correct 
view of the precedents and unacceptable to the Government^ 
supporters in the House. 

The Cabinet were also informed of the business to be taken in the 
House of Commons in the following week. 

2. The Prime Minister said that great public anxiety had been 
aroused by the case of George Blake, who at the Centra! Criminal 
Court on the previous day had pleaded guilty to five charges under 
the Official Secrets Act and had been sentenced to terms of 
imprisonment totalling 42 years. The Speaker was unwilling to allow 
a Private Notice Question about this, as several Questions had 
already been placed on the Order Paper for answer in the following 
week. The Prime Minister felt however that, in view of the strength 
of public feeling, it would be expedient for him to make a statement in 
the House of Commons after Questions that afternoon; and a similar 
statement might be made in the House of Lords. He outlined to the 
Cabinet the general lines of the statement which he was proposing to 
make. This would make it clear that Blake, though he had been 
temporarily employed under the Foreign Office, had never been an 
established member of the Foreign Service; that, after being a prisoner 
in Communist hands in Korea, he was subjected to full security 
vetting before being re-employed; that he had never joined the 
Communist Party or any of its affiliated organisations; that he had 
received no payment for the information which he had conveyed to 
the Russians; and that what he did had been done as a result of 
conversion to a genuine belief in the Communist system. The trial had 
been held almost wholly in camera. If therefore he were pressed to 
disclose the nature of Blake's official duties or to indicate what 
information had been passed to the Russians, he would take the line 
that it would not be proper for him to say in Parliament more than 
had been said in open court. It must be expected that there would be 
pressure for some sort of enquiry. He proposed to resist this. He 
would, however, offer to discuss the case with the Leader of the 
Opposition and one or two Privy Councillors from the Opposition side 
of the House. 

The following points were raised in discussion : 
(a) As a result of this case there would be strong pressure for some 

further strengthening of security procedures in the public service. The 
Prime Minister said that on this point he could say that he was awaiting 
the report of the Committee under the Chairmanship of Sir Charles 
Romer, which was considering the security aspects of the recent case 
of espionage at an Admiralty establishment at Portland. He could 
promise that, in the light of that report, he would consider whether 
any further and wider review of security procedures should be made. 

(/?) It was also suggested that the anxiety aroused by this case 
might provide an opportunity for taking fresh measures to restrict the 
leakage of official information to the Press. The Prime Minister said 
that this was quite a different issue, but he would consider whether 
this was a favourable opportunity for taking further measures to deal 
with it. 
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Minute 3 and 
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The Cabinet— 
Took note of the general lines of the statement which the 
Prime Minister would make in the House of Commons that 
afternoon about the conviction of George Blake of offences 
under the Official Secrets Act; and agreed that the Lord 
President should make a similar statement in the House of 
Lords. 

 3 . The Lord Privy Seal said that progress was now being made 
 towards an effective cease-fire in Laos. It could therefore be expected 

 the SEATO Council, whose meeting had been postponed, would 
 not press the suggestion that military dispositions should be made to 

 prepare for intervention in Laos. It was also likely that the Soviet 
 Government would now agree that the International Control 

 Commission should proceed at once to Laos. It would be advisable to 
 resist the suggestion of the French Government that the international 

 conference, which was due to commence on 12th May, should be 
postponed for a few days in order to overcome the reluctance of Prince 
Sihanouk, who had been rebuffed by the King of Laos, to participate: 
it was desirable that the conference should commence its proceedings 
without delay. 

t n a t

The United States Government were now concentrating on 
securing an effective cease-fire in Laos. If the truce were made and 
subsequently broken, they were now inclined to favour an approach 
to the United Nations on the basis of a resolution calling for the 
despatch of observers to report on any breach of the cease-fire 
conditions in Laos; and work was in hand on the preparation of a draft 
resolution, which, might be jointly sponsored by ourselves and the 
Russians. On military planning we continued to keep in close touch 
with the United States authorities both in Washington and in South-
East Asia. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Lord Privy Seal. 

4. The Lord Privy Seal said that the recent discussions between 
officials of the United Kingdom and French Governments about the 
possibility of forming a wider political and economic association in 
Europe had been more encouraging. The French representatives had 
seemed ready to recognise that any settlement must be acceptable to 
our partners in the European Free Trade Association, and had shown 
special interest in the possibility of an agreement on agricultural policy. 
He would arrange for an account of the meeting to be circulated. 

In discussion it was pointed out that we should not know for some 
time, perhaps not until the end of June, whether the French Govern
ment would be prepared to enter into genuine negotiations on this 
problem. Only then would it be possible for the Cabinet to decide 
whether, preferably with some of our partners in the European Free 
Trade Association, we should seek to join with the countries of the 
Common Market in forming a wider political and economic 
association. In reaching that decision, it would be essential to take full 
account of the pledges which had been given to British agriculture. It 
would be important that the farmers should be taken fully into 
consultation on our policy as it developed. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Lord Privy Seal to circulate an account of the 
discussions which had taken place between officials of the 
United Kingdom and French Governments on 2nd and 
3rd May. 
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5. The Lord Privy Seal said that there was so far no confirmation 
of reports that a number of Ghanaian soldiers and two British officers, 
who were in the United Nations force in the Congo, had been killed 
by Congolese troops. We had represented that Mr. Tshombe, who had 
been taken into custody by Congolese forces after his refusal to 
co-operate with other Congolese leaders in the constitutional 
conference, should be released in order that he could play a 
constructive part in these discussions. It had not yet been possible to 
persuade the United Nations authorities to intercede on his behalf. 

The problem of financing the United Nations operations in the 
Congo was becoming urgent. He proposed, after consulting the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, to circulate a memorandum on this 
subject. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Lord Privy Seal. 

6. The Minister of Labour said that the unofficial strike in the 
London docks had now come to an end, and the men concerned had 
returned to work without having obtained any concession from the 
London Dock Labour Board or the employers. It was to be hoped 
that this result would lessen the influence of the unofficial leaders, and 
that advantage could be taken of the fact that the position of the union 
representatives had been strengthened. 

No progress had been made, however, towards a settlement of the 
long-standing official dispute on Merseyside, the real cause of which 
lay in inter-union rivalry. A meeting was to be held that day between 
the interests concerned, under the chairmanship of the regional 
conciliation officer of the Ministry of Labour. 

The Minister said that he would circulate to the Cabinet a 
memorandum on current problems of industrial relations. He would 
also arrange for the appropriate inter-departmental committee of 
officials to examine the current trend of Communist influence in 
industry. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Minister of Labour. 

7. The Cabinet had before them a note by the Chancellor of the 
Duchy of Lancaster (C. (61) 56), to which was annexed the report of a 
Committee of Ministers appointed to consider means of increasing the 
United KingdonVs earnings from oversea visitors to this country. 

The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster said that, although the 
last few years had seen a rapid increase both in the number of 
tourists and other visitors from overseas and in the earnings derived 
from them, a number of Western European countries had achieved an 
even greater increase in their tourist traffic. The Committee had 
considered what were the principal factors deterring tourists from 
coming to this country and what might be done to mitigate their effects. 

The principal deterrent was the lack of hotel accommodation, in 
particular for visitors in the middle income groups. Many were unable 
to find the accommodation they required and it was estimated that by 
1965 there would be a shortage of 18,000 good-class hotel bedrooms. 
The Committee therefore recommended some form of tax relief, e.g.— 



the application to hotels of the present industrial building allowance— 
to encourage the building of new hotels and the provision of new 
bedrooms and bathrooms at existing ones. Exchequer loans at the 
ruling rate of interest might also be made for projects of the same kind, 
for which it was at present difficult to obtain credit on acceptable 
terms. 

Secondly, it was recommended that the carnet/triptyque system 
should be suspended for a trial period of two years, on the 
understanding that it would be reintroduced if the experiment resulted 

in a significant evasion of duty and tax. This could be measured by 
a simple check on the number of cars imported and exported by 
visitors from abroad. 

Other deterrents were the conditions for passengers at the packet 
ports, the meagre facilities for camping and caravanning in this 
country and the lack of provision of " all-in " holidays of the type 
familiar on the Continent. This and other aspects of the whole 
question were now to be more energetically handled by the 
British Travel and Holidays Association, under its new Chairman and 
Deputy Chairman. 

Discussion showed that there was some division of opinion in the 
Cabinet on the proposal for some special form of Exchequer help for 
the building and extension of hotels. A substantial building 
programme was already in progress and any form of subsidy to 
private enterprise was unwelcome to a section of the Governments 
supporters. It would, moreover, be difficult to resist pressure for 
extending the principle to other undertakings, such as shops and 
offices, which would justly claim that they were contributing to 
tourism and other forms of export trade. On the other hand, there 
was relatively little profit to be made from building and operating 
hotels below the luxury class, and the demand would certainly not be 
met unless some special stimulus were offered. Tourism was the one 
form of export which could legitimately be subsidised and, if the 
objections to an Exchequer subsidy were too great, assistance might 
perhaps be provided by the local authorities. 

On the question of the carnet/triptyque system, the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer said that this served a dual purpose: by enabling the 
Customs to trace cars which were sold after being imported without 
the payment of either duty or purchase tax, it acted as a deterrent to 
evasion; and it provided at the same time a means by which the 
Revenue could recover any losses which might be incurred. Once the 
system was suspended it could hardly be reintroduced, and the 
consequent loss to the Revenue was estimated as upwards of £1 million 
a year. 

On the other hand, it was pointed out that all other Western 
European countries had abandoned the system without, apparently, 
incurring serious loss of Revenue. The primary reason might have 
been that the volume of road traffic across land frontiers made 
the system administratively unworkable and the different systems of 
taxation on the Continent offered less inducement to the smuggling of 
motor cars. Nevertheless, our retention of the system, like the 
elaborate documentation which we alone still required for private 
aircraft, was much criticised by visitors from abroad and almost 
certainly constituted a significant obstacle to the expansion of our 
tourist trade. A number of simpler alternatives had been considered 
by the Committee; but while these, together with the contacts 
developed between the car licensing authorities and the Customs, could 
serve for the tracing of smuggled cars, they all lacked the element of 
insurance for the Revenue which the present system provided. 

Further discussion showed that there was general agreement in 
the Cabinet on the need for improving the passenger facilities at the 
ports. At many of them, however, expenditure was inhibited by 
uncertainty about the prospects of a Channel tunnel and a final 
decision on this was desirable. Meanwhile, a tour of the ports was 



shortly to be undertaken by the Joint Parliamentary Secretary, 
Ministry of Transport, Lord Chesham, who might be accompanied by 
representatives of the Home Office, the Ministry of Works and the 
British Transport Commission. 

Summing up the discussion the Prime Minister said that before 
final decisions were reached further consideration should be given to 
the issues in the report which had not been resolved (including the 
question of camping facilities in the National Parks). The Cabinet 
should also have the opportunity to consider a report by Lord 
Chesham on conditions at the ports. Subject to these points, the report 
appeared to be acceptable to the Cabinet and action might be initiated 
on the lines recommended. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited	 the Chancellor of the Exchequer to give further 

consideration to the proposal for some form of Exchequer 
assistance for the building and extension of hotels. 

(2) Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in consultation with 
the Minister of Transport to give further consideration to 
the possibility of abandoning the carnet/triptyque system. 

(3) Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in consultation with 
the Minister of Aviation, to consider the documentation 
required for private aircraft arriving from abroad. 

(4) Invited the Minister of Transport to circulate a report on the 
improvement of the facilities for passengers at the main 
passenger ports. 

(5) Subject to further consideration of the matters mentioned in 
Conclusions (1), (2) and (4) above, and of the question of 
camping facilities in the National Parks, approved the 
recommendations in the report annexed to C. (61) 56. 

(6) Agreed-to	 resume at a later meeting their discussion of the 
outstanding questions on the report. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. 1, 
4th May, 1961. 
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Security in 
the Public 
Service 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 26th 
Conclusions. 
Minute 2) 

Education 
Scottish 
Teachers 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 20th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 5) 

Parliament 

SECRET 

C.C. 27 (61) 

1. The Prime Minister said that he had now discussed the case of 
George Blake with representatives of the Opposition in the House of 
Commons, and had decided, after consultation with the Home 
Secretary and the Lord Privy Seal, to appoint a committee of enquiry 
into security in the public service. The committee, which would be 
given broad terms of reference, would not consist of Privy Councillors 
as such. He would appoint an independent chairman of high status 
and would consider whether it was desirable to include any Members 
of Parliament. The committee would submit their report to the Prime 
Minister, who would then have further consultations with the Leader 
of the Opposition. This course should go some way to alleviate 
present public anxiety and might strengthen the Governments hand if 
they decided that there was a case for improving security procedures. 

2. The Secretary of State for Scotland said that he proposed to 
reaffirm, in a debate in the House of Commons that day on teachers' 
salaries in Scotland, his decision not to approve an increase of more 
than about \2\ per cent, (subject possibly to some minor upward 
adjustment). The teachers' strike in Glasgow was still in progress and 
he would not, therefore, mention any possibility of a special allowance 
for Glasgow teachers. 

The Minister of Education said that, contrary to expectation, the 
local authorities in England and Wales were preparing to make an offer 
to the teachers which would add about 17 per cent, to the total cost of 
salaries. This would put the Government in a very difficult position 
since, unlike the Secretary of State for Scotland, the Minister had not 
power to modify, but only to accept or reject, an agreed recommenda
tion from the Burnharn Committee. He proposed shortly to circulate 
to the Cabinet a memorandum on the present situation. 

In discussion it was generally agreed that, until the Cabinet had 
had the opportunity to consider developments in the negotiations in 
England and Wales, the Secretary of State for Scotland should 
reaffirm his decision. This had been well received in the Press and it 
was possible that the Government might not find themselves without 
public support if they adopted a similarly firm attitude to the 
Burnham Committee. 

The Cabinet— 

(I) Invited	 the Secretary of State for Scotland to reaffirm his 
decision to approve an increase of pay for Scottish teachers 
(subject to minor modifications) of not more than about 
\2\ per cent. 

(2) Invited the Minister of Education to circulate a memorandum 
on the current negotiations in the Burnham Committee. 

3. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in the 
House of Commons in the following week. 

Parliament would adjourn for the Whitsun recess on 19th May 
and would reassemble on 30th May. 

In order to make as much progress as possible with Government 
business, it would probably be necessary that the House should sit until 
3rd August. Consideration would be given later to the possible need 
to resume the session after the summer recess. 
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(Previous 
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Minute 3) 

Congo 
Republic 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 26th 
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Minute 5) 

 4. The Foreign Secretary said that at the last meeting of the 
 Central Treaty Organisation the Turkish representatives had privately 
 expressed apprehensions to him about the future of Iran. The Shah 

 had now dissolved the Iranian Parliament and had appointed a new 
 Government upon whose loyalty and integrity he thought he could 

j y x^ere were indications that the Soviet Government would 
maintain and even increase their pressure upon Iran with the aim of 
securing the downfall of the regime and detaching the country from 
the West. 

r e  

5. The Foreign Secretary said that the meeting of the North 
Atlantic Council at Oslo had provided an opportunity for discussions 
between the United Kingdom, United States and French 
representatives, together with representatives of the Federal German 
Government, about the problem of Berlin. It was generally agreed 
that there would be no advantage in the Western Powers taking the 
initiative for negotiations, as there were no new proposals they could 
put forward. The Federal German Foreign Minister had made very 
clear to him that they could not accept the idea of an interim 
settlement during which the two Germanies would be expected to 
negotiate a settlement. Mr. Khrushchev might well put forward 
proposals for Berlin, which might appear not unreasonable to neutral 
opinion, and he would be likely in due course to sign a treaty with the 
East German Government, as a result of which, he would assert, the 
status of and access to West Berlin would be matters for negotiation 
with that Government. It was therefore necessary to consider with 
our allies what course we should follow in such a situation. The first 
step would be for us to have urgent discussions with the United States 
authorities. 

It seemed that the United States and Federal German Govern
ments now agreed that a requirement to obtain passes from the East 
German, instead of Soviet, authorities would not of itself justify 
military action, and that the test should be whether allied access was 
in fact obstructed or the freedom of West Berlin threatened. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Foreign Secretary. 

6. The Foreign Secretary said that at the international con
ference which was about to begin at Geneva he would continue to work 
for agreement on the neutrality of Laos under the supervision of an 
international commission, which might be somewhat larger than the 
existing Commission. Although this might be acceptable to the Soviet 
Government, the Communist Chinese authorities might be aggressive 
and intransigent. The United States authorities were considering a 
number of possibilities, including the demilitarisation of Laos or its 
partition. There was, however, little chance of securing partition by 
agreement, in view of the positions which Pathet Lao forces had 
already occupied. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Foreign Secretary. 

7. The Foreign Secretary said that Mr. Tshombe was unharmed 
but under arrest, and in view of the attitude of the United Nations 
authorities there seemed little chance of securing his release. The 
co-operation between Mr. Kasavubu and General Mobutu afforded 
some hope that a satisfactory plan might be evolved to retrain the 
Congolese forces and that further progress might be made towards a 
constitutional settlement in the Congo on federal lines. 
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Opening of 
Parliament 
Television 
Facilities 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (60) 43rd 
Conclusions, 
Minute 6) 

Coal 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (60) 64th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 6) 

8. The Home Secretary said that the Home Affairs Committee 
had considered an application from the British Broadcasting 
Corporation (BBC) for permission to televise the State Opening of the 
next session of Parliament. The Committee on Broadcasting, under 
the Chairmanship of Sir Harry Pilkington, were expected to report 
early in the following year and the atmosphere of controversy which 
their report would generate would make it inappropriate that the State 
Opening should be televised in 1962. The choice therefore lay 
between broadcasting the ceremony in the following session or not at 
all in the present Parliament: the balance of opinion in the Home 
Affairs Committee had been in favour of the latter. 

Discussion showed that there was general agreement in the 
Cabinet with this conclusion. Public demand for a broadcast of the 
State Opening did not appear to be strong. If this were entrusted to 
the BBC for the second time in succession, the Independent Television 
Authority (ITA) must be expected to complain. An alternative 
suggestion that excerpts from a film of the ceremony might be 
broadcast was not wholly suited to the nature of the occasion and was 
likely to be unacceptable to both the BBC and the ITA. 

The C a b i n e t -
Endorsed the conclusion of the Home Affairs Committee that 
the State Opening should not be televised during the present 
Parliament. 

9. The Cabinet had before them memoranda by the Minister of 
Power (C. (61) 60) and the President of the Board of Trade (C. (61) 62) 
about imports of United States coal. 

The Minister of Power said that the Steel Company of Wales had 
applied for a licence to import 250,000 tons of coking coal from the 
United States, in order to secure economies in steel production, and 
to guard against the possibility that home supplies of coking coal might 
be insufficient. In the opinion of the Iron and Steel Board the use 
of United States coal would in some cases save as much as 50s. a ton, 
but on average costs the saving ranged from 2s. 6d. to 22s. a ton. The 
Iron and Steel Board took the view that the steel industry should have 
free access to the cheapest and best raw materials in order to meet 
competition from European coastal plants which were using United 
States coal, but they estimated that, since steel producers would be 
unwilling to rely too heavily on imports, the demand for United States 
coal would be restricted to 2 million tons. 

Imports of coal from outside the sterling area were not allowed 
at present, and this application raised important issues of policy The 
National Coal Board claimed that British cokins coal was still 
the cheapest in Europe, and they pointed out that a rise in freight rates 
might eliminate the price advantage of United States coal. It would 
be impossible to restrict any concession to the present application or 
even to the steel industry, and if imports were allowed from the United 
States it was likely that we should also have to allow additional imports 
from Europe. This might lead to a reduction in the demand for 
British coal of up to 25 million tons; the consequent closing of pits and 
the dissipation of labour would raise the gravest social and political 
difficulties, and would also involve the risk of a serious coal shortage in 
the future. It would therefore seem right to consider the question of 
coal imports against the background of the proposals for the future of 
the coal industry, which the Chairman of the National Coal Board was 
expected to put forward later in the summer, and to take into account 
possible developments in connexion with the Treaty of Rome. Until 
the whole question had been studied by officials the appMcation should 
not be granted. 



The President of the Board of Trade said that there was a very 
strong case for allowing the application. In addition to direct exports, 
the steel industry provided the main basic material of the engineering 
industry which now accounted for 45 per cent, of our exports. The 
steel industry should be encouraged to make itself more competitive in 
export markets, and to allow access to cheaper coal would to some 
extent offset the competitive disadvantage which had resulted from 
the increased duty on fuel oil. There might well be a case in present 
circumstances for bringing the virtual monopoly of the National Coal 
Board to an end, though it would certainly follow that the Board 
should be relieved of the statutory obligations which prevented them 
from adjusting their prices so as to meet competition from imported 
coal and other fuels. 

It was the general view of the Cabinet that, having regard to the 
important social, economic and political issues which were involved, 
it would not be possible to grant the application of the Steel Company 
of Wales at the present time. On the other hand it would be 
unjustifiable to reject the application out of hand. Although imports 
of coal would require additional foreign expenditure, balance of 
payments considerations could not be put forward to justify preventing 
the steel industry, which was the basis of a large part of our export 
earnings, from obtaining raw materials as cheaply as possible. 
Moreover the existence of the application, even if it were held in 
suspense, would encourage the National Coal Board to adopt a realistic 
attitude in working out their plans for the future of the coal industry. 
The application should therefore be held in suspense while the whole 
problem, including the possibility of adjusting the statutory obligations 
of the National Coal Board, the effect of freight rate charges on the 
cost of imports, and the repercussions on other industries, including the 
railways, was studied. For this purpose the Chairman of the 
National Coal Board should be asked to accelerate the submission of 
his proposals for the future of the coal industry, and to indicate what 
measures might be open to the Board to meet the problem of allowing 
the steel industry access to cheaper coal. 

The Prime Minister said that he would appoint a committee of 
Ministers to consider the future of the coal industry and the problem 
of coal imports. The Minister of Power should ask the Chairman of 
the National Coal Board to put forward his proposals for the industry 
as soon as possible and in the meantime to indicate how far the Board 
might require greater commercial freedom if it were decided to allow 
additional coal imports. The President of the Board of Trade should 
draft, in consultation with the Minister of Power, an announcement 
explaining that the application of the Steel Company of Wales was 
being held in suspense while the Government studied the important 
social and economic problems involved. 

The Cabinet— 

(1) Took note that the Prime Minister would appoint a committee 
of Ministers to consider the future of the coal industry and 
the problem of coal imports. 

(2) Invited the Minister of Power to discuss this question with the 
Chairman of the National Coal Board. 

(3) Invited	 the President of the Board of Trade to draft, in 
consultation with the Minister of Power, an announcement 
explaining that the application of the Steel Company of 
Wales was being held in suspense. 

British 10. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Lord 
Sugar President of the Council (C. (61) 61) about the British Sugar 
Corporation Corporation. 



The Lord President said that the British Sugar Corporation was in 
form an ordinary limited company but in fact, being the agency 
through which the Government carried out their support policy for 
the beet sugar industry, it exercised a monopoly under financial 
arrangements which guaranteed the shareholders, the great majority of 
whom were private persons and institutions, dividends of 7 per cent, 
without any risk of loss. The Corporation could not increase the 
dividend or issue bonus shares without the consent of the Agriculture 
Ministers and the Treasury, but its reserves were steadily growing as 
a result of payments made by the Sugar Board under an incentive 
agreement and" now stood at over £7 millions. A minority of share
holders had recently been demanding some benefit from the growth 
in the reserves which legally form part of the equity. It was 
anomalous that the equity of the Corporation was largely in private 
hands, and the Economic Policy Committee had therefore considered 
a proposal by the Minister of Agriculture for the reconstruction of the 
Corporation. This would provide for the equity to take the form of 
a nominal shareholding, to be held either by the Treasury or, 
preferably, the Sugar Board, while the existing ordinary shares were 
converted into cumulative preference shares bearing interest at 8 per 
cent, and repayable at par in the event of winding up. It was 
probable, though not certain, that this proposal would secure the 
support of the necessary 75 per cent, majority of the shareholders. 

In discussion it was argued that the Government should refuse to 
approve any increase in the dividend. The present shareholders, who 
received a reasonable return on their money without any commercial 
risk, had bought their shares in the knowledge that the dividend was 
limited; and the Government would expose themselves to political 
criticism if they gave way to pressure from the shareholders by offering 
them an undeserved benefit which they were in any event likely to 
regard as inadequate. The proposed method of reconstruction would, 
moreover, be criticised as closely akin to nationalising the Corporation. 

It was pointed out, on the other hand, that the reserves would 
continue to grow unless the incentive agreement was abrogated (which 
would probably lead to reduced efficiency in the industry). The 
problem would therefore become steadily more difficult to handle and 
the Government could not hope to escape political criticism if they 
made no move. The proposed reconstruction was acceptable to the 
Chairman of the Corporation and could be regarded as the best way of 
disposing of an anomalous situation at a relatively low cost of 
£50,000 a year, which would be payable by the Sugar Board and not 
by the Exchequer. 

The Prime Minister said that much would depend on the attitude 
of the shareholders to the proposed reconstruction. Before the 
Cabinet reached a decision, therefore, it was desirable that the views 
of the institutions holding shares in the Corporation should be 
obtained. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the Minister	 of Agriculture to seek the views of the 

institutions holding shares in the British Sugar Corporation 
on the proposal to reconstruct the Corporation put forward 
in C. (61)61. 

(2) Agreed	 to resume their discussion of C. (61) 61 at a later 
meeting. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.1, 
11th May, 1961. 
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Parliament 1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the week after the Whitsun recess. 

Federation 
of Rhodesia 
and 
Nyasaland 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 14th 
Conclusions) 

Educat ion 

Teachers' 
Salaries 

(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 27th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 2) 

2. The Colonial Secretary said that the Governor of Northern 
Rhodesia was continuing discussions with representatives of the main 
political groups in the territory on the basis of the proposals for 
constitutional change which the Government had announced in 
February (Cmnd. 1295). It had not yet been possible to work out 
within the framework of these proposals modifications which would 
made them acceptable to the United Federal Party leaders. It would 
shortly be necessary to decide whether these discussions should be 
brought to a conclusion, even if the proposals remained unacceptable 
to the United Federal Party, before the referendum on the 
constitutional proposals for Southern Rhodesia took place. This 
might have serious implications for the future of the Federation. It 
was possible that the Prime Minister of Southern Rhodesia might in 
any case find it necessary to defer the date of the referendum. He 
would keep in close consultation with the Commonwealth Secretary, 
and would bring the matter before the Cabinet at an early date. 

3. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum oy the 
Minister of Education (C. (6i) 63) about the current negotiations on 
teachers' salaries in England and Wales. 

The Minister of Education said that in England and Wales the 
local authorities had originally offered a basic scale of £550-£ 1,100, 
representing an increase of 10 per cent, on the total cost of salaries. 
This had been rejected by the teachers, whose claim had been for a 
36 per cent, increase. Following the offer by the Secretary of State 
of about 12-1 per cent, in Scotland, the English local authorities had 
made a revised offer of a little over 13 per cent.; but this also had 
been rejected by the teachers. A strong element among the 
authorities now had it in mind to offer a scale of £600-£ 1,200, which 
represented an increase of 17-18 per cent, and would cost £61 millions 
a year. This the teachers would probably accept. The figure was 
related to the 17 per cent, offered by the Secretary of State (within 
his over-all offer of 12+ per cent.) to male graduates in Scotland, 
where there were separate scales for men and women and for graduate 
and non-graduate teachers. In England and Wales, on the other 
hand, there was a single basic scale with differentials for posts of 
special responsibility, with the result that it was impossible to make 
the same offer to male graduates as had been made in Scotland 
without giving an equivalent and unjustifiable inciuvse to all teachers. 
Unlike the Secretary of State for Scotland, the Minister had not power 
to modify, but only to accept or reject, an agreed Burnham 
recommendation; and to reject such a recommendation for the first 
time would arouse much indignation throughout the education 
service. There was a reasonable chance that at their next meeting 
on 29th May the local authorities might fail to agree among 
themselves and would seek the Minister^ advice. It might be 
possible to persuade them to make an offer of £575-£ 1.200, 
representing an increase of 16 per cent. The cost of this would be 
about £58 millions a year, of which about £32 millions would fall on 
the Exchequer. If there were a breakdown in the negotiations, the 
local authorities would be tempted to put upon the Government the 
responsibility for the failure to reach a settlement and for the 
widespread teachers' strikes which must be expected to follow. 
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In discussion it was recognised that it would be almost impossible 
to reconcile a concession of more than about 14 per cent, in England 
and Wales with the Government's decision, which had attracted 
considerable public support, to offer only 12i per cent, in Scotland. 
The only alternative, however, was for the Government to take 
responsibility for the damaging consequences either of a breakdown 
in the negotiations or of rejecting an agreed recommendation. At 
least at the.present stage it would be unwise to alienate the authorities 
by indicating in advance that the Minister would not approve a 
recommendation for a greater increase. If, however, they failed to 
agree among themselves or made an offer which was rejected by the 
teachers, it might be possible to make some progress towards resolving 
the situation by calling the two sides of the Burnham Committee 
together to meet the Minister. 

The present dilemma illustrated the unsatisfactory nature of the 
negotiating machinery. Similar embarrassments must be expected 
to recur unless in the future the negotiations and settlements in 
England and Wales and in Scotland could be synchronised. It was 
also for consideration whether the Education Act, 1944, should not 
be amended so as to empower the Minister, like the Secretary of 
State, to modify agreed recommendations. In addition, it was most 
desirable that the whole salary structure for teachers in England 
and Wales should be reorganised so as to dispense with the single 
basic scale upon which it had for some years been founded. 

Summing up the discussion the Prime Minister said that in the 
dilemma with which the Government were faced the best course 
seemed to be to await the outcome of the local authorities' meeting 
on 29th May. Meanwhile it would be as well to give further 
consideration to the possibilities of reorganising the negotiating 
machinery and to warning the local authorities that, if the Burnham 
Committee submitted an agreed recommendation which the 
Government could not approve, the future of the existing machinery 
might be called in question. 

The Cabinet— 
(I) Invited	 the Minister of Education to inform them 

immediately of the outcome of the meeting on 29th May 
of the local authorities' side of the Burnham Committee. 

(2) Invited the Secretary of State for	 Scotland and the Minister 
of Education, in consultation with the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, to put before them in due course proposals 
for reorganising the machinery for negotiating teachers' 
salaries. 

4. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Minister of Labour (C. (61) 64) about current problems of industrial 
relations. 

The Minister of Labour said that the major problem of industrial 
relations in recent years was the prevalence of unofficial strikes, 
frequently arising out of petty grievances, particularly in four 
industr ies-coal mining, shipbuilding and repairing, motor 
manufacturing and the docks. There was little scope for the Ministry 
of Labour to exercise its conciliatory functions openly in unofficial 
disputes. Legislation against strikes would be undesirable, since it 
would be strongly opposed by the trades unions and would do serious 
damage to industrial relations generally. Moreover there would be 
great practical difficulties of definition and enforcement. The best 
approach was to seek to strengthen the authority of the responsible 
elements in the trade union movement, and to encourage better 
industrial relations at all levels, by improved management and greater 
co-operation from labour, especially in the strike-prone industries. 



This policy w a s already achieving encouraging results. Following 
discussions with the motor industry* there were indications that the 
unions were prepared to exercise their authority in unofficial strikes. 
In shipbuilding the recommendations of the Shipbuilding Advisory 
Councils Sub-Committee on Prospects should be pursued, and the 
Employers' Federation were at present working out proposals for 
securing improved relations in the industry. As regards the docks, 
the employers would shortly formulate a plan to provide greater 
continuity of employment, which would facilitate better relations; 
and steps were being taken to improve the organisation and the 
quality of the officials of the unions concerned. In coal mining, it 
would be appropriate to seek the views of the new chairman of the 
National Coal Board on industrial relations in the industry. 

When the result of the current law suit against officials of the 
Electrical Trades Union became known, it would be necessary to 
consider whether any further steps could be taken to deal with abuses 
of trades union procedures. His inclination was to avoid legislation, 
since this would be resented by trade unionists generally, and to use 
the case primarily to expose Communist influences in the movement. 

In discussion the following points were made: 
(a) The Commonwealth Secretary said that he was not convinced 

that there were insuperable practical difficulties in amending trade 
union law so as to remove some of the existing protections given to 
workers and unions. For instance, it might be made possible for 
union funds to be attached if damage could be proved as a result of a 
strike, whether official or unofficial, if it were supported by the union, 
in breach of a labour agreement. 

In reply, it was pointed out that the result of legislation on these 
lines would be to make all strikes unofficial. Unofficial strikes were 
in most cases not supported by the union, and rarely arose from the 
breach of any specific agreement. To render unions' funds liable to 
attachment would be unfair to responsible elements in the unions and 
would undoubtedly provoke deep resentment. 

(b) The possibility of legislation to improve the supervision of 
trade union affairs ought not to be ruled out. The Electrical Trades 
Union case might show that the existing powers to deal with abuses 
were sufficient, and it might be decided to bring criminal proceedings. 
The case would provide an opportunity to consider whether the 
existing powers of the Registrar of Friendly Societies to intervene 
in trade union affairs should be strengthened. 

(c) There was great variation, not only between industries but 
between firms in the same industry, in the attention given to the 
management of labour. Management study ought to be an important 
subject in technical and university education in this country, as it 
already was abroad. The efforts of the British Institute of 
Management in this field should be encouraged. 

(cl) The problem of industrial relations was inseparable from 
that of restrictive practices in the labour field. The multiplicity of 
unions was a particularly serious disadvantage. Consideration should 
be given to the possibility of devising some means of exposing 
restrictive labour practices. It would probably be undesirable, on 
human grounds, for these to be made subject to judicial decision, as 
were commercial agreements in the Restrictive Practices Court, but 
they might be made the subject of enquiry by an administrative body 
analogous to the Monopolies Commission. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the	 Minister of Labour to circulate a memorandum 

about"the implications of the Electrical Trades Union law 
suit, when judgment had been given in that case. 



(2) Invited	 the Minister of Labour, in consultation with the 
Minister of Education, to give further consideration to the 
encouragement of management study. 

(3) Invited the Minister of Labour to give further consideration 
to means of enquiring into restrictive practices in the 
labour field. 

(4) Subject to	 the above conclusions, took note of C. (61) 64 
with approval. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. 1, 
18th May, 1961. 
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1. The Cabinet were informed that on the inauguration of the 
Republic of South Africa on 31st May the Queen would send to the 
President a message expressing to the people of South Africa her 
best wishes for the future. The Prime Minister of South Africa was 
himself sending a formal message to Her Majesty. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note, with approval, of the terms of the message which 
Her Majesty was proposing to send to the President of the 
Republic of South Africa. 

2. The Lord Privy Seal said that the international conference 
on Laos had opened but was not yet making much progress. The 
cease-fire was not being observed throughout the country. Efforts 
were being made to persuade the Soviet Government to agree to a 
formula which would enable the International Control Commission 
to visit areas where fighting was still in progress. If their agreement 
could not be secured, the United States Government might make an 
issue of this at the conference. Meanwhile, the Commission had 
themselves announced their intention of visiting three of these areas; 
and, if the Pathet Lao agreed that they should do so, this particular 
difficulty would be resolved. There was now some prospect that the 
four Laotian Princes would meet in Paris. If they could there reach 
agreement among themselves, they could proceed to Geneva as 
representatives of a potential Laotian Government. British and 
American military authorities had considered the form which military 
intervention should take if the international conference broke down. 
Their report was now being considered by the Chiefs of Staff and 
would be available later in the day. 

The Lord Privy Seal said that the new Prime Minister of Iran, 
Dr. Amini, was endavouring to pursue a firm policy based on social 
reforms, and there was no reason to doubt that he would wish Iran 
to remain a member of the Central Treaty Organisation. But the 
opposition of the National Front was increasing and Dr. Amini might 
not be able to maintain his position. We were considering with the 
United States authorities how best to support the present regime, 
and it was understood that the Shah would be prepared to return 
quickly to Iran if the situation deteriorated. 

The Lord Privy Seal said that there were indications that in the 
South Korean Government which had assumed office following 
General Chang's coup d'etat the main influence rested with the 
Foreign Minister, who was closely associated with the Chinese 
Nationalist regime in Formosa. There was some danger that the 
South Korean Government might be tempted to adopt an aggressive 
policy towards North Korea. In common with o t h c countries which 
had participated in the United Nations operations we should be under 
an obligation to intervene if hostilities re-opened in Korea. 

 3 . The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the following week. 

 4 . The Minister of Education said that on the previous day the 
 local authorities in England and Wales had agreed to make a revised 

 offer to the teachers' representatives of a basic scale of £575-£ 1,200 
 with reasonable differentials for teachers holding posts of special 
 responsibility. This would represent an increase of 16-2 per cent, in 

 the total cost of salaries. At the meeting of the Burnlnm Committee 
 that day the teachers might accept the revised offer, in which case the 
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Government would need to decide whether or not it could be 
approved. Alternatively, the negotiations in the Burnham Committee 
might break down, which would give the Minister the opportunity to 
call the two sides together. A third possibility was that, if the teachers 
rejected the offer, the local authorities might raise it to £60O-£l,20O, 
the equivalent of a 17 per cent, increase. Any agreement in the 
Committee would require subsequent ratification by the two sides and 
the necessary interval would afford the Government an opportunity 
to indicate their own view. It would be difficult to approve an 
increase of more than 16 per cent, in England and Wales, because of 
the Governmenfs refusal to agree to an increase of more than about 
12-£ per cent, for the Scottish teachers (with latitude to adjust the 
figure to about 14 per cent.). If, however, the Government were to 
approve such an increase, this might provide a suitable context for 
legislation to give the Minister the power already enjoyed by the 
Secretary of State for Scotland to amend as well as to approve or 
reject, an agreed recommendation from the negotiating body. This 
would be unwelcome to the local authorities, but it was the only means 
by which the Government could secure increases of pay for particular 
groups within the public service without being forced to concede 
general increases throughout. 

In discussion it was recognised that a decision to approve a 16 per 
cent, increase in England and Wales would make it difficult to defend 
the refusal to concede more than 14 per cent, in Scotland. It was, 
however, agreed that the Government could not decide what action 
they should take until they knew the outcome of the negotiations in 
the Burnham Committee. Meanwhile, further consideration should 
be given to the practicability of legislation to give the Minister of 
Education more control over the negotiating machinery. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note that the Prime Minister would arrange for 
the Ministers particularly concerned to give further 
consideration to this question on the following day in the 
light of developments in the current negotiations in the 
Burnham Committee. 

5. The Prime Minister said that studies were being made of the 
arrangements required to safeguard the interests of British agriculture 
and of other Commonwealth countries and our obligations to the 
members of the European Free Trade Association, if it were decided 
that the United Kingdom should apply to join the Common Market. 
It would be some weeks before the Cabinet could decide whether the 
arrangements which we might hope to secure in negotiations with the 
European Economic Community would be acceptable and whether on 
balance the policy of seeking a wider political and economic 
association between this country and Europe should be pursued. 
At the recent meeting of the Commonwealth Economic Consultative 
Council we had re-affirmed our intention to consult with other 
Commonwealth Governments before deciding to open negotiations 
with the Community. In seeking the views of Commonwealth 
Governments we should set the economic considerations in the 
context of the great political issues which were involved and the 
importance of reaching a settlement in the interests of Western unity. 
These consultations should therefore be conducted by personal visits 
by the Commonwealth Secretary or another senior Minister to each 
of the independent countries of the Commonwealth. It would help to 
allay the anxieties felt in several of those countries if their 
Governments were informed fairly soon that Ministerial discussions 
were contemplated within a matter of weeks. For this purpose he 
proposed to send a personal message to all Commonwealth Prime 
Ministers. 
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The Cabinet were informed of the terms of the proposed message. 
In discussion various suggestions were made for amendment of the 
text. There was general agreement that, although it could not yet 
be decided whether a policy of seeking a wider political and economic 
association in Europe should be pursued, it should now be proposed 
to Commonwealth Governments that there should be Ministerial 
discussions on this problem, probably within a matter of weeks. 

In further discussion the following points were made: 
(a) Account should be taken of dependent countries which would 

attain independence before any association with the Community 
became effective. Tanganyika would not be much affected; but the 
West Indies Federation would be more concerned. It would be useful 
if the Lord Privy Seal could explain the situation to the representatives 
now attending the West Indies constitutional conference in London. 

(b) It was likely that Canada would be most sensitive to the 
economic consequences. It was also important that Australia and 
New Zealand should feel that they were being fully consulted before 
a decision was reached. There would therefore be great advantage 
if the Commonwealth Secretary could himself visit these three 
countries. 

(c) It would be helpful if, when the Prime Minister^ message 
was delivered, Commonwealth Governments could be reminded of 
the terms in which the present position had been explained to their 
officials at the meeting of the Commonwealth Economic Consultative 
Council. 

The Cabinet— 
Agreed that the Prime Minister should propose to 
Commonwealth Prime Ministers that United Kingdom 
Ministers should within a matter of weeks visit other 
Commonwealth countries to discuss the problems which 
would arise if the United Kingdom joined the European 
Economic Community. 

6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Home 
Secretary (C. (61) 65) about the legislative programme for the 
following session,, and a memorandum by the Minister of Pensions 
and National Insurance (C. (61) 72) urging that a Family Allowances 
and National Insurance Bill should be included in this programme. 

The Home Secretary said that the Future Legislation Committee 
had decided that the programme for 1961-62 must be less onerous 
than that for recent sessions. With this in mind they had classified 
the Bills put before them by Ministers into the lists annexed to this 
memorandum. Since, however, it was probable that more than one 
of the Bills introduced in the present session could not be completed 
and would need to be re-introduced and that a greater number than 
usual of the Bills classified as " contingent " would in fact be required, 
it might well be necessary to reduce the list of main " programme " 
Bills. In any event it would hardly be possible to add to their 
number and there was hope of finding time for few, if any, of the 
" reserve " Bills. 

In discussion the Cabinet agreed that the programme for 
1961-62 must be such as could be managed without putting an 
unreasonable burden on the Government and their supporters. The 
Future Legislation Committee should therefore be invited to consider 
the possibility of reducing it even further. It might, however, be 
possible to achieve more legislation either by some variation in 



Parliamentary procedure—for example, freer use of allocation of time 
orders—or by securing the agreement of the Opposition not to 
obstruct the passage of uncontroversial Bills. 

In further discussion the following points were made: 
(a) It was desirable that legislation on Safety, Health and Welfare 

in Shops and Offices should be introduced in the following session in 
order to overtake the effect of the Offices Act, 1960, which had been 
introduced by a Private Member and passed in the face of advice by 
the Government. The Bill was, however, unlikely to be welcome to 
Government supporters and further consideration should be given to 
the possibility of deferring it to a later session. 

(b) Other " programme " Bills which it might be possible to defer 
were those dealing with Fisheries, Machinery of Justice and Pipelines, 
although there was an urgent case for legislation on at least the last 
two. 

(c) There would be financial and political advantage in legislating 
in the following session to remove a number of anomalies in the 
Family Allowances and National Insurance Schemes. While, 
however, authority had already been given for the drafting of the Bill, 
a decision to include it in the programme could not yet be taken. 

(d) A Bill dealing with Commonwealth Settlement should be 
added to the " contingent " list. 

(e) The Government had for some time been committed to 
legislation on a number of points which could be included in an 
Agriculture (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill. If it were decided to 
introduce a levy on agricultural imports in the following year, 
legislation on this also would be necessary. 

(/) A strong case could be made in addition for early legislation 
on Civil Aerodromes, Public Libraries and Water Conservation. 

(g) Although it was unlikely that time could be found for these 
or any of the other Bills classified as " reserve " Bills, progress should 
be made with the preparation of some of them and priority should be 
given to Agriculture (Miscellaneous Provisions), Public Libraries, 
Water Conservation, Employment and Training, Administration oi 
Justice, Family Allowances and National Insurance, National Coal 
Board Finance, Forth and Clyde Canal, and Underground Car Parks. 

(h) The Secretary of State for Scotland undertook to discuss 
Scottish legislation with the Home Secretary when it was known how 
much time would be available in the Scottish Grand Committee. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Home Secretary to arrange for the Future 
Legislation Committee to consider further, in the light of 
their discussion, the possibility of reducing the legislative 
programme for the session of 1961-62. 

Commonwealth 7. The Cabinet had before them memoranda by the Lord 
immigrants Chancellor and the Commonwealth Secretary (C. (61) 67 and 69) 
(Previous about the possibility of controlling immigration from other parts of 
Reference: the Commonwealth. 
C.C. (61) 7th ^ ,  ^ , , , 
Conclusions, The Lord Chancellor recalled that, at their meeting on 
Minute 2) ' 16th February, the Cabinet had invited him to arrange for the 

Committee on Commonwealth Migrants to consider the form which 
legislation to control such immigration might take. During the early 
part of the year there had been a startling increase in the number of 
coloured immigrants, the great majority of whom came from the West 
Indies, India and Pakistan, and if the present trend continued, the 
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total for 1961 might reach 200,000. This would mean that by the end 
of the year there would be nearly half a million coloured people in 
the United Kingdom; and, if present trends continued, the figure 
might rise to 2 millions within the next 15 years. The Committee 
were now agreed that this movement was reaching a stage at which the 
Government would be obliged to introduce legislation to enable them 
to control it. The Committee considered that control could not be 
related to the health of the individual or the availability of housing 
accommodation for him. They favoured a form of control based on 
employment and envisaged that skilled workers and immigrants 
coming to specified employment for which no resident labour was 
available would be admitted without restriction, while others would be 
required to obtain a permit from the Ministry of Labour. This would 
have the merit of flexibility, since the Government could determine the 
rate of flow in the light of the economic, social and political conditions 
at any given time, and the control could be operated without any 
distinction on grounds of race or colour. The Committee were not 
seeking an immediate decision that legislation should be introduced, 
but invited the Cabinet to take note that it might be necessary to take 
a final decision in the following autumn. Meanwhile, officials had 
been instructed to examine the wide range of questions raised by their 
proposal. 

The Colonial Secretary said that a referendum would probably 
be held in Jamaica in the autumn on the issue of joining the West 
Indies Federation. Any early announcement of a decision to legislate 
on this subject would prejudice the formation of the Federation; 
but, as the West Indian political leaders were now in London for a 
constitutional conference,, it might be disingenuous to refrain from 
warning the Premier of Jamaica, and possibly other senior Ministers, 
that the Government were considering the introduction of restrictive 
legislation later in the year. If he decided to do this he would inform 
the Commonwealth Secretary, who might wish to give a similar 
indication to Commonwealth Prime Ministers. 

In discussion it was recognised that the scheme put forward by 
the Commonwealth Migrants Committee would not only give rise to 
many practical difficulties in its operation but would raise a number of 
important questions which required further study before a decision 
was taken. These included the method of identifying those who 
should continue to be admitted to the United Kingdom without 
restriction; the problem of immigrants from the Irish Republic; the 
relation of the proposed control to a possible commitment, if we 
joined the European Economic Community, to allow freedom of 
movement into the United Kingdom from the Community countries; 
the question of deportation of Commonwealth citizens; and the 
possibility of some selection of unskilled immigrants in their country 
of origin. Moreover, since this supply of labour was of significant 
value to the national economy, it must be accepted that the proposed 
control—whether it were based on employment criteria alone or on 
housing and health factors in addition—involved an element of 
discrimination against coloured people. It might therefore be 
preferable to confront this issue openly and to adopt some machinery 
of control more analogous to that applied to aliens. This would be 
more in line with the controls exercised by most other Commonwealth 
countries, though it might make it more difficult to lay down a quota 
of immigrants which could be varied from time to time. 

Summing up the discussion The Prime Minister said that the 
Cabinet could not take a final decision to introduce legislation on this 
subject until they knew what form of control was practicable. The 
implications of the different forms of control should continue to be 
explored and a further report should be made to the Cabinet in the 
autumn. Meanwhile no announcement on the subject should be 
made. 
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The Cabinet— 
Invited the Lord Chancellor to arrange for the Committee on 
Commonwealth Migrants to give further consideration, in 
the light of the points raised in their discussion and in 
C. (61) 6 7 and 6 9 , to the practicability of controlling 
immigration from other parts of the Commonwealth. 

8. The Cabinet had before them memoranda by the Colonial 
Secretary (C. (61) 68) and the Secretary of State for Air (C. (61) 70) on 
the course of constitutional development in Aden. 

The Colonial Secretary said that our objective was to secure the 
use of our defence facilities in the Colony and Protectorate of Aden 
for as long as possible during this decade. The continued 
co-operation of the moderate elements in the Colony could only be 
secured if we acceded to their demand for some further measure of 
constitutional advance. They were, however, inclined to favour a 
closer association between the Colony and the Federation. The 
Rulers of the Federation were keenly interested in a merger, but they 
feared the development of nationalism in the Colony; they 
accordingly wished British authority over the Colony to be maintained 
and, if necessary, used to force a union with the Federation in which 
the position of the Rulers would be dominant. Some constitutional 
change in the Colony was inescapable, since it was important that 
new franchise arrangements should be worked out before the next 
elections to preserve the position of the moderate political leaders 
there. It would be expedient to encourage at the same time the idea 
of a merger with the Federation, partly because this was the best way 
of preserving the friendship of the Rulers and partly because a union 
of the British territories in Southern Arabia would hold out the best 
hope of retaining our defence facilities for the longest possible period. 
He therefore proposed that the Governor should conduct a series of 
discussions during the next few months with representatives of the 
Colony and the Federation, in which he would make it clear that we 
supported a merger, subject to the retention of our defence facilities. 
His purpose would be to reach agreement on a new constitution for 
the Colony, to come into force as early as practicable in 1962, which, 
in addition to the adjustment of the franchise, would allow for greater 
devolution of responsibility to the Government of the Colony, 
although the Governor would remain responsible for internal security, 
defence and external relations. In order to give these discussions the 
best chance of success, a delegation of the Rulers would be invited 
to a preliminary meeting in London; the advantages of giving 
increased authority to the moderate elements in the Colony could 
then be explained to them, and they could be informed that we 
regarded a merger between the Federation and the Colony as a 
desirable aim of policy. 

The Secretary of State for Air said that, although the moderate 
leaders in the Colony and the Rulers were favourable to the idea of a 
merger, it was by no means certain that they would agree on the form 
of such a union. The Rulers wanted to annex the Colony to the 
Sultanate of Lahej, whereas the Colony leaders contemplated entering 
the Federation as a principal member. Without our encouragement 
a merger might not take place. Should we, in these circumstances, 
exercise our influence in favour of it? The creation of this larger unit 
would lead to earlier demands for independence, in which event our 
defence facilities would rest on treaty rather than on sovereignty. In 
view of the likely spread of nationalist influences, it was doubtful 
whether we could' place much reliance upon a treaty, particularly as 
our defence facilities in Aden would be needed mainly for operations 
against other Arab States. A merger might have the advantage of 
bringing dissident elements in the Colony unde r the control of the 
Federation; but internal security in the Colony would not be a 



substantial problem and, if we could avoid a merger, we might be 
able to retain our defence facilities on the present basis for a longer 
period. In his view, therefore, although we should not resist a merger 
if the moderate elements in the Colony and the Rulers could agree to 
its terms, we need not actively encourage such a development. We 
might be in a stronger position, both as regards defence facilities and 
financial assistance, if we had not urged the benefits of a merger on the 
Rulers and the Colony leaders. 

The Minister of Defence said that, while it would suit us better 
if the present position could remain unchanged, some constitutional 
development in the Colony was inevitable if the influence of the 
moderate elements there was to be maintained. This made some 
discussion of a merger unavoidable, and it seemed that if we did not 
encourage this we might lose the friendship and support of the Rulers. 

In further discussion it was pointed out that the Rulers would 
regard any constitutional advance in the Colony as a betrayal of their 
interests, if it were not accompanied by some progress towards a 
merger on the lines they favoured. In practice, therefore, there was 
no real alternative but to say that we would welcome a merger if this 
could be agreed between the Rulers and the Colony leaders. It would 
be necessary to take account of the extent to which, in the preliminary 
discussions in London, the Rulers themselves showed that they 
favoured merger in deciding how warmly this aim should be 
commended by us. There was much to be said for treating the Rulers 
frankly and explaining to them in general terms the purpose of the 
constitutional developments which we proposed for the Colony. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed	 that, in the preliminary discussions to be held in 

London with a delegation from the Aden Federation, the 
Colonial Secretary should explain in general terms the 
purpose of the constitutional development proposed for 
the Colony, and should further say that, if the Rulers 
wished to pursue the possibility of a merger with the 
Colony, the United Kingdom Government would welcome 
such a development and would recommend the Rulers to 
discuss the matter with the Colony leaders. 

(2) Subject	 to Conclusion (1) above, endorsed the course 
proposed in C. (61) 68. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.1, 
30th May, 1961. - 
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CC. 30 (61) 

1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the following week. 

2. The Commonwealth Secretary said that in the course of his 
recent visit to Salisbury he had reached agreement with the Prime 
Minister of Southern Rhodesia, Sir Edgar Whitehead, on the final 
form of the constitutional proposals for that territory. The revised 
constitution would provide for the termination of the present reserve 
powers of the United Kingdom Government and for the substitution 
of other safeguards to protect the African population. These would 
be entrenched in the new constitution and would include a declaration 
of rights and the establishment of a constitutional council to advise 
whether any proposed legislation would be discriminatory. These 
arrangements would in fact be acceptable to African opinion, 
although African representatives were unwilling to admit this and 
had declined to express their views on the constitutional proposals. 
There would be strong African criticism of the proposals relating to 
land tenure, but in present circumstances it would not be in the best 
interests of the Africans that the present restrictions on land holding 
should be abolished. It was of crucial importance to the future of 
the Federation that the constitutional proposals for Southern 
Rhodesia should be approved at the referendum which was likely to 
be held in the latter part of July. 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that he had also been 
concerned, during his recent visit, to try to lessen the differences 
between the Governments of the United Kingdom and of the 
Federation on the course of constitutional development in Northern 
Rhodesia. The Governor of Northern Rhodesia had suggested 
certain modifications of the original proposals which went some way 
towards meeting the apprehensions of the Prime Minister of the 
Federation, Sir Roy Welensky. While it had not been possible to 
reach agreement, it now seemed that Sir Roy Welensky had given 
up his plan to hold a General Election in order to obtain a fresh vote 
of confidence from the electorate, and the Governor would now try 
to secure the acquiescence of the other political Parties in Northern 
Rhodesia to the proposals which he had put forward. There was 
therefore some hope that a compromise solution might be found 
which, while it would not be acceptable to any of the Parties in 
Northern Rhodesia, might be imposed without provoking a crisis. 

3. The Minister of Education said that the executive of the 
National Union of Teachers (N.U.T.) had now decided to recommend 
the rejection of.the agreement reached in the Burnham Committee 
for an increase of 16£ per cent, as from 1st January, 1962, in the pay 
of teachers in England and Wales. It was probable, though not 
certain, that this recommendation would be endorsed by a conference 
of the Union on 17th June, and in that event the whole question was 
likely to be referred to him. The teachers had not appreciated the 
generous nature of the Burnham agreement and the Minister would 
have liked to urge the local authorities to make a more adequate 
presentation of their case. He could not, however, approach them 
on this basis without implying that the Government would be 
prepared to approve an increase of 161 per cent, in England and 
Wales. 

The Secretary of State for Scotland said that, if an early decision 
were taken not to concede an increase of more than 14 per cent, for 
the English teachers, he could refuse to concede a similar increase for 
Scotland from a date earlier than 1st October. If, however, the 
Government decided to approve 16i per cent, for England and Wales, 
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he would feel obliged by the decision already announced to allow 
the 14 per cent, increase for Scottish teachers to operate from 1st July. 

In discussion it was pointed out that over the period to 
31st March, 1963, taken as a whole—the period for which the current 
Scottish settlement was to run—an increase of 16£ per cent, from 
1st January, 1962, would give the English teachers materially less than 
the Scottish teachers would receive from a 14 per cent, increase 
commencing on 1st July, 1961. This would make it more difficult 
to resist the demands for even higher increases for the English 
teachers. On the other hand, if the Scottish settlement were to 
operate from 1st October, 1961, the Government could hardly defend, 
in the face of threatened strikes by the English teachers, a refusal to 
concede the same date in England. To this there would be serious 
objections, both because of the cost and because the English local 
authorities were firm in their intention that the new settlement should 
not come into operation before 1st January, 1962, which was already 
three months earlier than the end of the period originally 
contemplated for the current settlement. The date of operation of 
the new Scottish settlement was therefore less important for its cost 
than for its effect on the English negotiations. For this reason it 
might be preferable to defer any announcement in respect of Scotland 
until after the N.U.T. conference on 17th June, although an earlier 
announcement might have the advantages of implying that in the 
Govevnmenfs view 14 per cent, was the right figure for England and 
Wales as well as for Scotland, and of avoiding any possible accusation 
of disingenuousness on their part. 

The Prime Minister said that the Ministers principally concerned 
should give further consideration, in the light of the latest 
developments, to the line to be taken on this question both in England 
and Wales and in Scotland. The possibility of improving the 
negotiating machinery and, in particular, of giving the Government 
increased control of it was a relevant factor. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in consultation 
with the Secretary of State for Scotland, the Minister cf 
Education and the Minister of Labour, to give further 
consideration to the amount and timing of increases in the 
pay of teachers in England and Wales and in Scotland. 

4. The Minister of Agriculture said that he had now consulted 
the institutions holding shares in the British Sugar Corporation about 
the proposal to reconstruct the Corporation so as to provide for the 
equity to be held wholly by the Treasury or the Sugar Board and for 
the existing ordinary shares to be converted into cumulative 
preference shares bearing interest at 8 per cent, instead of 7 per cent. 
The institutions had not rejected this scheme but had declined to 
express a definite view on it until they knew what the attitude of the 
private shareholders in the Corporation would be. It would not be 
possible to obtain the views of the private shareholders generally 
except by summoning a special meeting at which the Chairman of 
the Corporation could present the reconstruction scheme; but this 
would involve publicity and might encourage an organised minority 
group of private shareholders to press for the removal of the present 
restrictions on the Corporation which limited the dividend to 7 per 
cent. The Chairman of the Corporation would therefore prefer to 
take soundings of the representatives of this group of private 
shareholders, and this could be done without committing the 
Government in any way. The alternative would be to leave the 
position as it was at present. In that event the reserves of the 
Corporation would continue to grow unless the incentive agreement 
were abrogated. 
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In discussion it was argued that there was no justification for 
giving the shareholders an increased return, and that the Government 
could resist their pressure to obtain some benefit from the increasing 
value of the equity. On the other hand, the present arrangements 
were an embarrassment and the Government could not hope to 
escape political criticism if they remained unchanged. On balance, 
it was the viewof the Cabinet that the Chairman of the Corporation 
should seek the views of the organised group of private shareholders 
who were pressing for an increase in the dividend. It was understood 
that he should be able to do this without publicity and without putting 
the scheme of reconstruction forward as a Government proposal. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Minister of Agriculture to authorise the 
Chairman of the British Sugar Corporation to ascertain, in 
confidence, what view was taken by the representatives of 
the organised minority of shareholders about the proposed 
scheme of reconstruction. 

*5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (61) 73) about the extent to which 
unestablished service should be taken into account in determining the 
pension of an established civil servant. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that on a number of 
previous occasions the Government had rejected a claim by the Staff 
Side of the National Whitley Council that unestablished service in 
the Civil Service between 1919 and 1949 should count in full—instead 
of one half, as at present—in reckoning the lump sum gratuity and 
pension paid to an established civil servant on retirement and the 
pensions, but not the lump sum gratuities, of established civil servants 
who had already retired. The annual cost of such a concession 
would be about £7-8 millions in the early years (although it would 
be £26 millions in the first year if the Government were obliged to 
concede also an increase in the lump sum gratuities of those already 
retired) and the total cost would be at least £300 millions over the 
next half-century. This would be reduced only marginally by certain 
concessions proposed by the Staff Side. Apart, however, from the 
cost, the claim would inevitably have repercussions in the nationalised 
industries and elsewhere in the public services. On the merits the 
Government should continue to reject the claim, on the ground that 
it would be wrong to alter at the expense of the tax-payer the 
conditions of service voluntarily accepted by unestablished officers 
on entering the Service. But the claim had attracted strong 
political support on both sides of the House of Commons and there 
was a motion on the Order Paper, signed by nearly 400 Members 
calling on the Government " to authorise discussions to take place on 
the Civil Service National Whitley Council with a view to arriving at a 
reasonable settlement of this long-standing problem ". This political 
pressure might perhaps be diverted if. while declining to concede the 
principle, the Government offered to discuss through the Whitley 
Council such minor adjustments as adopting 1945 instead of 1949 
as the date from which unestablished service might be reckoned in 
full. 

The Postmaster-General said that about one-third of the 
pensioners and serving officers concerned were or had been employed 
by the General Post Office. The concession would cost the Post 
Office .£3-£3A- millions a year, which it would be necessary to pass on 

* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex. 
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to their customers. He therefore supported the view that the claim 
should be rejected. 

In discussion it was argued that there had, over the past 
generation, been a substantial change in the attitude of public opinion 
to entitlement to pension. The principle of not making retrospective 
changes in the terms of service of civil servants had already been 
breached by the Superannuation Act, 1946, which had allowed the 
reckoning at half-rate of all unestablished service rendered after 
1st January, 1919; and, although they had made no positive 
recommendation, the Priestley Commission on the Civil Service had 
recorded the view that there was no question of principle outstanding 
and that the sole consideration was that of cost. After the First 
World War many civil servants had been required to serve long 
periods before securing establishment and were now living, or 
expecting to have to live, on very small pensions. 

On the other hand, the Government could readily defend a 
continued refusal to put upon the tax-payer the substantial burden 
of giving this wholly uncovenanted benefit to certain civil servants. 
Moreover, if the claim were conceded, there would be immensely 
expensive-repercussions in many fields of public service and a further 
impetus would be given to the practice of retrospection which it was 
a constant preoccupation of the Government to minimise. These 
arguments, if carefully presented, were likely to be acceptable to 
Government supporters; and, if that proved to be the case, it would 
be preferable to refrain from offering to discuss even the minor 
concessions mentioned by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, since 
these would require legislation which would reopen the whole 
controversy. 

Summing up the discussion, The Prime Minister said that the 
balance of opinion in the Cabinet was that the Government should 
continue to reject this claim and that, as a preliminary to doing so, 
the arguments against it should be carefully explained to their 
supporters in Parliament. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer to explain to 
Government supporters in the House of Commons the 
strong arguments against conceding the claim that all 
unestablished service should be reckoned in full in 
determining the pensions of established civil servants. 

*6. The Prime Minister made a report to the Cabinet on the 
discussions which he had held with President Kennedy during the 
latter's visit to London on the previous day. For the greater part of 
the time they had met alone; but towards the end of the morning they 
had been joined by the Foreign Secretary and two official advisers 
for a discussion on the question of Berlin. The President had 
preferred this type of private discussion, so that he could give a frank 
account of the impressions which he had gained from his talks with 
General de Gaulle in Paris and with Mr. Khrushchev in Vienna. 

Mr. Khrushchev, though civil in manner, had maintained a 
stubborn and unyielding attitude on almost all the questions discussed. 
It was only on Laos that he had shown any readiness to compromise. 
On Berlin he had been insistent that a solution must be found before 
the end of the year along the lines which he had previously advocated. 
On nuclear tests he had shown no readiness to reach an agreement 
and had suggested that this subject should now be absorbed into the 
discussions on general disarmament. He had also argued, in relation 
to disarmament as a whole, that inspection must necessarily be used 

* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex. 
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for intelligence purposes so long as any armaments existed—an 
argument which, if pressed, would preclude progress with any plan of 
progressive disarmament. The President felt that the members of the 
Western Alliance would have to consider very carefully what their 
response should be to this increasingly intransigent attitude of the 
Soviet Government. 

In Paris the President had made little progress towards his aim 
of knitting France more closely into the Western Alliance. He would 
have been ready to offer some form of covert tripartite consultation, 
and some technical assistance in respect of the means of delivery of 
nuclear weapons (though not in respect of the warheads) if General 
de Gaulle had shown any readiness to accept more fully the 
obligations of interdependence. But the General, though preferring 
to postpone for a time his demands for the reorganisation of the 
North Atlantic Alliance—in form because of the impending threat 
over Berlin, but in fact because his position would be stronger when 
the French Army had been brought back from Algeria—was evidently 
reluctant to accept the implications of the Alliance in terms of the 
interdependence or integration of national forces. On the question 
whether the United Kingdom could join the Common Market he had 
once again expressed doubt whether we could do so consistently with 
our economic relations with other Commonwealth countries; but he 
had laid even more emphasis on the political difficulties which we 
should find in acceding to the Treaty of Rome. From this the 
President had deduced that General de Gaulle had no particular wish 
to see the United Kingdom join the Six. 

The impressions which the President had formed from these 
visits to Paris and Vienna would influence him in his review of the 
policy of the Western Alliance in general and of the United States 
Government in particular. It seemed likely that one result, at least, 
would be a closer understanding and co-operation between the 
Governments of the United States and the United Kingdom. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Prime Minister. 

*7. The Foreign Secretary said that, at the end of his meeting 
with President Kennedy in Vienna, Mr. Khrushchev had presented 
an aide-memoire defining the position of the Soviet Government in 
relation to Berlin. This was a plausible presentation of the Soviet 
case for the conclusion of a peace treaty which would regularise the 
position of West Berlin. It argued that, if a treaty could not be 
concluded with a single Germany, separate treaties should be made 
with its two separate parts. It proposed that Wost Berlin should 
become a demilitarised free city: its people should be left to decide 
their own future: its contacts with the outside world should not be 
obstructed: and its constitution should be safeguarded by token 
forces from the four original occupying Powers, with the addition of 
some forces from neutral countries and a United Nations presence. 

In discussions with President Kennedy on the previous day it had 
been recognised that this presentation of the Soviet case, if published, 
would make a favourable impression on opinion in neutral countries 
and in the United Nations. It had therefore been agreed that the 
Governments of the United States and the United Kingdom should 
at once review the various negotiating positions which the Western 
Powers might take up. if and when international negotiations were 
opened on the Berlin question. The United States Government were 

* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex. 



prepared to take the initiative in this and would subsequently bring 
the French Government into consultation. It was not however 
contemplated that any negotiations could be opened until after the 
German elections in the autumn. It was also possible that it might 
eventually be thought preferable to allow the Soviet Government to 
conclude a treaty with East Germany in the hope that they would 
require the East Germans to continue to allow free access to West 
Berlin. It now appeared that all the Western Powers would be ready 
to accept a position in which access to West Berlin was controlled by 
the East Germans, so long as there was no physical interruption in 
the flow of traffic between West Berlin and West Germany. 

In discussion the view was expressed that a solution on the 
general lines of the Soviet aide-memoire might not be disadvantageous 
to the Western Powers. It might at least be preferable to a situation 
in which we were faced with the choice between accepting a 
humiliating diplomatic defeat or initiating military action likely to 
lead to major war in Europe. On the other hand it was argued that 
the condition of freedom and prosperity in West Berlin was one of 
the few victories which the West had won in the cold war, and that 
for this reason it ought not to be put in jeopardy. It was also pointed 
out that, though Mr. Khrushchev had been threatening for some time 
to conclude a peace treaty with East Germany, he had not done so; 
and this might mean that it would not be to the advantage of the 
Soviet Government to resolve the problem in this way. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of the Foreign Secretary's statement and of the 
points raised in discussion. 

Angola 8. The Foreign Secretary said that the situation in Angola was 
(Previous to be the subject of a debate that day in the Security Council on the 
Reference: basis of a critical resolution sponsored by the Afro-Asian countries. 
C.C. (61) 23rd The Portuguese Government were refusing to co-operate with the 
Conclusions, committee appointed for that purpose by the United Nations and 
Minute 3) were deferring the announcement of their programme of political, 

social and economic reforms for Angola until the disturbances in that 
country had been suppressed. This attitude would make it difficult 
for the United States and ourselves to vote against the resolution. 
At the same time, it was important that the Portuguese Government 
should not feel that they had lost the sympathy of their allies. In 
that event the present regime might conceivably be overthrown, and 
Portugal might withdraw from the Western Alliance. He would 
therefore continue to urge the Portuguese Government to publish 
their programme of reforms for Angola without delay, and would 
consider whether we could abstain, at least in part, from voting in 
favour of a critical resolution in the Security Council. 

Arrangements had been made some time ago for British military 
forces to take part with Portuguese forces in joint training exercises 
in Portugal. There was an obvious danger that these exercises, 
which were not under the auspices of the North Atlantic Alliance, 
might be misconstrued by African and Asian countries, including 
some of our partners in the Commonwealth. On balance, therefore, 
it might be wise to postpone them, despite the disappointment which 
this would cause to the Portuguese authorities. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed	 that the Anglo-Portuguese joint military exercises 

should be postponed. 



(2) Invited the Foreign Secretary to explain this decision to the 
Portuguese Government, and to continue to urge them 
to publish their programme of reforms for Angola without 
delay. 

(3)	 Took note that the Foreign Secretary would send appropriate 
instructions to the United Kingdom representative at the 
United Nations for the forthcoming debate on Angola 
in the Security Council. 

(4) Invited the	 Commonwealth Secretary, in consultation with 
the Foreign Secretary, to explain our policy on Angola 
to other Commonwealth Governments. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. 1, 
6 th June, 1961. 
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1. The Lord Privy Heal said that, following agreement between 
the Foreign Secretary and the Soviet Foreign Minister on the terms 
of a further message to the parties in Laos about violations of the 
cease-fire, it had been possible to reconvene the Geneva Conference 
on the preceding day. It was clear that the Chinese representatives 
were unwilling to accept the concept of international control which 
the Western allies thought necessary to preserve neutrality in Laos. 
The representatives of Thailand had withdrawn from the Conference 
on the ground that it would fail to ensure the independence and 
neutrality of Laos. Meanwhile, however, the three Laotian princes 
were discussing in Zurich the possibility of forming a Government 
in which all the factions in Laos would be represented. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement. 

 2. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the following week. 

3. The Minister of Education said that there was to be a debate 
on 16th June on a motion by a Government supporter calling 
attention to " the need for a broader-based entry of boys to public 
schools" and seeking Government support for a plan under which 
a proportion of places in the public schools would be reserved for 
boys selected by the State whose fees would be paid by the 
Exchequer. This proposal had been considered and rejected by the 
Government in the past, and he proposed that he should continue to 
resist it. 

Discussion showed that there was general agreement in the 
Cabinet that this proposal should continue to be resisted. If there 
were any difficulty in defeating this motion, it could be talked out. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Minister of Education to resist the Private 
Member's motion on 16th June calling for Government 
support for a plan for a broader-based entry to public 
schools. 

4. The Minister of Defence recalled that, at their meeting on 
6th June, the Cabinet had agreed that the military exercises which 
were to be held jointly with the Portuguese Army in Portugal in 
July should be postponed. A statement attributed in the Press that 
day to a spokesman of the Ministry of Defence, denying rumours, 
that the exercise was to be cancelled, was misleading and would be 
taken up with the newspaper concerned. He hoped, however, that 
the Cabinet would be willing to reconsider their decision. Any 
reduction in the limited opportunities for realistic training overseas 
must add to the difficulty of recruiting to the Army. While it had 
not been possible to persuade the Portuguese Government that their 
troops should not participate in the exercise at all, their numbers 
would be reduced to the minimum and it would be made clear that 
the exercise was of a routine nature and not related to the situation 
in Angola. 

Discussion showed that some misgiving was still felt in the 
Cabinet about this proposal. Anti-Portuguese feeling was growing 
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in different parts of Africa and this military exercise could not fail 
to accentuate our difficulties in dealing with African nationalism and 
its supporters. On the other hand, cancellation of the exercise would 
injure our relations with Portugal at a delicate time. It would also 
appear that the Government had given way to pressure. If, however, 
the exercise were not cancelled, an opportunity should be taken to 
make it clear that it had no connexion with the question of 
Portuguese colonial policy, which was in any case quite different 
from our own. 

Summing up the discussion The Prime Minister said that, in 
view of the considerations now advanced by the Minister of Defence, 
the balance of advantage seemed to lie on the side of proceeding 
with the exercise. It should, however, be made clear to public 
opinion, both in this country and abroad, that the nature and purpose 
of the exercise was limited and that it had no implications on our 
policy towards the emergent African nations. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed	 that the Anglo-Portuguese joint military exercise 

should not be postponed. 
(2) Invited	 the Minister of Defence, in consultation with the 

Commonwealth Secretary and the Lord Privy Seal, to 
arrange for a statement to be made on the lines indicated 
by the Prime Minister. 

5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Lord 
Privy Seal (C. (61) 77) about future relations between the United 
Kingdom and Kuwait. 

The Lord Privy Seal recalled that, at their meeting on 13th April, 
the Cabinet had agreed to accept the wish of the Ruler of Kuwait 
that the Exclusive Agreement of 1899 should be replaced by a new 
agreement. The Ruler was offered the choice of two alternatives— 
an exchange of notes which would abrogate the Agreement of 1899 
but would be accompanied by an oral and unpublished assurance 
that Her Majesty's Government recognised their continuing 
obligation to assist in maintaining the independence of Kuwait, or 
an exchange of notes which would state in terms that abrogation of 
the Agreement of 1899 did not affect that continuing obligation. 
The Ruler, in agreement with the leading members of his family, 
had preferred the latter form. He had proposed, moreover, that it 
should be expressed in the terms—" nothing shall affect the readiness 
of Her Majesty's Government to assist the Government of Kuwait, 
if the latter request such assistance". This formula, which was 
designed to avert criticism from other Arab States, was less specific 
than was customary in instruments constituting a defence 
commitment, but the Political Resident in the Persian Gulf had been 
unable to secure the Ruler's agreement to more precise terms. It 
was intended that the exchange of notes shouH be signed on 19th 
June and followed by an immediate announcement. The agreement 
would not affect the right of the Ruler to appiy for membership of 
the United Nations Organisation (an application which we had 
undertaken to sponsor) or to join the Arab League (which he was 
not thought to be contemplating at present). 

In addition the Ruler had proposed that the title of the Political 
Agent in Kuwait should be changed to Consul-General. This might 
be accepted, but the Consul-General would remain responsible to 
the Political Resident in the Persian Gulf and the Government 
should view with caution any proposals for a more advanced form 
of diplomatic representation in Kuwait. 

The Cabinet— 
Approved the proposal in C. (61) 77 and the proposed 
change in the title of the Political Agent in Kuwait. 
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6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Minister of Defence (C. (61) 76) about the provision of defence 
facilities in the United Kingdom for the Federal German Forces. 

The Minister of Defence recalled that, at their meeting on 16th 
February, the Cabinet had authorised him to offer certain defence 
facilities in the United Kingdom for the Federal German Forces 
on the understanding that the offer did not finally commit the 
Government. Subsequent discussions had shown that, in order to 
fulfil their commitments to the North Atlantic Alliance, the German 
forces required certain storage facilities, with which we could provide 
them, and facilities for tank-firing training (as distinct from tank 
manoeuvres), which could be provided at the Castlemartin range in 
South Wales. There was no difficulty about the former, but some 
opposition to the latter must be expected both in Parliament and 
from certain sections of public opinion. He therefore proposed that, 
as a first step, arrangements should be made for a visit to 
Castlemartin in September by one German tank regiment on an 
experimental basis and that, if the experiment were successful, we 
should accept additional regiments as might be later agreed. We 
should, however, try to avoid any definite long-term commitment. 
Legal and practical considerations would make it impossible for the 
German units to function satisfactorily in this country unless the 
Visiting Forces Act, 1952, and the Application of Law Order were 
extended to them, and at their meeting on 14th March the Cabinet 
had agreed that the necessary orders should be made. 

Discussion showed that there was general agreement in the 
Cabinet that facilities should be provided for the Federal German 
Forces on the basis proposed by the Minister of Defence. The 
orders under the Visiting Forces Act would, however, require 
affirmative resolutions in both Houses and the present congestion 
of Parliamentary business would make it difficult to find time for the 
debates before the summer recess. Two alternatives should therefore 
be considered: either the visit of the German tank regiment might 
be postponed until October, in order that the debates might be held 
in the resumed session after the recess; or it might be possible to 
devise some means by which a relatively small unit could be enabled 
to function for a limited time and on an experimental basis without 
the cover of the Visiting Forces Act. Each of these alternatives was, 
however, likely to present serious difficulty and it was agreed that 
if, on further examination, neither proved practicable, it would be 
necessary to make the orders before the recess. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed	 that defence facilities should be provided for the 

Federal German Forces on the lines proposed in 
C. (61)76. 

(2) Invited the Minister of Defence to give further	 consideration 
to the possibility of postponing the first visit of a German 
armoured regiment to Castlemartin until October. 

(3) Invited the Home Secretary, in consultation with the Minister 
of Defence, to give further consideration to the possibility 
of this unit's functioning without the cover of the Visiting 
Forces Act and the Application of Law Order. 

(4) Agreed	 that, if neither of the alternatives referred to in 
Conclusions (2) and (3) above proved practicable, the 
necessary orders under the Visiting Forces Act should 
be made and debated before the summer recess. 

SECRET 
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7. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Prime 
Minister (C. (61) 79) about the future of the Southern Cameroons. 

The Prime Minister said that there was a serious danger that 
subversive forces in the Southern Cameroons, organised by Chinese 
Communists, would launch a campaign of terrorism when the 
territory became independent on 1st October and, in conformity 
with the result of the United Nations plebiscite, entered into some 
form of federation with the Cameroun Republic. Unless internal 
security could" be preserved, the administrative personnel, the great 
majority of whom were British, would leave the country, as would 
the representatives of British commercial interests there. It had 
therefore been suggested that the battalion of United Kingdom 
troops at present stationed in the Southern Cameroons should be 
allowed to remain, after 1st October, in order to maintain internal 
security during the transitional period while the proposed federation 
was established and to allow time for an adequate local security 
force to be recruited and trained. It was also suggested that we 
should establish an Aid Mission, consisting in effect of the existing 
administrative personnel, who would be invited to remain under the 
aegis of the new Department of Technical Co-operation. These 
measures would be additional to our continuing to finance the budget 
deficit of the territory, including the cost of maintaining the locally 
recruited security force. In default of action on these lines, we might 
well be held to blame if there were a breakdown of administration 
in the Southern Cameroons and perhaps in the neighbouring 
Cameroun Republic, leading to the emergence of a Communist
dominated regime in this area which would be particularly dangerous 
to Nigeria. 

There were, however, strong financial and military arguments 
against accepting these commitments. The cost of the proposed 
measures would amount to nearly £2 millions a year, and any 
addition to our oversea expenditure was particularly unwelcome at 
present. The responsibility for ensuring stability in the Southern 
Cameroons ought to be undertaken by the United Nations, and we 
had already stated publicly that the United Kingdom forces would 
be withdrawn when our trusteeship came to an end. There could 
be no question of leaving the battalion unless both the Prime Minister 
of the Southern Cameroons, Mr. Foncha, and the Prime Minister 
of the Cameroun Republic, Mr. Ahidjo, agreed to request it; but 
even then there was no precedent for putting British troops under 
the command of a foreign Government in time of peace, and we 
would be likely in any case to be criticised for maintaining a military 
force in the territory. There was also a danger that relations 
between Mr. Foncha and Mr. Ahidjo would deteriorate, and that 
our troops might become involved in a personal struggle for power. 
Moreover, if terrorism broke out on an extensive scale, a single 
battalion would be inadequate and would have to be reinforced; 
and this, in the light of our other commitments, would be extremely 
difficult. 

United Kingdom representatives were to discuss the future of 
the territory at a meeting later that week with Mr. Foncha and 
Mr. Ahidjo, at which it was hoped that French military 
representatives would also be present. It was therefore necessary 
to decide whether to withdraw the United Kingdom battalion on 
1st October and to confine our assistance to such modest financial 
support as we could afford, or to undertake these substantial 
additional responsibilities for the security and administration of the 
territory for some further time. 

In discussion the following points were made: 
(a) British investment in the territory amounted to nearly 

£20 millions; nevertheless these interests were not enough to warrant 
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the continued deployment of British forces after 1st October. The 
main issue was whether we could afford the risk of the dangerous 
growth of Communist influence in this area. 

(b) The Chief of the Imperial General Staff said that conditions 
in the territory would make it necessary to relieve United Kingdom 
troops every six months. It was very doubtful whether a local 
security force could be recruited and trained in a short time. There 
was no doubt that a single battalion would be inadequate to maintain 
order if serious terrorism broke out, and in that event it would be 
necessary to send two further battalions to reinforce it. In view of 
their interests- in the Cameroun Republic, it would be greatly 
preferable that the French should accept the responsibility for 
security, including the training of a local force. 

(c) Even if the current Army recruiting objective were realised, 
it would not be possible to reinforce a battalion in the Southern 
Cameroons without losing our capacity to meet other military 
commitments which ought to have priority. For example, it would 
be of greater importance to provide reinforcements for Zanzibar. 

(d) It was very desirable that the training of a local security force 
should be undertaken by the French authorities, on behalf of the 
Cameroun Republic. Although the French maintained that they 
could not accept additional commitments, they might be persuaded 
to undertake responsibility for security in the Southern Cameroons 
if they thought that we would in any case withdraw when our 
trusteeship came to an end. 

(e) The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that if it were necessary 
to undertake further commitments in the Southern Cameroons, 
offsetting reductions would have to be made in oversea expenditure 
elsewhere. Nevertheless, he would agree that some modest 
contribution, up to million, might be afforded as a final measure 
of assistance to the territory upon becoming independent. 

The Prime Minister, summing up, said that it was the general 
view of the Cabinet that, on balance, it would not be justifiable to 
undertake the additional commitment which would be involved if a 
United Kingdom battalion were retained in the Southern Cameroons 
after independence. The United Kingdom representatives at the 
meeting with Mr. Foncha and Mr. Ahidjo should conduct their 
discussions on the basis that it was our intention to withdraw the 
United Kingdom battalion after 1st October. They should seek to 
ascertain what measures were contemplated by Mr. Foncha and 
Mr. Ahidjo for the maintenance of the administration and of internal 
security, and how far they were agreed about future arrangements 
for the territory and its association with the Cameroun Republic. 
They could indicate that we would be prepared to provide financial 
assistance amounting to ££ million to the territory during the first 
year after independence, either to enable our expatriate officers to 
continue in the administration or to support the budget. It was to 
be hoped that, in the face of this attitude, the French authorities 
would realise that there was no alternative but for them to accept 
future responsibility for security in the Cameroons, as well as in the 
Cameroun Republic. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed that the United Kingdom	 battalion in the Southern 

Cameroons should be withdrawn after 1st October, and 
that our support for the territory should thereafter be 
limited to financial assistance of not more than million. 

(2) Invited the Lord Privy Seal to formulate	 instructions for the 
United Kingdom representatives at the meeting with the 
Prime Minister of the Southern Cameroons and the Prime 
Minister of the Cameroun Republic on the lines indicated 
by the Prime Minister. 
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8. The Colonial Secretary said that the West Indies Conference 
had resolved the problem of the transfer of matters from the reserve 
list, which particularly affected Jamaica; but it was possible that it 
might break down on the issue of freedom of movement between the 
islands, with which was linked the question of financial assistance 
from the United Kingdom. The United States Government had a 
great interest in the establishment of a successful federation, and 
might in due course be prepared to provide financial assistance. It 
might be possible to reach agreement on the basis of sending a survey 
team to study a number of development projects for the smaller 
islands for which financial assistance might be considered. It might, 
however, be necessary to take an early decision about the level of 
financial assistance, and he would in that event consult the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Colonial Secretary. 

 9. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
 Minister of Education (C. (61) 78) about the machinery for the 

 settlement of teachers' salaries. 

The Minister of Education said that, since the Cabinefs last 
 discussion on 6th June, it had been agreed between the Chancellor 

f the Exchequer, the Secretary of State for Scotland, the Minister 0 

f Labour and himself that the English teachers should be given an 
increase equivalent to an increase of 16£ per cent, in the total cost of 
salaries as from 1st January, 1962, as recommended by the Burnham 
Committee, and that the Scottish teachers should be given a 14 per 
cent, increase as from 1st July, 1961. The first decision was not to 
be announced at least until after the National Union of Teachers 
had considered the recommendation on 17th June, but the Secretary 
of State for "Scotland proposed to announce the Scottish settlement 
that day. It was by now generally expected that the Government 
would press for some change in the machinery for the settlement of 
teachers' salaries and, in agreement with the Secretary of State, the 
Minister proposed that in future the views of the responsible Ministers 
should be made known to, and taken into consideration by, both sides 
at an early stage of the negotiations. He also proposed that legislation 
should be introduced to give the Government power in England and 
Wales, as they already had in Scotland, to amend as well as to accept 
or reject a negotiated agreement. These proposals could be defended 
both on the ground that the Exchequer bore more than half the cost 
of teachers' salaries and in the interest of the education service itself. 
They were, however, likely to excite opposition both from the local 
authorities and from the teachers, and the Minister would therefore 
prefer, rather than announce a definite Government decision, to seek 
to work out with both sides changes in the machinery on the lines 
he had proposed. 

G 

Discussion showed that there was general support in the Cabinet 
for these proposals. They must, however, be expected to revive the 
claim of the National Association of Schoolmasters to be represented 
on the teachers' panel of the Burnham Committee and—more serious 
—to stimulate a strong demand for some form of arbitration. This 
must be resisted by all possible means; for, if it were conceded, the 
Government might well find themselves in a position even less 
satisfactory than the present. 

In further discussion it was suggested that an attempt should be 
made to synchronise future negotiations on teachers' salaries in 
England and Wales and in Scotland. As against this it was argued 
that, as the salary structure in the two countries was not directly 
comparable, there might be positive advantage in keeping the 
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settlements separate in time. It was agreed that this aspect of the 
question should be further considered. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Approved the proposals in C. (61) 78. 
(2) Invited	 the Minister of Education to give further 

consideration, in consultation with the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer and the Secretary of State for Scotland, to 
the question of synchronising future negotiations on 
teachers' salaries in England and Wales and in Scotland. 

10. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (61) 74) about the disposal of the 
Governmenfs holding in the Suez Finance Company. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he had now given 
further consideration to the financial advantages and disadvantages 
of an early sale of the Governmenfs holding and to the method of 
its disposal. The Company's interests in Saharan oil and in the 
Channel Tunnel Study Group were comparatively small and too 
speculative to justify deferring a sale on that account, and there also 
seemed little doubt now that the Egyptian Government would meet 
their compensation liabilities. In view, however, of some recent 
signs of renewed pressure for an increase in the compensation fund 
provided by the Anglo-Egyptian settlement for former owners of 
property in Egypt, he proposed to give further consideration to the 
exact timing of the disposal of the Governmenfs holding. 

As regards the method of disposal, although a block deal with 
a syndicate would have some obvious advantages, it would be 
necessary to have regard to the interests of other British shareholders 
in increasing their holdings in the Company, and to the special 
interests of a number of banking and other concerns, including 
Rothschilds. On balance, it seemed best to dispose of the holding 
gradually through the market, by selling blocks when there was an 
active interest in the shares. Subject to further consideration of the 
timing, he proposed, as a preliminary step, to consult the management 
of the company, and as a matter of courtesy to inform the French 
Government and the Bank of France. If these consultations were 
satisfactory, it would then be desirable to make an announcement in 
Parliament of the Governmenfs intention to dispose of their holding 
and immediately before such an announcement to inform certain 
private interests which were already aware of the possibility of a 
sale. 

Discussion showed that the Cabinet agreed in principle that the 
Government should dispose of their holding in the Suez Finance 
Company. Some doubts were expressed, however, about the 
advisability of selling this asset in London; it might be preferable in 
present circumstances to obtain foreign currency through a sale in 
Paris with the object of benefiting the reserves. It was also suggested 
that consideration would need to be given to the proposal to disclose 
the Governmenfs intention to the French Government, the Bank of 
France and certain private interests, in order to avoid anticipating 
the announcement to Parliament and to avoid giving any unfair 
advantage to the interests in question. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed in principle	 that the Governmenfs shareholding in 

the Suez Finance Company should be sold. 
(2) Invited	 the Chancellor of the Exchequer to give further 

consideration to the timing and method of disposal of this 
shareholding. 
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11. The Minister of Aviation said that the Economic Policy 
Committee had approved his proposals for changes in the 
Governments policy on civil airports. His main proposals were that 
the en route technical services covering the country as a whole and 
those related to the operations at individual airports should remain 
in the hands of the Government, but that their cost should in future 
be recovered from the airline operators. The ownership and 
management of the main international airports should be transferred 
to a new independent statutory body, v/hile that of the provincial 
airports should be de-centralised—wherever possible by transfer to 
local authorities, who might in certain circumstances be given 
assistance from the Exchequer. These proposals would relieve the 
Minister from Parliamentary control over the day-to-day management 
of, and accounting for, the airports and would accord with 
recommendations on the London group of airports shortly expected 
from the Select Committee on Estimates; and they would enlist the 
enthusiasm of local authorities in operating their own airports and 
reduce the total cost to the Exchequer. The Minister proposed that 
they should be set out in a White Paper which he hoped to be able 
to present to Parliament before the summer recess. 

Discussion showed that there was general agreement in the 
Cabinet with the substance of these proposals. Since, however, it 
was most unlikely that time could be found in the following session 
for the necessary legislation, it might be preferable to postpone 
publication of a White Paper. If the Select Committee's report made 
it desirable to give some early indication of the Governmenfs 
intentions, this might be effected by a less detailed statement before 
the recess. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Endorsed the decision of the Economic Policy Committee to 

approve the proposals of the Minister of Aviation for a 
new policy on civil airports. 

(2) Invited the Minister of Aviation to circulate a draft statement 
of the Governmenfs policy for civil airports and, in due 
course, a draft White Paper setting out the proposals in 
detail. 

12. The Prime Minister said that he proposed to announce in 
the House of Commons that day that arrangements were being made 
for the Commonwealth Secretary and two other senior Ministers to 
make separate journeys covering all the other independent 
Commonwealth countries to discuss the problems of the relationship 
between the United Kingdom and the European Economic 
Community and the possible arrangements which might meet the 
needs of the other Commonwealth countries and the other members 
of the European Free Trade Association. It was hoped that these 
visits might begin towards the end of the month. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Prime Minister. 
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1. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Minister of Labour (C. (61) 75) on restrictive labour practices. 

The Minister of Labour said that, in pursuance of the Cabinefs 
decision of 18th May, he had given further thought to the means of 
enquiring into restrictive practices by labour. Some useful action 
had already been taken in recent years. The National Joint Advisory 
Council had published in 1959 a report of their general enquiry into 
practices impeding the full and efficient use of manpower. This had 
listed the industries in which such practices prevailed. Special 
enquiries had also been held, or were proceeding, into particular 
industries, viz., docks and harbours, shipbuilding and the newspaper 
industry. Restrictive practices had also been touched on in the 
discussions which he had held on industrial relations in the motor 
industry. Two alternative courses were now open to the Government. 
They could continue to approach this question selectively, industry 
by industry. On that basis the National Joint Advisory Council 
could be invited to take it up again and to identify the problems in 
particular industries: the Minister could then follow up their 
recommendations by the means most appropriate to each case. 
Alternatively, it would be possible to establish a permanent body, 
similar to the Monopolies Commission, with the task of making 
independent enquiries into restrictive labour practices. Such a body 
would have no powers: its function would be to draw public attention 
to practices which were contrary to the public interest. This 
alternative course would involve legislation: it would be unwelcome 
to industry—certainly to the workers and probably to some 
employers: and it would leave the Government with an invidious 
responsibility for enforcing the Commission^ findings. The Minister 
said that, on balance, he favoured the first alternative of continuing 
to deal with the problem selectively, industry by industry. 

Discussion showed that opinion on this question in the Cabinet 
was divided. 

On the one hand it was argued that the precedent of the 
Monopolies Commission was not encouraging. It had originally 
been thought that, if the full facts relating to restrictive practices were 
established by independent enquiry and made public, the pressure of 
public opinion would be sufficient to induce the industries concerned 
to mend their ways. In practice this hope had been disappointed. 
Industry had not responded to this purely inquisitorial method. It 
had been necessary to supplement the work of the Commission by 
requiring the registration of restrictive trading agreements and 
establishing a special court with compulsory powers. This experience 
suggested that it might be preferable to follow, in respect of restrictive 
practices by labour, the existing policy of dealing with the problem 
selectively, industry by industry. 

On the other hand it was argued that this selective approach was 
not sufficiently dramatic to meet the needs of the present situation. 
Some fresh initiative was required to induce the trade unions to adopt 
a more helpful attitude towards the efficient employment of 
manpower. In relation to restrictive practices by labour, a regular 
machinery for bringing the facts to public notice might well prove 
helpful as a means of bringing the pressure of public opinion to bear 
on the unions. 

The C a b i n e t -
Agreed to resume their discussion of this question at a later 
meeting. 
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*2. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the deterioration 
in the balance of payments position over the previous two years would 
be aggravated by a further deficit in the current year. Until recently 
this deterioration had been masked by a substantial inflow of 
short-term funds, and it would have been worse if it had not been 
for certain exceptional receipts, such as the proceeds of the sale of the 
Ford Motor Company and the repayment by Germany of her 
post-war debt out of accumulated sterling balances. With the 
reversal of the flow of short-term funds, the balance of payments 
difficulties, together with doubts about the stability of the internal 
economy, had now resulted in a critical exchange position. It had 
so far been possible to avoid emergency measures because of the 
co-operation of central banks in lending substantial sums of foreign 
currencies against sterling holdings. But there was a limit to the 
accommodation that could be obtained in this way, particularly as 
the belief was growing that as a nation we were trying to live beyond 
our means. It was therefore necessary to consider measures to 
demonstrate the Government^ intention to restrain the development 
of inflationary pressures in the economy and thus to encourage 
foreign confidence in the long-term future of sterling. 

The state of the internal economy was in some respects puzzling. 
Despite higher investments, rising demand and an increasing shortage 
of labour, production had so far shown little sign of increasing. It 
was estimated that the various components of demand, especially 
investment in manufacturing industry, would continue to rise 
substantially. There were further signs of pressure for wage increases, 
and the retail price index was 2-7 per cent, higher than a year ago. 
It seemed clear that there would soon be no spare productive capacity 
and this strongly reinforced the argument for taking corrective 
measures without delay. 

The two. economic regulators which had been introduced in the 
last Budget could not be used until the Finance Bill had received 
the Royal Assent in the latter part of July. It would then be possible 
to bring the first regulator into effect and to impose a surcharge, which 
might be at the maximum rate of 10 per cent., on most Customs and 
Excise duties, and purchase tax. Examples of the consequential 
increases in duty, and therefore in prices, were 4d. on a packet of 
twenty cigarettes, 3d. a gallon on petrol, Id. on a pint of beer and £1 
on a refrigerator. This would yield £230 millions in a full year and 
would increase the retail price index by H per cent. 

The second regulator provided for a surcharge on employers' 
contributions under the National Insurance scheme, and at a 
maximum rate of 4 per cent, would withdraw purchasing power from 
the economy, to the extent of about £200 millions a year. It might, 
however, be preferable to impose a lower rate of, say, 2s. Od.; and in 
any case this regulator could not, for administrative reasons, come 
into effect before early November. 

As regards monetary measures, it was not thought that an 
increase in Bank Rate would be of great value in present 
circumstances in encouraging confidence overseas; but it might be 
of some value for internal purposes, particularly in conjunction with 
other measures. If the first regulator were used, it would probably 
be undesirable to tighten the existing hire-purchase restrictions, since 
the industries mainly affected still had a certain amount of spare 
capacity. Although bank advances had recently shown a steady 
increase, and the ratio of advances to deposits was now high, it would 
probably not be desirable to make a further call for special deposits; 
for the most likely result would be that banks would have to sell 
investments to meet such a call, and the measures would therefore be 
of only limited value. 

* Previously recorded in a Most Confidential Record 



As regards public expenditure, it might be necessary for the 
Government to show that they were determined not to let investment 
in the public sector get out of hand, since the latest Estimates showed 
that in the aggregate this was running at nearly £140 millions above 
the total for the previous year. The five-year review of expenditure 
against resources which was now in train would soon be completed; 
It was already clear that, if the rate of increase of expenditure were 
to be kept in step with the likely growth in national production, it 
would be necessary to accept major changes of policy, including a 

dimitation of expenditure on education, agriculture and defence. It 
was particularly important to restrict Government expenditure 
overseas. An examination of ways and means of curtailing oversea 
defence expenditure to £200 millions a year had been put in hand, 
and it might be necessary to consider drastic reductions in our 
commitments in the Far East and South-East Asia. It was also 
desirable to find some means of reducing defence expenditure in 
Germany: we might have to give warning that, in the following 
financial year, we could only afford, say, £25 millions a year across 
the exchanges on this account. It had already been accepted that 
our aid to countries overseas should be held within a ceiling of 
£190-£200 millions a year. It might also be necessary to consider 
exchange control measures, such as the curtailment of travel 
allowances and the limitation of remittances abroad; but in general 
unless action of this sort were drastic (for example, a reduction in the 
travel allowance to £50) the saving would be small and any value 
would be mainly psychological. 

It was clear that the building industry was heavily overloaded, 
and the reintroduction of building controls had been suggested. But 
this would need legislation and was open to the disadvantage of 
forestalling; a preferable approach might therefore be to seek 
some administrative means of slowing down the rate of private 
housing and office building. As a precautionary measure, an 
emergency scheme had been prepared for the reimposition of 
restrictions on certain ranges of imports, including manufactured 
consumer goods; but any measure of this nature was open to grave 
disadvantages in present circumstances since, in the absence of 
rationing controls, its effect would be bound to be inflationary, and 
it would moreover encourage other countries to adopt restrictive 
policies. 

It was possible that one of the factors in the decline of our 
invisible earnings was a diminution in the remission of profits 
accruing from oversea investment. It would be very difficult 
administratively to enforce the requirement that such profits should 
be remitted to this country, and this problem might conceivably be 
better dealt with through adjustments in taxation policy. He would 
continue to examine this problem. 

Finally, the Chancellor of the Exchequer referred to the need for 
positive action to encourage efficiency and stability in the economy. 
In this connexion it might be desirable to examine unconventional 
policies, such as the unilateral reduction of tariffs, the encouragement 
of special forms of saving, and the establishment of a national 
economic planning council. Even more important would be the 
inculcation of some effective restraint on wage demands, since wages 
were the dominant factor in the inflationary pressure. 

The Home Secretary said that firm action to deal with the balance 
of payments situation and to restrain inflation at home would be 
regarded by the country as the real test of the Governmenfs 
determination and ability. It seemed essential that severe remedial 
measures should be introduced before the summer recess. 



There was general agreement with this view. In discussion the 
following points were made : 

(a) I t was suggested that the level of production would shortly 
rise, and that with the greater consciousness of the importance of 
exports our prospects of foreign earnings might soon improve. 
Nevertheless, in order to restrain costs and to provide capacity for 
increased exports, some restrictive measures were undoubtedly 
necessary. 

(b) The fact that, despite the Budget surplus, an inflationary 
trend was developing showed that the underlying pressures, 
particularly that attributable to increases in wages and salaries, were 
very strong. It was important that the Government should discourage 
unjustifiable wage demands, even at the risk of incurring a strike. 
It would, for example, be unwise to surrender to the teachers' present 
demands. This in no sense meant that the Government should 
deliberately provoke strike action. If the Government took other 
remedial measures, especially in the field of public expenditure, this 
would of itself tend to encourage a sense of responsibility in wage 
negotiations. It might be that the Government should make some 
public declaration about wage policy, in the interests of 
encouraging restraint; such a declaration would have to cover the 
question of profits. The possibility of urging a standstill for a period 
in wage and profit levels should not be ruled out. 

(c) The current deficit was approximately equal to the sum of 
our military expenditure overseas and our foreign aid. The fact that 
we still accepted these burdens, at the expense of our balance of 
payments, tended to be overlooked by international financial opinion. 

(d) It was suggested that remedial action might best take the 
form of a few firm and drastic measures, rather than a large number 
of items some of which were of doubtful efficacy. 

(e) There was general agreement that the first regular (the 
imposition of a surcharge on Customs and Excise duties and purchase 
tax) would be appropriate, and that this might be at the maximum 
rate. Considerable doubts were expressed, however, about the 
second regulator (the pay roll tax) on the ground that this would, for 
the most part, directly add to industrial costs. 

(/) It was suggested that our present policy of full employment 
was not wholly compatible with the maintenance of sterling as an 
international currency at a fixed rate of exchange and that, as part 
of the long-term problem, the possibility of a floating exchange rate 
should be re-examined. 

(g) If, as the Chancellor of the Exchequer had suggested, we 
were to indicate that it was our intention in the following year to 
reduce our expenditure of foreign exchange on account of our forces 
in Germany, it was by no means clear that we would be able to 
enforce any saving. To do so we would, in the last resort, have to 
remove the bulk of our troops, but this would be open to the gravest 
political objections in present circumstances. Nevertheless, a 
declaration of our need to limit our expenditure of foreign exchange 
on this account might induce the other members of the North Atlantic 
Alliance to find some means of meeting our needs, perhaps through 
the creation of blocked sterling accounts. Our specific obligation 
arose under the Treaty of Western European Union which, after all, 
provided for adjustments in the event of balance of payments 
difficulties. Moreover, there would be no question of our removing 
troops while the problem of Berlin remained critical. 

Summing up, the Prime Minister said that the Cabinet had had 
a valuable preliminary discussion of the current external and internal 
economic position. The Chancellor of the Exchequer would now 
give further consideration to the desirability of remedial action. The 
introduction of measures to restore confidence should secure the 
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continued co-operation of the central banks to deal with the 
immediate situation, but some fundamental adjustments in our 
economic and financial policies might be necessary to meet the 
longer-term problems. A new attitude to oversea expenditure, both 
for defence and aid, and to -oversea investment, might have to be 
adopted. It might be necessary to take a firm public attitude on the 
level of wages and profits. He would arrange for the Cabinet to 
give further consideration to all these matters at a further meeting 
in the near future. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of the statement by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer and of the points raised in the discussion. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. I, 
16th June, 1961. 
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The Prime Minister recalled that the Cabinet had been informed 
on 6th June that the Commonwealth Secretary, in the course of his 
visit to the Federation for final consultations about constitutional 
development for Southern Rhodesia, had also discussed with the 
Prime Minister of the Federation, Sir Roy Welensky, possible 
modifications of the constitutional proposals for Northern Rhodesia 
contained in the White Paper of February 1961 (Cmnd. 1295). A 
main feature of the White Paper proposals was the creation of 
national seats, for which the votes on the upper and lower rolls were 
to be equalised by averaging the percentage of votes cast for a 
candidate on each roll, and for which a candidate had to obtain a 
prescribed minimum percentage of the votes cast on each roll. 
Sir Roy Welensky objected to this scheme, on the ground that 
equalising the rolls in this way would favour African voters against 
European, since the upper roll contained a significant and increasing 
number of African voters, whereas the lower roll contained a very 
small number of Europeans. In order to guarantee control by the 
upper roll, which was Sir Roy Welensky's main objective, he had 
proposed that the ratio of upper roll to lower roll votes should be sixty 
to forty. It had been agreed that this suggestion should be examined, 
without commitment, but consultations which had been held by the 
Governor of Northern Rhodesia with the other parties in the territory 
had shown that it would be wholly unacceptable. It would, indeed, 
be hard to maintain that a sixty/forty ratio was consistent with the 
spirit and framework of the White Paper. 

The Colonial Secretary, in consultation with the Commonwealth 
Secretary, had therefore tried to work out other modifications to the 
White Paper proposals which might help to meet Sir Roy Welensky's 
anxieties and at the same time secure the acquiescence, even if only 
reluctant, of the other parties in Northern Rhodesia. There were 
five possibilities. It might be provided that in order to qualify for 
election a candidate in a national constituency would need to secure 
a certain percentage or a fixed number (whichever was the less) of 
the votes cast by Europeans, and that percentage or fixed number 
(whichever was the less) of the votes cast by Africans; this would 
compel a candidate to acquire a minimum degree of support from 
both of the main sections of the community, but since the 
requirement would be expressed in terms of a low figure, it would 
make it easier for European candidates to secure sufficient African 
support. A second modification might be to adopt the Federal 
Governments suggestion that the national seats should take the 
form of seven double-member constituencies. Third: some degree of 
racial reservation of national seats might be offered. Fourth: 
instead of lowering the income and educational qualifications for 
voters on the upper roll, the addition of Africans to that roll might 
be achieved by adding certain specific categories of more responsible 
Africans. Fifth: we might agree that the determination of the 
constituencies should be entrusted to a commission which would be 
established in agreement with Sir Roy Welensky. 

When the Commonwealth Secretary, two days previously, had 
informed Sir Roy Welensky that his proposal for a sixty/forty ratio for 
voting for national seats could not be accepted, he had indicated that 
the White Paper proposals could be modified in these five respects. 
But in his reply Sir Roy Welensky had reiterated his demand for a 
sixty/forty ratio, in order to guarantee upper roll control of the 
national seats, and had given no consideration to the alternative 
modifications. If his demand were not met, Sir Roy Welensky 
proposed to visit the United Kingdom later in the week 
with the intention of putting his case, not only to the Government, 
but apparently to Parliament and public opinion in this country 
—and he would then return to the Federation and propose 
the immediate dissolution of the Legislature on 26th June. 



It was not clear what mandate he would seek from the electorate 
—it might be for complete independence in both federal 
and territorial spheres, or in the federal sphere alone, or he might be 
content to bring pressure on the United Kingdom Government within 
the limits of the present constitution. A most serious situation would 
then arise, which might lead to violence and perhaps to civil war. The 
position of the Government, in view particularly of their 
responsibilities in Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland, would be one 
of extreme difficulty. It would in due course be necessary for the 
Cabinet to decide what attitude should be taken if Sir Roy Welensky 
persisted in his demand, and how to deal with the grave situation 
which might develop. 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that he had since learned 
from the High Commissioner of the Federation that the Federation 
Government were now prepared to examine the possibility of a 
scheme for a middle roll to elect members to the national 
constituencies. This scheme had previously been rejected by all 
parties as being impracticable and uncertain. The fact that the 
Federation Government were willing to examine it might be an 
indication that they were reluctant to bring the issue to a head at 
the present time. 

In discussion it was pointed out that it was unlikely that any 
scheme for a middle roll could be devised which would be acceptable 
to all parties. To meet Sir Roy Welensky's anxieties it would have to 
contain a preponderance of Europeans, but this would be bitterly 
opposed by the Africans. The Liberal Party would insist on 
including a qualification based on a minimum percentage of racial 
votes, since the middle roll might otherwise enable the nationalist 
seats to be won by extremists; such a qualification would be 
repugnant to Sir Roy Welensky. There was also the danger that 
the establishment of a middle roll would tend to displace the upper 
roll. 

There was general agreement that, despite these objections, there 
would be advantage in encouraging Sir Roy Welensky to consider a 
middle roll scheme, since this would avoid an immediate crisis. It 
would, however, be dangerous to put forward any proposals of our 
own for a middle roll; for this would amount to starting a fresh 
negotiation with Sir Roy Welensky about a scheme which was 
unlikely to meet the wishes of the African and Liberal representatives. 
The United Kingdom High Commissioner should therefore confine 
himself, on this point, to saying that we would be interested to know 
what ideas Sir Roy Welensky had for a middle roll scheme. It was 
important that, at the same time, we should do everything possible 
to make Sir Roy Welensky fully aware of the value from his point 
of view of the five modifications which we could make to the 
White Paper proposals. 

In further discussion the Foreign Secretary said that the 
possibility of making further modifications to the White Paper 
proposals to meet Sir Roy Welensky's point of view should not be 
excluded. If, in the absence of an acceptable settlement, he were 
to claim independence for the Federation or some part of it, he might 
in the end have to seek support from the South African Government, 
or even from the Portuguese. It was likely that we were entering a 
period of increasing difficulty in international affairs, in which we 
could not afford to be in open dispute with the European elements 
in the Federation. 

The Prime Minister said that the Cabinet would need to resume 
their discussion on the following day, in order to decide what further 
arguments could be put to Sir Roy Welensky to deter him from 
pursuing his intention to come to the United Kingdom to bring the 
issue to a head. The Commonwealth Secretary should prepare a 
draft message, explaining the Government^ proposals for 



constitutional development in Northern Rhodesia, including the 
modifications which could be made to the original proposals in the 
White Paper, and indicating that Sir Roy Welensky was free to put 
forward proposals for a middle roll scheme. If, despite these 
arguments, Sir Roy Welensky were to visit the United Kingdom, it 
would be necessary for the Government to be ready to publish their 
proposals without delay. 

The Cabinet-
Invited the Commonwealth Secretary to circulate a draft 
message to the Prime Minister of the Federation of 
Rhodesia and Nyasaland, on the lines indicated by the 
Prime Minister, for consideration at a meeting on the 
following day. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. 1, 
20th June, 1961. 
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1. The Chancellor of the Exchequer recalled that at their last 
discussion of proposals for a National Theatre the Cabinet had 
decided that the most realistic course would be to concentrate on 
giving as much direct assistance as possible to provincial theatres 
and increasing the subventions to the Old Vic and the Royal 
Shakespeare Memorial Theatre. New proposals had now been put 
before him by the London County Council (L.C.C.). Their offer 
was that, if the Government would provide towards the cost of 
building a new National Theatre the £1 million approved by 
Parliament in the National Theatre Act of 1949, they would 
themselves contribute from the rates whatever additional sum was 
required. The building of the theatre would be undertaken by the 
Joint Council for the National Theatre, under the chairmanship of 
Lord Chandos, in co-operation with Sadler's Wells (which was at 
present receiving an Exchequer subvention of £170,000 a year in 
respect of its London activities), the Old Vic and the Royal 
Shakespeare Memorial Theatre (whose annual subventions the 
Chancellor was prepared to increase to £130,000 and £100,000 
respectively, to cover their activities other than provincial touring, 
which would be provided for separately). If the National Theatre 
required additional assistance from public funds above this total 
of £400,000 a year, it would have to be provided from other sources, 
including possibly the L.C.C. It was most desirable that all the 
three institutions should join in the National Theatre scheme, and 
he would do his best to bring this about. If, however, one of them 
should decide not to participate, it would receive its subvention 
direct and the Exchequer contribution to the National Theatre 
itself would be correspondingly reduced. These proposals were 
known to be broadly acceptable to the Chairman of the Joint Council 
and the Chairman of the Arts Council. It would not be easy for the 
Government to reject them, since they accorded with the authority 
already given by Parliament. 

In discussion it was recognised that it would be difficult to 
refuse this offer, especially as the scheme would not affect the amount 
of direct Exchequer assistance available for theatres in the provinces. 
On the other hand, an Exchequer contribution on the scale proposed 
to a National Theatre in London would increase the difficulty of 
resisting demands on behalf of similar projects which had already 
been put forward for Edinburgh and Cardiff and might be expected 
also from some of the large provincial cities in England. Nor was 
it certain that demands for additional Exchequer contributions to 
meet continuing deficits in the National Theatre could be resisted. 

Several Ministers expressed doubts whether a substantial 
increase in Government expenditure on the arts was compatible with 
the general concern about the current economic situation and the 
measures that might be necessary to correct it. 

Summing up, the Prime Minister said that the balance of 
opinion in the Cabinet was in favour of accepting the L.C.C.'s 
proposal. But the economic situation made it inopportune to give 
any definite undertaking to that effect or to make any announcement 
of the Government^ indentions. The best course would therefore 
be to invite the Joint Council for the National Theatre, in 
co-operation with Sadlefs Wells, the Old Vic and the Royal 
Shakespeare Memorial Theatre, to formulate and submit to the 
Chancellor a scheme on the lines proposed. These tactics would 
ensure some considerable delay before it became necessary for the 
Government to undertake a definite commitment. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer to ask the Joint 
Council for the National Theatre, in co-operation with 
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Sadler's Wells, the Old Vic and the Royal Shakespeare 
Memorial Theatre, to submit a scheme for a National 

—	 Theatre designed to implement the offer made by the 
London County Council. 

2. The Cabinet resumed their consideration of the 
constitutional proposals for Northern Rhodesia, on the basis of a 
draft message from the Prime Minister to the Prime Minister of the 
Federation, Sir Roy Welensky, circulated by the Commonwealth 
Secretary. 

The draft message informed Sir Roy Welensky that his proposal 
for a sixty/forty ratio between the upper and lower rolls in voting 
for national seats had been rejected by the other parties and that, 
since it was outside the spirit and framework of the White Paper of 
February 1961, it could not be adopted in the absence of a general 
measure of acquiescence. The message set out the modifications 
which could be made to the proposals contained in the White Paper, 
and explained in particular the significance of basing the qualifying 
minimum on races instead of rolls. It also invited Sir Roy Welensky 
to put forward any ideas he wished for a middle roll scheme. 

In discussion the following points were made: 
(a) It was suggested that the proposal for a qualifying minimum 

of 12^ per cent, of the votes cast by each race, or 400 votes from 
each race, could be criticised on the ground that it was unreasonable 
to expect a European candidate to obtain so large a proportion of 
African votes. The minimum might be reduced to 10 per cent., or 
300 votes from each race. It was argued, on the other hand, that 
the qualifying minimum gave a considerable advantage to European 
candidates, and that to reduce it would virtually eliminate the 
multi-racial concept on which voting for national seats was based. 

There was general agreement that, although the possibility of 
considering a reduction in the qualifying minimum at a later stage 
should not be excluded, this should not be suggested at the present 
time. 

(b) The Foreign Secretary said that, although the proposal for a 
sixty/forty ratio should be rejected, the possibility of a further 
modification, such as some form of a middle roll, based on the 
concept of the equalisation of races rather than rolls, should not be 
ruled out. In present international circumstances we should seek 
to retain the greatest measure of support from the Federation 
Government and their European supporters. 

The Lord Chancellor pointed out that, although the White 
Paper had favoured the method of equalising the upper and lower 
rolls for the election of national candidates, it had also stated that 
the Government would be prepared to consider other proposals 
which would secure their objectives of substantially increased African 
representation and a non-racial political approach. 

There was general agreement that the Government could not 
refuse to examine any reasonable proposals, whether for a middle 
roll or some other scheme, which Sir Roy Weiensky might put 
forward. 

(c) It was suggested that the message should first explain the 
modifications to the White Paper proposals which we were prepared 
to make, and that this should be followed by an explanation of the 
rejection of the proposal for a sixty/forty ratio. Since the possibility 
of further modifications ought not at this stage to be excluded, it 
would "be preferable not to restate our intention to maintain the 
principle of equalisation of the rolls, as proposed in the White Paper. 



In further discussion a number of drafting amendments to the 
proposed message to Sir Roy Welensky were approved. 

The C a b i n e t -
Took note that the Prime Minister would arrange for his 
message, as approved in their discussion, to be sent to the 
Prime Minister of the Federation of Rhodesia and 
Nyasaland forthwith. 

Foreign 3. The Foreign Secretary said that evidence was accumulating 
Affairs from many spheres of international relations that the policy of the 
Soviet Union Soviet Government was no longer directed to the possibility of 
(Previous serious negotiation with the West. For example, their insistence 
Reference: on tripartite administration of any control organisation had brought 
C.C. (60) 43rd the Nuclear Tests Conference to a standstill, and they had made it 
Conclusions, clear that they would regard any system of inspection as espionage 
Minute 2) unless it was accompanied by total disarmament. Nor was there 

any sign of a serious desire on the part of Mr. Khrushchev to 
negotiate on Berlin; the expectation was that he would proceed to 
sign a separate peace treaty with East Germany in the following 
October. 

Laos N o progress was being made in the Geneva Conference on 
(Previous Laos, and failing an agreement between the three Laotian princes at 
Reference: Zurich, which seemed unlikely to come about, hostilities might well 
C.C. (61) 31st recommence. In that event, it would hardly be possible to avoid 
Conclusions. military intervention by the South-East Asia Treaty Organisation 
Minute 1)  j d e r to prevent the whole country being over-run by the Pathet n o r  

Lao. 

The C a b i n e t -
Took note of these statements by the Foreign Secretary. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. 1, 

20th June, 1961. 
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Parliament	 1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in the 
House of Commons in the following week. 

Federation 
of Rhodesia 
and 
Nyasaland 
Northern 
Rhodesia 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 34th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 2) 

Coal
(Previous
Reference:
C . C (61) 27th
Conclusions,
Minute 9)

2. The Prime Minister said that, following the Cabinefs last 
discussion of the constitutional proposals for Northern Rhodesia, 
he had informed the Prime Minister of the Federation, Sir Roy 
Welensky, that the Government were willing to modify the proposals 
in the White Paper of February 1961, by basing the qualifying 
minimum of votes for election to the national seats on races instead 
of rolls and by certain other changes designed to go as far as 
possible to meet the views of the Federation Government. Two 
representatives of the Federation Government had arrived in London 
on the previous day and the latest indications were that, subject to 
certain important modifications of detail, they were willing to 
acquiesce in the proposals now before them. Steps were being taken 
to ascertain the extent to which the Federation Government were 
committed to the modifications which had been suggested on their 
behalf and an undertaking would be given that these would be 
immediately examined. 

In discussion the Cabinet agreed that the Governmenfs decision 
must be announced in Parliament not later than 26th June. This 
would make it possible to communicate their views to Mr. Kaunda, 
the leader of the United National Independence Party in Northern 
Rhodesia, before he left London. An advance copy of the 
Governmenfs statement should be sent to Sir Roy Welensky—if 
possible, on the following day. 

The	 Cabinet— 
Invited the Commonwealth Secretary, in consultation with 
the Colonial Secretary, to give urgent consideration to the 
latest proposals received from the Federation Government 
on the constitution of Northern Rhodesia and to submit to 
the Prime Minister a draft statement of the Governmenfs 
decision on them. 

 3 . The Prime Minister said that the Committee on Coal Imports 
 had considered further the issues arising out of the application by 
 the Steel Company of Wales to import United States coal. They had 

 concluded that, while the structure of the coal industry and the 
 question of coal prices were being reviewed by the Chairman of the 

 National Coal Board, it would not be in the national interest to grant 
the application. It might in any case be difficult, in the present 
economic situation, to justify buying United States coal. It was now 
necessary to consider the form and timing of the announcement of the 
Committee's decision. 

In discussion it was suggested that, since the Steel Company of 
Wales was at present unlikely to press for an answer to its application, 
it might be preferable to leave the matter in suspense. On the other 
hand, the application had roused considerable interest and it would 
be inadvisable for an announcement to be made after Parliament 
had risen for the summer recess. On balance it seemed preferable 
that an announcement should be made at some time in the following 
month. 

The Paymaster-General said that, when he had recently met 
certain leading members of the steel trade, he had gained the 
impression that they were not unduly anxious that permission should 
be given to import United States coal into the United Kingdom. 
They had informed him, however, that within the European Economic 
Community some four steel works were being put down, based on 
United States coal to be supplied under 10-year contracts. They 
had promised to supply him with particulars. 



Europe
Commonwealth
Consultation
(Previous
Reference:
C C . (61) 3lst
MJnuteizT

The C a b i n e t -
Invited the President of the Board of Trade, in consultation 
with the Minister of Power, to prepare an announcement, 
to be made in July, of the decision to refuse the application 
by the Steel Company of Wales to import coal from the 
United States. 

 4. The Cabinet had before them a note by the Prime Minister 
 (C. (61) 84) covering a draft directive for the three Ministers (the 

 Commonwealth Secretary, the Minister of Aviation and the Minister 
 of Labour) who were to visit Commonwealth countries to discuss the 
 future relationship of the United Kingdom with the European 

 Economic Community. 
^he Prime Minister said that discussions which had taken place 

at Chequers during the previous week-end between the Ministers 
mainly concerned had led to the conclusion that the approach to the 
Commonwealth should be on the basis that it was undesirable to 
leave in suspense for much longer a decision on the question whether 
the United Kingdom should apply to accede to the Treaty of Rome. 
It did not seem possible to obtain any clear indication of the 
conditions we might secure to meet our own requirements and those 
of the Commonwealth by taking any further the various informal 
discussions which we had held with representatives of the member 
Governments of the Community. The three Ministers should 
therefore inform Commonwealth Governmenfs that we were inclined 
to think that the right course would be for us to make a formal 
application to accede to the Treaty of Rome in order to find out 
whether we could secure acceptable terms and conditions which 
would safeguard the essential interests of other Commonwealth 
countries, and also meet our own requirements and those of the other 
members of the European Free Trade Association (E.F.T.A.). 

In discussion it was pointed out that hitherto the Governmenfs 
attitude had been that we should not apply to accede to the Treaty 
of Rome unless we had formed the view that there was a reasonable 
chance that our own requirements, and those of our partners in the 
Commonwealth and of the other members of E.F.T.A., could be 
secured. It was not clear why this attitude should now be radically 
changed. Moreover, if the approach to the Commonwealth were to 
be on the different basis now proposed, this would be taken to mean 
and it would be publicly asserted that we had definitely decided to 
make an application to accede to the Treaty. It might therefore be 
desirable for some prior announcement to be made to Parliament, 
giving some indication of this change of view. 

It was suggested that, if Commonwealth Governments were 
approached on this basis, they might well seek to enter into detailed 
negotiations with us in order to settle the terms on which the accession 
of the United Kingdom to the Community would be acceptable to 
them, in advance of our making an application to accede. It should 
be possible to persuade Commonwealth countries that this proceduie 
would be open to great objection, since there was a clear danger that 
it would reveal our negotiating position to the Community. It was. 
however, very likely that Commonwealth Governments would present 
the visiting Ministers with lists of their full requirements, which they 
would expect us to secure in any settlement. 

It was pointed out that the directive envisaged our subscribing, 
in an otherwise satisfactory settlement, to the basic principles and 
objectives of the Treaty of Rome as set out in Articles 2 and 3. It 
was suggested that we could not do this, consistently with trying to 
secure the maintenance as far as possible of the principle of 
Commonwealth free entry. If we were to accept the basic principles 
and objectives of the Treaty of Rome we could not at the same time 
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expect to continue our bilateral commercial relationships with 
Commonwealth countries. On the other hand it was argued that we 
would not take a final decision to join the Community unless we had 
secured satisfactory arrangements for the Commonwealth; and if we 
had succeeded in meeting the needs of the Commonwealth we could 
then safely subscribe to the basic principles and objectives of the 
Treaty of Rome. Moreover, the informal discussions gave reason to 
believe that, unless we were prepared to subscribe to these basic 
principles and objectives, there would be virtually no chance of 
securing in negotiation satisfactory arrangements to meet our 
requirements and those of the Commonwealth and E.F.T.A. 

The President of the Board of Trade said that it would be 
inadvisable for him to adopt a guarded attitude at the meeting of the 
Ministerial Council of E.F.T.A. in London on 27th and 28th June, at 
which he was to preside. He proposed at that meeting to describe 
our inclination to apply to accede to the Treaty of Rome in order to 
ascertain whether satisfactory conditions could be obtained to meet 
our requirements and those of our partners in the Commonwealth 
and E.F.T.A., on the same lines as would be taken by the three 
Ministers in their discussions with Commonwealth Governments. 
This proposal was generally approved. 

In further discussion of the terms of the draft directive the 
following points were made: 

(a) Since we had previously undertaken to provide 
Commonwealth Governments with an assessment of what special 
arrangements we might reasonably expect to obtain, it would be 
advisable to admit that our informal talks with representatives of the 
members of the Community had enabled us to make only limited 
progress in this respect. 

(b) Commonwealth Governments should be warned that, even 
if we did not ]oin the Community, it was likely that our existing 
policies, which gave unlimited access to Commonwealth products, 
would need to be modified. 

(c) Commonwealth countries should be assured that it would be 
our intention, in any negotiations with the Community, to preserve 
their market in the United Kingdom to the greatest extent possible. 
We should seek arrangements which in the transitional period would 
permit exports to the United Kingdom of Commonwealth goods of 
major significance (with the possible exception of manufactured goods 
from the developed countries of the Commonwealth) to be maintained 
at substantially the same level as at present; and in the Common 
Market period would continue unchanged except to the extent that 
it could be shown that changes were necessary in order to avoid 
frustrating the purposes of the Community, and that they would not 
damage the essential interests of Commonwealth countries. 

(d) It would be premature to expect the Commonwealth 
Governments to accept the broad political and economic arguments 
for our joining the Community. It would be preferable to express 
our aim as being to bring the Commonwealth Governments to 
understand that these arguments justified our making an attempt to 
find out whether we could obtain terms which would meet our 
requirements and those of our partners in the Commonwealth and 
E.F.T.A. The visiting Ministers, should accordingly aim to bring 
Commonwealth Governments to accept that we might decide to 
apply to accede to the Treaty of Rome in order to find out whether 
satisfactory terms could be obtained. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note that the Prime Minister would arrange for the 
draft directive in the Annex to C. (60) 84 to be revised in 
the light of their discussion. 



United 
Nations 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (60) 59th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 3) 
Finances 

5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Foreign 
Secretary (C. (61) 59) about the financial position of the United 
Nations Organisation. 

The Foreign Secretary said that the United Nations Organisation 
had exhausted its working capital fund of $25 millions and had ended 
1960 with a cash deficit of $10 millions. This situation had resulted 
from the heavy expenditure on the United Nations operations in the 
Congo, towards which certain countries, including the Soviet bloc 
and France, would not pay their assessed contributions and from the 
refusal since 1957 of the Soviet bloc and others to meet their 
obligations in respect of the United Nations emergency force. A 
resolution had been passed inviting the next General Assembly of the 
United Nations to consider setting up a separate scale of contributions 
for peace and security operations and it was possible that, as a result, 
an increase in the United Kingdom contribution might be called for. 
It was in our interest both to ensure that the United Nations 
Organisation remained solvent and that the operations in the Congo, 
which now appeared to be achieving a greater measure of success, 
should be sustained. The United States had suggested that long-term 
interest-free Government loans might be the best solution to the 
United Nations' financial difficulties: the sum required would be 
approximately $75 millions, towards which the United Kingdom 
might be expected to contribute a sum not exceeding $15 millions. 

In discussion there was general agreement that it would be 
inappropriate for the United Kingdom to join with the United States 
in taking any initiative to restore the general financial position of the 
United Nations Organisation. Although the General Assembly had 
last autumn refused to give the Secretary-General powers to borrow 
commercially, and there might be objections to mortgaging the United 
Nations building in New York, further consideration should be given 
to such measures, or possibly to a world-wide appeal for donations, 
before further calls were made on Governments. It was undesirable 
that the United Kingdom should provide assistance in the form of 
loans at a time when our balance of payments was precarious. If 
other countries were to take the initiative in proposing loans we might 
perhaps agree to contribute, but our contribution should be 
considerably less than $15 millions. There was, however, general 
agreement with the proposal that we should continue to support the 
United Nations operations in the Congo. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed that	 the United Kingdom Government should not 

join in any initiative for providing interest-free 
Government loans for the United Nations. 

(2) Invited	 the Foreign Secretary to suggest that the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations Organisation 
should give further consideration to raising capital funds 
commercially, possibly by mortgaging the United Nations 
building. 

(3) Invited	 the Foreign Secretary, in consultation with the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, to consider the extent to 
which we should contribute towards sustaining the United 
Nations operations in the Congo. 
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Parliament 1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the following week. 

The Cabinet were also informed that it would not be possible 
to ensure the passage of the Weights and Measures Bill in its present 
form before the end of the session. ' The Bill would be withdrawn 
and a second Bill, incorporating a considerable number of amend
ments, would be introduced before the summer recess. This should 
facilitate the passage of the amended Bill in the following session. 

Succession to 
Peerages 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 26th 
Conclusions. 
Minute 1) 

Middle East
Kuwait
(Previous
Reference:
C.C. (61)31st
Conclusions,
Minute 5)

2. The Home Secretary said that the petition against the 
validity of Lord Stansgate's election to represent Bristol, South-East, 
was to be heard by the Electoral Court on 10th July. On the 
assumption that the Court upheld the petition, the Government 
wouid, as soon as judgement was given, move the appointment of a 
Joint Select Committee on the composition and membership of the 
House of Lords with the terms of reference already approved by the 
Cabinet. 

In discussion it was suggested that the Opposition in the House 
of Commons might be less unwilling to co-operate in the work of 
the Joint Select Committee if the Government were to offer to invite 
the Committee to present an interim report on succession to Peerages 
and their suspension or termination. Such an interim report might 
cover also the special position of Scottish and Irish Peers. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Home Secretary to consider whether the 
proposed Joint Select Committee on the composition and 
membership of the House of Lords might be invited to 
present an interim report on succession to, and suspension 
or termination of, Peerages. 

 3 . The Foreign Secretary said that there were indications that 
 the Prime Minister of Iraq, General Qassim, in pursuance of his 

 claim that Kuwait was a part of Iraq, might shortly move armoured 
 forces to Basra, in preparation for an attack on Kuwait. If such 

 an attack were made it would probably be undertaken by a 
 mechanised infantry brigade, with tanks, artillery and air support. 

 Certain precautionary movements of British forces were already in 
train, in case it should become necessary for them to intervene in 
response to a request from the Ruler of Kuwait. He proposed to 
inform the United States Government of these developments, with 
a view to obtaining their prompt support if it became necessary for 
us to take military action. He would also make it clear to the Ruler of 
Kuwait that, if we were to be in a position to act with sufficient speed, 
it was desirable that he should make a formal request for our 
assistance forthwith—though this need not be published nor 
implemented until an attack by Iraq materialised. He would also 
instruct H.M. Ambassador in Baghdad to inform the Iraqi Govern
ment that we had given the Ruler of Kuwait an assurance that we 
would provide him with military support if this were requested: this 
knowledge might help to deter General Qassim from launching an 
attack. 



South-East 
Asia Treaty 
Organisation 
Laos 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 34th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 3) 

In discussion the following points were made: 
(a) It was important that, if military action by British forces 

became necessary, this should receive the clear and public support 
of the United States Government. It was therefore desirable to 
impress on the United States authorities the gravity of the threat and 
the serious consequences of a failure to maintain the independence 
of Kuwait. The United States Government should also be asked to 
use their good offices to ensure that the Saudi Arabian Government 
continued to support the Ruler of Kuwait. 

(b) It was also important that British support for Kuwait should 
not have the effect of uniting the other Arab countries in opposing 
our action. A successful Iraqi attack on Kuwait would be contrary 
to the interests of the United Arab Republic; and we might succeed 
in avoiding a hostile reaction from President Nasser if we explained 
to him in advance that it was our intention to support the Ruler of 
Kuwait. 

The Prime Minister said that he would arrange for the Defence 
Committee to meet later in the day to consider detailed plans for 
providing military support for the Ruler of Kuwait. He would also 
arrange for- a preliminary warning about the situation to be given in 
confidence to Opposition leaders in the House of Commons. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Took note that the Defence Committee would consider plans 

for providing military support for the Ruler of Kuwait. 
(2) Invited	 the Foreign Secretary to send appropriate 

instructions to H.M. Ambassadors in Washington, 
Baghdad and Cairo. 

(3) Took	 note that the Prime Minister would arrange for a 
preliminary warning about the situation in Kuwait to be 
given in confidence to Opposition leaders in the House of 
Commons. 

4. The Minister of Defence said that, if fighting broke out again 
in Laos and military intervention under the auspices of the South-
East Asia Treaty Organisation became necessary, the Commonwealth 
Brigade could move rapidly into Thailand. They would however 
be equipped at a light scale suitable only for operations against 
insurgents; and it would be about 30 days before they could get 
the heavier equipment which they would need for more serious 
operations. The United States authorities had already pre-positioned 
heavy equipment in Thailand for the use of their forces; and it was 
for consideration whether we should not now do the same for the 
Commonwealth Brigade. It would be unfortunate if our Brigade 
became involved in heavy fighting, alongside the American forces, 
with a lighter scale of equipment. 

In discussion the Cabinet were informed that the initial cost of 
moving this equipment to Thailand might amount to about £525,000, 
and further charges for maintenance might total £150,000 a month. 
They were also informed that there was still some possibility that a 
political settlement might be reached in the conference at Geneva. 
Prince Souvanna Phouma had recently come increasingly under the 
influence of the Communists; but he was now in Paris, and the 
French might be able to bring some pressure to bear on him. There 
would be an opportunity to review the prospects of the conference 
when the leader of the United Kingdom delegation came to London 
for consultation in the following week. 
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In these circumstances the Cabinet considered that a final 
decision to pre-position this heavy equipment in Thailand should be 
deferred for a few days. Meanwhile, however, steps could be taken 
to obtain the necessary political approval, from Australia and New 
Zealand, and from Thailand; and arrangements could also be made 
to assemble the equipment and the ships required to carry it. 

The Cabinet— 
(1)	 Authorised the Commonwealth Secretary and the Foreign 

Secretary, respectively, to ascertain whether the Govern
ments of Australia and New Zealand, and of Thailand, 
were agreeable in principle to the pre-positioning in 
Thailand of heavy equipment for the use of the Common
wealth Brigade. 

(2) Authorised	 the Minister of Defence to make preliminary 
arrangements for the assembly of this equipment and of 
the ships required to transport it to Thailand. 

(3) Agreed that	 a final decision on the question to move this 
equipment to Thailand should be deferred until a meeting 
in the following week. 

South Africa 5. The Minister of Defence reported to the Cabinet the outcome 
(Previous of his recent discussion with the South African Minister of Defence 
Reference: on the supply of arms and military equipment. The South African 
C C . (61) 29th Minister had withdrawn his request for small arms ammunition 
Conclusions. j had thus saved us the embarrassment of having to refuse this 
Minute 1)

 a n c  

h e ground that it might be connected in the public mind with o n  t 

Supply of Amis measures to suppress civil disturbances. He had, however, submitted 
and Military  substantial list of other requirements, including aircraft. This 
Equipment

 a

 was being examined, with a view to identifying any other politically 
sensitive items; but, subject to this, the Minister proposed, in 
accordance with the conclusion of the Africa Committee, that the 
supply of items required primarily for military purposes should 
continue, subject to the usual inter-departmental procedures. In 
return, the Simonstown Agreements, which preserved our control of 
the Cape sea routes, would be maintained and the South African 
Government would relinquish the radar sites in the High Commission 
territories to which we were committed under existing defence 
arrangements. It might, however, be difficult to dissuade them from 
pressing for the right to send troops through the High Commission 
territories to South-West Africa. 

In discussion it was generally agreed in the Cabinet that, 
although some caution must be observed in applying in respect of 
the export of arms a selective policy based on political factors, a 
distinction could properly be drawn between items required for 
defence purposes and those which might be used for the suppression 
of internal disturbances. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed that the export to South Africa	 of arms and military 

equipment which were recognisable as required primarily 
for military purposes should continue, subject to the usual 
inter-departmental procedures. 

(2) Invited	 the Minister of Defence to report to the Prime 
Minister on his examination of the list of requirements 
currently submitted by the South African Government. 

SECRET 
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6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Lord 
Chancellor (C. (61) 86) about the future of the Southern Cameroons. 

The Lord Chancellor said that the United Kingdom representa
tives who had taken part in recent discussions in Buea had found 
that there were serious differences between the Prime Minister of 
the Cameroun Republic, Mr. Ahidjo, and the Prime Minister of the 
Southern Cameroons, Mr. Foncha, about the relationship between 
the two territories when the United Kingdom trusteeship came to an 
end on 1st October. It had not therefore been possible to discuss 
the establishment of a Southern Cameroon security force to be trained 
by the authorities of the Cameroun Republic, and it did not seem 
likely that Mr. Ahidjo would agree that there should be a separate 
Southern Cameroon force. In accordance with the Cabinefs 
previous conclusions the United Kingdom representatives had 
announced that the British battalion would be withdrawn on 
1st October; and, although a formal request for the retention of the 
battalion had been made, it had subsequently become clear that Mr. 
Ahidjo would not favour this course. It was likely that, when it was 
realised that the British battalion was to be withdrawn on that date, 
officials of the present Administration, including expatriate police 
officers, would begin to leave and most expatriate employees of 
British firms would probably do the same. In these circumstances 
it would not be practicable for us to provide an Aid Mission. 

As a result of their discussions, the United Kingdom representa
tives had recommended that military action should be taken before 
1st October against one camp of 200 terrorists which had been 
located in an isolated area, that a consular post should be opened 
at Buea on 1st October, and that the decision to withdraw the British 
battalion should be announced immediately so that the expatriate 
officers and employees who wished to leave might have reasonable 
time to make their arrangements. These recommendations had since 
been approved by the Colonial Policy Committee. The Committee 
had rejected a further suggestion that the British battalion might be 
kept in the coastal area for a further year. There were serious 
military objections to this proposal which, in any case, would have 
involved the risk that British forces might become involved in 
disputes between Mr. Foncha and Mr. Ahidjo. The Committee had 
also decided that we should offer l \ million aid to the Southern 
Cameroons, to meet their immediate needs on the termination of our 
trusteeship, and that we should proceed with transitional arrange
ments for the ending of Commonwealth preferences in order to assist 
the Southern Cameroons over the period during which alternative 
markets for their products could be developed. 

The Colonial Policy Committee had also considered the 
possibility that Mr. Foncha, if he were unable to compose his 
differences with Mr. Ahidjo, might appeal to the United Nations to 
extend our trusteeship beyond 1st October. It had been suggested 
that it might be in our interests to encourage Mr. Foncha to make 
such an appeal, so as to provide a further period in which to work 
out transitional arrangements to prevent conditions in the territory 
from developing in a manner favourable for Communist exploitation. 
It had, however, been pointed out that if this possibility were raised 
in the United Nations it would arouse criticism and suspicions of 
our intentions. In any event there was no certainty that at the end 
of an extension of our trusteeship the situation in the Southern 
Cameroons would have become less difficult. 

The Colonial Secretary said that, although it was highly probable 
that, with the withdrawal of the British battalion and the departure 
of expatriate officials and employees, the Administration in the 
Southern Cameroons would collapse, thus providing an opportunity 
for Communist exploitation, there seemed no alternative but to accept 
these risks in view of the serious military and financial objections to 
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continuing our presence in the Southern Cameroons. It would, 
however, be worth examining a further proposal that had now been 
made, that during the period before their withdrawal the British 
battalion should train, so far as possible, an additional security force 
of some 120 reliable Africans which it was now thought it might be 
possible to recruit. 

The Secretary of State for War said that the British force 
commander was prepared to undertake the military action which had 
been proposed against a camp of 200 terrorists. In view of the 
local conditions, the chances that this operation would achieve worth
while results were not great. It should only be authorised on the 
understanding that it would not prejudice a firm decision to withdraw 
the British battalion in any event on 1st October, and provided that 
a careful explanation of the limited nature of the operation was 
given to the troops involved. 

In discussion there was general agreement that the decision to 
withdraw the British battalion on 1st October should be confirmed. 
It was also agreed that it would not be in our interests to encourage 
Mr. Foncha to seek an extension of the trusteeship status of the 
Southern Cameroons. The proposal that in the meantime the British 
battalion might train a small locally recruited force of reliable 
Africans should, however, be further examined. 

As regards the proposed operation against the terrorists' camp, 
it was suggested that it might be inadvisable to risk arousing strong 
terrorist reactions with which we were not prepared to deal after 
1st October. It was explained that the operation would be more in 
the nature of a police action, and was more likely to result in the 
dispersal of the terrorists than in their capture. It was also pointed 
out that we had been asked to deal with this concentration of terrorists 
by the present Administration; and that, in view of our current 
responsibilities as the trustee Power, the request could not easily be 
refused. It would be unwise to pursue the operation if this involved 
risking a serious number of British casualties, and it should only 
proceed subject to the conditions mentioned by the Secretary of State 
for War. The operational instructions should be subject to his 
personal approval and that of the Chief of the Imperial General Staff. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Approved the recommendations made in paragraph 10(a) of 

C. (61) 86. 
(2) Invited	 the Secretary of State for War to arrange that the 

operational instructions for the attack on the terrorists' 
camp should be subject to his personal approval and that 
of the Chief of the Imperial General Staff. 

(3) Invited	 the Colonial Secretary to arrange for further 
examination of the proposal that the British battalion, 
before 1st October, should train a small locally recruited 
force of reliable Africans. 

(4) Agreed that	 the Prime Minister of the Southern Cameroons 
should not be encouraged to seek an extension of the 
trusteeship status of that territory. 

7. The Cabinet resumed their discussion of the report 
(C. (61) 56) of the Committee of Ministers which had considered 
means of increasing the United Kingdom's earnings from oversea 
visitors to this country. They had also before them a memorandum 
by the Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (61) 66) about Exchequer 
assistance for the building and expansion of hotels; memoranda by 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Minister of Transport 



(C. (61) 80 and 81) about the carnet/triptyque system for motor 
cars; and memoranda by the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the 
Minister of Aviation (C. (61) 82 and 83) about carnets for aircraft. 

The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster said that the improve
ment and expansion of hotel accommodation could make a larger 
contribution to the development of our tourist trade than any other 
single factor. In view, however, of the arguments put forward by 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer against direct Exchequer assistance 
or any form of additional tax concession for hotel projects and in 
the light of the current state of the economy, he did not wish to 
press the recommendations on this subject made by the Committee 
on Tourism. 

The Committee's other main recommendation concerned the 
carnet/triptyque system for motor cars, which they regarded as a 
significant deterrent to tourists from overseas. We were now the 
only country in Western Europe which had not abolished this system, 
and motoring organisations on the Continent were making it 
progressively more difficult for their clients to obtain carnets for this 
country. There was little or no evidence that the abolition of the 
system had resulted in substantial loss to the revenue in the countries 
which had discontinued it. The Committee therefore recommended 
that the carnet/triptyque system should be replaced by an alternative 
which would be simpler, cheaper and no less effective in preventing 
the evasion of import duty and purchase tax. From the Exchequer 
point of view, the only difference would be that the alternative 
system would not provide the guarantee now given by the motoring 
organisations against loss to the Revenue consequent on illegal sales 
of imported cars. But in the previous year the Exchequer had 
received only £10,000 under these guarantees and this sum would be 
many times outweighed by the increased earnings of foreign currency 
attracted by abolition of the system. 

Special considerations applied, however, to the import of cars 
from the Irish Republic into Northern Ireland and the special 
arrangements there, which were a more elaborate form of the 
ordinary carnet system, should be maintained. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer questioned whether the cost 
and inconvenience of obtaining a carnet among the other travel 
documents required for bringing a motor car into this country 
represented any real deterrent. He also feared that the abolition of 
carnets would lead to the organisation of a regular traffic in illicit 
cars and, in consequence, to a substantial loss to the Revenue. 

Discussion showed that the balance of opinion in the Cabinet 
was in favour of abandoning the carnet system, which was less a 
protection against fraud than a form of insurance for the Exchequer. 
Any significant loss, which could be readily ascertained from the 
alternative system proposed, was likely to be outweighed by increased 
earnings from tourism. It was, however, agreed that the present 
system should be maintained in Northern Irebnd. 

In further discussion the Cabinet were informed that an 
international conference was likely to recommend in the near future 
that the present carnet system for private aircraft should be abolished. 
I t would not be difficult to devise an alternative which would be 
both simpler and cheaper and would apply to all airports in this 
country. It would secure the interests of the Revenue and, by giving 
a lead to other countries to simplify their systems of documentation, 
might enable us to expand our export market for light aircraft. 
On the other-hand, it was argued that we were already more generous 
than most other European countries in our treatment of private 
aircraft and that, especially in view of the possible security risks 
involved, it would be preferable that we should not take the lead in 
any relaxation. The general view of the Cabinet was that we should 
not unilaterally abolish the carnet system for orivate aircraft but 
should be wiHins? t o d  o so if other countries did the same. 
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C.C. 36 (61) 

The remaining recommendation outstanding in the report of the 
Committee on Tourism was that the British Travel and Holidays 
Association should encourage private enterprise to develop caravan 
and camping sites. The Minister of Housing and Local Government 
supported this recommendation but said that he would prefer not to 
initiate discussions, as had been proposed, with the London County 
Council, in whose area suitable land was unlikely to be available, 
or with the National Parks Commission, who would resist on amenity 
grounds any suggestion that camping and caravan sites should be 
developed in the Parks themselves. There would, however, be 
advantage in the development of camping sites in areas adjacent to 
the National Parks. 

The Cabinet reached the following conclusions: 
(1) For	 the time being, neither direct Exchequer assistance nor 

any additional tax concessions should be provided for the 
expansion or building of hotels. 

(2) Subject to Conclusion (3) below, the carnet/triptyque	 system 
for motor cars should be replaced by an alternative 
system on the lines proposed in the report annexed to 
C. (61) 56. 

(3) The	 existing carnet/triptyque system should for the time 
being be maintained in Northern Ireland. 

(4) The carnet system	 for private aircraft could be replaced by 
a simpler system if it were found that other European 
countries were willing to take similar action. 

(5) Subject to	 the reservation of the Minister of Housing and 
Local Government, the British Travel and Holidays 
Association should be invited to encourage the develop
ment of caravan and camping sites. 

8. The Home Secretary said that, after further consultation 
with the Minister of Defence, he was satisfied that the experiment 
of allowing a German tank regiment to undertake tank firing training 
in this country could not be carried out unless the Visiting Forces 
Act, 1952 and the Application of Law Order had been extended to 
Germany. In view however of the congestion of the Parliamentary 
time-table he saw no prospect of finding a date on which the House 
of Commons could debate the necessary order before the summer 
recess. 

The Minister of Defence said that it would be unfortunate if 
the German Government had now to be informed that these facilities 
could not after all be provided because of the difficulties of our 
Parliamentary time-table. Would it not be possible, in co-operation 
with the Opposition leaders, to get this order through at a late hour 
one evening? 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Home Secretary to consider, in consultation with 
the Minister of Defence and the Chief Whip, means of 
obtaining Parliamentary approval, before the summer 
recess, for the extension to Germany of the Visiting Forces 
Act, 1952 and the Application of Law Order. 
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C.C. 37 (61) 

* 1 . The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (6J) 89) on the current economic 
situation. A further memorandum by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer (C. (61) 88) covering a five-year plan for public expenditure 
had also been circulated to the Cabinet. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the economic situation 
was more serious than at any time during the past ten years. The 
internal pressure was already high and was likely to increase 
considerably in the coming year; and at the same time the strain 
on the balance of payments had led to a rapid deterioration in the 
external monetary position, which had so far been concealed by the 
assistance we had received from the European central banks. The 
central banks were anxious to maintain the stability of sterling, and 
would be likely to be willing to continue to help, provided that we 
were seen to be taking adequate steps to bring the situation under 
control. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer made a full statistical 
presentation of the current and prospective difficulties of the economic 
situation. He then explained the various remedial measures discussed 
in C. (61) 89 and gave his preliminary views on each. 

In the discussion which followed the main points raised were 
as follows: 

(a) The Foreign Secretary said that he saw serious objection to 
the suggestion that we might announce that we could not afford to 
spend more than £25 millions in 1962-63 in foreign exchange to 
maintain our troops in Europe. The implication /that we might have 
to withdraw our forces would weaken the North Atlantic Alliance, 
at a time when it was specially important that it should present a 
united front in the crisis which was likely to arise over Berlin. It 
would also weaken the influence which we could otherwise exercise 
within the Alliance to secure a reasonable approach to that problem. 
He would, however, be prepared to put our balance of payments 
difficulties to the North Atlantic Council, in accordance with the 
provisions of the Western European Union Treaty. The Minister of 
Defence supported this view. It would not be possible for us, in the 
face of current Soviet policies, to abrogate our responsibilities under 
the Treaty. It might be preferable to seek to meet our financial 
difficulties by proposing some foreign exchange pooling arrangement 
within the North Atlantic Alliance. Hitherto we had hesitated to 
suggest this, since our foreign exchange receipts on account of forces 
stationed in this country were at present in excess of the payments 
we made on account of our troops in Europe. An analysis had been 
made of the possible means of reducing oversea military expenditure 
to about £200 millions a year. He hoped that further examination 
might show that the saving which the Chancellor required on this 
account might be achieved by a radical change in our military strategy 
which would allow us to reduce certain existing commitments abroad; 
but it was evident that no substantial saving could in any event be 
achieved quickly. 

l^he Prime Minister said that, while it would not be expedient at 
the present time to threaten to reduce our forces in Europe, it would 
be possible to give notice to our allies that, because of our adverse 
balance of payments, we could not continue to bear in the next 
financial year the full cost of our existing commitments. In saying 
this, we would make it clear that we would not act in any way which 
would weaken the Alliance in the face of Soviet threats over Berlin. 

(b) There was general agreement that, since it would take at least 
two months to re-create the necessary machinery to operate import 



controls, even on a limited scale, and since restriction of imports 
without a rationing scheme might actually add to the inflationary 
pressure, it would not be practicable to secure by import controls any 
immediate reduction in oversea expenditure. On the other hand, 
there was some doubt whether balance of payments difficulties of the 
current order could be surmounted in the long run without some 
control over imports. The Government might also be open to 
criticism if foreign currencies continued to be used for the import of 
luxury goods when severe internal restrictive measures were being 
applied. It was suggested that it might be possible to limit certain 
luxury imports by selective quotas. 

(c) The Minister of Agriculture said that he could not accept the 
necessity of announcing a standstill on agricultural support, as part 
of a policy of restraining the growth of public expenditure to keep 
pace with that of the gross national product. The rise in the cost of 
Exchequer support for agriculture was due to higher production at 
home, which was beneficial to the balance of payments, and to the 
reduction of market prices which was a consequence of the increasing 
pressure of supplies from abroad. The decline in world food prices 
made it necessary to contemplate adjusting the basis of our 
agricultural support policy; and such an adjustment would be 
necessary in any case if we were to join the European Economic 
Community. But, unless our policies were adjusted, for example, 
by the introduction of import levies, a decision to hold Exchequer 
support to agriculture at the present level would entail a 
disproportionate reduction in the income of the farming community. 

This view was supported by a number of other Ministers. 
The President of the Board of Trade said that, while there was no 

existing power to control imports on general grounds, anti-dumping 
duties could be imposed in appropriate cases. He proposed in the 
coming week to subject imports of barley to anti-dumping duties if the 
exporting countries, notably the Soviet Union, would not accept 
voluntary restrictions. 

(d) There was general agreement that, since the necessary 
machinery existed, it would be advisable to control the growth of 
direct investment in the non-sterling area, on the lines indicatea in 
C. (61) 89. Furthermore, for psychological reasons at least, it would 
be helpful to encourage a higher level of remittances of profits from 
oversea investment. It might be possible to arrange that such 
remittances would not be taxed in this country unless they were 
distributed. 

(e) It was generally agreed that measures to encourage invisible 
earnings, especially from shipping, should be examined. Retaliatory 
discrimination against foreign shipping might be advisable, and we 
could insist on British shipping being used more widely for trade 
arising from our provision of oversea aid. 

(/) There was genera! agreement with the view expressed by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer that, with the prospect that the next 
wage round would otherwise result in a 6-7 per cent, increase in wage 
rates, the Government should make a further appeal for the exercise 
of restraint in wage claims. Although the Governmenfs hands were 
to some extent tied by existing arbitration and other agreements, it 
was most important that a firm lead should be given in wage 
negotiations in the public sector. Some means should be found of 
presenting the Governments view on this question; but it would be 
even more valuable if exhortation could be supplemented by firm 
action by the Government on some wages claim in the public sector. 

The Minister of Education suggested that further thought should 
oe given to the possibility of an announcement that the Government 
would, over the next two years, put a specified and arbitrary limit to 
wage increases in the public sector. He would be prepared to 
consider withholding his agreement to the increase in teachers' salaries 



which had been offered by the local authorities, and of insisting on a 
lower minimum salary which would restrict the increase in England 
and Wales to the level already conceded to teachers in Scotland. 

(g) It was pointed out that wage restraint would be less necessary 
if a substantial increase in productivity could be secured. A main 
cause of our recurring difficulties was that our economy was not 
sufficiently competitive, especially in certain sectors, such as 
shipbuilding. Standards of management had not improved as fast as 
in other countries. It would be necessary for the Government to 
follow policies designed to reduce production costs, even though such 
policies would involve discriminating between industries. 

(h) Several Ministers expressed the view that our longer-term 
balance of payments difficulties could not be corrected without the 
introduction of a floating exchange rate for sterling. This was the 
only device which would bring home to both sides of industry, and 
to the public in general, the overriding need to maintain the value of 
the currency. As against this it was pointed out that, even if a 
floating rate were introduced, it would still be necessary to adopt firm 
remedial measures to reduce the internal pressure on the economy. 
Moreover, a floating exchange rate was open to grave international 
disadvantages; and this possibility would need much more 
consideration. 

(/) There was general agreement with the view expressed in 
C. (61) 89 that the remedial measures which were immediately 
required should be presented as part of a constructive and positive 
approach to the future development of the economy. Our ultimate 
objective should be to secure more rapid economic growth and greater 
competitive power. But there were certain particular projects for 
which the public would be prepared to bear some increased burden. 
e.g., the maintenance of law and order and the expansion of education 
services. It should be made plain that any restrictive measures which 
were introduced were necessary on balance of payments grounds in 
order to enable us to fulfil our international aims, including the 
provision of reasonable help to under-developed countries, and the 
maintenance and protection of our national interests throughout the 
world. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that, in the light of the 
views expressed in the Cabinefs discussion, he would give further 
consideration to the various remedial measures that were available. 
He would consider the timing of any announcement and the 
introduction of any measures in the light of developments in the 
external monetary position. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer to consider further, 
in the light of their discussion, what measures should be 
taken to remedy the internal and external economic and 
financial position. 

*2. The Foreign Secretary said that the Ruler of Kuwait had 
now made a formal request for our assistance to prevent a threatened 
attack by Iraqi forces. This would enable us to make certain 
precautionary dispositions of our military forces, which would give 
us a chance of beating back an attack by Iraqi forces at or near the 
frontier of Kuwait. He had also received a message from the United 
States Secretary of State to the effect that the United States 
Government were in full agreement with our views about the situation 



in Kuwait and would give their full political support if military action 
by British forces became necessary. 

The Prime Minister said that he would arrange for the plans for 
providing military support for the Ruler of Kuwait to be reviewed 
later that day by the Ministers concerned. 

The Cabinet— 

Took note of these statements. 


Cabinet Office, S.W. 1, 
30th June, 1961. 
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The Prime Minister said that in the course of 30th June 
information had been received which indicated that Iraqi forces were 
making preparations which would enable them to launch an attack 
on Kuwait at short notice. He had therefore decided, in consultation 
with the Ministers most directly concerned, that the United Kingdom 
should respond to the request for assistance which had been made by 
the Ruler of Kuwait by placing at his disposal certain British forces. 
The first contingents, including No. 42 Royal Marine Commando, a 
squadron of Centurion tanks and ten Hunter aircraft, had arrived in 
Kuwait on the morning of 1st July and the build-up of forces had 
continued over the week-end. There had been a serious risk that 
Iraqi forces might have occupied the city of Kuwait in the course of 
the night of 30th June, thus making our intervention much more 
hazardous, and the position of our forces had remained somewhat 
precarious during the period of build-up throughout the nights of 
lst-2nd and 2nd-3rd July. Some delay had been caused by the initial 
refusal of the Turkish Government to allow military aircraft to overfly 
their territory en route for Kuwait; but permission had eventually 
been granted, for night flights only, shortly before midnight on 
30th June. Our forces in Kuwait had now reached a strength which 
should enable them to deal with the likely scale of attack, and further 
units would arrive over the next few days. H.M.S. Bulwark would 
remain in the vicinity of Kuwait for the next few days and would 
provide the main source of logistic support for the force until stocks 
could be built up on land. Special precautions had been taken to 
lessen the possibility of her being attacked by night by Iraqi motor 
torpedo boats, some of which might be manned by Russian 
technicians. When the aircraft carrier H.M.S. Victorious arrived in 
the Persian Gulf on 7th-8th July, she would be able to provide a 
greatly improved measure of air cover for our naval and supply 
operations. The whole movement had been smoothly conducted, 
and the Services had been quick to adapt their pre-arranged plans to 
take account of changes caused by the short notice at which the 
operation was mounted and by the difficulties encountered over rights 
of overflying. 

The Foreign Secretary said that the situation might develop in 
one of two ways. If, as their Foreign Minister had stated, the 
Government of Iraq had no intention of using force to pursue their 
claim to Kuwait, the situation would be the subject of international 
debate and it would be necessary to retain our forces in Kuwait until 
other arrangements, possibly the provision of a United Nations force, 
could be made to guarantee its security. Meanwhile increasing 
criticism of our military presence in Kuwait might be expected from 
other Arab States. If, on the other hand, the Iraqis were determined 
to use force, it was possible that they would do so during the course 
of the next two weeks when their army could be assembled under 
cover of the preparations for the celebration of Independence Day. 
There were, indeed, some grounds for thinking that they had been 
planning to make an attack at that time, and that General Qassim 
had been surprised into premature action by the conclusion of our 
agreement with Kuwait on 19th June. It was. however, unlikely, 
though not impossible, that an attack would occur while the subject 
was under debate by the Security Council. No reports had yet been 
received of reactions within Iraq, though there was clearly some risk 
of action against British lives and property. The Governments of 
the other Commonwealth countries and of the United States, who 
had been informed beforehand of our action, had supported it. 

The Minister of Defence said that climatic conditions in Kuwait 
were most severe and it would be necessary to relieve units at frequent 
intervals if the force were required to remain there for a long period. 
Fortunately H.M.S. Bulwark had air-conditioned accommodation 
and an air-conditioned hospital was available in Bahrain. The 



operation had demonstrated both the value of amphibious forces in 
providing military assistance at relatively short notice and the political 
difficulties which might be expected in obtaining overflying rights, 
even from allies, when there was a risk of actual hostilities. 

The Cabinet-

Took note of these statements. 


Cabinet Office, S.W. 1, 
3rd July, 1961. 
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Parliament 1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the following week. 
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 2. The Cabinet were informed that the military situation in 
 Kuwait was satisfactory. British forces were now deployed in 

 sufficient strength, and there was no indication of an imminent Iraqi 
 attack. The political situation was becoming more difficult. Our 

 military intervention was subject to increasing criticism, especially 
 from Arab countries, and the presence of our forces was putting 

some strain on our relations with the Kuwaitis. In the debate in 
the Security Council our action had been condemned by the 
representatives of the Soviet Union and the United Arab Republic, 
but there was some chance that the upshot would be a reasonable 
resolution calling for consideration of the type of United Nations 
force which would be most suitable to maintain the independence of 
Kuwait. Meanwhile, the Egyptians had allowed a substantial force 
of British warships to pass through the Suez Canal. 

The Minister of Defence said that plans were being prepared 
for the gradual withdrawal of some of the British forces from Kuwait, 
as circumstances allowed. In the longer term, the right course might 
be to leave a considerable quantity of equipment and heavy weapons 
in Kuwait, under conditions which would prevent their being used 
without our authority, and to limit British land forces there to one 
battalion which would guard the airfield. This, together with a 
token United Nations force, and some increase in the local Kuwaiti 
forces, should suffice to maintain the integrity of the territory. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of these statements. 

 3. The Foreign Secretary said that, while the cease-fire in Laos 
 being generally observed, no progress was being made towards w a s

 political settlement. The three Laotian princes were to meet again 
 in two weeks' time, but there was little hope that they would agree 

 on the formation of a national Government. The United States 
 Government were increasingly doubtful whether the Soviet Union 

a

j Communist China would work for a genuinely neutral Laos, a n f  

j  this account they were reluctant to encourage General Phoumi a n (  o n

h ccommodation with Prince Souvanna Phouma. t o r e a c  a n  a 

The Minister of Defence said that he proposed to proceed with 
certain unobtrusive preliminary arrangements for the assembly of 
additional equipment, and of the transport required for it, with a view 
to reducing the time which it would otherwise take to equip the 
Commonwealth brigade, on the appropriate scale, if military 
intervention under the auspices of the South-East Asia Treaty 
Organisation became necessary. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of these statements. 

4 . The Foreign Secretary said that it was proposed in the next 
few days to despatch replies from the Government of the United 
Kingdom, the United States and France to the aide-memoire on 
Berlin which Mr. Khrushchev had presented to President Kennedy 
in Vienna. These replies would make it clear that, while the Western 
Governments were prepared to negotiate for a settlement of the 
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Berlin problem, they would not do so on the basis that their rights 
in West Berlin could be abrogated unilaterally, as the Soviet 
Government purported to be able to do by signing a peace treaty 
with the East German Government. 

The C a b i n e t -
Took note with approval of this statement by the Foreign 
Secretary. 

5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Paymaster-General (C. (61) 91) on the development of nuclear 
propulsion for merchant ships. 

The Paymaster-General said that the tenders which, in 
accordance with the Cabinefs decision of 17th December, 1959, 

h a d b e e n i n v i t e d f r o m five British firms for a complete merchant 
n u c l  e a  r propulsion unit had now been examined by an expert 

 committee, which had also considered reports by the Atomic Energy 
 Authority on the studies which they had independently undertaken 

about the feasibility of marine nuclear propulsion. This 
examination had shown that, while it would be technically feasible 
to build a nuclear ship now, such a ship could not with existing 
techniques be developed to operate as economically as a ship 
powered by conventional means. A Sub-committee of the Economic 
Policy Committee had therefore recommended that a nuclear 
merchant ship should not now be built, but that a vigorous research 
and development programme should be undertaken with the object 
of producing an economic marine nuclear propulsion unit as soon 
as possible. The cost of such a programme might be some £25 
millions over six years; but it would not be necessary initially to 
commit the Government to expenditure of more than £3-4 millions 
to determine whether marine nuclear propulsion would be likely to 
be worth while. The Sub-committee had also recommended that 
we should at the same time co-operate, without commitment, in the 
studies of the European Nuclear Energy Agency, which was at 
present examining the possibility of a European marine nuclear 
propulsion project. The research and development programme for 
the marine nuclear propulsion unit should be carried out by the 
Atomic Energy Authority in conjunction with industry, but it should 
be distinct from the Authority's existing research and development 
programme. Nearly a year had elapsed since the tenders for a 
marine nuclear propulsion unit had been received and it was 
desirable that the Minister for Transport should make an early 
announcement to Parliament, if possible before the summer recess, 
on the lines of the draft in the Annex to C. (61) 91. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he was not yet 
convinced that it was justifiable in our present economic circumstances 
to incur expenditure on the scale proposed. He was also unwilling 
to consider this point in isolation from the forthcoming review of 
the other expenditure of the Atomic Energy Authority on research 
and development. The Authority's proposals, which had just been 
received, envisaged expenditure on civil research and development 
projects of about £50 millions a year. In addition at least £6 millions 
a year would be spent by the National Institute for Research in 
Nuclear Science. The Authority so far envisaged spending only 
£150,000 a year on civil marine nuclear propulsion, which indicated 
that they did not attach a high priority to this project. 

Discussion showed that there was general agreement that the 
Government should not at present authorise the construction of a 
nuclear merchant ship. It was also agreed that, although there were 
strong arguments for competing with other countries in the field of 
marine nuclear propulsion, the amount of expenditure on research 
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and development for this purpose should not be decided apart from 
the review of the Authority's civil research and development 
programme as a whole. It was to be hoped that this review would 
be completed in time for a statement to be made on marine nuclear 
propulsion before the summer recess. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed	 that the construction of a nuclear merchant ship 

should not be authorised at present. 
(2) Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in consultation with 

the Minister for Science, to proceed with the review of 
the civil research and development programme of the 
Atomic Energy Authority. 

(3) Agreed	 to resume their discussion of this question at a 
further meeting later in the month. 

6. The Cabinet had before them memoranda by the Minister 
of Housing and Eocal Government and the Minister of Education 
(C. (61) 85 and 90) about the report of the Royal Commission on 
Local Government in Greater London. 

The Minister of Housing said that the Royal Commission had 
reached the conclusion, which he fully accepted, that the present 
structure of local government in Greater London, which had been 
devised in the totally different circumstances of the late 19th century, 
was now administratively inefficient and had led to the gradual 
devitalisation of representative government throughout the area. 
The Commission had recommended that certain functions—notably 
town planning, traffic, main roads and overspill—which needed to 
be planned and operated over the area as a whole, should be made 
the responsibility of a directly elected Greater London Council, 
whose area would comprise the counties of London and Middlesex 
and parts of Essex, Kent, Surrey and Hertfordshire. It was further 
recommended that this authority should have certain concurrent 
powers, particularly in relation to education; but that, subject to this, 
all the remaining functions should be exercised by borough councils 
which would be the primary units of local government. The 
Commission had provisionally proposed that the existing 95 
authorities should be reduced bv amalgamations to 52, with a 
population range of about 80,000 "to 250,000. 

From preliminary consultations with the interests concerned it 
appeared that, while there was general agreement that the present 
structure could not be allowed to remain unaltered, there was some 
division of opinion about the solution recommended by the Royal 
Commission. Among the Ministers d e p a r t m e n t a l concerned, it 
was generally agreed that certain functions must be exercised by a 
single executive authority responsible for the area as a whole, but 
that the boroughs into which the area was to be divided should be 
larger, and therefore fewer in number, than had been recommended. 
He had come to the conclusion that, subject to some special 
arrangement for the education service, the area should be divided 
into some 40 boroughs each having a minimum population of about 
200,000. He suggested that, subject to this modification, the 
Government should accept the report of the Royal Commission in 
principle, and should set out their conclusions in a White Paper, to 
be published before the end of the year, with a view to renewed 
public discussion and legislation in the Session of 1962-63. On that 
time-table the new authorities would be elected in the autumn of 
1964 and assume their responsibilities in April 1965. 



The Minister of Education saw great difficulty in accepting the 
Royal Commission^ recommendation that there should be a two-tier 
system of education under which all responsibility for policy and 
planning would rest with a Greater London Council and the local 
authorities would be responsible only for the day-to-day operation 
of the service. Experience had shown, for example in Middlesex, 
that such a system was unsatisfactory. On the other hand the 
education service in the Greater London area now envisaged could 
not be handled satisfactorily either by the Council for the whole area 
or by the boroughs, even if the latter were enlarged to the extent 
proposed by the Minister of Housing and Local Government. The 
problem was especially difficult in London, where the siting of the 
existing schools and institutions of further education had been 
determined by considerations other than borough boundaries. The 
policy of establishing links between the secondary schools and further 
education would be frustrated by the multiplication of education 
authorities, and the consequent curtailment of the free choice of 
school would provoke ill-feeling among parents. He therefore 
proposed that the Greater London authority should have no education 
functions at all; that for the central London area, with a population 
of at least 1 -1 millions and preferably 11 to 2 millions, there should 
be a single education authority constituted as a joint board of the 
borough councils in the area, which would inherit the nucleus of the 
London County Council service; and that outside the central area 
the borough councils should be similarly combined for the purposes 
of education into joint boards, each dealing with copulations of the 
order of 300,000 to 400,000. 

Discussions showed that, except for education, the general 
pattern recommended by the Royal Commission was acceptable to 
the Cabinet. It was the only satisfactory basis for dealing with town 
planning, traffic and certain other functions, although it would be 
unwelcome in the county areas which would be absorbed into the 
Greater London area. 

On the number and size of the boroughs, however, there was 
some division of opinion. The amalgamations of existing authorities 
recommended by the Royal Commission must be expected to meet 
with strong local resistance, and this would be stronger if the 
Government were to propose an even greater degree of amalgamation. 
On the other hand, the larger boroughs proposed by the Minister of 
Housing and Local Government would make more satisfactory units 
for the local health and welfare services (although it would be 
preferable that no rigid maximum size should be adopted) and 
resistance to amalgamation would be mitigated by the grant of the 
greatly increased powers and responsibilities which the local 
authorities had desired for many years. 

In further discussion on the education service, the disadvantages 
of a two-tier system and the case for establishing joint boards on the 
lines proposed by the Minister of Education were generally recognised. 
Misgivings were, however, expressed about the effects of dismantling 
the London County Council education service, which was widely 
acknowledged to be a good one. It was also suggested that to deprive 
the Greater London Council of all responsibility for education might 
leave them with functions inadequate both in quality and quantity. 
On the other hand, the plan as a whole was likely to be more 
acceptable to the borough councils if the Greater London authority 
had no education functions. The other functions of the Greater 
London authority would involve a great deal of important work and, 
if too many duties were entrusted to it, people still in active life would 
be unable to serve as members. A compromise by which the Greater 
London Council became the education authority for a central area 
alone had certain attractions and might be further examined. 
Whatever decision was ultimately reached on the education service 
should be applied also to the organisation of the youth employment 
service. 
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Summing up, the Prime Minister said that it appeared to be the 
general view of the Cabinet that, except as regards education, the 
Government should accept the main pattern proposed by the Royal 
Commission. No final decision should, however, be taken until 
further consideration had been given to the size and number of the 
new boroughs and to the whole question of the organisation of the 
education service, in relation both to the proposed Greater London 
Council and to the new boroughs. This would probably make it 
difficult to publish a White Paper before the summer recess. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Home Secretary, in consultation with the 
Minister of Housing and Local Government and Minister 
of Education, the Minister of Transport and the Minister of 
Health, to give further consideration in the light of their 
discussion to the proposals in C. (61) 85 and 90 for the 
reorganisation of local government in Greater London; and 
to bring the matter again before them as soon as possible. 

7. The Lord President said that, on 3rd July, the House of Lords, 
in the Committee stage of the Covent Garden Bill, had adopted by 
a narrow majority an amendment which would empower the new 
Market Authority to propose, and the Minister of Agriculture to 
order, that the market should be rebuilt in an area other than Covent 
Garden itself. Not only was this incompatible with the whole 
structure and intention of the Bill but the Bill as thus amended would 
almost certainly be held not to comply with Standing Orders for 
hybrid legislation. The Lord President therefore proposed, after 
consultation with the Minister of Agriculture, that the Government 
should seek to have the amendment removed on the Report stage 
of the Bill. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note with approval of this statement by the Lord 
President. 

 8. The Lord Chancellor said that the South-West Africa 
 Committee of the United Nations Organisation had sought permission 

 to visit Bechuanaland, where there were settled a number of people 
 whose origins were in South-West Africa, and had made requests for 

 transport and other equipment and supplies for the purpose of a visit 
t h  y t Territory. Visas for Bechuanaland had been granted t o e r u s  

j ^ f j i i t i s promised on the understanding that the Committee 
would not enter the Trust Territory without the permission of the 
South African Government as the administering power. We had, 
however, been unable to secure a written undertaking to this effect 
and there was reason to believe that the Committee, who were 
expected to arrive in Salisbury on the following day and in 
Bechuanaland very shortly thereafter, intended to proceed to the 
frontier of South-West Africa, where their presence was likely to lead 
to disorder. The Lord Chancellor therefore proposed that, unless a 
satisfactory undertaking could be obtained before the Committee 
left Salisbury, their visas for Bechuanaland should be cancelled. 

In discussion it was recognised that to refuse the Committee 
facilities for a visit to Bechuanaland, to which in itself there could 
be no objection, would give rise to hostile criticism in the United 
Nations. On the other hand, to make it possible for them to enter 

a n (  a c e  



South-West Africa from a territory for which we were responsible 
must be expected to involve us in great difficulty with the South 
African Government over the status and future of the High 
Commission Territories. Since we were to some extent already 
committed by our demand for an undertaking that the Committee 
would not enter South-West Africa without the permission of the 
South African Government, the course proposed by the Lord 
Chancellor seemed on balance to be right. It should be explained to 
the United Nations authorities that any attempt on the part of the 
Committee to enter South-West Africa without permission was likely 
to provoke incidents on the frontier and that this would not be in 
the interests of the people of Bechuanaland, for whom we were 
responsible. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Lord Chancellor, in consultation with the 
Foreign Secretary, to instruct the United Kingdom High 
Commissioner in Salisbury to inform the South-West Africa 
Committee of the United Nations that, unless they gave a 
specific undertaking not to enter South-West Africa from 
Bechuanaland without the permission of the South African 
Government, their visas for Bechuanaland would be 
cancelled. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. 1, 
6th July, 1961. 
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C C . 40 (61) 

1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in the 
House of Commons in the following week. 

The Home Secretary said that, in connexion with the debate 
which was to take place on 21st July on the appointment of a Joint 
Select Committee on the composition and membership of the House 
of Lords, he had come to the conclusion that, on balance, it would 
be preferable not to offer to invite the Committee to present an interim 
report on succession to Peerages. 

The C a b i n e t -
Took note of this statement by the Home Secretary. 

 2. The Minister of Defence said that the military situation in 
 Kuwait was now such that the Commander-in-Chief, Middle East, 

 could reduce his forces there without impairing his ability to protect 
 the country from attack. There was still a possibility of some further 

 action by the Iraqi Government on the occasion of their national day 
 on 14th July, and the planned reduction of our forces would not 

 therefore begin until the following week. H.M.S. Bulwark with the 
Royal Marine commando would then move to Singapore, and certain 
other units would be withdrawn to Bahrain. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Minister of Defence. 

3. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Postmaster-General (C. (61) 93) proposing increases in certain Post 
Office tariffs. 

The Postmaster-General said that in each of the three last 
financial years the Post Office had earned at least 8 per cent, on capital 
invested. Now, however, in view of increased wages and shorter 
hours, and the need for further capital investment, it was estimated 
that the return on capital would be reduced to 5 or 6 per cent, in the 
current and following year. To meet the need for further investment 
in the growing Post Office services, especially telephones, and to 
fulfil the obligations which had been prescribed in the White Paper 
on the " Financial and Economic Obligations of the Nationalised 
Industr ies" (Cmnd. 1337), it was desirable to raise tariffs so as to 
restore the return on capital to about 8 per cent, next year. For this 
purpose he proposed increases in charges, including an increase in 
the annual rentals and connexion charges for telephones and an 
increase of 6d. in the charges for all parcels. These changes would 
yield £25 millions in a full year. They would be unpopular, but they 
would make most of the Post Office services economic and further 
increases were unlikely to be necessary within the next two years. 
He sought the agreement of the Cabinet that the tariff increases should 
be announced on 18th July. 

In discussion certain doubts were expressed about the content 
and timing of these proposals. It was likely that the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer would make a statement to Parliament later that 
month about the economic situation, and this would probably include 
a reference to the need for restraint in prices and wages. Price 
increases introduced by the Government would be difficult to 
reconcile with such an appeal for restraint. They would also, because 
of their effect on costs, be quoted as an argument for not responding 
to any such appeal. Nor would it be easy to defend a substantial 
increase in capital expenditure on the telephone service at a time 
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when it was proposed to restrict investment in other services. If the 
Postmaster-GeneraFs proposals were, or were likely to appear, in any 
way inconsistent with the policies which the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer would advocate, it would be preferable to reconsider them, 
or at least to defer announcing them, until the autumn. This would, 
moreover, be more convenient from the point of view of the 
Parliamentary time-table, although the increased charges could not 
then come into effect until the New Year and their yield in the current 
year would be proportionately reduced. If, on the other hand, the 
proposals were demonstrably compatible with the Chancellor^ 
statement, there might be advantage in announcing them before the 
recess, either in the Chancellor^ statement itself or immediately 
thereafter, if that were felt to leave sufficient time for Prayers to be 
moved against them. 

In further discussion, on the presentation of increased charges, 
it was suggested that the announcement might indicate the extent to 
which increased costs had been absorbed by increased efficiency in 
the Post Office. It might, in addition, have a salutary effect on public 
opinion to emphasise the extent to which the new charges were the 
necessary consequence of wage increases. On the other hand, this 
method of presentation might, where a Government monopoly was 
concerned, be interpreted as setting an example of weakness or 
unconcern in resisting wage demands. 

It was also suggested that, if an increased charge were to be made 
for parcels, this should be proportionate to the existing charges for 
parcels of different weights, rather than a flat-rate increase for all. 

The C a b i n e t -
Invited the Postmaster-General, in consultation with the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, to give further consideration 
to the content and timing of the proposals in C. (61) 93, and 
to submit them again to the Cabinet if it was proposed to 
make an announcement before the summer recess. 

 4. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Minister 
f Labour (C. (61) 95) about trade union elections. 0 

The Minister of Labour said that the recent judgment of the 
High Court in an action against officials of the Electrical Trades 
Union (E.T.U.) had shown that the courts could deal effectively with 
abuses in the conduct of union elections and could provide 
appropriate remedies. However, the length and cost of court 
proceedings would undoubtedly be an obstacle to similar actions in 
the future, and it was likely that, failing some means of reform, 
malpractices could continue, there would be strong public and 
Parliamentary feeling that the Government should take some initiative 
in the matter. He therefore proposed to invite the Trades Union 
Congress (T.U.C.) to try to persuade all unions to adopt model rules, 
and to agree that their elections should be conducted under the 
supervision of some independent body. It was, however, doubtful 
whether the T.U.C. would make very strenuous efforts to this end and, 
even if they did, whether they could be wholly successful. He 
considered that, failing effective action by the T.U.C., the Government 
should be prepared to introduce legislation to give the Registrar of 
Friendly Societies powers in respect of the rules and elections of 
trade unions similar to those he already possessed in relation to 
their political funds—i.e., power to hear complaints about breaches 
of the rules and to make orders remedying any breach. He should 
not, however, be empowered to approve rules, since this would be 
regarded as infringing the traditional independence of the unions and 
as contrary to International Labour Convention No. 87. He 
oroposed to discuss this problem with the T.U.C. and the British 



Employers' Confederation, and would then make it clear that the 
Government were prepared to legislate if necessary. He also 
proposed to make an announcement of the Governments policy in 
Parliament before the summer recess. 

Discussion showed that there was some feeling in the Cabinet 
that these proposals did not go far enough, and that action by the 
T.U.C. and by the Government should be regarded as complementary 
rather than alternative. In the first place^ even if all the unions were 
willing to adopt model rules for elections, this would not in itself 
provide an effective remedy against breaches of the rules. At the 
same time, the limited powers which it was proposed to confer on the 
Registrar would not enable him to remedy rules which were in 
themselves defective. The recent action had revealed that the rules 
of the E.T.U. were so drafted that their interpretation was open to 
great doubt. While, therefore, election rules should not be made 
subject to his approval, the Registrar might be given some power to 
ensure that they were comprehensible and workable. Indeed, he 
might be allowed to disallow rules which did not comply with the 
requirement in Article 3 of International Labour Convention No. 87 
that unions should have the right " to elect their representatives in 
full freedom ". In addition, it was for consideration whether the 
Registrar might not be empowered to arrange for elections to be 
conducted independently, if requested by a union to do so and at the 
union's expense. 

On the other hand, it was argued that wider proposals on these 
lines, though logical and attractive in themselves, would encounter 
strong opposition from the unions. It was possible that the T.U.C. 
might be willing to support legislation giving them the power to 
ensure that rules were comprehensible and workable, but it was 
important, both from the political and practical point of view, that 
the Government should avoid giving the impression that they were 
mounting an attack on the unions. It might therefore be preferable 
to proceed by stages—to approach the T.U.C. on the more limited 
basis proposed by the Minister of Labour and to announce at the 
same time that the Government intended to ensure, by one means 
or another, that the position was remedied. It might be expedient 
at some stage to appoint an independent person of high status to 
enquire into the possibility of further measures. 

Summing up, the Home Secretary said that further consideration 
needed to be given to the various proposals put forward in the 
Cabinefs discussion. Meanwhile, discussions might be opened with 
the T.U.C., who could be invited to consider the desirability of their 
persuading the unions to adopt model rules on the understanding 
that, if they thought or found this to be impracticable, the 
Government would discuss with them possible lines of legislative 
action. If it were necessary to make an announcement before the 
recess, this might be in a written answer, which need not indicate 
what form any legislation might take. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the Minister of L a b o u r 

(i) to open discussions with the Trades Union	 Congress 
on the lines indicated by the Home Secretary; 

(ii) to submit for the Prime Ministers approval a draft 
announcement in the form of a written answer to a 

- -Parliamentary Question. 
(2) Invited	 the Attorney-General, in consultation with the 

Minister of Labour, to circulate a memorandum on 
possible legislation on trade union elections. 

(3) Agreed	 to resume their discussion of C. (61) 95 at a later 
meeting. 
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5. T h e Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
President of the Board of Trade (C. (61) 92) about the disposal of 
German assets in the United Kingdom. 

The President of the Board of Trade said that the Distribution 
of Enemy Property (No. 3) Order, made in 1957, provided that 
£250,000 should be assigned to the Nazi Victim Relief Trust and that 
any further monies accruing from German assets in the United 
Kingdom should be paid to the Exchequer. Since then an additional 
sum of £1.07 millions had been realised. He therefore proposed to 
make a further distribution to the creditors, in accordance with the 
terms of the Distribution of German Enemy Property Act, 1949, of 
2^d. in the pound. This would leave a residue of liquid assets of 
about £70,000 which was too small to be included in the distribution. 
He proposed to make it available for the benefit of certain victims of 
Nazi persecution—the so-called " out of time victims "—who met the 
qualifying conditions adopted for similar purposes in the past. 

Further German assets would accrue in the future, mainly from 
wills and settlements, but these were unlikely to exceed £100,000. It 
had hitherto been felt that it would not be possible to justify to public 
opinion the return of any assets to the German authorities while 
victims of Nazi persecution remained without compensation. The 
German Government had now, however^ gone a considerable way 
towards fulfilling their obligations by paying compensation to 
Stateless victims of persecution, and the return of these future assets 
to the German authorities would facilitate the negotiations which 
were still continuing about compensation for certain British victims. 
It was therefore proposed to return them to the German authorities, 
subject to some minor exceptions necessary to enable the Board of 
Trade to implement agreements already made with other 
Governments. 

The Foreign Secretary said that he was in agreement with these 
proposals. 

The Cabinet— 
Approved the proposals put forward in C. (61) 92. 

6. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the Chairman 
and members of the Council on Prices, Productivity and Incomes 
hoped that the Council could be disbanded after the submission of its 
next report. This would be welcomed by the Trades Union Congress, 
who had declined to co-operate in the Councils work. He had it in 
mind, in a statement which he proposed to make to Parliament later 
that month about the economic situation, to announce his intention 
to bring representatives of employers and workers into closer 
consultation on current economic problems. There were some 
indications that consultations of this nature would now be welcomed 
by industry. If machinery could be established for this purpose, it 
would seem natural that the work of 'he Council should be 
discontinued. 

Discussion showed that it was the general view of the Cabinet 
that the Council might well be disbanded if it could be stated that 
this was part of a process of initiating wider consultations with both 
sides of industry on current economic problems. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer to inform the Prime 
Minister that the Cabinet were in broad agreement with his 
proposal that the work of the Council on Prices, Productivity 

"and Incomes should be discontinued on the basis which he 
had suggested. 
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1. The Foreign Secretary said that fighting had now broken out 
at Bizerta, where the Tunisians were seeking to dislodge French troops 
from the naval base. Bizerta was under Tunisian sovereignty. The 
base was not at the disposal of the North Atlantic Alliance, and 
members of the Alliance were not under any treaty obligation to go 
to the assistance of the French. The Tunisians had reported the 
position to the Security Council, and an awkward political situation 
was likely to arise there. He was considering what line the United 
Kingdom representative should take. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement. 

 2. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons before Parliament rose for the summer recess. 

On 26th and 27th July there would be a debate on the economic 
situation. In the week beginning 31st July there would be a debate 
on the European Economic Community. It was hoped that 
Parliament would adjourn for the summer recess on 3rd August. 

3. The Cabinet resumed their discussion of a memorandum by 
the Postmaster-General (C. (61) 93) proposing increases in certain 
Post Office tariffs, and also had before them further memoranda by 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Postmaster-General 
(C. (61) 98 and 101). 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that, since the Cabinefs 
last discussion, he had given further consideration to the proposed 
increases in certain telephone and postal charges in relation to his 
own plans for dealing with the economic situation. He was satisfied 
that, far from being inconsistent with the measures he intended to 
introduce, the proposed increases were essential and in accord with 
the Governmenfs policy on the finances of the nationalised industries. 
If the increases were postponed until the autumn, there would be a 
loss of some il\ millions in receipts. He therefore invited the Cabinet 
to approve the proposed increases, which it would be convenient to 
announce before his own statement on the economic situation. 

The Postmaster-General said that he saw no alternative to 
introducing the increased charges before the end of the present 
financial year. He had given further consideration to the proposed 
flat-rate increase in the charge for parcels and ^a s satisfied that a 
system of graduated increases related to the weight of the parcel would 
not be practicable. 

Discussion showed that there was general agreement in the 
Cabinet with these proposals. There might, however, be some 
advantage in mitigating the impact of the new connexion charge for 
long rural telephone lines if it were made payable by instalments. 

On presentation of the decision to increase the charges, the 
following points were made: 

(a) The statement should make it clear that the extra charges 
were necessary to avert a sharp increase in the extent to which the 
Post Office was dependent for its finance on the Exchequer. 

(b) It would be preferable to refer only to a " reasonable return 
on capital " rather than to emphasise the figure of 8 per cent. 
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(c) Reference should be made to the cost of wage increases since 
the last increase in Post Office charges. 

(d) If it were reasonably certain that Post Office charges need 
not be again increased within the next two years, this might be 
indicated in The statement. 

The Cabinet— 
(I) Approved the proposals in C. (61) 93 for increases in certain 


Post Office tariffs. 

(2) Invited the Postmaster-General to consider the possibility of 


making the new connexion charge for rural telephones 

payable by instalments. 


(3) Invited	 the Postmaster-General, in consultation with the 

Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster and the Financial 

Secretary, Treasury, to give further consideration, in the 

light of their discussion, to the terms in which the 

increased charges should be announced. 


(4) Subject	 to the further consideration referred to in 

conclusion (3), authorised the Postmaster-General to 

announce the increased charges on 24th July. 


*4. The Cabinet resumed their discussion of a memorandum by 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (61) 88) on the economic situation. 
They also had before them further memoranda by the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer on public expenditure (C. (61) 106 and 107). 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that in the statement on 
the economic situation which he proposed to make in the House of 
Commons on 25th July he would announce a number of measures 
designed both to relieve the pressure on sterling, which was more 
serious than at any time since the devaluation in 1949, and to 
demonstrate the Governments intention to put the economy on a 
sound basis for the future. He proposed to justify these measures by 
reference to the urgent need to restore international confidence in 
sterling and to the undoubted evidence of excessive pressure on 
national resources. 

The Chancellor said that he had held separate discussions with 
the Ministers concerned about the details of the specific measures he 
had in mind. In one or two cases these had still to be completed. 
He proposed, however, to announce in his statement his intention to 
restrict Government expenditure overseas to not more than £400 
millions in 1962-63. This would involve giving notice, in terms which , 
he had agreed with the Foreign Secretary and the Minister of Defence, 
that we should seek relief, in accordance with the provisions of the 
Treaty of Western European Union, in respect of our military 
expenditure in Europe, and that there was to be a general review of 
defence expenditure overseas. It would also include notice of his 
intention to restrict the total of our oversea aid to approximately 
the current level of £180 millions a year. He also wished to secure a 
reduction in diplomatic, administrative and information services 
overseas; and on this a special directive would be issued by the Prime 
Minister. 

As regards credit restrictions, he would in due course decide 
whether it would be appropriate to increase the Bank Rate and to raise 
the level of the banks' special deposits scheme. The Governor of the O 
Bank of England would be prepared to ask the clearing banks and 
building societies to observe restraint in meeting certain types of 
demand for credit for consumption purposes, and it could if necessary 

* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex. 
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be made clear that, if this request was not met, the Government would 
not hesitate to enforce credit restraint by other means. There were 
strong arguments for bringing into effect the new economic regulator 
which would enable him to impose a surcharge, at a maximum rate 
of 10 per cent., on most Customs and Excise duties and purchase tax. 

It would also be necessary to take effective action to deal with 
the growth of public expenditure. In the light of present 
circumstances, further reductions would be required in the investment 
programmes previously proposed by the Treasury for 1962-63. As 
regards the nationalised industries, he had invited the Ministers 
concerned to ask the various boards to avoid expenditure wherever 
this could be -done without damage to the provision of essential 
supplies and services and the attainment of their financial targets. He 
was seeking the agreement of the Education Ministers to keeping 
capital investment to the level of the current year, and to giving 
priority to the development of technical education. Expenditure on 
housing in England and Wales should be reduced to £225 millions 
and in Scotland to £42 millions. The Minister of Health had agreed 
that the annual growth of expenditure on the Health Service should 
be kept to 2\ per cent., and he hoped to reach agreement with the 
Minister of Transport on a substantial reduction in the five-year road 
programme. 

As regards Exchequer assistance to private industry, he proposed 
to announce that new commitments for assistance could only be 
justified if it could be shown that they would make an important 
contribution to competitiveness and national efficiency which could 
be secured in no other way; but he would be prepared to indicate 
that the Government would still consider exceptional applications in 
areas of especially high unemployment, such as parts of Scotland and 
Northern Ireland. It would also be necessary to indicate the 
Government^ intention to restrict Exchequer support for agriculture, 
and he would discuss further with the Minister of Agriculture how 
this could best be done. 

In order to convince public opinion, both at home and overseas, 
that we would not allow public expenditure to rise beyond control, it 
would be important to announce the Governmenfs determination to 
keep the increase of Estimates for 1962-63, in real terms, to within 
2\ per cent, of the Estimates for the current year. This limited 
increase could be justified, since it would be offset by savings which 
would arise from the completion of the financing of the new steel 
works and the suspension of the house purchase scheme. It had 
frankly to be recognised that to keep public expenditure within this 
limit would entail substantial policy changes, as yet undecided, in the 
social services. It might, for instance, be necessary to contemplate 
the abolition of family allowances for the second child, although this 
might be accompanied by more generous provision for subsequent 
children. The need to contain public expenditure might also 
necessitate some further reduction in defence expenditure. 

The ability of the Government to secure moderation in wage 
increases would be crucial. In consultation with the Minister of 
Labour, he hoped to formulate an appeal for a pause in increases in 
wages, profits and dividends. For this purpose it would be necessary 
for the Government to give a firm lead in wage negotiations in the 
sector over which they exercised control. In this connexion it would 
be a great value if it could be announced that the Government were 
not prepared to agree to increases in teachers' salaries as large as 
those already offered by the local education authorities. He also 
proposed to include in his statement an acknowledgment of the need 
for improved co-ordination of economic planning. He intended to 
invite representatives of employers and unions to join him in 
consultations to devise means to this end. 



The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that his advisers were 
doubtful whether measures on the above lines would be sufficient to 
meet the needs of the present situation. He mentioned a number of 
additional fiscal and other measures which might be considered. 

In discussion the following points were made: 
(a) There was general agreement that there would be severe 

disadvantages in using the second economic regulator providing for a 
surcharge on employers' contributions under the National Insurance 
scheme. Although it could reduce purchasing power by about £200 
millions a year, it would appear to add to industrial costs, which was 
highly undesirable. If it were proposed to use this, further 
consideration by the Cabinet would be necessary. 

(b) The President of the Board of Trade said that the 
Government would be better able to claim that they were dealing with 
the economic situation on a national basis if some assurance could 
be given that means would be found of taxing short-term capital gains. 
It would be very difficult to secure wage restraint if capital profits 
obtained through speculation continued to be allowed to go free of 
tax. 

There was general agreement that, although a capital gains tax 
on the United States pattern might not be administratively practicable, 
it was highly desirable that profits from short-term investments, in 
stocks or in land, should by some means be made liable to taxation. 
In the absence of a satisfactory assurance on this, the public would 
not regard the measures now proposed as equitable. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer undertook to examine this 
point and to consider what reference could be made to it in his 
proposed statement. 

(c) The agreement of the Cabinet that the increase in the 
Estimates for 1962-63 should be kept within 2\ per cent, of the 
Estimates for the current year should not be held to imply approval 
for the specific suggestion that family allowances for the second child 
should be abolished. 

(d) It was suggested that, since credit restrictions could not be 
relied on to control the excessive pressure on the building industry, 
it would be prudent to prepare for the introduction of building 
licensing in the autumn if necessary. It might be enough to exercise 
control only over the larger building projects (say, costing £250,000 or 
more). Apart from administrative difficulties, there were arguments 
against introducing building controls, since the industry had responded 
well to the pressure of increasing demand by substantially increasing 
its productivity. 

(e) There was general agreement that the Government should 
give a firm lead on wages policy in the public sector. There was good 
hope that a considerable degree of co-operation in wage restraint 
could be secured in the public sector, in the context of a policy for 
restraint in wages and profits generally. 

The Minister of Education said that he would be prepared to 
withhold his agreement to the increase in teachers' salaries which had 
been offered by the local education authorities, and to restrict the 
cost of the increase in England and Wales to £42 millions, which 
would involve a lower maximum salary and restrict the increase to 
the level already conceded to teachers in Scotland. 

(/) It was suggested that, while restrictive measures were 
unavoidable to meet the critical exchange position, the fundamental 
weakness of the economy was not so much excessive demand as the 
failure of production to respond to demand. The proposed remedial 
measures might be criticised on the ground that they were not designed 
to encourage economic growth. In this connexion it might be 
advantageous to take action to control restrictive practices in industry. 
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On the other hand it was argued that legislation to control such 
restrictive practices would be likely to alienate the unions at a time 
when our economic difficulties required a national approach. The 
problems of economic growth might best be approached by improving 
the co-ordination of economic planning, in the way proposed by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer. However, our economic difficulties 
could not be ascribed to the lack of economic planning or to poor 
co-ordination; they arose from excessive demand and a failure of 
competitiveness and productivity. 

(g) It was suggested that the restriction of demand could be made 
more effective if more drastic use were made of the special deposits 
system. On the other hand, the clearing banks were only one of the 
organs creating credit, and it was not possible for them suddenly to 
effect a large reduction in the commitments they had already 
undertaken. It would be no help to the Government if, in order to 
obtain more liquid resources, they were forced to sell their holdings 
of Government securities. 

The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that there 
was general agreement that the collection of measures to be announced 
by the Chancellor of the Exchequer must be sufficient to convince 
opinion, at home and abroad, that the excessive pressures on the 
economy would be brought under control. It would be of great 
importance to show that the difficulties were being dealt with on a 
national basis. There was a widespread feeling that profits from 
short-term investment should not be allowed to escape taxation. It 
was essential to secure a substantial degree of wage restraint, by 
whatever means, but this could best be achieved if people were 
convinced that the Governmenfs policy was fair to all sections of 
the community. The Chancellor of the Exchequer should therefore 
consider the possibility of bringing speculatory capital gains within 
the tax system. It would be right to point out that a considerable part 
of the demand on our economic resources arose from the international 
commitments which we continued to undertake, despite the fact that 
our relative position in the world had substantially declined. The 
task was, therefore, to demonstrate to the country that the 
Government were taking the economic situation seriously, in order 
to fulfil their international responsibilities. 

The Cabinet would have a further opportunity to discuss the 
situation, and the measures proposed by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, on 24th July. 

The Cabinet— 
Agreed to resume their discussion on 24th July. 

5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Home 
Secretary (C. (61) 100) reporting the results of the discussions which 
he had held with the Ministers most directly concerned on the 
proposals for the reorganisation of local government in Greater 
London. 

The Minister of Housing and Local Government said that he did 
not wish to be finally committed to all the details of the 
recommendations made in C. (61) 100. He would prefer that the 
Cabinet should take their decisions on this question on the basis of 
a draft White Paper, and he sought authority to submit such a draft 
for detailed consideration at a later meeting. 

In discussion it was pointed out that it would not now be possible 
to present a White Paper on this question before Parliament rose for 
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the summer recess. It might however be desirable to publish it before 
Parliament reassembled in the autumn. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Minister of Housing and Local Government to 
circulate, for consideration at a later meeting, a draft White 
Paper on the reorganisation of local government in Greater 
London. 

6. The Cabinet resumed their discussion of a memorandum by 
the Minister of Labour (C. (61) 95) about trade union elections. 
They also had before them further memoranda by the Minister of 
Labour and the Attorney-General (C. (61) 102 and 99). 

The Minister of Labour said that, since the Cabinefs earlier 
discussion, he had informed the Trades Union Congress (T.U.C.) and 
announced in Parliament that if the unions could take effective action 
to prevent breaches of their election rules this would, in his view, be 
the most satisfactory solution. If, however, there were difficulties 
which made this impracticable he would propose to consider with the 
T.U.C. means by which the Government could help. The General 
Secretary, with whom he had discussed the matter in advance, had 
shown himself strongly opposed to any action by the Government, 
on the-ground that it would be an unwarranted attack on the 
independence of the unions. The attempt now being made by the 
T.U.C. to put in order the affairs of the Electrical Trades Union 
(E.T.U.) was, however, unlikely to succeed and there was little reason 
to expect that they would be able, or even willing, to persuade the 
unions generally to adopt model rules for their elections. He proposed 
that, if they Could be induced to discuss the matter with him, he should 
seek their views on legislation to empower the Registrar of Friendly 
Societies to hear complaints about breaches of the election rules and 
to make orders remedying any breach. Since this power was already 
possessed by the Courts, it could not reasonably be represented as 
an infringement of the unions' freedom; but any proposal to go further 
would be likely to encounter a degree of hostility which it would be 
unwise to provoke, especially in view of the difficulties on the 
industrial front which might arise in the current economic situation. 

The Attorney-General suggested that simply to confer on the 
Registrar the powers now exercised by the Courts would have little 
advantage, especially as legal aid would not be available in proceedings 
before the Registrar. Nor could this proposal do anything to secure 
that the election rules were themselves satisfactory—a need which had 
become apparent in the E.T.U. case. He therefore proposed that the 
Registrar should be given the duty, not to approve, but to examine 
the rules and report, if necessary in public, on any which were so 
unintelligible, unworkable or contradictory as to impede the lawful 
exercise by the members of their right to elect their representatives in 
full freedom. This alone, however, could not ensure that the elections 
were properly conducted, and the Attorney-General therefore 
proposed further that the Registrar should be empowered to supervise 
elections, if invited by a union to do so at its own expense. These 
two proposals together would, he thought, be acceptable to public 
opinion and difficult for the unions to reject. 

Discussion showed it to be the general view of the Cabinet that 
no decision should be taken on the alternative proposals before them 
until more was known of the likely attitude of the T.U.C., and of 
whatever progress they might make in remedying the position in the 
E.T.U. Meanwhile, if they could be persuaded to discuss the matter 
with the Minister of Labour, there would be no objection to his 
putting before them both his own proposal, for which the judgment 
in the E.T.U. case provided a firm foundation, and also those of the 
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Attorney-General. Meanwhile, in any discussion with their 
supporters in Parliament, the Government should not be finally 
committed to legislation. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the Minister of Labour to approach the Trades Union 

Congress on the question of trade union elections, on the 
lines agreed in their discussion, and to inform them of the 
outcome. 

(2) AgreerJ to resume at a later meeting their consideration of 
C. (61) 95, 99 and 102 in the light of the discussion referred 
to in conclusion (1). 

7. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Minister of Agriculture (C. (61) 105) about the reconstruction of the 
British Sugar Corporation. 

The Minister of Agriculture recalled that, in accordance with 
decisions of the Cabinet, the Chairman of the British Sugar 
Corporation had been authorised to discuss confidentially, first with 
representatives of insurance companies and investment trusts and later 
with an organised minority group of private shareholders who were 
pressing for an increase in the dividend, proposals for a capital 
reorganisation of the Corporation. Under this the ordinary shares 
would be converted into cumulative preference shares bearing interest 
of 8 per cent, instead of the present 7 per cent., and the equity would 
be surrendered to the Sugar Board. In the light of these consultations 
the Chairman considered that the necessary majority could probably 
be obtained for the proposals at a special General Meeting; but the 
Minister did not consider that the present economic circumstances 
were opportune for pressing forward with the reorganisation, and 
the Chairman had accepted that it should be deferred. The Chairman 
had, however, suggested that his statement to the shareholders might 
include an assurance that the Board would raise the matter again 
with the Government as soon as circumstances permitted. 

The Cabinet— 
Approved the proposal in C. (61) 105 and, subject to the 
addition mentioned by the Minister of Agriculture, the draft 
statement annexed to it, to be made by the Chairman of the 
British Sugar Corporation. 

8. The Minister of Transport said that he had been approached 
by Mr. Charles Clore, who wished to take over British Road Services 
(Parcels) Limited—commonly known as " Carter Paterson "—which 
was owned by the British Transport Commission. Although the 
Commission were under a statutory obligation to dispose of the 
undertaking, the Minister did not consider that the time was opportune 
for selling it to Mr. Clore. He therefore proposed to refuse the offer 
on the ground that, by waiting, the Commission could obtain a more 
favourable price. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note with approval of this statement by the Minister 
of Transport. 
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The Cabinet had before them memoranda by the Commonwealth 
Secretary, the Colonial Secretary, the Minister of Aviation, the 
Minister of Labour and the Lord Privy Seal (C. (61) 111, 103, 104, 96 
and 108), reporting the results of consultations with Governments of 
the other independent members of the Commonwealth and with 
Colonial territories about relations between the United Kingdom and 
the European Economic Community (E.E.C.). 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that in the three countries he 
had visited—Australia, New Zealand and Canada—there were serious 
anxieties about the possible consequences of the United Kingdom's 
joining the E.E.C. They were concerned about the changes which 
this would involve in their trading relationships with the United 
Kingdom; but they were even more concerned about its political 
implications. They feared that an economic union between the 
United Kingdom and the other countries of Western Europe would 
lead in one way or another to a political union which must weaken 
the Commonwealth relationship. Canada also feared that this would 
draw her increasingly into the economic and political orbit of the 
United States. He had tried to reassure all three Governments that 
these fears were unjustified and had pointed out that, if a wider 
political association became necessary, the United Kingdom would 
be more likely to favour the larger concept of an Atlantic union than 
any purely Continental system. On the economic side, the position 
of New Zealand was the most precarious and for her at least it would 
be vital to secure special concessions from the Community. Despite 
their fears, the other Commonwealth Governments had recognised 
that the decision to enter into negotiations with the Community was 
solely for the United Kingdom Government, for whom it was much 
more important than for themselves. Thev now expected us to open 
negotiations, without further consultation, and would be surorised 
if we did not do so. 

There was no disguising the fact that if we did join the 
Community this would be an initial shock to the whole 
Commonwealth system. But he believed that the damage would 
not be irreparable and that the Commonwealth could in the long run 
become stronger from our increased ability to provide capital lor 
development and to buy more Commonwealth products. If. on the 
other hand, wc did not join the Community, the decline in o u r 
economic and political strength would eventually lead to a permanent 
weakening of the whole Commonwealth. 

The Mi/liner of Aviation said that the conclusion he had drawn 
from his visits to Commonwealth countries in Asia was s nnl.u t o 
those of thc-Commonwealth Secretary: that, so far as the Asian 
countries were concerned, their recognition that the final decision 
was for the United Kingdom left us tree to enter into negotiations 
with the Community and that they expected us to do so. In Asia, 
too. there were both economic and political mxicties about the 
prospect of United Kingdom membership ol' the Community; But 
since the onl\ exports winch v ere causing conce i a were lea. cotton tox
tiles. jute mar facUires and coco.mat products, all of which v. j a m t h t 
hope to be able to safeguard, it ought to be possible to sati-f\ them. 
In India there had been special emphasis on the political aspects but 
also some fear lest the emergence of a powerful economic and political 
union in Hurope might retard the industrial advance of the 
under-developed countries. It had been suggested thai whatever 
special arrangements were made should not be such as would divide 
the Commonwealth into those countries which could, and those which 
could not. accept Associated Oversea Territory (A.O.T.) status Out 
should rather be based on particular commodities. This was, of 
course, a mailer lor negotiation. All the countries he had visited 
recognised thai a final judgment of die economic and politic.'l 



consequences of our joining the Community could not be made until 
negotiations had taken place. But it was important that we should 
not only consult the other Commonwealth Governments at every 
stage but give every appearance of doing so. 

The Minister of Labour said that in Ghana, Nigeria and Sierra 
Leone there was criticism of the allegedly neo-colonial character of 
the E.E.C. and suspicion of the A.O.T. relationship in its present form. 
This sprang from antagonism to the former colonial policies of the 
French and to the controlling influence which France was thought to 
be able to exercise over her former African dependencies through 
the close financial and commercial ties which persisted. The A.O.T. 
relationship was, however, due to be reviewed in the following year 
and was likely to become more liberal. In any event, it offered 
decided economic advantages and would for that reason be welcome 
to the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, where the political 
objection to it was not felt. In the African countries, as elsewhere 
in the Commonwealth, there was the same understanding of our 
position and the same desire for close consultation at all stages. 

The Minister of Agriculture said that he had had discussions 
with the President of the National Farmers' Union (N.F.U.) and with 
other representatives of farmers in the United Kingdom. The N.F.U. 
were taking the extreme line that the interests of United Kingdom 
farmers could be safeguarded only by continuation of the existing 
system of support, although it was becoming increasingly recognised 
in Parliament and elsewhere that the Government could not maintain 
it indefinitely whether or not the United Kingdom joined the E.E.C. 
Considerable opposition to our applying for membership must 
therefore be expected from the N.F.U., who would no doubt win 
much support from the farmers. 

The Prime Minister said that some public statement must be 
made before the summer recess. The effective choice lay between 
(i) a statement that the Government were now prepared to apply for 
membership in order to set in motion negotiations which would 
show whether we could secure satisfactory safeguards for the 
Commonwealth for our partners in the European Free Trade 
Association (E.F.T.A.), and for United Kingdom agriculture; or 
(ii) a statement that the Government were considering the important 
issues raised by their consultations with other Commonwealth 
Governments and that a decision would not be announced until after 
the recess. 

Discussion showed that there was general agreement in the 
Cabinet that the right course was to enter into negotiations with the 
E.E.C. and to announce at once that we intended to do so. This was 
now expected by the rest of the Commonwealth, by our partners in 
E.F.T.A.. and by the member Governments of the Community itself 
and there was. indeed, no other way of finding out whether the 
interests of the Commonwealth and the Community could be 
reconciled. If they could not be reconciled, the Government would 
be in a stronger position, both generally and in relation to the 
Commonwealth, if this were clearly demonstrated as a result of 
genuine negotiations which they were obliged to break off than if they 
were to announce that informal soundings had led them to the 
conclusion that negotiations could not succeed. 

Delay in announcing the intention to negotiate might mean that 
the opportunity might not recur, and the case for a statement before 
the recess was strengthened both by considerations of domestic 
politics and by the likelihood that adverse pressures would otherwise 
build up at the meeting of Commonwealth Finance Ministers in 
September. 

The Cabinet went on to discuss the best way of presenting a 
decision to enter into negotiations. From the practical point of view 
rt should be presented as a necessary step in order to discover whether 
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or not we could obtain satisfactory terras. The statement should 
therefore be as specific as possible on the interests we should seek 
to safeguard and should make it clear that no commitment would be 
entered into until the other Commonwealth Governments and the 
Parliament at Westminster had had opportunities to discuss the results 
of the negotiations. But it was equally important to create the right 
impression in Europe: we must embark on the negotiations in good 
faith, with the intention of making them succeed. If the decision 
were represented as a purposive one and not as an unwilling surrender 
to circumstances, it might be expected to bring powerful forces in 
Europe into play in our favour. At the same time, the wider political 
and even moral aspects of the problem should not be neglected. The 
prospect of our membership of the Community might be held out as a 
step towards the larger concept of a union of the Free World. From 
inside the Community, indeed, we might hope to transform it into an 
outward-looking group of nations, mindful of its responsibilities to the 
world as a whole. 

Summing up the discussion the Prime Minister said that it was 
evidently the view of the Cabinet that we should enter into 
negotiations with the E.E.C. in order to find out on what terms they 
would agree to our joining the Community. A decision to negotiate 
was a very different matter from the later and much more critical 
decision to join the Community but, since a formal application to 
accede to the Treaty of Rome was a prerequisite of any negotiations 
on terms, the distinction might not be easy to make apparent to public 
opinion in this country and in the Commonwealth. A decision to 
negotiate might be more acceptable to our own public opinion if the 
emphasis were not all placed on the practical economic advantages 
of joining the Community (and the inevitable disadvantages of not 
doing so) but if some appeal were also made to the idealistic elements 
in British thinking. In announcing the decision it would be necessary 
to achieve a delicate balance between, on the one hand, creating the 
impression in the United Kingdom, the Commonwealth and E.F.T.A. 
that we had already decided to join the Community on whatever terms 
we could obtain and, on the other hand, suggesting to the members 
of the Community that we had no real will to join them. With this 
in mind he would draft his statement and a motion for the purposes 
of a debate before the summer recess and would circulate them to the 
Cabinet as soon as possible. 

The Cabinet -
Agreed to resume their discussion at a meeting in the 
following week. 

Cabinet Office. S.W. i. 
$1st July. 1961 
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CC. 43 (61) 

The Cabinet resumed their discussion of the economic situation. 
They had before them a further memorandum by the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer (C. (61) 112) about the second economic regulator, 
which would impose a surcharge on employers' contributions under 
the National Insurance scheme. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that, in his statement in the 
House of Commons on the following day, he would try to explain in 
simple terms the balance of payments difficulties and the need for 
remedial action. He would bring out the fact that in 1960-61 
personal incomes had increased by £1,365 millions, while production 
had increased by only £500-£600 millions. Since the latter should 
cover not only the increase in consumption, but also the needs of 
public and private investment, together with any increase in exports, 
it was clearly necessary to apply some considerable restriction to home 
demand. For the longer-term he would announce that he intended, 
in the next Finance Bill, to oring forward specific proposals for taxing 
profits on short-term investment, whether in stocks or in land. This 
announcement might help to create a more favourable climate of 
opinion in which to appeal for a pause in increases in wages and 
profits. He would also refer to the control of private investment in the 
non-sterling area, and to the need to secure reasonable remittances 
from investments overseas. He would make it clear that the 
Government intended to keep future public expenditure under control, 
but the terms of this part of his statement had not yet been finally
agreed with the Ministers concerned. As regards oversea aid, he now 
accepted that it might not be practicable to prescribe a ceiling, but he 
would make it clear that the present level of aid could not be increased 
by any substantial amount in the future. He would appeal to industry 
to become more competitive, for example by abolishing restrictive 
practices, but he did not propose to imply that legislation for this 
purpose might be introduced. In this connexion he could refer to 
the valuable effects of the reduction in tariffs which it was hoped would 
result from the current negotiations under the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade. 

As regards short-term measures, the Governor of the Bank 
of England was ready to call for an increase in the banks' 
special deposits scheme, and for restraint in the grant of credit by the 
clearing banks and other institutions. Bank rate would be raised. 
The first economic regulator, which increased customs duties and 
purchase tax, would be brought into operation at the full rate of 10 per 
cent, at midnight on the following day. Application would at once be 
made for a substantial drawing and standby credit from the 
International Monetary Fund; and. in view of the measures which 
were to be announced, it was hoped that this application would be 
successful. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that his advisers were 
doubtful whether these measures would W suihcient to restore 
confidence in sterling. The additional measures which might be taken 
were: 

(i) to apply the second economic regulator', which provided for ;'i 
surcharge on employers' contributions under the National Insurance 
scheme; 

(ii) to introduce a further restriction on hire purchase facilities; 
and 

(iii) to include in his statement an announcement that 
the Government would only agree to increases in teachers' salaries in 
England and Wales of a lower cost than those already offered by the 
local education authorities. 

In discussion the following points were made: 
(a) It was argued that, as the Government had secured the power 

to use the second economic regulator, it would be unreasonable to 
refrain from using it in the present emergency. It would not only serve 



to reduce consumption, but it would help employers to resist 
unjustifiable wage claims. On the other it was argued that the 
surcharge would be unselective in its incidence and would be generally 
regarded, abroad as well as at home, as an unnecessary addition to 
industrial costs. Its use might thus appear to be inconsistent with 
the Government^ efforts to make industry more competitive and, 
since it would be resented by both employers and workers, it would 
not help to achieve a national approach to our economic problems. 
On balance, therefore, it would be inadvisable to use this second 
regulator. 

(/)) Further restrictions on hire-purchase would seriously affect 
those industries which would in any case suffer from the imposition of 
the first economic regulator. Despite the pressures in the economy, 
there was evidence that several industries, including some which had 
made a substantial effort to increase exports, were faced with the 
prospect of a decline in demand in the near future. There was 
accordingly general agreement that further restrictions on hire
purchase should be neither imposed nor threatened. 

(c) The Cabinet were in general agreement with the proposal that 
the Government should withhold agreement to the increase in 
teachers" salaries which had already been offered by the local 
education authorities, and that the cost of the increase in England and 
Wales should be restricted to £42 millions. There were arguments for 
presenting this decision in the context of the need to reduce public 
expenditure, rather than the need to control wages in the public sector. 
It seemed best for the announcement about teachers' salaries to be 
included in the statement to be made by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer. In that event the Minister of Education would explain 
the decision to representatives of the local education authorities and of 
the teachers on 26th July. 

((/) In appealing for restraint in wages and profits, the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer would indicate that, where an offer had been made 
in response to a wage demand, the ordinary processes of wage 
negotiation should continue to be pursued. It was possible that the 
processes of arbitration, if they were allowed to continue, would result 
in some wage awards in the public sector which would make it difficult 
for the Government to maintain that they had played their part in 
enforcing a pause. Even so. it would not be possible for the 
Government to announce that they would refrain from honouring 
future arbitration awards. 

ie) The measures which the Chancellor of the Exchequer had it 
in mind to announce might be thought to be sufficient to meet the 
immediate situation, by effecting a substantial reduction in future 
demand, on the assumption that a reasonable degree of success could 
be achieved in securing a pause m wages and profits, and in containing 
future public expenditure. There was general agreement that the 
degree of success in achieving wage restraint would be decisive for the 
future of the economy. 

(/) The statement to be made by the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
would make it clear that, if the credit restrictions and the representa
tions to be made by the Governor of the Bank of England were not 
successful in discouraging excessive lending for building purposes, the 
Government would not hesitate to introduce other measures. By this 
it was intended to imply that legislation to control building might be 
introduced, if necessary, in the autumn. 

Summing up the discussion the Prime Minister said that the 
balance of opinion in the Cabinet was clearly against introducing, at 
least for the time being, the surcharge on employers' contributions or 
further controls on hire purchase. It did not seem that these measures 
were necessary for the immediate purpose of securing assistance from 
the International Monetary Fund, and they might prejudice the 
Governments longer-term aim to restore the soundness of the economy, 
which depended on their success in inducing wage restraint and keeping 



down production costs. In presenting the plan as a whole, reference 
might be made to the recent deterioration in the international political 
situation, and the external factors leading to our present difficulties 
should be emphasised. This would make it easier to obtain the 
co-operation of all sections of the community. Given this co-operation, 
and determination on the part of the Government to restrict public 
expenditure to the minimum, it should be possible to overcome the 
current economic difficulties. 

The Cabinet— 
(1)	 Agreed that neither the surcharge on employers' contributions 

to the National Insurance scheme, nor further controls on 
hire purchase, should be introduced for the time being. 

(2) Agreed that the increase in teachers' salaries recently offered 
by the local education authorities in England and Wales 
should not be approved; and invited the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer to announce this decision in terms to be agreed 
with the Secretary of State for Scotland, the Minister of 
Education and the Minister of Labour. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.1, 
25th July, 1961. 
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CC. (44) 61 
1. The Cabinet resumed their consideration of relations between 

the United Kingdom and the European Economic Community 
(E.E.C.). 

They confirmed the view, with which there had been general 
agreement at their previous discussion, that a formal application for 
accession to the Treaty of Rome should be made without delay in 
order that negotiations might be opened with the Community with 
a view to ascertaining whether satisfactory arrangements could be 
made to meet our requirements, particularly in respect of British 
agriculture and of the needs of the other Commonwealth countries 
and the other members of the European Free Trade Association 
(E.F.T.A.). 

They then considered the draft of a statement to this effect, 
which would be made by the Prime Minister in the House of Commons 
on 31st July, together with the draft of a Government motion which 
would be the subject of debate in the House of Commons on 2nd and 
3rd August. 

Discussion first centred on the terms in which it should be 
explained that a formal application to join the Treaty of Rome was 
necessary as a means of entering into negotiations with the E.E.C. 
There was general agreement that this might best be put in the 
following terms: 

" We have reached the stage where we cannot make further 
progress without entering into formal negotiations. I believe 
that the great majority in the House and in the country will feel 
that they cannot fairly judge whether it is possible for the United 
Kingdom to join the European Economic Community until there 
is a clearer picture before them of the arrangements designed to 
meet our special needs. Only negotiations can reveal this. In 
order to enter into negotiations it is necessary under the Treaty 
of Rome to make formal application to join the European 
Economic Community, although the ultimate decision whether 
to join or not must depend on the result of the negotiations ". 
It was suggested that it should also be brought out that Article 237 

of the Treaty of Rome envisaged that the conditions of admission for 
a new member should be the subject of an agreement between the 
members and the applicant State. It was suggested that, after this 
explanation, the Governmenfs decision might be announced in the 
following terms:

" Her Majesty's Government have come to the conclusion 
that it would be right for Britain to make such an application 
to join the European Economic Community preparatory to 
entering into negotiations with a view to securing satisfactory 
arrangements to meet the special needs of the United Kingdom, 
of the Commonwealth and of the European Free Trade 
Association ". 

Alternatively the	 decision might be expressed as follows: 
" Her Majcsty's Government have come t o the conclusion 

that it would be right for Britain to make such an application 
under Article 237 of the Treaty of Rome for negotiations with 
a view to joining the European Economic Community if 
satisfactory arrangements can be made to meet the special 
needs of the United Kingdom, of the Commonwealth and of 
the European Free Trade Association 

There was general agreement that the Prime Minister should be asked 
to consider which of these forms of words would be preferable. The 
terms of the Government motion would have to be consistent with 
whichever of these alternatives was chosen. 

The Cabinet were informed that a motion had been tabled on 
the previous day. and had now been signed by more than 30 
Government supporters, expressing opposition to any material 
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derogation of British sovereignty, resulting from the entry of the 
United Kingdom into the E.E.C., and urging that an agreement with 
the E.E.C. should not endanger the future expansion of trade with 
the Commonwealth and E.F.T.A., or the prosperity of British 
agriculture. It was pointed out that the act of joining the E.E.C. 
would inevitably entail some derogation of sovereignty and that, while 
this might -not be harmful, it might well be represented as material. 
Nevertheless, the statement to be made by the Prime Minister would 
make it clear that the Government would not conclude any agreement 
to enter the E.E.C. without reeking the prior approval of Parliament, 
and there was accordingly no reason why the signatories of this 
motion should not also support the proposed Government motion. 
At the same time, it would be helpful if the Government motion 
could include a specific undertaking to consult Parliament about any 
agreement which affected the special interests of the United Kingdom, 
in particular agriculture, and of the Commonwealth and E.F.T.A., 
or involved British sovereignty. There was general agreement that 
the draft motion should be amended to this effect. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed that a formal application to join the Treaty of Rome 

should now be made for the purpose of enabling 
negotiations to take place with a view to ascertaining 
whether the special needs of the United Kingdom, the 
other Commonwealth countries and the other members 
of the European Free Trade Association could be met. 

(2) Invited the Home	 Secretary to arrange for the drafts of the 
statement to Parliament and the Government motion to 
be revised in the light of the Cabinefs discussion and to 
be submitted to the Prime Minister for his consideration. 

 2. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the following week. 

There would not now be time before the recess to debate the 
appointment of a Joint Select Committee on reform of the House 
of Lords. 

The present intention was that Parliament should reassemble 
after the summer recess on 23rd October; that it should be prorogued 
on 26th October: and that the new session should be opened on 
31st October. 

3. The Minister of Education said that the Government^ 
decision to contain the increase in teachers' salaries in England and 
Wales within a total of 142 millions had provoked, as he had expected, 
a strong adverse reaction from the teachers. This situation would be 
more difficult to handle if the teachers continued to believe that they 
had been singled out for discriminatory treatment. He hoped that his 
colleagues would lose no opportunity to bring out the fact that the 
salary increases represented by this total of 142 millions were generally 
in line with the increases recently made in other parts of the public 
service. It was, however, even more important that the Government 
should make plain their intention to secure that increases in salaries 
and wages in the public sector should not in future exceed the amounts 
justified by the average increase in national productivity. It would 
not be possible to gain general acceptance of this particular decision 
on teachers' salaries unless it could be seen as part of a general policy 
which the Government were resolved to apply throughout that sector 
of the economy over which they exercised control. He hoped that 
something to this effect could be said on behalf of the Government 
when the debate on the economic situation was resumed in the House 
of Commons that afternoon. 
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The Cabinet— 
Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer to consider, in 
consultation with the Education Ministers and the Minister 
of Labour, what further statement could be made in the 
debate in the House of Commons that afternoon about the 
Government^ policy for securing a pause in wages increases 
in the public sector. 

4. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Minister 
of Aviation (C. (61) 113) covering a draft White Paper on Civil 
Aerodromes and Air Navigational Services. 

The Minister of Aviation recalled that the Cabinet had approved 
his proposals for the establishment of an independent statutory 
authority for the international airports at present owned and operated 
by his Department, for the progressive municipalisation of airports 
serving the main centres of population and for the introduction of a 
new separate charge for technical services. As it was unlikely that 
time could be found for the necessary legislation in the following 
session, the Cabinet had doubted whether it would be expedient to 
publish the details of these proposals in a White Paper. The Minister 
considered, however, that early publication would be of substantial 
value—especially, as effect could be given to some of the proposals 
without legislation or in legislation which would be required for other 
purposes. 

In discussion it was generally agreed that the balance of advantage 
now lay on the side of publishing the White Paper before the recess, 
as a basis for renewed consultations with the local authorities and 
other interests. Various drafting amendments were suggested and 
approved, including a reference to the fact that the legislation would 
need to wait until Parliamentary time could be found for it. 

The Cabinet— 
Approved, subject to the amendments agreed in their 
discussion, the draft White Paper on Civil Aerodromes and 
Air Navigational Services annexed to C. (61) 113; and 
authorised the Minister of Aviation to present it before the 
recess on a da t ; to be agreed with the Chancellor of the 
Duchy of Lancaster and the Chief Whip. 

 5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
 Colonial Secretary (C. (61) 114) proposing the early release of Mr. 

 Jomo Kenyatta. 
jjw  ^ 0 i o n u i i Secretary said that the Colonial Policy Committee 

n a L *  a P P  r o v  c  d a proposal by the Governor of Kenya that Kenyatta 
 should be moved to Kiambu about the middle of August, when the 

house which was being built for him would be ready, and that a few 
days thereafter he should be released from all restrictions. The new 
Kenya Government was now working well; all sections of it were in 
favour of Kenyatta's early release; and the Governor was sitistied 
that any security risk which that might entail could be accepted 
and contained. Indeed, in the Colonial Secretary's opinion, further 
delay would provoke a serious situation in the territory. He therefore 
invited the Cabinet to endorse the decision to release Kenyatta and 
sought their authority to announce it before the recess and to publish 
as a White Paper a despatch from the Governor setting out the 
reasons which had led to it. 

The Kenya Constitution disqualified from standing for election 
to the Legislative Council anyone who had served a sentence of more 
than two years' imprisonment. There had been some pressure for 



this prohibition to be revoked. This was a matter for the United 
Kingdom Government. It must, however, be assumed that if the 
prohibition were revoked Kenyatta would shortly be elected to the 
Legislature and it might then be difficult to resist pressure for his 
appointment as Chief Minister. This would be unacceptable to a 
substantial body of opinion in Kenya. The Colonial Secretary 
accordingly supported the Governor's view that consideration of this 
amendment of the Constitution should be deferred. It might even be 
possible to postpone it until some other member of the Government 
had been appointed Chief Minister. 

Discussion showed that, although there were misgivings over 
Kenyatta's imminent release, the balance of opinion in the Cabinet 
was that there was no alternative to this course. The timing of 
the announcement, however, presented certain difficulties. The 
Government would be strongly criticised if they made the 
announcement during the recess, and there were serious objections 
to making it on the last day before the recess—not least that the 
House of Lords would not then be sitting. On the other hand, the 
announcement would not be well received by a section of the 
Governments supporters and, if it were made earlier in the following 
week, it must be expected to add to the Government^ difficulties in 
the debate on the Common Market. It was the general view of the 
Cabinet that the announcement must be made before the House of 
Lords rose for the recess. 

The Cabinet
(1) Agreed that Kenyatta should be moved to Kiambu about the 

middle of August and released from restrictions a few 
- - days thereafter. 

(2) Authorised the Colonial Secretary to announce this decision 
on a date to be agreed with the Prime Minister, in 
consultation with the Home Secretary and the Lord 
President; and to publish as a White Paper a despatch 
on the subject from the Governor of Kenya. 

(3)	 Agreed that consideration should not be given at present to 
any amendment of the disqualification provisions of the 
Kenya Constitution. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. 1. 
27th July, 1961. 
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 1. The Foreign Secretary said that the French were adop t ing 
 an intransigent attitude over Bizerta. They were unwilling to 

 withdraw their troops to their earlier position, and were showing no 
 readiness to enter into negotiations with the Tunisians. Meanwhile, 

a hostile Afro-Asian resolution was being brought forward in the 
United Nations. The United Kingdom representative was being 
instructed to abstain from voting on this, and it was hoped that the 
United States representative would take the same course. 

 2. The Prime Minister said that, at the end of the debate on 
 the economic situation which had been held in the House of 
 Commons on the two orevious days, the Government motion had 

 been carried by "a majority of 110. This was a highly satisfactory 
s u l t ; and he wished, on behalf of the Cabinet, to congratulate the 

 Chief Whip and his assistants on the efficiency which they had shown 
in carrying out their contribution towards it. 

r e  

3. The Cabinet noted with satisfaction the results of the 
referendum on the proposals for constitutional change in Southern 
Rhodesia. The Governmenfs proposals had been endorsed by a 
two-to-one majority in a poll of 76-8 per cent.—41,949 votes being 
cast in favour of the proposals and only 21.846 against. 

The Prime Minister said that this was an encouraging vindication 
of the multi-racial policy which the United Kingdom had advocated 
in respect of Africa generally. He took the opportunity of expressing 
his appreciation of the untiring efforts made by the Commonwealth 
Secretary and the Colonial Secretary in support of that policy. 

*4. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Foreign Secretary (C. (61) 116) on the problem of Berlin and two 
memoranda by the Minister of Defence (C. (61) 115 and 118) 
describing possible measures to increase the state of military 
preparedness for an emergency over Berlin. 

The Foreign Secretary said that Mr. Khrushchev seemed to be 
determined to conclude a separate peace treaty with the Deutsche 
Demokratische Republik (D.D.R.) and would probably use the 
occasion of the Communist Party Congress on 17th October to 
announce that the signature of such a treaty was imminent. His 
main purpose would be to improve the status of the Government of 
the D.D.R., whose economic difficulties, accentuated by the continuing 
flow of refugees to the West, made it one of the least reliable members 
of the Soviet bloc. There were, however, some indications that 
Mr. Khrushchev might prefer to enter into negotiations with the 
Western Allies before concluding a separate treaty with the D.D.R. 
in the hope that he might thereby enhance the stability of the regime 
in East Germany and weaken the Western position in Berlin. There 
would be obvious advantage in holding such negotiations at some 
stage: world opinion would be strongly against the Western Allies 
if they appeared to be preparing for hostilities without first 
exhausting the possibilities of a settlement by negotiation. This view 
now seemed to be shared by the Governments of the United States 
and of Western Germany. It would, however, be virtually impossible 
to enter into substantive negotiations before the German elections on 
17th September, since the Federal German Government could not 
before that date allow the impression to be created that they might 

* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex. 
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be willing to make concessions to the Soviet bloc. The Americans 
were at present inclined towards a policy of allowing Mr. Khrushchev 
to conclude a separate treaty, in the expectation that this would 
provide an issue which could be referred to the United Nat ions and 
lead to a resolution adverse to the Soviet Union being passed by the 
General Assembly. It was, however, doubtful whether the signature 
of a peace treaty would be immediately followed by any provocative 
action by the D.D.R. or whether, even so, a majority could be obtained 
for an anti-Soviet resolution. On balance it would be preferable to 
aim at direct negotiations between the Western Allies and the Soviet 
Union at some date between 17th September and 17th October. 
In the course of such negotiations we should be pressed to concede 
de facto recognition to the D.D.R. as the sovereign authority in East 
Germany, to recognise the present eastern frontiers of Germany, and 
to give guarantees that missiles and nuclear weapons would not be 
brought into Berlin or deployed within a certain distance^of the 
demarcation line between East and West Germany. In return we 
might be able to obtain agreement to the continued stationing of allied 
forces in Berlin and to rights of access guaranteed by the Soviet 
Union. H e was to meet the Foreign Ministers of the United States, 
France and Germany in Paris in the following week and would seek 
to reach agreement with them on tactics for opening negotiations 
with the Soviet Union on the most advantageous basis. 

As regards military preparations, there had been a significant 
change in American policy during the last few months. The United 
States authorities were now inclined to place more emphasis on the 
use of economic measures followed, if necessary, by an airlift,, in 
response to any obstruction of access to Berlin, and much less on 
preparations for land operations. The military measures which they 
had recently announced were directed towards increasing the strength 
of the Nor th Atlantic Alliance as a whole in order to provide greater 
flexibility and a choice of reactions to Soviet provocation. 

The Minister of Defence said that the United States had increased 
its defence budget by some £2,000 millions since January. They did 
not intend to send major reinforcements to Germany, but proposed 
to bring their forces there up to the approved (M.C. 70) strengths. 
They had expressed the view that the United Kingdom should, in 
conformity with these measures, bring the British Army of the Rhine 
(B.A.O.R.) up to M.C. 70 strengths, involving an increase of more 
than 5,000 men, and to arrange for two brigade groups of the strategic 
reserve in the United Kingdom to be held available for rapid transfer 
to Germany. 

In discussion the following points were m a d e : 
(a) Neither the Western Allies nor the Soviet Union would 

lightly risk nuclear war on the Berlin issue. There was thus an 
element of bluff in the position of both sides. In the last resort the 
Western Allies should be prepared to resist any proposal for a Berlin 
solution which appeared to be simply a move towards Communist 
domination of the world, but should be prepared to discuss proposals 
to end the present crisis on an equitable basis. Mr. Khrushchev's 
proposals might appear reasonable to a large body of world opinion, 
as being directed to establishing the same type of relationship with 
the D.D.R. as the West had established with Federal Germany. 
Although the case for an Allied military presence in West Berlin 
was legally sound, the right of access in order to sustain the economy 
of West Berlin at a high level was not so clearly established. The 
Western Allies would be unlikely to be supported by world opinion 
if they had made no effort to reach a settlement by negotiation. 

(b) There might be positive advantages in according de facto 
recognition to the D.D.R., especially if this led to an increase in its 
contacts with the West (including Western Germany) which might 
serve to undermine the Communist hold on the country. 

(c) It might be advisable to aim at an interim agreement, perhaps 
of five years ' duration, in which we should undertake to introduce 
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in West Berlin a regime which would prepare the way for establishing 
Berlin as a free city, provided that the Soviet Union in turn gave 
adequate guarantees of our rights of access. The East German 
Government already controlled civil surface traffic to and from 
Berlin, with the tacit agreement of the Federal German Government, 
and the extension of their authority to other forms of traffic involved 
no new point of principle. 

(d) In the course of negotiations the Soviet Government were 
likely to insist that the Allies should no longer.assist the movement 
of refugees from East to West Germany^-I t "might be necessary for 
us to agree that Allied military aircraft-'snould no longer be used for 
transferring refugees from Berlim-to the Federal German Republic. 
On the other hand, it was likely that the flow of refugees would 
diminish if a settlement were reached. We might take the line that 
it was within the power of the D.D.R. to control this movement. 

(e) Our most important immediate aim should be to ensure that 
no action was taken by our Allies or ourselves to precipitate action 
by Mr. Khrushchev before 17th September. We should therefore 
seek to dissuade the United States "Government from assuming an 
inflexible negotiating position or taking any military action which 
m i g h t ' e provocative, "though we should join with them in measures 
to incr^ se the military preparedness of the North Atlantic Alliance. 
At the s\ i e time, the Western Allies should seek by diplomatic action 
in Moscow to ensure that the way was kept open for negotiations. 

In discussion of measures to improve military and home defence 
preparedness, the following further points were made : 

(/) To place B.A.O.R. in a state of full preparedness for war 
would involve the recall of reservists by proclamation and the 
embodiment of the Territorial Army. These measures would, 
however, be useful only for a short-term emergency. At present our 
military preparations should be limited to a demonstration of our 
readiness to co-operate with the Americans in strengthening the 
military effectiveness of the Nor th Atlantic Alliance as a whole and 
should be limited to the following: 

(i) Preparations for the despatch	 10 Germany of a surface-to-air 
guided weapons (S.A.G.W.) regiment and possibly of 
some individual reinforcements up to 1,000 in number. 
The timing of these moves would be determined after the 
Foreign Secretary's discussions in Paris during the 
following week. 

(ii) An urgent examination	 of the possibility of withdrawing to 
the United Kingdom a small number of units from 
oversea theatres, e.g., Kenya, the Middle East and Hong 
Kong, in order to build up the strategic reserve in the 
United Kingdom.. 

(iii) Measures by the Commander-in-Chief,	 B.A.O.R. (involving 
little or no expenditure) to improve the state of readiness 
of his forces. 

(iv) An	 assurance to our Allies that the three Royal Air Force 
squadrons which were due to leave Germany at the end 
of 1961 would not be withdrawn while the possibility 
remained that they might be required for use in connexion 
with the Berlin crisis. 

(g) If there were a prolonged state of tension over Berlin, and if 
we had also to sustain our present military strength in other theatres, 
it would be necessary to contemplate the ^introduct ion of some 
form of National Service. It no longer seemed likely that such a 
measure would be required to maintain the Army at a total of 
165,000. 

(h) Home defence preparations were not far advanced, since 
they had necessarily been given a low priority in conformity with 



our policy of reliance on the strategic deterrent. A review was in 
hand of the short-term measures which might be taken to increase 
the state of home defence preparedness for an early emergency. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Approved	 the general approach to the problem of Berlin 

outlined in the Foreign Secretary's memorandum 
C. (61) 116. 

(2) Agreed that it would not be desirable at this stage to call 
.	 up reservists or to contemplate an extension of National 

' Service. 
(3) Approved in principle the despatch of an S.A.G.W.	 regiment 

to Germany and agreed that the timing of this move 
should be decided later, in the light of the Foreign 
Secretary's forthcoming discussions in Paris. 

(4) Agreed that no action should be taken at present to withdraw 
the three Royal Air Force fighter squadrons from Germany 
and that our Allies might be informed accordingly. 

\	 (51) Invited the Minister of Defence to submit to the Defence 
Committee his proposals for strengthening the strategic 
reserve in the United Kingdom by withdrawing units from 
other theatres overseas. 

(6) Instructed	 the Secretary of the Cabinet to report to the 
Defence Committee on the measures required to improve 
the state of home defence preparedness. 
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5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Lord 
President (C. (61) 120) submitting the recommendations of the 
Economic Policy Committee for the disposal of the interests of the 
British Overseas Airways Corporation (B.O.A.C.) in Middle East 
Airlines (M.E.A.) and the Middle East Aircraft Servicing Company 
(M.A.S.C.O.). 

The Minister of Aviation said that, since both M.E.A. and 
M.A.S.C.O. were continuing to lose money and made frequent 
demands for additional capital, B.O.A.C. were seeking authority to 
sell their minority interests in both companies, in which their total 
financial commitment was £15-3 millions. The Lebanese interests 
in M.E.A. were now prepared to buy the B.O.A.C. share in both 
companies. Their offer was a very poor one : at best B.O.A.C. would 
lose £5-6 millions, and at worst they might lose £15-1 millions, since 
only £200,000 would be paid in cash and the remainder secured by 
local guarantees or by mortgages on equipment and property. Even 
so, there was no prospect of obtaining a better settlement and there 
would certainly be additional heavy losses if B.O.A.C. retained their 
financial interests in the two companies. The Economic Policy 
Committee had therefore accepted his recommendation that B.O.A.C. 
should be authorised to accept the offer. 

If a settlement on these lines were reached, it would become, 
known during the recess and was likely to attract public criticism. He 
proposed to arrange for an independent enquiry to be made into the 
history of B.O.A.C.'s connexions with these companies; but he did 
not propose to make this known at present or to publish its report.; 
It might, however, help to meet any public criticism if the fact that 
such an enquiry had been held could be made known in due course. 

The Cabinet—: 

Approved the proposals in C. (61) 120. . . 
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CC 46 (61) 
1. The Foreign Secretary said that the Afro-Asian countries 

were pressing for a special meeting of the General Assembly of the 
United Nations to discuss their resolution on Bizerta. The French 
would be under strong pressure on this in the Assembly. They had 
not, however, shown any anxiety to concert a line on it with their 
Allies: they seemed determined to handle the situation on their own. 

2. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Home 
Secretary (C. (61) 125) about an application from the organisers of the 
movement for nuclear disarmament for permission to hold a 
demonstration in Trafalgar Square on Sunday, 17th September. 

The Home Secretary said that experience of the previous activities 
of this organisation suggested that it was their intention on this 
occasion also to obstruct the public highway by sitting down and 
declining to move if challenged by the police. At a similar 
demonstration earlier in the year over 800 arrests had been made and a 
repetition on an even larger scale would throw an unacceptable strain 
on the police. He therefore proposed in agreement with the Minister 
of Works that the application should be refused. 

In discussion some misgivings were expressed on the ground that 
refusal would amount to an interference with the traditional rights 
of freedom of assembly and freedom of speech. No application from 
an organisation for the use of Trafalgar Square had been refused 
(except when the Square had already been booked) since 1916, when 
permission had been refused for a demonstration against continuing 
the war. On the present occasion the grant of permission on condition 
that the demonstrators did not break the law would certainly be 
ineffective. 

The fact that the Royal Air Force Association were already 
planning to hold a procession in the neighbourhood of Trafalgar 
Square on the same day had nevertheless to be taken into account. 
The danger of consequent public disorder was a sufficient justification 
for refusing the present application, although it would be preferable 
to offer no reasons for the refusal. If, however, it were possible to 
obtain evidence, as distinct from a presumption, of a definite intention 
on the part of the organisers to commit breaches of the law. the 
Government would be in a stronger position to refuse any application 
they might make for the use of Trafalgar Square on an alternative 
date. It might even be appropriate to apply to a magistrate, under 
an Act of 1361, to require the organisers to show cause why they 
should not be bound over to keep the peace. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the	 Minister of Works to refuse the application for 

the use of Trafalgar Square for a demonstration in favour 
of nuclear disarmament on Sunday. 17th September. 

(2) Invited the Attorney-General in consultation	 with the Home 
Secretary, to assess such evidence as could be obtained 
of the precise intentions of the organisers of the proposed 
demonstration. 

Parliament 3. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the week beginning 24th October, when 
Parliament would re-assemble after the summer recess. 
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4. The Home Secretary said that, following the judgment of the 
Election Court that Lord Stansgate was a Peer at the time of the recent 
by-election in Bristol, South-East, and that his election to the House of 
Commons was therefore invalid, Mr. Malcolm St. Clair, his opponent 
in the by-election, had taken his seat in the House of Commons on the 
previous day. Mr. St. Clair's position was an uneasy one and he had 
been considering the possibility of applying for the Chiltern Hundreds. 

In discussion it was generally agreed that it would be against the 
interests of the electors in Bristol, South-East, that Mr. St. Clair 
should apply for the Chiltern Hundreds unless and until an 
undertaking could be obtained from Lord Stansgate that he would not 
stand in the ensuing by-election. It was most unlikely that such an 
undertaking could be obtained, especially since even the judgment of 
the Election Court would not enable the Returning Officer to refuse 
the nomination of Lord Stansgate. There would, however, be 
advantage in Mr. St. Clair's publishing an early statement to the effect 
that he intended to resign his seat if Lord Stansgate gave the 
undertaking. 

In further discussion the Cabinet were reminded that there would 
not now be time for a debate in the present Session on the appointment 
of a Joint Select Committee on reform of the House of Lords. The 
complexity of the subject made it desirable that a thorough enquiry 
should be held before negotiation was introduced to enable a Peerage 
to be renounced. The enquiry might be more acceptable to certain 
sections of opinion in the House of Lords if the terms of reference 
approved by the Cabinet at their meeting on 25th April were made 
somewhat narrower. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the	 Attorney-General to prepare a draft statement, 

for publication by Mr. Malcolm St. Clair, of his intention 
to apply for the Chiltern Hundreds if and when an 
undertaking was given by Lord Stansgate that he would 
not stand in the ensuing by-election 

(2) Invited the Home Secretary to give further	 consideration, in 
the light of their discussion, to the date on which the 
statement contemplated in Conclusion (1) might most 
appropriately be issued. 

(3) Invited the	 Home Secretary to consider further, in the light 
of their discussion, the terms of reference of a Joint Select 
Committee on reform of the House of Lords. 

 5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum bv the 
 Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (61) 123) covering a record of the 

 decisions on public expenditure which he had reached with the 
 particular Ministers concerned, as a basis for the statement on the 

 economic situation which he had made to Parliament on 25th July. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that officials would now 
 proceed with a stringent re-examination of public expenditure in 

 1961 62 to see what savings could be made. They had also been 
 asked to report by 13th October on what was likely to be involved in 

carrying out the announced objective of containing supply expenditure 
in 1962-63 within 21 per cent, in real terms of the Estimates for 
1961-62; and they had been asked to report by 20th October on the 
plan for public expenditure up to 1965-66. 

The Prime Minister said that this paper dealt only with internal 
expenditure. In addition he had issued a directive on 28th July on 
the need to reduce Government expenditure overseas. The objective 
was to reduce that expenditure to an annual rate of £400 millions. 
Economic aid would have to be restricted to about £180 millions a 
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year. Military expenditure overseas would have to be substantially 
reduced, and for this purpose a general review of defence 
commitments had been initiated. The Departments concerned would 
consider means of reducing expenditure on diplomatic, administrative 
and information services overseas by 10 per cent., and the Financial 
Secretary, Treasury, would submit a report on this by the end of 
September. 

The Cabinet
(1) Took note with approval of C. (61) 123. 
(2) Took note of the directive issued by the Prime Minister on 

Government expenditure overseas. 

6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Paymaster-General (C. (61) 121) reporting the conclusions of a 
Committee of the Ministers principally concerned which had enquired 
into the means of meeting the future housing needs of Birmingham 
and other congested towns in the West Midlands. 

The Paymaster-General said that within the boundaries of 
Birmingham itself, where one-fifth of the population were still living 
in slums, nearly all the available land had already been used and, 
unless sites could be found elsewhere, slum clearance would come 
virtually to a halt in 1964. After considering a number of alternatives, 
the Committee proposed that the local authorities of Redditch, 
Worcester and Daventry should be encouraged to undertake town 
expansions there; that 600 acres of the Birmingham green belt should 
be released for housing at Wythall; and that, since these schemes 
together would not suffice, a new town should be provided in addition. 
The site provisionally proposed for the new town was at Dawley in 
Shropshire, a derelict area of old mineworkings. but further 
investigation would be needed before it could be finally established 
that this site was physically practicable. These proposals taken 
together would meet the housing needs of Birmingham and the West 
Midlands for the next 20 years. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he recognised that a 
new town was the only feasible means of relieving Birmingham. 
When, however,-the time came for a final decision as between Dawley 
and an alternative site considered by the Committee at Swynnerton in 
Staffordshire, it must not be overlooked that both the capital and 
running costs of a new town at Dawley would be materially greater 
than at Swynnerton. 

Discussion showed that the proposals put forward by the 
Committee were generally acceptable to the Cabinet. On planning 
and financial grounds, Swynnerton would have been the preferable 
site for a new town but there were serious industrial and agricultural 
objections to its use. It was suggested that a new town at Dawley 
would compete with the development districts for the transfer of 
industry from Birmingham and the West Midlands. There were, 
however, many small firms in the area which could not be transferred 
to the development districts but could move to Dawley; and it should 
be possible to prevent firms which could reasonably be transferred to 
a development district from going instead to Dawley. As the 
Government had already announced that they were considering the 
establishment of a new town at Dawley and that a survey of the area 
was to be undertaken, there was no need for any further announcement 
until the survey had been completed towards the end of the year. 
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The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the Minister of Housing to approve the building of 

nouses for Birmingham on 6 0 0 acres at Wythall and to 
urge the local authorities concerned to proceed as rapidly 
as possible with town expansions at Redditch, Worcester 
and Daventry. 

(2) Agreed in principle that	 a new town should be established 
for the relief of Birmingham. 

(3) Invited the Minister	 of Housing to proceed with a detailed 
investigation of the practicability of establishing a new 
town at Dawley and to bring this question before them 
again in due course. 

7. The Cabinet had before thetn a memorandum by the Lord 
President (C. (61) 122) on the import of bacon from Poland. 

The Lord President said that the Economic Policy Committee 
had considered a proposal by the President of the Board of Trade that 
we should conclude an arrangement with the Poles under which they 
would buy. on live years credit, three ships and some heavy motor 
vehicles, to a total value of £5 millions, on condition that they were 
granted additional quotas of 3,000 tons of bacon and £200,000 worth 
of canned ham over and above their existing quotas under the annual 
trade agreement of 48,500 tons of bacon and £1 -7 millions of canned 
ham. It was an essential part of the bargain that these additional 
quotas would be continued for several years, to provide Polish 
earnings sufficient to liquidate the cost of their purchases of ships and 
lorries. 

Apart from the political importance of extending trade with 
Poland, there were strong commercial arguments for accepting the 
proposed arrangement. It would provide a new and possibly 
expanding market for ships and lorries, which might be of particular 
benefit to industry in Northern Ireland and Scotland. The additional 
quota for bacon would amount to less than 1 per cent, of our 
consumption, and the additional imports from Poland would tend to 
displace other bacon imports rather than domestic production. On 
the other hand, while the Minister of Agriculture would be prepared 
to agree that the existing quotas for bacon and canned ham should be 
increased by the amounts proposed for the current year, if this would 
secure the Polish contracts for ships and lorries, a continuing 
commitment to import these increased quantities for six or seven years 
would be unacceptable, in view of the effect on other suppliers and on 
the domestic producer. 

The Minister of Agriculture said that an undertaking to continue 
the quotas for these additional quantities of bacon and canned ham 
would make it impossible in practice to reduce the existing quotas over 
the next few years. It would thus amount to a "ong-Urm guarantee to 
accept 51.500 tons of Polish bacon, since the Polish authorities would 
not hesitate to sell the full amount on the British market even if the 
price were uneconomic. Imports of Polish bacon of this order would 
lead to unacceptable repercussions on other oversea suppliers, since 
Danish and Dutch production was likely to rise, as well as on British 
producers of pig meat. Unless we retained freedom to limit supplies 
from overseas, it was likely that the subsidy cost to the Exchequer 
would rise from the present level of about £20 millions a year to the 
former level of some £40 millions a year. Since we could not impose 
quantitative limitations on the other main sources of supply from 
abroad, any restriction must in practice fall on Poland. Moreover, 
a long-term commitment of the kind proposed would present special 
difficulties at a time when we were likely to become involved in 
negotiations with the European Economic Community about a 
common agricultural policy. 
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The President of the Board of Trade suggested that the proposed 
arrangement could be considered on its merits apart from the quotas 
for bacon and canned ham which were fixed under the annual trade 
agreement with Poland. It would not in any case be possible to 
reduce the current quota of 48,500 tons of Polish bacon within the 
next few years without serious damage to our commercial relations 
with Poland, and to accept the additional quota now proposed would 
not in practice involve any further limitation on our freedom of 
negotiation with other countries. 

The Minister of A viation said that if it were decided to accept an 
arrangement on the lines proposed, there would be advantage in 
urging the Polish authorities to include aircraft in their purchase of 
our capital goods. 

In further discussion it was pointed out that, while it was of great 
importance to increase exports, it would not on balance be worth 
doing so if the result were a substantial and disproportionate addition 
to the burden of Exchequer support for agriculture. It seemed highly 
probable that British and European farmers would increase their 
pigmeat production in the near future. Some accommodation over 
bacon supplies would be bound to be a major feature of the 
negotiations which were now likely to take place between the United 
Kingdom and other members of the European Free Trade Association 
and the European Economic Community. It was the view of the 
Cabinet, on balance, that to accept the additional quotas on the longer 
term basis now proposed would make it more difficult to adjust 
quotas under the annual trade agreement with Poland, and that this 
might well reduce our freedom of action in any negotiations arising 
out of our application to join the Treaty of Rome. It would therefore 
be necessary to decline the arrangement which the Polish authorities 
had proposed. 

The Cabinet— 
Agreed that it would be inexpedient to pursue the proposal, 
outlined in C. (61) 122, for the sale of British capital goods 
in exchange for an additional long-term quota for Polish 
bacon and canned ham. 

8. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that, at a meeting with 
representatives of the local authorities later in the day. he would seek 
to impress upon them the need for carrying out the policy for 
containing wage increases which he had outlined in the statement on 
the economic situation which he had made to Parliament on 25th July. 
In explaining that increases in income should not precede or outstrip 
national productivity, he proposed to say that in the field of public 
employment, including local government services, it would be 
necessary to ensure that account would be taken in future of the 
Government^ views on whether there could be an increase and, if 
so. how much could be justified in the national interest. In view of the 
great variety of procedures for wage negotiation in public 
employment, no uniform approach could be followed, but he would 
express the hope that discussions with the local authority associations 
about this problem could take place in the autumn. 

The Minister of Housing said that it would be preferable that 
the statement proposed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer should be 
on the basis that the Government wished to establish a common 
front with the local authority associations in this matter. This 
approach, at least in those cases in which the Government had no 
statutory power to intervene in negotiations in the field of local 
government, was likely, in his judgment, to be the most acceptable 
to local authorities sienerallv. 



The Cabinet-
Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer to consult the 
Minister of Housing on the precise terms in which he would 
explain to the local authorities' representatives the 
Governmenfs policy for containing wage increases. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.1, 
1st August, 1961. 
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1. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (61) 128) on wages policy. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer recalled that, in asking for a 
pause in increases in wages and salaries generally, the Government 
had undertaken to give a lead by securing a pause in those sectors for 
which they were directly responsible. Unless such a pause could be 
achieved in the employments under the Government^ direct control, 
particularly the Civil Service and the National Health Service, it 
would not be secured elsewhere. A difficult problem arose, however, 
in respect of arbitration in the public sector. If this continued 
unchanged, there could be no assurance that the arbitrators would 
take sufficient account of the policy announced by the Government 
and so secure a pause by their own awards. Moreover, unless some 
steps were taken to control arbitration, there was a great danger that 
the policy would result in discrimination against those employees who 
had no right to arbitration, for example, the teachers and the armed 
forces. 

One course would be to continue to allow access to arbitration 
but to be prepared, without any announcement in advance, to reject 
awards or to defer their implementation. This course would arouse 
much criticism and opposition, and the Government would be accused 
of duplicity. A second course would be openly to suspend arbitration 
for a period. This would involve the suspension of the Whitley 
agreement on arbitration in the Civil Service, and it would be 
consonant with such a policy that pay negotiations should also be 
suspended in those sectors where arbitration was not applicable, 
including the proposed review of the pay of the armed forces. This 
course also would provoke great unrest and there would be serious 
danger of long-term harm to the currently accepted machinery of 
negotiation. A third possibility would be to allow the negotiating 
machinery to continue to function but to announce that, while access 
to arbitration would continue, the Government intended to control 
the timing and if necessary the stages of the implementation of any 
increases awarded. While this course would be a breach of existing 
understandings, it would enable the Government honestly to make 
their position clear and would maintain the principle of arbitration. 
It would also be flexible in operation, and was consistent with the 
philosophy of a pause, as distinct from a freeze, in wages and salaries. 
On the other hand, it might lead arbitrators to discount the possibility 
that the Government would defer implementation of their awards, 
and so result in a number of higher awards which would have to be 
accepted after an interval. 

On balance, this last course seemed to be the one open to least 
objection. It would in any case in accordance with the policy 
announced by the Government, be necessary to fulfil existing pay
commitments; these would include cases where pay settlements had 
already been reached in negotiation or where awards had already 
been made or were awaited under arbitraticr. proceedings. A 
commitment should also be recognised in a case where an offer had 
been made and rejected and a claim was on the way to arbitration; 
for example, any arbitration award made to the Post Office 
Engineering Union which did not exceed the S\ per cent, increase 
already offered should be put into effect, though any award in excess 
of that amount might be deferred during the period of the pause. 

The Minister of labour agreed that the third course proposed 
by the Chancellor of the Exchequer was to be preferred. Even this 
might do considerable harm to the machinery of arbitration, but it 
would at least enable the Government to continue the process of 
negotiation, by discussing the timing and phasing of an arbitration 
award. An announcement of this policy would have the advantage 
of making it clear to arbitrators that the Government intended to 
carry out their policy of a pause. 



Discussion showed that there was general agreement that the 
practical choice was between this course, in which the Government 
would seek to maintain the principle of arbitration but reserve control 
over the timing and phasing of awards, and that of continuing to 
accept the results of arbitration as at present in those cases in which 
awards were binding, whether by formal agreement or by long 
understanding, while at the same time concentrating the Governments 
efforts on imposing a pause in all other cases over which they had 
control. 

In favour of the latter course it was pointed out that only about 
7 per cent, of wage claims were decided by arbitration. The best 
means by which the Government could influence the great mass of 
wage negotiations, which were not subject to compulsory arbitration, 
lay in refusing to agree to excessive claims in those cases in the public 
sector in which arbitration was not binding. These would include 
claims in the National Health Service, where the Minister of Health 
could reject arbitration awards. The Minister of Labour, also, could 
return or delay recommendations from Wages Councils. It was 
urged that the Government ought not now to assert their freedom 
to control the implementation of arbitration awards in those cases in 
the public sector in which arbitration had previously been regarded, 
by formal agreement or long understanding, as binding. It was, on 
the other hand, pointed out that the Government had always reserved 
the right to withhold cases from arbitration " on grounds of policy " ; 
this right had been invoked only in relation to equal pay, family 
allowances, cost-of-living bonuses, and the balance of civil pay in 
war-time. There was considerable support for the view that, as the 
Government had decided as a matter of policy that there must be a 
pause in increases in wages and salaries, this justified reserving for 
the Government^ decision the timing and phasing of awards made 
at arbitration. 

It was also pointed out that there was a serious danger that 
private employers and local authorities would regard the Government 
as having failed in their duty to give a lead in restraint if they took 
no steps to control arbitration in the public sector. There would then 
be virtually" no chance of securing their co-operation in the 
Government^ policy. Wage restraint was crucial if the balance of 
payments difficulties were to be overcome and the future of the 
economy restored. One of the main purposes of a pause was to 
allow time to formulate a longer term policy for containing increases 
in profits, wages and salaries within the growth of productivity. 
There would be great difficulty in deciding what average increase in 
incomes should be allowed, and there was the further problem of 
providing, within an average increase, for the betterment of certain 
sections. It was hoped that in the forthcoming consultations 
concerning the better co-ordination of economic planning means 
would be found of securing objective and authoritative advice on 
these matters. 

In further discussion it was suggested that the adoption of the 
course favoured by the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Minister 
of Labour might enable the Minister of Education to state, consistently 
with the policy of a pause, that, while salary increases for the teacher? 
must for the moment be contained within the total of £42 millions, it 
should be possible at a later stage to accept the addition of the further 
£5\ millions which the local education authorities had been ready to 
offer. This would ease relations with the teachers. 

The Cabinet were, however, informed that any course involving 
interference with arbitration arrangements might lead to acute 
difficulties in the nationalised industries, with a serious risk of strikes 
in the railway and power industries later in the year. 

The Home Secretary said that there were great difficulties in 
adopting a policy which encroached substantially upon the existing 
arbitration arrangements in the public sector, especially since it did 
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not seem possible to announce this before Parliament rose for the 
summer recess. It was important to show that the Government were 
approaching the questions of wages policy and the related economic 
problems on a national basis, and there would be great advantage 
from this point of view if there could be early legislation to bring 
short-term speculative capital profits into the field of taxation. 

The Prime Minister said that it would clearly be inadvisable to 
interfere with arbitration arrangements in cases where commitments 
had already been made, and it would be important to define clearly 
what these were. But as regards new cases, there were strong 
arguments to justify the Government in asserting control over the 
timing and phasing of arbitration awards on the ground that a pause 
was an essential element in the Governments policy. It would, 
however, be necessary to consider very carefully how such a policy, 
if it were adopted, should be announced. It would be desirable for 
the Cabinet to resume their discussion on the following day, when 
they could have before them a draft of the statement on wages policy 
in the public sector which the Chancellor of the Exchequer would 
like to make. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the	 Chancellor of the Exchequer to prepare a draft 

statement on wages policy in the public sector. 
(2) Agreed to resume their discussion on the following day. 

2. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Lord 
Chancellor (C. (61) 126) on future relations between the United 
Kingdom and South Africa. 

The Lord Chancellor said that the Africa Committee had 
considered a wide range of questions on which decisions affecting 
our future relations with South Africa were needed. They had 
adopted as the guiding principle that we should avoid continuing to 
give South Africa " Commonwealth treatment " unless it was clearly 
in our own interests to do so. 

On the question of nationality, the Committee considered that 
in future most South Africans must be treated as aliens. An 
arrangement on the lines of that applied to citizens of the Irish 
Republic (under which, though aliens, they were not subjected to 
the ordinary restrictions applicable to aliens) would be unjustifiable 
in relation to South Africa and unacceptable to most of the other 
countries of the Commonwealth. The Committee recommended, 
however, that South Africans who were living in the United Kingdom 
or Colonies, or were in employment directly based on the United 
Kingdom, or having connexions by paternal descc t with the United 
Kingdom and Colonies, intended in the future to live there should 
be at liberty, up to the end of 1965 to register as citizens of the 
United Kingdom and Colonies. 

Our financial and economic interests in South Africa were of 
great value and. in order to safeguard them and to keep South Africa 
within the sterling area, it was recommended that we should aim at 
maintaining our present trade relations as nearly as possible 
unchanged. 

We should also aim to keep unchanged the present relations 
between the High Commission Territories and South Africa, though 
it might be possible to improve the working arrangements between 
them. The South Africa Act. 1909. contemplated the possibility of 
transferring the High Commission Territories (and also the Rhodesias) 
to South Africa, but the Committee recommended that a decision to 
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repeal the Act, which might exacerbate feelings in South Africa 
against the Territories, should be deferred until the balance of 
advantage could be more clearly assessed. 

South Africa should cease to be a member of the Commonwealth 
Sugar Agreement after the end of the year. It was, however, 
recommended that we should be prepared to negotiate a bilateral 
agreement under which we might offer to buy from South Africa 
the amount of"sugar guaranteed under the Commonwealth Agreement 
at the present or future Commonwealth price, whichever was the 
lower, and to buy an additional quantity at the world price. An 
agreement on these lines would be worth some £2\ millions a year 
to South Africa and should not only make the general negotiations 
easier but should also safeguard the Swaziland sugar industry. 

Finally, it was recommended that we should avoid a 
comprehensive negotiating conference with South Africa but should 
take up with them in series the various questions on which agreement 
was required. The negotiations should be conducted by H.M. 
Ambassador in Pretoria and should begin, if possible, in the early 
part of October. 

Discussion showed that there was general agreement in the 
Cabinet with the recommendations put forward by the Africa 
Committee. The proposed sugar agreement might seem a heavy 
price to pay for the advantages we hoped to secure in other fields, 
especially since an embarrassing surplus of sugar was produced in 
the Commonwealth and we did not need to import it from South 
Africa. Provided, however, that we did not commit ourselves to the 
proposed agreement until we were reasonably sure of securing our 
other objectives, and since we should otherwise have to take from 
Swaziland the sugar which at present enjoyed a guaranteed market 
in South Africa, the proposal might be regarded as a reasonably 
satisfactory bargain. 

The Prime Minister said that he was contemplating rearranging 
Ministerial responsibility on the basis that the Foreign Secretary 
should become responsible for our general relations with South 
Africa, that the Colonial Secretary should become responsible for 
the administration of the High Commission Territories and that 
H.M. Ambassador in South Africa should continue to combine that 
function with his function of High Commissioner for the Territories. 
The timing of these changes would, however, require further thought. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Approved the proposals in C. (61) 126. 
(2) Took	 note that the Prime Minister would give further 

consideration to the timing of changes in Ministerial 
responsibility for relations with South Africa and the 
High Commission Territories. 

3. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (61) 127) on trade with Japan. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the United Kingdom 
had benefited more, and Japan less, than had been expected from the 
current trade agreement which expired on 30th September. In order, 
therefore, to maintain and develop the improved export market we 
had found, we must offer the Japanese considerably greater 
opportunities for their exports in return. The Economic Policy 
Committee had accepted proposals by the President of the Board 
of Trade that, on the understanding that the Japanese would enter 
into a new agreement lasting for a further )car, wc should remove 
all restrictions on a wide range of their imports and offer considerable 
increases in the quotas for most other goods on which we imposed 
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restrictions. These increased quotas would include Japanese textiles, 
but the negotiations for a textile agreement with Hong Kong would 
have been concluded before the time came to announce the proposed 
arrangements with Japan. 

The Cabinet had already agreed that we should resume 
negotiations for a commercial treaty with Japan, giving her most
favoured-nation rights in respect of quantitative import restrictions, 
subject to the safeguards that we should maintain restrictions on 
certain sensitive products and that both sides would have the right 
to impose or reimpose restrictions on other products if this became 
necessary to deal with disruptive competition. The Japanese were 
unwilling to accept these safeguards without a time limit and were 
proposing that they should have the same duration as the commercial 
treaty—in their suggestion, five years with provision for automatic 
extension. The Economic Policy Committee had agreed that a time 
limit could be accepted in principle but that we should seek to ensure 
that the treaty had an initial life of seven years. 

The Cabinet— 
Endorsed the conclusions of the Economic Policy Committee 
on commercial relations with Japan, as set out in C. (61) 127. 

4. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Foreign 
Secretary (C. (61) 119) on the financial situation of the United Nations. 

The Foreign Secretary recalled that, at their meeting on 
22nd June, the Cabinet had decided that the United Kingdom should 
not join in any initiative for providing interest-free Government loans 
in order to relieve the financial difficulties of the United Nations. 
The Cabinet had felt that, if other countries were to take the initiative 
in proposing loans, we might perhaps agree to contribute but that our 
contribution should be considerably less than the $15 millions 
originally contemplated. 

Subsequent investigations had disclosed that the sum needed 
by the United Nations was not $75 millions but $120 millions, and 
that the prospect of raising commercial loans on this scale was 
negligible. The only practical means of restoring the finances of the 
Organisation lay, therefore, in advances or loans by Governments. 
The United States Government had made it clear that, if the United 
Kingdom did not participate in a solution on these lines, there would 
be little chance that other countries would do so and that it was then 
most unlikely that the United States would be able to bear the 
cost alone. 

On further consideration, since his memorandum had been 
circulated, the Foreign Secretary proposed that he should himself 
discuss the whole question with the United States Secretary of State, 
with a view to reaching some agreement in principle without being 
committed to a large contribution. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Foreign Secretary to discuss the financial 
situation of the United Nations with the United States 
Secretary of State, on the basis that the United Kingdom 
would pay the assessments to which we were morally 
committed and would be ready to make available some 
token assistance over and above that sum. 

Office, S.W. I. 
August. 1V61 
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Wages Polky The Cabinet resumed their discussion of the memorandum by 
(Previous the Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (61) 128) on the means of 
Reference: securing a pause in increases of wages and salaries in the public 
C C (61) 47th sector. They had before them a further memorandum by the 
Conclusions. Chancellor (C. (61) 129) covering a draft statement to be 
Minute l) communicated to the Staff Side of the National Whitley Council. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that on the previous day, 
with the Minister of Transport and the Minister of Power, he had 
discussed with the chairmen of the nationalised industries the 
problems which would arise from forthcoming wage claims in those 
industries. It was likely that a claim on behalf of railway employees 
would be presented in the latter part of August, but some weeks 
would probably elapse before this came to a head. It was possible, 
though not very likely, that an earlier claim would be made in the 
gas industry. The miners' unions had given notice to terminate 
compulsory arbitration and were likely to submit a wage claim in 
September, but negotiations would not come to a head until the end 
of the year. It was likely that a wage claim in the electricity industry 
would be the earliest for decision: the claim had been submitted 
on 20th July and the negotiating machinery would have to be brought 
into operation by 20th September. Since productivity in the 
electricity industry was satisfactory, it would not be easy to withstand 
a claim, especially as earnings were not excessive. Although the 
Board's representatives would seek to protract negotiations into the 
following year, there was a serious risk of strike action in this 
essential industry during the autumn. 

As regards employments under the Governments direct control, 
it would be necessary to define carefully those in which the 
Government had accepted a specific commitment. In some cases 
the commitment was to implement arbitration awards or to accept 
the results of arbitration; in others the commitment was to negotiate 
on the basis of a pay research survey. The Government must now 
explain to the Staff Side of the National Whitley Council and to 
the equivalent body for industrial civil servants what their policy 
would be towards other wage claims in employments over which 
the Government had direct control. The statement of policy which 
he proposed would indicate that the Government would look at each 
case individually, with the need for a pause in increases in personal 
incomes in mind: that the existing negotiating machinery would 
continue to function: but that in the event of arbitration the Govern
ment must, on grounds of public policy, for the time being reserve 
to themselves the final decision about the timing for putting an 
arbitration aware! into effect. 

Discussion showed that opinion in the Cabinet on this question 
continued to be divided. On the one hand it was argued that this 
policy of retaining Government control over the liming of the 
implementation of wage awards would lead to ,m accumulation of 
awards, which might be e v e n larger than would otherwise be die 
case because of the knowledge that they were to be deferred. The 
timing was often an essential element in an award, and this policy 
would encroach upon the principle of arbitration. It was divublful 
whether the precedents afforded grounds for retaining control of 
timing as a mailer of public policy. It would be difficult to command 
public support for the deferment of an arbitration award, once the 
amount of it had been decided. On these grounds it was argued 
that there was much to be said for announcing that the process of 
arbitration as a whole would be suspended, while other negotiating 
processes would be allowed to continue. 

The Colonial Secretary said that to interfere with arbitration, 
whether by suspending it altogether for a period or by reserving 
control over the timing of the implementation of awards, would be 
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a major departure from long-standing policy. In view of the very 
small proportion of wage increases which were the result of 
arbitration, it would be an ineffectual method of influencing wage 
negotiations as a whole. It would be preferable for the Government 
to give a lead to the private sector by taking an early opportunity 
of rejecting some claim in the public sector and thus demonstrating 
their intention to take a firm line in respect of wages within their 
control. 

On the other side it was argued that if, soon after their general 
statement about the need for a pause in wage increases, the 
Government authorised a significant wage increase in the public 
sector in pursuance of an arbitration award, this would be taken by 
private industry as an indication that the Government were not 
determined to see their policy through. In the present economic 
situation the Government were fully justified in retaining control 
over the implementation of arbitration awards, on grounds of public 
policy. It would be undesirable to suspend the process of arbitration 
in its entirety, since this would be widely resented as an attack on 
the system of collective bargaining. To retain control over the 
implementation of an award could be presented as being consistent 
with maintaining the principle of arbitration. At the same time, it 
had to be borne in mind that one of the main purposes of a pause 
was to allow time for the Government, in consultation with industry, 
to evolve some method of containing increases in incomes within 
the increase in national productivity. This implied a need for the 
Government in some way to control the amount, as well as the 
timing, of wage awards. It would therefore be essential, if the 
Government were to decide not to suspend arbitration entirely, to 
withdraw from arbitrators the staging, as well as the timing, of the 
implementation of awards; this would provide the best hope of 
avoiding the need for full implementation, at the end of a period of 
a pause, of wage awards which had been deferred. 

It was also suggested that it would be helpful if, in stating their 
intention to withdraw from arbitrators the timing and staging of 
wage awards, the Government were to add that they proposed to 
seek the co-operation of the Staff Side in working out the changes 
of procedure which might be needed in order to attain the long-term 
objective of containing increases in incomes within the increase in 
national productivity. This intention might best be carried out if 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer were personally to meet, later in 
the month, representatives of the Staff Side, before the Government^ 
intentions were formally communicated to them, to explain his 
proposals. 

The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that it was 
the general view of the Cabinet that, in order to avoid any suspicion 
that the Government were not giving a lead, some means of 
controlling arbitration was necessary, and that the least objectionable 
method of doing this would be to seek to control the timing and 
staging of awards. The Staff Side of the Wuitley Council should he 
informed that during the pause the Government must, on grounds 
of public policy, withdraw the timing and staging of the 
implementation of awards from the terms of reference of arbitrators. 
An offer should be made to discuss with the Staff Side the means by 
which effect could be given, in the Civil Service, to the aim of 
containing increases in incomes within the increase in national 
productivity. The Chancellor of the Exchequer would consider the 
suggestion that he should meet the Staff Side representatives 
personally, later in the month, in order to explain the Governmenfs 
policy. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed	 that the Staff Side of the Civil Service National 

Whitley Council and the Trade Union Side of the Joint 
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Consultative Council should be informed that during the 
pause the Government must, on grounds of public policy, 
withdraw the timing and staging of the implementation 
of awards from the terms of reference of arbitrators. 

(2) Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer to meet the Staff 
Side representatives personally, later in the month, to 
explain the Governmenfs policy. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. 1, 
4th August, 1961. 
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Congo 1. The Foreign Secretary said that, under the presidency of 
Republic Mr. Kasavubu, a Congolese Government had been established with 
(Previous Mr. Adoula as Prime Minister and Mr.' Gizenga as his deputy. There 
Reference: was now a possibility of union in the. Congo if satisfactory relations 
C C  . (61) 27th could be established with the provincial-Government of Katanga. 
Conclusions, - The Secretary-General of the Unitedf;Nations,' Mr. Hammarskjoeld, 
Minute 7) had taken steps to remove Mr.5VTshombe*s foreign military 

advisers. This was consistent with theiUnited Nations resolution 
of 21st February. But the;e ' was * some danger that the 
local United Nations authorities might take similar action in 
respect of his civilian advisers; and this could be represented 
as an intervention in the internal political affairs of Katanga. He 
proposed, during his forthcoming visit to New York, to warn 
Mr. Hammarskjoeld accordingly and to impress it on him that the 
economic and political stability of Katanga depended on the 
maintenance of the present administration. There was some risk that 
the efforts of the United Nations authorities to promote unity in the 
Congo might weaken the administration in Katanga to such an extent 
as to create in that province the same conditions of disorder as 
obtained in the other parts of the Congo. Nevertheless, it was in our 
interests to establish a united Congo, and we should therefore 
encourage Mr. Ts horn be to establish satisfactory relations with the 
new central Government. It was Mr. HammarskjoekTs intention in 
due course to take similar action to prevent Mr. Gizenga from 
pursuing policies independent of the central Government. 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that the Prime Minister of the 
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Sir Roy Welensky, 
sympathised with Mr. Tshombe's aspirations for the independence of 
Katanga. He would continue to try to persuade Sir Roy Welensky 
not to give undue encouragement to Mr. Tshombe. 

Discussion showed that there was some apprehension that the 
policy of the United Nations authorities might lead to the breakdown 
of the current administration in Katanga and encourage the increase 
of Communist influence in the central Government. There was, 
however, general agreement that our primary interest was to prevent 
the extension of the cold war into the Congo, which would be likely to 
follow the establishment of rival Governments there. We should 
therefore encourage Mr. Tshombe to co-operate with the new central 
Government. 

The Cabinet-
Took note of the Foreign Secretary's statement and of the 

points raised in discussion. 

Disarmament 2. The Foreign Secretary said that, while liie Soviet Govern-
Nuclear Tests mcnt's resumption of nuclear tests might be due in part to a desire to 
(Previous improve their military position, it was likely that it was also a 
Reference: deliberate attempt to intimidate neutral Governments in the hope that 
C C . i6i) 20th they would bring pressure on. the Western Powers to accept a 
Conclusions. negotiated settlement of the Berlin question on terms favourable to the 
Minute 3) Soviet bloc. The Soviet decision had, however, given the West a 

considerable propaganda advantage. It was unlikely that the Soviet 
Government would accept the proposal made by the United States and 
United Kingdom Governments for a cessation of nuclear tests in the 
atmosphere. In that event further advantage might be derived if those 
Governments could continue to refrain from making such tests. 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that the protests made by 
neutral countries, at their conference in Belgrade, against the Soviet 
decision to resume testing were markedly less vigorous than those 
which they would have made against a similar decision by the United 
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 l. The Foreign Secretary said "that, under the presidency of 
 Mr. Kasavubu, a Congolese Government had been established with 
 Mr. Adoula as Prime Minister and Mr.' Gizenga as his deputy. There 
 was now a possibility of union in the. Congo if satisfactory relations 

 could be established with the provincial-Government of Katanga. 
 The Secretary-General of the United Rations," Mr. Hammarskjoeld, 

 had taken steps to remove Mr.^Tshombe's foreign military 
advisers. This was consistent with the\ United Nations resolution 
of 21st February. But theie "* was" some danger that the 
local United Nations authorities - might take similar action in 
respect of his civilian advisers; and this could be represented 
as an intervention in the internal political affairs of Katanga. He 
proposed, during his forthcoming visit to New York, to warn 
Mr. Hammarskjoeld accordingly and to impress it on him that the 
economic and political stability of Katanga depended on the 
maintenance of the present administration. There was some risk that 
the efforts of the United Nations authorities to promote unity in the 
Congo might weaken the administration in Katanga to such an extent 
as to create in that province the same conditions of disorder as 
obtained in the other parts of the Congo. Nevertheless, it was in our 
interests to establish a united Congo, and we should therefore 
encourage Mr. Tshombe to establish satisfactory relations with the 
new central Government. It was Mr. Hammarskjoeld's intention in 
due course to take similar action to prevent Mr. Gizenga from 
pursuing policies independent of the central Government. 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that the Prime Minister of the 
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Sir Roy Welensky, 
sympathised with Mr. Tshombe's aspirations for the independence of 
Katanga. He would continue to try to persuade Sir Roy Welensky 
not to give undue encouragement to Mr. Tshombe. 

Discussion showed that there was some apprehension that the 
policy of the United Nations authorities might lead to the breakdown 
of the current administration in Katanga and encourage the increase 
of Communist influence in the central Government. There was, 
however, general agreement that our primary interest was to prevent 
the extension of the cold war into the Congo, which would be likely to 
follow the establishment of rival Governments there. We should 
therefore encourage Mr. Tshombe to co-operate with the new central 
Government. 

The Cabinet-
Took note of the Foreign Secretary's statement and of the 

points raised in discussion. 

 2. The Foreign Secretary said that, while lite Soviet Govern
 menfs resumption of nuclear tests might be due in part to a desire to 

 improve their military position, it was likely that it was also a 
 deliberate attempt to intimidate neutral Governments in the hope that 

 they wotdd bring pressure oa the Western Powers to accept a 
 negotiated settlement of the Berlin question on terms favourable to the 

 Soviet bloc. The Soviet decision had, however, given the West a 
considerable propaganda advantage. It was unlikely that the Soviet 
Government would accept the proposal made by the United States and 
United Kingdom Governments for a cessation of nuclear tests in the 
atmosphere. In that event further advantage might be derived if those 
Governments could continue to refrain from making such tests. 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that the protests made by 
neutral countries, at their conference in Belgrade, against the Soviet 
decision to resume testing were markedly less vigorous than those 
which they would have made against a similar decision by the United 
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1. The Foreign Secretary said that, under the presidency of 
Mr. Kasavubu, a Congolese Government had been established with 
Mr. Adoula as Prime Minister and Mr. Gizenga as his deputy. There 
was now a possibility of union in the Congo if satisfactory relations 
could be established with the provincial Government of Katanga. 
The Secretary-General of the United Nations, Mr. Hammarskjoeld, 
had taken steps to remove Mr. Tshombe's foreign military 
advisers. This was consistent with the United Nations resolution 
of 2 1 s t February. But there was some danger that the 
local United Nations authorities might take similar action in 
respect of his civilian advisers; and this could be represented 
as an intervention in the internal political affairs of Katanga. He 
proposed, during his forthcoming visit to New York, to warn 
Mr. Hammarskjoeld accordingly and to impress it on him that the 
economic and political stability of Katanga depended on the 
maintenance of the present administration. There was some risk that 
the efforts of the United Nations authorities to promote unity in the 
Congo might weaken the administration in Katanga to such an extent 
as to create in that province the same conditions of disorder as 
obtained in the other parts of the Congo. Nevertheless, it was in our 
interests to establish a united Congo, and we should therefore 
encourage Mr. Tshombe to establish satisfactory- relations with the 
new central Government. It was Mr. Hammarskjoeld's intention in 
due course to take similar action to prevent Mr. Gizenga from 
pursuing policies independent of the central Government. 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that the Prime Minister of the 
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Sir Roy Welensky, 
sympathised with Mr. Tshombe's aspirations for the independence of 
Katanga. H e would continue to try to persuade Sir Roy Welensky 
not to give undue encouragement to Mr. Tshombe. 

Discussion showed that there was some apprehension that the 
policy of the United Nations authorities might lead to the breakdown 
of the current administration in Katanga and encourage the increase 
of Communist influence in the central Government. There was, 
however, general agreement that our primary interest was to prevent 
the extension of the cold war into the Congo, which would be likely to 
follow the establishment of rival Governments there. We should 
therefore encourage Mr. Tshombe to co-operate with the new central 
Government. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of the Foreign Secretary's statement and of the 

points raised in discussion. 

 2 . The Foreign Secretary said that, while the Soviet Govern
 menfs resumption of nuclear tests might be due in part to a desire to 

 improve their military position, it was likely that it was also a 
 deliberate attempt to intimidate neutral Governments in the hope that 

 they would bring pressure on the Western Powers to accept a 
 negotiated settlement of the Berlin question on terms favourable to the 

 Soviet bloc. The Soviet decision had, however, given the West a 
considerable propaganda advantage. It was unlikely that the Soviet 
Government would accept the proposal made by the United States and 
United Kingdom Governments for a cessation of nuclear tests in the 
atmosphere. In that event further advantage might be derived if those 
Governments could continue to refrain from making such tests. 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that the protests made by 
neutral countries, at their conference in Belgrade, against the Soviet 
decision to resume testing were markedly less vigorous than those 
which they would have made against a similar decision by the United 
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States or United Kingdom Government—or, indeed, than those which 
they had made against the French nuclear tests in the Sahara. This 
point might be made in private representations to those Governments. 

In further discussion it was suggested that there might be 
advantage in tabling a resolution in the United Nations urging the 
cessation of all nuclear tests in the atmosphere. If such a resolution 
were disregarded by the Soviet Government, it need not inhibit the 
United States authorities from conducting such tests if they decided 
that they were essential for military purposes. In any event it was 
understood, that the United States authorities had no need to 

 conduct further nuclear tests in the near future. There might, on the 
 other hand, be disadvantage in tabling such a resolution, since the 
 Soviet Government might propose an amendment calling for the 

cessation of all nuclear tests without effective control. An amendment 
of this sort, which the United States and United Kingdom 
Governments could not accept, would have great emotional appeal for 
many neutral countries. 

The Prime Minister said that a message should be sent to the 
United States Government suggesting that, if the Soviet Government 
did not accept the joint proposal to refrain from atmospheric nuclear 
tests, consideration should be given to the means of extracting further 
political advantage for the West from the Russian resumption of 
testing. It was to be hoped that time would be allowed for full 
consideration of this question before the United States authorities 
decided to resume nuclear testing on their own account. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the Foreign Secretary to submit to the Prime	 Minister 

a draft message to the United States Government on the 
lines which he had indicated. 

(2) Invited	 the Minister of Defence to submit to the Prime 
Minister an appreciation of the need of the United States 
authorities to resume nuclear tests. 

3. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Foreign 
Secretary (C. (61) 132) on the Berlin situation. 

The Foreign Secretary said that the United States Government 
had abandoned their earlier concept of meeting any obstruction to 
Allied access to Berlin by a military probe. Instead the United States 
Secretary of State, at the recent meeting of Foreign Ministers in Paris, 
had proposed a double-barrelled policy of building up the military 
strength of the North Atlantic Alliance while at the same time being 
ready for negotiations. The purpose of increasing the state of military 
preparedness was both to dissuade the Soviet Government from 
aggressive unilateral action and to bring pressure on them pending 
negotiations, and also to provide a wide range of military action in the 
last resort. Various steps were being progressively taken to reinforce 
United Kingdom forces in Europe, including the despatch of a surface
to-air guided weapons regiment, the earmarking of two anti-aircraft 
regiments, and the provision of certain additional aircraft. But these 
did not represent a significant increase in the strength of the British 
Army of the Rhine (B.A.O.R.) and did not fully meet the requests for 
additional efforts which had been made to us. The difficulty was that 
B.A.O.R. could not be brought up to full strength without calling up 
reserves or reintroducing some form of compulsory military service. 
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In view of the strong opposition of the French Government to the 
initiation of negotiations on Berlin, the United States Government had 
not yet carried out their intention to make an early public move in this 
direction. It had, however, been arranged that the Western Foreign 
Ministers should meet in Washington on 14th September to discuss 
possible solutions for Berlin, and the United States Ambassador in 
Moscow would shortly take soundings of Mr. Khrushchev to ascertain 
whether there could be an early opportuni ty for discussing with the 
Soviet Foreign Minister means by which negotiations might be 
brought about. It seemed clear that, sooner or later, negotiations 
would take place, but it might be best for these to be concentrated on 
the narrow issue of the presence in Berlin of Western forces and their 
means of access, rather than on the even more difficult problems of 
self-determination and the reunification of Germany. 

The Cabinet first discussed the question of further military 
preparat ions. There was general agreement that it would be 
premature to call up reservists or to reintroduce compulsory military 
service. These measures would require the approval of Parliament, 
and there would be serious disadvantage in allowing an opportunity 
for debate on Berlin while the prospects of negotiation were still 
uncertain. Some further steps might be taken to increase the strength 
of our forces in Germany over the next few months by drawing 
individual specialists and technicians from other theatres. We could 
also make it plain that we should be prepared to call up reservists and 
to introduce some form of compulsory military service if the situation 
became critical. 
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appear reluctant to participate in the planning of economic counter
measures on the lines approved by the Western Foreign Ministers in 
Paris. 

The Cabinet then discussed the problem of initiating discussions 
with the Soviet Government. There was general agreement that, 
while the French Government were justified in asserting that 
negotiations were likely to entail concessions by the West, the risk 
in present circumstances of accidental hostilities was considerable and 
justified the view, which was shared by the United States and West 
German Governments, that negotiations should if possible be 
arranged without delay. On balance it seemed that there would be 
advantage in seeking a settlement before the Soviet Government had 
signed a peace treaty with East Germany, since this would be more 
likely to provide Soviet guarantees for such Western rights in relation 
to Berlin as might be secured in negotiation. 

The C a b i n e t 
(1) Invited	 the Foreign Secretary to arrange for the Berlin 

Contingency Planning (Non-Military Counter-Measures) 
Committee to submit to him, for the meeting with 
Western Foreign Ministers in Washington on 1.4th Septem
ber, a detailed brief on the disadvantages of a complete 
economic embargo against the Soviet bloc and the 
advantages of the application of economic counter
measures to East Germany. 

' (2) Invited the Foreign Secretary, at the meeting of Western 
Foreign Ministers in Washington on 14th September, to be 
guided by the views expressed in their discussion. 

4. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Foreign Secretary (C. (61) 131) on Chinese representation in the 
United Nations. 

The Foreign Secretary said that, at the forthcoming meeting of the 
United Nations General Assembly, it would not be practicable to use 
again the moratorium device which had hitherto been successful in 
procuring deferment of the question of Chinese representation. There 
would not now be enough support for this . ' The United States 
Administration had therefore been considering possible alternatives 
and had suggested that the Assembly should be asked to declare by 
simple majority that the subject of Chinese representation was an 
" important question ", with the result that any resolution dealing with 
it would require a two-thirds majority. They would then muster a 
blocking one-third of the votes to exclude the Peking Government this 
year, and subsequently would have the matter referred to a 
commission which would examine it in conjunction with the criteria 
for membership of the United Nations and the composition of United 
Nations councils, of which China was a member by specific provision 
of the Charter. 

A move of this kind might well be attacked as merely another 
device to preclude substantive discussion; and the voting arrange
ments entailed by it appeared far from reliable. Moreover, the United 
Kingdom Government had publicly stated their own view that the 
Chinese seat should be held by the Peking Government. On the other 
hand, the proposition that Chinese representation was an 
" important question " was incontrovertible, and none of the possible 
alternative courses of action seemed preferable. No form of 
resolution based on a " successor S t a t e " conception would 
be accepted by the United States Administration or, probably, by 
either of the Governments in Peking or Formosa, and a straight vote 
on Chinese representation, with the United States and the United 
Kingdom Governments in direct conflict, would be most damaging. 

In discussion it was the general view of the Cabinet that, in spite 
of the drawbacks of the proposal and the likely division of opinion 
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within the Commonwealth upon it, the right course would be to 
support the United States proposal on the understandings set out in 
paragraph 10 of C. (61). 131. 

The Cabinet— 
Approved the recommendation made in paragraph 10 of 
C. (61) 131. 

5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Minister 
of Defence (C. (61) 133) outlining the military dispositions which 
would be required in future in order to maintain our capacity to 
forestall an attack by Iraq on Kuwait. 

The Minister of Defence said that the Ruler of Kuwait had now
agreed that a stockpile of British equipment might be established in 
Kuwait, and that a small number of technicians might be stationed 
there to maintain it. The cost of this would be defrayed by the Ruler. 
It was desirable that this should be in position before the Arab League 
forces entered Kuwait. 

. As regards the other dispositions outlined in his memorandum, 
the Minister said that he was satisfied that these would be necessary 
if we had to be in a position to put a substantial force into Kuwait at 
36 hours ' notice. He hoped, however, that before becoming finally 
committed to those dispositions Ministers might be able to review the 
continuing need for that requirement when it was known what sort 
of force the Arab League would put into Kuwait and for how long it 
was likely to remain there. 

In discussion it was suggested that, as Kuwait had now joined the 
Arab League and invoked its protection, the special relations which 
we had previously had with the Ruler might be affected. A new 
political situation might develop in which we should be less likely to 
be called upon to safeguard the independence of Kuwait by military 
means. We might have to rely increasingly on political methods of 
securing our interests in Kuwait. In the longer term we should weigh 
the value of those interests against the future cost of being prepared 
to maintain Kuwaifs independence by military means. While it 
would continue to be necessary to maintain some military presence in 
the Persian Gulf in order to safeguard our oil interests generally, a 
fresh political assessment might show that it was unnecessary to 
maintain a military deployment on the full scale envisaged 
in C. (61)133. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed that immediate	 steps should be taken to establish a 

stockpile of British equipment in Kuwait, on the basis 
accepted by the Ruler. 

(2) Invited	 the Foreign Secretary, in consultation with the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Minister of Defence, 
to consider whether our military commitments in the 
Persian Gulf should now be redefined in the light of 
probable changes in our relationship with Kuwait. 
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6. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the full effect of 
the measures he had announced before the recess could not yet be seen 
but current indications of the state of the economy were on the whole 
encouraging. There was somewhat less pressure on employment, 
though this was due partly to the seasonal addition of school leavers. 
Production during the second quarter of the year showed a slight 
increase over the first quarter. There had been an appreciable 



reduction in the level of bank advances. Exports and imports in July 
had shown a better balance—more, however, because of a reduction 
in imports than because of an increase in exports. The general 
position of sterling was improving and there had been a reasonable 
accretion to the reserves in the previous month. Serious difficulties 
would, however, be encountered over the next six months, since the 
international situation might aggravate the inevitable seasonal 
pressures on the reserves. He was conscious, in particular, of the 
disadvantages of the high interest rate on finance for exports. 

The . Chancellor then described the discussions he had held in 
recent weeks about the wages pause and economic planning. 

Within the Civil Service the associations representing non
industrial civil servants had expressed strong objections of principle 
to the Governmenfs interference with arbitration but were unlikely to 
go beyond public protests. Industrial civil servants had shown less 
concern for the principles of arbitration and were taking the effects of 
the pause slowly, and so far moderately. There was, however, one 
particular issue which would require further consideration. The rates 
of pay of about 100,000 industrial employees were settled by 
automatic reference to increases in outside rates of pay, under an 
agreement which did not expire until 1964. The Wages Committee 
would consider on 7th.September whether it would be right to act in 
breach of the agreement and to withhold the increases which would 
in the ordinary way be due in October. 

In the private sector the employers' organisations were accepting 
the need for a, pause and were advising their members to encourage 
compliance with the Governmenfs policy. On the union side, the "* 
response had been better than might have been feared. But there^was 
a danger of a conflict in the early autumn in the electricity industry, 
where staffs would be able to argue that increases in pay, reflecting the 
increase in productivity, could well be afforded. 

As regards planning, he had put before both sides of industry a 
proposal that there might be an independent body charged with the 
duty of producing and publishing economic plans, and an alternative 
proposal that there might be a two-tier planning organisation, 
comprising at the upper level representatives of both sides of industry 
under the chairmanship of a Minister, and at the lower level an 
economic planning staff, not under direct Government control but 
including civil servants as well as people seconded from industry. This 
alternative form of organisation might work on lines similar to those 
adopted in France, with sub-committees which would go into details 
with representatives of particular industries. Employers ' representa
tives had welcomed the prospect of participating in a planning 
organisation of this kind. Trade union representatives, while 
expressing strong criticism of the Governmenfs policy, had not 
rejected the idea of participation but had asked for time to think about 
the proposals. He was anxious to maintain the momentum of this 
approach and proposed to send letters to both sides of industry at the 
end of September giving a more detailed account of the proposed two
tier planning organisation and inviting discussion of it early in 
October. He had it in mind that the new organisation should 
supersede the Economic Planning Board and the Council on Prices, 
Productivity and Incomes, but that the National Joint Advisory 
Council and the National Production Advisory Council for Industry 
would be retained. 

In discussion the following points were raised: 
(a) In spite of the favourable reception given in many quarters to 

the system of economic planning in France, it might be prudent, as a 
matter of presentation, not to lay much stress on the French model. 

(b) In some branches of the engineering industry there seemed to 
be scope for reduction in the number of firms engaged and it might 
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be necessary to undertake a programme of amalgamations, such as 
had been adopted in the aircraft industry. 

(c) To maintain a rate of interest for finance for export which was 
related to Bank rate was a disincentive to exporters; and the 
possibility of providing finance for exports at favourable rates of 
interest should be examined urgently. 

(d) Any planning organisation of the kind now contemplated 
would be concerned with technological development in industry. The 
Research Councils could make a contribution here, and thought 
should be given to the means of linking them up with the new 
organisation. 

(e) I t was desirable that, before any further proposals were made 
to industry, the Economic Policy Committee should have an 
opportunity of considering in detail the structure and functions of the 
proposed economic planning organisation. 

(/) If it were intended to have a further meeting about economic 
planning with representatives of the employers and the trade unions 
early in October, it would be advisable for details of the proposed 
planning organisation to be sent to them well before the end of 
September. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in consultation with 

the President of the Board of Trade, to examine means 
whereby finance for exports could be provided at 
favourable rates of interest, and to submit a report to the 
Prime Minister. 

(2) Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer to arrange for	 early 
consideration by the Economic Policy Committee of his 
proposals for a new economic planning organisation. 

7. The Minister of Education said that at a meeting on the 
previous day with representatives of local education authorities and 
teachers he had made it clear that the Government would not increase 
the offer of salary increases totalling £42 millions, and he had rejected 
a series of suggestions which had been put to him—viz., that the offer 
might be made effective at an earlier, da te ; that payment of the 
additional £54j millions might be authorised but not actually made 
until after the end of the pause in wage and salary increases; and that, 
if the Government must withhold approval for the £54; millions, they 
might agree that the saving should be met mainly from increases which 
had been proposed in differentials for graduates instead of wholly at 
the expense of basic scales. 

After the meeting it had been suggested to him that, if the 
Government could agree to abate the differentials and increase the 
basic scales, there was some possibility that the teachers would feel 
able to accept the limitation to £42 millions. He was satisfied that it 
would be wrong on merits to make this concession, but he recognised 
that the gap between the Government and the teachers could be 
represented as a small one and the Cabinet might feel that it 
was expedient to make this concession in order to obtain a settlement. 
He understood that the teachers' reason for pressing for it was 
to establish that, while the Government might properly determine the 
total sum to be awarded, they should not control its detailed 
distribution. 

Discussion showed that it was the general view of the Cabinet 
that the Minister should maintain the position which he had taken up 



in regard to differentials. There were indications that opinion in the 
country was coming round to support the Governments view on that 
point, and it would be a tactical mistake to give way. 

The Cabinet— 
Agreed that the Minister of Education should maintain his 
refusal to authorise abatement of the proposed amounts of 
the differentials for graduate teachers. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. 1, 
5th September, 1961. 
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1. The Lord Privy Seal said that the Joint Parliamentary 
Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Lord Lansdowne, had 
had discussions with the Prime Minister and other representatives of 
the Central Congo Government and with the United Nations 
representatives there, but it had not been possible fully to ascertain 
the origin of the military action taken by United Nations forces 
against the administration in Katanga. The local representatives of 
the United Nations had been given a considerable measure of 
discretion by the late Secretary-General, Mr. Hammarksjoeld, and it 
seemed clear that some of them, notably Dr. 0'Brien, had exceeded 
their authority in implementing the instructions of the Central Congo 
Government and in using military force unnecessarily. They had 
certainly misjudged the reaction of the Katangan Government. 
Mr. Hammarskjoeld had realised the urgent need to bring hostilities 
to an end and had taken the initiative in seeking a meeting with 
the Prime Minister of the provincial government of Katanga, 
Mr. Tshombe; it had been arranged, with the help of Lord Lansdowne 
and the Government of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, 
that such a meeting should be held at Ndola. 

The United Nations aircraft in which Mr. Hammarskjoeld had 
been killed had taken a circuitous route from Leopoldville, but had 
been in contact with Salisbury and Ndola airfields and was apparently 
about to land when it met with an accident. There was so far no 
evidence of sabotage or interference by other aircraft. It was hoped 
that the investigation of the accident which had already begun would 
be broadened to include British, Swedish and United Nations 
representatives, so that it would have the authority of a high-level 
enquiry with international representation. 

The situation in Katanga was still confused; the United Nations 
Irish contingent had surrendered at Jadotville, but fighting was still 
continuing in Kamina and sporadically in Elizabethvitle. We had 
urged Mr. Tshombe to do everything possible to enforce a cease-fire, 
and to bring to an end the operations of the fighter aircraft, thought 
to have been piloted by Rhodesian and Belgian pilots, which had 
been indulging in uncontrolled action against the United Nations 
representatives and forces. The piratical nature of the operations of 
these aircraft had made it expedient for us to agree to allow a limited 
number of Ethiopian trainer fighter aircraft, together with their 
accompanying transport aircraft, to overtly Kenya and to refuel in 
Uganda, on the strict understanding, to which Mr. Hammarskjoeld 
had agreed in writing, that they would be used only to neutralise the 
fighter aircraft purporting to operate on behalf of the Katangan forces. 
In fact, the Ethiopian aircraft had not yet been despatched to the 
Congo, since the Ethiopian military authorities were not satisfied that 
the facilities for their journey and for their operations in the Congo 
were adequate. 

In addition to the hostilities between Katangan forces and those 
of the United Nations, there was some danger of an uprising by Kasai 
tribesmen, and our representative at ElizabethviMe had authority to 
put evacuation plans into effect if necessary. 

In these tragic circumstances our primary aim should be to 
continue our elforts to bring about a cessation of hostilities in 
Katanga. Mr. Tshomhe had given Lord Lansdowne an undertaking 
to return to Ndola for a meeting with United Nations representatives 
provided that these did not include Dr. CVBrien. There was good 
reason to hope that the senior United Nations representative in the 
Congo. Dr. 1.inner, would agree to this, and it was understood that 
a United Nations delegation was already on its way to Ndola. 

The Central Congo Government had withheld permission for 
Lord Lansdowne to visit Katanga, ostensibly on the ground that his 
safety could not be guaranteed. Since he had already met 
Mr. Tshombe at Ndola. there seemed no reason for Lord Lansdowne 
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to prolong his visit, and it was proposed that he should return direct 
to this country. 

Discussion showed that the Cabinet approved the efforts which 
were being made to bring about a cessation of hostilities in Katanga, 
and agreed that overflying and refuelling facilities should be made 
available for the aircraft which the Ethiopian Government were 
prepared to provide to the United Nations authorities in the Congo, 
on condition that these were only used to neutralise the piratical 
operations of the fighter aircraft purporting to operate on behalf of 
the Katangan Government. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Lord Privy Seal and of 
the points raised in discussion. 

2. The Lord Privy Seal referred to the death of 
Mr. Hammarskjoeld, the Secretary-General of the United Nations. 
There was no provision in the Charter of the United Nations for the 
replacement of the Secretary-General, otherwise than by appointment 
by the General Assembly on the recommendation of the Security 
Council. The Soviet Government, in view of their demand for the 
substitution of a triumvirate, would almost certainly obstruct the 
election of a new Secretary-General. In these circumstances the 
United States Government, in order to provide for the continuing 
administration of the Secretariat, proposed at the outset of the 
meeting of the General Assembly that day to seek the election of the 
new President, who was to be Mr. Slim, a Tunisian. Mr. Slim was 
one of the most respected and experienced of the representatives of 
the neutral nations. His election would be followed immediately by 
the moving of a resolution calling on the new President to direct 
and administer the Secretariat pending the election of a new 
Secretary-General. This procedure might prove acceptable to the 
Afro-Asian representatives, and it would be difficult for the Soviet 
Government to oppose it It was possible that Mr. Slim might in 
due course become the permanent Secretary-General, and there was 
a risk that he might be succeeded by some less suitable neutral. But 
it was in our genera! interest that the United Nations should continue 
to be an effective international authority, tnd the Foreign Secretary 
recommended that we should support the United States p'an. 

Discussion showed that the Cabinet were in favour of the 
procedure proposed by the United States Government. 

In further discussion it was explained that no immediate question 
arose about a further United Kingdom contribution towards financing
the United Nations operations in the Congo; in addition to the 
subscription of £3 millions for which Parliamentary authority had 
been obtained, we had undertaken to provide a further £2 millions 
but only if other countries contributed in proportion. The questiot. 
of enforcing contributions for sustaining the peace-keeping machinery 
of the United Nations would probably be considered by the General 
Assembly, and there might be some support for seeking the opinion 
of the International Court of Justice on the question whether 
Governments were legally obliged to pay their assessed share of 
peace-keeping costs and therefore liable to be deprived of their voting 
rights in the General Assembly if they continued to default. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Lord Privy Seal to inform the United States 
authorities that the United Kingdom would support their 
proposals to provide for the continued administration of the 
United Nations Secretariat. 
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 3. The Lord Privy Seal said that the meeting of Western Foreign 
 Ministers in Washington had not resulted in any proposals for a 

 solution of the Berlin problem or in any definite arrangements for 
 negotiations. The French Foreign Minister had refused to accept 

 any commitment that formal negotiations should take place with the 
 Soviet Government, though he was prepared to consider whether 

 there should be negotiations in the light of any information which 
might be obtained by the United States Secretary of State in the 
course of soundings which he proposed now to make of the Soviet 
Foreign Minister. It had accordingly been agreed that the United 
States Secretary of State should discuss with the Soviet Foreign 
Minister not only the possibility of negotiations but also the substance 
of the problem of Berlin. 

In view of the result of the Federal German elections it was 
likely that Dr. Adenauer would either try to continue in power with 
a minority Government, or that his supporters would form a coalition 
with the Free Democratic Party. In either case it was to be feared 
that the German authorities would be preoccupied with internal 
difficulties; this would make the task of formulating an agreed 
Western policy on Berlin even more difficult and it might also affect 
adversely or delay the negotiations which we were to hold with the 
European Economic Community. 

In discussion the following points were made: 
(a) It was suggested that the reluctance of the French Government 

to contemplate negotiations with the Soviet Government about 
Berlin could be explained partly by their desire to do everything 
possible to retain Federal Germany within the Western Alliance, 
and partly from a conviction that the Soviet Government 
would to some extent be deterred from aggressive policies 
by a display of resolution on the part of the West. But, in 
addition, it was probable that the French Government realised that 
negotiations would inevitably entail some concessions to the Soviet 
and East German Governments; and they preferred that the criticisms 
that such concessions would arouse should be directed primarily 
towards the United States and United Kingdom Governments. 

(b) The role of the Free Democratic Party would be of 
considerable importance in the coming months, not only in German 
internal affairs, but in connexion with the policies of the Western 
Alliance. 

(c) With the steady reinforcement of the military resources on 
both sides, the danger that hostilities might break out by accident 
was bound to be increased. The policy favoured by the French 
Government therefore entailed a very dangerous risk. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Took note	 of the statement of the Lord Privy Seal and of the 

points raised in discussion. 
(2)	 Invited the Lord Privy Seal to circulate a memorandum for 

the information of the Cabinet about the political situation 
in Federal Germany following the elections there, with 
particular reference to the role of the Free Democratic 
Party. 

4. The Lord Privy Seal said that the Ruler of Kuwait had asked 
that, with the arrival of an Arab League force which he regarded as 
adequate. British forces should begin to move out of Kuwait. 
Arrangements had accordingly been made for the departure of a 
token detachment, and the Commander-in-Chicf. Middle East, had 
authority to withdraw other forces from forward positions in Kuwait 
to their base camp there. The departure of further detachments 
would depend on the progress of consultations with the Kuwait: 



military authorities and, through them, the Arab League force 
commanders. 

The Ruler of Kuwait attached considerable importance to 
accepting an Ambassador from Saudi Arabia as the first diplomatic 
representative in Kuwait. Although it would have been preferable 
for the British Ambassador to be appointed first, the Foreign 
Secretary had decided that, in view of the overriding need to retain 
the confidence of the Ruler, it would be advisable to accede to his 
wish. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Lord Privy Seal. 

Wages Policy 5. The Cabinet had before them a note by the Deputy Secretary 
Industrial Civil of the Cabinet (C. (61) 135) to which was annexed a minute from the 
Servants Chancellor of the Exchequer to the Prime Minister on the agreement 
(Previous which governed the pay (known as the M rate) of a group of about 
References: 100.000 industrial civil servants. 
Gmciusiomfand ^he Prime Minister said that the M rate agreement, which had 

D e e nC .c . (6 l )49ih  reached between the official and trade union sides in 1959, 
Conclusions. required the basic rates negotiated in 34 specified industries to be 
Minute 6) averaged and to be used as the basis for determining, at six-monthly 

intervals, the pay of the industrial civil servants covered by it. The 
agreement, which was in writing, ran for five years with no break 
clause. Its effect was that, according to the movement of rates in the 
specified industries, an increase of about 3s. a week, costing £i million 
a year, would be payable on the next review due in October. The 
question was whether this agreement should be repudiated in 
pursuance of the policy of securing a " pause " in wage increases 

When the question had been considered by the Wages Committee 
some Ministers had taken the view that the Government ought not 
to break a formal written agreement in a way which might render 
a private employer in the same position liable to court action. The 
Chancellor of the Exchequer had said publicly that commitments 
entered into would be met and the M rate agreement must be 
regarded as one of the commitments covered bv his statement. 
Repudiation of the agreement would be a damaging step in the eyes 
of the public and would prejudice the chance of persuading the unions 
again to enter into long-term agreements. Other Ministers had 
argued that, as the Government had already found it necessary to 
breach wage agreements (and in particular to ignore the Fair Wages 
Resolution), it would be unreasonable and impolitic to concede an 
increase in the M rate, which would be widely regarded as a sign of 
weakness and would make the " pause " ineffective. The Government 
would find it difficult, if not impossible, to resist claims Irom other 
civil servants whose wages, though not regulated by written 
agreement, had hitherto followed wage movements in the private 
sector. 

Discussion showed that opinion in the Cabinet was evenly 
balanced. On the one hand, it was said that too much emphasis 
should not be laid on the fact that the agreement was formal and in 
writing. This was due to the need to define precisely which outside 
industries were to be considered comparable. An agreement on 
paper should not be considered to be more binding than other 
agreements not on paper which had already had to be repudiated. 
To insist on observing the M rate agreement would have a disturbing 
effect upon other comparable groups of employees whose wage 
agreements had conspicuously been breached. 
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On the other hand, it was suggested that it would be discreditable 
to repudiate an agreement which public opinion would regard as 
binding upon the Government. When an agreement had once been 
concluded in writing, the circumstances in which it was made were 
not relevant to a decision about its implementation. 

In further discussion it was suggested that the union 
representatives of the staffs concerned would be surprised if in current 
circumstances the Government decided to implement the agreement. 
Against this it was argued that this consideration did not provide an 
adequate guide to the action the Government ought now to take. 
It was also suggested that there might be room for a compromise 
which would give effect to the agreement up to the time of the 
Chancellors statement but would withhold any increase related to 
increases in industrial pay thereafter. It was pointed out, however, 
that a compromise course would be no less a breach of the agreement 
and that there would in any event be practical difficulties about the 
selection of any date other than the six-monthly occasions provided 
for by the agreement. 

Summing up, the Prime Minister said that the implementation of 
this agreement was likely to have embarrassing repercussions in a 
number of sectors of Government employment. Opinion was 
divided as to the effect which implementation of the agreement might 
have on the " pause " in wage increases which the Government were 
seeking to secure. Special importance must clearly be attached to 
the view which the Chancellor of the Exchequer had himself been 
inclined to take, that the obligation upon the Government to 
implement this agreement was binding. He proposed to discuss the 
matter further with the Chancellor of the Exchequer, as soon as 
possible after his return to this country, in the light of the views which 
had been expressed by the Cabinet, with a view to deciding which 
course would be most consistent
Government had announced. 

 with the policy which the 

The Cabinet— 
Took note that the Prime Minister would decide, in 
consultation with the Chancellor of the Exchequer as soon 
as possible after his return to this country, whether the 
Government should implement the M rate pay agreement 
of industrial civil servants. 

6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Prime 
Minister (C. '61) 136) covering a revised draft of a letter from the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer to the two sides of industry. 

The Prime Minister said that he had thought that, in order to 
enlist the co-operation of industry in a new approach to the problems 
of economic planning, the letter should show plainly that the proposed 
new Council under the chairmanship of the C nancellor of the 
Exchequer would be supported by an effective planning staff which 
would have some measure of independence and authority. 

In discussion there was general agreement that the Government 
must proceed with its proposal to enlist the co-operation of both sides 
of industry in a new form of planning organisation, but considerable 
doubt was expressed about the standing and functions both of the 
proposed National Economic Development Council and of the 
planning ollice to be attached to it. It was suggested that the 
proposals appeared on the one hand to disregard the significant 
amount of planning which was already done within the Government 
machine and by contact between Departments and the principal 
industries, and on the other to over-estimate the extent to which 
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particular industrialists could be persuaded to disclose and discuss 
their plans. - Apart from the doubt whether useful results could be 
obtained from the kind of organisation contemplated, there appeared 
to be a real difficulty in determining the relations between the 
organisation and the Government itself. If, as the letter suggested, 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer was to be the chairman of the 
Council and at least two other Ministers were to be members, the 
Government would hardly be able to dissociate itself from the 
conclusions reached by the Council or to reject any advice it might 
tender. Ultimate responsibility, however, must lie and be seen to lie 
with the Government. 

In further discussion the following points were raised: 
(a) The risk of confusion about responsibilities would be reduced 

if the main function of the organisation were consultative rather than 
advisory. 

(b) A case could be made for associating the Research Councils 
under the aegis of the Minister for Science with the central structure 
of planning: it might be possible to broaden the function of the 
organisation so that it could comprise technical and technological as 
well as economic matters. 

(c) It might be preferable and more practicable to strengthen the 
National Production Advisory Council for Industry, whose functions 
were less directly related to economic planning, and to provide it with 
a small staff of its own. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note that the Prime Minister would arrange for a 
meeting of Ministers at which discussion of the proposed 
letter to both sides of industry about economic planning 
would be resumed. 

 7. The Home Secretary said that the requests had been received 
f rom a small number of the Governments own supporters as well as 
from certain Opposition quarters that Parliament should be recalled 
in order to discuss the Congo and Berlin. In consultation with the 
Chief Whip he had declined these requests. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note with approval of this statement by the Home 
Secretary. 

8. The Home Secretary said that the action taken by the police 
on the occasion of the demonstration against nuclear armaments on 
Sunday, 17th September, had effectively prevented the organisers 
from carrying out their intention of marching down Whitehall to 
Parliament Square. In spite of the scale of the police action which 
had been taken it was understood that no one had suffered injury 
He would consult the Metropolitan Commissioner of Police if the 
organisers showed sign of staging a further demonstration. As at 
present advised, he would prefer not to have to give consent to a 
further order under the Public Order Act. 1936, if that course could 
be avoided. 

The Cabinet — 
Took note of this statement by the Home Secretary. 

Office, S.W. I. 
19th September. 1^61. 
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1. The Lord Privy Seal said that the exact terms of the 
provisional agreement for a cease-fire, which appeared to have been 
reached between representatives of the United Nations and the 
Katangan Government, were not yet known. It was understood 
that United Nations forces were to remain in their present positions, 
and that there was no question of the disbandment of Katangan 
forces. In particular, it was not clear whether the Prime Minister 
of the Provincial Government of Katanga, Mr. Tshombe, had 
accepted the condition previously proposed by the United Nations 
that he should enter into talks with the Prime Minister of the Central 
Congo Government to reach a constitutional settlement. Moreover, 
the United Nations secretariat had not yet approved the terms of 
the cease-fire. 

In view of the unsatisfactory attitude of the Prime Minister of 
the Central Congo Government, there was no point in prolonging 
the visit of the Joint Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs, Lord Lansdowne, and he would return to this country 
as soon as possible. Increasing criticism was being expressed in 
India and in a number of other Commonwealth as weil as African 
countries of the part which the United Kingdom Government was 
thought to have played in the Congo. Although this criticism was 
unwarranted, and indeed arose largely from misconceptions, it would 
be advisable for an authoritative restatement of our policy towards 
the Congo to be made without delay. This should recall our 
support for United Nations intervention for the purpose of achieving 
a united Congo by peaceful means, and should stress our anxiety 
for an effective cease-fire and negotiations between Mr. Tshombe 
and the Central Congo Government. In view of the accusation that 
the United Kingdom was in some way responsible for the accident 
in which Mr. Hammarskjoeld had been killed, it was also desirable 
to ensure that the enquiry which the Government of the Federation 
of Rhodesia and Nyasaland had initiated should establish the true 
facts in an authoritative way which would convince international 
opinion. 

The Prime Minister said that he had sent a message to the Prime 
Minister of India in answer to his criticism; and he proposed to send 
a personal message, justifying our policy in the Congo, to the Prime 
Minister of Nigeria. 

In discussion it was agreed that the Government of the 
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland should be urged to accept 
international assessors at the enquiry, and to consider whether the 
findings of the enquiry might be published under the aegis of the 
United Nations. In addition to our sending a British expert of the 
highest technical experience in aircraft accidents, who would he able 
to protect our own interests, we should suggest to the United Nations 
authorities that they should also appoint an independent technical 
expert, of high international repute, to participate in the enquiry. 
Even with these precautions, it was likely that the belief would persist 
that the United Kingdom Government were in some way responsible 
for the accident. 

There was general agreement that a restatement of our policy 
towards the Congo was desirable, and that this could best be made 
by the Lord Privy Seal in a speech which he was to make in his 
constituency that evening. This authoritative statement should 
receive the widest publicity and should be disseminated to the 
Commonwealth. The Foreign Secretary would have an opportunity 
of speaking in similar terms in the debate at the General Assembly. 
The forthcoming meeting of the Commonwealth Parliamentary-
Association would provide occasions on which misapprehensions 
about our attitude towards the Congo and the United Nations 
operations Ihere could be corrected. 

5 Q Q I O - . 3 n 2 
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The Cabinet— 

(1) Invited the Lord Privy Seal, in consultation with the Minister 
of Aviation and the Joint Parliamentary Under-Secretary 
of State for Commonwealth Relations, to arrange for a 
British technical expert to be available at the enquiry into 

- - the accident in which Mr. Hammarskjoeld had lost his 
life; to suggest to the United Nations authorities that 
they should appoint an independent technical expert to 
be ready to join in the enquiry; and to arrange for 
representations to be made to the Government of the 
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland that they should 
announce that the enquiry would include international 
representation, and that they should consider whether the 
findings of the enquiry might be made public under the 
aegis of the United Nations. 

(2*	 Invited the Lord Privy Seal, in consultation with the Joint 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Common
wealth Relations, to prepare a restatement of United 
Kingdom policy towards the Congo and to submit it to 
the Prime Minister for his approval. 

(3) Invited	 the Joint Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State 
for Commonwealth Relations, to submit to the Prime 
Minister for his approval a draft message which he might 
send to the Prime Minister of Nigeria. 

2. The Lord Privy Seal said that it had not been possible to 
pursue the proposal that the new President of the General Assembly, 
Mr. Slim, should act as Secretary-General, since he was unwilling 
to accept this responsibility in the face of the opposition of the Soviet 
Hoc. Various other candidates were under consideration, and the 
United States Government were inclined to favour the appointment 
of Mr. U Thant of Burma. 

3. The Prime Minister said that the Leader of the Opposition 
had asked for the recall of Parliament to discuss international affairs. 
He had not pressed for this to be done immediately or even in the 
early part of October, but had proposed that Parliament should 
have a proper opportunity of debating foreign affairs at some date 
earlier than the opening of the new session on 31st October. 

In discussion there was general agreement that this suggestion 
was reasonable and ought to be met. An immediate meeting, apart 
from creating an undesirable impression of panic, would hardly be 
practicable because of the early opening at Westminster of the 
Conference of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association. It 
would be possible to resume on 23rd October instead of 24th October 
and to rearrange the business already announced before Prorogation 
on 26th or 27th October; Alternatively Parliament might 1 : 
reconvened to resume during the preceding week, with the intention 
of advancing the date of Prorogation, leaving a break of a week or 
10 days before the opening of the new session. 

The Cabinet 
(1) Invited	 the Chief Whip, in the light of their discussion, to 

agree with the Opposition that Parliament should be 
recalled on 23rd October or on a convenient date in the 
preceding week. 

(2) Took note that the Prime Minister would	 announce the date 
of recall in a statement to be issued that evening. 
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4. The Cabinet resumed their consideration of a memorandum 
by the Prime Minister (C. (61) 136) covering a draft letter from the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer to the two sides of industry. They 
also had before them a memorandum by the President of the Board 
of Trade (C. (61) 138) on economic planning. 

The Prime Minister said that since the Cabinet's previous 
discussion on the Chancellors draft letter he had given further 
consideration to the problems which had been raised about the 
standing and functions of the National Economic Development 
Council and of the office to be attached to it. It would be wrong to 
suppose that any form of organisation would resolve the fundamental 
difficulties of economic planning in a free society, but progress might 
be made in practical respects if the co-operation of industrialists 
and the trade unions could be secured in the studies and investigations 
which the Council would promote. The object should be, not to 
dictate or enforce measures of economic planning, but to influence 
the attitudes and independent decisions of employers and unions. 
He had been impressed by the general welcome given by public 
opinion to the Chancellors statement to Parliament that the 
Government were thinking of setting up an organisation for economic 
planning and, while it would be necessary to make clear from the 
outset that the Government would remain the final arbiter of policy, 
he thought it important not to inhibit unduly the initiative and 
independence of the Council and the planning staff. 

In discussion it was suggested that the planning office should 
be responsible to the Council and not independent of it and should 
not publish material except under the direction of the Council. There 
ought, however, to be nothing to prevent the office from initiating 
business before the Council. The office should make full use of 
existing Government and quasi-government channels but it would 
be unnecessarily restrictive to make these the sole channels for 
consultation with industry. 

Some misgivings were expressed lest the functions and status 
of the Director of the office, as proposed in the draft letter, would 
be exaggerated, to the detriment of the responsibilities which only 
the Government could exercise in the field of economic policy. 
It was realised that, whatever terms were used in the letter, it might 
not be possible to prevent misapprehensions of this sort. But it 
was agreed that it would be helpful if the relevant part of the draft 
were amended to read as follows: 

" The effectiveness of the Councils work would depend on 
the establishment of a full-time staff of the right calibre. This 
staff, whjch would work under a Director to be appointed from 
outside the Civil Service, although under the aegis of 
Government, would not be part of the ordinary Government 
machine. It would act under the general direction of, and be 
responsible to, the Council. The Government for their part 
would be prepared to make available from the Civil Service 
an appropriate portion of the staff. I would hope that the rest 
would be drawn from both sides of industry, the commercial 
world and elsewhere. Normally individual members of the staff 
would be regarded as on temporary secondment for, say, two to 
three years. 

The function of this staff would be to examine the plans 
for development of the main industries in the private sector and, 
in the light of such examination and of discussions with 
Government Departments about other sectors of the economy, 
e.g., the nationalised industries, to prepare, for the consideration 
of the Council, studies of the kind envisaged in the second 
paragraph of this letter " 



I l l 

In discussion, various other amendments to the draft were 
approved. 

The Cabinet— 
Approved, with the amendments agreed in discussion, the 
draft of the letter on economic planning which the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer was to send to the two sides of 
industry. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. 1, 
21st September, 1961. 
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Middle East 1. The Lord Privy Seal said that a revolt of elements of the 
(Previous Syrian Army, which had been subject to Soviet subversion in the 
Reference: period before the union with Egypt, had apparently achieved a 
c.c. (61) 49th considerable measure of initial success. Egyptian forces had been 
Conclusions. ordered to intervene and the eventual outcome was uncertain. There 
Minute 5) was no reason to suppose that the revolt had been instigated by 
United Arab neighbouring Governments, and it was unlikely that these would 
Republic intervene. 

Our aim, in concert with the United States Government, should 
be to encourage restraint on the part of neighbouring Governments, 
and our public attitude should be that we were anxious about any 
development that endangered the peace and stability of the Middle 
East. 

Congo 2. The Lord Privy Seal said that the Prime Minister of the 
Republic Central Congo Government, Mr. Adoula, was under increasing 
(Previous pressure to invade Katanga, but his advisers were doubtful of their 
Reference : ability to subdue Katanga by military means. There was a 
C C . (61) 51st considerable danger in any case that the Central Congo Government 
Conclusions. would come increasingly under the influence of Mr. Gizenga, the 
Minuie 1) Deputy Prime Minister, and it was therefore important to encourage 

Mr. Tshombe, the Prime Minister of the provincial Government of 
Katanga, to enter into negotiations with Mr. Adoula. The Prime 
Minister of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Sir Roy 
Welensky, and also the United States and French authorities, were 
co-operating to this end. Mr. Tshombe had undertaken to dispose 
of his remaining European military advisers, and he had also offered 
to meet Mr. Adoula on neutral territory. The main difficulty in the 
way of negotiations was that, while Mr. Adoula did not necessarily 
reject an eventual settlement on federal lines, he maintained that 
constitutional discussions could only take place on the basis that 
Katanga was a provincial Government. 

Germany 3. The Cabinet were informed that the discussions between 
Berlin the United States Secretary of State, Mr. Rusk, and the Soviet 
(Previous Foreign Minister, Mr. Gromyko, had not so far revealed any basis 
Reference: on which negotiations could be arranged, but they were to have a 
C  C (6h 50th further meeting on 30th September. The Foreign Secretary, who 
Conclusions. had throughout been in very close touch with Mr. Rusk, would 
Minute 3) shortly return to this country. 

In discussion it was suggested that there might be advantage in 
seeking to expand the scope of any negotiations beyond the narrow 
question of Allied access to Berlin. While the Soviet Government 
were now prepared to guarantee access to Berli:- for the Western 
Powers, this was only on the understanding that the Western Powers 
would have lo negotiate an arrangement with the East German 
Government and that Berlin should be a free, demilitarised city, 
garrisoned only by token contingents of Allied troops on a temporary 
basis and accompanied by an equivalent contingent of Soviet troops. 
Such a negotiation would involve delicate problems such as the 
recognition of the East German regime and the frontiers of the East 
German State, notably the Oder-Neisse line. It would also have to 
cover the problem of the continued freedom and viability of West 
Berlin 

The Cabinet -
Took note of these statements. 

SECRET 
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West Indies 4. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
(Previous Colonial Secretary (C. (61) 142) on the implications of the referendum 
Reference: in Jamaica which had resulted in a decision that the territory should 
C C . (61) 3ist withdraw from the West Indies Federation. 

Conclusions. 

Minute 8) The Colonial Secretary said that there could be no question of 

Jamaica repudiating this decision which, although reached on a narrow 


majority of a low poll, was accepted both by the Prime Minister, 
Mr. Manley, and by the Opposition Parties in Jamaica. Given the 
precedents of Cyprus and Sierra Leone, and having regard to the 
size of the population, economic viability and relative stability of 
the territory, a request from Jamaica for full independence within 
the Commonwealth could not reasonably be resisted. He proposed, 
therefore, that in the discussions he would have with the Prime 
Minister of Jamaica in the following week he should indicate that the 
United Kingdom Government were willing in principle to agree that, 
after the necessary preparations had been made, Jamaica should 
become independent and would sponsor her application for 
membership of the Commonwealth. As some time would be 
required to resolve a number of legislative and administrative 
problems created by the withdrawal of Jamaica from the Federation, 
it would be possible to avoid a firm date for independence at this 
stage, but this would probably take place in the latter half of 1963. 

The implications of the decision for the other islands in the 
Federation could not yet be clearly seen. He was discussing this 
problem with Sir Grantley Adams, the Federal Prime Minister, and 
hoped shortly to have the views of Dr. Williams, the Prime Minister 
of Trinidad and Tobago. Subject to these consultations, it might 
be possible to establish an Eastern Caribbean Federation which 
might include British Guiana. A conference with representatives of 
the smaller islands might be desirable when opinion had had time 
to crystallise. 

In discussion the following points were raised: 
(a) It" would be important to maintain, in discussions with 

representatives from all the West Indian territories, the cautious 
attitude which had so far been adopted about financial assistance 
by Her Majesty's Government. There did not seem any case for 
providing assistance for Jamaica, and the poorer islands should not 
be allowed to suppose that in independence they could expect full 
financial support from the United Kingdom. 

(b) The withdrawal of Jamaica from the Federation might make 
the inclusion of British Guiana in a federation of all the remaining 
islands a little easier. 

(c) As the British Overseas Airways Corporation were losing 
substantial sums annually in supporting the West Indies airline, 
which aspired to the status of an international airline, it might now 
be possible to cut the rate of loss by reducing operations to the more 
modest level of an inter-island air service. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed	 that, in his discussions with the Prime Minister of 

Jamaica, the Colonial Secretary should accept in principle 
that, after the necessary preparations had been made, 
Jamaica should have full independence and that in due 
course Her Majesty's Government would sponsor the 
admittance of Jamaica to Commonwealth membership. 

(2) Invited	 the Colonial Secretary to submit for their 
consideration at a later meeting a report on the prospects 
of establishing an Eastern Caribbean Federation which 
might include British Guiana. 
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5. The Colonial Secretary said that the prospects for the 
Uganda Constitutional Conference, in which the discussions had so 
far been difficult, were now a little more encouraging. But there 
remained a serious danger that the Baganda representatives would 
not accept a reasonable compromise, on the basis of a constitutional 
formula which he had now proposed, and in that case it was more 
than likely that the Conference would break down. 

 6. The Commonwealth Secretary said that there had recently 
 been a marked deterioration in relations with the Ghana 

 Government, particularly following the speeches made by President 
 Nkrumah in the course of his visit to the Soviet Union in which he 

 had criticised the United Kingdom Government and the policies of 
j i  West. There had also been the abrupt dismissal of General 
Alexander, the British Chief of the Defence Staff of Ghana. 
President Nkrumah had now sent a reassuring message to the Prime 
Minister, in which he disavowed any intention of adopting pro-Soviet 
policies and asserted his desire to maintain friendly relations. 
Nevertheless, in view of the forthcoming visit of The Queen to Ghana, 
it was desirable that the apprehensions which were widely felt in this 
country about the policies of the Ghana Government should be 
frankly, though privately, expressed to President Nkrumah. He 
therefore proposed to visit Ghana in the following week for this 
purpose. 

t e

The Cabinet agreed that it would be undesirable for the 
Government to take any action which would worsen relations with 
Ghana. There was a considerable volume of opposition there to 
President Nkrumah. as was shown by the recent labour troubles. 
There was some chance that a more sympathetic attitude to this 
country would in the end prevail. Subject to the overriding need 
to ensure The Queen's safety, it seemed that it would be advisable 
for her visit to Ghana to take place, though it might be possible to 
curtail its length. 

The Cabinet were informed that, although certain difficulties 
had still to be overcome, it seemed likely that the aid which the 
United States Government had proposed to contribute for the Volta 
River project would be made available. Some delay in this matter 
might help to induce President Nkrumah to be more reasonable in 
his policies and speeches. 

The Prime Minister said that the Cabinet welcomed the intention 
of the Commonwealth Secretary to visit Ghana for frank but private 
talks with President Nkrumah. In the light of the outcome he would 
submit considered advice to The Queen about her proposed visit. 

 7. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
 Minister of Labour (C. (61) 141) about the operative date of statutory 
 orders to give effect to proposals of certain Wages Councils to 

 increase minimum wages. 
The Minister of Labour said that he had drawn the attention of 

all Wages Councils known to be considering wage claims to the 
terms of the statement by the Chancellor of the Exchequer on 
25th July in the House of Commons. He had no power to amend 
the proposals of a Wages Council and. although he could refer them 
back, he was bound to make an order to give effect to them if 
re-submitted, and it would be improper to delay doing so. For 
practical reasons, the operative date which he had to specify and 
which was not open to argument by the councils was normally from 
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one to two months after the proposals had been received; but the 
Wages Councils Act did not specify what factors were to be taken 
into account in settling operative dates. He understood that it would 
be open to him to defer the operative date by a period longer than 
normal; a,period of six months would probably not be held by the 
courts to involve a breach of statutory duty, but a longer period 
probably would. 

He had received proposals from the four Wages Councils dealing 
with industrial and staff canteens, waste reclamation, road haulage 
and licensed hotels and restaurants, and had referred them back. 
In all these cases the councils could claim that they had agreed on 
their proposals before the statement on 25th July and they had in 
fact re-submitted their proposals unchanged. He felt justified in 
acknowledging at least some degree of commitment and he thought 
that the choice of 1st January as an operative date, being about 
two months later than normal, would be appropriate. 

In discussion there was general recognition that, even if a date 
later than 1st January could be defended against challenge in the 
courts, it would be undesirable to run the risk of proceedings. A 
date in 1962 might be an inducement to those affected to take strike 
action—which, particularly in the road haulage industry, might do 
serious damage to the economy. The choice of 1st January would 
also have the disadvantage that, despite any disclaimer at the time 
of the announcement, that date would be regarded by the public as 
the Governments forecast of the end of the pause. 

For practical purposes, therefore, the choice lay between fixing 
a normal date in the earlier part of November and a slightly deferred 
date at 1st December. From the point of view of the pause, 
1st December would be better. On the other hand, to make the 
increases operative on the normal date would be justifiable in the 
light of the action taken within the field of Government employment, 
where commitments were being honoured which, before 25th July, 
were no more than offers. Moreover, to adhere to the normal date 
would not make matters more difficult for the Government in their 
relations with other groups of work-people and might make them 
easier. It would mean that those Wages Council proposals which 
could not be held to be the subject of commitments could, in 
pursuance of the policy of the pause, be deferred a substantial way 
into 1962. This would have the particular advantage of helping to 
stagger payment of the substantial number of increases which would 
otherwise become due at the end of the pause. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the Minister of Labour to consider, in the light of 

their discussion, whether 1st December would be the most 
satisfactory operative date for the wage increases 
proposed to him by the four Wages Councils which could 
claim that commitments had been entered into before 
25th July. 

Industrial
Civil Servants

 Tlw Chancellor of the Exchequer said that, after discussion with 
l n  c Prime Minister, he had futher considered whether the M rale 
pay agreement for industrial civil servants should be implemented. 
He had come to the conclusion that to implement the agreement 
would damage the policy of the wage pause more seriously than he 
had at first thought. It seemed evident that the Civil Service Staff 
Associations attached greater importance to maintaining the 
principle of comparability than they did to the procedures by which 
comparability was established. They had. of course, been seriously 
disturbed by the Governmenfs decision to withdruw operative dates 
from the scope of arbitration, but their adverse reaction to a refusal 
to implement the M rate agreement would not be increased by the 
fact that that agreement had been committed to writing and was 
for a fixed period. They would be more likely to take the view that 
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to implement this agreement whilst withholding increases claimed 
for other Government employees on a footing of comparability with 
outside employment would amount to unjustifiably preferential 
treatment to the M rate employees; and they would increase their 
opposition to the wage pause, with the danger that the Governments 
policy would be frustrated. He had accordingly come to the 
conclusion that the agreement should be repudiated. 

The Cabinet— 
(2)	 Took note of this statement by the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer. 

The Queen'1 8. The Home Secretary said that the Committee on The Queen's 
Speeches on Speeches had met to consider preliminary drafts of the speeches and 
the Prorogation  h  would shortly submit revised drafts for consideration by the e

and Opening Cabinet. As the Prorogation of Parliament would this year take 
place a full week before the opening, he had it in mind that the draft 
Prorogation Speech might be considered by the Cabinet on 
10th October, and the draft Opening Speech on 17th October. 

Some uneasiness had been felt by the Committee lest the 
Government might be attempting a heavier legislative programme 
than would prove manageable, and the suggestion had been made in 
the course of their discussions that the simplest means of lightening 
the programme would be to exclude the Weights and Measures Bill. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Home Secretary. 

Cabinet Office. S.W. 1, 

28th September. 1961. 
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1. The Foreign Secretary said that there was some prospect that 
the problem of the secretariat of the United Nations might be resolved 
by the appointment of an acting Secretary-General together with five 
or more under-secretaries who would, be selected on a regional basis 
with the function of providing the acting Secretary-General with 
advice if he so requested. Such an arrangement might not be strongly 
opposed by the Soviet Union, and it might receive the support of a 
sufficient majority in the General Assembly to enable the person 
selected as acting Secretary-General, who might be a Burmese, to 
assume his responsibilities with reasonable confidence. 

In discussion it was pointed out that it was very desirable that a 
representative of the Western European countries should be one of the 
under-secretaries. 

2. The Foreign Secretary said that there were indications that 
the Soviet Government were now prepared to co-operate in a political 
settlement in Laos, and reasonable progress was being made at the 
conference in Geneva. Meanwhile discussions between the three 
Laotian Princes were proceeding in Laos, with the object of reaching 
agreement on the composition of a balanced Government. 

If, despite these hopeful indications, negotiations for a political 
settlement were to fail, there would be a grave danger that, with 
the end of the rainy season, the Pathet Lao, who had considerably 
strengthened their forces in many parts of the country, would again 
resort to military action. In that event there would be a demand for 
military intervention by the South-East Asia Treaty Organisation, and 
the United States Government might well feel obliged to undertake 
this task. In such circumstances, although we had previously made 
it clear that we would not favour military intervention except on a 
restricted basis, and that our participation in any land action must be 
limited to our share in the Commonwealth brigade, it would be 
necessary to consider afresh what our policy should be and what form 
military operations, if these were appropriate, should take. 

The C a b i n e t -
Took note of this statement by the Foreign Secretary. 

3 . The Foreign Secretary said that, following the revolt in Syria, 
a new Government had taken effective charge of the 'country and it 
was necessary to consider at what stage that Government should be 
recognised. It would be desirable, especially in view of our economic 
interests, to avoid a breach of relations with the Egyptian 
Government. It would therefore be advisable to wait until the United 
States authorities had explained to President Nasser that recognition 
of the new Syrian Government could not be withheld. 

In discussion it was suggested that it would be difficult for the 
Egyptian Government to break off relations if a number of countries, 
including important European countries such as Western Germany 
or Italy, recognised the new Syrian Government at the same time. 

The Cabinet— - . , -
Invited the Foreign Secretary to await the result of the 
discussions between the United States and Egyptian 
Governments, and then to arrange, if possible, that 
recognition of the new Syrian Government was concerted 
with a number of other Governments. 
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 *4. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Foreign: 
 Secretary (C. (61) 149) about the Berlin situation, following the 

 meeting of Foreign Ministers in Washington and the consultations; 
 which he had had with the United States Secretary of State, Mr. Rusk, 

 and with the Soviet Foreign Minister, Mr. Gromyko, in New York.: 
The Foreign Secretary said that there was some reason to think 

that the discussions which he and Mr. Rusk had separately had with" 
Mr. Gromyko had in the end persuaded the Soviet Government that" 
it would be unsafe for them to continue to be completely,': 
uncompromising about a settlement of the Berlin problem. Mr. 
Gromyko had now been brought to see that, unless some concession
were made to the Western point of view, there would be a serious; 
danger of war, which would inevitably escalate into a nuclear conflict.' 
It had been impressed on him that a solution could not be secured on; 
the basis only of a peace treaty with East Germany and that it must: 

depend on direct negotiations between the West and the Soviet': 
Government. But Mr. Gromyko had not so far seemed willing to 
contemplate a future status for West Berlin of a kind which would be. 
acceptable to the West, and he still seemed to consider that, although^ 
Western routes of access to West Berlin might be guaranteed by the. 
Soviet Union, those routes would have to be the subject of prior? 
agreement with the East German Government. Moreover he insistedI 
that a settlement would have to comprehend matters other than? 
Berlin, such as the recognition of East Germany, the acceptance of \ 
the Oder-Neisse line and the existing frontiers between East and West,: 
Germany, and restrictions on militarism in West Germany. There; 
was, however, some indication that the Soviet Government would be 
satisfied with something less than de jure recognition of East;: 
Germany. 

President Kennedy was shortly to meet Mr. Gromyko, and in 
the light of whatever then transpired it would be necessary to consider; 
how negotiations could be pursued. Although the French:; 
Government remained averse to formal negotiations or to a meeting 
of Foreign Ministers, they seemed ready to acquiesce in a continuation.; 
of the informal discussions with Mr. Gromyko and to accept that;;! 
those discussions would cover matters of substance. It might be$ 
possible for the informal discussions between the United States 
Government and Mr. Gromyko to be continued perhaps in Moscow, 
when it might be hoped that they would deal with these problems; 
in greater detail. On balance, it seemed advisable to encourage thisI 
process to continue for some further time before resorting to formal: 
negotiations between Foreign Ministers. 

The Foreign Secretary warned the Cabinet that, while some 
progress was being made in the direction of seeking a settlement byl 
negotiation, the Soviet Government had not yet made any appreciable 
concessions. The situation remained extremely dangerous, and there! 
would undoubtedly be a grave risk of war if the Soviet Government 
obstructed Western access to Berlin. 

The following were among the points made in discussion: 
(a) The future status for West Berlin which Mr. Gromyko had;;; 

so far contemplated would provide for no more than token forces of 
Western troops. I t was of great importance that the Western Allies! 
should continue to maintain in West Berlin forces which, while theyi 
would clearly be inadequate to prevent the seizure of the city by 
military aggression, would be sufficient to protect the inhabitants 
from subversion. 

(b) Although there would be disadvantages in removing the 
headquarters of the United Nations to West Berlin, the establishment 
of some elements of that organisation there might make a settlement
more acceptable, since it would help to assure access to the city.  r ; 

* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex. 
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(c) The United States Government now fully, accepted the 
importance of securing a settlement by negotiation. But there was 
considerable criticism from some sections of United States opinion 
that the United Kingdom was not participating to a sufficient extent 
in the military preparations and economic planning designed to 
persuade the Soviet Government that the West would firmly maintain 
their objectives. 

The Minister of Defence said that it would be possible to take 
a few more steps to increase our military preparations in Europe, e.g.,
by withdrawing administrative troops from Kenya, and by stationing 
another squadron of Canberra aircraft in Germany. But the only 
way to make the British Army of the Rhine a viable force would be 
to mobilise reservists, and the United States authorities accepted that 
this would be inadvisable at the present time. He proposed to 
examine the extent to which it might be possible to recall reservists 
without a Proclamation. 

The President of the Board of Trade said that the United States 
authorities also realised that an economic blockade would not be an 
effective method of compulsion on the Soviet Government ; but they 
felt that plans must be made for an economic blockade, and if 
necessary put into effect, in order to convince the Soviet Government 
that the West were determined not to surrender to a threat of force. 
In fact, economic counter-measures would cause disproportionate 
harm to this country and we could only contemplate using them in 
conjunction with, and not as an alternative to, military action. We 
should continue to urge upon our Allies the advantage of applying 
economic counter-measures against East Germany only, in the first 
instance. 

(d) It was pointed out that it should always be borne in mind 
that Soviet forces could seize West Berlin at any time. The informal 
negotiations which had been taking place might be no more than a 
cover for the preparation of aggression. If on the other hand the 
Soviet Government were prepared to seek a settlement by negotiation, 
the fact that the informal discussions were taking place would provide 
them with grounds for refraining from concluding a peace treaty with 
East Germany for the time being. 

The Prime Minister said that there was some danger that the 
military preparations which were being made by the West might lead 
to the belief that a Soviet aggression in force could be defeated by 
conventional military means; at the most, defence by conventional 
forces could only provide an interval in which world opinion and 
diplomatic action could be brought to bear. It should also be clearly 
recognised that economic measures would not in practice compel the 
Soviet Government to change their policy. The reluctance of the 
French Government, and also of the West German Government, to 
agree to formal negotiations added to the risks of the situation. It 
was fraught with such danger that it might be necessary in the near 
future to induce these Governments to participate fully in the attempts 
which were being made to reach an acceptable settlement by 
negotiation. 

 5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Lord 
 Privy Seal (C. (61) 1.40) covering a report by officials on future policy 

 and military dispositions in Kuwait and the Persian Gulf. The 
 Cabinet also had before them a note by the Deputy Secretary of the 

 Cabinet (C. (61) 145) covering a draft directive to the Commander-in
 Chief, Middle East, about military intervention in Kuwait after British 

 forces had been withdrawn. 



The Minister of Defence said that the Arab League force could 
not be relied on to hold up an Iraqi attack on Kuwait for any 
worthwhile period; and it was- therefore desirable that the 
Commander-in-Chief, Middle East; should b e able to respond to a 
request for military help' from- the Amir of Kuwait as quickly as 
possible. If" the COmmander-in-Chief, Middle East, had to obtain 
political authority from London 1 before-he' could initiate operations, 
this might entail a delay which would preclude the possibility of 
engaging Iraqi ground forces before they-came, into contact with the 
Arab League force, when it would be difficult to distinguish them from 
the air. Any delay might ,moreover be increased because of the 
liability, of communications, from the Persian Gulf to interruption 
from electric storms,. He therefore proposed.that the Commander-in-
Ghief, Middle East,. should be,authorised,, without further reference 
to London, to undertake limited military action if he were satisfied 
that the. Amir had made a formal request:for military help and that 
Iraqi forces,had crossed; the: frontier or, attacked targets in Kuwait 
from the air, and provided that the Political Resident, Persian Gulf, 
agreed that the Amir's request should be met. This authority would 
provide mainly for air action against Iraqi ground and air forces in 
and over Kuwait but including hot pursuit of Iraqi aircraft to a 
distance of 15 miles inside Iraq, for the deployment in Kuwait of 
forces for this purpose and to activate the stockpile there, and for air 
reconnaissance-into'-Iraq limited to-high altitude flights not beyond 

:Basra. 

In discussion it was suggested that the authority to be given to 
the Gommander-inrGhief, Middle 'East , ,should:notbe mandatory, but 
that he should:be:able to take, into, account whether the. action he had 
discretion to take would, be sound.from a,military point of view. It 
was also important that the Commander-in-Chief, Middle East, should 
not initiate the action for which he had authority except as part of a 
general operation to intervene in Kuwait to prevent its seizure by 
military aggression. The Cabinet were agreed' that, provided the 
directive were revised to take account of these points, the proposed 
authority should be given to the Commander-in-Chief, Middle East. 

The, Lord. Privy Seal said that officials had come to the conclusion 
that, a t any rate for, some time ahead, there was no practicable 
alternative to military measures as the. means- most likely to safeguard 
the independence of Kuwait and thereby to. protect our economic and 
political interests there and in the Persian Gulf. If. this view were 
accepted, it would be necessary to consider h o w comprehensive our 
military dispositions in the area -should1 be. In order to be able to 
reinforce Kuwait, within 36 hours, it would be necessary to plan for 
military dispositions which, . ih. the short.term, would, necessitate the 
construction as soon as possible' of additional air-conditioned 
accommodation in Bahrain at-a cost of about £500,000 and, in the 
longer term,, raised1 the question of: re-providing, the Kenya base in 
Aden or elsewhere in the Persian Gulf. In view of the expenditure 
which this would, entail; and having regard, to the political 
uncertainties of the situation in the Middle East, it would be desirable 
for- the longer-term aspects o f this problem to- be considered by 
Ministers in their examination of the future defence programme as 
a whole. But construction of the additional accommodation in 
Bahrain would in any case be justified in order to provide a reasonable 
military insurance against- Kuwait being over-run by Iraq within, say, 
the next year. 

The C a b i n e t 
(1) Invited	 the Minister of Defence to revise the draft directive 

to the. Commander-in-Chief, Middle East, in Annex B of 
C. (61) 145, to take account of the points made in their 
discussion, and to submit it to the Prime Minister for 
his approval. 

(2) Approved the recommendations in paragraph 8 of C. (61) 140. 
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Methane Gas 6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Minister 
of Power (C. (61) 144) about a proposal by the Gas Council to import 
methane gas in liquefied form from French Nor th Africa. 

The Minister of Power said that the Gas Council wished to enter 
into a 15-year agreement with British Methane for the delivery of 
liquefied methane to Canvey Island. The Council itself had an 
interest in British Methane and the remaining interests were held by 
" Conch ", an association of Shell and an American company. British 
Methane would in turn enter into an agreement with the French 
interests concerned who would be responsible for supplying the gas 
in liquid form at an establishment near O r a n ; and two tankers would 
be built by private interests in this country for long-term charter to 
British Methane. 

Experiments which had been made in bringing liquefied methane 
from the United States, although on a smaller scale than the present 
proposal, indicated that the project would be safe and feasible. The 
additional amount of foreign exchange involved by the proposal 
would not be large—a matter of £4 millions'. Some additional capital 
investment would also be required in this country over the period 
from 1962 to 1970, but the return on the investment would be good 
even on the worst assumptions. While there were risks in relying on 
supplies from areas as unstable as the Sahara and Oran, the 
development of underground storage in this country would make it 
possible to store large quantities of methane against a temporary 
interruption of supplies and, in the last resort, supplies could be 
obtained from other parts of the world. The Gas Council should be 
encouraged to avoid dependence on coal and oil as their only sources 
of gas. Approval of the proposal would be in accord with the 
Governmenfs general policy of encouraging the nationalised 
industries to improve their efficiency and the return on their capital 
and investment, and it would stimulate competition between the 
various kinds of energy, which would be of benefit to consumers. 

In discussion there was general agreement that the proposal if 
I t could be carried out satisfactorily, would help to achieve the 
Governmenfs general objectives for the nationalised industries. It 
would improve the competitiveness of the economy, revitalise the gas 
industry and offer greater employment opportunities through the 
development of new technologies. The building in British shipyards 
of two tankers to carry the methane would be valuable for the shipping 
and shipbuilding industries and would open up prospects of further 
orders in a new field. Considerable misgivings were, however, felt 
about the substantial risks involved in dependence on unstable parts 
of the world and about the effect of the proposal on the coal industry. 
The Chairman of the National Coal Board felt that approval at this 
stage might prejudice further action on the Lurgi project, and had 
asked that a decision should be deferred for some months until the 
cost of large-scale production of gas from coal by the Lurgi process 
had been worked out. 

In further discussion the following points were ra ised: 
(a) The Lurgi and methane projects were not alternatives but 

were, to some extent, complementary to one another. Even after 
allowing for imports of methane, the growth in the demand for gas 
would leave room for at least one large Lurgi plant in addition to the 
two smaller plants already in existence. Moreover, the grid which 
would have to be constructed for gas produced from methane would 
be available for Lurgi gas, if that process proved to be economic; and 
methane would itself be a suitable enricher for Lurgi gas. 

(b) Although it was hoped to produce gas from methane at 8Jd. 
a therm compared with the current cost of 13Jd. a therm, it was not 
entirely clear how far the Gas Council would be able to reduce the 
price of gas; if they could not secure reductions the prospect of 



expanding the share of the energy market taken by gas would be 
remote. A substantial working capital would be required for the 
new process in addition to the new capital investment. I t would 
therefore be valuable to have estimates of the comparative cost of 
producing from coal, oil and methane the additional quantities of gas 
required by the industry. 

(c) In view of recent experience of difficulties created for ship
owners by the unfavourable charter terms obtainable, it would be 
desirable to know before any commitment was undertaken what 
charter terms were proposed and whether private capital could be 
expected to be available for the construction of the tankers. 

(d) If the proposal were approved, the timing of the necessary 
capital investment and the date on which an announcement might 
be made should be discussed with the Chancellor of the Exchequer. 

(e) If it were decided not to approve the proposal, it would 
probably be necessary to give the Gas Council a detailed account of 
the reasons, since the Council were convinced that, in principle, their 
proposals were fully in accord with the Governmenfs policy. 

The Cabinet— 
Agreed to resume, at a later meeting, their consideration of 
the proposal in C. (61) 144. 

Wages Policy 7. The Minister of Labour recalled that, at their previous 
Wages meeting, the Cabinet had invited him to consider whether 
Councils 1st December would be the most satisfactory operative date for the 
(Previous. wage increases proposed to him by the four Wages Councils which 
Reference: could claim that commitments had been entered into before 25th July., 
C C  . (61) 52nd On further consideration he had felt that to select 1st December would 
Conclusions, lay the Government open to charges that , they were weakening in 
Minute 7) their resolve to maintain the policy of the wages pause. After 

consulting the Prime Minister and the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
he had come to the conclusion that, on. balance, the best date to 
choose would be 1st January and he proposed to make an 
announcement to that effect on 9th October. 

The C a b i n e t -
Took note of this statement by the Minister of Labour. 

Uganda 8 The Colonial Secretary said that a fair measure of success 
(Previous had now been achieved in the Uganda Constitutional Conference, 
Reference: which was expected to complete its work on 9th October. The 
C C . (61) 52nd Democratic Party led by Mr. Kiwanuka, the Chief Minister, would 
Conclusions, oppose the arrangements proposed for the representation of the 
Minute 5) Baganda in the central legislature, but the Baganda delegation had 

been persuaded to take an effective part in the conference. 

E u r o p e 9. The Lord Privy Seal informed the Cabinet of the general line 
(Previous he proposed to follow in making his opening statement on 
Reference : 10th October to the European Economic Community (E.E.C.) He 
C C  . (61) 44th did not propose to present the representatives of the E E  C with a 

So/Wl
S s t a t e m e n t  o f t h£ J n  ' e United Kingdom position, but those parts 

mime i ;  particular interest to Commonwealth 
Governments and to the members of the European Free Trade 
Association (EFTA) would be summarised and made available to 

o f h l s s p e e c h w h l c h w e r e  o f



their representatives afterwards. The content of the speech would 
be based on the conclusions reached in Ministerial discussions and 
the important sections of it would be cleared in detail with the 
Ministers directly concerned. 

He proposed to begin his speech by describing the spirit in which 
the application for membership was being made. He would say that 
the aims and objectives of the Treaty of Rome were accepted by the 
Government, though naturally the Government would want to have 
explanations of how the Treaty worked in detail and also explanations 
of decisions taken by the Community. He would then deal in some 
detail with the three major matters—the Commonwealth, agriculture 
and EFTA—for which satisfactory arrangements would have to be 
secured if the United Kingdom were to join the Community. Finally, 
he would make some procedural suggestions, including the proposal 
that negotiations should begin in mid-November after the members of 
the Community had had an opportunity to study the statement. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Approved	 the general line which the Lord Privy Seal 

proposed to take in his statement to the European 
Economic Community on 10th October. 

(2) Invited the Lord Privy Seal to circulate a precis of his speech 
for the information of the Cabinet in due course. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. 1, 
5th October, 1961. 
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CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at Admiralty House, S.W. 1, 
on Monday, 9th October, 1961. at 3 p.m. 

Present: 

The Right Hon. HAROLD MACMILLAN, M.P., Prime Minister 


The Right Hon. R . A. BUTLER, M . P . , 
Secretary of State for the Home 
Department 

The Right Hon. VISCOUNT^ HAILSHAM, 
Q.C.. Lord President of the Council 
and Minister for Science 

The Right Hon. IAIN MACLEOD, M . P . , 
Secretary of State for the Colonies 

The Right Hon. HENRY BROOKE, M . P . . 
Minister of Housing and Local 
Government and Minister for Welsh 
Affairs 

The Right Hon PETER THORNEYCROFT, 
M.P., Minister of Aviation 

The Right Hon. REGINALD MAUDLING, 

The Right Hon. VISCOUNT KILMUIR, 
Lord Chancellor 

The Right Hon. DUNCAN SANDYS, M.P., 
Secretary of State for Commonwealth 
Relations 

The Right Hon. HAROLD WATKINSON, 
Minister of Defence 

The Right Hon. Sir DAVID ECCLES, 
M.P.. Minister of Education 

The Right Hon. LORD MILLS, Pay
master-General 

The Right Hon. JOHN HARE. M . P . . 
M.P.. President of the Board of Trade Minister of Labour 

The following were also present: 
The Right Hon. J. ENOCH POWELL, 

M.P.."Minister of Health (Item 1) 
The Right Hon. LORD JOHN HOPE, M.P., 

Minister of Works (Item I) 
The Right Hon. LORD CRAIGTON. 

Minister of State. Scottish Office 
u'tem I) 

The Right Hon. MARTIN REDMAYNE, 
M.P./ Parliamentary' Secretary. 
Treasury 

The M a r q u e s s o f

The Right Hon. RICHARD WOOD. M.P. 
Minister of Power (Items 1-2) 

The Right Hon. REGINALD BEVINS, 
M.P., Postmaster-General (Item I) 

The Right Hon. Sir REGINALD MAN
NINGHAM-BULLER, Q.C.. M.P . . Attor
ney-General (Item 3) 

Sir EDWARD BOYLE, M.P . , Financial 
Secretary. Treasmv 

 L a n s d o w n e , Joint 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of 
Slate for Foreign Affairs 

Secretariat : 
The Right Hon. Sir NORMAN BROOK 

Mr. J. H. WADDELL 

Mr. D. R. F. TURNER 
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Investment 
Programme. 
(Previous 
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(Previous 
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C.C. (61) 53rd 
Conclusions. 
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C.C 54 (61) 

1. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Chancellor af the Exchequer (C. (61) 151) covering a draft White 
Paper on Civil Public Investment in 1962-63. 

The Financial Secretary, Treasury, said that the draft White 
Paper was based upon the Cabinet's decisions of 1st August. It 
showed an approved total expenditure on public investment for 
1962-63 of £1,845 million, some £90 million more than the forecast 
out-turn for 1961-62 and £200 million more than the estimated out
turn for 1960-61. The increase in the proposed expenditure for 
1962-63 would have been much greater but for the action taken by 
the Government to hold back the rate of progress of a number of 
programmes as part of the series of measures taken in July to relieve 
the pressure of internal demand and to increase the long-term 
strength of the economy. Subject to any amendments which might 
be required in consequence of a decision on the importation of 
methane gas, and to any minor amendments which might be found 
necessary before final printing, he invited the Cabinet to agree thai 
the White Paper should be presented to Parliament and published. 

The Cabinet— 
Approved the draft of the White Paper attached to 
C. (61) 151, and invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
to arrange for its presentation to Parliament. 

2. The Cabinet resumed their discussion of a memorandum by 
the Minister of Power (C. (61) 144) about a proposal by the Gas 
Council to import liquefied methane gas from French North Africa. 

The Minister of Power said that he wished to correct a 
statement he had made in the Cabinet's earlier discussion. If it were 
decided not to approve this proposal, he would not be under a formal 
obligation to send to the Gas Council a written statement of his 
reasons for withholding approval. There was, however, no doubt 
that he would be obliged to give his reasons to Parliament. 

In discussion special attention was drawn to the risk of 
depending for supplies of methane on such a politically unstable area 
as Algeria and the Sahara. Although transport costs would be 
greater, it might be preferable to draw supplies from other areas, 
e.g.. Nigeria. The net foreign exchange cost of the project was 
estimated at £4 million a year and might rise further. The Cabinet 
should be fully satisfied of the long-term benefits of the project to 
the national economy before committing themselves to increased 
expenditure on imports at a time when reductions in other oversea 
expenditure were being enforced. The proposal also involved capital 
expenditure of £10 million on tankers ar.ii £19 million on 
installations, and there might be better ways of investing such large 
sums in order to improve the economy. In addition, it was desirable 
that due weight should be given to the advice of the Chairman of the 
National Coal Board, who had asked that a decision should be 
deferred for some months. 

On the other hand, it was argued that against the net foreign 
exchange cost of £4 million a year there would be an annual saving 
of some £7 million on domestic production costs. This could be of 
great importance for some industries. e.g.. steel production. 
Moreover, the estimate of foreign exchange cost assumed that all the 
oil products displaced by methane would be produced from British 
refineries This put the cost in its worst tight. If we had to import 
more refined oil products the additional foreign exchange cost of the 
methane ought to be reckoned at less than £ I million a year. 

(lOON) B 1 



Trade Union 
Elections. 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C C  . (61) 41st 
Conclusions, 
Minute 6.) 

Moreover, the proposal would accord with the Governments general 
policy of encouraging the nationalised industries to improve their 
efficiency and the return on their capital. 

The Prime Minister said that the Government should not lightly 
approve a scheme which would cost foreign exchange at a time when 
they were seeking every economy in Government expenditure 
overseas. He suggested that a small Committee of Ministers under 
the Chairmanship of the Home Secretary should consider the 
arguments for and against the proposal. 

The Cabinet-
Took note that the Prime Minister would arrange for a 
small Committee of Ministers, under the Home Secretary's 
Chairmanship, to give further consideration to the 
arguments for and against the importation of liquefied 
methane gas and to report their conclusions to the Cabinet. 

3. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Minister of Labour (C. (61) 146) reporting the results of his further 
discussions with representatives of the Trades Union Congress on 
the conduct of trade union elections. 

The Minister of Labour said that it was clear, from these further 
discussions, that the trade unions would be strongly opposed to any 
legislation for the regulation of their elections. The Trades Union 
Congress had taken firm action against the Electrical Trades Union, 
and it was possible that the current elections in that union might 
have the effect of breaking the Communist hold over its Executive. 
If so, there might be a good case for leaving the future to the 
vigilance of the trade union movement—especially if the Trades 
Union Congress would give an assurance that they and their 
constituent unions would be more active in future in preventing 
abuses of election procedures. On the other hand, there were strong 
feelings on this subject in the Conservative Party; and, unless The 
Queen\s Speech included some reference to it. a hostile amendment 
might be moved by Government supporters in the Debate on the 
Address. He therefore suggested that some words should be included 
in The Qucen's Speech which would imply that the Government 
would be ready to introduce legislation on this subject in the 
forthcoming session of Parliament if at a later stage this seemed 
expedient. On further reflection, however, he considered that it was 
unnecessary to use so specific a formula as that suggested in 
paragraph 5 of C. (61) 146: it should suffice to say in the Speech 
that "the Government were "considering, in consultation with the 
Trades Union Congress, the problems raised by breaches of trade 
union rules ". 

In discussion it was argued that, in view of the action which 
the Trades Union Congress had taken against the Electrical Trades 
Union, it was now less necessary to contemplate general legislation 
on this subject. It would also be inexpedient to antagonise trade 
union opinion by introducing such legislation, at a time when the 
Government were likely to find themselves at issue with tne trade 
unions over wages policy and other questions of great importance 
to the national economy. In these circumstances it would be 
preferable that no reference to this subject should be included in 
The Queens Speech. 

The C a b i n e t -
Agreed that The Queen's Speech on the Opening of 
Parliament should not include any reference to the conduct 
of triide union elections 



The Queca's 
Speech on the 
Prorogation 
of Parliament. 
(Previous 
Reference: 
CC. (61) 52nd 
Conclusions, 
Minute 8.) 

Cabinet
9th

4. The Cabinet had before them a note by the Home Secretary 
(C. (61) 148) covering a draft of The Queen's Speech on the 
Prorogation of Parliament. 

The Home Secretary said that the draft had been prepared by 
the Committee on The Queen's Speeches in consultation with the 
Departmental Ministers concerned. It was a little longer than the 
Prorogation Speech of 1960. 

In discussion it was suggested that the list of visits from Heads 
of States during the past year should be re-examined to ensure that 
none had been overlooked. Various amendments of wording were 
also approved. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Home Secretary to put before the Prime Minister 
for submission to The Queen a revised draft of the 
Prorogation Speech taking account of the amendments 
approved in the Cabinefs discussion. 

Office, S.W. 1, 
October. 1961. 
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CABINET 

CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at Admiralty House, S.W.1, 
on Tuesday, 10th October, 1961, at 1130 a.m. 

Present: 

The Right Hon. HAROLD MACMILLAN, M.P., Prime Minister 
The Right Hon. R. A. BUTLER, M.P., The Right Hon. VISCOUNT KILMUIR, 

Secretary of State for the Home Lord Chancellor 
Department 

The Right Hon. The EARL OF HOME, The Right Hon. VISCOUNT HAILSHAM, 
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs Q.C., Lord President of the Council 

and Minister for Science 
The Right Hon. JOHN MACLAY, M.P., The Right Hon. DUNCAN SANDYS, M.P., 

Secretary of State for Scotland Secretary of State for Commonwealth 
Relations 

The Right Hon. IAIN MACLEOD, M.P., i The Right Hon. HAROLD WATKINSON, 
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster I M.P., Minister of Defence 

The Right Hon. Sir DAVID ECCLES, M.P., j The Right Hon. PETER THORNEYCROFT, 
Minister of Education M.P., Minister of Aviation 

The Right Hon. LORD MILLS, Minister The Right Hon. REGINALD MAUDLING, 
without Portfolio M.P., Secretary of State for the 

Colonies 
The Right Hon. JOHN HARE, M.P., The Right Hon. ERNEST MARPLES, M.P., 

Minister of Labour Minister of Transport 

The following were also present: 
The Right Hon. Sir REGINALD ' The Right Hon. MARTIN REDMAYNE. 

MANNINGIIAM-BULLER, Q.C., M.P. . M . P . . Parliamentary Secretary. 
Attorney-General (Item 3) Treasury 

Sir EDWARD BOYLE, M . P . , Financial 
Secretary. Treasury (Items 3-7.) 

Secretariat: 

The Right Hon. Sir NORMAN BROOK 
Mr. J. H. WADDELL 
Mr. A. M. MACKINTOSH 
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Foreign Affairs 
Syria 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 53rd 
Conclusions. 
Minute 3) 

Laos 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 53rd 
Conclusions. 
Minute 2) 

Congo 
Republic 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 52nd 
Conclusions. 
Minute 2) 

United 
Nations 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 51st 
Conclusions, 
Minute 2) 

Berlin 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 53rd 
Conclusions, 
Minute 4) 

United Nations
(Previous
Reference:
C.C. (6 t )5 l s t
Conclusions.
Minute 2)
Colonialism

1. The Foreign Secretary said that it was now evident that 
President Nasser would not seek forcefully to prevent the secession 
of Syria from the United Arab Republic. He had indicated that he 
would not-oppose the admission of Syria, as a separate State, to the 
Arab League or the United Nations. There was therefore no reason 
to delay any longer our formal recognition of the separate Government 
of Syria. He proposed to arrange that we should act simultaneously 
with some Allied Governments in according this recognition. 

Good progress had been made at the meeting of the three Laotian 
Princes, and agreement had finally been reached that Prince Souvanna 
Phouma should be the Prime Minister of a united Laotian 
Government. This solution had not at first been welcomed by the 
King of Laos, but there was some reason to hope that he would be 
persuaded to accept it. 

Mr. Tshombe, the Prime Minister of the provincial government 
of Katanga, had now sent a message to Mr. Adoula, the Prime 
Minister of the Central Congo Government, indicating his readiness 
to send a delegation to undertake negotiations in Leopoldville. 
Mr. Adoula was understood to have responded favourably to this 
approach. Mr. Tshombe might even be willing to go to Leopoldville 
himself, if he could obtain satisfactory assurances about his personal 
safety. These developments were promising. 

Soviet opposition now seemed to be hardening against the 
appointment of a single Secretary-General of the United Nations in 
succession to Mr. Hammarskjold. The Soviet Government seemed 
likely to revive their proposal for placing the Secretariat under the 
control of three individuals drawn, respectively, from the Communist, 
Western and neutral countries. It might therefore be necessary to 
continue for a further period the temporary arrangement by which a 
number of Deputy Secretaries took charge of the Secretariat. 

President Kennedy and the United States Secretary of State, 
Mr. Rusk, had held in Washington some further discussions on Berlin 
with the Soviet Foreign Minister, Mr. Gromyko. As a result it had 
been agreed that there should be a further bilateral exchange of views 
on this problem, between the United States and the Soviet Union, 
before any attempt was made to convene a wider meeting; and these 
conversations would be held in the near future in Moscow. It was 
desirable that, before they began, the United States Ambassador in 
Moscow should be aware of the latest views held by the Governments 
of the United Kingdom, France and Western Germany on the main 
points at issue, and it was proposed that a meeting of senior officials 
of the four Governments should be held for this purpose in the course 
of the next few days. 

The Foreign Secretary said that he would circulate, for the 
information of the Cabinet, a memorandum summarising the course 
of the latest discussions on Berlin. 

 2. The Prime Minister said that he had considered with the 
 Ministers directly concerned whether we could safely support a 
 resolution which the Nigerian Government were proposing to bring 

 forward at the General Assembly of the United Nations declaring 
 (hat all dependent territories in Africa should become independent by 

 !970. It was inevitable that some resolution hostile to Colonialism 
 should be moved at the General Assembly, and it might therefore be 

to our advantage to encourage the Nigerians to take this moderate 
initiative. The terms of their resolution were broadly acceptable to 
us and we should be able to vote for it if it remained in its present 

SECKF.T 




Commonwealth 
Immigrants 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C C . (61) 29th 
Conclusions. 
Minute 7) 

form and, in particular, was not extended beyond Africa or advanced 
in time to a date earlier than 1970. It would, however, be necessary 
for our representative to make it clear, when speaking on the 
resolution, that we endorsed it as a general aim but were not 
committed to any particular form of independence (e.g., federalism 
must not be excluded) and might have to take account of special 
circumstances affecting the timing of independence for individual 
territories—the High Commission Territories, for instance, might not 
be ready for independence by 1970. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Foreign Secretary to authorise the United 
Kingdom representative at the United Nations to assure the 
Nigerian representative that we should be prepared in 
principle to support the resolution on Colonialism in Africa 
which he was thinking of moving in the General Assembly 
so long as it remained in its present form. 

3. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Home 
Secretary (C. (61) 153) recommending the introduction of legislation 
to control immigration into the United Kingdom from other parts of 
the Commonwealth. A draft Bill was annexed to the memorandum. 

The Home Secretary said that the Commonwealth Migrants 
Committee had given long and careful consideration to this problem, 
in the light of the increasing flow of coloured Commonwealth 
immigrants into this country, and had come reluctantly to the 
conclusion that powers must now be taken to control this movement. 
The figures had risen from 21,000 in 1959 to nearly 58,000 in 1960; 
the latest monthly figure, for August of this year, was the highest on 
record at nearly 16,000, and the estimated total for 1961 was well over 
100,000. This trend had already given rise to serious problems, 
particularly in connexion with housing, and it was evident that the 
country could not assimilate coloured immigrants on the present scale. 
There was growing public anxiety about the position and mounting 
pressure from Government supporters for some measure of control. 
The Commonwealth Migrants Committee recommended a form of 
control related to employment. Coloured immigrants having jobs to 
go to or qualifications likely to be useful in this country would be 
freely admi t t ed -a s would students, visitors and persons able to 
support themselves without taking employment. Others would, 
however, be subject to a numerical quota which would be determined 
by the Government and varied from time to time according to the 
country's need of manpower. This method of control would not result 
in a dramatic reduction of the flow of coloured immigrants and it 
would not therefore satisfy all critics of the present situation, but it 
would make it possible to bring the situation under control. The Bill 
itself applied to all Commonwealth citizens, irrespective of colour; but 
it would be evident in its operation that the control was being applied 
in practice only to coloured people. The Legislation Committee had 
considered whether it would be preferable to proceed by an enabling 
Bill leaving the detailed provisions to be enacted by Order in Council; 
but they had concluded that, in view of the controversial nature of the 
subject, this would only serve to increase the Parliamentary difficulties. 
They therefore recommended that legislation should be introduced 
in the form of the draft Bill annexed to the Home Secretary^ 
memorandum 

In discussion the following points were made 
(f/l The Bill would provoke some criticism from other 

Commonwealth countries, but this was preferable to the continuing 



CC. 55 (61) 

risk of ill-feeling over incidents in this country involving coloured 
Commonwealth immigrants. The Premier of Jamaica had already 
been told in confidence that the Government were contemplating the 
introduction of this control and had received the news without 
surprise. It would be desirable that all other Commonwealth 
Governments should be given advance warning that this control was 
likely to be introduced. 

(b) The variable quota for immigrants without special skills and 
with no specific employment in view would expose the Government to 
constant pressure to increase or decrease the numbers to be admitted. 
This provision was, however, inevitable if the flow was to be adjusted 
to meet the needs of the national economy. 

(c) The Bill would empower a court to recommend the 
deportation of a Commonwealth citizen who had lived in this country 
for less than five years, did not belong to this country by birth, descent 
or naturalisation and had been convicted of an offence carrying 
liability to imprisonment. The Legislation Committee had suggested 
that this provision might be extended to enable a court to recommend 
the deportation of a Commonwealth immigrant even if he had lived 
in this country for more than five years. It was however arguable 
that, if the power of the courts were not limited by reference to any 
particular period of residence, too wide a discretion would be left to 
the Home Secretary. Further thought should be given to this point. 

UD A resolution on this subject was to be debated at the 
Conservative Party Conference on the following day. The Home 
Secretary, in speaking on this resolution, could indicate that the 
Government were concerned at the situation and might well find it 
necessary to take steps to control it. He would however avoid 
implying that the Government had already decided to introduce 
legislation on this subject—so as to avoid anticipating The Queen's 
Speech and also to give the Commonwealth Secretary an opportunity 
to advise other Commonwealth Governments that this control might 
have to be imposed. 

The Cabinet— 
(I) Agreed	 that legislation should be introduced in the forth

coming session of Parliament, on the lines proposed in 
C. (61)153, to control immigration into the United 
Kingdom from other parts of the Commonwealth. 

(2) Invited	 the Home Secretary to consider further, in 
consultation with the Lord Chancellor and the Attorney-
General, whether this legislation should empower the 
courts to recommend the deportation of Commonwealth 
citizens who had lived for more than five years in the 
United Kingdom. 

(3) Authorised	 the Commonwealth Secretary to warn other 
Commonwealth Governments that the United Kingdom 
Government were likely to find it necessary to take steps 
to control immigration into this country from other parts 
of the Commonwealth. 

Chana 4 The Cabinet had before them a note by the Commonwealth 
(Previous Secretary (C. (61) 157) covering the text of a joint statement issued 
Reference: t the end of his recent talks with President Nkrumah. a 

C C . i(.H 52nd 
Conclusions. 
Minute ft) The Commonwealth Secretory informed the Cabinet of the 
Relations with impressions which, he had formed from these talks. He believed that 
the United they had removed some of ihe misunderstandings which had arisen. 
K i n g d o m and he had been glad to be able to persuade President Nkrnmah to 



put publicly on record a more generous appreciation of the Colonial 
policy of the United Kingdom Government. It was however to be 
expected that leading members of the Ghana Government would 
continue to make public statements which were irresponsible or 
embarrassing to the United Kingdom Government, though he hoped 
to be able to reduce this embarrassment by closer and more frequent 
consultation. 

The Oueen's * The Commonwealth Secretary said that, in view of the unsettled 
V i s i t political conditions in Ghana, he had considered whether it would be 

right to advise The Queen to cancel her projected visit to that country. 
He had no doubt that The Queen would be accorded an enthusiastic 
public welcome in Ghana. A visit by the Head of the Commonwealth 
would strengthen the ties between the people of Ghana and the other 
peoples of the Commonwealth. It could not properly be construed 
as an endorsement of the policies of President Nkrumah. On the 
other hand, if it could be said that The Queen had cancelled her visit 
on account of increased political opposition to the present Government 
of Ghana, this would be regarded as an intervention in Ghana's 
domestic affairs and the relations between the United Kingdom and 
Ghana would be seriously prejudiced. These effects would be 
increased if The Queen carried out the rest of her projected tour in 
West Africa, without visiting Ghana; and, if she decided not to go to 
Ghana, it would be preferable that she should cancel the whole of 
the West African tour. Thus the balance of the political considerations 
lay against making any modification of the projected tour. 

The issue therefore turned on the assessment of the risk to The 
Queen's personal safety which her stay in Ghana would entail. He 
had made very careful enquiries into this during his recent visit to 
Accra. He had gone into it in detail, not only with the High 
Commissioner and his staff, but with the head of the Special Branch 

X of the Police and with leading British residents in official and business 
\ circles. All those whom he had consulted were satisfied that The 

\  . Queen would not be exposed to any increased risk because of recent 
political developments in Ghana. Some degree of risk was inseparable 
from Royal visits of this kind, but there was no reason to believe that 
this would be any greater in Ghana than in other countries which 
Her Majesty had already visited. 

In discussion there was general agreement that the balance of 
political advantage lay in favour of advising Her Majesty that her 
West African tour should be carried through as planned. The Cabinet 
were conscious of the heavy responsibility which they bore in respect 
of The Queen's personal safety. There was, however, no reason to 
apprehend that any violence would be directed against The Queen 
herself: the risk arose rather from the fact that President Nkrumah's 
political opponents might have, during The Queen's visit, opportunities 
for violence against him which would not ordinarily be available to 
them. This risk could, however, be reduced if the number of occasions 
on which President Nkrumah travelled in the same car as Her Majesty 
were limited. 

The Cabinet's conclusion was that, while additional precautions 
should be taken to ensure The Queen's safety during her visit to 
Ghana, there were at present no sufficient grounds for advising 
her to cancel that visit. 

The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note that the Prime Minister would advise Her	 Majesty 

in the sense of the conclusion recorded above. 
(2) Agreed	 that this question should be reviewed again nearer 

the date of The Queen's departure in the light of further 
developments in the local situation. 
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 5. The Commonwealth Secretary said that the Prime Minister 
 of Malaya, Tunku Abdul Rahman, was increasingly concerned about 
 the situation in Singapore, where the Government were losing ground 

 to their Communist opponents and now had a majority of only one 
j  the Legislative Assembly. In order to stabilise the position the n

 Tunku was anxious to secure a merger of Singapore with the 
 Federation while there was still a Government in Singapore with 

 which he could co-operate, but he would be unwilling to contemplate 
such a merger unless it could include the British Borneo territories 
whose non-Chinese populations would help to maintain the racial 
balance against the Chinese population of Singapore. He was now 
pressing for our immediate agreement to the inclusion of the Borneo 
territories in such a " Greater Malaysia ". Earlier this year he had 
suggested that he should come to London to discuss this project, and 
he now seemed ready to make such a visit in the near future. 

In discussion it was recognised that the defence interests of the 
United Kingdom in this area might, on balance, be better served by 
promoting the creation of a Greater Malaysia on the lines now 
envisaged than by leaving Singapore to claim independence as a 
separate unit. 

The Cabinet— 
Agreed that it was desirable that the Prime Minister of 
Malaya should visit London in the near future to discuss the 
project for a Greater Malaysia. 

6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Minister 
of Transport (C. (61) 139) proposing that in the forthcoming 
reorganisation of British Railways the hotels owned by the British 
Transport Commission should be made the responsibility of a 
company owned by the British Railways Board. 

The Minister of Transport said that, in the White Paper 
(Cmnd. 1248) on the Reorganisation of Nationalised Transport 
Undertakings, it had been stated that the British Transport hotels 
would be incorporated as a company under the Companies Act and 
placed under the control of the Holding Company. An independent 
structure of this kind would, it had been thought, increase the 
commercial freedom of the hotels and remove them from the over
riding influence of railway requirements and would also allow the 
British Railways Board to concentrate on running the railways. Such 
a structure would be welcomed by many of the Governments 
supporters and the proposal in the White Paper had been accepted at 
the outset by Dr. Beeching, the Chairman of the British Transport 
Commission. On further reflection, however. Dr. Beeching had come 
to the view that the hotels should be controlled by the British Railways 
Board. If they were under separate control there would be difficult 
problems where hotels were physically part of railway stations. 
Separate organisation, moreover, would make it impossible to retain 
the financial advantages (estimated at £25O.00Q a year) of central 
buying and common maintenance arrangements. 

The Minister said that on balance he was inclined to accept 
Dr. Beeching's advice on these points. So long as the hotels were run 
as a separate company, ownership of the company by the Railways 
Board would not prevent them from being operated efficiently and 
he did not think that this need distract the Railways Board from their 
main task of running the railways. To put the hotels within the 
control of the Railways Board would, moreover, enable him to concede 
a point to the trade unions, who were most anxious to ensure that the 
staff employed in hotels could continue to be covered by the established 
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machinery for wages, pensions and superannuation applying to 
railway staff. 

In discussion there was general agreement that Dr. Beeching's 
advice should be accepted. It would be important, however, to ensure 
that the British Railways Board did not in time become unduly pre
occupied with their hotel interests. The legislation to be introduced 
in the coming session should prevent the company from developing 
new hotels save where these were required for railway passengers and 
should empower the Minister to secure the discontinuance of any 
particular activity by the Hotels Company. It should also be clearly 
established that the Company would be expected to dispose of the 
free-standing hotels if good offers were made. With these points in 
mind it would be necessary to scrutinise carefully the Memorandum 
and Articles of Association of the Hotels Company. 

The Cabinet— 
Approved the proposal in C. (61) 139 that provision should 
be made for the British Transport Commission^ hotels to be 
run by a company owned and controlled by the British 
Railways Board. 

7. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Foreign 
Secretary (C. (61)156) proposing that the United Kingdom 
Government should ratify the European Social Charter, the text of 
which was annexed. 

The Cabinet were informed that this Charter, which had been 
prepared by the Council of Europe, was largely concerned with labour 
matters but also contained provisions on health, social security and 
social welfare. It brought together in one document a statement of 
rights and principles which were for the most part already recognised, 
in the European Convention on Human Rights or otherwise, by the 
member countries of the Council of Europe. The Charter would thus 
become a manifestation of the social rights and standards common to 
Western Europe. 

The Government Departments concerned, including those in 
Northern Ireland, had been consulted in the drafting stages and had 
examined the final text. The declaration of aims in Part I of the 
Charter could be accepted without difficulty; and. although one or 
two of the specific articles in Part II were drafted in terms stronger 
than might have been wished, a large majority of them could be 
accepted. The United Kingdom would be in a position to comply 
with the requirements for ratification of the Charter. He suggested 
that it should be signed on behalf of the United Kingdom at a 
ceremony which had been arranged for 18th October and that it 
should be ratified in due course. The undertakings given would 
apply to British subjects in the United Kingdom and to nationals of 
other Contracting Parties lawfully resident in this countrv. 

The Cabinet 
Approved the proposal in C. (61) 156 that the Europe.in 
Social Charter should be signed and in due course ratified 
on behalf of the United Kingdom. 
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1. The Foreign Secretary said that the French Government had 
declined to participate in the meeting of senior officials of the four 
Western Governments which was to have been held in preparation 
for the conversations which the United States Ambassador to the 
Soviet Union was to hold in Moscow with the Soviet Foreign Minister. 
This was a discouraging development, since it seemed to imply that 
General de Gaulle was not in favour of seeking a negotiated 
settlement. President Kennedy had delayed his Ambassadors return 
to Moscow, evidently in the hope that he might be able to persuade 
General de Gaulle to acquiesce in the procedure favoured by the other 
Western Powers for finding a basis for negotiation. Meanwhile, the 
Foreign Secretary thought it would be necessary to assure Parliament 
in the forthcoming debates that it was the view of the United Kingdom 
Government that the search for such a basis, which was begun in the 
discussions held with the Soviet Foreign Minister in the United States 
and in London, should be continued. He had obtained authority to 
add that this was also the view of the United States Government. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Foreign Secretary. 

2. The Cabinet had before them a note by the Lord Privy Seal 
(C. (61) 162) covering a summary of his opening speech at the meeting 
with representatives of the European Economic Communitv in Paris 
on 10th October. 

The Lord Privy Seal said that the response to his speech had been 
reasonably favourable. The representatives of the Community had, 
however, been impressed by the complexity of the Commonwealth 
issues which were involved, and by our commitment to take account 
of the needs of our partners in the European Free Trade Association. 
The members of the Community had now to co-ordinate their reply 
to the statement, and negotiations would be resumed on 8th November. 

3. The Cabinet had before them a note by the Home Secretary 
(C. (61) 158) covering a draft of The Queen's Speech on the Opening 
of Parliament. 

The Cabinet were informed that it might not be possible to reach 
an early decision on the scope and timing of legislation to provide 
for the taxation of short-term capital gains. Although early 
legislation would strengthen the Government s economic policy, it 
could not be assumed that a Bill would be ready for Second Reading 
before Christmas; and in that event it might be preferable to include 
the necessary provisions in the Finance Rill. In these circumstances 
it would be preferable that no reference to separate legislation on this 
subject should be included in The Queerfs Speech. 

It was also suggested that reference to the Weights and Measures 
Bill should be omitted. It was agreed that this would be regarded as 
an indication that the Government had decided not to proceed with 
this measure, which was already fully prepared and had a wide appeal 
in the country, especially for local authorities and for consumers' 
organisations. On the other hand, the legislative programme for the 
coming Session was already heavy; and although, if it became evident 
that time could be found, the Bill could be introduced without delay, it 
would be preferable to avoid a definite commitment to introduce it. 
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The Cabinefs view was that, on balance, it would be better to make 
no reference to this Bill in the Speech but to make it clear in the Debate 
on the Address that this omission did not imply that the Bill had been 
abandoned. 

In further discussion various amendments of drafting were 
suggested and approved. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note that the Prime Minister would submit for the 
approval of The Queen a draft of the Speech on the Opening 
of Parliament, revised on the lines agreed in their discussion. 

4. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Minister 
of Defence and the Secretary of State for War (C. (61) 160) on the 
manning of the Army. 

The Minister of Defence said that, although there had recently 
been some improvement in recruitment, it was by no means certain 
that a regular Army of 165,000 would be achieved by January 1963. 
Even with an Army of 165,000, there would be serious shortages in 
some of the administrative corps, such as doctors, medical orderlies, 
signal operators and drivers, and the Army as a whole would not be 
a fully effective fighting force. Moreover, the decision to rely on a 
voluntary Army from 1963 had been taken on the assumption that 
our commitments would diminish and that the number of units 
overseas could be reduced. This assumption had not been realised. 
We were under pressure from our allies in the North Atlantic Alliance 
to increase the strength of the British Army of the Rhine (B.A.O.R.); 
and, while our long-term aim should be to reduce it to a four brigade
group basis (40,000 men), we would be obliged to maintain it at least 
at the present strength of 51,000 men so long as the present crisis over 
Berlin continued. On present prospects a deficiency in B.A.O.R. of 
11,000-15.000 would begin to be revealed in April 1962 when the last 
batches of National Servicemen would leave. 

Various measures to fill this prospective gap had been examined. 
The best course would be to take power to retain for an extra period 
of six months those National Servicemen whose two-year period of 
full-time service would come to an end during the period April-
October 1%2. and to recall for service those National Servicemen who 
had completed their full-time service but were still liable for 31 years 
part-time service. It was virtually certain that the power to retain 
serving National Servicemen would have to be used, but a decision 
to recall National Servicemen liable for part-time service could be 
taken in the light of circumstances obtaining in the latter part of 1962. 

To enable the reserve forces which could at present be called up 
without a Proclamation to be used in a period of continuing tension, 
and to enable other reserves to be used without the need for a 
Proclamation, it was desirable to undertake a complete reappraisal 
of our reserve requirements and the organisation best designed to meet 
them. This, however, would take some time and would require 
complex legislation, and in the meantime there would be advantage 
in taking power to create a reserve of men willing to be called up for 
a limited period in time of tension to strengthen the regular Army. 
This might be done by revising the conditions of service of the Army 
Emergency Reserve Class I. throwing it open to all arms instead of 
confining it to specialised administrative units, and raising its present 
ceiling. To secure volunteers on this basis it would be necessary to 
increase the present bounty substantially. 

The Secretary of State for War said that, even if the current review 
of defence commitments and expenditure enabled reductions to be 
made in our forces overseas, the redeployment could not be carried 
through in time to avoid the shortage in B.A.O.R. in 1962. Legislative 



powers to obtain temporary additions to Army manpower were 
therefore essential. It should be recognised that the response to an 
appeal for volunteer Reservists willing to be called up in a time of 
tension, as distinct from imminent war, was bound to be uncertain; 
but it would be useful to make a start in this way with the task of 
reorganising the reserves. 

The Foreign Secretary said that it did not seem likely that our 
commitments overseas could be substantially reduced during the next 
two years. Even if the Berlin situation were to improve, it would be 
necessary to consider carefully whether it was in our true interests to 
secure a large reduction in our land forces in Europe, having regard 
to the future strength of West German forces. In the longer term the 
prospect that serious shortages, particularly in certain administrative 
sections, would persist in our forces overseas gave cause for anxiety. 
Nevertheless he agreed that it would be inexpedient at this stage to 
contemplate the reintroduction of National Service, since this would 
prejudice any chance of securing regular forces of an adequate size. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer agreed that, despite the 
additional expenditure involved, it was necessary to take power to 
retain serving National Servicemen and to recall part-time National 
Servicemen in order to provide temporary additions to Army man
power. The proposal to keep B.A.O.R. up to a strength of 51,000 
after April 1962, could only be accepted however, on the assumption 
that some financial contribution towards our oversea expenditure 
would be provided by our allies. 

Discussion showed that the Cabinet agreed that the policy of 
relying on regular forces should be maintained, and that it would be 
inexpedient to reintroduce National Service unless voluntary 
recruitment had clearly failed. We could not, however, expect to 
recruit regular forces on a scale sufficient to meet all our present 
commitments; and. if the reintroduction of National Service was to 
be avoided, some reduction would have to be made in these 
commitments. In view of the uncertain situation in South-East Asia 
and the need to retain substantial forces in the Arabian Peninsula, it 
would be difficult to meet our commitments with regular forces unless 
some reduction could be achieved in B.A.O.R. Our aim should 
therefore be to reduce B.A.O.R. to a four brigade-group basis as soon 
as possible in view of the Berlin situation; and we should seek to 
persuade our Allies that this reduction would be more than offset by 
earmarking for the North Atlantic Alliance forces which would be 
stationed in the United Kingdom. 

The Cabinet also agreed that, to provide temporary additions to 
Army manpower, legislation should be introduced as soon as possible 
to give permissive power to prolong by six months the full-time service 
of National Servicemen due for release between April and October 
1962, and to recall part-time National Servicemen for further full-time 
service outside the United Kingdom for up to six months. These 
powers could be justified by reference to the critical situation in Berlin, 
and to the inevitable difficulties which the maintenance of our present 
commitments was about to involve during the transition to all-regular 
forces. The additions which could then be made to Army manpower 
would incidentally help to provide adequate forces in this country in 
the event of serious industrial disturbances during the coming months. 

As regards the reorganisation of the reserves, it was suggested that 
it was unlikely that there would be a worth-while response to an appeal 
for voluntary reservists willing to be called up in a time of tension. 
On the other hand, it could be argued that the critical situation over 
Berlin was of such a special nature as to justify the experiment of 
creating a voluntary reserve of this kind. If the situation were to 
deteriorate further, however, it might become appropriate to issue a 
Proclamation enabling reserves in general to be called up. 
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The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited	 the Secretary of State for War, in consultation 

with the Minister of Defence and the Minister of Labour, 
to arrange for legislation to be prepared to give permissive 
power to prolong by six months the full-time service of 
National Servicemen due for release between April and 
October 1962, and to recall part-time National Servicemen 
for further full-time service outside the United Kingdom 
for up to six months. 

(2) Invited	 the Minister of Defence, in consultation with the 
Secretary of State for War, to submit to the Prime Minister 
for inclusion in The Queen's Speech on the Opening of 
Parliament a form of words foreshadowing the legislation 
mentioned in Conclusion (1) above. 

(3) Invited the Minister of Defence and the Secretary of State for 
War to give further consideration to the question of 
including in this legislation powers to create a voluntary 
reserve to be called up in a time of tension. 

5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Minister 
of Transport (C. (61) 161) reporting that the Cunard Company had 
decided to announce that commercial prospects no longer justified 
them in proceeding with a replacement for the Queen Mary. 

The Minister oj Transport said that since his memorandum had 
been written he had learned from the Chairman of the Cunard 
Company that the Company now wished to announce, not that they 
were abandoning the project for a replacement ship, but that they 
were postponing it for the time being. The Company's reasons for 
wishing to defer a final decision were principally that, while recent 
operating conditions had been so bad that they could hardly justify 
to their shareholders a decision to go ahead, there was some prospect 
of improvement in conditions; and that from the information obtained 
from tenders and otherwise they thought that, given more time, they 
could design a substantially better ship than the one hitherto envisaged. 
The Chairman had said that he hoped it would be possible to hold 
open the question of the proposed financial assistance pending a final 
decision. 

The terms of the Company's announcement, which was to be 
made on 19th October, and drafts of possible statements to be made 
on behalf of the Government were circulated to the Cabinet. 

In discussion it was agreed that there would be no advantage in 
seeking to influence the terms of the announcement to be made by 
the Company. As regards the statement to be made on behalf of the 
Government, it was agreed that, in view of the explanations given in 
Parliament when the North Atlantic Shipping Act. 1961, was under 
consideration, it would be wrong to concede now that Government 
assistance would be made available for a different proposition. The 
right course would be to make it clear that, as the Company were not 
at present proceeding with their original proposal, the Government 
could no longer be committed to provide financial assistance, but must 
reserve their right to consider afresh any proposals which the 
Company might put forward at a later date. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Minister of Transport, in consultation with the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Chancellor of the 
Duchy of Lancaster, to give further consideration in the light 
of their discussion to the terms of the Governmenfs 
statement about the Cunard Company's postponement of a 
decision to order a replacement for the Qwen Mary. 



£dotation 6. The Minister of Education said that he had held a series of 
Teachers' meetings, first with representatives of the teachers, then with 
Salaries representatives of the local education authorities and, finally, with 
(Previous representatives of the two interests together, about the Governments 
Reference: proposal to introduce legislation to alter the system for fixing teachers' 
C C  . (61) 49th salaries. At the outset the representatives of the National Union of 
Conclusions. Teachers (N.U.T.) had declared their intention to withdraw teachers 
Minute 7)  f h hools for a single day, and hold a public demonstration, r o m  t e s c  

on 23rd October, and to withhold, with effect from 1st November, 
their services in the supervision of schools at lunch-time. The 
representatives of the local authorities had been disturbed at the 
consequences of the latter proposal, since it might prove necessary to 
close the schools altogether at mid-day, and they had brought all 
possible influence to bear on the teachers to get them to abandon this 
course. At the joint meeting the local authorities had proposed that 
the teachers should call off their proposed strike action, should accept 
the £42 millions increase in salaries offered by the Minister and should 
take part in a new negotiation of salaries in July 1962, which would 
come into effect at the end of March 1963. Although the Minister 
had made it clear that he could not associate himself with a promise 
of new negotiations in 1962, the N.U.T. representatives had agreed 
to propose to their Executive at a meeting the following day that the 
£42 millions should be accepted and the strike action called off. They 
had it in mind, as had the local authorities' representatives, that the 
introduction of legislation might be postponed until after Christmas, 
when the progress of negotiations on other salaries in local 
government service could be assessed. If the N.U.T. Executive 
approved the recommendations which were to be put to them, there 
would be an immediate meeting of the Burnham Committee at which 
the £42 millions would be accepted. The N.U.T. would then have to 
summon a delegate conference at which they would seek to rescind 
the instruction to strike on 23rd October and to withdraw from meals 
service on 1st November. 

It seemed clear that a growing number of teachers would welcome 
the abandonment of the strike threat by their leaders. He thought 
that in this improving atmosphere there would be nothing to be lost 
by postponing the introduction of legislation until immediately after 
Christmas—though it could not, of course, be postponed much longer. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement bv the Minister of Education. 

Eusion 7. The Minister of Transport recalled that the Home Affairs 
Station Committee, at their meeting on 30th June, had decided that in the 
Doric Arch forthcoming reconstruction of Euston Station it would be unnecessary 

to preserve the Doric Arch. The cost of removing and le-erecting 
it elsewhere-had then been estimated at £il)0.000. Though this 
decision had been announced early in July, it had not occasioned any 
public protest until late in September, when the scaffolding for the 
removal of the Arch began to be erected. The Royal Fine Art 
Commission had then pronounced against the decision; a scheme for 
removing it on rollers at a cost of only £90,000 had been put forward; 
and an attempt was being made to raise a fund for this purpose from 
private sources. The Minister said that he was doubtful whether this 
sum would be raised; nor was he satisfied that it would be technically 
feasible to remove the Arch by this means for re-erection elsewhere. 
Meanwhile, the contract for the work at Euston Station had been let 
and the British Transport Commission would suffer inconvenience 
and financial loss if the removal of the Arch were delaved. 



The Minister of Works said that the Arch was of some historical 
interest and should not perhaps be destroyed if it could be preserved 
without expense to public funds. 

In discussion there was some support for the view that the 
Government should not prevent the preservation of the Arch if those 
concerned to preserve it were willing to raise the money for its 
removal and re-erection elsewhere. On the other hand it was 
recognised that, if the Government indicated any readiness to modify 
their earlier decision, there would be a substantial delay before a 
practical plan was devised for re-erecting the Arch on another site 
by public subscription. Indeed, it was likely that the Exchequer 
would be called upon to defray some part, at any rate, of the cost. 
It was the general feeling of the Cabinet that such advantages as there 
might be in allowing the Arch to be preserved would be outweighed 
by the consequent delay, and increased cost, of the reconstruction of 
Euston Station. 

The Cabinet— 
Confirmed the decision that the Doric Arch at Euston Station 
should be demolished. 

Cabinet Office. S.W. 1, 
17th October, 1961. 
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Education 1. The Minister of Education said that, at a meeting of the 
Teachers' Burnham Committee on the previous day, the representatives of the 
Salaries teachers had agreed to accept the £42 million increase in salaries 
(Previous offered by the Government and to rescind their decision to call a 
Reference: one-day strike on 23rd October and the withdrawal of supervision of 
C C . (61) 56th school meals from 1st November. The Minister for his part had 
Conclusions. agreed that, in consideration of this decision, he would not introduce 
Minute 6) before Christmas any legislation to amend the procedure for 

determining teachers' salaries. This would give more scope for 
consultation before legislation was introduced. The teachers had 
made it plain that they would be unwilling to accept any alteration in 
the procedure for negotiating changes in their salaries until they had 
seen, and had had an opportunity of studying, what changes the 
Government proposed to make in the procedures for wage and salary 
negotiation over the whole range of public employment. 

The Cabinet expressed their satisfaction at this outcome of the 
dispute over teachers' salaries. 

The Secretary of State for Scotland said that relations with the 
representatives of Scottish teachers were also showing signs of 
improvement. Arrangements were being made to discuss the causes 
of dissatisfaction, apart from the level of salaries; but the teachers 
seemed to be in no hurry to begin these discussions. Tt was possible 
that they had been waiting upon developments in England and Wales. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of these statements. 

Aircraft 2. The Cabinet had before them memoranda by the Minister 

Industry of Aviation and the Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (61) 150 and 

(Previous 159) on the future of the aircraft industry. 

References: 
 The Minister	 of Aviation said that, in pursuance of the policy 
C C . (60) 44th announced by the Government in February 1960, the principal firms 
Conclusions. had undertaken, at considerable cost and with great dilliculty, aMinute 2 and major reorganisation of the industry. The Government had adopted C C . (59) 64lh 
Conclusions. 	 this policy in order to maintain a substantial aircraft industry in this 
Minute 4) 	 country and had accepted that this would entail the continuance of 

Government assistance for research at an annual level of £25 million 
and for the development and launching of new air-frame and engine 
projects on a scale which would rise to an additional £20 million a 
year. The industry's share in the financing of new projects was, 
however, considerably larger than this contribution from the 
Exchequer. It had been recognised that this reorganisation of the 
industry would involve the closure of some factories and a reduction 
in employment. These consequences were already h^:ng feil. But, 
in addition, there were signs of a run-down of design stalls and other 
key technicians which, if it continued, would undermine the efficiency 
of the industry. This arose from delay in reaching decisions on future 
programmes and projects. If the Governments policy were not 'o 
be frustrated, linn decisions must be taken on the following projects 
without fnrth or clelav: 

(i) We should secure an agreement between British European 
Airways and Sabena for services between London, Paris and Brussels 
with American helicopters powered by British engines. This could 
be done at a cost of not more than £500.000 spread over the next 
five years. It would enable us to gain valuable operational experience, 
to link the helicopter group of the industry with United States 
helicopter interests, to use British-built engines, and to facilitate the 
introduction of the Rouxiyne. At the same time, a production order 
for 12 Rotodynes required for military purposes should he placed. 



and British European Airways should be encouraged to proceed with 
their purchase of this machine. 

(ii) The Trident aircraft should be developed, in order to meet 
a potential export demand. 

(iii) A tactical transport aircraft to replace the Beverley should 
be developed. It might be possible to entrust this task to Short 
Brothers, Ltd., in Belfast. 

(iv) Some flexibility should be allowed between the expenditure 
authorised for research and that authorised for production. 

The prospects of the industry in the longer term would depend 
on collaboration with firms in other countries, particularly in Europe 
and the United States, so that the cost of research and development 
could be shared and our export prospects could be safeguarded. But, 
in order to meet the immediate needs of the industry, the four 
proposals mentioned should be examined at once by officials so that 
decisions could be reached within the next three weeks. 

Discussion showed that the Cabinet were in general agreement 
that the Governmenfs declared policy for the aircraft industry should 
be maintained. The following were the main points raised : 

(a) The figures in C. (61) 159 which purported to show that 
employment in the aircraft industry was increasing were misleading. 
They were not up to date, and they included in some cases persons 
employed by aircraft firms on other work. Employment in the 
industry had declined substantially since June 1961. 

(/;) The support of military projects must be related to the 
essential requirements of a manageable long-term defence plan. The 
Prime Minister would shortly issue a directive giving the assumptions 
on which future defence planning should be based, but some time must 
elapse before definite development and production orders for 
long-term military projects could be placed. 

(c) Military projects should be examined by the established 
machinery for this purpose, including the Defence Research Policy 
Committee; but this need not involve substantial delay. 

((/) Military aircraft should in future be designed to serve a 
number of military roles. In addition, the requirements should 
wherever possible be adjusted to take greater account of the potential 
value of such aircraft for civil purposes. 

(e) While the aircraft industry was certainly among the most 
important of our technologically advanced industries, it was unlikely 
that it could become economically viable, without Government 
assistance, for a very long time. This increased the need to pursue 
any possibility of collaboration with the aircraft industries in other 
countries. Some progress had been made in this respect through the 
negotiation of agreements with Germany for the development of an 
aircraft based on the P-1127. and with France and Germany for the 
development of the RB-162 engine. It remained extremely difficult 
to secure effective collaboration with the United States. 

(/.) The ship-building industry, which did r-H enjoy any subsidy, 
was critical of the Governmenfs policy of assisting the aircraft 
industry. The shipping industry also considered that the air lines 
enjoyed an unfair advantage by reason of their status as nationalised 
undertakings. There were in fact many large projects of technological 
importance for which Government assistance might be justified. The 
problem was to decide which of these, on grounds of technological 
importance and national interest, were most worthy of support. There 
was no machinery for considering the relative technological merits of 
such different projects as radio telescopes, supersonic aircraft and 
nuclear maritime propulsion 

(u) The desirability of providing Government assistance for 
major projects of technological importance had to be considered in 
the context of the need to restrain public expenditure in proportion 
to the prospective growth in the national product. However, the 



immediate problem in the aircraft industry was, not to increase the 
level of Government assistance which had already been authorised, 
but to take decisions to proceed with specific projects. 

The Home Secretary said that, in order to enable decisions to be 
reached as soon as possible on the four projects specified by the 
Minister of Aviation, it would be useful if the Chief Secretary, 
Treasury, could consider these, in consultation with the Minister of 
Defence and the Minister of Aviation, as a matter of urgency. It 
would be helpful if the Chief Secretary, Treasury, were also to 
consider at a later stage the longer term projects to which reference 
was made in the memorandum by the Minister of Aviation. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Took note of C. (61) 150 and 159. 
(2) Invited the	 Chief Secretary, Treasury, in consultation with 

the Minister of Defence and the Minister of Aviation, to 
consider as a matter of urgency the proposals listed in 
paragraphs (i) to (iv) above. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.1, 
19th October, 1961. 
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 1. The Foreign Secretary said that tension in Berlin had 
 increased on the previous day, when East German authorities had 

 sought to prevent American civilians from crossing into East Berlin 
 without passes. Allied troops had made a show of force in protest 

 against this action; but a meeting was to be held that day in Berlin 
 to discuss the situation. The United States authorities believed that 

 it would be resolved, in view of the assurance they had received from 
 the Soviet Foreign Minister that existing procedures in Berlin would 

remain unchanged so long as discussions were proceeding with a view 
to finding a basis for negotiation. 

The Foreign Secretary added that it had been the practice for 
British civilians voluntarily to show passes when crossing into East 
Berlin. 

The Foreign Secretary said that Mr. Tshombe, the Prime Minister 
of the provincial Government of Katanga, had now sent two junior 
officials to Elizabethville. Though this was not a very forthcoming 
approach there were indications that Mr. Adoula, the Prime Minister 
of the Central Congo Government, might be ready to negotiate now, 
because he was becoming apprehensive about the intentions of Mr. 
Gizenga, the Deputy Prime Minister. Steps were therefore being 
taken to ensure that Mr. Tshombe realised that this might be a 
favourable moment for negotiations. 

The Foreign Secretary said that the King of Laos was now 
willing to accept Prince Souvanna Phouma as Prime Minister of a 
united Laotian Government. He was however reluctant to make 
any public declaration to this effect until decisions had been taken 
on the allocation of portfolios in such a Government. 

2. The Prime Minister referred to the widespread public anxiety 
aroused by the recent Russian series of nuclear tests culminating in 
the explosion in the atmosphere of a bomb with a yield of between 
30 and 50 megatons. In the forthcoming Debate on the Address he 
would be expected to define the attitude of the United Kingdom 
towards the resumption of nuclear tests. He was in consultation with 
President Kennedy, and he hoped that it might be possible to reach 
an Anglo-American agreement on the line to be taken publicly on 
this question. His own provisional view was that the Western Powers 
should not stage further nuclear tests in the atmosphere for the 
mere purpose of outbidding the Russians in propaganda terms. They 
should confine themselves to such tests as were strictly necessary, on 
military grounds, to preserve the balance of nuclear deterrence. 
Many of these could be conducted underground. 

Discussion showed that the Cabinet were in agreement with the 
view expressed by the Prime Minister. E\en if it were necessary for 
the Western Powers to make further tests in the atmosphere for 
military purposes, it would be preferable that these should be deferred 
for a time so as to avoid giving any impression that they were being 
made for propaganda purposes. It was understood that the tests 
which the United States authorities might wish to make in the near 
future could be made underground. 

The C a b i n e t -
Took note of the view expressed by the Prime Minister and 
of the points made in discussion. 
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 3. The Secretary of State for War said that, as a result of 
 further consultation with the Minister of Defence, he now proposed 

 to seek power to create within the Territorial Army a special Reserve 
 of volunteers willing to be called up for service in a time of tension 

 without the need for a Proclamation. This Reserve would be open, 
 up to a total of 15,000 men, to National Service volunteers in the 

 Territorial Army or other members of the Territorial Army who had 
 completed at least a year's service. They would be required to accept, 

for periods of one year at a time, a liability to be called up for service 
at home or abroad for a maximum of six months. There would be 
advantage in forming this Reserve within the Territorial Army, which 
had a well-founded training organisation, rather than in the Army 
Emergency Reserve. The Chairman of the Council of Territorial and 
Auxiliary Forces Associations would support the plan. It would 
provide fully trained men who would form an effective reinforcement 
for the British forces in Germany. 

Provision for the creation of this Reserve could be included in 
the forthcoming legislation for the retention of National Servicemen 
in full-time service and for the recall of part-time National Servicemen 
for further full-time servicj. 

The Chief Secretary, Treasury, said that the details of this plan 
should be considered by the Treasury. It seemed likely to involve 
continuing expenditure of about £4 million a year, and this should be 
accommodated within the total already approved for defence 
expenditure as a whole. The Minister of Defence said that he would 
do his best to secure this and hoped it could be done. 

The Cabinet— 
(I) Approved	 in principle the proposal of the Secretary of 

State for War for the creation of a voluntary Reserve 
within the Territorial Army for service in a time of tension. 

(2) Invited the Secretary	 of State for War. in consultation with 
the Minister of Defence, the Chief Secretary, Treasury, 
and the Minister of Labour, to formulate a detailed plan 
for this purpose. 

4. The Cabinet resumed their discussion of a memorandum 
by the Minister of Power (C. (61) 144) about a proposal by the Gas 
Council to import liquefied methane gas from French North Africa. 
They also had before them a memorandum by the Home Secretary 
(C. (61) 165) reporting the conclusions reached by a meeting of 
Ministers which he had been asked to convene to give further 
consideration to this proposal. 

The Home Secretary recalled that in the Cabinets earlier 
discussion particular doubts had been expressed about the cos? of this 
proposal in foreign exchange and about the security of.Algeria as a 
source of supply. It had since been ascertained tint, if liquid methane 
were not imported, i( would probably be necessary to import instead 
petroleum-based gases which would be at least as costly in terms of 
foreign exchange. If the Algerian supplies should be cut o!T. the 
installations in this country could be converted to use petroleum
based gases or. in the longer term, supplies of methane gas from 
Nigeria and other sources. Treasury Ministers had satisfied 
themselves that there was a good case, on economic and financial 
£rounds, for the methane project. Its rejection would be inconsistent 
with the Government's declared policy that the nationalised industries 
should have the greatest possible commercial freedom consistent with 
their other obligations. Private industry could import methane freely 
and it would be wroini to denv this freedom to the Gas Council. 
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particularly when their aim was to secure a substantial reduction in 
costs. 

In discussion it was noted that the Chairman of the National 
Coal Board had seemed to be unaware that this project for importing 
methane gas would not displace the need for a Lurgi plant. It should 
be made clear to him that there would still be room for a large Lurgi 
plant in the Gas Councils programme. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Approved	 the proposal put forward in C. (61) 144 for the 

import of methane gas by the Gas Council. 
(2) Invited the Minister of Power to consult with the Chancellor 

of the Duchy of Lancaster on the form in which this 
decision should be made known to Parliament. 

(3) Took	 note that the Minister of Power would explain to the 
Chairman of the National Coal Board the basis on which 
the decision had been reached. 

5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Minister 
of Power (C. (61) 166) on coal prices. 

The Minister of Power said that the accumulated deficit of the 
National Coal Board was now far greater than their internal reserves 
and there were continuing losses in a number of divisions, which were 
particularly heavy in Scotland, Wales and the North-West of England. 
The Board had therefore proposed to increase coal prices in Scotland 
by an average of nearly 15s. a ton from 1st January, 1962, to increase 
the price of South Wales anthracite and boiler fuel by 30s. a ton (of 
which '0s. would become effective at the beginning of the following 
month and £1 would be added in the course of next year), and to 
increase the price of coal in the North-Western division by 6s. a ton 
from 1st January, 1962. These increases should lead to some 
reduction in demand, which would make it easier to close down 
high-cost pits. The Board were also considering whether other 
selective price increases should be made to eliminate other losses on 
its operations. 

Although the selective price increases proposed were admittedly 
severe, it should be borne in mind that substantial differences in 
prices, both at-the pithead and for delivered coal, already existed. 
The Chairman of the Board was strongly opposed to any general 
increases in coal prices, on the grounds that such an increase would 
impair the confidence of industry in the stability of coal prices and 
encourage more users to turn to oil. and that it would also increase 
the difficulties of the low-cost coalfields in competing with other 
sources of energy. In the light of (he White Paper HI the financial 
and Economic Obligations of the Nationalised Industries (Omul. 
1337) it would be difficult to deny the Board commercial freedom to 
make	 price increases which they thought necessary. 

The Chief Secretary, Treasury, said that urgent action was needed 
to check the increasing losses of the Board. The Scottish division 
was losing 1 1 7 million a year, which meant in effect that the industry 
there was being subsidised at the rate of t-liX) a year for each minor. 
In view of (he existing differences in prices, the Boards proposals did 
not involve am change of principle. The Government had recognised, 
in the While Paper, that nationalised industries nuiot have freedom to 
make upward price adjustments especially where their prices were 
artificiall\ low. Nevertheless he recognised th it the proposed increases 
w e r e severe particularly in respect of Scotland. It might be possible 
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to impose them gradually, and to phase some to a later date—for 
example, an increase in the price of house coal could be introduced 
with less hardship during the summer. The increase proposed in the 
North-Western division would make it clear that Scotland was not 
being singled out for exceptional treatment. 

The Secretary of State for Scotland said that the Board's proposals 
would have most serious social and economic implications for 
Scotland. The present programme of pit closures envisaged the 
reduction in the number of jobs in Scottish coalfields from 69,000 
to 60,000 by 1965, but the price increases now proposed, which would 
make further closures inevitable, would entail a reduction to 40,000 
by that date. The consequences of higher coal prices would be most 
harmful to the Governmenfs policy for encouraging industry to settle 
in Scotland. For instance, it would add about £1^ million a year to 
the cost of Messrs. Colville's new strip mill. Moreover these increases 
would come at a time when Scottish industry was having to bear the 
burden of revaluation and rerating. There would be substantial 
additions to the cost of gas and electricity, and also cement. The 
effect on private householders, including old age pensioners and those 
on national assistance, would be particularly severe. While it was true 
that price differentials already existed, these were based in the main 
on quality differences or on historic grounds; they did not arise from 
differences in the costs of production. The uneconomic prospects of 
the Scottish coal industry arose from the existence of the national 
wage structure. 

In discussion the following points were made: 
(a) The increases in coal prices which the Cabinet had 

authorised in the past had not secured the financial stability of the 
industry. The Cabinet had previously rejected proposals for 
differential prices, on the ground that it was undesirable for a 
nationalised industry to discriminate sharply, in its prices, between 
the different sections of the community. 

(/)) The proper long-term solution lay in the elimination of 
uneconomic high-cost production. This pointed to the need for a 
more extensive programme of closing uneconomic pits. But the 
existing programme was already on a considerable scale; and 
something Tike three-quarters of the Scottish pits would have to be 
closed if Scottish coal production as a whole were to be made 
economic. Moreover, there was a danger that, if demand were not 
reduced, the closure of uneconomic pits would lead to the import 
of coal, which would either be at a high cost because of transport 
charges or would be of disadvantage to the balance of payments. 

(c) A rapid run-down of the coal industry in Scotland would 
mean that much of the heavy social investment that had been made 
in certain areas would be wasted. On the other hand, it would be 
unreasonable to burden the coal industry with the expense of 
maintaining uneconomic production for social reasons. 

id) It was possible to exaggerate the effect which increases in 
coal prices would have on the policy of attracting industry to Scotland. 
There was a good prospect that industries which did not depend on 
coal would settle there. This represented the best hope for the 
industrial future of Scotland. 

(c) There was genera) agreement that the objections of the 
Chairman of the Board to a general price increase were well founded. 
It would be undesirable, especially in view of the promise of greater 
commercial freedom for nationalised industries in the recent White 
Paper, to urge him to change his view on this point. 

if) The possibihu should be considered "hat the Trades Union 
Congress might he persuaded to accent some adjustment in the 
national wage sirucluie so as to improve the economic prospects of 
coal production in Scotland and similar areas. 
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The Prime Minister said that a combination of measures would 
probably be required for the solution of this difficult problem. On 
balance, the Cabinet seemed ready to accept some differentiations 
in coal prices based on variation in costs of production. But the 
proposed increases were exceptionally severe, and should if possible 
be limited or phased, even if this entailed a direct Government 
subsidy specifically attributable to the high cost of production in 
certain regions. It might also be necessary to consider special 
concessions for certain industries, including those which had been 
encouraged to settle in Scotland, for whom the proposed increases 
would have serious industrial effects. 

The C a b i n e t -
Invited the Minister of Power, in the light of the Cabinet's 
discussion, to consider this problem further, in consultation 
with the Secretary of State for Scotland, the Chief Secretary, 
Treasury, the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster and the 
Minister without Portfolio, and to submit revised proposals 
for consideration by the Cabinet. 

6. The Cabinet had before them memoranda by the Minister 
of Pensions and National Insurance (C. (61) 167) and the Minister of 
Labour (C. (61) 170) on a proposal to fix a limit of earnings above 
which family allowances would not be payable in respect of 
apprentices. 

The Minister of Pensions and National Insurance said that for 
the purposes of family allowances an apprentice was defined as a 
person " not in receipt of earnings which provide him, wholly or 
substantially, with a livelihood". The National Insurance 
Commissioner had ruled that a child could be regarded as not 
in receipt of earnings providing him wholly or substantially with a 
livelihood if his earnings were less than, for example, 89s. 6d. a week 
when under 18. The Minister proposed, as an economy measure, 
that provision should be made in the National Insurance Bill to 
specify for this purpose an earnings limit of 40s. This would reduce 
the number of apprentices qualifying for family allowances from 
75,000 to about 20.000 and would result in a saving to the Exchequer 
of a little over £1$ million a year. This proposal would provoke 
controversy in Parliament. It would be represented as contrary to 
the Governments policy of encouraging apprenticeship in skilled 
trades. On the other hand, the decision of the National Insurance 
Commissioner gave rise to serious anomalies in the comparison 
between family allowance arrangements and other arrangements in 
the field of national insurance and national assistance—in particular 
the earnings rule for national insurance purposes which pre uued a 
wife earning more than 4()s. a week from being treated :is a dependent. 
It was plainly not in accordance with the spirit of the original family 
allowances scheme that allowances should be paid to children who 
could make a substantial contribution to the family income; and 
as the amount of the-allowance was not large (8s. a week where the 
apprentice was a member of a two-child family and His. in other 
cases) it was open to doubt whether many prospective apprentices 
would in practice be discouraged from learning skilled trades. 

In discussion attention was drawn to the danger that the proposal 
would affect adversely, not only the tlow of apprentices, but also the 
number of apprenticeships provided, which was a matter of special 
importance in helping to s e c u r e employment l o r the large numbers 
of school-leavers who would be entering industrv in the next few 
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years. Any action which might increase the tendency for young 
people to seek high wages in unskilled employment was socially and 
economically undesirable: apprentices were not, and should not be, 
treated as if they were normal wage-earners. Would it not be better 
either to fix in the Bill an earnings level which would have a less 
drastic effect or to take power to fix the limit by regulation? 

The general view of the Cabinet was that, if any action were to 
be taken on the lines of the proposal, it would be better to fix the 
limit of 40s. in the Bill itself. To adopt any-other level would reduce 
the saving to the Exchequer and would not remove the anomalies. 
Regulations would provide recurring occasions for pressure and 
debate. 

The Chief Secretary, Treasury, said that the proposal ought to 
be considered in the light of the Governments general policy of 
securing reductions in supply expenditure. "If the opportunity was 
not taken of making savings such as this, there would be small 
prospect of attaining the objective of reducing supply expenditure 
by £100 million in 1962-63. The adoption of an earnings limit of 
40s. would do no more than bring family allowance arrangements 
into line with the arrangements for child allowances in income tax 
law. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Approved the proposal in	 C. (61) 167 that provision should 

be made in the National Insurance Bill for a specific 
earnings limit of 40s. for family allowances for apprentices. 

(2) Invited the	 Minister of Pensions and National Insurance, in 
consultation with the Minister of Labour, to arrange for 
the Trades Union Congress to be informed, shortly before 
the introduction of the National Insurance Bill, that it 
would include such a provision. 

7. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Minister 
of Transport (C. (61) 169) about nuclear propulsion for merchant 
ships. 

The Minister of Transport recalled that the Cabinet had already 
decided against the construction of a nuclear-powered ship at the 
present stage. The Chancellor of the Exchequer, in consultation 
with the Minister for Science, had reviewed the civil research and 
development programme of the Atomic Energy Authority and had 
approved the inclusion, within the Authority's programme, of an 
initial programme of some £3 million in respect of marine nuclear 
propulsion. He proposed to make an appropriate announcement in 
Parliament early in the coming session. 

In discussion it was agreed that the announcement should take 
the form of a written answer to a Parliamentary Question and that 
in its wording care should be taken to avoid any implication that the 
Government were committed to the development of a prototype 
vessel. 

The Cabinet 
(I) Endorsed	 the approval given by the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer for an initial programme of some £3 million 
for research on marine nuclear propulsion. 

(2)	 Invited the Minister of Transport to consult the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer and the Chancellor of the Duchy uf 
Lancaster on the terms in which this decision should be 
announced in a written reply to a Parliamentary Question. 



Wages 8. The Chancellor of the Exchequer recalled that the wage 
Policy increases proposed by a number of Wages Councils which could claim 
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Minute 7) making trades. This would be the first occasion on which the Minister 

had confirmed a Wages Council award on a claim in respect of which 
no commitment had been accepted before 25th July. He proposed 
that this increase should be effective from 2nd April, 1962. This 
would support the argument that the recent Orders for increases 
operating from 1st January were special cases in which a prior 
commitment had been accepted. It would also help to avoid any 
impression that the period of the " pause " in wage and salary 
increases was not to last beyond the end of 1961. 

The Cabinet— 
Approved the proposal of the Minister of Labour that the 
wage increase awarded to workers in the sack and bag 
making trades should become effective from 2nd April, 1962. 

Euston 9. The Prime Minister said that, since the Cabinefs discussion 
Station  17th October, he had received an influential deputation, led by 
Doric Arch the President of the Royal Academy, which had urged that the 
(Previous demolition of the Doric Arch at Euston Station should be postponed 
Reference: so that further consideration might be given to the possibility of 

o n

C C . (61) 56th re-erecting it on another site. It was evident that, if the Cabinet 
Conclusions. adhered to their earlier decision to demolish this Arch, they would 
Minute 7) encounter strong criticism from persons interested in the preservation 

of buildings of historical	 or architectural interest. 
Discussion showed that, despite this development, it remained 

the view of the Cabinet that the balance oi public advantage lay on 
the side of proceeding with the demolition of this Arch. 

The	 Cabinet— 
Reaffirmed their earlier decision that the demolition of 
the Doric Arch at Euston Station should not be delayed. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. I, 
26th October, 1961. 
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C.C. 59 (61) 

Parliament 1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in the 
House of Commons in the following week. 

Germany 
Berlin 
(Previous 
References : 
C.C. (61) 56th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 1 and 
C.C. (61) 53rd 
Conclusions, 
Minute 4) 

2. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Foreign 
Secretary (C. (61) 175) describing the stages reached in various aspects 
of Allied planning for possible contingencies in Berlin. 

Allied Access to East Berlin 
The Foreign Secretary said that the latest difficulty had arisen 

from the insistence of the East German police that United States 
officials who were entitled to free access to East Berlin should show 
their documents before entering. British officials with similar rights 
had for some years past been willing, if requested, to indicate that 
they held documents. There was now some prospect that this 
difficulty might be overcome by requiring Russian officials to show 
their documents on entry to West Berlin and at the same time reducing 
to one trie number of points of access open to them. 

In discussion some concern was expressed at the military measures 
taken by the United States authorities in Berlin in response to this 
action by the East German police. This had produced a dangerous 
situation in which Russian tanks faced American tanks in the city 
at very short range. To the extent that it was one of the objects of 
the Allies to demonstrate that the Russians remained responsible for 
East Berlin, this action had been successful, but it was disturbing that 
such a dangerous situation had been allowed to develop over a minor 
point of procedure on which the Allies were not in accord. The 
difficulties arose to some extent from the special powers which were 
being exercised in Berlin by General Clay. 

Access to Berlin 
The Foreign Secretary said that the most important aspects of 

this contingency planning were those for dealing with the closing of 
air or land access to Berlin from Western Germany. Agreement had 
been reached with General Norstad, Supreme Allied Commander, 
Europe, that, if a civil aircraft were subjected to interference by East 
German or Russian fighters, it should return to its starting point and 
a civil aircraft manned by a military crew and escorted by fighters 
would then fly over the same course. If this second aircraft were 
attacked, the fighters would return fire. This procedure would be 
adopted without prior reference to Governments. A similar plan 
must now be made for dealing with interference to our aircraft from 
the ground. General Norstad had proposed that in this case also a, 
second civil plane should be sent out escorted by fighters, which should 
be authorised to attack any ground station which fired on it. 

Discussion showed that the Cabinet were doubtful about the 
expediency of authorising automatic retaliation against ground 
targets. If civil aircraft were attacked with surface-to-air guided 
weapons they would certainly be destroyed and we should be faced 
with war if we intervened to restore the situation by force. Attack 
by anti-aircraft guns on the other hand would clearly be intended 
only as a warning, to which it would be inappropriate to reply, by 
action which would make the West the aggressor. It should be made 
clear to General Norstad that in these circumstances we could not 
agree to fire being opened by Allied aircraft without specific political 
authority. 

The Foreign Secretary said that, if access by the autobahn were 
blocked, General Norstad's plan was to despatch along it a small 
tripartite force equipped with a few vehicles and bulldozers to remove 
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obstacles. Its object would be to compel the East Germans or 
Russians to fire first; it would not itself open fire until attacked and 
then only for the purpose of covering its withdrawal. Its purpose 
would be to provide a demonstration of protest against the denial of 
access and to identify the intentions of the East. It was important 
that Western reaction should be immediate, since it was possible that 
the East Germans might announce that the road was blocked simply 
in order to test our reactions; and it would not be practicable to 
insist on prior political authority before the despatch of the force. 
The operation was being planned and would be controlled by General 
Cassels, Commander-in-Chief, Northern A r m y Group, who could be 
instructed to inform Ministers immediately the need for the operation 
arose. Current plans represented a considerable improvement on 
the earlier conception of operations to be undertaken by a much 
larger force. 

In discussion there was general agreement that this course could 
be approved, provided that the Minister of Defence was satisfied 
about the size and composition of the force. 
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Negotiations with the Soviet Union 
*The Foreign Secretary said that the Governments of the United 

Kingdom and the United States were now agreed on the desirability 
of early negotiations with the Soviet Government on the problem 
of Berlin and on the substance of the aims which should be pursued 
in such negotiations. It was recognised that we should have to be 
prepared, as part of a satisfactory settlement, to accept the 
Oder-Neisse frontier and de facto recognition of the East German 
Government, to agree that West Germany would neither manufacture 
nor be given full control of nuclear weapons, and to support the 
establishment of a substantial United Nations presence in West 
Berlin. We should expect in return Soviet guarantees of allied access 
to West Berlin, which might be recorded in any peace treaty the Soviet 
Government might make with the East German Government. Such 
a treaty should be registered with the Uni ted Nations. The French 
Government were still, however, opposed to the opening of 
negotiations and had declined to be associated with the current 
attempts to find a basis for negotiation. Their view was that, as 
the Soviet Government wished to avoid war, they would restrain the 
East German authorities from taking any action which entailed a 
risk of war, and that it would accordingly be preferable for the West 
to await developments. They believed that negotiations would 
inevitably result in some concessions by the Western Powers and 
they considered that such concessions might be smaller, and would 
be more easily justified to public opinion, if they were made under 
a more immediate threat of war. The position of the West German 
Government would not be clearly defined until a new Government 
had been formed. There was some prospect that the political 
deadlock in Bonn might be resolved within the next week. It would 
then be possible for President Kennedy to try to persuade the Head 
of the new German Government that the Western Powers should 
initiate negotiations for a realistic settlement of the Berlin problem. 
The French attitude was dangerous, since it might result in our 
having to negotiate on the brink of war and it was certainly arguable 
that it would then be even more difficult to reach an acceptable 
settlement. If the immediate problem of the Friedrichstrasse 
crossing into East Berlin could be settled, it might be possible for 
the United States Ambassador in Moscow to proceed to probe the 
Russian position, but in doing so he could act only on behalf of 
the United States Government and not for the other Powers. 
Unfortunately, the most recent speeches by Mr. Khrushchev and 
Mr. Gromyko had been discouraging, and it was also disquieting 
that the Soviet Government now seemed ready to extend the area 
of threat, for instance by their recent approaches to Finland and 
their troop movements near the Persian border . 

In discussion the following points were made : 
(a) In addition to the concessions mentioned, it was probable 

that the Soviet Government would insist that West Berlin should 
not be regarded as in any sense a part of West Germany and that it 
should not be used for any activities directed against the Soviet bloc. 

(b) The negotiating position of the Western Powers was weak, 
because their position in West Berlin was militarily indefensible. The 
main Soviet objective was to foster differences within the Nor th 

* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex. 
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Atlantic Alliance and they might prefer to do this by exploiting the 
uncertainties of the present situation rather than by bringing the crisis 
to a head. 

(c) It must be apparent to the French Government that the 
Western Powers would eventually be compelled to make some 
concessions. It seemed to be their object to place the responsibility 
for these on the Governments of the United States and the United 
Kingdom. It was suggested that greater efforts might be made in 
the North Atlantic Council to impress on the French Government 
the dangers of delaying negotiations. 

(d) There might be advantage in direct discussions between the 
new Government of Western Germany and the Soviet Government, 
though there was less chance that these might be successful if 
Dr. Adenauer remained Chancellor. There were some signs that 
the West Germans were now more ready to accept a formula which 
was tantamount to de facto recognition of the East German 
Government. The West German Defence Minister had also stated 
that they would not use force to effect their aim of reunifying 
Germany. It would be valuable in securing a settlement if a joint 
declaration could be made by the Western Powers to the effect that 
there should be no alteration of the frontiers of Germany by force 
and that, if and when Germany were finally united, they would 
recognise the Oder-Neisse line as the eastern frontier of a united 
Germany. 

Summing up the discussion, the Prime Minister said that it 
should be our prime objective to maintain the cohesion of the North 
Atlantic Alliance. It could be argued that, from this point of view, 
the attitude of the French Government was logical, since it seemed 
evident that no settlement could be achieved without some form of 
recognition of the East German Government and the Oder-Neisse 
line, and to force either of these upon the West German Government 
at present might well produce a split in the Alliance; while, on the 
other hand, if we were to allow events to take their course, the West 
Germans would eventually become reconciled to the realities of that 
position without being in a position to blame their allies for it. But 
this view disregarded the great dangers of delay. There would be 
grave risk in allowing the situation to deteriorate without some 
attempt at negotiation. This applied particularly to the United 
Kingdom, since our financial stability depended largely on confidence. 
The best course would be for the West Germans themselves to take 
the initiative in approaching the Soviet Government. In default of 
that, we should continue to seek Four-Power agreement to the 
initiation of negotiations. If the Governments of the United Kingdom 
and the United States proposed negotiations against the wishes of 
France and Germany, this might lead to a split in the Alliance; 
indeed, from that point of view, an initiative by the United Kingdom 
alone might be less objectionable to the French than an Anglo-Saxon 
initiative. The next practical step was for further preliminary 
soundings to be made in Moscow on behalf of the United States 
Government, and for the results of such soundings to be considered 
by a meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the four Western Powers. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Took	 note of the statements by the Foreign Secretary and 

the Prime Minister and of the points made in the 
discussion. 

(2) Invited	 the Foreign Secretary to resist any proposal to 
authorise attacks on ground targets in Eastern Germany 
without prior reference to Governments. 

(3) Invited the Minister	 of Defence to consider, in consultation 
with the Foreign Secretary, whether any adjustments 
should be proposed in the size and composition of the 



force intended for the probe along the autobahn if road 
access to Berlin were blocked. 

(4) Invited	 the Chief Secretary, Treasury, the Minister of 
Transport and the President of the Board of Trade to 
inform the Foreign Secretary which economic counter
measures might be suitable for automatic application 
without previous reference to Ministers. 

Nuclear Tests 
(Previous 
Reference : 
C C . (61) 58th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 2) 
Effect on 
Health 

Programme, 

3. The Minister of Housing said that he had been asked 
by the Prime Minister to consider whether some official statement 
should be made to re-assure the public in this country about the 
hazards to health arising from fall-out from the recent Soviet nuclear 
tests and about the Governments readiness to take precautionary 
action if circumstances made this necessary. He was satisfied that, 
as a result of the statements already made on behalf of the 
Government and the information published by a number of scientific 
authorities, public opinion was reasonably re-assured. Even so, he 
thought it desirable to make available to the public through bodies 
concerned with health and welfare a simple factual description of 
the effects of radio-active fall-out on health, and a draft statement 
for this purpose was being prepared by the Government agencies 
concerned. It would be appropriate that this factual statement 
should be made by the Minister for Science, in reply to a Written 
Question in Parliament, and it could then be publicised through the 
Governmenfs information organisation. 

Whether any Government action would be required (such as the 
distribution of dried milk for children less than a year old) would 
depend on the extent and rate of fall-out from the large tests recently 
carried out by the Soviet Government. It would be two or three 
weeks before the effects of this fall-out and scientific findings about 
it would be available. 

In discussion it was urged that the factual explanation of the 
hazards to health of radio-active fall-out should be made available 
to the public as soon as possible. Many people were confused about 
the tolerable levels of radio-active iodine, since they did not 
understand that a dose of considerably more than the tolerable yearly 
average could be accepted over a short period. It was important 
that uncertainty on this point should be cleared up, particularly in 
view of the variation in radio-active iodine levels in different regions. 
In this connexion the Cabinet were informed that plans for the 
distribution of dried milk could be put into effect on a regional basis. 
This action should not, however, be taken without scientific advice 
that it was justified. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited	 the Minister for Science, in consultation with the 

Minister of Housing, to arrange for a factual statement 
to be made about the hazards to health from radio-active 
fall-out. 

*The Prime Minister said that the United States Government had 
decided to continue the development and production of the airborne 
ballistic missile (SKYBOLT) with which our strategic bomber force 
was eventually to be equipped. It had always been envisaged that, 
in service with the Royal Air Force, this missile would have a British 
war-head; and a design had been prepared which should provide 
a war-head more efficient and more safe than that designed for use 

1962 



Ghana 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C C  . (61) 55th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 4) 
The Queen's 
Visit 

by the United States Air Force. In order to prove this war-head 
it would be necessary to carry out a low-yield nuclear test, which 
could be made underground. It was therefore proposed that the 
United States Government should be asked to include this test, as 
a joint project, in the series of underground tests which was to be 
held in the United States in the early part of 1962. There would be 
no need to make any public statement about this test until shortly 
before it was made. 

The Cabinet— 
(2) Agreed that the United States	 Government should be asked 

to include a test of the British device for a war-head for 
SKYBOLT in the series of underground nuclear tests 
which they were to hold in the early part of 1962. 

*4. The Prime Minister recalled that, when the Cabinet had 
discussed on 10th October the question of The Queen's forthcoming 
visit to Ghana, they had agreed to review this again, nearer the time 
of her departure, in the light of any further developments in the local 
situation. Since then the head of the Special Branch of the 
Metropolitan Police had, by arrangement with President Nkrumah, 
made a special visit to G h a n a ; and the security authorities in this 
country had also been asked to submit an appreciation of the risks 
to the personal safety of The Queen which this visit might entail. 
He had carefully considered the results of these further enquiries, and 
he was satisfied that they disclosed no new information or 
considerations which affected the provisional conclusion which the 
Cabinet had reached on 10th October. He and the Commonwealth 
Secretary were satisfied that the political situation in Ghana would 
not entail any substantial additional risk to The Queen's personal 
safety. 

The Cabinet discussed at some length the risks to which The 
Queen might be exposed by this journey and the means by which 
these might be mitigated. This discussion confirmed their earlier 
conclusion that there were no sufficient grounds for advising Her 
Majesty to cancel this visit on account of the personal risks which 
it might involve. 

In further discussion, however, attention was drawn to reports 
now circulating in London that Ghana might decide to withdraw 
from the Commonwealth after The Queerfs visit. These reports were 
based in part upon the assumption that a White Paper now in 
preparation in Accra on the causes of the recent strikes at Takoradi 
would include allegations that these strikes had been instigated by 
British agencies. The Commonwealth Secretary said that he had 
some reason to believe that political factions in Ghana which were 
opposed to the continuance of the Commonwealth connexion might 
seek to give currency to unfounded allegations that these strikes had 
been fomented by British agencies. He was, however, satisfied that 
President Nkrumah himself had no wish to sever the Commonwealth 
connexion. 

It was recalled that, when the possibility of a Royal visit to Ghana 
had first been raised in 1958, President Nkrumah had been very frank :; 
in disclosing his plans for introducing a Republican form of 
Constitution in Ghana. It was therefore for consideration whether 
he should now be asked, in connexion with The Queen's forthcoming 
visit, whether he had any immediate intention of proposing any further 
constitutional change in Ghana. ' 



Commercial 
Policy 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C.C. (61) 47th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 3) 
Japan 

Cabinet
2nd

The Cabinet— 
(1) Re-affirmed their earlier decision that there were no	 sufficient 

grounds for advising The Queen to cancel her forthcoming 
visit to Ghana on the ground that her personal safety 
would be endangered. 

(2) Invited	 the Prime Minister to consider whether President 
Nkrumah should be invited to give an assurance, before 
The Queen's visit, that he had no immediate intention 
of proposing any further constitutional change in Ghana. 

5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
President of the Board of Trade (C. (61) 173) about the trade 
negotiations with Japan. 

The President of the Board of Trade said that the negotiations 
had reached a critical stage and that it would be necessary to make 
further concessions if we were to avoid Japanese discrimination 
against our exports. United Kingdom exporters had benefited more 
than had been expected from the liberalisation of Japanese imports 
which had so far taken place, and the increase in our trade had greatly 
exceeded the increase in our imports of Japanese goods. It was 
important that we should be able to consolidate this improvement 
and to benefit from the further measure of liberalisation which Japan 
would introduce in December. He therefore proposed to improve 
on the offers previously made to the Japanese to the extent indicated 
in Annex A of C. (61) 173. This would mean that a number of 
commodities (artificial pearls, pencils, ships and boats, umbrellas, 
motor scooters and electron microscopes) would be placed on Open 
General Licence and that further increases would be made in the 
quotas for a number of other items of particular interest to the 
Japanese. The Economic Policy Committee had considered these 
proposals and had recommended that these further concessions should 
now be made. 

The Cabinet— 

Approved the recommendations in C. (61) 173. 


Office, S.W. 1, 
November, 1961. 
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SUBJECT 

Ghana 

The Queen's Visit 




G h a n a The Prime Minister said that, in view of the explosions which 
The Queen's had occurred in Accra in the early hours of 5th November, he had 
Visit asked the Commonwealth Secretary to make a further personal visit 
(Previous, to Ghana so that he might consider on the spot whether these should 
Reference: be regarded as evidence of a change in the local situation which 
CC. (61) 59th would make it advisable for the Cabinet to modify their earlier advice 
Conclusions. that the forthcoming Royal visit should not be cancelled. 
Minute 4) 

The Cabinet expressed their gratitude to the Commonwealth 
Secretary for his readiness to make this further journey at short 
notice, and their appreciation of the thoroughness with which he 
had carried out his mission. 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that during the two days 
which he had spent in Accra he had undertaken three tasks. 

First, he had made a fresh review of the security situation. He 
had discussed it with President Nkrumah, the Minister of the Interior, 
the Chief of the Ghana Police and the Irishman who had previously 
commanded, and now adviseJ, its Special Branch. In addition he 
had held full consultations with the High Commissioner and his staff, 
with the two representatives of the Special Branch of the 
Metropolitan Police who were now in Ghana and with the local 
representative of the British Security Service. As a result he was 
satisfied that the recent explosions in Accra should not be regarded 
as a new development involving an increased danger to The Queen's 
safety, over and above the risk inevitably involved in any Royal 
journey of this kind. He thought it likeiy that they were the work 
of minority factions in Ghana who were anxious that The Queen's 
visit should be cancelled so that public discredit could be brought 
upon the President. He had also ascertained that the representatives 
of the Metropolitan Police were fully satisfied with the character, 
scale and efficiency of the precautions which were to be taken to 
ensure The Queen's safety. 

Secondly, he had sought to test the theory that President 
Nkrumah was living in fear of assassination and reluctant on that 
account to appear in public. He had persuaded the President to 
travel with him in an open car. with little police protection, over 
the route which The Queen would follow in Accra and on her journey 
to Tema. This tour was widely advertised in advance and large 
groups had assembled at many points on the route. The President 
had throughout received an enthusiastic welcome. In the result it 
had been demonstrated, in a practical and effective way, that he could 
move freely among the people without fear of violence and that he 
was still a most popular figure in his country. 

Thirdly, he had satisfied himself that the President had no 
immediate intention of proposing any further constitutional change 
in Ghana. He based this view, not only on the personal assurances 
which he had obtained from the President, but also on the degree to 
which the Commonwealth connexion was being emphasised in the 
preparations for The Queeifs visit. President Nkrumah had also 
assured him that the White Paper on the recent strikes at Takoradi 
would not include any serious allegations against British official 
agencies, and had offered to let him see a draft of this document 
before publication. 

The Commonwealth Secretary said that, in the light of all that 
he had learned during this second visit to Accra, he could confidently 
recommend that the Cabinet should reaffirm their earlier advice that 
The Queen should proceed with her visit. 

Discussion showed that the Cabinet were agreed that, despite 
the recent explosions in Accra, there were no sufficient reasons for 
advising The Queen to cancel her forthcoming visit to Ghana. 



The Prime Minister said that he would at once inform Her 
Majesty accordingly, and would make a statement in this sense in the 
House of Commons that afternoon. This was likely to provoke a 
request for facilities to debate this question on the Adjournment; and 
it must be expected that sufficient support would be forthcoming to 
enable this request to be sustained. In that event the Commonwealth 
Secretary would inform the House of the upshot of his recent 
enquiries in Accra, and he himself would speak at a later stage in 
reply to the debate. It was possible that the debate would not be 
followed by a division. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Reaffirmed	 their earlier decision that The Queen should 

not be advised to cancel her forthcoming visit to Ghana. 
(2) Took note that the Prime Minister would advise The	 Queen 

accordingly and would make a statement to this effect 
in the House of Commons that afternoon. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.L 

8th November, 1961. 
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Parliament 1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 

the House of Commons in the following week.' 

Government 
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2. The Cabinet had before them a note by the Chief Secretary, 
Treasury (C. (61) 174), covering a report by officials on the savings 
which could be made in Government expenditure by administrative 
action and minor policy changes. ' 

The Chief Secretary, Treasury, recalled that in the House of 
Commons on 25th July the Chancellor" of the Exchequer had 
undertaken to do his utmost to ensure that the total of the Estimates 
for 1962-63 would not exceed the total of those for the current year 
by more than 2\ per cent, in real terms. This would require some 
major changes of policy on which proposals would be submitted to 
the Cabinet in due course. Meanwhile, however, agreement had 
been reached between the Treasury and Departments on a number 
of minor changes which would result in a saving of about £14J million. 
Within the range of Government expenditure covered by this review 
this would mean a material reduction, for which Treasury Ministers 
were grateful. 

In discussion it was noted that one of the groups of measures to 
be taken had already been disclosed publicly through a breach of 
the normal conventions applying to Whitley Council business. 
Another—postponement of the campaign for the eradication of swine 
fever—would have to be disclosed because it involved the reversal 
of a policy already announced. It was the general view of the Cabinet 
however that, valuable as the savings were, it would not be appropriate 
for them to be the subject of any general announcement, since it was 
not yet possible to announce substantial savings from major policy 
decisions. It would be preferable that announcements of individual 
items should be made separately, as required. 

In further discussion the following points were raised: 
(a) Where, as with the Research Councils, the savings to be made 

were in a hudget for a body discharging common service functions, 
quite small reductions might have significant effects on policy in 
other fields. 

(b) The savings which might be secured in the home expenditure 
of the oversea Departments could not be finally assessed until the 
review of their oversea expenditure had been carried further. Some 
of the economies made overseas might involve additional expenditure 
at home. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Endorsed the report annexed to C. (61) 174 on	 administrative 

and minor policy savings in Government expenditure. 
(2) Invited the Minister of Agriculture to consult the	 Chancellor 

of the Duchy of Lancaster and the Chief Secretary, 
Treasury, about the terms in which Parliament should be 
informed of the postponement of the camptign for the 
eradication of swine fever. 

 3. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that, at the meeting of 
j  Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development which n c

 was to begin on 16th November, the United States Government were 
likely to propose that the Organisation should set a collective target 

 for economic growth in the member countries of at least 50 per cent. 
 during the years l%2-7 ( ) . This would involve an average annual 

 raic of economic growth of 4-6 per cent. The United States 
 Administration, who were anxious to pursue policies of expansion 

m t n e  r  o w n c o u n t r' y  - thought that this would be attainable. In the 
United Kingdom, however, the maximum expansion that seemed 
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2. The Cabinet had before them a note by the Chief Secretary, 
Treasury (C. (61) 174), covering a report by officials on the savings 
which could be made in Government expenditure by administrative 
action and minor policy changes. '* -

The Chief Secretary, Treasury, recalled that in the House of 
Commons on 25th July the Chancellor of- the Exchequer had 
undertaken to do his utmost to ensure that the total of the Estimates 
for 1962-63 would not exceed the total of those for the current year 
by more than 2\ per cent, in real terms. This would require some 
major changes of policy on which proposals would be submitted to 
the Cabinet in due course. Meanwhile, however, agreement had 
been reached between the Treasury and Departments on a number 
of minor changes which would result in a saving of about £14£ million. 
Within the range of Government expenditure covered by this review 
this would mean a material reduction, for which Treasury Ministers 
were grateful. 

In discussion it was noted that one of the groups of measures to 
be taken had already been disclosed publicly through a breach of 
the normal conventions applying to Whitley Council business. 
Another—postponement of the campaign for the eradication of swine 
fever—would have to be disclosed because it involved the reversal 
of a policy already announced. It was the general view of the Cabinet 
however that, valuable as the savings were, it would not be appropriate 
for them to be the subject of any general announcement, since it was 
not yet possible to announce substantial savings from major policy 
decisions. It would be preferable that announcements of individual 
items should be made separately, as required. 

In further discussion the following points were raised: 
(a) Where, as with the Research Councils, the savings to be made 

were in a budget for a body discharging common service functions, 
quite small reductions might have significant effects on policy in 
other fields. 

(b) The savings which might be secured in the home expenditure 
of the oversea Departments could not be finally assessed until the 
review of their oversea expenditure had been carried further. Some 
of the economies made overseas might involve additional expenditure 
at home. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Endorsed the report annexed to C. (61) 174 on	 administrative 

and minor policy savings in Government expenditure. 
(2) Invited the Minister of Agriculture to consult the	 Chancellor 

of the Duchy of Lancaster and the Chief Secretary. 
Treasury, about the terms in which Parliament should be 
informed of the postponement of the campaign for the 
eradication of swine fever. 

3. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that, at the meeting of 
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development which 
was to begin on 16th November, the United States Government were 
likely to propose that the Organisation should set a collective target 
for economic growth in the member countries of at least 50 per cent, 
during the years 1962-70. This would involve an average annual 
rate of economic-growth of 4-6 per cent. The United States 
Administration, who were anxious to pursue policies of expansion 
in their own country, thought that this would be attainable. In the 
United Kingdom, however, the maximum expansion that seemed 

6 0 2 0 0 - 1 	 D 2 
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likely to be possible was of the order of 30 per cent, over the period, 
or a yearly average of 3 per cent. It would therefore be unwise for 
the United Kingdom to endorse the higher figure which the United 
States authorities had in m i n d . ' 1 ' T h e ^initial reactions of the 
Representatives of the other Governments had been cautious, but 
the United States proposal would need to be handled carefully in 
discussion at the for thcon^g,meet ing of. the, Organisation. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this-statement by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer. 

 4. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Minister 
 of Education (C. (61) 177) about an appeal by the United Nations 

 Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) for 
funds to save the monuments in Nubia which would be submerged 
by the construction of the High  : Dam on the Nile. 

The Minister of Education said that the United Kingdom 
Government had already made a grant of £20,000 for the rapid 
investigation of unexplored archaeological sites in Egypt and the 
Sudan. Large sums amounting to $84 million were still required for 
the transfer of temples to safe sites and for the preservation of 
monuments in situ, notably Philae and Abu Simbel. It had been 
suggested by UNESCO that Governments might contribute according 
to the percentages of their contributions to the budget of the 
Organisation: this would mean a United Kingdom contribution of 
just over $5 million. From the replies so far received from other 
countries it seemed unlikely that the required total would be reached; 
and, as there was no sign that the Soviet Government intended to 
make any contribution, despite the fact that the problem arose from 
the High Dam project which they had sponsored, it was open to 
question-whether any further contribution from the United Kingdom 
should be offered. This was an unsuitable time at which to incur 
additional expenditure overseas, and a Government contribution to 
this fund would certainly not be appreciated by those who were still 
seeking compensation from Egypt for their losses in 1956. If money 
could be found for cultural purposes in Africa, it would be better 
spent in improving the standard of basic education there. On the 
other hand, even a small contribution might help to improve relations 
with the Egyptian Government, and this might improve the prospects 
of obtaining compensation in respect of assets of British subjects held 
by the Egyptians. 

Discussion showed that it was the provisional view of the Cabinet 
that a contribution to this appeal would not be justified in present 
circumstances. If, in the event, there were a Russian contribution it 
might be necessary to reconsider the matter. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the Foreign Secretary to ascertain whether the Soviet 

Government were likely to contribute to this fund. 
(2) Agreed	 to consider further at a later meeting whether a 

contribution should be made by the United Kingdom 
Government. 

 5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Home 
 Secretary (C. (61) 180) on the application of the Commonwealth 

Immigrants Bill to the Irish Republic. 
The Home Secretary recalled that, in earlier discussions on the 

Bill. Ministers had accepted the view that, while the Bill should 
apply to citizens of the Irish Republic, control of entry from Ireland 
would not be practicable. In view of the keen interest which was 
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being shown in the position of the Irish .Republic under the Bill, a 
statement on this point would need to be made in the debate on the 
Second Reading of the Bill. An early, statement might induce the 
Government of the Irish Republic to promise to introduce legislation 
enabling them to operate a control, similar to our own, over the 
immigration of persons from Commonwealth countries other than 
the United Kingdom. -v-ij-XV:-': ." 

In discussion there was general agreement that it would not be 
practicable to control traffic over the border between the Irish 
Republic and Northern Ireland, and that there would be grave 
political difficulties in imposing a control on entry from Northern 
Ireland into Great Britain. It followed that the provisions of the 
new Bill could not be applied in practice to citizens of the Irish 
Republic; and, unless this were clearly stated at an early stage of 
the Parliamentary proceedings on the Bill, it would be more difficult 
to persuade the Government of the Irish Republic to co-operate in 
preventing the purposes of the Bill from being frustrated by 
Commonwealth immigrants entering this country through the 
Republic. It was true that this exemption could be represented as 
according to citizens of the Irish Republic treatment more favourable 
than that given to citizens of Commonwealth countries. The 
Government could, however, take their stand upon the same 
considerations which had led Parliament, in the context of nationality, 
to treat Irish citizens as if they were British subjects. The truth was 
that the facts of history and of geography alike precluded the 
imposition of immigration control between the south of Ireland and 
the rest of the British Isles. 

In further discussion it was suggested that the draft statement 
annexed to C. (61) 180 should lay greater stress on the practical 
difficulties of control and, in particular, on the peculiar problem 
presented by the large seasonal movement of workers between the 
Irish Republic and Great Britain. There might also be advantage 
in bringing out the intention that the deportation provisions in the 
Bill would have permanent effect and would not be subject to renewal 
at five-yearly intervals. If the Government of the Irish Republic 
could meanwhile be persuaded to undertake to introduce complemen
tary legislation, it would be valuable to include a reference to this 
in the statement. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed that the Home Secretary, in his speech on the Second 

Reading of the Commonwealth Immigrants Bill, should 
include a statement on the application of the Bill to the 
Irish Republic. 

(2) Invited	 the Home Secretary, in consultation with the 
Commonwealth Secretary, the Colonial Secretary and the 
Minister of Labour, to revise in the light of their 
discussion the draft statement annexed to C. (61) ISO. 

Kenya 6. Tlie Colonial Secretary said that tribal tensions were 
Jomo increasing in Kenya and the best hope for the future was to work 
Kenyatta for a constitutional conference in the early part of 1962 to devise 
(Previous satisfactory safeguards for minority interests. There would be little 
Reference: chance of guiding sucli a conference to a successful conclusion unless 
C C . (ol) 44th Kenyatta, who was the elected leader of the majority party, was 
Conclusions. enabled to sit in the Legislative Council by the removal of the 
Minute 5) disqualification now applying to anyone who had served a sentence 

of imprisonment of more than two years. When the Cabinet had 
authorised Kenyatta\s release from restriction it had been hoped that 
an African Chief Minister might have been appointed before this 
disqualification was removed. However, in view of th-* failure to 



effect an accommodation between the majority and minority parties 
in Kenya, this had not been possible. The Governor and the minority 
parties agreed that in these circumstances it was advisable that the. 
disqualification should now be removed. They believed that 
Kenyatta 's performance as a member of the Legislative Council would 
not enhance his stature in the eyes of Africans generally. If the 
disqualification was to be removed, it seemed desirable that this 
should be announced without delay.'.:. 

In discussion grave misgivings * were expressed about the 
possibility that Kenyatta might become the Prime Minister of an 
independent Kenya. It seemed highly undesirable that the United 
Kingdom Government should take any positive action which might 
contribute towards that result. It was true that his current visit to 
London was attracting comparatively, little publicity, and that he 
was strongly opposed by the minority parties in Kenya. On the other 
hand, he had become the leader of the majority party and was 
accepted by other African statesmen as the spokesman of Africans 
in Kenya. 

It was also suggested that it was doubtful whether the removal 
of the disqualification would increase the chances of bringing the 
constitutional conference to a successful conclusion. Kenyatta was 
an evil man who must be held responsible for the brutalities of the 
Mau Mau movement. It would be impossible for the European 
minority in Kenya to rely on constitutional safeguards under a 
Government controlled by him. 

In further discussion the following points were made : 
(a) The continuance within the Commonwealth of an independent 

Kenya under the leadership of Kenyatta would seem to many people 
to be inconsistent with the moral principles which had hitherto been 
the basis of the Commonwealth association. 

(b) If we were to avoid chaos in Kenya, the only alternative to 
working for a satisfactory constitutional settlement leading to early 
independence was to continue our colonial rule. But this would 
involve a heavy financial and political burden. 

(c) The best framework for satisfactory safeguards for minorities 
in a constitutional settlement would be the delegation of substantial 
powers to the various tribal regions of Kenya. 

(d) In the longer term the best hope for stability in Kenya lay 
in some form of federation with the other East African territories. 

(e) The European minority in Kenya might well think that, faced 
with the prospect of a Government led by Kenyatta, their only real 
safeguard was the maintenance of British troops in Kenya. 

(/) If it were agreed that the removal of the disqualification was 
inevitable, the timing of any announcement would need careful 
consideration. Such a decision might be more acceptable, especially 
to certain sections of opinion in this country, if it were not taken until 
the Colonial Secretary had personally visited Kenya and consulted 
with the various interests there. 

The	 Cabinet— 
Took note that the Prime Minister would arrange for the 
question of removing the disqualification on Kenyatta to 
be considered further, in the context of the nature and 
timetable of likely constitutional developments in Kenya, 
at a meeting of Ministers in the following week. 
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 1. The Foreign Secretary said that the German Ambassador in 
 Moscow had suggested, at a meeting with Mr. Khrushchev on 

 9th November, a possible procedure for negotiations on the Berlin 
 question. He was understood to have suggested that an agreement 

 should first be reached between the Soviet Government and the three 
 Western Powers about the freedom and viability of West Berlin, 

 including access to it and the presence of allied troops; that this 
should be guaranteed by a subsequent agreement between the Soviet 
and East German Governments; that discussions should then be held 
between the East German and West Berlin authorities on matters of 
mutual concern; and that these should be followed by Four-Power 
negotiations about a German peace treaty and disarmament. This 
had appeared to be a significant initiative, and the Soviet Government 
had reacted favourably to it. Unfortunately, reports of it had become 
public; and the Federal German Government were now disowning it. 
The United States Government would, however, have an opportunity 
to ascertain Dr. Adenauer's attitude towards it when he visited 
Washington in the following week. 

2. The Foreign Secretary said that it had so far proved impossible 
to persuade the Prime Minister of Katanga, Mr. Tshombe, to meet 
the Prime Minister of the Central Congo Government, Mr. Adoula, 
for negotiations about the future relations of Katanga with the 
Central Government. He had himself joined with the Prime Minister 
of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Sir Roy Welensky, in 
an appeal to Mr. Tshombe to seize what might be the last opportunity 
of resolving this constitutional problem by peaceful means, and 
similar representations had been made on behalf of other 
Governments, including Belgium. Mr. Adoula insisted, however, 
that any such negotiations should be held in territory over which he 
had control, and this Mr. Tshombe, in view of his earlier experiences, 
was not prepared to accept. It had been suggested that the best hope 
of achieving such a meeting would be through the good offices of a 
conciliator. The Nigerian Prime Minister had declined to act in this 
capacity and it would be difficult to find anyone suitable, but it might 
be worth asking the Secretary-General of the United Nations to try 
to select a conciliator. 

Meanwhile it was likely that the Security Council would be asked 
to give the United Nations representatives in the Congo further 
powers to enable them to assist Mr. Adoula to enforce the authority 
of the Central Government on Katanga. It was likely that the 
representatives of India and Ceylon would propose a resolution 
which, though in relatively mild terms, would have this effect. Any 
extension of the role of the United Nations in the Congo would, 
however, be highly objectionable to many supporters of the 
Government. 

The United Nations authorities had asked us to supply bombs 
for the Canberra aircraft which their forces in the Congo nad obtained 
from the Indian Government, and they had given assurances that 
these bombs would only be used against Katangan aircraft on the 
ground or against their bases. In view of these assurances, and of 
the terms of the United Nations resolution calling on member 
countries to meet the needs of the United Nations forces in the Congo, 
it would be difficult to refuse this request; but, if it were granted, there 
was bound to be keen criticism in this country. 

In discussion it was argued that we should oppose any further 
attempt by the United Nations to interfere by force in the internal 
affairs of the Congo. It would not be in our interests, nor would it 
help our multi-racial policies in Africa, if Mr. Tshombe were 
overthrown. His apprehensions about meeting Mr. Adoula in 
Leopoldville were understandable, in view of the treatment accorded 
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to him when he had undertaken discussions with the Central Congo 

Government at an earlier stage. 


It was pointed out, on the other hand, that there could not be 
any political future for an independent Katanga, and that the best 
hope for a satisfactory settlement in the Congo lay in an agreement 
between Mr. Tshombe and Mr. Adoula which would have the effect 
of weakening the influence of Mr. Gizenga, the Deputy Prime Minister 
in the Central Government, and the Communist interests. It was 
significant that Sir Roy Welensky had now come to this view. The 
present deadlock arose from the fact that Mr. Adoula was unwilling 
to negotiate with Mr. Tshombe outside the Congo, since this might 
be regarded as conceding separate sovereignty to Katanga; while 
Mr. Tshombe, who was under the influence of advisers who did not 
want a settlement with the Central Government, was unwilling to 
negotiate in Leopoldville. 

It should be borne in mind that we had supported the 
introduction of a United Nations force in the Congo in order to 
prevent Communist interests from dominating the Central 
Government. If he could not reach agreement with Mr. Tshombe, 
Mr. Adoula might not be able to maintain his position, and in that 
event a state of confusion would arise which Mr. Gizenga could turn 
to the advantage of the Communists. On these grounds, it was 
argued, it would be justifiable to bring further pressure on 
Mr. Tshombe to enter into discussions with Mr. Adoula. 

In further discussion it was suggested that, in addition to seeking 
a conciliator, some way should be found of satisfying Mr. Tshombe 
that his physical safety could be assured at a meeting with 
Mr. Adoula. A special contingent of reliable United Nations troops, 
such as Canadians or Swedes, might be provided; or the meeting 
might be held in a suitable Embassy in Leopoldville. 

There was general agreement that the political difficulties in this 
country would be increased if it became necessary for us to supply 
bombs for the Canberra aircraft in use by the United Nations forces 
in the Congo. It would be preferable that the Indian Government, 
who had supplied the aircraft, should provide the bombs for them. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the	 Minister of Aviation to ascertain whether there 

would be any technical difficulties in providing bombs for 
the Canberra aircraft in use by the United Nations forces 
in the Congo. 

(2) Invited the Foreign Secretary to consider, in the light of their 
discussion, what suggestions could be made to the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations about the 
appointment of a conciliator between Mr. Adoula and 
Mr. Tshombe. and about the means of assuring 
Mr. Tshombe of his physical safety at a meeting with 
Mr. Adoula. 

(3) Invited the	 Foreign Secretary to consider vhat instructions 
should be given to the United Kingdom representatives 
at the Security Council, in the light of further information 
of the resolution to be tabled about the Congo. 

*3. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Foreign Secretary (C. (61) 179) discussing a suggestion by the United 
Suites Government that they might use the facilities at Christmas 
Island for conducting atmospheric nuclear tests. 

The Prime Minister said that the statement which President 
Kennedy had made on 1st November about the resumption of nucicar 
tests in the atmosphere had been in similar terms to that which he 



himself had made in the House of Commons on 31st October. Each 
had made it clear that he would only conduct or support such tests 
if they were necessary to maintain the security of the free world. 
President Kennedy had, however, added that, as a matter of prudence, 
the United States Government would make the necessary preparations 
for atmospheric tests so as to be ready in case it became necessary 
to conduct them. The United States Government had now informed 
us that they would not wish to carry out nuclear tests at Eniwetok or 
Bikini, since these were Trust territories. They had therefore 
enquired whether it would be possible for them to make use of 
Christmas Island for this purpose, indicating that they would be 
willing to bear the cost of bringing the installations there (which were 
now on a care and maintenance basis) into a state of full operational 
efficiency. They suggested that a combined reconnaissance team 
should go there at once to review the situation with a view to starting 
construction work in a few weeks' time. It might take about four 
months to complete the preparations; and, if it were then decided to 
hold the tests, of which twenty or thirty were contemplated, these 
would be spread over a period of another three to four months. This 
indication of the scale of the tests which might be undertaken had 
been obtained from United States technical experts: there was no 
reason to believe that any firm programme had yet been approved 
by President Kennedy. 

It could not fail to become known that construction work was 
being undertaken to bring the facilities on Christmas Island to a state 
of operational efficiency; and this would give rise to public criticism 
in this country which would have to be withstood for a considerable 
period. In the United States public pressures might be mainly in 
favour of tests. But in both countries the interval would make the 
final decision, whether it was to hold the tests or not, considerably 
more embarrassing. 

The Foreign Secretary said that, from the point of view of 
defence and of our relations with the United States, the balance of 
advantage lay in making the facilities of Christmas Island available, 
but only on very strict conditions which we could justify to the United 
States Government on the ground that the preparations for and still 
more the holding of atmospheric tests would give rise to severe 
criticism in this country. We should have to be satisfied that the 
proposed tests met the strictest criteria of military necessity, and this 
would involve our obtaining full information about the devices to be 
tested. 

In discussion the view was expressed that it would be difficult to 
justify to public opinion in this country a series of atmospheric tests 
on the scale envisaged in the programme of the United States experts. 
It was suggested that ordinary people increasingly expected the 
Government to devote their energies to securing a complete cessation 
of tests at least in the atmosphere. It would be difficult to convince 
them that tests on this scale could be brought within the te rns of the 
statement made by the Prime Minister on 31st October—though they 
might be brought to accept the need for tests to develop an anti-missile 
missile for defensive purposes. If tests were to be held in British 
territory they would have to satisfy the criteria laid down by the 
Prime Minister. For this purpose it might be helpful if United 
Kingdom and United States experts could jointly define in scientific 
terms what types of tests could be justified within the general criteria 
which had been laid down by the Prime Minister and the President. 

There was general agreement that we should need to be provided 
with full information about the military and scientific justification 
for the United States programme of tests in order to satisfy ourselves 
thai it feli within the Prime Ministers statement of 31st October. It 
would be preferable if this information could be obtained, and a 
provisional view taken on it. before overt work on the facilities at 
Christmas Island w a s begun. 



In further discussion it was argued that, if the United States 
authorities,could make out a case for conducting further atmospheric 
tests, it would be advantageous for the United Kingdom to be 
associated with them, as they would if the tests were held at Christmas 
Island. President Kennedy had already agreed that a test of a British 
device could be included in the forthcoming series of underground 
nuclear tests in the United States. If tests were held at Christmas 
Island, we should have full access to all the resulting information. 
As allies of the United States, we should in any case be obliged to 
defend their resumption of tests; and. if we offered them the use of 
our facilities at Christmas Island, we should be in a better position 
to influence their policies on testing. 

The Prime Minister said that he understood the deep anxieties 
to which the prospect of further atmospheric tests gave rise. It would 
be wise to explain frankly to President Kennedy the difficulties which 
this request for facilities at Christmas Island involved. He therefore 
proposed that he should reply on the following lines. It would be 
necessary for the President and himself to be satisfied, on military 
and scientific grounds, that each test met the criteria laid down in 
their public statements and that it could be justified to world opinion 
on that basis. He would make it clear that, at this stage, there could 
be no certainty that he would necessarily concur in the President^ 
judgment whether a particular test was necessary on military and 
scientific grounds; and he would warn the President frankly that other 
circumstances might make it impossible for him, when the time came, 
to agree that the test should be held. It might therefore be advisable 
for the United States Government, as a precaution, to make some 
additional arrangements which would not involve the use of British 
territory in case when the time came it was not possible to agree that 
the facilities on Christmas Island should be used. Meanwhile the 
programme of tests proposed by the United States experts should be 
made the subject of a joint scientific examination to enable the 
President and himself to decide whether they met the criteria they 
had laid down. It might be possible for them to reach a conclusion 
about this towards the end of the year. He would express the hope 
that overt preparation of the facilities on Christmas Island need not 
be undertaken at present, since it was desirable that a conclusion 
about the justification of the tests should first be reached; but a 
strictly secret reconnaissance party, consisting of two United States 
and two United Kingdom officials, could go at once to Christmas 
Island to examine what programme of work would be necessary. 

The Cabinet— 
(I) Took	 note that the Prime Minister would prepare a reply to 

President Kennedy about the request for facilities on 
Christmas Island for United States nuclear tests on the 
lines which he had indicated. 

(2) Agreed	 to resume their discussion of this question at a 
meetinu later in the week. 

Post Office a. I he Cabinet had before them a note by the 
(Prosions Postmaster-Genera! (C. (61* 176) covering a draft White Paper about 
Reference: the practicability of a Post Office Giro system in the United Kingdom. 
C  C (t . l) 4 Isi 
Conclusions. The l'o\tnuister-(!cneral said that he had been invited by the 
Minute 3) Home Affairs Committee to bring before the Cabinet his proposal to 
Giro System publish a White Paper in order to test public reaction to the idea of 

a Post Office Giro. The purpose of a Giro was to provide cheap and 
simple facilities for the transfer of money; this would be achieved 
through arranging for deposits and payments to be made at Past 
Offices ami b\ setting up a central or regional transfer organisation 
similar to the credit transfer system now operated by the banks. The 



establishment of a Post Office Giro might involve a capital outlay of 
about £5 million and running costs of about £3 million per annum. 
These costs would be recovered from users of the system 

The Chairman of the Committee of London Clearing Bankers, 
who had been consulted, was inclined to regard a Post Office Giro 
as a rival to the credit transfer system now operated by the banks. 
The bank facilities were, however, comparatively slow and expensive 
and were not greatly used by the large number of wage earners who 
might, with advantage to themselves and to the national economy, 
use a Post Office Giro. Without testing public opinion it was difficult 
to say what the demand for a Giro would be, and it would be useful, 
before deciding whether to establish such a system, to stimulate 
informed discussion by publication of the White Paper. 

Discussion showed that there was some division of opinion in 
the Cabinet, both on the merits of a Post Office Giro and on the 
advantages of publishing a White Paper about it. It was suggested 
that the experience of European countries in the use of similar systems 
was not wholly encouraging; that the provision of transfer facilities 
was properly the business of the banks, who were still in the course 
of expanding their services; and that the establishment of a Giro 
might be attacked as an unnecessary extension of nationalisation. 
Publication of a White Paper would be taken to mean that the 
Government were prepared to go ahead with the project and the 
eventual decision whether or not to go ahead would be prejudiced 
to some extent. On the other hand, the encouragement of small 
savings would be valuable to the national economy, and it was true 
that the facilities provided by the banks did not meet the needs of 
wage-earners for current account facilities. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer	 to obtain the views 

of the Bank of England on the desirability of establishing 
a Post Office Giro. 

(2) Agreed	 to resume at a later date their discussion of the 
proposal to publish a White Paper on this question. 

Commercial 5. The Cabinet had before them memoranda by the President 
Policy of the Board of Trade (C. (61) 181) and the Minister of Agriculture 
Trade with (C. (61) 182) about a proposal to increase the quota for Polish bacon 
Poland and other commodities during the current year in return for a Polish 
(Previous ofTer to purchase British aircraft. 
Reference: 
CC. (61) 46th The President of the Board of Trade said that, following the 
Conclusions. Cabinet's earlier discussion of quotas for imports of Polish foodstuffs. 
Minute 7) the Polish Government had offered to buy for cash a fleet of British 

aircraft costing about £\\ million in return for an increase of about 
i\ \ million in the current year's quotas for imports from Poland. 
This increase would consist of 4.000 tons of bacon, some canned ham 
anil other canned meat. As the Poles had borrowed part of the 
current quota for bacon at the end of the last quota year, the increase 
of 4.000 tons in the bacon quota would add only 1.200 tons above the 
current quota of 48,5(H) tons; this would be an insignificant increase 
in a market of nearly 60().(XX) tons a year in which uncontrolled 
fluctuations could be much larger The arrangement would have 
the advantage that no undertaking need be given about the level of 
quotas in future years and it would result in a favourable balance to 
us which the Poles would have to find out of their other resources. 
Exports of civil aircraft would, moreover, be of great benefit to the 
aircraft industry at the present time and might lead to further 
purchases by other Communist countries as well as by Poland. 



The Minister of Agriculture said that the Polish offer was in 
certain respects attractive. In the past few months, however, there 
had been a drastic deterioration in the bacon market in the United 
Kingdom, due to excessive supplies from home producers, from 
Denmark and from Ireland. Danish producers, unlike the Poles, 
enjoyed an unrestricted right of free entry to this country and with 
the increase of their breeding herd there would be even greater 
pressure on the home market in the months ahead. The only way 
in which market conditions could be improved without large increases 
in Exchequer subsidy (possibly amounting to £ 1 0 million) would be 
to secure a voluntary agreement from all suppliers, including the 
Poles, to reduce their exports. This would raise the market price, 
and consequently the financial return to the Poles on their present 
quota would then not be very different from the return they would 
obtain on a larger quota at lower prices. To announce an increase 
in the Polish bacon quota at the present stage would effectively 
destroy any possibility of securing an agreement on voluntary 
restriction. 

In discussion the following points were made: 
(a) There were technical and political, as well as economic, 

advantages in securing a foothold for the aircraft industry behind the 
iron curtain. China and Czechoslovakia were already showing 
interest in buying British aircraft. 

(b) Although the effect on the subsidy to bacon producers at 
home was difficult to calculate owing to the large number of variable 
factors involved, it seemed likely that from the economic point of 
view the trading advantages of accepting the offer would outweigh the 
financial disadvantage of an increase in support costs. It would, 
however, be desirable to obtain if possible a firmer indication of the 
effect on subsidy payments of increasing the Polish bacon quota. 

(c) Bacon producers at home and in Europe could not be 
expected to understand a decision to import more bacon from 
Poland. It would be particularly difficult to convince home producers 
of the n e e d t o do so in the light of the announcement shortly to be 
made about the decision to save £ l i million by postponing the 
programme for eradication of swine fever. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited	 the Minister of Agriculture, in consultation with the 

Chief Secretary. Treasury, and the President of the Board 
of Trade, to submit to them an estimate of the effect on 
subsidy payments of increasing the quota for Polish bacon 
for the current year. 

(2) Agreed	 to resume at a later date their discussion of Polish 
bacon quotas. 

Cabinet Office. S.W. I. 
14th November, 1961. 
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Parliament 1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in the 
House of Commons in the following week. 

Commonwealth 2. The Home Secretary recalled that the Cabinet had already 
immigrants agreed that, in the Second Reading debate on the Commonwealth 
(Previous Immigrants Bill, he should make a statement about the application of 
Reference: the Bill to the Irish Republic. He now had authority from the Prime 
C C  . (61) 6 is t Minister of Northern Ireland to make it plain in debate that the 
Conclusions. Government of Northern Ireland would resent the imposition of any 
Mmute .) control over immigration to Great Britain at ports in Northern 

Ireland. This might go some way to convince critics of the 
Government that there was no way of controlling immigration from 
the Irish Republic, since it would be generally accepted that it would 
be impracticable to control the land border between the Irish Republic 
and Northern Ireland. He had also learned that the Irish Republican 
Government would be willing to introduce legislation to enable them 
to control the admission of immigrants from other Commonwealth 
countries in transit for the United Kingdom, provided that the United 
Kingdom Government refrained from enforcing the provisions in the 
Bill against Irish citizens. 

Discussion showed that there was general agreement in the 
Cabinet that, in spite of the political pressure, the Government should 
continue to stress the practical difficulties of imposing control over 
immigration from the Irish Republic. Care should, however, be 
taken to emphasise that under the terms of the Bill it would be open 
to the Government to impose this control and that they must reserve 
the right to do so. It could be pointed out that in the British 
Nationality Act, 1948, Parliament had recognised the special position 
of Irish citizens, who were treated for many purposes, including 
voting in elections, as if they were British subjects. 

The Government would also be open to the criticism that there 
had been inadequate consultation with other Commonwealth 
Governments on this question. On this point it would be advisable 
to admit that the extent of consultation had not been as great as 
could have been wished and to explain that over a long period the 
Government had sought to avoid imposing this control. They had 
postponed a decision to the last possible moment, when terms of 
the Opening Speech had to be settled: and it had not been possible 
to give earlier notice of their intentions to other Commonwealth 
Governments. In fact, however, those Commonwealth Governments 
which were most affected had not been left in ignorance of the 
possibility that this control might have to be introduced. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Home Secretary, in the debate on the Second 
Reading of the Commonwealth Immigrants Bill, to speak 
on the lines approved in their discussion. 

Congo 3. The Foreign Secretary said that the situation in the Congo 
Republic had deteriorated seriously in the last few days. There had been a 
Previous weakening in the position of Mr. Adoula. the Prime Minister of the 

Reference: Central Government, who had not only failed to secure a meeting 
C C . ( 6 1 ) 6 2 n  d with Mr. Tshombe. the Prime Minister of Katanga, about the 
Conclusions. constitutional relations between Katanga and the Central Government 
Mmute 2)  j H 1 , ; , .  u j  a ( s 0  i o s  ( control over the Deputy Prime Minister, Mr. 

Gi/enga. who was understood to be organising subversive activities 



Nuclear
T c $ u

(Previous
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CC. (61) 6 jnd

Conclusions.
Minute 3) 

in Albertville, in North Katanga. United Nations troops had been 
sent to Albertville and were seeking to disarm Mr. Gizenga's 
supporters, but this action was resented by the Government of 
Katanga as a violation of their sovereignty. It had also been reported 
that in Kivu Province a number of Italian airmen, who had been 
ferrying supplies under United Nations auspices, had been attacked 
by troops under the nominal control of the Central Government. 
The United Nations authorities were striving to restore order both in 
Albertville and in Kivu Province, but the situation generally was 
chaotic. There was some hope that their influence would be used to 
better effect with the departure of Dr. 0'Brien and the arrival of 
Mr. Urquhart who, with Mr. Khiari, might have greater success in 
persuading Mr. Tshombe to co-operate with the Central Government. 

Opinion at the United Nations in New York had been inflamed 
by publication of the report of the commission which had inquired 
into the death of Mr. Lumumba, since this placed responsibility for 
the murder of Mr. Lumumba partly on the Katanga Government and 
partly on President Kasavubu. A resolution had been brought before 
the Security Council which would authorise the United Nations 
authorities to use force for the immediate apprehension and 
deportation of all foreign mercenaries and hostile elements from 
Katanga. This, if passed, would extend the powers of the United 
Nations beyond their present mandate to restore order, and could 
not be supported by the United States Government or by ourselves. 
The United Kingdom representative was in consultation with his 
United States colleague on an alternative resolution which would 
deal with the situation in the Congo more generally and would not 
concentrate on Katanga; it would stress the need to use all possible 
means of conciliation without insisting on further military action. 
It was not yet clear, however, that agreement could be reached on a 
formula which would be acceptable to public opinion in this country. 
On the other hand, in the present atmosphere of the discussions in 
New York, the prospects of securing support for conciliatory action 
were not good. 

In "discussion there was general agreement in the Cabinet that 
the best course would be to induce the United States Government to 
sponsor a resolution which the United Kingdom representative would 
be able to support. Failing that, the possibilities of deferring action 
on anv more violent form of resolution would have to be considered. 
The Secretary-General had already initiated useful action in the 
Congo, and he might be able to follow this up with more effective 
proposals for conciliation. 

The C a b i n e t -
Took note of this statement by the Foreign Secretary. 

*4: The Cabinet resumed their discussion of the memorandum 
 by the Foreign Secretary (C. (61)1791 about a suggestion by the 

 United States Government that they might conduct atmospheric 
 nuclear tests at Christmas Island. They had before them a draft of a 

 message from the Prime Minister to President Kennedy replying to 
, h i   suggestion. s

the Prime Minister said that in the light of the Cabinefs 
previous discussion and of meetings which he had since held to 

* 1'roviousK icconlcd in a Confidential Annex. 



consider the technical aspects of this problem, he had come to the 
view that, since any overt preparations on Christmas Island would 
give rise to criticism from many sections of world opinion, including 
public opinion in this country, he and President Kennedy should have 
considerably more information about the nature and purposes of the 
proposed atmospheric tests before a decision was taken to begin work 
on Christmas Island. The draft reply which he had prepared was in 
no sense a commitment to make the facilities at Christmas Island 
available. It proposed that a small reconnaissance party, composed 
of two or three representatives from each of the two countries, should 
be sent forthwith to Christmas Island in strict secrecy to study what 
preparations would be necessary; that expert advisers from both 
countries should meet at once to prepare a report about the proposed 
programme of tests; and that on the basis of that report he and 
President Kennedy should make their individual political judgments 
whether such tests would fall within the public statements which they 
had made on 31st October and 1st November respectively. The 
message also indicated that his own judgment of this matter would be 
a stringent one, and that the tests which he had had in mind, when 
making his statement, were tests directly related to preserving the 
balance of the deterrent, e.g., by protecting nuclear weapons against 
counter-measures or by developing anti-missile missiles. The draft 
message further emphasised that it was of the highest importance 
to avoid prejudicing the moral predominance of the West by 
indulging in nuclear iests which were not absolutely essential. It 
also indicated that if it were decided, in the light of the judgments 
which he and President Kennedy would make on the basis of the 
experts' report, to make the facilities at Christmas Island available, 
it would then be necessary to conclude a formal agreement which 
would settle the financial and administrative terms of what would in 
effect be a joint enterprise and would provide for our experts to have 
access to the information which the tests would yield. 

The Cabinet expressed their approval of the terms of the draft 
message, tit was suggested that it might be desirable to warn 
President Kennedy explicitly that it would be advisable for the 
United States authorities to make alternative arrangements elsewhere, 
in case Christmas Island could not in the event be made available: 
but it was agreed that, having regard to the difficulties of President 
Kennedy^ position, this would on balance be inexpedient. 

It was pointed out that if in due course it were decided to 
make the facilities available, a period of several months of preparation 
and subsequent testing would then ensue during which the 
Governments of the United Kingdom and United States would be 
subjected to keen criticism from public opinion in this and many 
other countries. It would not be easy to explain convincingly why 
further tests were essential on military grounds. Moreover, if the 
United States authorities were to undertake atmospheric tests, it was 
probable that the Soviet Government would in turn resume further 
testing. All these were considerations which should He borne in 
mind when the experts' report was considered by the Prime Minister 
and President Kennedy. 

The Cabinet -

Approved the terms of the reply which the Prime Minister 
proposed to send to President Kennedy about the suggestion 
thai the United States Government might use the facilities 
at Christinas Island for conducting atmospheric nuclear 
tests. 
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5. The Colonial Secretary said that the minority tribes in Kenya 
were increasingly fearful of Kikuyu domination and the European 
settlers were increasingly concerned about their own future. The 
economic situation was deteriorating and capital investment was 
lessening with the growing loss of confidence. In this situation the 
only alternative to continuing colonial rule, and providing the 
necessary troops to enforce it, was to work for a constitutional 
conference which would lay down adequate safeguards for minority 
interests. These safeguards should be enshrined in the constitution 
in such a way as to make it as difficult as possible to override them 
after the country achieved independence. A constitution that gave 
adequate protection to the African minorities would be likely to 
afford reasonable protection to the European settlers. He would 
be in a better position to consider what form these essential safeguards 
should take after his forthcoming visit to Kenya. His aim was to 
hold the constitutional conference in the early months of 1962. 

If this constitutional conference was to have any prospect of 
success, it would be necessary to remove the disqualification which 
at present prevented Kenyatta, and others who had served a sentence 
of imprisonment of more than two years, from becoming members 
of the legislature. Subject to the Cabinet's agreement, he proposed 
to announce just before his departure for Kenya that this 
disqualification would be abolished. 

Discussion showed that the Cabinet were in agreement that the 
best hope of resolving the potentially dangerous situation in Kenya 
lay in working for a constitutional conference in the early part of 1962. 
They also agreed that, if such a conference were to have any prospect 
of success, it was necessary to remove the disqualification which 
applied to Kenyatta, repugnant though this step would be to many 
sections of opinion in this country. 

Serious doubts were however expressed about the likelihood 
that agreement would be reached, at a constitutional conference, 
on safeguards which would be regarded as satisfactory by the 
minority interests in Kenya. Moreover, even if safeguards were 
entrenched in a constitution, there could be no assurance that they 
would rjot be illegally overthrown by the majority party once Kenya 
had become independent. Nevertheless, a satisfactory constitution, 
which might in some respects follow the United States model, would 
provide at least a legal obstacle to the abolition of minority rights, and 
a study should be undertaken urgently of the best form of constitution 
for this purpose. 

It was recognised that the African minorities, and certainly the 
European settlers, were likely to feel that the only reliable safeguard 
would be the continuing presence of British troops or of security 
forces under the control of British officers. But. given the leadership 
of the majority African party, it was unlikely that British personnel 
would want or would be allowed to remain after independence. The 
situation would he different from that in Tanganyika, where the 
Prime Minister was prepared to rely on British officers to maintain 
law and order. 

In further discussion the following points were made: 
(a) The possibility of maintaining some British forces in Kenya 

after independence should be seriously considered. Even if they 
were retained only for training purposes, and even though their value 
in an emergency might be limited to rescuing European settlers, 
their presence would give some degree of confidence. 

ih) It was suggested that no reliable safeguards could be 
provided for European or other minorities after independence 
unless provision were made for land resettlement which the majority 
African party accepted as equitable. European settlers could not 
hope to retain their existing holdings intact, even though it was true 
that the economy of Kenya depended on the agricultural production 
of these holdings. 
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(c) If the European settlers decided to leave, through fear of the 
future or because their land was expropriated, the Government 
would be under heavy pressure to pay them compensation. This 
would be a precedent for similar claims by settlers displaced from 
the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. 

(d) The financial implications of the various courses which 
events might take in Kenya would have to be worked out by the 
time a constitutional conference was held. The cost of maintaining 
British forces there, meeting claims for compensation, and providing 
financial assistance to an independent Kenya could involve, in the 
aggregate, an intolerable burden to the Exchequer. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed	 that the disqualification from membership of the 

legislature which applied in Kenya to anyone who had 
served a sentence of imprisonment of more than two 
years should be removed; and authorised the Colonial 
Secretary to make an announcement to this effect in the 
following week. 

(2) Agreed that	 the Colonial Secretary should aim at convening 
a constitutional conference on Kenya in the early part of 
1962, with the object of reaching satisfactory safeguards 
for minority interests. 

6. The Commonwealth Secretary recalled that the Cabinet had 
previously agreed that discussions should be held with the Prime 
Minister of Malaya about the project for a Greater Malaysia. This 
project had now been examined by the Ministers concerned, and 
exploratory discussions with the Prime Minister of Malaya were to 
begin on 20th November. 

Broad agreement had been reached between the Governments 
of Malaya and Singapore about the terms for a merger. The main 
remaining problems which would arise in the coming discussions 
were—first, the need to retain our defence facilities in the territories 
concerned, including those necessary for the fulfilment of our 
obligations to the South-East Asia Treaty Organisation and for the 
deployment of the Commonwealth brigade; and, second, the means 
of securing the agreement of the Governments and peoples of North 
Borneo and Sarawak, in addition to the concurrence of the 
Government of Brunei, to their association in a Greater Malaysia. 

As regards the former, the Prime Minister of Malaya no doubt 
realised that our ability to fulfil our obligations to the South-East 
Asia Treaty Organisation was an essential element in the defence of 
the whole area, including Malaya, but he had indicated that he would 
seek to impose limits on our freedom in the future to use our existing 
facilities in Singapore for this purpose. It might be that i* would be 
more acceptable to him if these facilities were to be regarded in future 
as available to Commonwealth forces in the context of a defence 
agreement for the whole area in which Australia and New Zealand 
would join. 

The Prime Minister said that it seemed desirable to proceed 
without delay with the exploratory discussions since an association 
of all the territories concerned, if it could be secured by agreement 
and in such a way as to provide for our defence requirements, 
represented the best hope of providing for the future stability of the 
area and avoiding a deterioration of the position in Singapore. 

The Cabinet -

Took note of these statements. 
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Airport Strike 


7. The Minister of Aviation said that the British Overseas 
Airways Corporation had recently granted to loaders and other staff 
concerned with apron services at London Airport a wage increase of 
2\d. per hour. Men engaged in comparable work for his Department 
had gone on strike because of the Governmenfs refusal to grant them 
a similar increase. In agreement with the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
and the Minister of Labour, he had maintained that the grant of 
this pay increase would involve a breach in the Governments policy 
of the wage pause. A proposal was now under consideration by the 
unions concerned which would enable a number of the men concerned 
to be graded as baggage masters, which would entitle them to 
increased pay. It was possible that this solution might be accepted 
and that the men might be recommended to return to work on the 
following day. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Minister of Aviation. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. I, 
16th November, 1961. 
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1. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Minister of Power (C. (61) 186) on coal prices. 

The Minister of Power said that in the light of the Cabinet's 
previous discussion he had given further consideration, in consultation 
with the Secretary of State for Scotland! the Chief Secretary, Treasury, 
the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster and the Minister without 
Portfolio, to the proposals of the National Coal Board for selective 
increases in coal prices. A report by accountants on the Board's 
financial prospects up to the end of 1966 showed that the outlook was 
even more serious than had previously been thought. Even on 
assumptions which might in certain respects prove optimistic it was 
estimated that, without further price increases and allowing for the 
replacement of fixed assets in compliance with the requirements of 
the recent White Paper, the Board's deficit would be £47 million in 
1962 and £282 million over the whole five years. After consultation 
with the Board, in the light of this report, he would bring before his 
colleagues proposals for making a comprehensive review of the 
long-term future of the coal industry. 

The serious position which had now been revealed made it even 
more urgent to secure additional revenue. The Board had put 
forward a comprehensive schedule of selective price increases, which 
were summarised in Annex A I of C. (61) 186. In addition to the 
increases which had previously been proposed for Scotland and the 
North-Western region, as well as for Welsh boiler fuels, it was now 
proposed to increase the prices of house coal and other large coal in 
England and Wales. If the Board"s proposals were accepted in full, 
they would earn £33 million more in 1962 towards their estimated 
deficit of £47 million in that year. To meet the criticism that the 
increases were unduly severe, particularly in Scotland, he would be 
prepared, if the Cabinet accepted the principle of differential price 
increases, to urge the Board to accept a number of modifications: 
these were summarised in Annex A II of C. (61) 186, and their main r 

effects would be to reduce the price increases in Scotland from an 
average of 14s. lOd. a ton to 12s. 6d. a ton. and to postpone the 
increase in the price of house coal and other large coal both in 
Scotland and in the North-Western Division until 1st May With 
these modifications the price increases would vield onlv £28-8 million 
in 1962. 

The Minister said that in his discussions with other Ministers 
there had been a difference of view on the question whether the 
increased revenue required should be sought by selective price 
increases or by a general increase. On the one hand selective increases 
would impose a burden on certain parts of the country, particularly 
Scotland, where the Government were already taking special measures 
to support the economy. On the other hand, a general price increase 
would still further weaken the ability of the economic coal-fields to 
compete with oil and other fuels, and would fail to secure in 
uneconomic regions the reduction in demand which would enable 
the uneconomic pits to be closed. His own advice was that the Board 
should be allowed to introduce selective price increases sufficient to 
contribute towards the policy of closing uneconomic pits ana 
maintaining the ability of the economic sections of the industry to 
compete with other fuels. 

The Chief Secretary, Treasury, said that in the past the Board 
had been dissuaded from introducing selective price increases which 
would discriminate against those regions, like Scotland, which were 
economically vulnerable. The serious financial prospects of the 
industry made it essential that substantial price increases should be 
authorised, and the Board\s latest proposals did not concentrate 
increases on Scotland and the North-West region. A general price 



increase would not be in the long-term interests of the industry, 
whereas selective increases would be consistent with the financial 
policy recommended for the nationalised industries in the recent 
White Paper. It would, however, be important that increases in the 
price of industrial coal in Scotland should take account of the special 
position of the steel industry there. 

The Secretary of State for Scotland said that the increases 
proposed for house coal in Scotland were severe, but he was even 
more concerned about the effect of the increases proposed for 
industrial coal. The selective increases now suggested would remove 
one of the few economic incentives to industry to settle in Scotland. 
Although the effect on most industrial interests in Scotland would not 
be materially heavy, the psychological effects would be serious and 
would add to the apprehensions which were already widely current 
about Scotland's future economic prospects. The effect of the 
proposals on ColvilIe's steel-works would be particularly unfortunate. 
What would the Governmenfs attitude be if, as was likely, ColvihVs 
then sought to import coking coal from the United States? 

In discussion is was suggested that the selective price increases 
now proposed by the Board were a departure from the principle that, 
apart from pithead adjustments which were not directly related to 
the cost of production, changes in coal prices should be uniform and 
consistent over the whole industry. There was nothing intrinsically 
wrong in supplying coal at uneconomic prices in Scotland, in the same 
way that certain rail transport services were provided at present. It 
was by no means clear that a general price increase, if it were of a 
moderate amount, would in fact result in a decline of demand for coal 
from the economic coal fields. 

Against these arguments it was pointed out that there were 
already considerable variations in coal prices in different parts of the 
country. Competition from oil was keen and would increase, 
especially when transport costs were reduced by the development of 
a national system of pipelines. A general price increase, which would 
have to be of the order of 4s. 6d. a ton on all coal to raise an equivalent 
amount of additional revenue, would be virtually certain to reduce 
the demand for coal from the economic coal-fields and would 
consequently worsen the financial position of the industry as a whole. 
Moreover, unless substantial selective price increases were introduced 
in areas near the uneconomic coal-fields, the demand for coal in those 
areas would remain artificially high and it would be impossible to 
proceed with an adequate programme for closing uneconomic pits. 
A policy of selective price increases was. in short, the only way to 
enable the Board to exploit the natural protection from competition 
which coal enjoyed in areas near to economic coal-fields. 

It was also pointed out that, if the Board were not allowed to 
introduce the price increases they recommended, it would become 
known that the Government had prevented them from fulfilling the 
financial obligations laid upon them by the recent White Paper. In 
other words it would be recognised that the Government had decided 
to subsidise an uneconomic coal industry. It had to be remembered 
that the Chairman of the Board had publicly expressed the opinion 
that a genera! price increase would be contrary to the interests of the 
industry. 

There was general agreement that the Government should accept 
responsibility for ensuring a reasonable economic future for Scotland. 
It was argued that the maintenance of artificial!) low prices and 
uneconomic coal production were not the appropriate means for 
providing economic assistance to Scotland. Instead, economically 
viable new industries should be given every encouragement to settle 
there in accordance with the Governments policy for the distribution 
of industry. 
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In further discussion the following points were made: 
(a) If selective prices were introduced, it would be desirable to 

avoid imposing an unduly severe additional burden on the steel 
industry in Scotland, notwithstanding that it was likely that the effect 
of this would be taken into account by the Iron and Steel Board in 
fixing steel prices. It should therefore be represented to the Coal 
Board that it was in their interest to make some concession, if this was 
within their powers, to the Scottish steel industry. This would 
provide the best hope of avoiding a request from Colville's that they 
should be allowed to import coking coal. 

(b) The Minister of Power said that he would be in a stronger 
position to urge the Coal Board to make some concession to the 
Scottish steel industry within the framework of selective price 
increases if he were able to agree that the price increases which the 
Board proposed for large coal other than house coal could be 
introduced on 1st January and not deferred to 1st May, as suggested 
in the modifications set out in Annex A II of C. (61) 186. 

(c) If price increases were approved, since some of them would 
come into effect on 1st January, 1962, it would be necessary for the 
Coal Board to hold consultations without delay with the domestic 
and the industrial consumers' councils. It was desirable that, in the 
second reading of the Coal Industry Bill which was to take place on 
29th November, the Minister of Power should make an appropriate 
reference to the price increases which the Coal Board had in mind. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the Minister of Power to consult the Chairman of the 

National Coal Board with a view to ensuring that, in 
introducing selective price increases, a suitable concession 
should be made to the Scottish steel industry, and to 
report the outcome to the Prime Minister. 

(2) Subject	 to Conclusion (1) approved the proposals in 
paragraph 10 of C. (61) 186, and agreed that the price 
increases proposed for large coal other than house coal 
could if necessary be put into effect on 1st January, 1962. 

(3) Invited	 the Minister of Power to submit to the Economic 
Policy Committee in due course proposals for reviewing 
the long-term financial problem of the coal industry. 

2. The Foreign Secretary said that the representative of the 
United States Government at the United Nations was now proposing 
to bring before the Security Council a resolution which would deal 
with the situation in the Congo generally and would not concentrate 
on Katanga. This resolution contained, however, two operative 
paragraphs which would extend the existing mandate of the United 
Nations, which was primarily to restore order in the Congo. The 
first of these paragraphs would authorise action, including the use 
of force if necessary, to apprehend, detain and denort all foreign 
military and para-military personnel and political advisers not under 
the United Nations command, and mercenaries. This might be 
interpreted as inviting a renewal of the unfortunate military action 
taken by the United Nations against Katanga in August; and in 
authorising the use of force for the removal of political and other 
advisers it went beyond the measures which had been authorised in 
the CounciPs resolution of 21st February. The second paragraph 
would authorise the Secretary-General, in consultation with the 
Central Government, of the Congo. " to neutralise where necessary to 
prevent their use for military purposes against the United Nations, 
the Republic of the Congo or the civilian population, aircraft and 
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other weapons of war At first sight an authorisation of this kind 
might seem less objectionable than that in the first paragraph, but 
in practice it might involve equally drastic action—includingt for 
example, b o m b i n g - i n support of the policies of the Central 
Government. 

Discussion showed it to be the general view of the Cabinet that, 
while a resolution on the lines proposed by the United States 
representative would be an improvement on the resolution previously 
proposed by Liberia and the United Arab Republic, the two operative 
paragraphs were still unsatisfactory. It would be inadvisable for us 
to abstain from voting on the whole resolution because this might 
leave us isolated, or almost isolated, and might seriously damage our 
relations with the Central Government. The better course would be 
to abstain only in respect of these two paragraphs. The United 
Kingdom representative could explain, without analysing the wording 
in great detail, that the Government had always attached the utmost 
importance to conciliation and had opposed the use of force save for 
the prevention of civil war; and he could express the Governmenfs 
fear that to authorise the use of force would lead to a recurrence of 
the state of civil war in the Congo which it had been the object of 
United Nations action to prevent. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Foreign Secretary to instruct the United 
Kingdom representative at the United Nations on the lines 
approved in their discussion. 

3. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that during the 
previous week he had attended a meeting of the Ministerial Council 
of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. 
In accordance with the view he had earlier expressed in Cabinet, he 
had taken a cautious line in discussion of the proposal of the United 
States Government for a collective target of economic growth in the 
member countries of at least 50 per cent, during the years 1962-70. 
It had proved impracticable to resist the proposal but the British 
delegation had been successful in securing that it was presented in a 
satisfactory perspective. The period had been prolonged to 10 years 
(which would require an annual cumulative growth of 4 -1 per cent, 
or 4-25 per cent, allowing for poor performance in I%1) and it had 
been recognised that growth rates must vary for different countries. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer. 

 Office, S.W. I, 
November, 1961. 
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1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the following week. 

It was suggested that, in order to avoid any subsequent complaint 
that the House had been misled, the proposals of the National Coal 
Board for increases in coal prices should be made known before the 
second reading of the Coal Industry Bill on 29th November, 1961. 
Apart from the criticism likely to be levelled against the proposals 
for price increases, some Government supporters might seek to limit 
the borrowing powers of the Board in order to discourage them from 
meeting the claim for higher wages which had been presented by the 
miners' representatives; and the Government spokesmen in the 
debate should be prepared to deal with this issue. 

The Minister of Labour said in this connexion that he expected 
to be asked by Government supporters why the Government were 
not prepared to take power to control wages in the nationalised 
industries. He proposed to take the line that to do so would entail 
direct Government interference in a large area of the national 
economy, and that the trend of Government policy had been in the 
opposite direction, as shown for example by the recent White Paper 
on the financial responsibilities of the nationalised industries. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster to discuss 
with the Minister of Power the tactics for handling the 
debate on the Coal Industry Bill. 

2. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that on the previous 
day the General Council of the Trades Union Congress had declined 
to endorse the recommendation of their economic committee that 
they should accept his invitation to participate in the proposed 
National Economic Development Council, and had decided instead 
to seek a further meeting at which to discuss with him their objections 
to the Governmenfs economic policy. Although they might in due 
course agree to take part, it was undesirable that the Government 
should appear to be dependent on their assistance. While therefore 
he would meet the representatives of the Trades Union Congress, he 
intended meanwhile to proceed with some of the preliminary measures 
to establish the proposed planning staff. 

In discussion the view was expressed that those members of the 
General Council who were hostile to the proposed planning 
consultations had taken advantage of the reaction to the 
Government^ reaffirmation on 21st November of the policy of the 
wages pause to put off accepting the invitation to participate; but 
there was a reasonable hope that the Trades Union Congress would 
shortly decide to take part. It was generally agreed that preliminarv 
action to set up the proposed planning staff should p.v*ceed. though 
it would be inexpedient at this stage to appoint the head of the office. 

The Cabinet 
Took note of this statement by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer. 

3. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Foreign 
Secretary (C. (61) 184) on the prospects of entering into negotiations 
on Berlin. 

The Foreign Secretary said that it was to be hoped that the 
meeting between President Kennedy and Dr. Adenauer and the 
meeting which the Prime Minister was about to have with General 
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de Gaulle would lead to allied agreement that negotiations should 
take place with the Soviet Government about Berlin. The 
Ambassadorial Group in Washington had been working for several 
weeks on a paper which set out the points iikeiy to arise in such 
negotiations, the extent to which some of these matters were 
susceptible of adjustment, and the objectives which we should seek. 
The text of this paper, which had not yet been approved by the 
Governments concerned, was annexed to C. (61) 184. It showed that 
there was general agreement that it would be in the best interests of 
the allies to aim at a narrow negotiation confined to the problem of 
Berlin, though the possibility of subsequent discussions on wider 
questions such as European security could be held out for the future. 

The main points likely to be pressed by the Soviet Government 
which would present special difficulties for the West German 
Government concerned the existence and authority of the East 
German Government, the recognition of the Oder-Neisse line, the 
political relationship between West Berlin and the West German 
Government, and the limitation of nuclear weapons for Germany. 
It was likely that the West German Government would accept it , 
need for increased practical dealings with the East German 
Government, and they probably realised that some form of 
recognition of Germany's eastern frontier would become inevitable; 
but it would be difficult to persuade them to agree to any substantial 
changes in the existing links between West Berlin and West Germany, 
and they were highly suspicious of any limitation on their possession 
of nuclear weapons which might seem a mark of an inferior status. 

The Foreign Secretary said that, although he believed that the 
Soviet Government wished to settle the Berlin question by negotiation, 
there was very little evidence to that effect and there was no guarantee 
that they were prepared to concede an acceptable status for, and 
means of access to, West Berlin. 

In discussion it was suggested that the paper prepared by the 
Ambassadorial Group was unrealistic in a number of respects. For 
example, it was doubtful whether we should continue to insist that 
the source of Western rights in Berlin should remain unchanged. 
Again, it was hardly conceivable that West Berlin could continue 
to have the same relationship to West Germany as at present. On 
the other hand, if the West German and French Governments were 
to be brought to accept the need for a negotiated settlement, it would 
not help at this stage to put forward negotiating proposals which 
were less favourable than those included in the paper prepared by 
the Ambassadorial Group. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of C. (61) 184. 

Malaya 4. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Greater Commonwealth Secretary (C. (61) 190) covering a copy of the public 
M a l a y s i a statement issued at the end of the discussions with the Prime Minister 
( P r e v i o u s of Malaya about the project for Greater Malaysia. 
R e f e r e n c e : 
C C Y i t i i i i O n ' The Commonwealth Secretary said that these discussions had 
Conclusion:.. been successful. It had been agreed that a commission should be 
Minute en appointed to ascertain the views of the peoples of the Borneo 

territories. It had also been decided that the existing defence 
agreement between the United Kingdom and Malaya would be 
extended to embrace the other territories concerned, but that the 
United Kingdom should have the right to continue to maintain the 
existing bases and facilities in Singapore and to make such use of 
them as the United Kingdom Government considered necessary for 
the defence of Malava. for Commonwealth defence and for the 
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preservation of peace in South-East Asia. It was clearly understood 
that this right would enable us to use Singapore to fulfil our 
obligations under the South-East Asia Treaty. 

The Prime Minister said that the Commonwealth Secretary and 
the other Ministers concerned were to be congratulated on the 
outcome of the discussions. The Prime Minister of Malaya might 
feel obliged to avoid acknowledging in public that the agreement 
would allow us to use Singapore to fulfil our obligations to the South-
East Asia Treaty Organisation. It would not be expedient for us 
to emphasise this point unduly. For purposes of public presentation, 
it would suffice to make it plain that the right to use the bases and 
facilities in Singapore would remain with the United Kingdom 
Government, who would be entitled to use them to fulfil their 
international obligations. 

The Minister of Defence said that he proposed to discuss with 
the Malayan Minister of Defence how responsibility for internal 
security in Singapore should eventually be transferred to the 
Government of a Greater Malaysia. 

The Cabinet— 

Took note with approval of C. (61) 190. 

 5. The Lord Privy Seal said that a further meeting with 
 representatives of the European Economic Community had been held 

 in Brussels on 8th and 9th November for the double purpose of (i) 
 hearing the replies of the member governments and of the 

 Commission to the United Kingdom's application for membership of 
( ] i  e  c o m m o  n Market and (ii) making an effective start with detailed 

 negotiations. The general tenor of the replies had been friendly but 
s t r e s s n a t  D e e n a o n'  ' ' d  the importance of maintaining the balance 
Q f the European Community after the admission of the United 

. , , . . , , . .  Kingdom and questions had been asked on a number of points, 

including particularly the duration of the transitional arrangements. 

Before the detailed negotiations could be begun there had been a 

procedural discussion deriving from the desire of the French 

Government to consider the problems of a common external tariff 

before considering Commonwealth problems. On this a compromise 

solution had been reached which had enabled discussions among 

officials to begin on the previous day. These appeared to be going 

satisfactorily. 


There had subsequently been a meeting of the Ministerial 
Council of the European Free Trade Association in Geneva, when 
he had reported the outcome of the Brussels meeting. Three neutral 
members -Austria. Sweden and Switzerland—had stated their 
intention of applying individually on 15th December to be associated 
with the Common Market. It was likely that an application for 
membership would be made by Norway in January. The intention 
of the Portuguese Government was to seek a form of association 
on the Greek model and their application would probably be confined 
to metropolitan Portugal. Satisfactory conclusions had been reached 
on the acceleration of tariff reductions. 

The Cabinet 

Took note of this statement bv the Lord Privy Seal. 
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6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Minister of Housing and Local Government (C. (61) 185) covering 
a draft White Paper setting out Government proposals for the 
reorganisation of London Government. They also had before them 
a memorandum by the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster 
(C. (61) 188). 

The Minister of Housing and Local Government recalled that, 
in their discussions in July, the Cabinet had been broadly agreed that 
the main recommendations of the Royal Commission on Local 
Government in Greater London ought to be accepted—namely, that 
there should be a directly elected Greater London Council responsible 
for planning, traffic, main roads and other functions which needed 
to be planned and operated over the area as a whole; and that 
boroughs formed by the amalgamation of existing boroughs should 
be the primary units of local government. Doubts had been felt, 
however, about the Commission^ recommendations on the size of 
the boroughs and on responsibility for the education service. These 
and other points had been further examined by the Ministers most 
directly concerned and new proposals on them were included in the 
draft White Paper which he now sought authority to publish. 

The draft proposed that, in re-arranging the pattern of boroughs, 
the aim should be to secure minimum populations of around 200,000 
wherever possible, though some boroughs might be substantially 
larger. Shortly after publication of the White Paper a detailed plan 
for creating 33 boroughs would be put before the local authorities 
as a basis for consultation. 

The Royal Commission had proposed that responsibility for 
education should be shared between the Greater London Council 
and the boroughs. Ministers had considered a proposal that 
throughout the area education should be the responsibility of joint 
boards constituted by grouping (for this purpose alone) the new 
borough councils into units with a population in most cases of the 
order of 400.000. This had not been found satisfactory, mainly 
because of the general antipathy to joint boards in local government, 
and it had been recognised that to cover the whole area with joint 
boards would amount to declaring that none of the directly elected 
local authorities in Greater London, although larger than county 
boroughs, would be capable of administering this local government 
service. The proposal put forward in the White Paper was that 
outside a central area education should be a borough responsibility 
and that the form of organisation for education within the central 
area should be left open for further consideration: it might be a 
joint board or it might be a body constituted from those members 
elected from the central area to the Greater London Council. The 
population in the central area would be about two million. 

In discussion it was suggested that boroughs of the size proposed 
would not have much local character and might not attract the interest 
and loyalty of the people who ought to be engaged in local 
government. But it had to be accepted that bigger authorities, 
through having greater financial resources and being able to recruit 
better staff, would provide a more efficient standard of service. It 
was also suggested that proposals for amalgamation of existing 
boroughs wotdd give rise to keen controversy which might be 
handled more easily if the Government refrained from modifying 
the recommendations of the Royal Commission. To rest on those 
recommendations, however, would make for less efficient services 
and would destroy one of the main advantages of securing the largest 
possible units, namely that education could then over the greater 
part of the area be put straight into the hands of the boroughs, thus 
doing away with the need for joint boards for education save in the 
central area. 

The White Paper proposal that education in the central area 
should be the responsibility of a specially-created body would be 



criticised as a departure from the general principle of reliance on 
boroughs, which was to be followed elsewhere in the area. It was 
agreed, however, that there was no satisfactory alternative. The 
Royal Commission^ proposal for sharing responsibility for education 
had been shown by experience elsewhere in the country to make for 
inefficiency and friction between the authorities concerned; and in 
the special conditions of central London, where the school system 
had been built up by a single authority (the London County Council), 
reversion to control by borough councils would involve the 
fragmentation of the service. There would be difficulties in the 
detailed working out of the compromise proposal in the White Paper 
but on balance it appeared to be the best course to adopt. The 
consultations which would take place following publication of the 
White Paper would be bound to result in substantial modifications 
in the detailed boundaries of the new boroughs, which would in turn 
affect the size of the central area for education purposes. For this 
reason there would be advantage in leaving open for the time being 
the question of the precise form of organisation for the new body. 

In further discussion the following points were raised: 
(a) The White Paper might be improved by including in an 

appendix a statement of the services administered by the various 
types of local authority at present exercising responsibility in Greater 
London. 

(b) Many people would welcome a statement in the White Paper 
that the Government were considering whether borough councils in 
the central area could be associated with the education service but 
it would be unwise to hold out hopes on this point which it would not 
in the event be practicable to fulfil. 

(c) It would be desirable to bring it out that local government 
reorganisation need not destroy historical ties and traditions within 
geographical counties, but it would be inappropriate to suggest that 
the administration of justice could remain unaffected by the 
reorganisation. On this latter point a separate paragraph should be 
included, making it clear that the Government would have to reserve 
consideration of certain consequences of their reorganisation 
proposals. 

(d) A passage should be included to describe the extent to which 
elections could be suspended in the period before the reorganisation 
was put into effect. 

(e) Publication of the White Paper at this stage would commit 
the Government to legislation during the 1962-63 session on a major 
political issue, but it was believed that it would be the general opinion 
among the Government^ supporters that this problem should not be 
left until after the end of the present Parliament. The difficulties 
arising from postponement would be greater than those involved by 
early action. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited the	 Minister of Housing and Local Government, in 

consultation with the Home Secretary, the Lord 
Chancellor, the Chief Secretary, Treasury, the Chancellor 
of the Duchy of Lancaster and the Minister of Education, 
to give further consideration to the points raised in their 
discussion. 

(2) Subject to Conclusion	 (I) authorised the Minister of Housing 
and Local Government to present to Parliament a White 
Paper on London Government on the lines of the draft 
attached to C. (61) 185. 

Cabinet Office. S.W. I. 
23 rd November. /V6/ . 
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Meeting wi;h 
General de 
Gaulle 

 1. The Cabinet invited the Prime Minister to send to Sir 
 Winston Churchill on their behalf a message of congratulation and 

good wishes on the occasion of his 87th birthday. 

 2. The Prime Minister said that Mr. F . A. Bishop would be 
 leaving the Cabinet Secretariat at the end of the week, to take u p 

his new post as a Deputy Secretary in the Ministry of Agriculture. 
The Cabinet expressed their appreciation of Mr. Bishop's services, 
and their good wishes to him in his new appointment. 

 3. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the following week. 

4. The Foreign Secretary said that the United Kingdom 
representative at the United Nations had in the event abstained 
from voting on the Afro-Asian resolution relating to the Congo, and 
had dissociated himself from its recommendations. Government 
supporters in the House of Commons were content with the attitude 
adopted by the United Kingdom in the discussions in the Security 
Council, but they were still apprehensive that the Secretary-General 
of the United Nations might go too far in the use of force against 
Katanga. Mr. Tshombe, the Prime Minister of Katanga, had now 
suggested that a distinguished statesman from an uncommitted 
independent country in Africa should be appointed to act as mediator 
in the dispute between Katanga and the central Government of the 
Congo. But the acts of violence which had occurred in Elizabethville 
on the previous day might reduce the prospect of an early meeting 
between Mr. Tshombe and Mr. Adoula, the Prime Minister of the 
central Government. 

 5. The Cabinet had before them a note by the Prime Minister 
 (C. (61) 194) covering two telegrams to Washington (Nos. 8711 and 

 8712 of 27th November) about the discussions on Berlin which he 
 had held with General de Gaulle during the latteris stay in this 

 country from 24th to 26th November. The first of these was a 
 factual summary of the main points raised in these discussions. The 

 second contained a message to President Kennedy discussing 
alternative means by which further efforts might now be made to 
secure Western agreement on a basis of negotiation with the Soviet 
Government. 

The Prime Minister said that President Kennedy had been able 
to make some progress in the discussions which he had held with 
Dr. Adenauer in Washington. Dr. Adenauer was at least prepared 
for negotiations, though the position which he had so far taken was 
too narrow to offer the prospect of a negotiated settlement. General 
de Gaulle on the other hand was still unwilling that the French 
Government should participate in such negotiations. He seemed 
tn be influenced by a long-term view of the eventual reaction of 
t h e German people to any settlement on Berlin which was likely to 
D C reached in present circumstances. He feared that a strong 
Germany of the future would come to feel the same resentment 
against such a settlement as Nazi Germany had felt against the 
Treaty of Versailles. France would be in a better position to 



influence such a Germany if she had not been associated with that 
settlement. General de Gaulle still contended that the Western 
Powers were under no obligation to offer concessions in order to 
resolve a crisis over Berlin which had been created by the Russians. 
H e could not be persuaded that the situation in Berlin itself was 
potentially dangerous. For all these reasons he thought it both 
unnecessary and inexpedient to enter into negotiations at this stage. 

The Prime Minister said that, especially in view of the more 
forthcoming attitude adopted by Dr. Adenauer, further attempts 
should now be made to bring the French to agree that negotiations 
should be opened. The alternative courses were set out in his 
message to the President. Pressure might be applied successively, 
at a meeting of senior officials followed by a meeting of Foreign 
Ministers and culminating in discussion in the Nor th Atlantic 
Council. Alternatively, it might be that this question should be 
considered at an early meeting of the Heads of Western 
Governments. These two alternatives might, indeed, be combined: 
for, even if the first alternative were followed, a meeting of Heads 
of Governments might be held after the pressures had been built 
up in the North Atlantic Council. H e would consider the choice 
of method with the Foreign Secretary, in the light of any views which 
President Kennedy might express in reply to his message. A decision 
would have to be taken in the near future. 
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Military The Cabinet next considered a memorandum by the Minister 
Planning of Defence (C. (61) 195) on the state of military planning for 

contingencies in Berlin. 
The Minister of Defence said that there were three groups of 

military plans. The first, known as Free Style, was a probe to 
identify a Soviet or East German decision to block Allied ground 
access to Berlin. The operation might be carried out on one of three 
different scales, according to the type of obstruction which was 
judged likely to be encountered. The largest force would consist 
of only 120 men, and it was not intended that these should open fir'., 
except in self defence. The second group was composed of 
operations to force a way to Berlin along the autobahn, either -w:'i ri 
a battalion group (Trade Wind) or with a divisional force (June 
Ball). In the third group were the air operations (Jack Pine) designed 
to maintain Allied air access to Berlin. The United States authorities 
had now agreed that the first response to a denial of Allied ground 
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access to Berlin would be the mounting of the probe (Free Style) 
and that, if this were turned back, we should resort to air operations 
to maintain communications before extended ground operations 
were undertaken. General Norstad, the Supreme Allied Com
mander, Europe, had asked for authority to assemble the Free Style 
force at once and to hold it indefinitely at six hours ' notice. T o 
this there were both political and military objections. But it might 
be prudent to give General Norstad authority to assemble the force 
(though not to launch it) if it appeared that action to block Allied 
ground access to Berlin was imminent. It was also desirable that 
some aspects of the arrangements for command in Berlin should 
be clarified. Authority had already been given for a single military 
Commander, who would be the United States Commandant , to 
assume responsibility under the control of General Norstad in the 
event of grave civil disturbances or overt armed attack. T h e 
Ambassadorial Group in Washington should be asked to define the 
capacity in which General Norstad would control the single 
Commander. The American Commandant in Berlin had proposed 
that in an emergency the officer who was currently acting as the 
Chairman of the three Commandants should have power in certain 
circumstances to deploy or commit all or part of the Allied garrison 
in advance of the establishment of a single Commander. It would 
be imprudent to authorise the Chairman Commandant to commit 
forces without the unanimous agreement of his colleagues (and hence 
without the agreement of Governments): we might, however, agree 
that the Chairman Commandant should be empowered to alert and 
deploy the garrison, provided that it was clearly understood that 
the sole object of this authority was to enable Allied forces in Berlin 
to be alerted and assembled in readiness for the appointment of a 
single Commander. All these proposals had been considered and 
endorsed by the Defence Committee on the previous day. 

The Cabinet— 
(3) Approved the recommendations made in paragraph 15 of 

C. (61) 195. 

The Cabinet also considered a memorandum by the Foreign 
Secretary (C. (61) 187) on contingency plans for Berlin. 

The Foreign Secretary said that if civil air access to Berlin were 
interfered with by physical means, fighter aircraft would be 
introduced into the air corridors and military transport aircraft 
substituted for civil aircraft. Authority had been given for Allied 
escort fighters to return fire by Soviet or East German aircraft. W e 
had, however, refused to agree that Soviet or East German ground 
installations which fired on Allied aircraft might be attacked without 
prior Governmental authority. 

The Cabinet— 
(4) Took note of C. (61) 187. 

6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer (C. (61) 189) covering a report by a 
working par ty of officials on the advantages of a decimal coinage. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he had undertaken 
to make a statement before the end of the year about the 
Governmenfs attitude to adopting a decimal system of coinage. I t 
appeared from the report of the working party that this would lead 
to a great saving of time and money in the I o n s run, but that these 
advantages had to be weighed against tl convenience to the 
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public and the cost of the change, both to the economy and to the 
Exchequer. It was thought that the total cost would be in the region 
of £200 million, but no reliable estimate of cost could be made 
before much more was known about the number and age of the 
various monetary machines in use in the country and before a 

. detailed study had been made of the best way of phasing any change. 
This required a large-scale investigation by a Preparatory 
Commission in which Government Departments, local authorities 
and nationalised industries would have to participate. The direct 
cost t o the Exchequer would be substantially increased if the 
Government were to assume liability for compensating private 
interests; it would be important to avoid any commitment in this 
respect until the results of the examination by the Preparatory 

rCommission had been considered.

It would first be necessary, to decide what the new unit for a 
decimal coinage should be. A system based on 10s. divided into 
100 units would have considerable advantages over one based on 
the £, although it would entail adjusting all past financial statistics. 
There were also psychological objections to a change which might 
appear to abandon the £ sterling. If, however, the £ were retained 
as the basic unit, it would be necessary to divide it into 1,000 units 
if the sub-unit was not to be unacceptably large. 

A number of Commonwealth countries already used decimal 
coinage. In addition, Australia and New Zealand were committed 
in principle to changing to that system, and it would be important 
to co-ordinate any action we might take on this subject with the 
Governments of those two countries. Moreover, the cost of changing 
the system would continue to increase, since mechanical methods 
of calculating and accounting were being rapidly developed. On 
these grounds a decision should not be postponed much longer. If 
it were decided to appoint a Preparatory Commission, it was for 
consideration whether the Government should announce now that 
they were in principle in favour of making the change. 

In discussion the following points were m a d e : 
(a) The terms of reference of a Preparatory Commission should 

be so drawn as to avoid recommendations which would increase 
the pressure on the Government to assume, liability for compensating 
private interests. 

(b) On balance it seemed likely that a system based on the 10s. 
unit would be preferable. To avoid the psychological disadvantages 
of this unit it might be possible for it to be called, at first, the " new 
pound ". 

(c) It was not clear that it would be necessary to introduce a 
wholly new series of coins. It might be possible to re-value some 
of the existing coinage, and thus to achieve a substantial saving in 
the cost. 

(d) While it was desirable to co-ordinate policy on this question 
with the Australian and New Zealand Governments, there would 
be serious disadvantage from the point of view of the cash machine 
industry if all three countries were to change to a decimal system 
at the same time. 

(e) It was suggested that the adoption of a decimal system of 
measurement would provide greater economic advantages than a 
decimal coinage. Both had been recommended by a committee of 
the British Association and the Association of British Chambers of 
Commerce. 

T h e genera] conclusion which emerged from the Cabinefs 
discussion was that the advantages of adopting a decimal-coinage 
were sufficient to justify setting up a Preparatory Commission to 
make a detailed estimate of the cost and to study the appropriate 
timing and phasing of the change. It would, however, be inexpedient 
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Policy 
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for the Government to announce at this stage that a decision of 
principle had been taken in favour of making this change. 

The	 Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed that	 the adoption of a decimal coinage should not 

be accepted in principle at this stage but that there would 
be sufficient advantage in making this change to warrant 
a full-scale investigation into the cost. 

(2) Subject to Conclusion	 (1) approved the recommendations in 
- p a r a g r a p h 14 of C. (61) 189. 

7. The Home Secretary said that on 13th July the employers ' 
side of the National Joint Council for Local Authorities ' Fire 
Brigades had made an offer for an immediate and substantial increase 
in pay for the London and Middlesex brigades. The unions had 
neither accepted nor rejected this offer but had asked for a national 
pay increase, for which they had subsequently suggested an operative 
date of 31st October. A deputation from both sides of the National 
Joint Council had recently sought from him and the Chief Secretary, 
Treasury, an assurance that the Government would not publicly 
dissent from a settlement reached on that basis. In pursuance of 
the advice of the Wages Committee, no such assurance had been 
given: the deputation had instead been asked to take into account 
the economic situation of the country and it had been suggested 
to them that the operative date for a settlement should not be earlier 
than February 1962. The employers had been warned- that they 
should not proceed o n the assumption that the Government would 
be prepared to increase the general grant if, contrary to the 
Governmenfs advice, they decided to pay increased wages from the 
dates which they had proposed. 

A representative of the employers' side had now asked whether 
the Government would increase the general grant if a settlement with 
an earlier operative date were reached, and had also asked what 
the Governmenfs attitude would be if a settlement were not reached 
and a request for arbitration were made. 

The constitutional position was that the Joint Council were 
fully responsible for any settlement. It had been announced during 
the passage of the Fire Services Bill, 1959, that, in the light of the 
introduction of the general grant to local authorities,.the Government 
had reviewed the statutory powers conferred on the Home Secretary 
with regard to the determination of pay and i other conditions of 
service in fire brigades and had come to the conclusion that 
Ministerial intervention would no longer be justified in this field. 
This made it difficult for the Government to do more than repeat 
the warnings which had already been given. 

In discussion it was argued that, while the offer made on 
13th July in respect of the London and Middlesex brigades was 
clearly a commitment before the introduction of the Governmenfs 
policy for a pay pause, it would be more difficult to represent an 
increase for the other brigades as a consequential commitment. 
This would certainly not be accepted by Government supporters as 
justification for any retrospection in pay increases, which would be 
regarded as a serious inroad into the Governmenfs wages policy. 
Any concession which appeared to be another breach of the pay 
pause would increase the difficulties in the passage of the Bill to 
extend the borrowing powers of the coal industry. On this view, the 
best course might be for the Government to be prepared to use the 
sanction of withholding any additional payment of general grant in 
respect of any increases other than those offered to the London and 
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Middlesex brigades. An incidental difficulty of this course was that, 
because of the way in which the payment of general grant was 
calculated, the denial of it would affect London and Middlesex as 
well as the other local authorities. 

On the other hand, the fact that an offer had been made in 
July for London and Middlesex, and that this in the normal course 
would set the pattern for increases to other brigades, together with 
the fact that the negotiations for all brigades could be regarded as 
directed towards a single settlement, were grounds for arguing that 
an operative date in February or even January next for increases in 
respect of the other brigades would be an acceptable compromise. 
It was difficult to maintain that, in the light of the Governmenfs 
statements during the passage of the Fire Services Bill in 1959, the 
discretion rested finally with the Joint Council if, at the same time, 
the Government were to refuse to meet the cost by denying general 
grant. -

It was pointed out that it would be undesirable to encourage the 
Joint Council to resort to arbitration. Fo r it was likely that, as an 
offer in respect of the London and Middlesex brigades had been 
made last July, any award would involve a considerable element of 
retrospection. 

Fur ther discussion showed that it was the general view of the 
Cabinet that the Governmenfs advice to the Joint Council, or to 
the employers' side of it, should follow that which had previously 
been given and should be on the following lines. The constitutional 
responsibility for a settlement rested under the Fire Services Act, 
1959, with the Joint Council. The increases for London and 
Middlesex which were offered before the statement by the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer on 25th July were clearly a commitment before 
the introduction of the policy of a pay pause. As regards other 
areas, it would be right for the date of payment of any increase to 
be deferred; but, because the offer to London and Middlesex implied 
an element of commitment for an increase in the rest of the country, 
the Government would regard a date early next year for that increase 
as a reasonable compromise. Local authorities must not proceed 
on the assumption that there would be an increase in the general 
grant for the current financial year in respect of the amount involved 
if an earlier date for settlement were chosen. This advice should 
be given to the Joint Council, and the Government should be ready 
to publish it if, as a result of the meeting of the Joint Council on 
the following day, any settlement were reached which could be 
regarded as inconsistent with the Governmenfs policy of a pay pause. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Home Secretary to inform the National Joint 
Council for Local Authorities ' Fire Brigades of the 
Governmenfs attitude to pay increases in the fire service 
in the terms set out above. 

8. The Cabinet had before them memoranda by the Minister 
of Aviation (C. (61) 197) and by the Chief Secretary, Treasury 
(C. (61) 200) about the arrangements for setting up a European 
Launcher Development Organisation (E.L.D.O.). 

The Minister of Aviation said that there was a good prospect 
that an international organisation could be formed to develop Blue 
Streak as a satellite launcher. Besides the United Kingdom a n d 
France, which had sponsored the Organisation, West Germany.. 
Belgium, Denmark and the Netherlands were likely to participate 
Italy remained doubtful, and Austria, Norway. Spain. Sweden and 
Switzerland were almost certain to decline. Although Governments 
had been asked to give a final indication of their intentions by 



27th November, none had yet done so. Some of the hesitation arose 
because the position of Italy was uncertain and no firm arrangements 
had been made for underwriting her financial contribution, which 
amounted to some 10 per cent, of the total. Meanwhile, United 
States manufacturers were making attractive offers of assistance in 
the launching of satellites under joint American-Italian arrangements. 
If the Italians could be convinced that E.L.D.O. would be 
established, whether they were members or not, they might well feel 
impelled to join it; and it was in any case desirable to end the 
uncertainty felt by other prospective members. H e therefore sought 
authority to inform the French and German Governments that the 
United Kingdom would be prepared, if necessary, to pay the whole 
of Italy's subscription provided that France and Germany would 
share with us in making good the deficiency caused by the defection 
of the smaller countries. If it should prove necessary to take up this 
commitment, we should have assumed responsibility for contributing 
£33 million, spread over five years, towards the Organisation^ total 
budget of £70 million. 

The Chief Secretary, Treasury, said that our prospective 
contribution to E.L.D.O. had steadily increased since it had been 
originally assessed at the Strasbourg.Conference in February 1961. 
France and Germany, on the other hand, had as yet accepted no 
additional liabilities and might well refuse to do so until they knew 
the full extent of the deficiency. It was arguable that we should 
similarly reserve our position. If the Italians were to decide to join, 
we were already virtually committed to sharing equally with France 
and Germany the deficiency caused by the absence of the smaller 
Powers; and the assumption of the whole Italian liability would add 
£1-4 million a year to our expenditure. Such a commitment could 
be met only at the expense of other projects. 

In discussion the following points were m a d e : 
(a) The construction of a satellite launcher was without 

scientific interest in itself and should not be financed at the expense 
of valuable scientific research. The venture would produce a 
commercial return only if it were to provide the means of establishing 
a satellite communications system. I t was not yet certain that a 
launcher based on Blue Streak would prove most suitable for this 
purpose. 

(b) Our current expenditure on Blue Streak was of the order 
of £500,000 a month. The sooner E.L.D.O. could be established, 
the sooner could we be assured that this expenditure was not being 
wasted. We should therefore approach the French and Germans 
on the basis that we would offer to underwrite the Italian subscription 
if they would thereupon agree to share with us the responsibility 
for the remaining deficiency and at the same time confirm their 
adherence to the Organisation on this basis. If this offer were no t 
accepted, it would be necessary to consider whether the project 
should be abandoned altogether. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Minister of Aviation to approach the French 
and German Governments on the lines proposed in 
C. (61) 197, informing them at the same time that our offer 
was conditional on their proceeding immediately with the 
establishment of E.L.D.O. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.1, 

30th November, 196J. 
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Congo 
Republic 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C C . (61) 66th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 4) 

United 
Nations 
Colonialism 
(Previous 
Reference : 
C C . (61) 55th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 2) 

1. The Foreign Secretary said that the Government would be 
asked in Parliament to state their view of the circumstances in which 
Dr. 0'Brien, the former representative of the United Nations in 
Katanga, had relinquished his appointment with the United Nations 
and resigned from the Foreign Service of the Irish Republic. In 
his public statements Dr. 0 'Brien had sought to lay the whole blame 
for his removal on the Governments of the United Kingdom and 
France, though there had in fact been widespread disapproval of the 
manner in which he had discharged his responsibilities in Katanga. 
The Foreign Secretary said that he did not propose to rebut these 
statements in detail. He would take the line that the question of 
Dr. 0'Brien's further employment had been a matter for the United 
Nations authorities and the Government of the Irish Republic; and, 
for the rest, that the policy of the United Kingdom Government in 
respect of the Congo was on record in statements made by Ministers 
in Parliament. 

It now seemed likely that the United Nations authorities would 
renew their request that we should supply bombs for the Canberra 
aircraft which they had obtained from the Indian Government for use 
by their forces in the Congo. It was understood that they had reason 
to believe that the Indian Government would not be willing to supply 
bombs for these aircraft. In discussion it was suggested that, if we 
were seen to be taking a common line on this with the Indian 
Government, our action would be less likely to be misrepresented as 
support for the irregular forces in Katanga. Our position in the 
United Nations would be strengthened if we and the Indians could 
jointly take the line that bombing operations by these Canberra 
aircraft might have the effect of enlarging the area of conflict in the 
Congo. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Took note with approval	 of the attitude which the Foreign 

Secretary proposed to adopt towards questions in 
Parliament about the resignation of Dr. 0'Brien, the 
United Nations representative in Katanga. 

(2) Invited	 the Foreign Secretary to consider, in consultation 
with the Commonwealth Secretary, whether it would be 
possible for the Governments of the United Kingdom and 
India to take a common line towards any further request 
for the supply of bombs for the Canberra aircraft in use 
by United Nations forces in the Congo. 

2. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Foreign 
Secretary (C. (61) 203) on the problems of voting in the United Nations 
on resolutions which included propositions running counter to United 
Kingdom policy. 

The Foreign Secretary said that this difficulty arose largely from 
the efforts of moderate Afro-Asian countries to temper the more 
extreme resolutions favoured by the Russians and their supporters. 
As a result we were often left with the choice of voting against such 
a resolution, or abstaining, and thereby offending countries which 
wished to help us. or of voting for the resolution and thereby 
compromising our policies and beliefs. This situation arose most 
acutely in respect of resolutions bearing on our Colonial policies, but 
it could also arise in other ways and it was an increasing source of 
embarrassment. It was difficult to devise any consistent means of 
dealing with it. There seemed to be no better course than to follow 



our present practice of judging, on each resolution as it came forward, 
how best to handle our vote. He would however welcome the views 
and advice of his colleagues on this question. 

Discussion showed that it was the general view of the Cabinet 
that we should continue to judge each such resolution on its merits, 
with a bias in favour of avoiding the endorsement of propositions 
inconsistent with our own Colonial policy. On occasions when there 
were other overriding reasons for not voting against resolutions 
containing such propositions, we should be careful to put our 
reservations on record in statements made by our representatives 
before the vote was taken. It must however be recognised that this 
sort of safeguard was less effective in relation to resolutions in the 
Security Council, which could have executive validity. 

In further discussion it was suggested that the difficulties to which 
this situation gave rise in relation to public opinion in this country 
might be lessened if steps were taken to secure a clearer public 
understanding of the balance of forces in the United Nations and the 
significance of the procedures currently adopted there. It would 
be useful if informed articles on this question could be published in 
leading newspapers in this country. A review of the situation might 
also be included in a White Paper on the year's proceedings at the 
United Nations. There would be advantage, too, in explaining the 
difficulties of this problem in a special message to Prime Ministers of 
other Commonwealth countries. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Endorsed the proposals made in paragraph 11 of C. (61) 203. 
(2) Invited the	 Foreign Secretary to consider what steps might 

be taken, after Parliament rose for the Christmas recess, 
to secure a clearer public understanding of the difficulties 
with which the United Kingdom Government were 
confronted in the United Nations. 

The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Foreign Secretary 
(C. (61) 193) on Chinese representation in the United Nations. 

The Foreign Secretary said that the debate on this question in 
the United Nations had already started, on a resolution proposing that 
this should be declared to be " an important item ". The Cabinet 
had already decided, on 5th September, that we should support this 
resolution, which had been engineered by the United States 
Government as a means of ensuring that no change in Chinese 
representation could be made without a two-thirds majority. 
Discussion would then turn to a Soviet resolution (reproduced in the 
annex to his memorandum) which would have the effect of bringing 
Communist China into the United Nations. The United States 
Government would oppose this resolution and hoped to prevent it 
from securing a two-thirds majority. For our part, as we had long 
recognised the Peking Government as the Government of China, we 
could hardly avoid supporting the substance of this resolution and he 
proposed that we should vote in favour of it. It was however defective 
from our point of view in that it made no provision for the future 
representation of Formosa in the United Nations. He had therefore 
been wondering whether we should table a third resolution proposing 
the appointment of a Committee to consider means by which Formosa 
could be separately represented if the Peking Government took 
China's seat in the United Nations. This resolution would fall, if the 
Soviet resolution were carried; but, in the contrary case, it would at 
least provide a constructive alternative to the indefinite continuance 
of deadlock of the China seat. 

In discussion attention was drawn to the offensive language in. 
which the Russian resolution was framed. If we were to support it, 
we should at least dissociate ourselves from the third paragraph which 
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alleged that " representatives of the Chiang Kai-shek clique " were 
" unlawfully occupying " the place of China in the United Nations. 
Our representative should point out that this was a criticism, not of 
the Formosa Government, but of the United Nations itself, which had 
for years allowed the representatives of that Government to occupy 
China's seat at the United Nations. He should, however, go on to 
say that we could not contest the claim that the Peking Government 
should now occupy that seat, and for that reason were prepared to 
support the substance of the Soviet resolution. At the same time 
we should table a third resolution, on the lines suggested by the 
Foreign Secretary, with the object of drawing attention to the problem 
of Formosa's representation and of keeping that issue before the 
United Nations if in the event the Soviet resolution did not command 
a two-thirds majority. 

The Cabinet— 
(3) Invited the Foreign Secretary to instruct the United Kingdom 

representative at the Unied Nations (i) to vote in favour 
of the resolution that any change in Chinese representation 
was " an important item " ; (ii) to vote in favour of the 
Soviet resolution, after dissociating himself from its third 
paragraph; and (iii) to deal with the problem of Formosa's 
representation, not by making the statement proposed in 
paragraph 9 of C. (61) 193, but by tabling a third resolution 
proposing the appointment of a committee to consider 
this question, and to bring that resolution forward for 
discussion if the Soviet resolution failed to command a 
two-thirds majority. 

3. The President of the Board of Trade made a brief report to 
the Cabinet on the Ministerial meeting of the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) which had been held in Geneva in the 
previous week. 

In the discussion on tariff reductions it had been agreed that the 
organisation should concern itself in future with general reductions 
rather than detailed negotiations on particular products. 

On the problems of the under-developed countries it had been 
agreed that further outlets for their products were needed in the 
markets of the more industrialised countries. No specific proposals to 
this end were put forward; and the President had made it plain that 
the United Kingdom would be unable to accept any new commitments 
of this kind until the markets of other countries had been opened as 
widely as ours to these products. 

On agriculture it had been agreed that a study group should be 
established to examine certain French proposals for world-wide 
arrangements for cereals and possibly some other prod-^ts. There 
was a risk that this might be used by the French to delay the progress 
of the current negotiations between the United Kingdom and the 
European Economic Community. The President had emphasised that 
these studies under GATT should not be allowed to delay those 
negotiations. 

The changing composition of GATT, with its increasing 
proportion of less developed countries, was altering the character of 
its work. Greater emphasis was now being laid on agricultural 
problems and on the need for markets for the products of the less 
developed countries. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this report by the President of the Board of 
Trade. 



Wages PoHcy 4 . The Home Secretary said that the employers' side of the 
Firemea's National Joint Council were now prepared to try to reach a settlement 
Wages of the current wage claim of the firemen on the basis of an operative 
(Previous date of 8th December. If this were accepted, the employers would 
Reference: made a statement emphasising that they regarded the settlement as 
C C  . (61) 66th flowing from commitments entered into before the announcement of 
Conclusions. the Governmenfs policy for a pause in wage increases. The 
Minute 7) Government could also emphasise this aspect of the settlement and the 

pressure which had been brought on the employers to secure 
postponement of the operative date. 

The Chief Secretary, Treasury, said that he believed that a 
settlement related to 8th December could perhaps be defended, on 
its individual merits, in view of the element of pre-pause commitment 
which was involved. 

In discussion the following points were made: 

(a) It was agreed that of the three possible dates now in question, 
1st February, 1st January and 8th December, there seemed to be least 
merit in 1st February. This would be wholly unacceptable to the 
men. If it were to be regarded as unconnected with commitments 
entered into before the pause, it was too early a date. For settlements 
based on such commitments 1st January was a reasonable date for 
which precedents had already been created by the Wages Council 
awards. 

(h) As between 8th December and 1st January the merit of the 
earlier date was that it might lead to an agreed settlement. The 
men were concerned to get some cash payment before Christmas, and 
the employers were not now pressing for any earlier date in view 
of the Governmenfs warning about the general grant and the 
consequent additional cost to them. The date of 1st January was 
unlikely to be acceptable to the men. If they took their claim to 
arbitration they might obtain a much earlier date, which would be 
unwelcome both to the employers and to the Government. It was 
however by no means certain that the men would go to arbitration; 
they might prefer to cause trouble, work to rule, and bid for public 
sympathy and support. 

(c) It was no longer clear that the threat of withholding grant 
could reasonably be used to exert pressure on the employers. When 
the employers were thinking in terms of an operative date of 
30th October and the Government in terms of 1st February, this 
threat had obvious relevance. With the gap now standing at no more 
than three weeks the threat to withhold grant could be made to seem 
arbitrary and unfair. 

(d) If it were decided to accept a settlement related to 
8th December the employers could be informed that such a date was 
acceptable only because the settlement hinged on commitments 
entered into before the pause, that this would be emphasised in public 
statements, and that there would be no suggestion from the 
Government that the employers had acted in breach of the 
Governmenfs known policy. 

(e) If, on the other hand, it were decided to press the employers 
to try for a settlement related to 1st January it would be necessary 
to take a stronger line. It would have to be pointed out that major 
claims were pending from engineers and railwaymen; that any date 
earlier than 1st January would be in breach of the precedents already 
established that wage increases flowing from commitments accepted 
before the pause should operate from that date; and that any 
departure from these precedents would make it much more difficult 
for the Government to adhere to their wages policy. 

(/) The employers were trying to help the Government, and 
deserved consideration on this account. There were some precedents 
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in other fields where a national pattern of employment existed, e.g.,
in teaching, for regarding settlements in one area as creating a moral 
obligation to award similar increases elsewhere. The gap between 
13th July and 8th December was not inconsiderable against this 
background. 

The Prime Minister said that, before a final decision was taken, 
the Cabinet should see alternative draft statements which might be 
made to the employers' side of the Joint Council relating both to 
8th December and to 1st January. The statement on the 1st January 
date should contain, as a variant, some reference to the general grant. 

The Cabinet-
Agreed to resume their discussion of this question at their 
next meeting. 

5. The Cabinet discussed the tactics for handling the Committee 
Stage of the-Commonwealth Immigrants Bill in the House of 
Commons. In spite of the efforts made to explain the position to 
them, Government supporters were still uneasy about the application 
of this Bill to citizens of the Irish Republic and it was likely that a 
number of them would abstain from voting on some of the 
amendments. This situation should be eased by the Home Secretary's 
willingness to shorten the duration of the Bill, so that after 
31st December, 1963, it would be renewable annually under the 
Expiring Laws procedure, and also by the arrangements which he was 
proposing to make to secure improved statistics relating to the 
movement of citizens of the Irish Republic to and from Great Britain. 
It was however desirable that a full statement of the Governmenfs 
attitude and intentions on the Irish aspects of the Bill should be made 
at the earliest convenient moment in the Committee Stage. 

After discussion it was agreed that this statement could best be 
made in the debate on the question that Clause 1 should stand part 
of the Bill. 

The C a b i n e t -
Took note that, at an early point in the Committee Stage 
of the Commonwealth Immigrants Bill, the Home Secretary 
would make a full statement of the Governmenfs attitude 
and intentions regarding the application of this Bill to citizens 
of the Irish Republic. 

 6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
 Commonwealth Secretary (C. (61) 201) covering a report by an inter

 departmental committee of officials on Emigration Policy. 
jj]C ('0,mtu, i[h Secretary said that the Commonwealth and 

r - . . . , . , . n l , , . , , . 
 Empire Settlement Acts,  l l )22-57, were due to expire on 31st May, 
 1962. His paper put forward three proposals; that the Acts should 

nwea

 D e r e n e w e t  a  Q f  f , v e'  fQr  pc1"' 0^  years; the statutory limit cn 
expenditure on all emigration schemes should be reduced from 
£1J million to £750.000 a year; and that our annual contribution to 
the Assisted Passage Scheme to Australia should be raised from 
£150,000 to £300,000 a year. On reflection he had decided to 
withdraw the second of these proposals. The figure of £750,000 was 
no more realistic than that of Cl 1 million: and a reduction, although 
it would have no effect in practice, might be thought to imply that the 
Government were now less interested in emigration to other 
Commonwealth countries. 
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In discussion it was agreed that, while the emigration of skilled 
labour was likely to become more and more damaging to our economy, 
this would not of itself justify a departure from the five-year renewal 
period which had now become traditional. It would however be 
necessary to press the Commonwealth Governments concerned to 
refrain from attracting skilled labour from sectors of the economy 
where we could ill-afford to lose it. 

It was agreed that there would be no merit and some political 
disadvantage in reducing the annual limit from £1$ million to 
£750,000. Considerable doubt, however, was felt about the proposal 
to increase our contribution to the Assisted Passage Scheme to 
Australia by £150,000 a year at a time when painful economies were 
being forced upon us elsewhere. The extra money would be of no 
help to the emigrants; it would merely go to support the Australian 
budget. It was not reasonable to consider this proposal in isolation; 
it should be viewed against the economies in other sectors of public 
expenditure on which the Cabinet were expecting an early report. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Authorised	 the Commonwealth Secretary to introduce 

legislation for the renewal of the Commonwealth and 
Empire Settlement Acts, 1922-57, for a further period of 
five years. 

(2) Agreed that	 no increase should be made for the time being 
in our contribution to the Assisted Passage Scheme to 
Australia, but took note that the Commonwealth 
Secretary might wish to raise this question again at some 
later date. 

7. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Minister of Education (C. (61) 191) proposing that colleges of 
advanced- technology, at present maintained by local education 
authorities, should be transferred to direct grant status with effect 
from 1st April, 1962. 

The Minister of Education said that in June, after consultation 
with his colleagues and with Lord Robbins, the Chairman of the 
Committee on Higher Education, he had announced that he proposed 
to arrange for these colleges to be transferred to direct grant status, 
with independent governing bodies. He had since negotiated 
arrangements which would enable the transfer to be made in April 
1962. Transfer would enable better salaries to be paid to the senior 
staff of the colleges and to that extent would increase expenditure; 
otherwise it would not affect the annual cost of these colleges to 
public funds. If the transfer were made in April 1962, however, there 
would be a net additional charge to the Exchequer in 1962 63 of 
about L'5 million. To defer the transfer for year, as had been 
suggested, would secure no real economic advantage. What would be 
gained would be no more than a short-term advantage to the 
Exchequer at the expense of local authorities and of the colleges and 
their staffs. Postponement would be criticised as an attempt by the 
Government to make the rates bear another year's share of the 
expenditure and would be resented by the local education authorities, 
who might, as a result, seek to strike a harder bargain. In the end the 
Exchequer might lose a good deal and legislation might be required 
to secure a result which could be obtained now by agreement. 

The Chief Secretary, Treasury, said that the cost of maintaining 
these colleges (now estimated at £81 million for 1962-63) had been 
found to be much higher than had been originally estimated. It was 
not, at this stage, possible to estimate precisely what additional burden 
would have to be carried by the Exchequer in 1962-63—it might prove 
to be less than t'5 million—if the transfer were made at April 1962; 
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but the acceptance of any additional burden must, in present 
circumstances, be treated as a serious matter. The Cabinet would 
shortly be considering the savings in supply expenditure which would 
be necessary in order to implement the undertaking given by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer on 25th July to do his utmost to keep the 
increase of Government supply expenditure for 1962-63 at a level of 
not more than 2\ per cent, in real terms above that of the Estimates 
for 1961-62. -The addition of several millions to supply expenditure 
in 1962-63 would make it that much the more difficult to secure 
these savings; and if the transfer date of 1st April 1962, were 
approved it might be necessary to seek corresponding savings in other 
services. 

The Cabinet-
Agreed to resume their consideration of C. (61) 191 at a 
later date, when they could have before them proposals 
about major savings in Government supply expenditure in 
1962-63. 

8. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Lord 
President and Minister for Science (C. (61) 198) about means of 
financing a meat research centre. 

The Lord President said that the meat research work which was 
at present being done at Cambridge under the auspices of the 
Agricultural Research Council ought to be expanded. The premises 
at Cambridge would have to be vacated in 1966 and it had been agreed 
among the Ministers concerned that a new meat research centre 
should be established. It had not, however, been possible to reach 
agreement on whether the money should be provided by the 
Exchequer alone or in part by a levy on the meat trade. He accepted 
the principle of a levy but was aware of practical difficulties in devising 
a scheme and feared that there would be serious delay if an attempt 
were made to insist on a levy from the trade. The amount of any 
possible levy was estimated at £100,000 a year. 

In discussion it was pointed out that industrial research projects 
sponsored by the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research 
(D.S.I.R.) were normally financed, at least in part, by contributions 
from the industries concerned. On historical grounds agricultural 
research might be held to be in a special position, but there appeared 
to be no reason why food research, including meat research, should 
be treated differently from other forms of industrial research. On the 
other hand, it could be argued that, as the meat trade made no 
contribution to the costs at present incurred on meat research, it 
would be difficult to persuade the trade that it should now make a 
contribution. The research carried on under the aegis of D.S.I.R. 
was in the main development research, whereas the meat research 
now proposed would be of a fundamental character. Moreover, the 
possible amount of any levy was so small that it would be difficult to 
apportion and there might, in the result, be more opposition in trade 
and scientific circles than adherence to the principle of industrial 
contributions would warrant. 

The general view of the Cabinet was thm in present circumstances 
the Governments normal principle of securing contributions to 
research from industry should be applied to meat research. Before 
a decision was announced, however, it would be necessary to be clear 
that a practicable scheme could be devised. For this purpose the 
several schemes which had been considered in the past should be 
examined by the Ministers concerned and a report upon them brought 
before the Cabinet at an earlv date. 



The Cabinet
(1) Agreed that, unless it proved impracticable to devise a scheme 

for the purpose, a contribution to the cost of meat research 
should be obtained from the meat trade. 

(2) Invited	 the Lord Chancellor, after consultation with the 
Lord President and Minister for Science, the Chief 
Secretary, Treasury, the Minister of Agriculture and the 
Secretary of State for Scotland, to make an early report 
to the Cabinet on possible methods of imposing such a 
levy. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.1, 
5th December, 1961. 
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 1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the following week. 

Parliament would be adjourned for the Christmas recess on 
21st December and would re-assemble on 23rd January. 

Before the House of Commons rose for the recess time would 
probably have to be found for two general debates, one on foreign 
affairs and the other on the economic situation. 

2. The Cabinet were informed that the Committee of 100 
were planning to stage on 9th December demonstrations against the 
use of bases in this country by the United States Strategic Air Force. 
Large numbers of demonstrators were intending to present themselves 
on that day at the United States Headquarters at Ruislip and at the 
air stations at Wethersfield and Brize Norton. There was a risk that 
serious incidents might occur, especially if the demonstrators tried 
to interfere with aircraft armed with nuclear bombs or with the bomb 
stores. 

The Secretary of State for Air said that no great difficulty was 
likely to arise at Ruislip, which was an administrative headquarters. 
At the two air stations elaborate precautions had been taken, in 
consultation with the United States authorities. It had been agreed 
that the Royal Air Force should be responsible for guarding the 
perimeter fence, and large numbers of the Royal Air Force Regiment 
would be deployed for this purpose. If any of the demonstrators 
succeeded in gaining access to the airfield, forceful action (including 
the use of fire hoses and police dogs) would be taken to prevent them 
from approaching bombed-up aircraft or bomb stores. It was only 
if they attempted to interfere with these that United States personnel 
would be directly involved; and it was hoped that the Royal Air 
Force Regiment would be able to prevent that situation from arising. 

The Attorney-General said that these installations were 
prohibited places under the Official Secrets Act, and the 
demonstrations planned by the Committee of 100 would therefore 
involve offences under the Act. As a result of searches made by the 
police on the previous day at the headquarters of the Committee and 
at the homes of some of its leading members, evidence might become 
available which would warrant the immediate arrest of some of the 
main organisers of the demonstrations on charges of conspiracy to 
commit those offences. In addition, he had advised the local police 
that he would be ready to authorise proceedings under the Act 
against persons who tried to force their wav into these air stations; 
and he hoped that, with this knowledge, the police might be able to 
arrest some of the ringleaders at an early stage in the demonstrations. 
Notices drawing attention to the provisions of the -\ct had been 
prominently displayed around the perimeter fencec. 

In discussion the following points w e r e made. 
(a) It would be made plain, in the course of the reply to a Private 

Notice Question in the House of Commons that afternoon, that 
these demonstrations would involve offences under the Official 
Secrets Act. - , 

(h) The United States Ambassador in London had undertaken 
to see that the officers in charge of the United States squadrons at 
these two air stations were aware of the political dangers of any 
direct clash between their men and the demonstrators. 

(ri It would be useful if loudspeaker vans could be available 
on the airfields to assist in controlling the movements of any persons 
who might succeed in gaining access to them. 



(d) Many of the demonstrators were to travel to London by 
motor-buses. It might be possible to prevent this, either by warning 
the owners of the 'buses that they would be contributing to the 
commission of offences under the Official Secrets Act or by dispersing 
the 'buses from their pre-arranged assembly points in London. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Took	 note of the arrangements for containing the 

demonstrations which were to be made on 9th December 
at Ruislip, Wethersfield and Brize Norton. 

(2) Invited the Home	 Secretary and the Minister of Transport 
to" consider what steps could be taken to discourage the 
'bus companies concerned from transporting persons 
intending to take part in these demonstrations. 

3. The Cabinet had before them three alternative drafts of 
statements to the employers' side of the National Joint Council for 
Local Authorities' Fire Brigades. The first related to a settlement 
from 8th December, the second to a settlement from 1st January and 
the third to a settlement from 1st January with the addition of a 
reference to the withholding of general grant. 

The Prime Minister said that a settlement from 8th December 
would have to be justified on the ground that the settlement for 
London and Middlesex which would date from 13th July had created 
an obligation to award consequential increases elsewhere, that the 
gap between 13th July and 8th December was substantial and that 
it would not be reasonable to expect the men to wait longer. The 
advantage of 1st January was that it was consistent with awards 
already made in the vVages Council field in which there had been an 
element of pre-pause commitment. The advantage of including a 
reference to the general grant was that the grant was available as a 
sanction by which the Government might impose their views on the 
local authorities and they would be expected to invoke it. 

The following points were made in discussion: 
(A) A settlement on 8th December would be bound to have 

repercussions on other claims now pending, since it could not be 
represented as flowing exclusively from the pre-pause commitment. 
It should for this reason be rejected. 

(/;) The view was reaffirmed that 1st February need not be 
considered as an alternative date. There would be little money to 
be saved by a month's postponement, and the date had no significance 
in itself. The only practicable alternative date to 1st January would 
be 2nd April. This, however, had been used for awards into which 
no pre-pause element had entered and would for that reason do less 
than justice to the firemen's case. 

(c) To withhold general grant would involve London and 
Middlesex as well as the other counties and might result in a greater 
burden on rate-payers and the injection of the argument into local 
politics Nevertheless the threat should be used. It would be taken 
as a sign of weakness on the Government^ part if it were not used. 
Moreover, it was possible that without this threat the employers 
might settle for 30th October. 

The Cabinet then considered the draft of a statement based 
on a settlement date of 1st January, with the inclusion of a reference 
to general grant, and agreed that their views should be transmitted 
to the employers' side of the National Joint Council in the following 
terms: 

" T h e Government recognise that the offer made by the ' 
local authorities to firemen in London and Middlesex on 
13th July implies an element of pre-pausc commitment also to 
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improve the pay of firemen in the rest of the country. In 
certain other cases, however, where there was some pre-pause 
commitment, it has been thought right that the increases should 
run from 1st January, 1962. This course has been followed in 
Wages Council awards. 

It will be clear from this that any settlement for the firemen 
outside London and Middlesex which was related to a date 
earlier than 1st January could not be regarded as justified by 
the existence of commitments entered into before 25th July and 
would have to be considered as a breach of the Governmenfs 
policy on the wages pause. The Government believe that the 
maintenance of this policy is essential to the national economy. 

If therefore the Joint Council proceed to make a settlement 
related to a date earlier than 1st January, the Government will feel 
obliged to make it publicly plain that this was contrary to the 
view of the national interest which they had placed before the 
Council. They also feel obliged to make it plain that the local 
authorities must not proceed on the assumption that there would 
be an increase in the general grant in respect of the additional 
amount involved if an earlier date for settlement were chosen." 

The Cabinet then considered what publicity should be given to 
this statement of their views. They agreed that, if the meeting of the 
National Joint Council on the following day resulted in an 
adjournment, nothing need be said on behalf of the Government. 
If the employers accepted the Governmenfs views and were able 
to secure a settlement from 1st January, it should be made known 
that the Government had given the advice indicated in the first 
paragraph of the statement. If the employers settled for an earlier 
date, the Governmenfs statement should be published in full. 

The Cabinet— 
(I) Agreed that	 a statement in the terms set out above should 

be transmitted to the Secretary of the employers' side 
of the National Joint Council for Local Authorities' 
Fire Brigades. 

(2) Agreed that if the Joint Council reached a settlement related 
to a date earlier than 1st January, 1962, the text of this 
statement should be published in full simultaneously with 
any announcement issued by the Joint Council. 

Wages Policy 4. The Cabinet had before them memoranda by the Chancellor 
(Previous of the Fxcheque? (C. (61) 202) and the Minister of Transport 
References: (C. (61) 207) and a note by the Secretary of the Cabinet (C. (61) 205) 
C.G (61) 67th covering a draft statement prepared by officials on a policy for 
Conclusions. wages, salaries and other incomes. 
Minute 4 and 
CC. (61) 49th The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that there seemed to be 
Conclusions. general agreement that he should make an early statement, even if 
Minute 6) l j  t  i  m one, about the future of the policy of ensuring ao n  v  a n n c r  

pause in increases of wages and salaries. The policy in its present 
form was likely to be eroded by wage settlements already made or 
due to be made in the next few months, and some expression of the 
Government^ view on the longer-term now seemed to be urgently 
needed. There was also general agreement that it would be 
impracticable to establish legal control over wages, profits, dividends 
and prices, and that any new policy would require the support of 



public opinion and the respect of both sides of industry if it were 
to succeed. 

The report by officials (Annex A of C. (61) 205) proposed that 
the Government should provide, possibly in a White Paper, a 
"guiding l i gh t " which would be their view of the average rate of 
increase of total money incomes per head which was consistent with 
a healthy and competitive economy; and that as a counterpart 
the Government should undertake to keep aggregate profits from 
increasing out of proportion to aggregate pay over a period of years. 
The report suggested that over the next two or three years the 
admissible average rate of increase in incomes might be put at 2£ 
per cent. An alternative would be to issue this kind of guidance in 
terms not of percentage increases but of money. If this approach 
were adopted, the statement might forecast a total growth of about 
£700 millions within the coming year, of which about £500 millions 
might be available for increases in wages and salaries. 

In view of the need for consultation with both sides of industry, 
it would not be possible to make a full statement on long-term 
policy for some time. The content of any interim statement (which 
might have to be made in a Supply debate on 18th December) would 
have to be determined in the light of the view taken by his colleagues 
about long-term policy. 

Discussion confirmed that there was general agreement in the 
Cabinet on the importance of an early statement. There were, 
however, differences of view about the nature of the long-term policy 
to be adopted. The proposal for a " guiding l ight" was open to the 
objections that the percentage given would tend to be regarded as 
the minimum in all negotiations; that employers, particularly in areas 
where labour was scarce, would find means of supplementing 
negotiated rates; that, every time an award was made in excess of 
the average, the Government would have to face the criticism that 
their policy was being frustrated; and that, even if agreement could 
be reached with representatives of the Trades Union Congress, this 
would not be binding on individual unions. Some Ministers were 
inclined to think that the " guiding light " would be quite ineffective 
and to conclude that the best method of securing control over 
incomes would be to adopt deflationary policies and expose industry 
to greater competition. Restriction on home demand would help 
to keep prices down, would limit profits and would make employers 
less disposed to tolerate high levels of earnings. Other Ministers 
felt, however, that a solution on these lines would be politically 
i m p r a c t i c a b ^ as involving higher unemployment, higher taxation 
and damage to economic growth. 

It was argued, on the other hand, that further delay in 
announcing a long-term policy would damage the reputation of the 
Government. The use by trade unions of their organised strength 
to obtain more than their fair share of the national income was 
widely resented, and the " guiding light " should have the effect of 
bringing public opinion to bear on both sides of industry to exercise 
restraint. Even if the policy were only partinlly effective it would 
produce better results than any other which had been suggested. 
Some of the objections could be met by adopting the arithmetical 
rather than the percentage approach, and the policy might carry 
greater conviction with work-people if it were made plain that the 
Government attached importance to maintaining comparability as 
a basis for remuneration in the public services and would give first 
attention to remedying the injustices which the policy of the pause 
had produced. 

In further discussion the following main points were made: 
(a) It would be desirable, in order to secure the co-operation 

of both sides of industry, to relate the proposed interim statement 
to conditions to be expected in 1962. This would avoid prejudicing 
the discussions which would soon have to start on long-term policy. 
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(b) Any. statement of long-term policy should include reference 
to the effect on total earnings of the willingness of employers in 
areas where labour was scarce to supplement rates which had been 
nationally agreed. There were some areas and some par ts of the 
economy which were far from fully stretched; and it would be 
desirable that any deflationary measures which might have to be 
taken should not bear as hardly on such areas as on the rest. 

id) There was strong feeling in the trade union movement that 
the injustices of the pause were its most unwelcome feature, and it 
might be useful in preliminary discussion with the General Secretary 
of the Trades Union Congress to lay special stress on the 
Governments awareness of this point. 

id) Although exhortation had been tried before, it need not be 
regarded as wholly ineffective. The problem was to educate opinion 
and constant publicity would be required for that purpose. 

ie) If a full exposition of long-term policy had to be made 
while the Trades Union Congress were still considering whether to 
co-operate in the National Economic Development Council, some 
trade union elements might be strengthened in their reluctance to 
co-operate in this. It should, however, be possible to present to 
Parliament and the public the basic material provided in the report 
by officials and to indicate that the problems raised by this material 
were already the subject of consultation with the other interests 
concerned. There might be some presentational gain if the 
statement of policy could be made about the same time as any 
announcement of the Governmenfs decisions on public expenditure. 

if) It would be necessary for the Government to make clear 
their intention to recover, by taxation or other means, the amounts 
by which awards actually made exceeded in any given period the 
levels laid down. 

The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that on a 
long view the most important requirement was to establish the 
proposed new organisation for economic planning. Discussions to 
that end would take time and to avoid prejudicing them incomes 
policy should not be presented in terms which might lead employers 
and work-people to think that the main purpose of the organisation 
was to secure restraint in wage claims. An agreed policy on incomes 
could only be expected to grow from co-operation on other economic 
problems. Similarly, while an incomes policy might in time be 
expressed in percentage terms, it might be better at the outset to 
rely on estimates of economic growth expressed in money terms. 
In spite of inflation, there had in recent years been substantial 
growth in real incomes and it should be stressed in public that the 
aim for the future should be to increase production and promote 
economic growth; this was the main and the constructive object 
of the machinery now to be created. The only alternative would 
be the adoption of a fully-regimented economy. A purely 
deflationary policy would not meet the needs of the situation. 
Deflationary measures, such as an increased budget surplus, could 
make a contribution; but these should, as far as possible, be made 
selective in their impact, so that more unemployment was not created 
in those areas of the country and in those parts of the economy 
where the pressure of demand was least. 

The Cabinet--
Invited The Chancellor of the Exchequer to give further 
consideration, in the light of their discussion, to the form 
of a statement on long-term policy on wages, salaries and 
other incomes. 



Wages Policy 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C C  . (61) 67th 
Conclusions 
Minute 4) 
Railwaymen's 
Wages 

5. The Minister of Transport said that the British Transport 
Commission would shortly have to deal with a substantial wages 
claim from the railway unions which had been with them since 
23rd November. The Chairman^ present view was that, when he 
had to reply, he should offer a 6 per cent, increase to date from 
2nd April. The Minister of Transport said that he would regard 
this offer as reasonable; the fact that the money would have to be 
raised from taxation was an argument for delaying the effective date 
until 2nd April. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he and the Minister 
of Transport were due to meet the Chairman of the Commission 
that afternoon. It might be helpful to the Cabinet to have further 
knowledge of his views before taking a decision. As no date for 
reply had yet been set there was no objection to a slight delay. 

The Cabinet-
Agreed to resume their discussion of this question at an 
early meeting. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.1, 
7th December, 1961. 
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Congo Republic 



Congo The Foreign Secretary said that the United Nations authorities 
"Republic were now pressing their request that we should supply bombs for the 
(Previous Indian aircraft operating in the Congo. They had been advised that 
Reference: the Indian Government had no bombs for these aircraft. We were 
C C . (61) 67th not in a position to disprove this assertion, and there appeared to be 
/Conclusions. no other source of supply. Some of the United Nations troops in 
frfifute l) Katanga were now in extreme danger—and these included troops 

from several Commonwealth countries. It was difficult to refuse to 
provide what the United Nations authorities regarded as a necessary 
means of safeguarding the lives of these men. He had reluctantly 
reached the conclusion that we ought to agree to supply a limited 
quantity of bombs subject to clear assurances in writing that they 
would only be used to attack airfields from which aircraft were known 
to be operating against United Nations troops and that United 
Nations operations would be limited to protecting their own forces 
and to keeping open their lines of communication. It was 
unfortunately only too likely that operations would continue for 
weeks, if not months, and that bombing would enlarge rather than 
reduce their scale. But, even so, he thought that we had no alternative 
but to supply the bombs on the conditions which he had indicated. 

In discussion the following points were made: 
(a) In any statement about the supply of bombs it would be 

important to adhere closely to the terms of the statement already made 
by the Lord Privy Seal that, in the view of the United Kingdom 
Government, the United Nations forces in the Congo were fully 
entitled to protect themselves when attacked but were not authorised 
by any United Nations resolution to try to impose a political solution 
by force. 

(b) Since the aircraft which were now attacking United Nations 
forces had been introduced into the Congo by piratical means it was 
defensible that they should be neutralised by bombing. It was, 
however, vital to avoid any indiscriminate bombing of other targets 
in Katanga. 

(c) Any bombs supplied would be transported from this country 
by aircraft under charter to the United Nations and not in R.A.F. 
aircraft. The bombs to be supplied would be of a type suitable for 
attacking airfields and not fragmentation bombs for use against 
troops. 

Ul) It was important that assurances should be obtained in 
writing about the use to which the bombs would be put. especially 
as it was impossible to establish with certainty who had been 
responsible for starting the large-scale operations now in progress. 

The Cabinet's discussion then turned to the likely course of future 
developments in the Congo. 

The Foreign Secretary said that the most promising development 
would be a meeting between Mr. Adoula. the P'ime Minister of the 
Central Government, and Mr. Tshombe, the Prime Minister of 
Katanga. On paper their views on confederation were already close 
together. If an intermediary could be found who enjoyed the 
confidence of them both, it might be possible to advance towards 
agreement. The United States were in a position to bring pressure 
to bear on Mr. Adoula and there was some reason to think that they 
had not yet done enough in this direction. 

In discussion it was suggested that, while a meeting between 
Mr. Adoula and Mr. Tshombe was obviously desirable, the fact that 
their differences on paper seemed to be small did not necessarily 
mean that they would be able to reach agreement. Differences of 
personality entered into the reckoning. It should not, however, be 
forgotten that in the absence of some agreement and the establishment 
of some kind of Constitution for the Congo as a whole it was more 



than likely that the whole of the Congo, other than Katanga, would 
pass under Communist influence. This would be a most unwelcome 
development, not only of itself, but in the context of the situation in 
Africa as a whole. The United States Government should, therefore, 
be encouraged to bring every possible pressure to bear on Mr. Adoula 
and on Mr. Tshombe to reach a solution. 

The C a b i n e t 
(1) Invited the Foreign Secretary to obtain assurances in writing 

from the Secretary-General of the United Nations that any 
bombs supplied by the United Kingdom for use by the 
Canberra aircraft in the Congo would only be used to 
protect United Nations troops and to keep open their lines 
of communication. 

(2) Agreed that, if such assurances were given, a limited number 
of bombs suitable for use against airfields should be 
supplied from the United Kingdom for use by the Indian 
aircraft operating in the Congo; and authorised the 
Minister of Defence and the Foreign Secretary to make 
the necessary arrangements. 

(3) Took	 note that the Foreign Secretary would consider what 
further steps could be taken (including greater pressure by 
the United States Government) to promote an early 
meeting between the Prime Minister of the Central 
Government of the Congo and the Prime Minister of 
Katanga. 

Cabinet Office, S.W.1, 
8th December, 1961. 
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The Prime Minister invited the Lord Privy Seal to summarise 
the course of developments since the Cabinet had decided on 
7th December to supply bombs for use by Indian Canberra aircraft 
in Katanga subject to written assurances that these would only be 
used to attack pirate aircraft or airfields from which those aircraft 
were known to be operating. 

The Lord Privy Seal said that the terms of the Cabinefs decision 
had been transmitted to the United Nations Secretariat on the night 
of 7th December. On the following day the Secretary-General had 
said that he was surprised that the conditions had been made so 
restrictive: most of the Katangan air force had already been put 
out of action by United Nations aircraft using cannon, and they 
would have liked to use the bombs to attack bridges, roads and 
fuel dumps. Even so, the Secretary-General had given the assurances 
on which the Cabinet had insisted, and had undertaken to see that 
United Nations pilots in the Congo were instructed accordingly. On 
10th December, however, evidence had been received which pointed 
strongly to fundamental differences of view between the United 
Nations authorities in the Congo and the United Nations Secretariat 
in New York. In particular, Dr. Linner, the Civil Head of the 
United Nations Office in the Congo, had given an interview to a 
Swedish newspaper in the course of which he had said that the 
long-term aim of the United Nations forces was to force a political 
solution on the Katangans by smashing the present political 
leadership and their military strength. He had also maintained that 
United Nations officials in the Congo had carte blanche for the 
conduct of military operations there. The United Kingdom 
representative at the United Nations had been asked to secure a 
repudiation of this statement from the Secretary-General. The 
resulting statement denied that a free hand had been given to the 
officials in the Congo, and also denied that the object of the Katanga 
operations was to smash the present political leadership in Katanga 
and their military strength. But it was not entirely satisfactory to us, 
for it still left it open to United Nations forces to assume military 
control over the whole of Katanga on the ground that they were 
securing their lines of communication. The statement ended by 
appealing for help in achieving the aims of the United Nations 
peacefully and speedily. Thus, the United Nations, which should 
itself be the mediator in international disputes, was now appealing 
for mediation by a third party between itself and the Government 
of Katanga. 

The Prime Minister said that in the light of these developments 
the Cabinet would wish to review their decision to supply bombs 
to the United Nations forces. In discussion the following points 
were made: 

(a) For technical reasons bombs of the type which we had been 
asked to supply were not the most suitable weapons to use against 
individual aircraft or against earth air-strips. 

(/?) Over the last three years the Indian Government had taken 
delivery of 4.500 bombs of this type; and it was estimated that they 
still had about 3.000 of them in stock. 

(c) The Government would be open to severe criticism if they 
now appeared to retract from the decision to supply these bombs. 
They would be said to have yielded to pressure from the supporters 
of Katangan independence both in Rhodesia and in the Parliament 
at Westminster. 

(d) The United Nations had now said that they would not be in 
a position to collect any bombs we might agree to supply for another 
eight or nine days. This put quite a different complexion on the 
nature of the emergency which had prompted the request for bombs. 
The Cabinet had been under the clear impression on 7th December 



that United Nations forces were in extreme danger and that the 
bombs were required immediately. 

(e) In"ahy public statement it would be important not to imply 
that the Government had changed their minds. It should be 
emphasised that agreement to supply bombs had been given 
under certain conditions. Recent statements by United Nations 
representatives in the Congo had cast some doubt on their intention 
to see that those conditions were met. Until the position had been 
clarified the bombs would not actually be delivered. 

(f) It was still the main object of our policy to negotiate a cease
fire and to arrange for a meeting between the Prime Minister of the 
Central Government and the Prime Minister of Katanga. It had 
been suggested that the British Consul in Elizabethville might act as 
an intermediary. It would be preferable, however, that such 
negotiations should be entrusted to someone of greater standing and 
authority: a past President of the United Nations, such as Mr. Lester 
Pearson, might undertake this task. 

ig) An attempt would be made to move the adjournment of the 
House of Commons that afternoon, in order to debate the situation. 
This could probably be defeated if an assurance could be given that 
there was no question of the bombs leaving the United Kingdom for 
several days. The Government would, however, have to be prepared 
for a full debate on 14th December. 

At this point the Lord Privy Seal reported the upshot of a 
telephone conversation with the Foreign Secretary, who was in Paris. 
The Foreign Secretary agreed that before the bombs were actually 
delivered it would be necessary to obtain further clarification both 
of the attitude of the Secretary-General of the United Nations and 
of the intentions of the United Nations officials in the Congo. He 
favoured the suggestion that Mr. Lester Pearson might be appointed 
to mediate and to secure a cease-fire. He was in close touch with 
Mr. Rusk, the United States Secretary of State, and if necessary he 
and Mr. Rusk would press for a meeting of the Security Council of 
the United Nations to be held later in the week. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed	 that before any bombs left the United Kingdom 

for the Congo it would be necessary to ensure that the 
United Nations authorities in the Congo clearly 
understood the conditions attached to their use and were 
prepared to see that those conditions were met. 

(2) Invited the Lord Privy Seal, in the statement which he was 
to make that afternoon in the House of Commons, to be 
guided by their views as expressed in discussion. 

Cabinet Office. S.W. I. 
Illh December. 1961. 
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Goa 1. The Lord Privy Seal said that the Portuguese Government 
(Previous had formally invoked the assistance of the United Kingdom 
Reference: Government, under the terms of the Agreement of 1899, in defending 
C.C. (54) 32nd Goa against aggression from India. They had also asked for staging 
Conclusions. facilities, either in Gan or in Mauritius, to enable them to reinforce 
Minute 4)  Q  by  & [ ^ When a similar situation had arisen in 1954 we had taken o a	 r 

the line that we could not involve ourselves in hostilities against 
another member of the Commonwealth; and it was clear that, on the 
request for military assistance, we must give the same reply again. 
We could however offer to use our good offices with the Indian 
Government to dissuade them from any attempt to change the 
position in Goa by force. We could also advise the Portuguese 
Government, as the United States Government were proposing to do, 
that if their position in Goa came under actual threat of force 
it would be open to them to bring the matter before the Security 
Council of the United Nations. It was more difficult to deal with the 
request for staging facilities. We should be on strong ground in 
withholding such facilities in Gan, since we had never made these 
available to any allied Power. On the other hand, if facilities were 
made available in Mauritius, there would be local difficulties on 
account of the large Indian population. 

In discussion the Cabinet were informed that, although Indian 
troops were being concentrated in the neighbourhood, it seemed 
unlikely that the Indian Government had finally determined to 
launch an armed attack on Goa. It was possible therefore that they 
could be dissuaded from extreme measures. There was general 
agreement that, while the Portuguese request for military assistance 
must be rejected,lmmediate representations should be made to the 
Indian Government in terms which could be made public if the need 
arose. If, however, we were to take this line, it would be inexpedient 
to allow the Portuguese to stage reinforcements through territory 
under our control; for this might prejudice our main effort to restrain 
the Indian Government from the use of force. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited	 the Lord Privy Seal to inform the Portuguese 

Ambassador in London that the United Kingdom 
Government would be unable to give any military 
assistance for the defence of Goa against attack by India, 
but would at once make representations to the Indian 
Government with a view to dissuading them from 
launching such an attack; and to add that, in order to give 
those representations a fair chance of success, it would be 
preferable that aircraft carrying military reinforcements to 
Goa should not be staged through territory under United 
Kingdom control. 

(2) Invited the Commonwealth Secretary to arrange for	 suitable 
representations to be made to the Indian Government, 
through the High Commissioner in Delhi, with a view to 
restraining them from making an armed attack on Goa. 

United Nations 2. The Cabinet were informed that it now seemed likely that, in 
Chinese Repre- the debate in the United Nations on Chinese representation, the 
sentation Soviet Government would be willing that each of the paragraphs of 
(Previous their resolution should be put to the vote separately. If this course 
Reference: were taken, the United Kingdom representative would be able to cast 
CC. (61) 67th a positive vote against the third paragraph of the resolution and could 
Conclusions. also take that opportunity of indicating the Government^ concern 
Minute 2) about the future representation of Formosa in the United Nations. 

In these changed circumstances the Foreign Secretary had thought it 
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right to vary the instructions which he had previously given in 
pursuance of the Cabinet's decision of 5th December, since it was 
now clear that the Cabinet's views could be adequately expressed in 
the debate, and the voting, on the Soviet resolution and it would no 
longer be necessary to table a separate resolution proposing the 
appointment of a committee to consider the problem of Formosa. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note, with approval, that the United Kingdom 
representative at the United Nations had now been 
instructed to vote against the third paragraph of the Soviet 
resolution on Chinese representation in the United Nations 
and, in the debate on that paragraph, to place on record the 
Government^ concern about the future representation of 
Formosa in the United Nations. 

 3. The Lord Privy Seal said that a further meeting had been held 
 in Brussels on 8th December with representatives of the European 

 Economic Community. The work done by officials since the last 
Ministerial-meeting had been reviewed, and two important decisions 
had been taken on procedure. First, it had been agreed that detailed 

 studies should be made by officials of the social as well as the 
 economic implications of applying the common tariff to manufactured 

goods from other Commonwealth countries. Secondly, it had been 
agreed that the problems of the less developed countries of the 
Commonwealth should be studied both on a product-by-product and 
a country-by-country basis, and that in these studies the prospects of 
association under Part IV of the Treaty of Rome would not be 
overlooked. In addition, it had been agreed that the chairman for 
meetings with the Six should be provided in turn by the various 
countries, including the United Kingdom, changing every three 
months but not in any prearranged order. This would have the 
advantage that we could hope to avoid having to assume the 
chairmanship at a critical period of the negotiations. 

As a result of these arrangements it now looked as though we 
should be able to get the whole field reviewed in detail before final 
decisions were taken on any part of it. 

The C a b i n e t -
Took note of this statement by the Lord Privy Seal. 

4. The Cabinet discussed the tactics for handling the debate on 
the Congo which was to be held in the House of Commons on 
14th December. This debate would normally have been held on the 
adjournment: but it was agreed that, in the special circumstances 
which had now arisen, it would be expedient that the vote should be 
taken on a Government motion. A suitable motion should be tabled 
that evening. 

The Prime Minister said that it must be expected that the debate 
would range beyond the specific question whether we should provide 
bombs for United Nations aircraft operating in Katanga. That 
question had brought into the open the anxieties which were widely 
felt about the conduct of the United Nations operations in the Congo 
and the purposes which they were designed to support. Serious 
doubts were entertained, both about the objectives of the United 
Nations authorities in New York and about their ability to ensure 
that these were effectively carried out by United Nations officials on 
the spot. The Government would certainly be under pressure, from 
their supporters in the House of Commons, to make a further attempt 
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C  C 71 (61) 
to clarify this situation in the Security Council. There would also be 
support for the view that, if we could not secure general approval in 
the Security Council for the policy towards the Congo which we 
favoured, we should withdraw our support for the operations of the 
United Nations in the Congo. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of the Prime Minister^ statement and invited him 
to arrange, in consultation with the Foreign Secretary and 
the Leader of the House of Commons, for a Government 
motion to be tabled as a basis for the debate on the Congo 
in the House of Commons on 14th December 

5. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Chief 
Secretary, Treasury (C. (61) 199) on the general control of public 
expenditure. 

The Chief Secretary, Treasury, said that the Governments policy 
should be governed by the two undertakings given by the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer—(i) to keep public expenditure within the limits 
justified by national resources, and (ii) to keep the increase in 
Government supply expenditure in 1962-63 to a level of not more 
than 2^ per cent, in real terms above the Estimates for 1961-62. The 
growth of public expenditure had a direct bearing, not only on the 
level of taxation, but on the health and growth of the economy as a 
whole. If the public services took too large a share of manpower and 
capital, too small a share would be left to private consumption, 
private investment and exports. In some sectors of expenditure— 
for example, roads and hospitals—long-term policies had already 
been drawn up which would contribute to the Governments objectives 
and the Cabinet would shortly be considering proposals which would 
result in expenditure being contained in certain other major fields— 
agriculture, education and the services for school meals, school milk 
and welfare milkr The need for savings was urgent. The forecast 
Estimates for 1962-63, which had not yet been fully examined, 
suggested a total of some 1\ per cent, in excess of the Estimates for 
1961-62 and left no doubt that, in order to fulfil the Chancellors 
undertaking, savings of at least £100 million would have to be 
secured. Towards that amount, minor savings totalling nearly 
£15 million had been agreed. It was also clear that in addition to 
the Supplementary Vote shortly to be presented for £78 million for 
agriculture in the current year there would be a number of other 
Supplementary Votes for smaller amounts. 

In discussion there was general agreement in the Cabinet that the 
main object of policy should be to increase the rate growth in the 
national economy. There was some division of opinion on the best 
way of securing this result. On the one hand it was argued that the 
ratio of public expenditure to private expenditure should not be 
treated as rigid and that some forms of public expenditure might in 
fact make a better contribution to growth than private expenditure. 
While no one would dispute that public expenditure could reach a 
level which would have an adverse effect on the economy, it was 
arguable whether that level had yet been reached and how, within 
any given level of public expenditure as a whole, expenditure could 
best be distributed in order to promote economic growth. The 
problem of controlling wages, salaries and other incomes far out
weighed in importance to the economy the need to limit public 
expenditure, and cuts in public services would not make it any easier 
to secure restraint in collective bargaining or acceptance of the 
Government^ proposals for economic planning. 
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It was emphasised, on the other hand, that the proposals 
put forward by the Chief Secretary, Treasury, provided for substantial 
growth in public investment over the next three years. Departments 
had proposed investment in public services which in the aggregate 
would involve capital expenditure in these years of 15 or 20 per cent, 
above the present level; and it was thought that an increase of about 
10 per cent, above the present level could be approved. If, however, 
increases were allowed along all the channels of public expenditure, 
there would be a real danger that the private sector would be starved 
and that the necessary expansion of exports would in consequence be 
frustrated. The crucial point was the pace of development, which 
could not continue simultaneously at the maximum for all services. 
It did not seem possible to escape the conclusion that, if the pace of 
development were faster than the normal on some services, 
expenditure on others would have to be retarded. 

The Home Secretary suggested that, in the light of this general 
discussion, the Cabinet should proceed to consider some of the main 
specific proposals for reducing public expenditure in the year 
1962-63. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of C. (61) 199. 

6. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Chief 
Secretary, Treasury (C. (61) 211) on the cost of the Governments 
agricultural support policy. 

The Chief Secretary, Treasury, said that Parliament would 
shortly be asked to approve a Supplementary Vote of £78 million for 
agricultural support in the current year. This would, in his view, have 
two effects. In the short term it might affect confidence in sterling 
unless the Government could show that measures were being taken 
to restrict the level of expenditure on agricultural support in the 
following year. For the longer term it underlined the need, whether 
or not the United Kingdom joined the Common Market, to substitute 
for the unlimited commitments under the Agriculture Act, 1957, some 
alternative system which would limit the burden of agricultural 
support on the Exchequer and pass on some of the cost to the 
consumer. His paper proposed that for the short term the 
Government should announce that they would not allow the cost of 
agricultural support in 1962-63 to exceed a stated maximum figure,
that in the next annual review in February farm prices should be 
fixed at minimum levels, that no further commitments should be 
accepted under the Hill Farm and Livestock Rearing schemes and 
that no further financial provision should be made for the Farm 
Improvement scheme. 

In discussion the following points were made: 
[a) It was argued that it would not be possible to set a firm limit 

for agricultural support in the following year without breach of the 
pledge given in 1957 that during the lifetime of the present Parliament 
subsidies would not in any given year be reduced by more than 
2\ per cent, in all or by more than 4 per cent, for any single 
commodity. This pledge must be maintained. 

(h) The large Supplementary Vote which was now required was 
wholly due to the collapse of the fatstock market. Beef prices were 
beginning to recover when a mild spring and a good summer produced 
an extra million lambs. Before this surplus had been absorbed the 
Danes increased their bacon imports in September. It could be 
assumed that in a normal year only one sector of the market would 
be seriously affected; but this year the collapse had been general. 
Although the increase in meat supplies had amounted to only 2 per 



CX. 71 (61) 

cent, in quantity, this had involved a 14 per cent, drop in the wholesale 
price. It could therefore be made clear that the Supplementary Vote 
was due entirely to factors over which the Government had no control. 

(c) Although the scope for short-term savings might be very 
limited it could not be neglected. Officials should examine urgently 
the possibility of securing economies on the lines suggested by the 
Chief Secretary, Treasury. The main difficulty was the existence of 
the 1957 pledge which prevented or restricted action over most of the 
field. 

(d) While it might be possible to devise means of maintaining the 
level of support to the farmers, within the terms of the 1957 pledge, 
while passing on a greater proportion of the cost to the consumer, this 
would require legislation, which could not be passed in time to affect 
the position in the following year. 

(e) The changes in agricultural support policy which would be 
involved if the United Kingdom joined the Common Market were 
already being studied. It had now been agreed that a parallel study 
should be made of the changes which might be made if we did not join 
the Common Market in order to relieve the Exchequer of the 
unlimited liability to which it was exposed by the existing policy. It 
was estimated that these studies would take about 18 months to 
complete. In this context it might be unwise to make adjustments, 
for short-term purposes, in the Hill Farming and Livestock Rearing 
and the Farm Improvement schemes. For these limited schemes 
would not be affected by our entry into the Common Market, and 
their retention would provide some small compensation to farmers at 
a time when it would be badly needed. 

(/) There might be advantage in introducing voluntary quotas for 
meat imports in advance of the compulsory quotas which would 
follow entry into the Common Market or a fundamental change in 
the Government^ agricultural support policy. Here again, however, 
any benefits would be comparatively long-term. Voluntary quotas 
would only be effective in reducing the cost of agricultural support if 
they were associated with a scheme for Government buying to 
maintain market prices. This would be in itself a major change of 
policy and would need working out in detail. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Invited	 the Minister of Agriculture, in presenting the 

Supplementary Vote of £78 million for increased 
agricultural support in the current year, to explain that the 
increase was entirely due to the collapse of the fatstock 
market and to give the reasons for that collapse in some 
detail. 

(2) Invited	 the Minister of Agriculture to indicate, when 
presenting this Supplementary Vote, that the Government 
intended to take a firm line in the next annual review of 
farm prices; but agreed that he should not commit himself 
to a stated maximum figure for the level of agricultural 
support in the year 1962-63. 

(3) Invited	 the Chief Secretary, Treasury, the Minister of 
Agriculture, the President of the Board of Trade and the 
Secretary of State for Scotland to arrange for officials of 
their Departments to make an immediate review of the 
possibility of securing further economies in the cost of 
agricultural support in the short term. 
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The Cabinet had before them memoranda by the Chief Secretary, 
Treasury (C. (61) 209) and the Minister of Education (C. (61) 213) 
about possible savings in expenditure on school meals, welfare milk 
and school milk. Annexed to C. (61) 209 was a summary of a report 
by officials on Child Nutrition. 

The Chief Secretary, Treasury, said that he saw no prospect of 
preventing the Estimates for 1962-63 from rising in real terms by 
more than 2\ per cent, over the Estimates for 1961-62 unless a 
substantial saving could be made in social service expenditure. 
Officials had examined a number of ways in which economies could 
be secured in expenditure on school meals, welfare milk and school 
milk without risk to nutritional standards. These services were at 
present costing nearly £100 million per annum. By recasting the 
present arrangements for subsidising school meals, so as to 
concentrate the subsidy almost entirely on children whose families 
were most in need of its help, it would be possible to save about 
£27 million from the £57 million now spent on school meals; and 
by withdrawing the welfare milk subsidy, except for families of four 
or more children (including as four-child families those with three 
children and an expectant mother), it would be possible to save 
£20 million out of the £26 million at present spent on welfare milk. 
He did not think it would be desirable to make any general alteration 
in the arrangements for school milk. If savings of the order suggested 
could be secured, it would be unnecessary to examine the alternative 
course, which would be to alter the balance of the family allowances 
scheme in favour of the larger families. This might reduce 
expenditure on family allowances (estimated at £135 million for 
1962-63) by a gross amount of about £34 million, but would involve 
legislation and new administrative expenditure. 

The Cabinet considered first the welfare milk scheme. There was 
broad agreement that it would be right to secure substantial reductions 
in the cost of the scheme, which provided milk at half-price, not only 
for the small number of families unable to afford the full price, but 
also for a much larger number of families whose consumption of milk 
would not be affected if they had to pay the full price. It was 
suggested, however, that further consideration should be given to 
the merits and defects of certain of the proposals to which officials 
had drawn attention. The biggest saving (£20 million) would be 
obtained if. as the Chief Secretary. Treasury, had suggested, subsidies 
were withdrawn from all save families of four or more children, 
but this might involve some risk for families with three children and 
the possibility of retaining the subsidy for them should not be ruled 
out. The saving in that event would be reduced to about £14 million. 
Of three-child families, those in which all the children were under 
five were particularly vulnerable; if the subsidy were retained only 
for these families the saving might be about £18 million. The 
administrative implications of each of these possible schemes should 
be studied and it should be kept in mind that in 1964. when it would 
be necessary to renew the powers under which welfare milk was 
supplied, it would be convenient to be able to avoid making any 
further change in the character of the scheme. This would point to 
a decision at this stage to adopt the proposal which could readily be 
defended on nutritional grounds viz.. to retain subsidies only for 
three-child families where all the children were under five. Adoption 
of any of the schemes would affect milk distributors, and it would be 
desirable to consult them before an announcement was made if this 
could be done without undue risk of premature disclasure of the 
Government^ intentions. 

The changes under discussion would require a new Welfare 
Foods Order, which would be subject to negative resolution. Subject 
to wider considerations affecting announcements of other economy 
measures, it would be convenient if any announcement about welfare 
milk could be made some time before the issue of the White Paper 



on the Government^ Hospital Plan, which would be ready for 
publication towards the end of January. 

The Cabinet then considered the school meals service, for which 
two schemes were described in paragraph 8 of the annex to C. (61) 209. 

The Minister of Education said that he could not wholly accept 
that a doubling of the charge for school meals supplied to all children 
except those from the larger and more needy families would have no 
adverse nutritional effects. It would probably increase the numbers 
of children who took their mid-day meal at cafes, a development 
which had both social and nutritional disadvantages. School meals, 
moreover, had an important educational function which had been 
accepted by teachers, who might regard a doubled charge as marking 
the conversion of school meals from an education service to a 
restaurant service which they would feel less obligation to supervise. 
He did not, however, think that the effect of an increase from Is. to 
Is. 6d. per meal would be so serious: a meal provided at such a 
price might still be accepted as an education service. It would avoid 
administrative complications if there were no intermediate stage 
between a free meal and a Is. 6d. meal. But if the Is. 6d. proposal 
were pursued it would be important to examine its effect on the 
outlay of families having several children at school and to acknowledge 
the social implications of shifting the burden of school meals from 
persons with no children to those having children. 

In discussion it was pointed out that the proposal for a 2s. 
charge (described at X.1 in paragraph 8 of the report) would be 
administratively complicated, particularly in view of fluctuating
incomes. Past experience showed, moreover, that small increases 
in charges resulted, at any rate in some areas, in many children 
withdrawing from school meals. A complex scheme would be likely 
to give rise to tension among teachers, whose dislike of their 
supervisory function in relation to school meals had recently been 
made clear. If the existing means test arrangements could be left 
substantially unaltered—as they might be on the proposal for a Is. 6d. 
charge (described at X.2)—much difficulty would be avoided, though 
the amount of the saving which could be obtained would be reduced 
from £27 million to about £17 million. 

In further discussion of points affecting the whole range of 
schemes covered by C. (61) 209, the following points were raised: 

(a) Before the Cabinet took final decisions they should have 
before them statements showing the effect for typical family sizes 
of various combinations of the economy measures which had been 
discussed. They should also have before them a brief description 
of the changes in the family allowances scheme which might be 
proposed as an alternative to economies in the nutritional services. 

(h) The timing of announcements about economy measures 
would need careful consideration in the light of foreseeable political 
conditions. 

(c) Although no general change in school milk arrangements was 
recommended, there might be advantage in stopping the supply of 
free milk in independent schools. This would yield a saving of about 
£800.000. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Chief Secretary. Treasury, in consultation with 
the Secretary of State for Scotland, the Minister ol 
Education, the Minister of Pensions and National Insurance 
and the Minister of Health to bring before them revised 
proposals for savings in the cost of school meals and welfare 
milk, and to outline the savings which might be achieved 
by adopting, as an alternative, changes in th- family 
allowances scheme. 
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1. The Cabinet had before them memoranda by the Chief 
Secretary, Treasury ( C (61) 210) and the Minister of Education 
(C. (61) 212) oii the level of educational expenditure in the period 
up to 1965-66. 

The Chief Secretary, Treasury, said that the Treasury were 
seeking to contain the expansion of public expenditure within the 
limits of the increase in the gross national product, which was 
estimated at something between 2£ and 3 per cent, for this period. 
An expansion of 2\ per cent, had been agreed for the National 
Health Service; and, for the education programme, he had been 
ready to concede a higher figure of 3 per cent. Current expenditure 
on education was now running at the rate of £694 million a year; 
and a 3 per cent, increase would bring it u p to £780 million in four 
years. The Minister of Education was, however, anxious to adhere 
to a programme rising to £830 million in four years, and thus 
involving an annual increase of 4*6 per cent. This was in his view 
too high; with an annual growth of 3 per cent, it should still be 
possible to plan for steady and acceptable expansion. 

In investment, as opposed to current expenditure, the Minister^ 
programme also showed a steady increase, rising from £117 million 
in 1961-62 to £139 million in 1965-66. In the present state of our 
resources increases of this order in educational building could not 
be authorised unless compensating reductions were made in other 
services. The Chancellor of the Exchequer had suggested that the 
programme should be stabilised at £120-5 million for the three-year 
period up to 1965-66. This was an increase of £3 million a year 
over the level for the current three-year period. He recognised that 
this would involve the postponement of projects in the 1962-63 
programme which had already been approved, but he saw no 
alternative. 

The Minister of Education said that the only practicable way 
to get a substantial saving in current expenditure would be by reducing 
the supply of teachers. But even under present plans he was faced 
with the prospect next year of having to turn away 2,000 qualified 
applicants for teacher training because there would be no room for 
them in the training colleges. T o restrict the programme deliberately 
at this stage seemed to him to be politically and economically 
indefensible. The growth in national resources on which all 
Government expenditure was dependent would be greatly influenced 
by our success in improving and expanding the educational services. 
This in turn was governed by the supply of teachers. Against this 
background it was difficult to see how to make cuts in the educational 
building programme which would have any effect on current 
expenditure at all. He had set out in his paper (paragraph 5) the 
main elements in the present programme. It was impossible to 
reduce that part of the programme which aimed at providing school 
places for children who would otherwise have no school to go to. 
The reorganisation of all-age schools had been *niilt into the 
Education Act. 1944. and had consistently figured in the Conservative 
programme for education. A pledge had been given in the White 
Paper of 1958 that the programme would be completed in five years 
and under present plans this would be achieved, except in Liverpool, 
where there were special problems. Those parts of the programme 
which aimed at providing better scientific and workshop facilities 
were also essential. Thus, the only part of the programme in whi^h 
reductions could be made was that for the replacement and rebuildii. 
of out-of-date and unsatisfactory schools. Work under this he- t 
was now concentrated largely on secondary schools. As new schools 
were built, political pressure for the replacement or rebuilding of 
the older schools increased. Moreover, postponements or reductions 
in the replacement programme would not produce any saving in 
current expenditure. It could indeed be argued that current 
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expenditure would increase if the programme were held back, for 
the older schools were more expensive to run. There was also a 
difficult question of timing. If the programme in later years were 
to be cut to the figure of £120-5 million which the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer had suggested, it would be necessary to postpone projects 
already approved for 1961-62 and 1962-63. This was because 
building costs were greatest in the second and third years of any given 
project. It did not seem to be politically practicable to announce at 
this stage major cuts in the school building programme for next year. 
This would be interpreted as a policy of restriction, not of growth, 
and would be repudiated by public opinion. 

In discussion the following points were made: 
(a) On present evidence a serious shortage of teachers was 

forecast for 1970. This would make it very difficult to defend a 
policy which could be interpreted as restricting still further the supply 
of teachers. This argument applied with particular force to technical 
education in view of the emphasis placed on the need to improve the 
facilities for technical training generally, and the expansion of day
release schemes for industry. 

(b) It was not clear that it would be necessary to cut projects 
out of the building programme altogether. It was rather a question 
of controlling starting dates and spreading out the programme over 
a longer period. Increases in the later years of the period might be 
more manageable than increases now. Nevertheless, it was probable 
that any substantial postponement of new starts would be represented 
as a cut in the education programme. 

(f) It was difficult for Ministers to take a final decision about 
investment expenditure in education without considering at the same 
time plans for capital expenditure elsewhere, particularly on housing 
and roads. Comprehensive proposals had been put before the 
Economic Policy Committee but had not been circulated to the 
Cabinet. Priorities were changing all the time. Housing, for example, 
had been the highest priority 10 years ago; it had dropped back in 
the interval but was now likely to rise again. Slum clearance would 
be a major political issue in the following year. 

(d) From a national point of view it was by no means clear that 
4-6 per cent, would be regarded as an excessive increase in 
expenditure on education and there would certainly be many who 
would argue that an increase of 3 per cent, was too small. 

(e) It would be helpful to the Cabinet to see in some detail the 
effect of reducing the investment programme for school building by 
stated amounts; as well as the figure of £120-5 million which the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer had suggested higher figures of, say, 
£125 million and £130 million should also be examined. 

The C a b i n e t 
(1) Invited the Minister of Education to circulate a paper setting 

out the effect of reducing the education investmei t 
programme for the period 1963 64 to 1965-66 from its 
present planned level to an average of £130 million, £125 
million and £120 million. 

(2) Invited	 the Chief Secretary, Treasury, to circulate, for the 
information of the Cabinet, a paper showing the present 
plans for civil public investment as a whole in the three 
years in question. 

(3) Agreed to resume their discussion at a later meeting 
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2. The Cabinet again considered the memorandum by the 
Minister of Education (C. (61) 191) on the transfer of Colleges of 
Advanced Technology to direct grant. 

The Minister of Education said that arrangements to transfer 
these Colleges to direct grant were well advanced. Great importance 
had been attached to the transfer by the Chairman of the Committee 
on Higher Education, who had urged him to proceed with it in 
advance of the publication of the Committees report. This course 
was also supported by leading scientists, who deplored the original 
decision to set up the colleges under the control of local authorities. 
The transfer would not result in any increase in public expenditure. 
It involved no more than a bookkeeping transaction under which 
some £5 million would be transferred from the rates to the Exchequer. 
If at this late stage he had to tell the local authorities that the transfer 
was to be postponed for a year he would be placed in an embarrassing
position. The local authorities, although they had at first been 
unwilling to accept the transfer, had in the end been most co-operative; 
to tell them now that they would have to carry the load on the rates 
for an extra year and hand over control at the end of that time would 
create a major grievance. They might well want to re-negotiate the 
terms of transfer, with increased cost to the Exchequer. 

The Chief Secretary, Treasury, said that much more than a book
keeping transaction was involved. The Chancellor of the Exchequer 
had given a specific pledge to restrict the rise in the 1962-63 Estimates 
to no more than 2\ per cent, above the level for 1961-62. The whole 
of the £5 million involved in this transfer would fall on the Estimates 
and some other saving would have to be found to make room for it. 
The Cabinet had already considered painful changes designed to 
secure economies, e.g., in the nutritional services, and were still far 
short of the total of £100 million which was required.  To accept this 
extra £5 million now would add unnecessarily to their difficulties. It 
was not strictly true to say that the salaries of the teachers at the 
colleges would be affected by the delay; they had already been 
promised substantial increases from 1st April, 1962, and it was most 
unlikely that any further increases could be negotiated before April 
1963. The reaL trouble was the fact that the estimated cost of the 
colleges had risen so steeply. The Chancellor of the Exchequer would 
have been prepared to carry the extra £1$ million which was at first 
thought to be involved; but it was much more difficult to absorb the 
revised figure of £5 million. 

In discussion to following points were made: 
(a) It was undeniable that the Chancellors pledge related in 

terms to the level of Estimates and not to public expenditure as a 
whole.  To accept the extra £5 million for the colleges would involve 
finding an equivalent saving elsewhere, unless it could be argued that 
the cost of the colleges represented new business which had accrued 
since the framing of the 1961-62 Estimates, and could for that reason 
be excluded from the calculation of the 2$ per cent, increase. 

(/)) It was difficult to take a final decision without knowing 
more about the savings which might have to be made in other 
directions in order to reach the total of £100 million involved in the 
Chancellor^ pledge. Further delay would make it even more difficult 
to persuade local authorities to accept postponement of the date of 
transfer with good grace. Nevertheless this risk would have to be 
accepted. 

The Cabinet— 
Agreed to resume their discussion at a later date when 
mormoree progressprogre had been made in reducing the Estimates 
for 1962-63. 
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 l . The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in 
the House of Commons in the following week and in the week 
following the end of the Christmas recess. 

Before the House rose a motion would be tabled for a compulsory 
time-table for the remaining stages of the Commonwealth Immigrants 
Bill. This would provide for three more days on the Committee 
Stage and two days for the Report Stage and Third Reading. 

 There was now good prospect of agreement between the 
 Opposition leaders and Government supporters on the scope of the 
 proposed enquiry on House of Lords reform. All parties seemed 

 likely to accept an enquiry which would not be empowered to deal 
 with powers, composition or remuneration but would be confined to 

 the specific anomalies which had been the subject of recent 
 controversy. It might be possible for a committee with these limited 

terms of reference to start work when Parliament re-assembled after 
the Christmas recess. 

2. The Cabinet were informed that, in the light of their earlier 
discussions on the military and political situation in the Congo, it 
had been decided to submit to Mr. U Thant, the acting Secretary-
General of the United Nations, a formal proposal for an immediate 
cease-fire in Katanga. Mr. U Thant had referred this proposal to his 
advisory committee on the Congo, which was to discuss it on the 
following day. Meanwhile, the United States Government had 
declared that in their view no cease-fire was feasible until the 
minimum objectives of the United Nations had been attained. These 
they had defined as the capacity to protect their forces and to 
maintain their freedom of movement and communications in order to 
discharge the task assigned to them by the Security Council and the 
General Assembly; but they had added that force should be used 
only to the extent necessary to achieve those limited "objectives. The 
wider aim must be to bring Mr. Tshombe, the Prime Minister of 
Katanga, and Mr. Adoula, the Prime Minister of the central Congo 
Government, together to seek agreement on means of re-integrating 
Katanga within the Congo and of consolidating the whole country 
under a suitable government. From private communications it was 
clear that the differences between the United States and United 
Kingdom Governments were not so wide as might appear from the 
public positions which they had taken up. The United States 
Government were ready for a cease-fire if it could be combined, and 
simultaneous, with a reliable assurance of an early meeting between 
Mr. Tshombe and Mr. Adoula. The latest proposal was that this 
meeting might be held at Kitona and that Dr. Bunche, an Assistant 
Secretary-General of the United Nations, might himself accompany 
Mr. Tshombe to the meeting as a guarantor of his personal safety. 
Meanwhile Mr. U Thant had withdrawn his earlier request for the 
supply of British bombs for the Indian aircraft in use by United 
Nations forces in the Congo. 

The Cabinet then discussed the handling of the debate on the 
Congo which was to be held in the House of Commons later in the 
day. The Lord Privy Seal would open the Government case and the 
Prime Minister would reply to the debate. There now seemed a 
good prospect that the Government motion would be carried by a 
substantial majority. 

The Cabinet-
Took note of the developments which had taken place 
since their last discussion on 12th December, and of the 
arrangements for handling the debate in the House of 
Commons. 
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3. The Lord Privy Seal said that, in pursuance of the Cabinefs 
decision of 12th December, representations had been made to the 
Indian Government with a view to dissuading them from launching 
an armed attack on Goa. These representations had been conveyed 
in a note which the High Commissioner in Delhi had delivered 
personally to Mr. Nehru on the previous day. Mr. Nehru had 
however given no assurance that force would not be used; and the 
United States Ambassador, who had made similar representations, 
had been given to understand by a senior official of the Indian 
Government that, unless the Portuguese made some conciliatory 
move within the next two or three days, the Indians might feel obliged 
to take forceful action. The approach by the High Commissioner 
was now being followed up by a personal message from the Prime 
Minister to Mr. Nehru. It would be made known in London that 
afternoon that these representations had been made to the Indian 
Government. 

Meanwhile, the Portuguese Government were suggesting that 
independent observers should be sent to Goa. We should let it be 
known that we would support this suggestion, if it were acceptable 
to both sides. 

Steps had also been taken to ascertain what military 
reinforcements the Portuguese desired to send to Goa. They wished 
to send within the next few days one aircraft containing about 130 
troops and another aircraft carrying equipment some days later. U p 
to now we had been able to avoid any final refusal of staging facilities 
for these aircraft. We had explained that there was no precedent 
for allowing any allied Power to stage aircraft through Gan, and that 
it was most unlikely that the Libyan Government would allow these 
aircraft to be staged through El Adem. We should not be asked for 
facilities at Mauritius if, as seemed likely, these aircraft had not the 
range to fly from there to Goa. We had however undertaken that, 
if the Portuguese could suggest some other practicable route, we 
would consider whether we could assist them. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note of this statement by the Lord Privy Seal. 

 4. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that at a meeting in 
 Paris on the previous day Ministers from the nine principal countries 

 of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
j  f  Japan had agreed, subject to reference to governments, to 

 participate in a scheme designed to produce additional resources for 
 the International Monetary Fund. In view of the recent comparative 

 weakness of the dolhr, the Fund had been short of effective resources 
and its total holding of currencies of the six Common Market 
countries amounted at present to less than $1 billion. The agreement 
which had been reached provided for supplementary resources of 
about $ 6 billion to be made available to the Fund. The United 
States would contribute $2 billion, the United Kingdom $1 billion, 
the six Common Matket countries $21 billion, an j there would be 
further contributions from Canada, Japan and possibly Switzerland. 
These figures represented maximum commitments and, through 
careful arrangements which had been made for the voting rights of 
participants, each country would be free to decide for itself how much 
it could lend if a call were made. The United Kingdom would be 
called upon to lend only in conditions in which the United States 
needed a drawing, the Fund was short of sterling and our balance of 
payments position enabled us to lend—as it would if there were a 
flow of funds from the dollar to sterling. We would be under no 
obligation to"lend while we still had an outstanding drawing from the 
Fund. 

a n (  r o m

Details of the scheme were being worked out, but in broad 
outline the commitment for the United Kingdom was reasonable and. 
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subject to the approval of the Cabinet, he would like to inform the 
Fund authorities during the following week that the scheme was 
accepted in principle by the Government. The necessary Bill would 
be short and need not be passed by any specified date so long as room 
could be found for it in the current session. 

The Cabinet— 
Authorised the Chancellor of the Exchequer to inform the 
authorities of the International Monetary Fund that the 
Government were prepared in principle to accept the 
borrowing scheme which had been provisionally approved 
at the meeting in Paris on 13th December. 

5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Home 
Secretary (C. (61) 214) about quotas for Polish bacon and Roumanian 
meat and fruit pulp. 

The Prime Minister recalled that the Polish Government had 
offered to buy British aircraft costing about £1J million in return for 
an increase of about £1^ million in the current year's quotas for 
imports from Poland. The increase would consist of 4,000 tons of 
bacon, canned ham and other canned meat. It had been found that 
acceptance of this proposal would have only an insignificant effect on 
the size of subsidy payments but there would be difficulty in defending 
any measure, such as this, which would have the appearance of 
depressing the bacon market, particularly at a time when the Minister 
of Agriculture was presenting to Parliament a Supplementary Vote 
for about £78 million largely due to the collapse of the meat and 
bacon markets during the current year. 

In discussion there was general agreement in the Cabinet that 
trading policy with the Iron Curtain countries, which often involved 
acceptance of agricultural products not required in this country, 
would have to be thoroughly reviewed in the context of the Common 
Market negotiations. It was particularly unfortunate that we should 
be called upon at this stage to increase the Polish bacon quota, since 
to do so would prejudice such slender prospects as there were of 
securing agreement with Denmark and Ireland for voluntary control 
of bacon imports. On the other hand, acceptance of the Polish 
proposal would enable the aircraft industry, which was in great need 
of more outlets for exports, to enter a new and probably expanding 
market. On balance, it would be expedient to apply to this case the 
directive given by the Prime Minister on 27th September, I960 
(C. (60) 135), in which he had said that " in the interests of securing 
greater exports we must be prepared to accept imports which may 
cause some problems domestically or in the Commonwealth ". It 
would, however, be desirable to consider carefully whether the 
Governmenfs agreement in principle should be expressed in a " once 
for all " increase in the quota or by over-licensing. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Agreed	 in principle that this increase in imports of Polish 

bacon should be accepted. 
(2) Invited the President	 of the Board of Trade to consider with 

the Minister of Agriculture the best means of giving 
effect to this decision. 

The Cabinet were informed that under trade and financial 
agreements negotiated with Roumania in the previous year there had 
been a rise in exports from £3 million in I960 to £10 million in the 
first three quarters of The Roumanians had, however, said 
that they would not renew the agreements unless they were given a 
quota for meat and fruit pulp. They had asked for a quota of 



20,000 tons of meat but it was thought that they would accept 
5,000 tons provided that they could also be offered a token quantity 
(50 tons) of fruit pulp. As the Roumanians had not taken up the 
existing quotas provided for by the trade agreement, it would be 
difficult to justify establishing a new quota for meat imports at the 
present time, when the meat market was heavily over-supplied. 

In discussion it was agreed that, despite the favourable financial 
agreement and the value of the growing trade with Roumania, it 
would not be expedient to give the Roumanians a quota for meat. 

The Cabinet— 
(3) Invited the	 President of the Board of Trade to inform the 

Roumanian authorities that approval could not be given 
for a quota of meat imports from Roumania into this 
country. 

Wages Policy 6. The Chancellor of the Exchequer circulated to the Cabinet 
(Previous the draft of a statement which had been prepared by officials as a 
Reference: basis for his speech in the debate in the House of Commons on 18th 
C C . (61) 68th December on the economic situation. The Chancellor suggested that 
Conclusion. the Cabinet should discuss the main points of principle raised by this 
Minute4) draft. The first was whether he should announce at this stage the 

ending of the wages pause. He believed that the trades unions were 
not at present expecting him to set a date for the end of the pause, 
though they would like him to recognise that in its present form it had 
given rise to injustice. The second main point was whether any 
indication should be given, in terms either of money or of a percentage, 
of the extent to which economic conditions would allow of any 
increase in personal incomes in 1962. 

In discussion the following points were raised: 
(a) TlurPrime Minister suggested that more emphasis should be 

laid on the constructive side of the Governments policy, which should 
be put first in any statement. The fact was that, as a nation, we were 
earning too little and spending too much. The first duty of the 
Government was to make it possible for the country to earn more; 
and this would be the primary task of the new planning machinery. 
People must be made to see that measures taken to increase the 
country's earning power were in their own interests. The second 
problem was how to avoid spending too much while production was 
being built up. The pause in wages had been a rough and ready 
instrument to this end; it had been introduced as an emergency 
measure and inevitably involved some inconsistencies and injustice. 
But on the whole it had worked well. It would have to be replaced 
by longer-term arrangements but it would take time to work these 
out in consultation with the two sides of industry. Some interim 
arrangement was needed to bridge the gap. The pause would have 
to be phased into a period of continued restraint during which the 
rise in the national wages bill would be kept in step with the rise in 
prod uctivity. 

(/n The timing of any change in present policy would need 
careful thought. Unless some modification of the pause .vas 
announced soon, a number of trades unions would have taken up firm 
positions on wage claims and it would then be more difficult for 
organised labour to co-operate with the Government on a long-term 
policy. The Chancellor of the Exchequer would have to make a 
further statement when figures for the country's economic 
performance in 1961 were available. The best hope of avoiding 
precipitate action by some unions might be for the Chancellor to meet 
representatives of the Trades Union Congress on 20th December and 
again in mid-January, when more would be known of the 1961 out
turn, and to make a definite public statement as soon as possible 
thereafter. 
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(c) It would be dangerous to give the impression at this stage 

that the pause was coming to an end. This would release a flood of 
wage claims and might force the Government to take deflationary 
measures. This would run counter to their expressed aim of 
encouraging growth and would prejudice the prospect of getting both 
sides of industry to co-operate in long-term planning. There was more 
support for the policy of the pause than had been generally admitted; 
the recent wage increase award by British Oxygen had been 
unpopular with ,other employers, and the flat rejection of the 
engineering claim on the previous day was also encouraging. 

(d) In order to secure economic growth positive measures might 
have to be taken to secure special wage incentives in industries which 
could show increased productivity without increase in prices. A fair 
method would need, however, to be devised for dealing with those 
who were not productive in the narrow sense, e.g., Government 
employees, railwaymen and workers in service industries. 

(e) To avoid the danger that the ending of the pause would lead 
to a further period of inflation it would be necessary to move from 
the pause in its present form into a second stage in which, while 
the pause could still be held to be continuing, room could be found 
for modest increases where they were most justified. The main 
difficulty would be to prevent such increases getting out of hand; 
a reference to a specific percentage, e.g., 2\ per cent., would 
encourage everybody to demand increases of that order. A reference 
to a specific sum, e.g., £500 million, which might be available during 
this period for salary and wage increases would encourage everybody 
to get their claim in before the sum was exhausted. It might be of 
help in restraining these pressures if the Government issued some 
general direction to all nationalised industries about the size of the 
increases which could be tolerated. 

(/) In spite of the danger of setting a definite limit to wage 
increases in the interim period it would not be enough for the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer to speak in purely general terms. He 
could state the facts without necessarily drawing specific conclusions 
from them. He might, for example, say that national productivity 
was at present rising at the rate of per cent, a year; that the 
national wage bill was running at the rate of £16.000 million a year 
and that it followed from this that the rise in national productivity 
would, if reflected in the wage bill, produce wage increases of £500 
million. These facts were already known. 

(g) The reference in the draft statement to arbitration might 
be better omitted at this stage, and the paragraphs dealing with 
comparability and with Government services should be reconsidered. 
It was difficult to deal with comparability until more progress had 
been made with a long-term policy for incomes, and any reference 
to Government services at this stage would be likely to carry the 
implication that the pause was to be brought to an end on a definite 
date. 

(/0 The Governments policy would be judged less by words than 
by action. The handling of the claim for increases in railwaymen's 
wages would be of special importance. The view was expressed 
that in present circumstances any substantial award to the railwaymen 
would seriously endanger the general policy of the Government. 
Moreover, if the railwaymen took their case to arbitration, the 
Government should avoid putting themselves in a position in which 
they might be held to have an obligation to accept the results of 
arbitration. In this connexion it might be of particular help if a 
general direction could be given to the nationalised industries that 
wage increases should not be granted which could not be recouped 
by savings or by higher charges. 



"SECRET 
The Cabinet- -'. '	 . . .  . 
(1) Invited	 the Chancellor of. the Exchequer to arrange for 

further consideration to be given, in consultation with the 
Ministers concerned, to the possibility of a general 
direction to the nationalised industries about the scope 
for wage increases in 1962. 

(2) Invited the	 Chancellor of the Exchequer to be guided by 
their views, as expressed in discussion, in dealing with the 
debate on economic policy in the House of Commons on 
18th December. 

Cabinet Office, S.W. 1, 
14th December, 1961. 
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Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster M.P., Minister of Defence 
The Right Hon. Sir DAVID ECCLES, M.P . , The Right Hon. PETER THORNEYCROFT. 

Minister of Education M.P., Minister of Aviation 
The Right Hon. LORD MILLS, Minister The Right Hon. REGINALD MAUDLING, 

without Portfolio M.P., Secretary of State for the 
Colonies 

The Right Hon. JOHN HARE. M.P . , The Right Hon. EDWARD HEATH, M.P., 
Minister of Labour Lord Privy Seal 

Dr. The Right Hon. CHARLES HILL, The Right Hon. ERNEST MARPLES. M.P., 
M.P . , Minister of Housing and Local Minister of Transport (Items 5-7)
Government and Minister for Welsh 
Affairs 

The Right Hon. CHRISTOPHER SOAMES, The Right Hon. FREDERICK ERROLL. 
M.P.. Minister of Agriculture, M.P., President of the Board of Trade 
Fisheries and Food 

The following were also present: 
The Right Hon. Sir JOCELYN SIMON, The Right Hon. MARTIN REDMAYNE. 

Q . C . , M.P., Solicitor-General (Item 7) M.P., Parliamentary Secretary, 
Treasury (Items 1-5) 

Secretariat: 
The Right Hon. Sir NORMAN BROOK 
Mr. A. L. M. CARY 
Mr. J . H. WADDELL 
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Goa 
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South-East
Asia Treaty
Organisation
l-aos
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Conclusions.
M m u l c 1 1

Germany 
Berlin 
(Previous 
Reference: 
C C . (61) With 
Conclusions. 
Minute 5) 

!. The Foreign Secretary said that, despite the representations 
made to them, the Indian Government had undertaken military 
operations against Goa. It seemed likely that the Portuguese 
opposition would soon be overwhelmed. A motion to place this 
question on the agenda of the Security Council had been carried by 
the bare minimum of seven votes, Russia and Ceylon having voted 
against it and Egypt and Liberia having abstained from voting. It 
was evident that the Soviet Government intended to support India's 
action and to veto any resolution calling for the withdrawal of forces 
or for a settlement by negotiation. If India's action were not 
condemned in the United Nations, Indonesia would be encouraged 
to launch a similar attack on West Irian. 

In discussion it was pointed out that, if the United Nations 
failed on such occasions to uphold the rule of law, the long-term 
consequences would be very grave. If therefore the Russians used 
their veto in the Security Council, it was for consideration whether 
some initiative should be taken to bring this issue before the Assembly, 
either generally or in relation to some specific incident. 

The Cabinet— 
(1) Took	 note that the Foreign Secretary would in the first 

instance invite the views of the United Kingdom 
Delegation in New York on the further handling of these 
questions in the United Nations. 

(2) Took note that the Prime Minister would discuss the problem 
with President Kennedy during their forthcoming meeting 
in Bermuda. 

2. The Foreign Secretary said that Mr. Tshombe, the Prime 
Minister of Katanga, accompanied by the British, French and United 
States Consuls, had gone to Ndola to meet Mr. Gullion, the United 
States Ambassador, who was to accompany him to the meeting at 
Kitona with Mr. Adoula, the Prime Minister of the central Congo 
Government. Before leaving Elisabethville Mr. Tshombe had himself 
called for a cease-fire. The United States were now putting the 
whole weight of their authority behind the efforts to secure a 
negotiated settlement between Katanga and the centra! Congo 
Government. 

 3. The Foreign Secretary said that at the Geneva Conference 
L a  O  S ] j the outstanding points of difference had been resolved o n  a 

 ^ a t f the integration of Pathet Lao into the forces of a united 
 Laotian Government. This problem could not be solved until the 

 Laotian Princes had agreed to form a national Government; the 
 United States authorities were now pressing General Phoumi to agree 

 to the formation of such a government; and. if their efforts succeeded. 

s a v e  Q 

 settlement could be concluded. If this were achieved, it would be 
 largely due to the patience and skill of the British and American 

representatives at the Geneva Conference. 

a

4. The Foreign Secretary made a brief report to the Cabinet on 
the course of the recent discussions in Paris on the Berlin question, 
in the four-Power meetings the French had continued to argue against 
the initiation of any negotiations with the Soviet Government on this 
question at the present time. In the discussions in the North Atlantic 
Council this view hud commanded no support from any quarter; and. 
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but for the French, a much stronger resolution would have been 
carried. In the event the French had reluctantly acquiesced in the 
proposal that further soundings should be taken in Moscow to see 
whether a basis for negotiation could be found. In these further 
probings the lead would be taken by the United States Ambassador 
in Moscow, who would keep in close touch with his British and 
German colleagues. The French Government were not, however, 
prepared to associate themselves with this initiative and it was likely 
that they would raise further difficulties as soon as the conversations 
began to touch on questions of substance. 

The Prime Minister said that the United States Government 
might be willing to bear a special responsibility for ascertaining, in 
this next phase, whether a basis for negotiation could be found. ^ If so, 
it might be expedient that they should do so in order to avoid the 
appearance of leaving the French in isolation. 

The Cabinet— 
Took note that the Prime Minister would discuss with 
President Kennedv, at their forthcoming meeting in 
Bermuda, how best to deal with the reluctance of the French 
Government to contemplate negotiations with the Soviet 
Government on Berlin. 

5. The Foreign Secretary said that the North Atlantic Alliance 
was at present under some strain. The French were being generally 
unco-operative; and the pressure of events in Berlin and the Congo 
had made it difficult for the larger Powers who were working closely 
together lo bring the smaller countries of the Alliance into 
consultation. The recent meeting of Foreign Ministers had done 
something to restore confidence; and the decision that Colonial 
Powers who were members of the Alliance should concert their plans 
for action in the United Nations was a useful step. There was, 
however, continuing uncertainty about defence problems—especially 
the control of nuclear weapons and the size of the United Kingdom 
forces to be stationed in Europe. The Government of the United 
States had now said that they would consider any proposals which 
the European members of the Alliance could formulate for control 
of nuclear weapons assigned to the Alliance. His impression was 
that in making this offer the Government of the United St ttes were 
assuming that it would be difficult if not impossible to get agreement; 
the French in particular would refuse to bind themselves to any 
measures of collective control, partly because they wanted to build 
up their own striking force and partly because they did not want to 
exclude the possibility of some bilateral agreement with the Germans. 

The following points were made in discussion: 
(a) The difficulties of the United Kingdom position had been 

generally recognised. There had been little pressure .m us to increase 
the si/e of our forces in Germany in advance of an agreement on 
support costs. Since it was unlikely that we should get a generous 
settlement from the Germans, the Government could probably hold 
to their present plans without attracting criticism. 

(h) The difficulty over nuclear weapons derived not so much 
from the position of the French or the absence of plans for the control 
of weapons by members of the Alliance collectively, but rather from 
the absence of any agreed strategy for the Alliance. A necessary first 
step to this would be agreement between the Governments of the 
United Stales and the United Kingdom. This would not be impossible 
but there was much work still to be done. 

(c) With the build-up of Russian capability and the growth of 
confidence in their own strength, the European Powers were not so 
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much afraid that the Americans would use the nuclear deterrent 
irresponsibly, as that they would not use it because they would be 
unwilling to place their own country in jeopardy. I t was for this 
reason important to develop the idea of bringing some part of the 
Western deterrent under joint control; there was otherwise a danger 
that the European members of the Alliance would retreat into a 
purely defensive strategy. One difficulty here was that the forms of 
control hitherto considered were designed rather to prevent weapons 
being fired without general consent than to guarantee their use in a 
crisis. 

(d) Any control system would involve German participation and 
it was to be expected that the Russians would re-act sharply to this. 
They would not believe that control could be effective and would 
regard such an arrangement as tantamount to handing over nuclear 
weapons to the Germans. 

(e) The importance of preventing the spread of nuclear weapons 
to other countries was already dominant and was increasing. This 
in turn underlined the importance of a general detente with Russia. 
It might be worth accepting some rough division of the world into 
spheres of influence if as a result the Russians could be brought to 
join with us in concentrating on stopping the spread of nuclear 
weapons. 

The Cabinet— 
Toolc note of the Foreign Secretary's statement and of the 
points raised in the discussion. 

Kenya 6. The Colonial Secretary said that, while there were still 
(Previous differences of view between them, the Kenya African National Union 
Reference: and the Kenya African Democratic Union were making a determined 
C.C.(6l)(i?rd effort to narrow the gap. There was now some hope that workable 
Conclusions. proposals would be put forward from the African side before the 
Minute 5) opening of the constitutional conference in February. If the 

conference went well it would be possible to envisage elections in the 
later part of 1962 leading to independence in 1%3. The position of 
British forces in Kenya after independence might be difficult. The 
Africans would be reluctant to become involved in a conflict between 
the great Powers; but they were anxious to remain in the 
Commonwealth and it might be best to leave this question until the 
constitutional conference had been held and in subsequent discussion 
to emphasise the Commonwealth rather than the British purposes of 
the military facilities which we wished to retain. 

In discussion the following points were made: 
(a) The future of the European settlers would turn on the 

safeguards to be written into the Constitution. These would not, 
however, be sufficient to re-assure them unless there was a reasonable 
prospect that they could be enforced. Though progress was being 
made with the training of African officers for the King's African Rifles 
it wouhl be impossible to produce by l-%3 enough middle-rank and 
senior olficers to be sure of maintaining disciplined forces under 
African control. It would be preferable to plan for the retention of 
a proportion of European officers. To re-assure the European settlers 
it was also desirable that we should be able to retain at least some 
British troops. 

(/;) The breakdown of law and order in the Congo had awakened 
opinion in other African countries to the dangers of conferring 
independence tooquiekly. The Nigerian Government were sponsoring 
a resolution in the United Nations suggesting ten years as the period 
within which it might be reasonable to aim at independence for all 
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African States. It was possible that a move on our part to slow 
down the timetable for the independence of Kenya might command 
more support than had been assumed hitherto. There was, however, 
a serious risk that such a course would lead to an explosion. The 
business community in Kenya were in favour of an early settlement, 
which they believed to be preferable to a continuation of the present 
uncertainty. 

(c) It would not be easy to maintain that British military 
installations in Kenya were meeting the needs of Commonwealth 
defence; nor would it be acceptable to do so if this resulted in 
restrictions on our use of these facilities. It might be better to abandon 
the idea of keeping a base in Kenya and to rely on periodical training 
to maintain some British military presence in the country. 

The Cabinet— 
Invited the Colonial Secretary to circulate before the 
opening of the constitutional conference in February a 
paper setting out his proposals for a Constitution in Kenya 
and assessing the risks involved in delaying independence 
beyond 1963. 

7. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the 
Commonwealth Secretary (C. (61)215) and a note by the Secretary 
of the Cabinet (C. (61)216) covering a report by officials on 
immunities and privileges for Commonwealth organisations 
established in the United Kingdom. 

The Commonwealth Secretary recalled that, when the Cabinet 
had previously considered his proposal, they had asked that officials 
should report on the implications of conferring diplomatic immunity 
on such Commonwealth organisations and their staffs as might be 
established in London. In the report which had now been circulated 
it was argued that the international organisations whose members 
and officials enjoyed immunities differed from Commonwealth 
organisations because the immunities were derived in all cases from a 
formal international agreement. He did not find this distinction 
convincing and considered that as a matter of principle 
Commonwealth organisations should not appear to have lower status 
than international organisations. He also thought it important to 
show that we were determined to build up the machinery of 
Commonwealth co-operation. There had been some difficulty in 
persuading officials of other Commonwealth countries, who had 
previously enjoyed the advantages of diplomatic status, to accept 
posts in London which did not carry those advantages and he would 
now like to make it known to the two bodies who were pressing 
for action—the Commonwealth Education Committee and the 
Commonwealth Education Liaison Committee—that the Government 
were prepared to legislate for this purpose. 

In discussion it was pointed out that the grart of immunity 
involved the possibility that justice would be denied to some ordinary 
citizen and each extension of immunities made resistance to 
subsequent proposals more difficult. In the case of international 
organisations the grant of immunities depended on the agreement or 
treaty establishing the organisation and it was often possible to secure 
a waiver of immunities in defined circumstances. The normal criterion 
was how far the work of the organisation would be inhibited if 
immunities were not granted. In the case of the Commonwealth 
organisations which had been mentioned it could not be said that 
immunities were necessary; nor could it fairly be said that exemption 
from United Kingdom tax was essential for the staffs of the 
organisations. 



It was argued, on the other hand, that if the United Kingdom 
did not grant this immunity, Commonwealth organisations which 
ought to be established in London either would not be established at 
all or would be set up in other Commonwealth countries. Other 
Commonwealth Governments would be ready to grant immunity 
and they would find it difficult to understand why similar treatment 
could not be given in this country—particularly if, as was to be 
expected, immunity had to be accorded on a large scale to Europeans 
as the result of our entry into the European Economic Community. 
If it were thought necessary, a general agreement might be negotiated 
which would govern the practice in all parts of the Commonwealth. 
Alternatively, it might be possible, without serious breach of general 
principles, to arrange for particular Commonwealth organisations 
to waive immunity from suit and legal process except where immunity 
could be shown to be necessary for the purposes for which the 
organisation was founded, and to explore the possibility that 
Commonwealth organisations might adopt internal tax systems of 
their own. 

Summing up the discussion the Prime Minister said that, 
because of the importance of fostering co-operation in the 
Commonwealth, the idea of extending to Commonwealth 
organisations and their staffs the impiunities enjoyed by international 
organisations should not be abandoned. Before a decision could be 
taken, however, it would be desirable to have further information on 
the nature and scope of the legislation which would be required and 
on the extent to which a satisfactory result could be obtained by 
means not involving legislation—for example, by attaching members 
of the organisations to the offices of their respective High 
Commissioners in London. The Cabinet should also be furnished 
with a list of the Commonwealth organisations which had been 
created and were likely to be created in the United Kingdom and a 
statement showing the extent to which international organisations and 
their staffs had in practice been permitted to enjoy the full range of 
immunities provided for by the International Organisations 
(Immunities and Privileges) Act, 1950. Meanwhile it would be 
inappropriate to undertake a commitment in principle in favour of 
granting privileges and immunities to Commonwealth organisations. 

The Cabinet— 
Instructed the Secretary of the Cabinet to arrange for 
officials to submit a further report covering the points 
mentioned by the Prime Minister in summing up the 
discussion. 

Cabinet Office. S.W.1, 
19th December, 1961. 


